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HISTORY OF

THE UNITED STATES

CHAPTER XII

THE slavery question, after the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise in 1854, became so grave that the historian in

describing the period is apt to convey the impression that it

engrossed the minds of Northern men, that a large part
of the North was resolved upon resistance to the extension

of slavery, spending all its energies in the controversy, and
that the country stood still, awaiting the issue of the tre-

mendous conflict. But for him who aims to write the

story of events within the memory of many men now liv-

ing, it is an advantage that he may presume upon their

recollection to fill the gaps involved in the very art of writ-

ing history.
"
Happy the people whose annals are tire-

some," said Montesquieu ;
and in stirring epochs the routine

of work and the round of pleasures of the majority these

blank leaves of history which, if written over, would indeed

be tiresome are overlooked by the reader in the interest

excited by the characteristic events. To men born during
and since the war of the secession, the events of 1850-60

are almost as far away in spirit as the French Revolution is

from their fathers and their grandfathers. "When under the

III. 1



2 THE FRENCH REVOLUTION [Ca. XII.

influence of the powerful emotion excited by the story of

the greatest of all revolutions, it seems to us that pleasure-

seeking must have come to an end, and that business, ex-

cept that which was necessary to support life, must have
been suspended. But the spell is broken when we read

Carlyle's description of Paris in 1792 and 1793. "
Singular

city i For overhead of all this, there is the customary bak-

ing and brewing; Labor hammers and grinds. .Frilled

promenaders saunter under the trees
;
white muslin prom-

enadress, in green parasol, leaning on your arm. Dogs
dance and shoe -blacks polish, on that Pont-Neuf itself

where Fatherland is in danger. So much goes its course
;

and yet the course of all things is nigh altering and ending.''
" Neither shall the reader fancy that it was all black, this

Reign of Terror : far from it. How many hammer-men and

square men, bakers and brewers, washers and wringers over

this France must ply their old daily work, let the Govern-

ment be one of Terror or one of Joy ! In this Paris there

are Twenty-three Theatres nightly ;
some count as many as

Sixty Places of Dancing."
'

Americans are more serious. When the questions of a

United States bank and the tariff were those on which they

divided, De Tocqueville wrote :

" To take part in the gov-
ernment of the country and to talk about it is the most

important business and, as it were, the only pleasure that

1

Carlyle's History of the French Revolution, vol. ii. book ii. chap, iv.,

book vii. chap. i. "The clerk goes to his office, the workman to his shop,

the artisan to his loft, the merchant to his warehouse, the student to his

cabinet, and the functionary to his duty ; they are devoted first of all to

their pursuits, to their daily bread, to the discharge of their obligations, to

tlieir own advancement, to their families, and to their pleasures ; to pro-

vide for these things the day is not too long. . . . 'The declaration that

the country is in danger,' say many ej
r

e-witnesses, 'has made no change
in the physiognomy of Paris. There are the same amusements, the same

gossip. . . . The theatres are full as usual. The wine-shops and places

of diversion overflow with the people, National guards and soldiers. The
fashionable world enjoys its pleasure parties.'" Taine's History of the

French Revolution, vol. ii. p. 188, edition of Henry Holt & Co., 1887.



On. XII. J MATERIAL PROGRESS FROM 1850 TO 1860 3

an American knows." ' Between 1854 and 1860 all the
or-(

dinary political interest was reinforced by a sentiment

prompted by the moral and religious feeling of men. Never
was there such an earnest discussion engaging such masses

of people. We represent best, therefore, the spirit of the

time when in the narrative all other events pale before the

central controversy. Yet when the story has been told, we
see that the whole life of the people has not been described.

To fill out the picture is the object of this chapter.
In the decade we are considering, the growth in popula-

tion was great absolutely and amazing relatively. The im-

migration showed a marked increase over that of the pre-

ceding decade
;
and even in the succeeding decade it did

not reach the numbers of 1850-60.
2 The percentage of

increase of the population of the cities was more than

double that of the whole country,
3
while the gain of 1860

over 1850 in the production of cotton, wheat, corn, oats, hay,
and tobacco was immense. The comparisons of the census

showed a marvellous growth in wealth. But there is little

need of amplifying the subject, for the story of our material

advancement is apt to be more tedious than a twice-told

tale. No study of the census reports is necessary for men
whose memory goes back to this decade. Their recollec-

tions are exact enough to picture the progress made from
the day they were excited over Webster's Seventh-of-March

speech to the day when they rejoiced at the election of

Abraham Lincoln. Men born since 1850 and men born
since the war have had pointed out to them by their fathers

and their grandfathers the amazing growth of their city or

their State. The forest, in which might have been heard

the howling of wolves, has given place to a field clothed

1 De la Democratic en Amerique, vol. ii. p. 128.
3 The United States, Whitney, pp. 235, 245. Population 1850 : 23,191,-

876 ; 1860, 31,443,322.
8 Increase in city population, 78.62 per cent.

;
in the whole country,

35.59 per cent. Preliminary Report of the Eighth Census, pp. 117, 242.
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with verdure. The black swamp through which in 1813

Harrison's army wallowed,
1 and which, until the day of

railroads, traders and travellers shunned, men now living
have seen transformed into cultivated plains giving forth

rich increase of grain. What were sterile rocky wastes

resound, since the development of their mineral wealth,
with the busy hum of industry. In cities where once were
orchards Ave now behold streets lined with comforta-

ble houses. A stately block is seen on ground which for-

merly served as a pasture for a herd of cows, and an opera-
house replaces a squatter's cabin. Contrasts like these,

familiar as they are to most Americans, convey a better

idea than can come from the pen of the most thorough and
accurate statistician.

The great material prosperity of the country amazed De

Tocqueville in 1832 and Bryce in 1881. Since the adoption
of the Constitution the progress has been certain from dec-

ade to decade. War has checked it, political troubles have

Aveighed upon it, financial panics haA^e interrupted it, but

each wave of prosperity has been higher than the preceding.
In the West, said Edward Everett in 1854, in his speech on

the Kansas-Nebraska bill,
" What is a wilderness to-day is

a settled neighborhood to-morroAV."
2 What Burke said of

the American colonies may be used to illustrate any decade

of our growth :

" Such is the strength with which popula-
tion shoots in that part of the world that, state the num-

bers as high as we AA
r

ill, Avhile the dispute continues, the

exaggeration ends. While we are discussing any given

magnitude, they are grown to it. ... Your children do not

grow faster from infancy to manhood than they spread from

families to communities, and from villages to nations."
!

If this increase in wealth, comfort, and luxury were the

1 See Adams's History of the United States, vol. vii. p. 79.
9
Congressional Globe, vol. xxix. p. 159.

3 Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America. Works, Bonn's edition,

vol. i. p. 456.
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only end and the sole result of the occupation of this magnif-
icent continent by our energetic race, philosophers and philan-

thropists might reasonably be disappointed, and they might
then assent to the words of Lowell, who, in speaking of the

time when " we had nothing to boast of in arts or letters,

and were given to bragging overmuch of our merely mate-
,

rial prosperity," declared that "had we gone down like

that other Atlantis, in some vast cataclysm, we should have

covered but a pin's point on the chart of memory, compared
with those ideal spaces occupied by tiny Attica and cramped

England."
'

Nevertheless, this same material prosperity is

a great factor in American life. It may have been over-

rated. It is easy for the scholar to underrate it. No Amer-
ican has preached the gospel of culture with greater force

than Lowell
;
but in one of the legacies he left to that public

to whom he told so much wholesome truth he averred that
" one of the greatest lessons taught by history is the close

relation between the moral and the physical well-being of

man." " In one respect the influence of our material pros-

perity has been enormous. It has given greater well-being
to the masses than was ever before known. In another re-

spect its influence is destined to be beyond estimate. It

is giving a chance for higher education to more boys and
more men than ever had it before. Have great minds failed

to devote themselves to speculative truth because their whole

energy was absorbed in the struggle for a living ?
s America

is seeing to it that her geniuses shall not lack bread and

training.

1 My Study Windows, published in 1871, p. 66. "That the individual

should rise to a higher order either of intelligence or morality than had
existed in former ages was not to be expected, for the United States offered

less field for the development of individuality than had been offered by
older and smaller societies. The chief function of the American Union
was to raise the average standard of popular intelligence and well-being."

Henry Adams, History of the United States, vol. ix. p. 237.
* Latest Literary Essays (1892), p. 162.
3 See some noteworthy remarks in the Nation of Jan. 21st, 1892, p. 55.
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The material progress during 1850-60 was greater than

that of any preceding decade. To excel it, we must look

forward to the time intervening between the end of the

civil war and the present.
1 The growth in foreign trade is

marked up to the panic of 1857
;
after which a decline in

exports and imports took place until both began to gain in

1859.

Invention was busy. To this decade belong the harvest-

er, the breech -loading fire-arm, and the se\ving-machine.
11

1 Since the tariff has again become one of the questions on -which polit-

ical parties divide, the comparative prosperity of the decade 1850-60 has

received attention from political leaders and from party newspapers. The
statement has been made on the one hand that this period was more pros-

perous than any before or since ;
on the other hand, it has been asserted

that it was not a time of prosperity, but one of depression. Now, no one

who has studied the subject with care can doubt that from 1846 to the first

part of 1857 the country was very prosperous. Business received a severe

check by the panic of 1857, from which it took the country nearly three

years to recover.

To determine the relative prosperity of 1850-60 with that of any dec-

ade since the war is more difficult, but after considerable investigation and

thought I have arrived at the conclusion that the material prosperity of

1870-80 and of 1880-90 was greater. I am glad to quote Edward Atkin-

son, whose opinion is almost conclusive in support of this position. He
writes :

" The writer has recently presented statistics which cannot be

gainsaid, proving, so far as figures suffice for proof, that greater progress
than ever before has been made during the present generation, dating from

1865 ... in providing for the means of subsistence, shelter, and clothing,

and in organizing the machinery for distributing the necessaries of life."

The Forum, Nov., 1888, p. 257.

Three years later Mr. Atkinson wrote: "So far as observation, experi-

ence, and statistics combined may be taken in proof of conditions, there has

never been in the history of civilization a period, or a place, or a section of

the earth in which science and invention have worked such progress or have

created such opportunity for material welfare as in these United States in

the period which has elapsed since the end of the civil war. ... I think it

may be claimed that Uncle Sam can produce one third more of all the ar-

ticles of necessity and comfort, perhaps even luxury, in the same number
of hours, at this time, with less labor, than he could produce the lesser

quantity one generation since in the period immediately preceding the war,

or we will say in the period between 1857 to 1861." Boston Herald, Nov.

1, 1891.
2 Edward H. Knight, First Century of the Republic, p. 95, Harper &
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1852 saw the first fire-alarm telegraph system. A year
later was built the first successful steam fire-engine.

1

This

invention took the fireman out of politics, where he had

been an element necessary to reckon with, and limited his

duty to that of fighting conflagrations.
The story of our merchant marine is easily told. In 1824

Webster exulted over the amount of our shipping engaged
in the foreign trade. " Without any government protection

whatever," he declared, our merchant marine "
goes abroad

to challenge competition with the whole world." How is

it, he continued, that our ship-owners "are able to meet,
and in some measure overcome, universal competition ? It

is not, sir, by protection and bounties, but by unwearied

exertion, by extreme economy, by unshaken perseverance,

by that manly and resolute spirit which relies on itself to

protect itself."
2 In 1832 De Tocqueville was struck with

the extent of American commerce on the ocean. He wrote :

" I cannot keep from believing that the Americans will one

day become the first maritime power on the globe. They
are pushed on to master the seas, as the Romans were to

conquer the world."
3 The navigation and commerce of the

United States, wrote Webster in 1850, in the Hiilsemann

letter,
" are hardly exceeded by the oldest and most com-

mercial nations ;
its maritime means and its maritime power

Brothers, 1876. He writes : "Although each of these was on trial, and to

some extent a success, previous to 1850, yet it may be said in general terms

that their celebrity and usefulness date from about that time. The Hussey
and McCormick reapers were largely introduced to our countrymen by their

success at the London World's Fair, in 1851 ; . . . the first valuable work-

ing sewing-machine was the
'

Singer,' made in the fall of 1850."

Ampere speaks of the McCormick machine as one of the glories of Chi-

cago. He saw it working in England, and wrote :

" Adieu done les mois-

sonneurs de Theocrite et de Virgile, et le patriarche Booz, ordonnant & ses

serviteurs de laisser dcs epis dans le sillon pour que Ruth puisse glaner

apres eux !" Promenade en Amerique, vol. 5. pp. 200, 201.
1 First Century of the Republic, p. 105. 4 Works, vol. iii. p. 104.
3 De la Democratic en Amerique, vol. ii. p. 422. See also pp. 411, 412,

414.
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may be seen by Austria herself, in all seas where she has

ports, as Avell as it may be seen also in all other quarters of

the globe."
" Providence has placed us bet\veen the two

great world oceans," said Edward Everett, in 1853,
" and we

shall always be a maritime power of the first order. Our
commerce already visits every sea."

l

In the same year the New York Herald declared :

" It

must be a matter of sincere satisfaction to every American
to know that in both sailing and steam vessels we have sur-

passed the whole world."
*

George William Curtis spoke of

the United States as "a nation whose ships could float all

the kings and nobles and regalia of the world."
3 " We

have," said Clayton, in 1854,
"
acquired a degree of skill in

the construction of ships unequalled by any other nation."
4

Hawthorne, in his " Consular Experiences," speaks of our

disputing
" the navigation of the world with England."

5

Fresh from his mission to England, Buchanan, in a public

speech, declared :

" Our commerce now covers every ocean
;

our mercantile marine is the largest in the world."
( In

November, 1860, on the eve of secession, Alexander H.

Stephens said in a speech delivered before the Georgia Leg-
islature :

" We have now an amount of shipping, not only
coastwise but to foreign countries, which puts us in the

front rank of the nations of the world. England can no

longer be styled the mistress of the seas. What American

is not proud of the result ?"
7

1
Congressional Globe, vol. xxvii. p. 289. "May 16, 1853.

3
Harper's Magazine, Nov., 1853, p. 847.

4
Congressional Globe, vol. xxviii. p. 1258. 5 Our Old Home, chap. i.

6
Speech at a reception at the Merchants' Exchange in Philadelphia, New

York Times, April 29, 1856. The figures seem to bear out Buchanan's

statement. Our tonnage in 1861 was 5,539,812. Preliminary Report on

the Eighth Census, p. 108. The tonnage of Great Britain in 1861 was

4,360.000. Article by John Fiske on Great Britain in Lalor's Cyclopaedia.

In 1856, 75 per cent, of our exports and imports was carried in American

bottoms Article by David A. Wells on American Merchant Marine, in

Lalor's Cyclopaedia.
1 The War between the States, Stephens, vol. ii. p. 288.
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An energetic attempt was made to compete with, the

Cunard line in the fast steam-service between New York
and Liverpool. Edward K. Collins, whose success as a ship-

ping merchant in handling sailing vessels had been brilliant,

said in 1840, two years after the Sirius and Great Western

the first steamers, with perhaps one exception,
1

to cross

the Atlantic had arrived at New York :

" I will build

steamers that shall make the passage from New York to

Europe in ten days and less."
a

Congress in 1847 contracted

to give Collins a subsidy of $385,000 per annum as a com-

pensation for carrying the mails. Four fine steamships
were built in the United States the Arctic, Baltic, Atlantic,

and Pacific; and the Collins line began business April 27,

1850, when the Atlantic sailed from New York for Liver-

pool.
3 The competition between the American and the

Cunard boats at once became tierce
;
the strife was keen to

make the fastest passage. The Cunard line bore the palm
for a while

;
then it went to Collins. Captain Eldridge of

the Pacific is reported to have said on leaving Liverpool for

New York: "If I do not beat the Persia (Cunarder) I

will send the Pacific to the bottom."
4 For a time the Pacific

had the fastest record.
5 But in 1853 one of the chroniclers

of the time mournfully wrote :

" Our ocean steamers have

become so identified with our national pride that no Ameri-

can but acknowledged an emotion of sorrow when it was
announced a few weeks since that a Cunarder had at length
succeeded by fifteen minutes, in a course of 3000 miles, in

winning the palm for speed so long worn indisputably by
the Collins vessels."

*

'The steamship Savannah, of 300 tons' burden, crossed the Atlantic,

using both sails and steam, in 1819.
a
Harper's Magazine, Feb., 1892, p. 471.

* American Almanac, 1851, p. 327.
4
Harper's Magazine, Feb., 1892, p. 471.

5 Her quick passage was made in 1851. It was 9 days, 19 hours, and 25

minutes, Liverpool to New York. The boats did not then stop at Queens-
town. The Baltic, however, this same year made a quicker trip.

6
Harper's Magazine, Sept., 1853, p. 557.
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Hawthorne, spending the first month of his Liverpool res-

idence at the Rock Ferry Hotel, and seeing from his parlor
window the activity of the port, has left his testimony to

the competition between the lines.
" Once a fortnight," he

wrote,
" comes an American steamer of the Collins line

;

and then the Cunard salutes her with a cannon, to which

the Collins responds, and moors herself to another iron buoy,
not far from the Cunard. When they go to sea it is with

similar salutes, the two vessels paying each other the more
ceremonious respect, because they are inimical and jealous
of each other."

'

The first subsidy being found too small, Collins asked for

more, though for a time without success. In 1852 the

steamship Baltic came to Washington, and Congress was
invited to visit the ship. It was understood that a handsome
entertainment would be provided. Congress adjourned for

one day, so that the senators and representatives might ac-

cept the invitation, but this action encountered opposition
in the Senate. One senator declared that Collins and his

friends were "
acting upon a saying we sometimes hear

throughout the country, that the nearest way to the hearts

and understanding of senators is down their throats."
"

Be-

fore this Congress adjourned, the subsidy was increased to

$858,000 per annum, but the arrangement for the increased

subsidy might be terminated by Congress after December

31, 1854, by giving six months' notice.
3 "The Free-Soil

members of Congress," complained Bryant,
" Hale and

Sumner and many others, are not more than half right on

various important questions. . . . They vote away the pub-
lic money into the pockets of the Hunkers Collins, for ex-

ample."
4

Success then seemed to have crowned the work of

Collins. July 8, 1854, his heart was made glad by the arri-

val of the Baltic, 9 days, 16 hours and 53 minutes after she

1

English Note Books. Entry of Sept. 1, 1853.

Congressional Globe, vol. xxiv. p. 658. z Act of July 21, 1852.
4 Life of Bryant, Godwin, vol. ii. p. 63.
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had left Liverpool, surpassing the time of the Arabia in

1853, and making the quickest trip west on record.
1

Hard upon this came disaster. In the decade we are

considering, New York City saw no more exciting and

sorrowful day than October 12, 1854, Avhen the news came
that the Arctic had been sunk fifteen days before, as

the result of a collision in a dense fog with the French

steamer Vesta off Cape Race, and that nearly all on board

of the Arctic were lost." The captain of the Arctic was

brave, but he did not exhibit the sound judgment and ener-

getic command which are expected of a master seaman at

such times. The sea was calm, and the ship did" not go
down until four and a half hours after she was struck.

3

Yet only twenty-two passengers and sixty-five of the crew

were saved.* All the women and children on board, in-

cluding the wife, daughter, and son of Collins, were lost.

Three hundred and twenty-two sank beneath the waves.

Discipline had broken down
;
the conduct of the crew was

dastardly. As the various heart-rending accounts of the acci-

dent were published, business was suspended, and New York

City gave itself up to mourning.
5 " The disaster comes,"

said the New York Tribune,
" from bullying fogs and waves

for the pastime of seeing a steamer arrive in 9 days, 37

minutes and 23 seconds from Liverpool."
e

At the next session of Congress, the annual subsidy of

$858,000 to the Collins line was passed, and with it was in-

corporated a provision depriving Congress of its option to

terminate on six months' notice the arrangement for the

additional compensation, thus making the subsidy absolute

1 New York Times, July 10, 1854.

2 American Almanac for 1856, p. 367.

3

According to the account of Luce, the captain of the Arctic, the

ship was struck at 12.15 and sank at 4.45. New York Times, Oct. 16,

1854.
4 She had 226 passengers, exclusive of children, and a crew of 175.

5 See New York Tribune and Times.

Weekly Tribune, Oct. 21, 1854.
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for the remaining six years of the contract. This the

President vetoed.
1 The New York Tribune praised Presi-

dent Pierce for rebuking corruption by defeating the Collins

grant.
2

Congress failed to pass the, bill over the veto, and
then voted the subsidy under the previous conditions.

3

The Pacific, Captain Eldridge, sailed from Liverpool,

January 23, 1856, and was never again heard from.
4

This

was the final blow. In August, 1856, Congress directed the

Secretary of the Navy to give the notice terminating the

arrangement for the additional allowance to the Collins

line. April 1, 1858, the three remaining ships were sold by
the sheriff for a sum considerably less than the cost of one

of them.
5

To the decade of 1850-60 belongs the demonstration of

the fact that telegraph messages could be successfully trans-

mitted across the Atlantic Ocean. In 1848, Sir Charles

Lyell stated, what was then a surprising circumstance, that

a friend in London had asked a question, needing a quick

response, of a man in New Orleans, and had received the

answer in twenty-nine days.
6 Ten years later the Queen

and the President were exchanging congratulations over

the electric wires. The success was mainly due to the far-

sightedness and indomitable energy of Cyrus W. Field.

Four years previously he had been applied to for assistance

in the construction of a land-telegraph line across the island

1 March 3, 1855. See Veto Messages, 1886, p. 251.

s
Weekly Tribune, March 10, 1855.

3 Amount paid for the transportation of mails of the United States to and

from foreign countries, to companies owning steamships or other vessels

sailing under the American flag : 1853, $1,880,273.33 ; 1854, $1,903,286.36 ;

1855, $1,936,714.62; 1856, $1,886,765.63; 1857, $1,589,152.65; 1858, $1,177,-

303.01 ; 1859, 1,075,220.09. Nothing was paid foreign vessels until 1858,

when small payments to them began. Letter from the Superintendent of

Foreign Mails to R. Q. Mills, May 7, 1886.

American Almanac, 1857, p. 368.

6 New York Times, April 2, 1858. The Adriatic had been added to the

line after 1850.
6 Second Visit to the United States, vol. i. p. 185.
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of Newfoundland, which, when completed, would bring the

United States within one week of Europe. In the quiet of

his library as he carefully weighed the project, turning his

terrestrial globe, he said to himself :
" Why not carry the

line across the ocean ?"
' An unsuccessful attempt to lay

the cable was made in 1857, and another in the early sum-

mer of 1858
;
but on August 5, 1858, the last stroke of

work was done, and Trinity Bay, Newfoundland, was con-

nected with Valencia Bay, Ireland, by a submarine tele-

graph.
America went wild with excitement and joy. Cyrus W.

Field Avas the hero of the time. There were ecstatic

humors in the ink of American journalists. One wrote :

"It is not possible to grasp the wondrous beauty and

magnitude of this triumph. The ocean has defied man;
now man defies the ocean." It is an event " which belittles

the imagination and exceeds the capacity of language." It

is
" the greatest undertaking ever attempted by man." ' Yet

it was remarked that in England the event aroused less

enthusiasm. "John Bull," an editor wrote, "received the

intelligence without an emotion, and kept himself as cool as

a cucumber." 3

Hero-worship intensified the American re-

joicing. While the enterprise was largely backed with

English money, its conception and its execution, in spite of

so many obstacles, was due to an American.

The first message sent over the wires was from the Queen
to the President. She fervently hoped that " the Electric

Cable . . . will prove an additional link between the na-

1 American Cyclopaedia, article "Cyrus "W. Field ;" Story of the Atlantic

Telegraph, Henry M. Field. This book gives a circumstantial and graphic
account of the enterprise.

8 New York Tribune, Aug. 6 and 10, 1858. See also New York Times,

Aug. 6.

a New York Times, Aug. 23, 1858
;
see also article of Aug. 24

;
but the

London Times was enthusiastic enough.
" Since the discovery of Colum-

bus," it said, "nothing has been done in any degree comparable to the en-

largement thus given to human activity.'.' Cited in Rcpcrt of Proceed-

ings of banquet to C. W. Field, Nov. 15, 1866.
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tions whose friendship is founded upon their common in-

terest and reciprocal esteem." In reply, President Bu-

chanan echoed the sentiment.
1 Between August 16 and

September 1, four hundred messages were sent through the

cable.
2 The last one, to Cyrus "W. Field, was read by him

at a great celebration over the success of the enterprise,

which took place September 1, in New York City. Then,

through a defect which could not be remedied, the Atlantic

telegraph became silent. Again had the enterprise failed.

But Field was not one to be crushed
;
he kept at work.

The crash of civil conflict delayed the undertaking, but the

year 1866 saw a cable successfully laid, and a permanent

telegraphic connection established between Europe and

America.

Although the attempt to establish an American steam-

ship line, which should carry passengers and mails as swift-

ly and safely across the Atlantic as did the English vessels,

had failed, and although the Atlantic telegraph was not

for the time a success, yet these noble efforts show to what
extent the energetic spirits of the country were willing to

embark in hazardous enterprises, and that they sought after

honor as well as profit. Such attempts serve to bring out

clearly by contrast the successful results obtained in other

undertakings, and they emphasize for our purpose the great

prosperity of the country from 1846 to 185T.

What were the causes of this extraordinary material de-

velopment? In the main, they were the same as those of

our growth from the adoption of the Constitution those

which gave rise to the well-being that Webster rejoiced at

in his Plymouth speech of 1820. "Two thousand miles

westward from the rock where their fathers landed," he

said,
"
may now be found the sons of the Pilgrims, cultivat-

ing smiling fields, rearing towns and villages. . . . Eegions

1 New York Times, Aug. 20, 1858. The messages were exchanged
Aug. 16.

1 C. W. Field's speech at banquet, 1866.
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large enough to be empires, and which half a century ago
were known only as remote and unexplored wildernesses,

are now teeming with population, and prosperous in all the

great concerns of life: in good governments, the means of

subsistence, and social happiness."
'

The chief causes of our prosperity have been the ener-

getic and independent disposition of our people, character-

istic of the Protestants of the seventeenth century ;
their

bringing to a virgin country the arts and appliances that

an old civilization had painfully evolved
;
their own rapid

progress in mechanical invention
;
a government giving effi-

cient protection to property, and a fair degree of protection

to life; equality of men and free institutions
; emancipation

from such European institutions as had circumscribed indi-

vidual activity; a good climate and a good soil; local self-

government, little governmental interference, and free trade

over a large extent of territory.
2 That the character of the

people, and, what has almost naturally followed, the char-

acter of our institutions, are greater factors than the ma-

terial virtues of our continent, we must believe when we
contrast New England with Argentine and Chili.

3 " Coun-

tries," wrote Montesquieu,
" are cultivated not by reason

of their fertility, but by reason of their liberty."
4 We

1 Webster's Works, vol. i. p. 30. On our great material prosperity in

1825, see Webster's "First Bunker Hill Oration," Works, vol. i. p. 63.

8 See De Tocqueville, Democratic en Amerique, passim; The Predic-

tions of Hamilton and De Tocqueville, James Bryce, Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Studies in History and Political Science, 1887, p. 56
; Grund's Amer

icans, vol. i. p. 272, vol. ii. p. 104 ; The Industrial Progress of the Nation,

Atkinson, p. 77; Article by Edward Atkinson in the Boston Herald, Nov.

1, 1891 ; Essays, Scientific, Political, and Speculative, Spencer, vol. iii.

p. 472
; Lecky's England, vol. ii. p. 1.

3 South America has probably 3,000,000 square miles of arable land

just the area of the United States exclusive of Alaska. A contrast between

the history of the United States and that of the South American countries

would be more instructive, were it not for the fact that a large part of

South America lies in the tropics. See Edward Atkinson's article in the

Boston Herald, Jan. 10, 1892; also De Tocqueville, vol. ii. p. 241.

4
Esprit des Lois, livre xviii. chap. iii.
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see, said Carlyle. "those descendants of Saxons conquer-

ing more than the Komans did, who subdued men, hut

these suhdued the incoherences and difficulties of Nature,

reclaiming wild and boundless wastes, and converting them
into arable land and scenes of civilization!"

'

The American, even he who is of pure English blood, is a

different man from the Englishman. As an easv way of

accounting for the difference.it used to be ascribed to the

variation in climate. Investigators are more diligent now
than heretofore in collecting their facts, and less rash in

their generalizations, so that the tendency of such discus-

sions in the last generation lias been to ascribe less influ-

ence to this cause.
2

JUit though this tendency is un-

doubtedly sound, it does not follow that climate has no

effect. In one respect it seems clear that the climatic in-

fluence has had something to do in transforming the Eng-
lishman into the American. .Dry climates, reasons Herbert

Spencer, induce energy.
3

Bryce felt "the brilliance and

keenness" of our air. "The fog of an English town," he

Avrote, "is wanting; you are in a new world, and a world

which knows the sun."' In business, the American has

greater energy than the Englishman/' The migration from

1

History of Literature, p. 149.
" The incalculable Yankee Xution itself,

big.irest Phenomenon (once thought beautil'ullest) of these Aires." Carlyle's

Frederick the Great, book xii. chap. xii. On the difliculty of subduing the

continent, see Henry Adams's History of the United States, vol. i. pp. 16,

40, ?'-?. On "the marvellous pro>perity," due to "the thrift, the energy,

the self-reliance of the people,'' sec Mc.Master's United States, vol. iii. p. 4.j
(

,.

-See for example Herbert Spencer's Sociology; Xature and Man in

Ameriea, Shaler, p. 2G5.
'

Sociology, vol. i. p. i'3.

4 American Commonwealth, vol. ii. p. 061: see also Shaler, p. 204.

'Dc Tocqueville said of the Northerner: "Ilya. . . une sorte d'hero-

Tsme dans son aviditc pour le gain." De la Democratic en Aim'rique,

vol. ii. p. ol."). "All Americans, it has been said, know business; it is in

the air of their country." English Constitution, Bagehot. p. 1ST; see

also Society in America, Martineau. vol. i. p. 293, vol. ii. p. 14.1.

In the eighteenth century the American had not secured his present

reputation for restless activity. Hamilton thought that Americans \vere

too indolent, and that taxation would be a valuable spur to them." Sum-
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Europe to America, and from the East to the "West has been

a constant sifting of population, so that in America as com-

pared with Europe, and in the Western States as compared
with the Eastern, we have a constantly increasing predomi-
nance of youth, health, and ambition. The influence of this

factor in creating an atmosphere of hopefulness and stren-

uous activity, which has exerted a profound influence on-

American character, can hardly be overestimated.
1 Another

influence of the greatest power has been the immense de-

velopment of rapid exchange and communication following
the application of steam to production and transportation
and the invention of the electric telegraph.

2

Trading in-

ner's Hamilton, p. 149. Baron de Kalb's aides were too lazy to do his

writing. Professor Sumner adds: "This trait seems to be connected with

the general easy-going temper. It raises an interesting question as to when
and how the Americans took on the character of highly strained nervous

energy which has marked them in later times. Traces of it are hardly to

be found until after the second war. It has always been presented side

by side with an ability to spend time in absolutely vacuous idleness which

no other people shows in the same degree." Ibid., p. 98. "Strange to

modern experience were the continual complaints in books of travel that

loungers arid loafers, idlers of every description, infested the taverns, and

annoyed respectable travellers, both native and foreign. Idling seemed

to be considered a popular vice, and was commonly associated with tip-

pling. So completely did the practice disappear in the course of another

generation that it could scarcely be recalled as offensive; but in truth less

work was done by the avcrnge man in 1800 than in after-times, for there

was actually less work to do." Henry Adams, vol. i. p. 56.

English energy seems to be of modern growth. "Nowhere in the

world," writes C. H. Pearson, in National Life and Character, p. 99, "has
the struggle for existence been so fierce as in Great Britain, and it has

been the mainspring of English energy. In the sixteenth century Meteren

declared that Englishmen were as lazy as Spaniards."
1 Compare Bryce's chapter in vol. ii. on " The Temper of the West."
8
See, for example, Spencer's Sociology, vol. i. p. 575, where, in speaking

of the vast transformation suddenly caused by railways and telegraphs, he

writes: "Within a generation the social organism has passed from a stage

like that of a cold-blooded creature with feeble circulation and rudimentary
nerves to a stage like that of a warm-blooded creature with efficient vascu-

lar system and a developed nervous apparatus. To this more than to any
other cause are due the great changes in habits, beliefs, and sentiments

characterizing our generation."

III. 2
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creased in extent and variety, and social observers detected

a growing love of gain. The " nation of shopkeepers," as

England was called in the eighteenth century, is not, we
must admit, as vivid a description as Leigh Hunt's char-

acterization of the United States in the first half of the

nineteenth century. I can " never think of America," he

wrote, "without seeing a gigantic counter stretched all

along the seaboard ;"
' and indeed this avidity in the pur-

suit of gain was noted of New -
Englanders in colonial

days.
2

For the prosperity of 1846-57 there were several con-

tributing causes, either special to that period, or then for

the first time effective. The greatest of these (whose influ-

ence, continuing with ever-increasing momentum to our own

day, is still transcendent, and will pervade the future to a

degree to which no philosopher can now set bounds) were

railroad transportation, beginning its first great era,
3 and

the coming into general use of the electric telegraph.
4 "We

may mark the year 1849 as the commencement of railroad

extension. Having less than 6000 miles January 1, 1849,

the country had at the end of 1860 30,635 miles. In 1850

it was impossible to go by direct railway from New York
to either Albany or Boston

;
in 1860 New York had con-

tinuous lines reaching beyond the Mississippi. In 1850

Chicago had one short road; in 1860 that city was 'a great
railroad centre, her main lines

"
reaching hundreds of miles

east, west, north, south. In 1850, Ohio, Indiana, and

1 Lowell's My Study Windows, p. 76.

"Montcalm and Wolfe, Parkman, vol. i. p. 26; Lecky's England, vol.

iii. p. 316; Bancroft, vol. v. p. 143, Little, Brown & Co.'s edition of 1876.

I presume it will not be necessary to remind the reader that the struggle

against physical obstacles in the early days may have fostered this trait

more than the climate.
3 The period 1833-47 was unfavorable for railroad building ; "nor was

it until 1849 that the new system of inland carriage began that prolific

career." Schouler, History of the United States, vol. iv. p. 131.

4 William G. Sumner, in First Century of the Republic, p. 253.
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Illinois were open fields; in 1860 they were crossed and re-

crossed many times."
' " I arrived here last night," wrote

Emerson from Pittsburg in 1851, "after a very tedious and

disagreeable journey from Philadelphia, by railway and

canal, with little food and less sleep ;
two nights being spent

in the rail-cars, and the third on the floor of a canal-boat."
2

Not until the end of 1860 did the railway system between

the East and the West approach unification
3 and give prom-

ise of that consolidation of separate railroads and branches

into systems which in our own day has characterized this

development.
The primitive ideas in regard to railway travel prevailing

1 The American Railway, p. 431 et ante.

"Life of Emerson, Cabot, p. 566. "A good story is told of James

Burns, at one time canal commissioner. J. Edgar Thompson, who was
in 1846 chief engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, met Burns in Holli-

daysburg.
'

I asked him,' said Burns,
' how he expected to take cars over

the mountains.' 'By locomotives,' said he. Then I saw the man was a

fool. I thought I would find out how big a fool he was, so I asked him
how long he expected a train to be in running from Pittsburg to Philadel-

phia. 'Fifteen hours,' he said. Then I knew the man was a howling
idiot." Article of Russel Errett, Magazine of Western History, vol. vii.

p. 44.

"A gentleman who resides in Bath, Me., recently gave the items of a trip

to Peoria, 111., which he and his wife took thirty-five years ago (1853).

The same trip can now be taken in two days from Portland, at an expense
of about $35.

Bath to Portland (stage) $5 00

Portland to Boston (boat) 7 50

Boston to Pittsburg, via Stonington Railroad and
steamboats and canals 64 00

Pittsburg to St. Louis 50 00

St. Louis to Peoria 15 00

Total $141 50

The time occupied was fourteen and a half days, and the distance travelled

was 2400 miles, an average of about seven miles an hour." Lewiston
Journal. Cited by Boston Transcript, June 29, 1888. A comparison of

some of the items leads to the conjecture that the $35 is the expense for

one person, while the $141.50 is for that of two persons.
3
Atkinson, The Industrial Progress of the Nation, p. 33.
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in the decade of 1850-60, are Avell illustrated by what was
then known as the Erie Railroad War. The traveller who

goes from New York to Chicago in our day is not obliged
to set foot from his train, for he is provided with the com-

forts and conveniences of a hotel. Far different was it in

1853. The traveller could, indeed, then go from New York
to Albany in four hours

;
but there he must change to

another road and another train which carried him from Al-

bany to Buffalo, and he esteemed himself fortunate to be

able to cover so great a distance in the same car. If he

made the western connection at Buffalo it was considered

good-luck. The tales of those days are full of complaints
of trains behind time, of connections missed, of tedious de-

lays. From Buffalo the traveller had a short run to the sta-

tion on the line between New York and Pennsylvania, called

State Line, where, on account of a difference in gauge, a

transfer was necessary. On the broader gauge he could

travel twenty miles to Erie, Pa., when he must change

again to a road of the Ohio gauge. The train on this

railroad carried him to Cleveland
;
but on the way, if at

all late, he was subject again to the anxiety of missing con-

nections. At Cleveland he must hurry to the river, where
a scow, carrying at most a dozen passengers and sculled by
a weather-beaten mariner, was used as a ferry to take pas-

sengers to the Toledo railroad station.
1 In this open boat

travellers suffered from exposure to rain and snow
;
at times

the waves ran high and the crossing was attended with dan-

ger. If the eastern train was crowded or a few minutes

late, haste was necessary to secure passage in the first trip

of the scow, for it was well known that the Toledo train

started on schedule time and waited for neither train nor

boat. At Toledo the traveller made the last change, and

if not more than five minutes behind time found the Mich-

igan Southern train awaiting him
;
otherwise he had a tedi-

ous delay, which, if his arrival at. Toledo happened on a

1 See Things in America, Chambers, p. 143.
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Saturday, might extend to thirty-six hours.
1 The traveller

from New York who missed no connections and arrived at

Chicago on time had a marvellous story to tell.

The railroad managers of the lines between Buffalo and

Erie, eager to improve their route, decided to alter the six-

foot gauge of the railway between State Line and Erie to

four feet ten inches the gauge of the roads east of State

Line and west of Erie so that passengers could go from

Buffalo to Cleveland without change. The railroad ran a

distance through the streets of Erie. The Erie municipal
authorities refused to give a permit for making the altera-

tion unless the railway company would agree to stipulations

to which its directors, considering them unreasonable, de-

clined to accede. In the contest which followed, a color of

law and reason was given to the position taken by Erie
;
but

no one was deceived as to the real ground of the trouble.

Erie objected to the change of gauge because the transfer of

passengers and freight was deemed important to the bor-

ough's prosperity. The wait involved brought custom to her

eating-houses; the transfer of freight and live-stock gave
work to her people. The populace ignored the legal points

and the pretended grounds of demur, but they keenly appre-
ciated the vital objection.

On December 7, 1853, the railroad company began at State

Line the work of changing the gauge. The news came quick-

ly to Erie. A cannon was fired to call out the citizens. A
large mob assembled, tore up the track, and cut down the

railroad bridge in the borough. The infection spread to

Harbor Creek, a Pennsylvania town seven miles east of

Erie, and that evening its citizens held an orderly meeting
and resolved to remove the track of the railroad running
on the public highway. The resolution was the next day
carried into effect. Two days later (December 10) the track

of the new gauge was completed to the borough limits of

1 See for example Greeley's experience, New York Weekly Tribune,

Jan. 7, 1854.
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Erie. That night rioters at Harbor Creek tore up the track,

destroyed the bridge, and ploughed up part of the grade of

the road. War had begun in earnest. The mayor and the

sheriff at times directed the mob, while the local militia, ar-

rayed for service, swelled its number. Even the governor
of the commonwealth seemed to sympathize with the Erie

people. Certainly they had the sentiment of the whole
of Pennsylvania on their side. The United States Circuit

Court then granted an injunction restraining all persons
from interfering with the railroad company. An Erie jus-

tice of the peace pronounced the injunction null and void,

and the populace, believing the later decision to be the bet-

ter law, refused to respect the order of the court. Two days
after Christmas, the Harbor Creek bridge was torn down
for the fourth time.

The contest attracted the attention of the country. In

Buffalo the excitement was intense. Cincinnati held an in-

dignation meeting presided over by Thomas Corwin, to pro-
test against the conduct of the Erie citizens. The New
York Tribune said :

" Let Erie be avoided by all travellers

until grass shall grow in her streets, and till her piemen in

despair shall move away to some other city."
' The press of

Philadelphia espoused the cause of Erie. The City of Broth-

erly Love held a large public meeting to express sympathy
with the borough at the other end of the commonwealth.
It was declared that " the only protection Erie has to pre-
vent her own ruin is to require the break to be made within

her boundaries."

About this time Horace Greeley had occasion to go West.

He wrote to his newspaper that he was obliged to ride the

seven miles from Harbor Creek to Erie in an open sleigh
"
through a cutting storm of wind, snow, and sleet. . . . Let

Erie have her way," he continued,
" and all passengers and

freight must change cars before her pie-shops. . . . The whole

world is to be taxed, as in the days of Caesar Augustus, in

1 Dec. 31, 1853.
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order that Erie may clutch a sixpence for every dollar of

expense she imposes on others. Is it strange that so mean
and selfish an exaction should be enforced by mobs, arson,

devastation, and ostentatious defiance of judicial mandates?"
'

With the new year the excitement grew. The Erie peo-

ple became vindictive. They warned the president and a

director of the railroad company, living at Erie, to leave the

borough. Women joined the rioters and assisted in the

work of destruction of the bridges. The New York Tribune

called upon President Pierce to interfere, and suggested that

he issue a proclamation and call out troops in order that

the laws might be executed. " Had a runaway negro," this

journal said,
" been somehow mixed up with the matter, we

should have had half of the United States army in Erie a

month ago."
: The trouble brought into view the rivalry

between New York and Philadelphia, between New York
State and Pennsylvania. The Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania was declared an accomplice with the Erie rioters and

bridge-burners, for the purpose of diverting business from

the West to the seaboard through her territory and to her

port by a projected line from Erie to Philadelphia, and an

appeal was made to the West to frustrate her purpose. It

is possible that the sentiment of the West had some influ-

ence in bringing about a settlement
;
but in the early part

of January, 185-i, the minds of Northern men became en-

grossed with the proposed repeal of the Missouri Compro-
mise, and the Erie war ceased to attract attention. An act

of the Pennsylvania legislature, by a fair compromise,

brought the trouble to an end. The railroad company, hav-

ing consented to confer certain desired advantages upon
Erie and Pennsylvania, was allowed to complete the change
of gauge and run its trains through Erie without molesta-

tion.

With the extension of the railroad system came acci-

1 Letter of Horace Greeley from Cleveland, Jan. 1, 1854, Weekly Tribune,
Jan. 7th. "Jan. 19, 1854.
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dents; tr;i veiling in the decade of ISHO-iio \\-;is attended

with much greater danger than it is now.' Casualties,

both on the railway and on steamboats, rated according to

the number of passengers carried, were more frequent and
more terrible than at the present day. The era of the ap-

plication of steam to travel had only begun, and the aber-

rations of this force, when unchained, harrowed men with

fear and wonder. The moralist at the North preached a

sermon on the national disregard of life as evidenced bv the

railwav and steamboat accidents.
3 The economist of the

South spoke of railroads that had "stained their tracks

with human blood."' De P>ow seriously sun-bested as a

remedy, if his recommendation for making the railroads

pecuniarily liable for the loss of life and limb of their pas-

sengers proved inadequate, that on every train should be

placed a small private car. in which one of the directors of

the railroad company should be required by law to ride; for

accidents were attributed to fast time and to want of proper

precautions, both of which were supposed to be in some way
due to the greed of railway directors.

1 A comical illustra-

tion in JI(i!'2>crs Magazine represented -a popularly suggest-

ed remedy. On the top of a locomotive just starting, two

fat. sleek, and prosperous-looking directors were tied as a

gage for the safety of the passengers/"'

1 From Jan. 1 to Aug. 12, 1*5:3, then; were 05 fatal accidents ; tin- total

number killed was 177, injured :3:33. New York U<ntl<l cited by I), J}ir'n

]!< '!, ir, Oct., 1853, p. 429. The railroad mileage Jan. 1, 185:3, was 15,:!(>0.

Sec vol. i. p. 416.

- "
F.ditor's Easy Chair." Ifurpcr'x M<i'ja~inc, July, 185:], p. 272.

1), /,W.s> Itcricir. Oct., 1*5:3, p. 42<>.
4 Ibid., p. 4:30.

Muly. 1S5;}. The accident :it Norwalk, Conn., in 1*5:3, to the ex-

press train from New York to Boston, by which forty-six persons were

killed and thirty severely injured (for account of which see Charles Fran-

cis Adams's "Railroad Accidents"), called forth the following letter to the

New York Trilnnu :
" Let rails be laid with cars drawn by horses through

Treat lines < if 1 ravel. Tens of thousands of persons who will not go by

steam, either by land or water, will till the horse-cars. Ivich relay of

horses can travel twenty miles a day, at something near ten miles an hour.
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Massachusetts early enacted a law, making the railroads

pecuniarily liable for death of passengers resulting from neg-

ligence. This course was gradually followed by the other

New England States. New York and Pennsylvania before

1850, and Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin

in the decade of 1850-60, adopted similar legislation.
1

Contemporaneous with the growth of railroads and in

many cases as an adjunct to them, steamboat navigation,
the earliest successful form of steam transportation, in-

creased on our inland waters.
2 The accidents on the water

were more fearful than those on the land. In June, 1850,
on Lake Erie, the steamer Griffith was burned to the water's

edge and three hundred persons were drowned within a

quarter of a mile of land. This and other similar accidents
3

induced Senator John Davis, of Massachusetts, to devote

much time and labor to the preparation of a bill that should

provide for the better security of travellers by water. His

bill, having passed the Senate, underwent amendment in the

House, and, coming up again for consideration in the Sen-

ate, August 28, 1852, gave rise to an animated debate,

So that one may go in a day 160 miles and sleep eight hours; he can stop

anywhere in five seconds, view scenery, and be as safe as on the present
horse-car track of Sixth and Eighth avenues." To this the editor of the

Tribune replied: "No, sir! Ten miles an hour won't do. There is no

difficulty in going thirty with safety, under proper arrangements."
'General statutes of Massachusetts, p. 362, sec. 97, 1840; Revised Stat-

utes of Maine, p. 370, sec. 42, 1848, 1855; General Laws of New Hamp-
shire, p. 635, sec. 14, 1850

; Statutes of Connecticut, p. 758. sec. 8, 1853 ;

Revised Laws of Vermont, p. 658, sec. 3443, 1855 ; Public Statutes of

Rhode Island, p. 553, sees. 15, 16, 17, 1855 ; New York Code of Civil

Procedure, sees. 1902, 1904, act passed in 1847 ; Laws of Pennsylvania,
1836

;
Law of Ohio, approved March 25, 1851 ; Law of Indiana, approved

May 11, 1852
; Law of Illinois, approved Feb. 12, 1853 ;

Law of Michigan,
1855

;
of Wisconsin, 1858 ; Pierce on Railroads (1881), p. 387.

2 It was not until after this decade that the steamboat passenger service

declined from inability to meet railway competition,
3 The total number of boats lost in the year 1850 on the Western waters

was 109, and lives lost 320. Industrial Resources of the South and West,
De Bow, vol. iii. p. 156.
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prompted largely by the feeling caused by the recent dis-

asters to the steamer Henry Clay and the steamer Atlantic.

The Henry Clay, while racing with a rival boat on the

Hudson River, using tar or like inflammable material under

the boilers, with the safety-valve tied down, took fire near

Yonkers
;
a loss of eighty-one lives was the result.

1 After

the accident, an indignant passenger wrote to the New
York Herald asking if the authorities could spare time from

their absorbing occupation of President-making to devise

some means to prevent
" the accursed practice of racing

upon the Hudson River," by which the lives of thousands

were daily put in jeopardy. Owing to a lack of merely or-

dinary care the steamer Atlantic had been sunk on Lake

Erie in a collision with the propeller Ogdensburg, and two
hundred persons were lost." One journal entitled its account

of this collision
" More Murder by Steam ;"

3
another said,

" If intemperance slays its hundreds, and pestilence its

thousands, the modern steam demon is instrumental in slay-

ing its tens of thousands ;" and the same editor bewails the
"
complete disregard of human life which has now become

a distinguishing trait of the national character."
4

With these occurrences fresh in the minds of senators, their

expressions in the debate on the Davis bill were emphatic.
" Three hundred persons," said one senator,

" have perished
within the last month on our waters, and no less than seven

hundred lives have been lost by steamboat accidents within

the last twelve months." In reply to arguments in favor of

a postponement of the subject to another session, he declared,
" This is a bill to punish murder, and nothing else." One
of the senators from Texas said :

" The perils accompanying
steamboat navigation, under the present system, are so great,

and the chances of encountering an instant and horrible

death are so numerous, that ... I will candidly avow that

1 This was July 28th. See New York Herald and Tribune.
* This was Aug. 20th. Ibid.
3 The New York Independent.

* New York Herald.
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I would rather take part in an Incliaii fight; aye, or enter

on a long Indian campaign, than venture on undertaking
this voyage of three thousand or four thousand miles, as I

must, to see my wife and children once again."
*

The bill passed and received the approval of the Presi-

dent. It provided for a careful inspection of the steamers

to see that suitable and safe provisions were made through-
out such vessels, to guard against loss or danger from fire

;

boilers must also be strictly inspected. There must be

carried, in accordance with the size of the boat, a proper
number and kind of small boats, and a life-preserver for

each passenger. The bill was one of forty-four sections,

and appeared to cover all points suggested by the experi-
ence of the past few years. One of the last sections made
the boat and its owners liable for damage sustained by
any passenger, if such damage happened through neglect
to comply with the provisions of this law.

2
This stat-

ute in its substantial features still remains on our statute-

book.

Having spoken of the causes of the material prosperity
of the United States in operation from the adoption of the

Constitution,
3 and of those which began in 1846 and still

continue,
4
I have now to refer to the causes special to the

years 1846-57. They were, the increase in immigration, a

result of the Irish famine and of the revolutions on the

Continent; the demand for our large harvests of grain,
occasioned by the Irish famine and the repeal of the Brit-

ish corn-laws; and the production of gold in California.

The prosperity of 1846-57 has been attributed to yet
another cause the revenue tariff of 1846. While econo-

1

Congressional Globe, vol. xxiv. p. 2425.
4 The full text of this act may be found in Congressional Globe, vol. xxiv.

part iii., Laws, p. 38; United States Statutes at Large, chap, cvi., App.,

Aug. 30, 1852. Senator Rusk, of Texas, thanked Davis, "in the name
of humanity, for the immense labor he has bestowed upon the preparation
of this bill. It will form a page in his history that his children may look

upon with pride when he is gone."
3 See p. 15. * See p. 18.
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mists have spoken of this influence with caution,' statesmen

have declared that it \vas the main factor in the material

development of the decade. The Act of IS-ir. is known as

the Walker Tarill', foi 1

it was framed on lines recommended

by the Secretary of the Treasury, Walker, and its passage
was due to his influence and to the support of the adminis-

tration. Ilis report, submitted to Congress in December,
1845, when lie recommended a material reduction of the

taritr. has received high commendation from writers op-

posed to protection, for the reason that he affirmed princi-

ples which are held by the majority of political economists,
and which are undoubtedly sound. .But his advice to repeal
all specific duties, and to substitute entirely ad ridarcm

duties, is so at variance with correct legislative practice as

to make it highly probable that all the commercial advan-

tage; which might have proceeded from his reduction of the

tariff was more than oif'set by the demoralization from the

increased opportunities for fraud. The protective tariff of

184-2 was based upon the principle of specific duties where

possible, ad valorem, duties only when unavoidable; the tariff

of 184t! for the first time in our history made the duty on

every article ad valorem on a foreign valuation. Webster,

ably arguing against the Walker Bill, seized upon its weak

point, and devoted a large portion of his speech to showing
the impolicy of the proposed departure from the principle

which governed the commercial legislation of England, and

which in the main had dictated our own policy.
"

It has

been the experience of this government, always." he de-

clared, "that the ad ra/oreui system is open to innumerable

frauds. . . . Sir. a system of nd ralm'cm duties is not free
trade, but fra ndtd<-n1 trade.

v '

In remarks made eleven davs

previously, Webster had stated that nearly all the New York-

City importers of reputation and character had memorial-

1 Sec William G. Sunnier. First Century of the Republic, p. '203; Tariff

History of the United States, Tans-it:, p. 121.

"Speech of July 25 and 27, 1S4G. Works, vol. v. p. 178.
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ized Congress against the proposed new system; and he

then presented a petition from all the importers of dry-

goods in Boston, praying against the change : they averred

that if ad valorem duties are substituted for specific,
" we

shall be compelled to abandon our business into the hands

of unscrupulous foreigners, who have little or no regard to

our custom-house oaths."
1 That events bore out the

prophecy of the Boston merchants is probably true. Under
the operation of the tariff of 1846, frauds were rife.

2 The
reduction of the tariff was one sixth, or about five per cent,

on the valuation :

3

hardly a sufficient stride towards com-

mercial freedom to warrant the impulse given to individual

dishonesty in dealings with the government.
That this comparatively slight reduction of the tariff had

any considerable influence on the prosperity of the country
cannot be sustained by the historical evidence. There is no
reason whatever for thinking that, had the tariff of 1842 re-

mained in force, things \vould have fallen out much differ-

ently. The other causes adequately explain the effects. The
results ascribed to the tariff of 1846 and, for that matter,
to many other tariff acts

4
call to mind the importance that

1

Congressional Globe, vol. xv. p. 1089.
2 See President Fillmore's Message of Dec., 1852, Congressional Globe,

vol. xxvii. p. 3. "In my deliberate judgment, specific duties are the

best, if not the only, means of securing the revenue against false and

fraudulent invoices; and such has been the practice adopted for this pur-

pose by other commercial nations." Message of President Buchanan, Dec.,

1858 ; see also Merrill's speech of April 23, 1860.

"The tariff of 1842 was substantially equivalent to a 30-per-cent. tariff;

that of 1846 was a 25-per-cent. tariff. See Rates of Duty on Imports, Re-

port No. 2130, 51st, Cong. 3d Sess.
* " Le legislateur parvient quclquefois, apres milles efforts, a exercer

une influence indirecte sur la destinee des nations, et alors on celebre son

genie, tandis que souvent la position geographique du pays, sur laquelle

il ne peut rien, un etat social qui s'est cree sans son concours, des mceurs

et des idees dont il ignore 1'origine, un point de depart qu'il ne connait

pas, impriment a la societe des mouvements irresistibles centre lesquels il

lutte en vain, et qui 1'entrainent a son tour." De la Democratic en Ame-

riqnie, De Tocqueville, vol. i. p. 275.
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the fly in La Fontaine's fable attributed to his efforts in get-

ting the coach drawn up the hill.

I should have been glad to relate the history of the tariff

from 1846 to 1861 without trenching upon a present issue

of politics. But fairness requires that the point of view from

which these events are approached should be disclosed.

Moreover, as history does not admit of complete induction,

we shall better understand the influence of this particular

legislation if we are able to agree upon the general consid-

erations that bear upon it.

The importance of the tariff is overrated on account of

its having been for so many years a partisan question. If

the country is prosperous under a revenue tariff, its advo-

cates maintain that the prosperity is due to their legisla-

tion; if times are hard under a policy of protection, they
assert it is because the principles of political economy are

violated. On the other hand, if the country is prosperous
under a protective tariff, its advocates point to that pros-

perity as a result of their policy ;
if disaster comes contem-

poraneousty with a tariff for revenue only, they aver that

nothing different could have been expected when practical
business ideas were not conformed to. This sort of reason-

ing is natural. Nor is it bad for a country that its people
should be divided on such an issue as a revenue policy. The

question is something higher than a mere strife between
the Ins and the Outs. As the tariff policy of our country
affects the prices of necessary articles, it has a certain im-

portance among the affairs that go to make up the life of the

citizen. Moreover, the teachings of science and political

economy are thus brought to bear on the question in a way
that broadens the minds of men. While the discussion of it

is an education for voters, yet it is not one of those deep
constitutional or social questions which the thinking citizen

trembles to see made an issue at the polls, since it does not

touch the organic life of the nation or the very constitution

of society. The revenue policy of the country may increase

or decrease the income of the mass of men a trifle
;

it may
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increase or decrease in a small degree their cost of living ;

but beyond this it does not affect the security of property,
nor does it raise a vital question of life or liberty. The
moral bearing given in England to the agitation for the re-

peal of the corn laws,
1

enforced as it was by the argument
of famine, cannot obtain in the United States, where the

movement for free trade is not one prompted by the de-

sire for cheap food. Food, says Edward Atkinson, costs

the average family three or four times as much as clothing.
In this fact, for the mass of the people, lies the difference

between the weight of reasons for free corn or for free

wool.

The economists maintain that a protective tariff does not

in our country procure the greatest good of the greatest num-

ber
;
that while legislation can create nothing, yet legisla-

tion affects the distribution of the earnings of the nation,

and the protective tariff is apt to make an unfair distribu-

tion, for the reason that it is an interference with the natu-

ral movement of trade
; moreover, protective legislation

may direct investments into channels rendered profitable at

the expense of other interests, and if this takes place, the

1 See The Platform, Jephson, chap, xviii. Students, however, differ.

Lecky wrote in vol. vi. of his History of England, published in 1887 :

"The growth of the manufacturing towns produced an extreme pressure

of population on subsistence, and a great reduction of the corn duties be-

came absolutely inevitable. Under these circumstances the manufactur-

ing leaders strenuously supported the agitation for their total repeal. As

great employers of labor, it was to them a class interest of the most direct

and important character
;
and by a singular felicity, while they were cer-

tain to obtain an enormous share of the benefits of the change, the whole

risk and loss would fall upon others. The movement was easily turned

into a war of classes ; and the great, wealthy, and intelligent class which
directed and paid for it conducted it so skilfully that multitudes of Eng-
lishmen even now look upon it as a brilliant exhibition of disinterested

patriotism, and applaud the orators who delight in contrasting the enlight-

ened and liberal spirit of English manufacturers with the besotted selfish-

ness of English landlords" (p. 230). "I have not got acres enough to

make me a Protectionist," said Arthur Pendennis, on the eve of entering
Parliament.
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result is an artificial distribution of capital and earnings.
Such interference to be just and effective would demand

superhuman reason.
1

History, so far as \ve are able to in-

terpret its lessons, confirms the teachings of the economists.

We may also draw another lesson from history. While it

is hardly conceivable that the able and intelligent men who
are engaged in manufactures work against their own im-

mediate interests when they advocate high protection for

their products, their efforts in one way are certainly de-

moralizing. No country on earth, argued Webster in 1824,

needs protection to its industries as little as the United

States. " We need not resort," he declared,
" to the clumsy

helps with which, in less auspicious times, governments have

sought to enable the ingenuity and industry of their people
to hobble along."

" Now when manufacturers, ceasing to

rely on their own ability and energy, appeal to Congress to

make business better or to keep it from getting worse, do

they not unite " with avowed contempt for ' abstract prin-

ciples
' and generalizations

" an " unlimited faith in a mot-

ley assemblage of nominees of caucuses, ruled by ignorant
and fanatical wire-pullers ?"

! Or in their influence on leg-

islation do not manufacturers betray "little anxiety that

each shall have that which belongs to him, but great anxi-

ety that he shall have that which belongs to somebody
else ?"

4 And is it not as Webster in 1824 found it when he

'"The favors of government are like the box of Pandora, with this

important difference, that they rarely leave hope at the bottom." Eco-

nomical Interpretation of History, Thorold Rogers, p. 378. Of England

Huxley writes: "It appears to be universally agreed . . . that it is un-

necessary and undesirable for the State to attempt to promote the ac-

quisition of wealth by any direct interference with commerce." Critiques
and Addresses, p. 26. * Works, vol. iii. p. 138.

3 The quotations are from Herbert Spencer's Justice, p. 49. The people
alluded to are those "

brought up in the reigning school of politics and

morals" and the "assemblage
"

is obviously the House of Commons.
4 Herbert Spencer's Justice, p. 44. Conditions in England are again re-

ferred to.
" You cannot trust human nature to legislate from the point

of view of its own interests." Economic Interpretation of History, Tho-

rold Rogers, p. 165.
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said :

" It is very remarkable, that when the losses and dis-

asters of certain manufacturers, those of iron, for instance,

are mentioned, it is done for the purpose of invoking aid for

the distressed."
'

As the tendency of protective legislation is to make man-

ufacturers look to a paternal government for help, when

they ought to rely on their own efforts, so also does it lead

statesmen to attribute to their legislation results due mainly
to other causes. How frequent is the" statement that the

magnificent development of the iron industry in the past

generation has been due to our protective policy ! But in

what has this progress consisted ? It has consisted in : the

cheapening of pig iron by improvements in the construc-

tion of the blast furnace, by the use of better fuel and less

of the better fuel per ton of metal, by a study of effects

brought about by a mechanical mixture of different ores,

and by the introduction of chemical analysis in every stage
of operation ; by the practical application of the Bessemer

process and the substitution of steel for iron
;
and by econ-

omy of work and the use of improved machinery in every

department of manufacture.

To attribute a result produced by such causes to legisla-

tion is absurd. Not to the men at Washington is the de-

velopment of the iron industry due. For that we must look

elsewhere. We must regard the patient, attentive, intelli-

gent furnace-manager watching his ores, scanning his fuel,

observing the gas at the top and the slag at the bottom of

his furnace, comparing his results with those of his neigh-

bors, with those of other furnaces in America and with fur-

naces in England ;
the brilliant engineer to whom the suc-

cess of the Bessemer steel industry of this country is a

monument; the vigorous iron-master who first made iron

and then made steel in many forms and wore out his brain

in devices to extend the trade and make famous the name
of his company and keep his army of men at work

;
the

'Works, vol. iii. p. 134.

III. 3
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steel-works manager who found chaos and left order, who
constructed an admirable system and obtained results that

are the envy of manufacturers to these men and men of

their kind are due the marvellous results that mark the his-

tory of the iron industry in this country. Would not these

results have been obtained whether a tariff of 50 per cent.

which is the ideal of the protectionist or a tariff of 20 per
cent, levied on substantially the same articles which is

the ideal of the revenue reform statesman had prevailed ?

The historian must answer the question in the affirmative.

He will not say dogmatically that the gross product would
now have been as great and the number of iron and steel

works in the country as large, had the 20 per cent, tariff of

1857 been restored when we had got beyond the need of

the Avar tariff
;
but he will affirm that the improvements,

producing such grand results, would have been made, with

the effect of an extraordinary development ;
and he can

have no hesitation in asserting that to the ore and coal in

the ground and to the brains of the men who have used

them are due, in the main, the striking characteristics of

the progress of the iron manufacture in our country.
Statesmen learn from economists slowly ;

' and economists

must reach the great mass of voters through statesmen or

through the press. "Were this not so, it might be a matter

of surprise that so many intelligent business men of the

United States hold to the doctrine of a high protective

tariff, condemned as it is by the majority of economists.

The impatience frequently exhibited by philosophers at the

slow progress of ideas among practical people is repaid by
the contempt of practical people for what they deem the

barren speculations of closet theorists. They aver, with a

considerable degree of truth, that schemes of government
devised by philosophers have not always been successful in

the working.
But once in a while we get the opinion of a very great

See Economic Interpretation of History, Thorokl Rogers, p. 391.
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mind on a subject of practical legislation the opinion of a

man who combines in the highest degree speculative wisdom
with a knowledge of affairs

;
and once in a while we are

fortunate enough to hear from that man when the enthusi-

asm of a vigorous manhood has not been chilled by the cal-

culation of age and self-seeking ;
when he is not beset with

clamorous delegations from his district, arguing and pray-

ing that some special interest may be protected by legisla-

tion, but when circumstances combine to enable him to

make a careful, disinterested, and profound inquiry. Such a

man was Webster at forty-two, and such were the circum-

stances when he made his speech in the House of Repre-
sentatives against the tariff of 1824. His reasoning is deep

enough for the economist, practical enough for men of

affairs, and so clear that it may be safely said it would be

difficult to find a Northern voter of American birth who
could not fully comprehend it.

It was, moreover, the speech of as true an American as

ever lived. Clay had christened protection the American

policy.
' To this Webster objected. The so-called " Ameri-

can policy," he declared,
"

is what America has never tried.

. . . Sir, that is the truest American policy which shall

most usefully employ American capital and American la-

bor, and best sustain the whole population. . . . The great
interests of the country are united and inseparable; agri-

culture, commerce, and manufactures will prosper together
or languish together; all legislation is dangerous which

proposes to benefit one of these without looking to conse-

quences which may fall on the others."
3

There is room for surprise and reflection when, in this

debate, we hear Clay warmly commending the "complex
mechanism " of the British protective system, and Webster

intimating that England was prosperous and great, not on
account of her prohibitory tariff laws, but in spite of them.

1 Life of Clay, Scburz, vol. i. p. 216 ; Webster's Works, vol. iii. p. 95.
4
Speech of Webster against the tariff of 1824, Works, vol. iii. p. 96.
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Webster, inoi'covor, took occasion to say that English jour-

nalists, theorists, and scientific, writers advanced the doc-

trines of freedom of trade. 1 "There is a broad and marked

distinction," he declared,
' between entire prohibition and

reasonable encouragement. It is one thing-, by duties or

taxes on foreign articles, to awaken a home competition in

the production of the same articles; it is another thing to

remove; all competition by a total exclusion of the foreign
article; and it is quite another thing still, by total prohibi-

tion, to raise up at home manufactures not suited to the

climate, the nature of the country, or the state of the popu-
lation." Protection,'' he continued, " when carried to the

point which is now recommended that is, to entire prohi-
bition seems to me destructive of all commercial inter-

course between nations. We are urged to adopt the sys-

tem upon general principles. . . . I do not admit the gen-
eral principle ;

on the contrary, I think freedom of trade to

be the general principle, and restriction the exception. . . .

The balance of trade made its appearance in debate, and I

must confess that I spoke of it ... somewhat freely and

irreverently. ... I did it simply for the purpose of laying
the spectre and driving it back to its tomb. ... If the

value of goods imported exceed the value of those exported,
then the balance of trade is said to be against us, inasmuch

as we have run in debt to the amount of this difference.

Therefore, it is said that if a nation continue long in a

commerce like this, it must be rendered absolutely bank-

rupt. It is in the condition of a man that buys more than

he sells ; and how can such a traffic be maintained without

ruin ( Xow sir. the whole fallacy of this argument consists

in supposing that, whenever the value of imports exceeds

that of exports, a debt is necessarily created to the extent

of the difference, whereas, ordinarily, the import is no more
than the result of the export, augmented in value by the

1

Speech of Webster against the tariff of 1824, Works, vol. iii. p. 107.

"Ibid., p. 108.
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labor of transportation. The excess of imports over ex-

ports, in truth, usually shows the gains, not the losses, of

trade
; or, in a country that not only buys and sells goods,

but employs ships in carrying goods also, it shows the prof-
its of commerce, and the earnings of navigation. Nothing
is more certain than that, in the usual course of things, and

taking a series of years together, the value of our imports
is the aggregate of our exports and our freights."

'

Webster, in words of truth that men must learn if they
would understand the nature of trade between countries,

went on to say :

" Commerce is not a gambling among na-

tions for a stake, to be won by some and lost by others. It

has not the tendency necessarily to impoverish one of the

parties to it, while it enriches the other
;

all parties gain,

all parties make profits, all parties grow rich, by the opera-
tions of just and liberal commerce." "

To the argument that "the price paid for every foreign
manufactured article is so much given for the encourage-
ment of foreign labor, to the prejudice of our own," he had

a pregnant reply :
" But is not every such article the product

of our own labor as truly as if we had manufactured it our-

selves ? Our labor has earned it, and paid the price for it.

It is so much added to the stock of national wealth."
3

Clay had asked " in a tone of interrogatory indicative of

the feeling of anticipated triumph, to mention any country
in which manufactures have flourished without the aid of

prohibitory laws. . . . Sir," declared "Webster,
" I am

1

Speech of Webster against the tariff of 1824, Works, vol. iii. pp. 116,

118. The quotation, and what follows (p. 119, et seq~) is the clearest, most

concise, and most common-sense view of the balance-of- trade doctrine that

I know of in literature. As a supplement to this, discussing, in 1888, the

movement of securities and the different standards for debtor and creditor

nations, see Thorold Rogers's Economic Interpretation of History, chap,

xviii.; see also an acute article, entitled "Unbalanced Foreign Trade," in

The Nation of Feb. 11, 1892, where the writer says :

" For the last thirty-

five years England's balances of foreign trade have been steadily
' unfavor-

able,' and foot up for the whole period (1856-1890) the frightful sum of

$13,250,000,000." Ibid., p. 120.
3

Ibid., p. 129.
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ready to answer this inquiry. There is a country, not un-

distinguished among the nations, in which the progress of

manufactures has been i'ar more rapid than in any other,

and yet unaided by prohibitions or unnatural restrictions.

That country, the happiest which the sun shines on. is our

own." ' Those of us who are ready to receive the truth as

thus laid down by Webster, and believe that it applied in

1^4, applies now, and will apply as long as commerce be-

tween civilixed nations shall endure, will have no difficulty

in understanding the tariff and financial history of the

country from 184.0 to ISttti.

In 1S50, iron -masters of Pennsylvania and manufactur-

ers of Massachusetts went to Washington, hoping to get
the tariff raised on their especial products ; but Congress
was too much occupied with the Compromise measures to

lend an ear to their prayers.'" In September, Webster, who
since 18:28, had advocated protection, wrote to Harvey that

it was too late that session to do anything with the tariff.
3

J 'resident Pierce was fortunate in the selection of Guthrie,

a wealthy lawyer of Louisville, Kentucky, as his Secretary
of the Treasury. To rate Guthrie with our four great sec-

retaries, who brought to bear upon finance their many-sided
minds, would not bo just, but among our financiers of the

second rank he holds a high place. His four annual re-

ports abound with sound economic notions, and had not

the war of ISfil brought to an end the policy which he

both represented and influenced, he Avould now have fame

beyond the history-books, lie opened the discussion in

his first report. As the country had more revenue than it

needed, Guthrie, holding the opinion that the tariff is a

tax, recommended a revision of it bv enlanjino; the free

1

Speech of Webster against the tariff of 18'24, Works vol. iii. p. 137.
-
I'ike to the New York Tribune, May 25, 1850, First Blows of the Civil

War, p. 81.
3 Letter of Sept. lo. 1850, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 475. For an explanation of

Webster's change of views, see Lodge, p. 165; for Webster's dcfeucc, see

his speech ou the tariff of 1840, Works, vol. v. p. 180.
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list and reducing the duties on dutiable articles.
" The

principle of free trade," he wrote,
" may not yet be suf-

ficiently verified from experience, in this and other na-

tions, to justify its full adoption, but the progress towards

free trade, now proposed, will be justified, it is believed,

by both public opinion and public interest."
1 While the

secretary did not propose a change in the system of ad
valorem duties, he recommended a specific duty on iron,

based on the average of the last three or four years' ad
valorem duties.

Before Guthrie had occasion to make his next annual re-

port, a stringent money-market and hard times distracted

men's minds in some degree from the exciting political con-

troversies of the year 1854. Greater dulness than had
been known since 1837 characterized the summer trade.

2

Money was hard to get. The very best of paper sold at

10 to 12 per cent., and notes with good names went as

high as 11 per cent, a month. Money lenders looked as-

kance at railroad acceptances. Illinois Central 7 per cent,

bonds sold at 62, and New York Central sixes at 85-i.
3

" Snow tells me," wrote Charles A. Dana to Pike,
" he has

sacrificed mining property for which he had paid $12,000

cash, and glad to get off so. Greeley has fared worse.

Why, last week he had to let good lands in Pike County,

Pennsylvania, on which he had paid $5000, go to the dogs
because he couldn't raise $500. So we go, and the worst

not come yet. We are lucky, Avho are not under the neces-

sity of borrowing."
4

Surprise was expressed at the failure

of a Philadelphia dry-goods house, for their credit had been

so good that their notes sold readily at 1 per cent, a month. 5

The export of specie from the country was large.

1 Outline's Report of Dec. G, 1853.

'New York Weekly Tribune, July 1 and Aug. 19, 1854.

'Ibid., Aug. 26 and Sept, 2.

4 C. A. Dana to Pike, Sept. 1, 1854. Pike's First Blows of the Civil

War, p. 261.
5 New York Weekly Tribune Oct. 7, 1854.

6 For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1854, the net export of specie and
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In September, 1*.~>4-. there was a panic in Wall street ;' in

November a series of financial disasters at the West and
the South: many banks and bankers suspended payment."
Jn Ne\v York, commercial paper sold at from "2 to .'J per
cent, a month." WJien winter came, men lack'ed work; in

New York City there was distress. 1 AVhen the trouble be-

gan, (ireeley ascril)ed the cause of it to overtrading and

extravagance;
8 but as it grew, it is not surprising that the

Tr'tlun'' imputed the hard times to the Walker tariil', and

indicated, as a certain remedy, the restoration of the tariff

of 1 S4LV' This monetary difficulty was, however, but the

precursor of the panic of 1*.">7 : the causes of it will appear
when we come to discuss that financial crisis.

(Juthrie, in bis report of December, 'lsr>4, again called

'the attention of Congress to the propriety of reducing the

revenue from customs, so that no more money shall be

received into the treasury than is required for an econom-

ical administration of the government." lie proposed the

removal of duties on most of the raw materials used in our

manufactures ;
he recommended that the coarser wools be ad-

mitted free; and in his scheme he recognized the principle of

reciprocity.
7 The Secretary of the Treasury was backed

by his party.
'

Protection," said the Democratic Review,

"has succumbed to 'free trade.' . . . Indeed, its doom is

bullion was in round numbers $34,500,000 ; year ending June '.}Q. 1S5.~>.

So'^.oOO.OOO. But the production of gold in California was about *(i0.onn.-

000 per annum. According to the report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
^larch "2, 1<S">4, there were held abroad of American securities. .^O-'.O;.

1

',',-

937.
1 See New York Tr/fn/iic; W. G. SunuuT, in First Century of the la--

public, p. "2r>-L
- New York UVr/Y// Trihun, . Nov. Is.

Mbiil., Nov. 4. 'New York Ti'ilun,,, Jan. ],">. ISoo.
= New York 'H', <///// Tribune, July 1. 1^4.
6
Ibid.. Nov. ^5, 1S.H ; the /),tili/ Tribtme, Jan. 15. is."),').

~

"In reroLcni/.inij;, as I do, t he principle that duties should lie levied !. ir

revenue, and not for protection, I have considered it no departure from

the principle to counteract the legislation of other countries, and make the

same articles free under our laws that are free under theirs.''
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manifest, and expediency alone serves as an apology for de-

laying its absolute annihilation."
' A bill to reduce the

tariff passed the House of Representatives late in February,

1855, but failed in the Senate more from want of time than

from any other reason.

In his report of December, 1855, Guthrie argued that,

as the principle of a tariff, or, as he termed it, taxes, for

revenue only was conceded, the admission of raw mate-

rials free of duty would be a desirable step towards

free trade. He showed that he understood the balance-of-

trade doctrine as Webster expounded it in 182i. Yet he

was not a rigid doctrinaire, being quite ready to atimit that

the consumer did not always pay the whole tax on the duti-

able article, and that a reduction of duty did not always
diminish the price to the consumer.

The tendency of opinion which had acted on Guthrie,
and which he, in turn, by demonstrating economical princi-

ples, had influenced, was clearly shown in the Democratic

national platform of 1856. "The time has come," it de-

clared, "for the people of the United States to declare

themselves in favor of free seas, and progressive free trade

throughout the world, and by solemn manifestations to

place their moral influence at the side of their successful ex-

ample."
"

Strange anomaly ! This convention, completely
out of tune with the enlightened sentiment of the world on

slavery, was yet in advance of the age in its view of a com-

mercial policy. That negro slavery and free trade were

twin Democratic tenets is an opinion we frequently meet

with in the decade of 1850-60; the association of these

ideas was destined to have an influence that has lasted to

our own time. Tariff reformers may have been amazed at

the tenacity with which men in the most intelligent country

districts, seemingly blind to their own interests, have clung
to the notion of protection, but they must seek the reason

'Dec., 1854.
*
History of Presidential Elections, Stanwood, p. 203.
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of it in. opinions formed in the ten years before the war.

Along the lines of New England influence, where the New
York Weekly Tribune was read,

1

the same people who were

led to make the fight against slavery extension were moved
to believe by Greeley's vigorous presentation of half-truths

that protection to American labor by a high tariff wras a

necessary counterbalance to the system which involved the

actual ownership of the working-man. Applying then to

these communities Burke's remark, "The march of the

human mind is slow,"
2 and Spencer's statement,

" The bias

of education and the bias of patriotism severally warp men's

convictions,"
3 we have a solution of what has undoubtedly

puzzled those who advocate tariff reform.

In December, 1856, Guthrie submitted his most remark-

able report. As the government still had more revenue

than it needed, he was firmer than ever in the conviction

that there should be a reduction of the revenue from cus-

toms. He gave evidence that he was a friend to the manu-

facturing industries of the country ;
he argued that, if we

should take off the duties on raw materials, thus putting
our manufacturers on a par with those of other countries,

the incidental protection afforded by a revenue tariff, and
the skill and enterprise of our people, would enable us to

keep pace with any nation in the world. He illustrated his

opinion by a reference to the iron industry. Owing to our

natural advantages and our skill in making use of them,
the production of iron and steel had since 1840 steadily in-

creased, and, at the present rate of progress, we might
fairly expect to produce, by the year 1870, all the iron we
consumed. In the interest of the woollen manufacturers,
he recommended free wool.

Hardly anything in this report calls for criticism. The

argument in favor of the ad valorem system was based on

the inexpediency of making a change in the policy of the

1 See vol. ii. p. 71. *
Works, Bobn's edition, vol. i. p. 486.

3
Sociology, vol. ii. p. 230.
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past ten years. But he mentioned with candor the adop-
tion by Great Britain of specific taxation on most dutiable

articles, and of the home valuation on the residue. The re-

port was so fair and had such merit that it called forth the

commendation even of Greeley. He approved the secre-

tary's idea of placing
"
wool, silk, furs, hides, and skins," on

the free list
;
he agreed with the recommendation to admit

salt free, and was glad that Guthrie did not " even hint at

a reduction of the sugar duty ;" and he commended the

manner in which the iron and steel industry was discussed.

Greeley ended his article by saying that, although the report
was not always right, it was on the whole a good one, and

might be studied with profit ;
and he further took occasion

to remark that James Guthrie was an " able and upright
"

Secretary of the Treasury.
1

Just before his term of office expired, Guthrie had
the satisfaction of seeing the tariff revised largely in ac-

cordance with his ideas. The Senate held an interesting
discussion on the different plans proposed to carry out the

secretary's repeated recommendations. Hunter, the chair-

man of the Senate committee on finance, argued that the

surplus revenue should be cut down, and the accumulation

of specie in the treasury stopped ;
for the overflowing

treasury was a temptation to wild and extravagant schemes

of expenditure, and had even given rise to suggestions of a

plan of distribution of the surplus revenue among the States.

The debate was non-partisan. Pugh, a Democrat of Ohio,

disagreed materially with Hunter, a Democrat of Virginia,
in regard to the proposed reduction on wool. Collamer, a

Republican of Yermont, concurred with Pugh, while Wilson,
a Republican of Massachusetts, was of the same mind as

Hunter. Bigler and Brodhead, Democrats of Pennsylva-
nia, criticised Hunter for his proposed reduction of iron

duties.

While the Senate and the House were in accord that a

New York Weekly Tribune, Dec. 6, 1856.
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reduction of the tariff should be made, they had different

projects to bring about the desired end. The matter went

finally to a committee of conference. Hunter, Douglas, and

Seward represented the Senate
; Campbell of Ohio and De

Witt of Massachusetts, Republicans, and Letcher of Vir-

ginia, a Democrat, the House. The conferees agreed, and

all signed the report. The House adopted the report by
the non-partisan vote of 123 to 72

;
the Senate by 33 to

8. All the senators and representatives from Massachusetts

and South Carolina, the one delegation entirely Kepub-

lican, the other Democratic, voted for the bill. Thus
the tariff bill of 1857 was enacted. This non-partisan
measure passing when the bent of the country wras tow-

ards freer commercial intercourse, and when there was a

lull in the hot contention about slavery and Kansas would

have been, but for its adherence to the ad valorem system,
one of the best tariff laws ever enacted by Congress.

1

Its

operation showed it to be a little less than a 20-per-cent.
tariff.

2
It did not have a fair trial, for one of the effects of

the panic of 1857, which followed soon after, was a material

reduction in the revenues of the country. To this tariff for

revenue, therefore, could be urged the fatal objection that it

did not provide sufficient money for the expenses of the gov-
ernment. With the revival of business this defect would

have disappeared, and it is probable that had it not been for

1 In the Senate, Bell, Bigler, Douglas, Mason, Pugh, Seward, Trutnbull,

and Wilson voted for it
; Brodhead, Collamer, and Wade against it. In

the House, Burlingame, Lewis D. Campbell, and De Witt voted for it ;

Colfax, Morrill, and Sherman against it. Greeley criticised the policy
Avhich found expression in this act, but did not share the forebodings of

some regarding the future of our manufactures "incited by the ob-

vious tendency of our legislation." New York Weekly Tribune, April 11,

1857.
3 See Senate Report No. 2130, 2d Sess. 51st Cong. The duty on pig-iron

was 24 per cent. This made the duty for 1858 $4.20 per ton; for 1859,

$3.65; for 1860, $3.40. All wool, valued at 20 cents per pound or less

at the place of exportation, was free, which practically admitted all wool

free. See Taussig, pp. 124, 150.
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the civil war, protection would not later have had an impor-
tant place in our tariff legislation.

If repeated warnings could prevent a financial crisis, that

occurring in 1857 might have been averted. As early as

March, 1857, the alarm was sounded. 1 Set thy house in

order, was the counsel of the Tribune we are on the eve of

great financial trouble, for we have run too deeply into debt

abroad. In April Greeley wrote :

" We are heavily in debt

to Europe. Our city merchants and bankers owe those of

Great Britain, the country owes the cities, the farmers owe
the merchants in short, two thirds of us are in debt."

2

By
June, the apprehensions of a crash were so general that

Greeley took them as a text on which to preach an economic

sermon. If the tariff of 1842 had not been changed, he as-

serted, we should now be exporting iron, hardware, and fab-

rics
;
we should not be buying such an enormous amount

v O
of goods from Europe, and draining ourselves of specie to

pay for them. 3

By the fourth of July, the complaint of

hard times was heard : ready money was difficult to get. In

August the suspended blow fell : on the 24th the Ohio

Life Insurance and Trust Company of Cincinnati and New
York failed, with reported liabilities of $7,000,000.* The
announcement of the failure on the New York Stock Ex-

change caused a panic ;
stocks fell

; many bankers and brok-

ers were unable to meet their engagements. Money rose

to three, four, and five per cent, a month. 5

Deposits ran

down. Loans were contracted.* September 25, the Bank
of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia suspended. A run on all

of the banks began. The presidents held a meeting, and re-

1 New York Weekly Tribune, March 28, 1857.
*
Ibid., April 4, 1857. 3

Ibid., June 27, 1857.
4 New York Independent, Aug. 27 ; New York Times, Aug. 28; William

G. Sumner, First Century of the Republic, p. 254.

Banks of New York and the Panic of 1857, p. 345.
6 New York City banks contracted their loans, from Aug. 22 to Oct. 24,

$25,000,000.
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solved unanimously to suspend specie payments.
1 The banks

of Baltimore, Pittsburg, and Reading stopped payment.
"The panic rages like the pestilence. Philadelphia having

fallen, who shall now be safe f asked an observer at Wash-

ington.
2 Merchants and manufacturers were failing every-

where.
3 The shipwreck of the Central America, bound

from Aspinwall to New York, intensified the gloom. Be-

sides the large loss of life, $2,000,000 of gold had gone to

the bottom of the sea.

All eyes were on New York. During the first part of

October the Illinois Central Railroad Company made an

assignment, the notes of the New York and Erie Railroad

Company went to protest, and the Michigan Central Rail-

road Company suspended payment on its floating debt.
4

Amid wild excitement, a heavy run began on all of the

New York banks.
5

It was impossible for them to stand

the drain. October 13, at half-past ten in the evening, the

New York City banks resolved to suspend specie payments
on the following day.

6 But it was not the redemption of

the circulating notes that broke the banks : it was the with-

1

Philadelphia correspondence New York Tribune, Sept. 26, 1857.
2
Washington correspondence, see New York Weekly Tribune, Oct. 3.

3 In 1857 there were in the United States and the British Provinces 6022

failures, with liabilities of $282,335,000. For the first three mouths of

1858, 1540 failures, with liabilities of $31,733,000. Report of the Tap-

pan, M'Killop Commercial Agency, History of the Commercial Crisis,

1857-58, Evans, p. 136 et seq.
4New York Weekly Tribune, Oct. 17.

'"Tuesday (Oct. 13) was par excellence our dies irae. No one who
passed the doors of any of our leading banks, or took his stand at the cor-

ner of Wall Street and watched the affrighted groups who thronged to the

counters or
'

whispered with white lips
' on the sidewalk, could avoid

feeling the profoundest pity at the spectacle which met his gaze. If Nena
Sahib were encamped at Yonkers at the head of 100,000 cut-throats, and

were expected to butcher us to-morrow, the prospect could not produce
more complete depression than was betrayed on the acutest mercantile vis-

ages in the community." New York Times, Oct. 16.

' See picture of Wall Street on suspension day, Banks of New York
and the Panic, p. 346.
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drawal of the deposits.
1 The banks of New England, of

New York State, and of New Jersey now stopped pay-
ments of coin. Nearly every financial institution in the

country had adopted the same course.
2

The excitement of the past few weeks now gave way to

torpor and debility.
3 Merchants no longer had trade. The

decline in the price of flour and pork was alarming."
" These

are emphatically hard times," wrote Greeley to his 200,000
subscribers. " The money value of nearly every description
of property has suddenly depreciated from 25 to 75 per
cent. The farmer's produce must be generally sold at this

reduction, if sold at all
;
the manufacturer meets little de-

mand for his fabrics at any price ;
the artisan, mechanic,

and laborer are widely bereft of employment, or constrained

to work for reduced wages, to famish and shiver in idleness,

or to wander away from their families in dubious quest of

something to do. Rich and poor alike suffer : those en-

gaged in trade were the first victims
;
but all share in the

common misfortune. And there seems to be little ground
of hope for any but a gradual improvement, to be wrought
out by patient industry and rigid economy."

5 " There was
never so much mental suffering in any two months as in the

last five weeks," wrote Theodore Parker. " Think of men
who never thought of want, except as the proud angels

1 New York Weekly Tribune, Oct. 17, 1857 ; Banks of New York and the

Panic, note on p. 380. Specie in New York City banks, Oct. 10,$11,476,294;

circulation, $7,523,599 ; deposits, $49,745,176. Ibid., p. 333. "At the time

the New York City banks suspended specie payments in October, they re-

ported a larger amount of specie in their vaults than their notes in circu-

lation." Report of Secretary of the Treasury Cobb, Dec., 1857.
" Not a

bank in New York City failed in 1857 having insufficient funds to pay
every dollar of its circulation. Their notes circulated without loss of

value during all the time that specie payments were suspended." Bolles,

Financial History of the United States, cited by Von Hoist, vol. vi. p. 119.
s
Tribune, Oct. 17 and 24.

'
Ibid., Oct. 24.

4 Von Hoist, vol. vi. p. 120; New York Herald, cited in History of the

Commercial Crisis, 1857-58, Evans, p. 112.
5 This letter in fac-simile of Greeley's handwriting was published in the

Weekly Tribune of Nov. 28.
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think of suffering as something fit only for the 'lower

classes
' now left without a dollar ! The man, who re-

fused $30,000 for his house in Temple Place, when he

wanted to sell before he went to Europe, saw it knocked

down at auction for $19,000. Michigan State bonds have

gone down from $1.25 to 66 cents. . . . All property is de-

preciated. My income will not be half this year what it

was last. But 'I still live
;' only I shall buy no books

;
and

it makes a great gap in my charities."
'

The stoppage of manufacturing establishments, throwing

large numbers of men out of work, was a serious feature of

the situation. Many employers were bereft of their peace
of mind in contemplating the want and suffering of mechan-

ics and laborers who had wrought for them faithfully.
1

The condition of affairs was the most grave in New York

City, where, it was estimated, 30,000 to 40,000 men lacked

employment.
3

Mayor Fernando Wood, in a message to the Common
Council, urging the prosecution of the public works, and

recommending the purchase by the city of 50,000 barrels of

flour and corresponding quantities of provisions to be given
the laborers at cost prices in payment for their labor, added,

by his remarks, fuel to the flame. "
Truly may it be said,"

he declared,
" that in New York those who produce every-

thing get nothing, and those who produce nothing get

everything. They labor without income, whilst surrounded

by thousands living in affluence and splendor, who have

income without labor."
4 November 2, a procession of the

unemployed marched through the streets to the music

of a drum, following a banner, on which was inscribed,

1 Letter of Oct. 19, 1857, Life of Theodore Parker, Frothingham, p. 464.

J " Business stops that is the great calamity. ... In Lawrence there

were three thousand five hundred, in Little Taunton one thousand five

hundred, in Natick, iu one week, two hundred men without work." Letter

of Theodore Parker, Oct. 19, Life by Frothingham, p. 465.
* New York Times, Oct. 23. The population of New York City in 1855

was 629,810.
4
Ibid., Oct. 23.
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" Work Arbeit."
' Crowds of people cried :

" Bread or

Death."
3 On the fourth, a meeting, prompted by for-

eigners, was held in the City Hall Park, at which violent

and menacing speeches and peremptory demands for em-

ployment were made. 3 The Common Council received

only a part of the mayor's suggestions with favor
;
the dem-

onstrations continuing, it became known that they were in

some measure due to a political manipulation in favor of

Wood's candidacy for mayor at the approaching election.

Threats were now made of attacking and plundering the

sub-treasury and the banks in Wall Street.
4

Daily meet-

ings of the unemployed were held in Tompkins Square.
On the 6th of November, 5000 gathered, and, when the

speakers had finished, they formed in procession, and, with a

banner,
" We Want Work," marched to the Merchants' Ex-

change in Wall Street and thence to the City Hall. On ac-

count of this and subsequent demonstrations and threats

of the speakers, that the hungry mob would break into the

vaults of the sub-treasury and seize upon the twenty mill-

ions of specie said to be deposited there, a squad of fifty

soldiers from Governor's Island, and fifty marines from
the Navy Yard, were detailed to guard the government
treasure."

It seemed for the moment as if the prediction made by
Macaulay six months before had come true; that the dema-

gogue had appeared, "ranting about the tyranny of capital-

ists and usurers, and asking why anybody should be per-
mitted to drink champagne and to ride in a carriage while

thousands of honest folk are in want of necessaries ;" and
that working-men, hearing their children cry for more

bread, and the Huns and Vandals engendered by our insti-

tutions, would choose to high place the demagogue who had

1 New York Times, Nov. 3. 2
Harper's Magazine, Jan. 1858.

3 New York Times, Nov. 5, 1857.
4
Ibid., Nov. 10; American Almanac for 1859, p. 365.

5 New York Times, Nov. 13. It spoke, however, of "the farce of the

United States troops guarding the custom-house."

IIL-
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flattered them.
1 But at the close of election day, when the

votes were counted, it was seen that the arts of Wood had
not prevailed. The decent and orderly citizens elected their

candidate for mayor.'"'

The panic broke forth in England. The causes there had

been long generating, but the crisis in America was the oc-

casion that brought them to a head. The discount rate of

the I'.ank of England was raised to lo percent.; the bank
act was suspended. The trouble in Lombard Street re-

acted on Wall and State Streets.
3

By some hasty reasoners, the panic in the I'nited States

was charged to the reduction of the tariff made in ]\Iarch.

is.")!.
4

"But Greeley knew that such an argument could

not hold. lie sincerely believed, however, that, while

there were several immediate forces tending to the crisis,

the ultimate cause was the Walker tariff of iS-iO. With

great power and without ceasing, the Tribune advocated

this view;
5 and its influence was potent and enduring.

While the association of slavery with free trade has prob-

ably made a more lasting impression in the agricultural dis-

stricts than the connection as cause and effect of the tariff

of is-!*! and the panic of 1ST) 7, yet in industrial centres the

opinion irrew and may be traced from 1S5T that the hard

1 Sec Macaulay's letter to II. S. Randal], May 23, 1S,">7, appendix to

Trevelyan's Life and Letters.

- But onlv by a majority of 2331 in a vote of ^3,233. New York Tiun*.

Dec. 4. IS.-)?.

"The Theory and History of Banking, Dunbar, p. 173; The Commereial

Crisis. lS.-)7-.")S. Evans, p. 34.

-See, fur example, a letter of David AVilmot, of Sept. 2*>, New York

\\' /.-';/ Tribune, Oct. 10. \Vilmot was the Republican candidate for Gov-

ernur uf Pennsylvania. President Buchanan deemed the charge worthy
of attention, for he argued against it in his message of Dec., 1S18, as did

also the Secretary of the Treasury in his report of 1S.~)S.

6 See especially the New York ]('/,/// Tritium: for Oct. 3, Oct. 10.

Nov. 14. The writer of the article of (Jet. 3 says: "The trash taught

in our colleges fas political economy] is worse than nothing. It is simply

a verv stupid and very provincial echo of the fallacies of British free

trade."
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times under Buchanan were linked to a free-trade policy.

Those who have taken into the mind Webster's reasoning of

1824 do not need to have the fallacy of this statement ex-

posed in detail. The reasoners, moreover, who set about

proving it must have been staggered to come upon such

great effects from causes so slight to see the commercial

and financial fabric of the country shaken by the paltry 5-

per-cent. reduction of the tariff in each of the years 1846

and 1857.
1

1 The Austrian economist, Max Wirtb, in his standard history of Finan-

cial Panics, in a full analysis of the causes of the panic of 1857 in the

United States, makes no mention of the tariff. He places especial empha-
sis on the speculation and speculative spirit engendered by the new supply
of gold from California, and calls particular attention to the feeling on the

part of the people in the spring of 1857 that their prosperity was unparal-
leled. Wirth, Geschichte der Handelskrisen, pp. 334-359.

Some writers, who have ascribed the panic of 1857 to the tariff of 1846,

argue that the large importations of goods resulting from the reduction of

duties led to a heavy export of specie to make payments, and that this

drain of specie brought on the panic. In this reasoning cause and effect

are confused, and in part, at least, inverted. It was the export of specie

which increased the importations of merchandise, and not the importations
of merchandise which increased the export of specie. The discovery of

gold in California naturally added gold to the staple exports of the "United

States. The transmission of gold to Europe thus became as normal a feat-

ure of trade as the export of cotton, according to the well-established laws

governing the distribution of the precious metals. The only way to de-

termine whether the export of specie exceeded what would be its normal

export as a staple commodity is to compare the total production during
this period with the total exportation.

Taking the nine years between the discovery of gold to the panic, from
June 30, 1848, to June 30, 1857, the excess of the imports of merchandise

over exports of merchandise amounted to 336 million dollars. The excess

of the exports of specie over imports of specie was 271 million dollars

(found by deducting from the excess of exports of silver and of domestic

gold, 276 millions, the slight excess over imports of foreign gold, 4.8 mill-

ions). During these nine years there was therefore an excess of imports of

merchandise over exports of merchandise and specie of 65 million dollars,

too small an amount to be of serious consequence. During the same period
there was a production of gold in the United States of about 477.5 mill-

ion dollars (found by including the production of 1848, the most of which
occurred after June 30, and one half the production of 1857, i. e., up to
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The reason of panics lies deep in the human heart. They
occur in commercial countries, where the sentiment of con-

fidence is well enough developed to build up an extensive

system of credit
;
and it matters not whether the legisla-*- > o

tion tends to free trade or protection. The crisis of 1837

came when our progress was towards a revenue tariff
;
that

of 1857 when duties were levied for revenue only ;
that of

1873 after twelve years, and that of 1893 after thirty-two

years, of protection.
The most important element in bringing on the panic of

1857 was the expansion of credit, induced by the rapid

building of new railroads, and by the new supply of gold
from California.

1

It fitted well that the failure of the Ohio

Life Insurance and Trust Co., which had got into trouble by

June 30). The production of silver during this period is estimated at

somewhat less than one-half million, and may fairly be left out of account.

Subtracting the net export of specie during this period from the produc-
tion, it will be seen that there was a net increase of specie in the United

States of about 206 million dollars. It is thus perfectly certain that the

panic was not brought on by a loss of specie occasioned by excessive im-

portation.

Wirth estimates that in this period the world's stock of gold was in-

creased 1060 millions, and the stock of silver about 585 millions (p. 315),

making a total of 1645 millions. Thus the United States, with a popula-
tion of about 29,000,000 people, secured during this period one eighth
of the increase of the world's stock of specie. This strikingly illustrates

the error of ascribing the panic to a loss of specie. The figures in regard
to the exports and imports and the production of gold are derived from

the Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1890, pp. 52, 62, 63.

For the above note I am indebted to my friend Professor Edward G.

Bourne, of Adelbert College. It clearly expresses my own belief. This is

only a small part of the assistance I have had from Mr. Bourne on this

chapter. He studied it thoroughly in manuscript, and his suggestions
enabled me to enrich the notes and to treat more critically and more fully
the economic and sociological topics considered in the text.

1 On this point, to show how Americans were discounting the future,

Wirth cites a vivid sentence from the New York correspondent of the

Allgemeine Zeitung : "The most rash enterprises were begun railroads

through unsettled regions with no local traffic, cities projected on worth-

less farm lands, steamer lines without profitable business, banks without

specie
"

(p. 345).
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loaning its own and borrowed funds to aid in railway con-

struction,
1 should usher in the crisis. Nearly 21,000 miles of

railway were constructed from January 1, 1849, to Janu-

ary 1, 1858. This was seven ninths of the total mileage of

the country. The capital and indebtedness of the railroads

was about $900,000,000,* so that in nine years $700,000,000
had been invested in railway construction.

3 The work was
done hastily and extravagantly. Poor rails were bought in

England with bonds rated ruinously low. A popular esti-

mate of our indebtedness abroad was $450,000,000,* and, al-

though an analysis of the movement of trade for nine years,

as given in the official figures of exports and imports, does

not confirm this notion, it is impossible to escape the con-

viction that we owed Europe largely. We had sent securi-

ties to Europe and taken the pay in goods : this, in part, ac-

counted for the excessive importations which were a symp-
tom of the condition of things that brought on the panic.
An accessory cause was the expansion of bank loans and

circulation. This came in part from the demand for money
to be used in railroad construction. While the banks of New
York were sound, and had not a circulation beyond the

safety mark, Western banks had gone wild in their issues of

paper. In the train of the too rapid railroad building and

bank expansion came stock and real-estate speculation,
5
ex-

travagance in living, and inordinate use of European luxuries."

1 New York Independent, Aug. 27 ; New York Times, Aug. 28
;
W. G.

Sumner, First Century of the Republic, p. 254.
4
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, Dec.

,
1857.

3 In England, in the five years 1846-50 inclusive, 4150 miles of railway
were built at an expense of $750,000,000. This was about half of the mile-

age in England in 1855. Wirtli, p. 251.
4 Life and Liberty in America, Mackay, vol. ii. p. 117. The highest es-

timate the New York Tribune had seen was $500,000,000. Weekly of Dec.

12, 1857.
6 The real -estate speculation was not nearly so great, however, as that

which preceded the crisis of 1837.
* New York Weekly Tribune; New York Times; Banks of New York and

the Panic of 1857; Message of the President, Dec., 1857; Report of the
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Immediately after the suspension, the Xew York City
banks began to gain in specie; gold coming from England
and California, they, as well as the Albany banks, felt

strong enough, December 1:2, to attempt the resumption of

specie payments, and this they accomplished successfully.

T\vo days later the .Boston banks did likewise.
1

Deposits

increasing, a more liberal policy in regard to loans was pur-
sued. President Buchanan, in his message of December,
IS.") 7, laid at the door of the banks a larger share of the

trouble than was justly their due, but he made one suggest-
ion of real value that the States ought to prohibit the issue

of paper money in smaller denominations than twenty dol-

lars. It is good education for the people that the money
they habitually use should be gold and silver.

In the spring of 1S5S, there were hopes of reviving busi-

ness,
2

but these proved delusive." " The hard year of 1858

Secretary of the Treasury, Dee., 1857. As illustrating the increased de-

mand I'm- European luxuries, Wirth, p. 448, gives an interesting table of

importations for the years 1856-57.

ARTICLES FOR WOMF.N. ARTICLES FOR MEN.

Silks $'28,G99,G81 Spirits 3,963,725

Embroideries 4,443,175

Cotton inscrtings, trim-

Wines 4.272,205

Tobacco and cigars 5.582.557

mings, etc 1.129,754 ,r , UIQ isi
o o-fl QM lotal $13,818,

Shawls 2,2oo,ooJ

Straw hats, etc 2.240,698

Gloves 1,559,322

Jewel rv 503,633

Total $40,838,014,

This table is probably compiled from the figures in the American Alma-

nac for 1859.

It is to be noted that these sums represent wholesale prices, and do not

include what was imported free of duty. Wirth well remarks that this

consumption of luxuries was not a cause of the panic, but a symptom of

the condition of things which was bringing it on.

'New York Tliiitn. Dec. 14. 1S57; American Almanac, 1859, p. 366.

Mbid., .March 26, April 6, 1858.

"See decline in prices of leading articles, June 30. 1857. to June 30,

1858. Report oi' the Secretary of the Treasury, Dec.. 1S58.
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draws to a close," wrote Greeley from Eacine, Wis., Decem-

ber 20, 1858. " The West is very poor. I think a larger

proportion of the people of Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wis-

consin, and Iowa are under the harrow now than at any
former period. There is no real lack of money, provided
one has wherewith to buy it

;
and what passes for money is

a better article than that which usurped the name a year

ago ;
but real estate, mortgages, railroad stocks and bonds,

notes of hand, and promises of all kinds are not the sort of

property that easily tempts a moneyed man to open his safe

or his pocket-book. There is on all hands such a super-
abundance of debt of various kinds that promises are a drug,
and faith in human solvency sadly alloyed by scepticism.

Very many want to borrow
; very few are anxious to

lend, no matter at what rate or on what security. Railroads

partly constructed, and there stopped for want of means
;

blocks of buildings ditto
;
counties .and cities involved by

the issue of railroad bonds, and practically insolvent
;
indi-

viduals striving to stave off the satisfaction of debts, obli-

gations, judgments, executions such is the all but universal

condition."
'

Moreover, Greeley went on to say : the crops
of 1858 were poor, there was little travel on the railroad,

the half a dozen splendid hotels of Chicago, and the fine

Newhall House, of Milwaukee, were far from full.
2

Money had been easy during the summer of 1858. Call

loans were made in New York at 3 to 4 per cent, per an-

num. The government 5-per-cent. loan was taken in this

country at a premium of 4f.

3 The revenues of the govern-
ment fell off. Twenty million of treasury notes were issued,

and a loan for the same amount was made.

With the close of the year 1858 and the opening of 1859,

it seemed as if a real improvement in business had begun.
4

1 New York Tribune, Dec. 25, 1858.

"See also New York Times, Nov. 5, 1858.

'The Independent, Aug. 12, 1858.
4
Ibid., Dec. 30, 1858; New York Tribune, Jan. 20 and March 11, 1859;

New York Times, Jan. 4, 1859; New York Herald, Feb. 9, 11, 19, and March
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The South was very prosperous.
" There is no disputing the

fact." wrote a correspondent from New Orleans, "that the

southern portion of the Confederacy is in a highly prosper-
ous condition perhaps never more so. Of all the great

staples produced, the crops during the past year have been

abundant, sales active, and prices high. . . . No species of

propertv has felt the effect of this state of affairs more sen-

sibly than the negroes. The average price of field hands

mav be stated at slf>i.>0, and the tendency is upward. Al

niggers sell for SIT")!") to s2<.><)<). These rates were never

reached but once before, and that was during the specula-

tive times of 1S3<>. . . . The South is getting out of debt

and beginning to accumulate surplus capital."
1

In a large part of the country, however, the rising hopes,

springing from the better outlook of affairs, were blasted

by the June frost of ISoU. In the early morning of June

~>. the mercury went down to 3-2" : the frost killed the

wheat, corn, potatoes, vegetables, and fruit of a considerable

portion of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and

Illinois.
2 John Brown wrote from Akron, Ohio, that the

frost had been very destructive in western New York and

Ohio. "Farmers here," he said, "are mowing the finest-

looking wheat I ever saw. for fodder only."
:

In 18<>0, business was actually becoming good. The
credit of the government remained high, United States

<!-per-ccnt. stocks selling at 11T.
4 Another season of com-

mercial prosperity had begun, and would undoubtedly have

continued, had it not been checked by political troubles and

war.

President Buchanan had, in his message of December.

l
s .>. recommended a revision of the tariff for the purpose

4, l s'.">9. "The effects of the revulsion are now slowly but surely passing

away." President Buchanan's Message, Dec. G. 1838.

1 New York Time*, March 2."). 1W9.

Ibid., June 7 and 10. 1^59 : New York Herald, June 9.

E Life of John Brown, Sanborn, p. oiG.

-Wilson, U. S. Senate, Dec. M. 1S.VJ.
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of increasing the revenue. The Tribune called for a moder-

ate increase of the tariff,
" in the interest of our depressed 4

and languishing national industry."
' "

But," wrote Pike

from Washington,
"
nothing can be done with the great

body of the Democratic party, which is a Southern planters'

and slavery party, devoted to free trade, and against any-

thing and everything that favors Northern or free-State

interests."
" In accordance with the President's recommen-

dation, backed by the Secretary of the Treasury, the ad-

ministration leader in the House asked leave to introduce a

bill revising and increasing the tariff, but he could not

obtain the necessary two -thirds vote for his proposition.

He had with him 111 members from the free, and 17 from

the slave States; against him 66 from the slave, and 22

from the free States.
3 " How comes it," asked Greeley, a

year later,
" that every champion of eternal and universal

slavery is also an intense free-trader ? What is the '

mystic
tie that binds' these two seemingly unrelated theories of

fettered labor and unfettered trade in such intimate and

loving union ?"
*

In April, 1860, Morrill introduced his tariff bill into the

House. The principles upon which it is founded, he said,
" do not necessarily raise the question of protection, per se.

Our manufacturers have made such advances, that a

revenue tariff, with proper discriminations, will be found,
in most instances, all that may be required for a fair share

of prosperity. No prohibitory duties have been aimed at
;

but to place our people upon a level of fair competition
with the rest of the world is thought to be no more than

reasonable. Most of the highest duties fixed upon have

been so fixed more with a view to revenue than protec-
tion."

5 The bill was a good one
;

it had the great merit

1 Dec. 24, 1858.
8 New York Tribune, Feb. 4, 1859; see also Atlantic Monthly, Nov. 1857,

p. 120.
3
Ibid., Feb. 28, 1859. Ibid., Feb. 22, 1860.

5
Congressional Globe, 1st Sess. 36th Cong. p. 1832.
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of returning to the principle of specific duties.
1

It passed
the House by lr> to '4. The Senate postponed its consider-

ation. At the next session, however, of this Congress, after

the senators from the seven seceding States had withdrawn
from the Senate, the bill was passed by _!."> to 14.

'' Had it

not been for the secession, the Morrill bill would probablv
have failed of passage.

It has sometimes been asserted that the revenue tarilf in

force from lS4ii-iil fostered our merchant marine. The
increase of foreign trade in this period was naturally ad-

vantageous to the shipping interest, and there is a steady

gain in the amount of freight carried in American bottoms,

yet the influence of the tariffs of IsJ-G and is.") 7 on this

has been exaggerated. As long as ships were built of wood,
America had a great advantage over England. But tow-

ards the end of this revenue-tariff era it began to be esti-

mated in England that iron was a cheaper material for

ship-building than wood,
3

and. should iron supplant wood,
it was dimly appreciated that America would not fare as

well as before in the competition with England. .But we

may be sure that, if the war had not occurred, there would

have been recommendations of legislation to Congress by a

Secretary of the Treasury like Chase, calculated to adapt
our interests to the changed conditions.

The revenue tariffs of 1S4-0 and 1857. however, demon-

strated a fact of great value that a high protective tariff is

not necessary for the growth of our manufacturing indus-

tries. Brodhead of Pennsvlvania said, in lsr>7. that in Jive

years the production of iron had doubled. 4 The growth of

manufactures from IS.Vi to IStln was at once larire and

'The duty on pig-iron was made $6 per ton; on railroad iron, S12; on

bar iron, b~>: on coarse wools. ."> per cent.

-It passed the Senate Feb. '20. with some amendments, nearly all of

which the House concurred in. The President signed it March '-3.

3 See Senator Hunter's remarks, Feb. 2P>, 1S57.
'

C/iynx.itv>i<tl Glvbe, vol. xxxv. p. 3:52.
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healthy.
1 As showing this fact an abundance of testimony

might be adduced, but one witness will suffice. Morrill,

who was then regarded as the apostle of protection, said,

when introducing his tariff bill :

" A comparison of our

tariffs of 1824, 1828, 1832, 1842, 1846, 1857, will show that

we have made more rapid strides in cheapening manufact-

ures, and therefore lessening the necessity of individual pro-

tection, than ever England herself made in any equal period
of time. . . . The British tariff existing in 1842, with the

difference of circumstances, was more discriminating, and

afforded more incidental protection, than what we ask for

America now. The pupil will soon overtake his mistress."
2

To contrast society, in the sense in which the word is

used by the sociologist, of the decade of 1850-60 with

that of our own day, is for the student an easy task : two
remarkable books furnish him complete and well-digested
materials. Fortunate the country that has two such eulo-

gists as De Tocqueville and Bryce ! They had philosophic

minds; and, loving America and loving the truth, they were

correct delineators. The earlier traveller has described us

as we were in 1832; the later has depicted the America of

1880-90. While the United States of 1850-60 is neither

the United States of De Tocqueville nor the United States

of Bryce, the development of one into the other was going

on, and, in noting how some phases of the earlier life were

disappearing, or were being merged into that of our own

time, we may grasp the salient points that distinguish the

decade we are studying.

'From 1850 to 1860 the production of pig-iron increased 75 per cent.;

more than four times as many rails were made in 1860 as in 1850. Iron in

All Ages, Swank, pp. 387, 388. In the decade, cotton manufactures in-

creased 83.4 per cent. ; woollen manufactures over 51 per cent. ;
the produc-

tion of wool increased 15 per cent. Preliminary Report on the Eighth
Census, pp. 65, 67. It must be remembered that, by the tariff of 1846, the

duty on wool was 30 per cent. It was not made free until 1857.
s
Congressional Globe, 1st Sess. 36th Cong. p. 1832.
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The changes have been indeed great. The time before

the \var seems far removed from our present generation.
The civil conflict is a sharp dividing line between two

characteristically distinct periods, and it has been con-

sidered the cause of the transformation. If we confine our

attention to the South, whose territory was devastated,

whose property and the flower of whose youth were spent.

and whose social system was revolutionized, we need seek

no further reason; for in the States that seceded, the

chronology of " before the Avar" or "since the war" has a

living meaning such as it has never obtained at the North.

A study of contemporary Europe, a close examination of

social forces, will show us causes more potent than the civil

commotion in bringing about the alteration that is so strik-

ing a fact of the last half of our century. These far-reach-

ing forces are the railroad and its adjunct the telegraph.
Effects not infrequently attributed to the war and to the

legislation which grew out of it had begun to show them-

selves before I860. The executive and legislative depart-
ments of the national government were undoubtedly as

much tainted with corruption between 1850-00 as they are

at the present time. This will be clearly illustrated if we
recall the scandal of the Galphin claim,

1 and mention that,

in 1S57, three members of the House of Representatives
were proved guilty of corrupt practices, and resigned their

seats to avoid expulsion.'" Plentiful evidence of the popular

opinion that dishonesty prevailed may be found in the litera-

ture of the time.
3

1 See vol. i. p. 202.

'C<<r/ni<xi<j]t<(l Ghhc. vol. xxxiv. pp. 1)25, 932. 952; see also vol. ii.
]

. 300

of this work.
3 On corruption in Congress, see American Kcrieir, April, 1S51. citn. by

Von Hoist, vol. iv. p. 222 ; on corruption in the executive department- and

in Congress, see Andrew Johnson's speech in the House of Representatives,

Jan 12. 1*53; on corruption in polities, see Harptfs Miiyazinf. March,

1S53, p. 555: Dec. 1853, p. 125 ; and Dee. 1860, p. 119; on corruption in get-

ting railroad grants through Congress, see >ie\v York Wukly Tri^ni,,,

March is, ls.~,4
;
as to the Collins's steamship subsidy, unti, p. 12

;
on cor-
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It was the common belief in the decade we are studying

that, except in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
there was little or no bribery in the legislatures of the

States. One does not often meet the charge that a candi-

date for United States senator had bought enough mem-
bers of a caucus or a legislature to insure his election. But

from that time to this the deterioration of our legislatures is

striking.
1

Municipal rottenness already existed in New York, and

perhaps in some other Eastern cities. New England, the

States west of Pennsylvania, and the Southern States do not

appear to have been infected. The condition of New York

may have been as bad as it is to-day ;
but the general com-

plaint, now heard in almost every city having a population

ruption in general, see Harper's Magazine, Oct. 1856, p. 698. Buchanan,
in his inaugural of March 4, 1857, took occasion to warn the people that a

large surplus in the treasury begot extravagant legislation and corruption,

Curtis, vol. ii. p. 191; on corruption in Congress, see Philadelphia North

American, cited in De Bow's Review, May, 1857; on corruption at the pres-

ent day, see Bryce, vol. ii. pp. 127, 132.
1 Compare Lyell's Second Visit, vol. ii. p. 260, and Bryce, vol. i. p. 512,

and vol. ii. p. 128; see New York Nation, Feb. 18, 1892, p. 123; May 5, 1892,

p. 334.

A majority of the Wisconsin Legislature of 1856 was purchased to vote

for a valuable land grant to the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Com-

pany. $175,000 of stock and bonds were distributed among thirteen sena-

tors, and $355,000 of stock and bonds were distributed among members of

the Assembly. The bank comptroller and lieutenant-governor each received

$10,000, the private secretary of the governor $5000, the chief clerk of the

Assembly $5000, and the assistant clerk $10,000, all in bonds. The gov-
ernor's share in the transaction was $50,000 in bonds. The bonds were
worth 48 cents on the dollar ; but the stock, curiously enough, sold in New
York City at from 60 to 75 cents. Report of the Joint Select Committee
of the Wisconsin Legislature, 1858 ; History of Wisconsin, Tuttle, p. 346.

Wirth refers to this. A committee of the Assembly in 1859 whitewashed
the governor. It did not deny that he had received $50,000 in La Crosse

and Milwaukee bonds as a gratuity, but, as the bonds were not delivered

until after the laud grant had been disposed of, and as no previous un-

derstanding existed, it did not believe that the gratuity had influenced

his action in the discharge of his official duties. History of Wisconsin,

p. 356.
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of more than 200,000, of bribery, jobbing, and misused funds,
is not a feature of the decade of l^O-tJo.

1

Outside of three or four of the largest Eastern eities, the

direct use of monev to buv voters was substantially unknown.

'The New York Trilmne of June 29. 1*60, has a noteworthy article,

entitled "New York and Her Kulers." The writer iprobablv (.In-dry)
said: "For mayor we have Fernando Wood: for chief dispensers of crimi-

nal justice. George G. Barnard and Abraham I). Russell. . . . Tlie law is

ostentatiously, persistently defied, in order that the aldermen and their con-

federates may steal a good share of the money. Jobs are got up and 'put

through' the two boards merely as cover for such division of the spoils;

operators divide with aldermen and councilmen. . . . Our great tax-payers
look on at all this with stolid apathy, or bribe the requisite functionaries

to undervalue their property. . . . TJie men of property, of culture, of

leisure, having abdicated, the actual government of our city to-day rests on

this basis:
"

1. A conspiracy of ten thousand rumsellers to get rich or live uselessly
at the general cost. . . .

"
2. Next in order come the great army of roughs sympathizing and co-

operating with the rum-sellers."

Bryce truly wrote: "There is no denying that the government of cities

is the one conspicuous failure of the United States. ... In New York, ex-

travagance, corruption, and mismanagement have revealed themselves on

the largest scale. . . . But there is not a city with a population exceeding
201X000 where the poison germs have not sprung into a vigorous life: and

in some of the smaller ones, down to 70.000. it needs no microscope to note

the results of their growth. Even in cities of the third rank, similar phe-

nomena may occasionally be discerned." Yoi. i. p. 60S.

For a dark picture of public corruption based on an article in the New
York //. i'<i'il. May. lx,>S. and the report of the Bremen consul in Xe\v

York, see Gcuchichte der Uandddrlscn, Wirth. pp. .140. .'547.

The New York //</vV of June (>. iSjii, in making the comparison of

municipal regulations in Paris. London, Berlin, and Yienna with that of

New York, to the striking disadvantage of the latter, says : "The only city

in Europe where corruption and filth and disorder hold as much .--way as

tin y do in N< '.v York is the city of Koine, which is under an ecclesiastical

government."
Andrew I). White wrote in the F'>r>iin for Dec.. 1*90. p. IHH : "About

a year since I stood upon the wharves and in the -treels of Constanti-

nople. I had passed from one end of Europe to the other: these were

the worst I had seen since 1 left home, and a spasm of homesickness

came over me. During all my residence in foreign cities, never before had

the remembrance of New York, Philadelphia, and other American towns
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President Buchanan wrote, in 1858, that " we never heard

until within a recent period of the employment of money to

carry elections."
'

Wherever, outside of New York City,
this form of bribery was practised, it was done irregularly
and in a bungling way. The present system, which, com-

bining business and military methods, has decided many im-

portant elections, and seems able to circumvent any laws,

did not then exist. Men did not boast of how the floating

vote had been caught by the buying of captains of tens and

of fifties
;
and it is safe to say that no man elected to high

national office, when making a post-prandial speech, gloried
in his party's and his own success by the judicious use of

money in a close and seemingly purchasable State.
3

Yet the United States of 1860 was more corrupt than the

United States of De Tocqueville. De Tocqueville visited this

country when the peculiar conditions that mark the Jack-

sonian era were seen in their pristine vigor ; but, although
he learned that the honesty of public functionaries was

often doubted, he did not hear that voters were bought with

money.
3 The testimony of Pike is of great weight, for,

been so vividly brought back to me. There in Constantinople, as the re-

sult of Turkish despotism, was the same hap-hazard, careless, dirt}', corrupt

system which we in America know so well as the result of mob despotism;

the same tumble-down wharves, the same sewage in the docks, the same

'pavements fanged with murderous stones,' the same filth, the same ob-

stacles to travel and traffic. ... At various times it has been my lot to

sojourn in nearly every one of the greater European municipalities, from

Edinburg to Athens, from St. Petersburg to Naples, from Paris to Buda-

Pesth. ... In every respect for which a city exists, they are vastly supe-
rior to our own."

1

Mackay's America, vol. ii. p. 188 ; National Intelligencer, Nov. 29, 1858
;

address of A. K. McClure before the Civil Service Reform Association,

Philadelphia, New York Nation, April 28, 1892.

2 See vol. ii. pp. 230, 231, 233, 338, 470 ; on bribery now, see Bryce, vol.

ii. p. 130
;
an address delivered before the Massachusetts Reform Club, Bos-

ton, Jan. 12, 1889, by F. J. Stimson ; article by T. W. Jenks, entitled

"Money in Practical Politics," Centui-y Magazine, Oct., 1892; "Easy
Chair," May, 1892, p. 148; remarks of Vice-President-elect Arthur at the

Dorsey dinner, Tke Nation, Feb. 24, 1881.
* De la Democratic en Amerique, vol. ii. p. 88.
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although an ardent Republican, ho at this time looked on

passing events with the eye of a philosopher.
" There can

be no doubt in any reasonable mind,'' he wrote from Niag-
ara Falls, -June L, ISHO, "that \ve are entered in this coun-

try upon what may be fairly termed the Era of Corruption
in the administration of public affairs. We have reached it

by rapid and, in some sort, natural stages. Not that all the

corruption of mankind has at once centred upon our time,

but circumstances have conspired to give it a remarkable

development at this period. I confidently assume that the

municipal government of Ne\v York City, the legislature
of Ne\v York State

'

(as well as some other States), and the

action of federal authority during the t\vo past administra-

tions are so well known to the public that this declaration

will, without more elaborate proof, pass unchallenged by
the intelligent reader."

'

By the decade of 1S50-00, the accumulation of large fort-

unes had begun. This tendency was not a feature of the

United States of De Tocqueville ;

3

it was coeval with the

extension of railroads and the telegraph. If it be true that,

with this growth of enormous fortunes, poverty has become

more abject, this tendency had begun before the war. and

has been the result rather of the constantly deteriorating
character of the European immigration than of industrial

changes on our own soil.
4

1 The legislature was Republican : the Senate stood: Republicans 20,

Democrats 9
;
the Assembly: Republicans 91, Democrats 37.

- J. S. Pike, Xcw York Tribune, June ,", l^liO.

8 The Predictions of Hamilton and De Toequeville. Bryce (Johns Hop-
kins Univ. Studies), p. 30: De Tocqueville. vol. i. p. 14.

4 "With the princely fortunes tic-cumulating on the one hand, and tin-

stream of black poverty pouring in on the other, contrasts of condition are

springing up as hideous as those of the Old World." Xe\v York Trib>;n<.

April 21, lb.")4, cited by Chambers, Things in America, p. l!)i). David A.

Wells wrote in 1S70:
"

It cannot ... be doubted that the general tendency
of events during the last quarter of a century of our national history has

been to more unequally distribute the results of industrial effort, to ac-

cumulate great fortunes in a few hands in short, to cause the rich to grow
richer and the poor poorer." First Century of the Republic, p. 172. At-
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The student of morals and manners is fortunate in possess-

ing, in addition to the incomparable works of De Tocque-
ville and Bryce, the recorded observations of many foreign
travellers. On the whole, our country has been fairly

treated. The captious criticisms of Basil Hall, Mrs. Trol-

lope, and Dickens may be set off by the books of Grund,

Lady Wortley, and Chambers. These last came to admire

the United States, and succeeded in their purpose. They
make excuses for the faults and ordinary annoyances of

travel
; they see merits that the average American could

not discern
; they even depreciate their own country to

praise America. Delighting in. the journey, they show a

charming disposition of mind, and take thoroughly opti-

mistic views. They display an amiability that should be

the special envy of travellers, receiving pleasure from almost

every experience, and undoubtedly communicating their own
charm of manner to their entertainers. Their books, with

the exception of Chambers's description of a slave auction,
1

are now of little value, but the temper of the writers is ad-

mirable. Other works which take a middle course between

kinson came to a different conclusion. "Is it not true," he asks, "that

while the rich may have become relatively no poorer, the poor have been

steadily growing richer, not so much in the accumulation of personal

wealth, as in the power of commanding the service of capital in ever-

increasing measure at a less proportionate charge ? Can it be denied that

labor as distinguished from capital has been and is securing to its own use

an increasing share of an increasing product ?" The Industrial Progress
of the Nation, p. 79. It is impossible for any man to present all the evi-

dence by which he arrives at such a conviction. It comes from much read-

ing, observation, reflection, and a comparison of views with other observ-

ers. My own notion is, that Atkinson is nearer right than Wells. The
different years in which Wells and Atkinson wrote may account in some-

degree for their opposite conclusions. Atkinson wrote in 1887. While
there are now many fortunes which have been accumulated in a lifetime,

and which could not under a perfect system have been amassed in that

time, I incline to the opinion that most of them have been made at the ex-

pense of men of middling fortunes, and of men whose business and manu-

facturing operations are comparatively small, and not at the expense of

those who work with their hands.
1 See vol. i. p. 320.

III. 5
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carping and indiscriminate praise are those of Harriet Mar-

tineau, Lyell, Ampere, and JVfackay.

English travellers, with hardly an exception, were struck

with the poor health of Americans. " An Englishman,"
wrote Lyell,

"
is usually recognized at once in a party by a

more robust look, and greater clearness and ruddiness of

complexion."
' He also noted "a careworn expression in the

countenances of the New-Englanders."
a Harriet Martineau

said we were distinguished for "
spare forms and pallid

complexions," and that " the feeling of vigorous health "

was almost unknown. 3

Thackeray wrote from New York,
" Most of the ladies are as lean as greyhounds."

4 Our short-

comings in this respect were fully appreciated by ourselves.

The Atlantic Monthly pointed out that in the appearance
of health and in bodily vigor we compared very unfavorably
with English men and women. 5

George "William Curtis

spoke of the typical American as "sharp -faced, thought-
furrowed, hard-handed," with "anxious eye and sallow

complexion, nervous motion, and concentrated expression ;"

and he averred that we were "lantern-jawed, lean, sickly,

and serious of aspect.'" Emerson mentioned "that de-

pression of spirits, that furrow of care, said to mark every
American brow;"

7 and on another occasion he referred

to " the invalid habits of this country ;"
* when in England,

in 1847, he wrote home: "When I see my muscular neigh-
bors day by day I say, Had I been born in England, with but

one chip of English oak in my willowy constitution !"
9 The

Atlantic Monthly declared that, "in truth, we are a nation

of health -hunters, betraying the want by the search."
10

It

1 Second Visit, vol. i. p. 124. s
lbid., p. 123.

3
Society in America, vol. ii. p. 263; see also Homes of the New World,

Fredrika Bremer, vol. i. p. 199; Things in America, Chambers, p. 349.
4 Dec. 23, 1852, Letters of Thackeray, p. 159.
s
May, 1859, p. 539. 6

Lotus-Eating, pp. 29, 30.
7 On " Success

"
(1858). On "

Culture."
9 Memoir of Emerson, Cabot, p. 514.

10 Oct. 1858, p. 529. A writer in Harper's Magazine for Dec., 1856, p. 60,

says: "The American's lungs are never inflated with a full breath, and
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was admitted that the young men were coming up badly.
Holmes wrote :

" I am satisfied that such a set of black-

coated, stiff-jointed, soft-muscled, paste-complexioned youth
as we can boast in our Atlantic cities never before sprang
from loins of Anglo-Saxon lineage."

' In the "
Easy Chair"

Curtis observed, "In the proportion that the physique of

Young America diminishes, its clothes enlarge."
a The stu-

dents in the colleges were no better than the young men of

the cities.
3 The women sadly lacked physical tone. Dr.

his chest accordingly contracts, and his shoulders bend uuder their own

weight; his muscles shrink, and his legs become lank from disuse; his

face waxes pale from indoor life; his brain grows languid from exhaus-

tion, and his nerves are raw and irritable from excitement. All the

succulency of health is burnt out of him." An editorial in the New York
Times for March 9, 1855, states:

"
Strange that we do not see in our pale,

waxen-faced men the signs of our growing impotence, and in our delicate,

bloodless women tokens that the race degenerates."
"
Foreigners see in us

a degenerate offspring of a nobler race, and with them a skeleton-frame, a

yellow-dyed, bilious face, an uncomfortable, dyspeptic expression, an un-

easy, spasmodic motion, and a general ghost -like, charnel-house aspect,

serve to make up a type of the species Yankee." Harper's Magazine, Oct.,

1856, p. 643. The same writer speaks of "the excitability which is the

characteristic of the fast-moving American," and of "the universal ir-

ritability and restlessness of our people," and adds: "A foreign medical

adviser while travelling in this country remarked that the whole nation

seemed to be suffering from a paroxysm of St. Vitus's dance."
1 The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table, p. 197. The Autocrat papers be-

gan with the publication of the Atlantic Monthly in 1857.
a
"Easy Chair," Harper's Magazine, Oct., 1853, p. 701. "Young America

a man before he is out of his teens, a score of years ahead of his age.

He never trundled a hoop nor spun a top, but he can handle the cue with

the skill of a master." Harper's Magazine, Dec., 1856, p. 58. "Look
at our young men of fortune. Were there ever such weaklings ? An
apathetic -brained, a pale, pasty-faced, narrow-chested, spindle-shanked,
dwarfed race mere walking manikins to advertise the last cut of the

fashionable tailor!" Ibid., Oct., 1856, p. 646.
3 " Contrast the life of the American with that of the English student.

Look at that pale-faced, dirty-complexioned youth, flitting like the ghost
of a monk from his college cell to chapel or recitation hall. His very dress

is shadowy and unsubstantial. His meagre frame is hung with a limp cal-

ico gown, and his feet drag after him in slouchy slippers. Follow him to

his room, where he lives his life almost unconscious of the air, earth, or

sky, and you see him subside suddenly into that American abomination, a
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Holmes spoke of the " American female constitution, which

collapses just in the middle third of life, and comes out vul-

canized india-rubber, if it happen to live through the period
when health and strength are most wanted." '

Curiously enough, we advertised our ailments. The

hearty English salutation of "
good-morning

" had given way
to an inquiry about one's health, which, instead of being
conventional, like that of the French and the Germans, was
a question requiring an answer about one's physical feelings
and condition.

2
Pleas of ill-health in the national Senate

and the House of Representatives were not infrequent.
3

rocking-cliair, or fall upon his bed, where, with his pipe and a book wearily

conned, he awaits the unwelcome call of the bell to lecture. To move he

is indisposed ;
and yet when at rest he seems exhausted. He does not sit,

but sprawls; and he and his fellows, in their loose and fusty dress, as they

listlessly lounge or drawl out their recitations, might readily pass for so

many captives of a watch-house, half-awakened into sobriety from a night's

debauch." Harper's Magazine, Dec., 1856, p. 59.

'The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table, p. 47; see article, "Our Daugh-
ters," Harper's Magazine, Dec., 1857; New York Times, March 9, 1855 ;

Our Old Home, Hawthorne, p. 59 ; see also ibid., p. 368, where Hawthorne
writes: "I often found, or seemed to find, ... in the persons of such of

my dear countrywomen as I now occasionally met, a certain meagreuess

(Heaven forbid that I should call it scrawuiness!), a deficiency of physical

development, a scantiness, so to speak, in the pattern of their material

make, a paleness of complexion, a thinness of voice."
3 An anecdote illustrating this is thus told in the "Easy Chair" of Har-

per's Magazine, Dec., 1857, p. 123 :

"
It is related of Mr. Webster that, being

once in a great Western city, waiting for the cars, he was entreated by the

mayor to devote the hour he had on his hands to the business of being
introduced to the citizens. Somewhat reluctantly, being jaded by travel,

Mr. Webster consented. The first gentleman led up was Mr. Janes a thou-

sand closely treading on his heels, all anxious to take the great man by the

hand, and only an hour for the whole to do it in.
' Mr. Webster,' said the

mayor,
' allow me to introduce to you Mr. Janes, one of our most distin-

guished citizens.'
' How do you do, Mr. Janes ?' said Mr. Webster, in a

tone not calculated to attract much confidence. 'The truth is, Mr.

Webster,' replied Janes, 'I am not very well.'
'
I hope nothing serious is

the matter,' sternly answered Mr. Webster. '

Well, I don't know that, Mr.

Webster. I think it's rheumatiz, but my wife
' Here the mayor rapidly

interposed with the next citizen."
* "My health for a long time has been bad." Senator Dixon, Feb. 4,
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Our physical degeneracy was attributed to the climate.'

Yet it is difficult to reconcile this opinion with the enthusi-

asm of many European travellers over certain aspects of

nature in America. The bright sunshine, the blue sky, the

golden, Oriental sunsets, the exhilarating air were an aston-

ishment and delight.
2 " The climate of the Union," wrote

De Tocqueville,
"

is upon the whole preferable to that of

Europe."
3 "We have now come to recognize the fact that a

climate to be salubrious need not be moist
;
that between

the dryness of Colorado and the humidity of England, there

may be a mean such as is found in the larger part of

1854. "Being somewhat indisposed." Senator Toombs, Feb. 23, 1854.
"
If my health and strength and voice will permit." Douglas, March 12,

1856.
"
If I were to consult my feelings, my strength and physical ability,

I should not trespass upon the patience of the House." Stephens, July

31, 1856. "I have suffered all day with a severe headache." Senator

Bigler, Feb. 26, 1857. "My system is so reduced that it is with difficulty

I can speak at all." Senator Bayard, Feb. 26, 1857. "I know not that

my strength is sufficient to enable me to be present to-night." Douglas,
March 22, 1858. Even Sumner early caught the infection. He said,

July 28, 1852 : "My bodily health for some time past down to this very
week has not been equal to the service I have undertaken." These are

some of many such expressions that I have noted. I have only come
across one similar statement in English reported speeches. Burke, in his

speech on the impeachment of Warren Hastings, said: "Your lordships
will have the goodness to consult the strength which, from late indispo-

sition, begins almost to fail me." Mr. Shepherd, a student of history at

Oxford, informed me that, in an extensive reading of the House of Com-
mons debates, he did not recollect of ever meeting with such excuses.

1 See Lyell, vol. i. p. 123 ;
a well-considered article in New York Weekly

Tribune, Jan. 14, 1854, entitled "The American Climate;" The Homes
of the New World, Bremer, pp. 178, 199, 228; Harper's Magazine, Dec.,

1857, p. 74.
"
We, in our dry atmosphere, are getting too nervous, hag-

gard, dyspeptic, extenuated, unsubstantial, theoretic, and need to be made

grosser." Hawthorne's Our Old Home, p. 76; see also London Times,

cited by New York Times, Feb. 19, 1858.
* "

Depuis 1'Egypte, je n'ai vu un semblable coucher de soleil. M6me
en Italic on ne trouverait point ces teintes enflammes et sanglantes."

Ampere, vol. i. p. 19
;

see also pp. 30, 56
; Bremer, vol. i. pp. 70, 219 :

Travels in the United States, Lady Wortley, vol. i. pp. 1, 4, 65.
8 Vol. iii. p. 428; see also Things in America, Chambers, p. 349; Grund,

vol. i. p. 35.
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the Northern States better adapted to health than either;

and that the greater amount of sunshine compensates for

the wider variations in temperature.
1

But without begging the question of American ill-health

by ascribing
1

it to climate, it may unquestionably be found

to be due to a bad diet, bad cooking, fast eating, and insuf-

ficient exercise in the open air. The appetizing forms in

which the genius of New England cookery displayed itself

provoked an inordinate consumption of sweets, hot breads,

and cakes. \Vith what surprise does this generation read

that our greatest philosopher always ate pie for breakfast !

'

The use of the frying-pan in the West and the South

pointed well the quaint remark that " God sends meat and

the Devil sends cooks/' ]\Ien ate too much animal food

and especially too much pork. The cooking and the service

at hotels and other public places made dinner >% the seed-

time of dyspepsia."'
: A fashionable tendency prevailing

in the cities to live in hotels and large boarding-houses,o o

promoted unwholesome living. The use of wine at table

was rare, the drinking of drams before dinner habitual.

Tobacco was used to excess, and chewing was as common
as smoking-.

4

1 "We may safely presume that the climate and other features of our

continent, -with perhaps the exception of the district about the Gulf of

[Mexico and the Arctic country, are on the whole as well lifted for the uses

of Northern Europeans as any part of the mother-country. We may
reasonably conclude that it suits the whole Teutonic branch of the Aryan
race." Nature and Man in America, Shaler (1891). p. 278.

Life of Emerson, Holmes, pp. 269, 362.
3 Curtis's Lotus-Eating, p. 30.

4 See Society in America. Martineau. vol. ii. p. 264 ;
The Homes of the

New World. Bremer. vol. i. pp. 142. 152; Dickens's American Notes; The

Upper Ten Thousand. Bristcd : The Atlantic Monthly, Oct. 18o8, p. 529;

Jlirjif-r'a ILir/u-inc, Sept.. is.'iS, p. 491, Sam Slick has a lesson from

Abernethy: ''The Hon. Alden Gobble was dyspeptic, and he suffered

ureat uneasiness after eating ;
so he <>es to Abernethy for advice.

' What's

the matter with you'.'' said the doctor. 'Why.' says Alden. 'I presume I

have the dyspepsy.' 'Ah!' said he, 'I see a Yankee swallowed more

dollars and cents than he can digest.' '1 am an American citi/en,' says
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Boys at schools and colleges, young men who were clerks

and salesmen in the cities, and the sons of rich parents alike

formed these bad habits.
1 Neither men nor women took

exercise in the open air. No one walked when he could

ride. The trotting buggy took the place of the horse's back.

The Americans were gregarious, and loved town life, having
no taste for healthful country recreations. Their idea of the

country was the veranda of a large caravansary at Saratoga
or Newport. Athletics were almost unknown. " There is

no lack," said Edward Everett, in 1856, "of a few tasteless

and soulless dissipations which are called amusements, but

noble, athletic sports, manly out -door exercises, which

Alden, with great dignity ;

'

I am Secretary to our legation at the Court

of St. James.' 'The devil you are,' said Abernethy; 'then you'll soon get
rid of your dyspcpsy.' 'I don't see that inference,' said Alden; 'it don't

follow from what you predicate at all; it ain't a natural consequence, I

guess, that a man should cease to be ill because he is called by the voice

of a free and enlightened people to fill an important office.' 'But I tell

you it does follow,' said the doctor, 'for in the company you'll have to

keep you'll have to eat like a Christian.' It was an everlasting pity that

Alden contradicted him, for he broke out like one moon-distracted mad.

'I'll be d d,' said he,
'

if I ever saw a Yankee that don't bolt his food

whole, like a boa-constrictor. How the devil can you expect to digest

food that you neither take the trouble to dissect nor the time to masticate?

It's no wonder you lose your teeth, for you never use them
;
nor your di-

gestion, for you overload it; nor your saliva, for you expend it on the car-

pets instead of on your food. It's disgusting ; it's beastly. You Yankees

load your stomachs as a Devonshire man does his cart, as full as it can hold,

and as fast as he can pitch it in with a dung-fork, and drive off
;
and then

you complain that such a load of compost is too heavy for you. Dyspepsy,
eh ? Infernal guzzling, you mean. I'll tell you what, Mr. Secretary of

Legation, take half the time to eat that you do to drawl out your words,

chew your food half as much as you do your filthy tobacco, and you'll be

well in a month.'" Cited in Harper's Magazine, Dec., 1858, p. 66.

1 Young America smokea regalias, drinks brandy-and-water ;
"can stand

more drinks than would stagger a coal-heaver ; lie becomes pale and pasty
in the face, like badly-baked pie-crust, weak in the back, dwarfish in stat-

ure, and shaky in the limbs." Harper's Magazine, Dec., 1856, p. 58
;
see

also The Upper Ten Thousand, Bristed, p. 19.
" ' Who cares

'

says Young
America, and straightway he goes on chewing his tobacco, thrusting his

feet through hotel windows, burning his vitals with coarse brandy."

"Easy Chair" of Harper's Magazine, Sept., 1856, p. 561.
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strengthen the mind by strengthening the body, and bring
man into a generous and exhilarating communion with nat-

ure, are too little cultivated in town or country."
'' AVe

have a few good boatmen," wrote Holmes, in isfjS "no

good horsemen that I hear of I cannot speak for cricket-

ing but as for any great athletic feat performed by a gen-
tleman in these latitudes, society would drop a man who
should run round the Common in live minutes."

:

Athletics

were not a prominent feature even of college life.
3

The improvement in these respects since the decade of

LSf,o-(]0 is marked, and despite the large element of truth in

the precise observations of Emerson. Everett. Holmes, and

Curtis, they do not embrace with scientific breadth the whole

subject, for the experience of our Civil AVar gave little indi-

cation of physical degeneracy in the Northern people : signs
of improvement were already manifest before this period
closed.

1 The gospel of physical culture had been preached
with effect, and ''Muscular Christianity" was set up as an

ideal worth striving to realize. "Health is the condition of

wisdom." declared Emerson in 185S,
5 and not long after the

world of fashion, discarding the Parisian model of life and

beginning the imitation of the English, shortened the city

season, acquired a love for the country, for out-door exer-

cise and athletic sports. But the French cuisine, almost the

sole outward trace left of the period of French domination,
was a potent and enduring influence. Any one who consid-

ers the difference between the cooking and the service of a

dinner at a hotel or restaurant before the war and now, will

1 Everett's Orations and Speeches, vol. iii. p. 407.
'' The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, p. 197 ; see also Xe\v York Times,

Sept. 2G. 1S5G.
3 See Ifttrper's Jftis/dziiie, Dec. 1S5G. p. r>9. Intercollegiate boating began

during this decade. The lirst Harvard-Yale boat-race occurred Aug. 3,

1S~)2, on Lake Wiimcposaukce. Organi/.ed lield-games did not begin at

Yale until 1872. The Yale Book.
4 Xew York Tribitiii, Oct. 7 and 15, 1859

;
Xaturc and Man in America,

Shaler. p. 271.
5 On "Success.''
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appreciate what a practical apostle of health and decent

living has been Delmonico, who deserves canonization in theo i

American calendar. With better digestion and more robust

bodies, the use of stimulants has decreased. While wine

at table is more common, tippling at bars has come to be

frowned upon ; lager beer and native wines have to a con-

siderable extent taken the place of spirituous liquors ;
hard

drinkers are less numerous, total abstainers are probably on

the increase, and tobacco-chewing is dying out. The dura-

tion of life is now at least as long in America as it is in

Europe.
1

During the last forty years the American physique has

unquestionably improved. A philosopher now, contrasting

Englishmen and ourselves, would not make the comparison
to our so great disadvantage as did Emerson from his ob-

servations in 1848, when he wrote :

" The English, at the

present day, have great vigor of body and endurance.

Other countrymen look slight and undersized beside them,
and invalids. They are bigger men than the Americans.

I suppose a hundred English, taken at random out of the

street, would weigh a fourth more than so many Ameri-

cans. Yet, I am told, the skeleton is not larger."
a " I

used to think myself," said Edward Atkinson,
"
only an av-

1 Nature and Man in America, Shaler, p. 267.
a
English Traits, chap. iv. "It is good to see," wrote Hawthorne,

" how
stanch they [the English] are after fifty or sixty years of heroic eating,

still relying upon their digestive powers, and indulging a vigorous appetite;

whereas an American lias generally lost the one and learned to distrust the

other long before reaching the earliest decline of life ; and thenceforward

he makes little account of his dinner, and dines at his peril, if at all."

Our Old Home, p. 343. "Comparing him [the Englishman] with an

American, I really thought that our national paleness and lean habit of

flesh gave us greatly the advantage in an aesthetic point of view. ... I

fancied that not merely the Suffolk bar, but the bar of any inland county
iu New England, might show a set of thin-visaged men, looking wretch-

edly worn, sallow, deeply wrinkled across the forehead, and grimly fur-

rowed about the mouth, with whom these heavy-cheeked English lawyers,

slow-paced and fat-witted as they must needs be, would stand very little

chance in a professional contest." Ibid., p. 352.
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erage man in size, height, and weight at homo, but when I

made my first visit to England (in 1877), 1 was rather sur-

prised to find myself a tali and large man by comparison
with those whom I passed in the streets." The American

school-boy and college student are to-day equal in phvsical

development to the English youth. This is due in some

degree to the growth of athletics. Imt an advance in the

phvsique of American students as compared with English
was observed as earlv as 1877."

1 The Industrial Progress of the Nation, p. 23. Mr. Atkinson informs

me that when this visit was made lie weighed about 1S5 pounds, and was
5 feet Si inches high ;

and he further writes me : "The impression that I

then obtained of my relative height, as compared to the great body of the

English, lias been confirmed by subsequent visits." In Science for Nov.

11, 187, he gives a number of interesting facts collected from clothiers,

which show that "the American man is decidedly gaining in si/.e and

weight;'' see also chapter entitled ''English and American Health,'' in T.

"W. Iligginson's Concerning All of Us.
'-' The Industrial Progress of the Nation, Atkinson, p. 23 ; Eighth An-

nual Report of the Massachusetts State Board of Health, January, 1S?7,

where Dr. Henry P. Bowditch says : ''A comparison of the pupils of the

selected Boston schools [the Public Latin School, the Private Latin School,

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology] with the children of the Eng-
lish non-laboring classes at the public schools and universities, shows

that the former are in general heavier in proportion to their height than

the latter. . . . The Boston boy is therefore by no means to be described

as tall and thin in comparison with his English cousin. Dr. Baxter's con-

clusion, that 'the mean weight of the white native of the United States is

not disproportionate to his stature,' seems, therefore, as far as these boys are

concerned, as applicable to growing children as to adults. It will thus be

seen that the theory of the gradual physical degeneration of the Anglo-Sax-
on race in America derives no support from this investigation" (p. 304).

Dr. Bowditch writes me April 15, 18!)2 : "Some tables furnished me by
Mr. Roberts, afler the publication of my paper, showing the height and

weight of English boys at Marlborough. Eton, Oxford, Cambridge, etc..

seem to show that there is no great difference between English and Amer-

ican boys. The question therefore arises, whether these later figures rep-

resent a class of bovs more truly comparable with those whom I measured

than were the first ones which I used. It is very difficult to decide this

question, but I think it may be safely said that, judging by the physique
of the children, the Anglo-Saxon race has not undergone any important

change in being transplanted to New England. It certainly lias not degen-
erated ph vsicallv."
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When we come to consider society in the narrower sense

given to the word, we find we must study it as something
distinct from the great throbbing life of the American peo-

ple of 1850-60. New York, whose
"
Upper Ten Thousand " '

have been described by N. P. Willis and Charles Astor

Bristed, furnishes the example.
2

JBristed introduces us into

what is a curious world, when we reflect that he writes of

the United States of 1850-52. While his sketches show a

touch of caricature, they represent well enough the life

of a fashionable set of New York City. We see men

working hard to get money for their personal enjoy-
ment

;
idlers who have come into a fortune

; pretty and

stylish girls ;
women who preside gracefully at table and

converse with wit and intelligence.
3

Bristed takes us

among men whose sole aim in life seemed to be to make
a lucky hit in stock speculation ;

to compound a sherry

cobbler; to be apt in bar-room repartee; to drink the

best brands of claret and champagne, and to expatiate
on them in a knowing manner; to drive a fast horse; to

On the improvement in physique in college students, see Public Hygiene
in America, Dr. Henry I. Bowditch (1877), p. 115

;
on statistics of Am-

herst College, the New York Nation, vol. liii. p. 3; for comparisons from

table of measurements of American white men compiled from report of

Sanitary Commission made from measurements of United States volun-

teers during the Civil War, by B. A. Gould, see article of Dr. A. A. Sargent
in The United States of America, Shaler, vol. ii. p. 454.

1 " I have not been into fashionable society yet, what they call the upper
ten thousand here." Thackeray, New York, Dec. 23, 1852, Letters, p. 158.

* Rural Letters (1850), Hurry-graphs (1851), Life Here and There (1853),

Fun-Jottings (1853), Willis ; The Upper Ten Thousand, Bristed (1852).
s "There was sitting by me," wrote Thackeray of a dinner,

" O ! such

a pretty girl, the very picture of Rubens's second wife, and face and fig-

ure." "Have you heard," he asked, later, "that I have found Beatrix at

New York ? I have basked in her bright eyes. . . . She has a dear woman
of a mother upwards of fifty-five, whom I like the best, I think, and think

the handsomest a sweet lady." In New York he wrote: "It suffices that

a man should keep a fine house, give parties, and have a daughter, to get
all the world to him." Thackeray's Letters in 1852 and 1853, pp. 159, 163,

164. On the beauty of American women, see Harper's Magazine, Sept.,

1857, p. 526.
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dance well, and to dress in the latest fashion. AVe assist at

a wedding "above P.leecker Street;" we are taken to a

country-house and see a family dinner served at four

o'clock, where, although the only guest is a gentleman just

from England, and the viands are not remarkable, " cham-

pagne decanted and iced to the freezing-point "foliowed Man-

zanilla sherry, and "a prime bottle of Latour and a swelling
slender-necked decanter of the old Yanderlyn .Madeira" suc-

ceeded the champagne.' l>risted describes the fashionable

life at "Old port Springs," a disguise for Saratoga, lie

speaks of a huge caravansary, a profuse American break-

fast, a promenade on the wide porticos, cigars and ten-pins,

the bar-room and billiards, lounging and gossip, a bad din-

ner at three, which the ladies dressed for, a drive after

dinner, dancing until two in the morning for men and

women, and gambling the rest of the night for the men. 2

'Bribed, p. 70.

The- "Easy Chair" of ILtrpfr* ir<<f/(tziite, June, 1857, p. 128. makes
"Toddle" say of Saratoga : At dinner, "those horrid waiters will tramp
in like ;:n army and crush any conversation I may attempt, and ruin my
dinner with their abominable flourishes of pewter dish-covers. . . . Tin-

wagons will come next, and I shall watch women in the most bewitthingly
absurd dresses for dust and driving ; and nincompoops who sit up high
like ramrods and say nothing while they drive. The ladies will scrutinize

the dresses and looks of the other ladies, and the nincompoops will com-

pare each other's horses and wagons. They will come home and say they
have had such a delightful time, and change their dresses and drink their

tea, and then go into other dresses and begin to dance, especially if it is a

hot night. At one or two o'clock the girls will go to their rooms, the men
will take cobblers and cigars and get away about three in the morning.
At nine or ten, they will appear in the most extraordinary costumes, which

they will wear with entire negligence, as if they never did anything else ;

and, after eating an egg, a chop, and some kidneys, they will make up
parties to bowl and billiards. Then comes the dinner and then all the

rest." Oct., 1857, p. 700, the "Easy Chair" says : "About a million and

a half of dollars are left at Saratoga alone every season for the privilege of

doing penance in the cells of its mammoth hotels during the hot weather

and grumbling about it during cold weather." Another characteristic de-

scription may be found in the "Easy Chair" for June. 1858, p. 122 :

"
Sara-

toga ? A caravanserai crowded with rich people, and drinkers and dancers;

belles bowling in muslin and flirting in a public parlor ; very young men
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The Upper Ten Thousand of 1850-60 lend themselves to

delineation somewhat better than the same class of our own
time. Those who did not go to Europe passed the summer
at Saratoga, Newport or Sharon,

1 and their watering-place
life was open to the public gaze.* 1ST. P. Willis's chapter on
" Manners at "Watering-Places

" 3 would read oddly enough
if set forth by a similar adviser of the fashionable world of

our time. People of reserve, who wished for no other than

their city acquaintances, were termed "absolute exclu-

sives," and counselled to have a summer resort of their own.

For the very purpose of most in going to Saratoga and New-

port in the gay season was to make new acquaintances. Yet
care should be taken to avoid too great promiscuity in social

intercourse. While young men who happened to be strangers
to the reigning set could, of course, become acquainted with

some of the "dandies" during "a game at billiards or a

chance fraternization over juleps in the bar-room," those

whose pleasure was not found in games or in drink might
find it difficult to get properly introduced, and young ladies

who were strangers would encounter the same obstacle.

Therefore, in order that desirable acquaintances might be

easily made, Willis, an authority whom society held in re-

spect, proposed that a " committee of introduction " should

be named by the landlord of each large hotel. These

should act under a "code of etiquette," which Willis pro-
ceeded to outline. Such action, he declared, would delight-

fully harmonize, liberalize, and enliven our summer resorts.

It is hardly probable that the plan proposed by the literary
social leader of the day was systematically adopted. There

gambling and getting drunk, and sick with tobacco; an army of black

waiters manoeuvring in the dining -hall; people polking themselves into

perspirations ;
a scraggy green square patch with starved Germans tooting

on wind-instruments after dinner
;
and people full of ditto languidly tod-

dling around." : "
Easy Chair," Sept., 1857, p. 559.

* " Every one lives in a blaze of publicity in the United States." Mackay,
Life and Liberty in America, vol. ii. p. 136.

3

Hurry-graphs, p. 290.
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was little need of it. for entrance into watering-place society

was not difficult. Respectability and fairly good manners

were of course requisite, but, these being presupposed, the

important qualification was wealth. " Wealth," wrote

George "Wi 11iam Curtis, ''will socially befriend a man at

Newport or Saratoga better than at any similar spot in the

world."
' Yet all was not garish. At Newport, the votary

of fashion could not be insensible to nature's charm. At

Saratoga, ''youth, health, and beauty'' reigned;
2 ''we dis-

criminate," the Lotus-eater said, ''the Arctic and Antarctic

Bostonians, fair, still, and stately, with a vein of scorn in

their Saratoga enjoyment, and the languid, cordial, and

careless Southerners, far from precise in dress or style, but

balmy in manner as a bland Southern morning. "We mark
the crisp courtesy of the New-Yorker, elegant in dress, ex-

clusive in association, a pallid ghost of Paris.
''

:

After the

sectional excitement of 18f>o, however, fewer Southerners

came North. The repeal of the slave sojournment laws of

Pennsylvania and New York 4 made the bringing of their

slaves with them as body-servants inconvenient. The ex-

citement about the Fugitive Slave act and the passage of

the Personal Liberty laws involved the risk of losing their

negroes ;
and, after the most powerful Northern party

made, in 1856, a political shibboleth of the declaration that

slavery was a relic of barbarism, it was still more disagree-

able for Southern gentlemen accompanied by their servants

to travel at the North/'

Newport, the leading watering-place in the country, was,

in the opinion of Curtis, the vantage-ground to study the

fashionable world. There he found wealth the touchstone,

but he saw money spent without taste and in vulgar dis-

1

Lotus-Eating, p. 176.

5
Ibid., p. 1~. The chapter on Saratoga conveys a good idea of the

charm of the place in the decade \ve are considering.
3

Ibid., p. 114.

,
4 Benton's Thirty Years' View, vol. n. p. 774.

6 l)c L'"/r'n Jttcicic; Debate between Brownlow and Pryne. p. 258.
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play. We Americans, he declared, bad the money-getting,
but not the "

money-spending genius." If high society was
" but the genial intercourse of the highest intelligences

with which we converse the festival of Wit and Beauty
and Wisdom " he saw none at Newport.

1 " Fine society,"

he moralizes,
"

is a fruit that ripens slowly. We Americans

fancy we can buy it."
* The peripatetic observer was glad to

get to Nahant. 3 There he wrote :

" You find no village, no

dust, no commotion. You encounter no crowds of carriages
or of curious and gossiping people. No fast men in velvet

coats are trotting fast horses ;" and in the evenings
" there

are no balls, no hops, no concerts, no congregating under

any pretence in hotel parlors."
4 But by the early part of

the decade of 1850-60 the life in Newport had begun to

change. Originally a Southern resort, New-Yorkers com-

menced to divide their favors between it and Saratoga.

Cottages became the fashion. The hotel season declined.
5

The fashionable people of New York generally went to

Europe. When De Tocqueville wrote his last volume on

America, the rich American in Europe was characteristic
;

6

and between 1850 and 1860 crowds went over the sea for

the summer. 7 To writers of books and writers for the mag-

1

Lotus-Eating, p. 171 et ante. "Un Americain ne sait pas converser,

mais il discute ;
il ne discount pas, mais il disserte." De Tocqueville, vol.

ii. p. 129. A girl at a hotel in Newport wrote the "Easy Chair" (Aug.,

1857, p. 413) : "At present I am in Newport, bathing, dancing, driving,

dressing. When I arrived I took a general survey of the field, and was

grieved to find no worthy game. I saw only a range of youths who had

apparently the same tailor, shoemaker, and hatter
;
who wore very large

coats and very small boots ; and drove very fast horses in very light

wagons ;
and waltzed beautifully, looking very serious in the face. I

tried one or two of them at the first hop ; but after they had performed
their solemn dance they were dumb, or they talked, which was much
worse, as they had nothing to talk about." *

Ibid., p. 175.
3 Nahant was the favorite resort of Bostonians of wealth, culture, and

high social standing. Cottage, and not hotel, life characterized the place.
4
Lotus-Eating, pp. 147, 156. 5

Ibid., p. 165.

Vol. iii. p. 281. This was published in 1840.

"'Easy Chair," June, 1858, p. 122: "Since the Americans have com-
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a/incs, there seemed in the high American society much
that was meretricious, and certainly no real enjoyment. The
"uncommon splendatiousness

"
annoyed Thackeray.

1 That

Mammon had become the national saint," and that, as a

consequence, d illness and gloom characterized the elegant

people, was undeniable. This led a witty Frenchman to

record that " the most cheerful place he could find in one

of the metropolitan cities was the public cemetery."
; One

of our stanch admirers found our society
' sometimes fatig-

uing,"
4 and another, \vlio went frequently to dinner-parties

in New York, thought they were very stupid." Men talked of

trade," and women talked about dress, each other, and their

troubles with servants.
7 Yet the people Lady Wortley met

on the streets in sew York reminded her of Paris.
9 The

Americans were said to resemble the French more than the

English.
'J The ladies in Xew York, Thackeray wrote,

" dress

prodigiously tine, taking for their models the French actress-

es, I think, of the P>oul<:i\ird theatres." lie thought Bos-

ton, Xew York, and Philadelphia "not so civili/ed as our

London, but more so than Manchester and Liverpool."
'

Bristed noted that only makeshift liveries could be seen

in the American metropolis. When liveries were first in-

troduced there was a great outcry against them, which re-

sulted in their being adopted in a half-way manner. "
They

mi-need to throng Europe iu such crowds, they are no longer in vogue.
Our countryman is too often knov.-n abroad by his high, pretensions and

low breeding." Harper's Magazine, Aug., 1837, p. 390.
1

Letters, p. 105.
" In the American Church, money is God." Theodore Parker in 1854,

Additional Speeches, vol. i. p. 329. Yet Edward Dicey 's judgment in

18(>2 was : "1 have never known a country where money was less valued

than in America." Federal States, vol. i. p. 304.
''

JLi/'p, /',< Jfiir/tizi/H', Jan.. 18.")?, p. '210 <t <tnt<' ; ibid.. June. 185S. p. GO et

Kifj. : also
"
Easy Chair," April. 1853, p. 7013: also Ampere, vol. i. p. 181.

Hri'und. vol. i. p. 14. 5
I5remer, vol. i. p. 100.

6 Grund, vol. i. p. 14.
"

Harp, r'.s Magazine, Feb., 1838, pp. 358-59; see also comical illustration,

ibid.. Jan., 1857.
" Travels in the United States, vol. i. p. 287.

IJ

Bristed, p. 113. I0
Letters, p. 159. I;

Ibid., p. 1G5.
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were hooted out of Boston." None but the greatest dan-

dies at Saratoga put their coachmen in uniform. 1 In March,

1853, however, the New York Herald complained of the
"
alarming spread of flunkeyism," as evidenced from the

rich people setting up liveries for their coachmen and their

footmen.
2 The dress of gentlemen, in the decade we are

studying, would in these days appear peculiar ;
that of the

ladies, grotesque. In Washington, where society retained

the tone imparted to it by President Madison and his wife,
3

senators went to the Senate and representatives to the

House, as late as 1853, dressed as if they were going to a

party.
4

A reference to some of the topics on which Willis dis-

courses will afford us a glimpse of the life of the people to

whom he addressed himself. He complains of the " want of

married belles in American society," and decries the public

opinion that obliges a woman to give up
"
all active partic-

ipation in society after the birth of her first child." He
devotes a chapter to the consideration of the question,
" Should married ladies go into society with their daugh-
ters ?" In dilating upon

" The Usages of Society," he asks,
"
Ought young girls to be left by mothers to themselves ?

1

Bristed, pp. 16, 128.

2 "Go up Broadway any time during the day, between eleven and four,

and you might fancy, from the number of aristocratic equipages rolling

past, with liveried coachmeu holding the ribbons, and tasselled and silver-

laced footmen endeavoring to maintain their footing behind, that you had

been transported to Regent Street. ... In fact, handsome liveries, gold

lace, and splendid equipages are now the rage of the upper ten of New
York." New York Herald, March 9, 1853.

3 " This is not the first time during this session we have heard this kind of

talk about '

social influence,' and the necessity of association with gentlemen
from the South, in order to have intercourse with the refined and cultivated

society of Washington." Senator Wilson, June 18, 1856, on the Sumner-

Brooks trouble. I take the description of Washington society by Laurence

Oliphant (Life, vol. i. p. 114 et seq.) to be a caricature.
4 For example, see Things in America, Chambers, p. 288

;
Life of Jeffer-

son Davis, by his wife, vol. i. pp. 278, 417
; any painting or engraving

representing Congress of this time.

III. 6
'
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Should those who have incomes of &.">nOi) vie with those

who have s2f>,0oo ( In a business country, should socialities

commence near midnight and end near morning? Should

very young children l>e dressed as expensively as their

mothers '" '

To the Upper Ten Thousand of to-day or, if high society
has increased proportionately to the growth of population, it

must be more nearly the upper thirty thousand the highest
social class of 1850-00 would seem crude and garish. 'Ex-

traordinary has been the development of taste, the growth
of iviinement, the improvement in manners since that time.'

AY hen we take a broader view, and consider the whole North-

ern people, limiting our inquiry to men and women of

American birth, we see a similar betterment in their per-
sonal bearing. The testimony of foreign travellers regard-

ing American manners differs.
3 but whether we rely on the

favorable, the unfavorable, or the impartial opinions, we
arrive alike at the conclusion that there has been a gain.

Omitting a comparison regarding certain personal habits

and uncouth behavior, that disgusted many Europeans and

made the burden of much comment, we see. in one particu-

lar, an improvement, denoting a rising out of provincialism.
"For fifty years,'' wrote De Tocqueville,

'

it has been im-

pressed upon the inhabitants of the United States that they
form the only religious, enlightened, and free people. Thev
see that with them, up to the present, democratic institu-

tions prosper, while meeting with failure in the rest of the

world; they have then an immense opinion of themselves,

and thev are not far from believing that they form a

1 Hurry -Graphs, pp. 268. 272, 270 ; sec also Grund. vol. i. p. 35.

2 " New York is emergin<; from the lingering influences of Puritanism

and provincialism in her fashions." Mrs. Burton Harrison, L/iilics' Home
Journal, Jan., 1892.

3 De Tocqueville, vol. iii. p. 3.~>4 : Society in America, 3Iartineau, vol.

i. p. 271 : Grund. vol. i. pp. 4. 31 : Dickens's American Notes; Lady Wort-

ley, vol. i. p. 40 ; Ampere, vol. i. pp. 208. 390 ; Thackeray's Letters, p. 158 ;

Chambers, pp. 270, 341.
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species apart from the human race."
l

Ampere notes of

Americans their "
perpetual glorification

" of their country ;

and he cannot keep from thinking that it is a mortification

for them " not to be able to pretend that an American dis-

covered America." a But when we come to our own time,

Bryce observes that one finds nowadays from European
travellers the "general admission that the Americans are as

pleasant to one another and to strangers, as are the French

or the Germans or the English. The least agreeable feat-

ure to the visitors of former years, an incessant vaunting of

their own country and disparagement of others, has disap-

peared, and the tinge of self-assertion which the sense of

equality used to give is now but faintly noticeable."
3

"With improvement in this respect, there is no longer evi-

dent, as formerly, such extreme sensitiveness to the opin-
ions of Europeans, and especially of the English.

4
Harriet

Martineau thought that the veneration in New England for

Old England was greater
" than any one people ought to

feel for any other."
5

It is undeniable that, mingled with

the unrestrained curiosity with which the American people
ran headlong after the Prince of "Wales on the occasion of

his visit to the United States in 1860, there was a genuine
enthusiasm and a kindly feeling for the country and the

sovereign that he represented.
8

With all our improvement, have we grown more interest-

ing ? De Tocqueville was just when he wrote :
" In the

long run, however, the view of that society, so agitated,

appears monotonous, and, after having contemplated for a

while this ever -changing picture, the spectator becomes

weary."
' Somewhere about 1870, Lowell asked :

" Did it

1 Vol. ii. p. 863. 2 Vol. i. pp. 7, 8. * Vol. ii. p. 610.
4 See Mackay, vol. ii. p. 115; Lyell's Second Visit, vol. i. p. 131; My

Study Windows, Lowell, p. 63
;
Predictions of Hamilton and De Tocque-

ville, Bryce, p. 40
;
De la Democratic en Amerique, vol. iii. p. 366; see

Smalley's London Letters, vol. i. p. 289.
'
Society in America, vol. ii. p. 165.

6 See New York Tribune, Sept. 22, 26, Oct. 12, 1860.
7 Vol. iii. p. 370.
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never occur to you that somehow we arc not interesting,

except as a phenomenon '."

The people ol' the decade we are studying did not. lack

for public- amusements. In music, the era began with Jenny
Lind and ended with Adelina Patti. The impression made

by the Swedish .Nightingale still remains fresh."' On her

arrival at Xew York, she was received like a queen. Tri-

umphal arches of llowers and evergreens were erected on

the pier, where an enthusiastic crowd greeted her. The

Hag of Norway and Sweden iloated oyer her hotel. l!ar-

num.
u

her manager, kept up the interest in the songstress

by all sorts of clever advertising until the day of the sale of

the tickets for the first concert, when fabulous prices were

paid for seats.
4 She sang at Castle Garden ; and the ac-

counts of the pressing crowd that gathered outside on the

occasion of her iirst appearance, call to mind a national

party convention rather than a host assembled to do hom-

age to the greatest votary of the art of song. Her singing
of operatic selections struck lovers of music with amaze-

ment and delight ;
but when she burst forth in one of her

national airs, the great audience was thrilled, and their

hearts vibrated with emotions that took them for the mo-

ment awav from the earth/'

1 My Study Windows, p. 86. Matthew Arnold writes: " Human nature

says tell me if your civilization is interesting V" Civilization in the United

States (1^8), p. 170.
2 See fur example chapter on "Jenny Lind," From the Easy Chair, G.

W. Curtis (lS<J:2i. p. 145.
3 "The United Slates a great hulk of a continent, thai the very moon

finds it fatiguing to cross produces a race of Barnums on a pre-Adamite
scale, corresponding in activity to its own enormous proportions." DC

Quincey, Kssay on California, written in 1855.

4 New York Tribune. Sept. 9. 1850.
5 Memoranda of the Life of .Jenny Lind, X. P. Willis, p. 112 tl aei/.

AVhcn .lennv Lind sang in Washington, she received from the greatest

man in America a tribute which not only gave her pleasure, but delighted

the people, who thought that. WebMer but did the homage every one sin-

cerely felt. The operatic music found in him no response ; but -when she

sang a mountain-song of her o\\n Dulecarlia, she ca^t upon him her spell.
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Jenny Lind sang in many cities, and everywhere she en-

deared herself to the people by her unaffected manner, her

purity of life, her good heart, and generous disposition.
1

He sat as one entranced. At the close of the song she curtseyed to him,
and Webster " rose to his feet and bowed to her with the grace and state-

liness of the monarch that he is." Hurry-graphs, N. P. Willis, p. 193;

see also Foote's Casket of Reminiscences, p. 10
-, Reminiscences, Ben : Per-

ley Poore, vol. i. p. 388.
1

Jenny Lind gave her share of the net proceeds of the first concert,

amounting to $10,000, to various charities in New York City. Memoran-

da, N. P. Willis, p. 116.
"
Through the angel of rapt music, as through

the giver of queenly bounties, is seen honest Jenny Lind. She looks for-

ever true to the ideal for which the world of common hearts has consent-

ed to love her." Hurry-graphs, Willis, p. 260.

Her stay was full of interesting incidents. Perhaps the most charming

story told of her was when she made a visit to Trenton Falls : Out in the

woods she began to sing; a bird replied; a dialogue in the form of a con-

test ensued between the two, each endeavoring to out-sing the other. At

last, as a rustic tells the story,
"
Jenny Lind sang as well as ever she could.

Her voice seemed to fill the woods all up with music, and when it was

over, the little bird was still a while, but tried it again in a few moments.

He could not do it. He sang very bad." Lotus-Eating, Curtis, p. 65.

This seems to be an old conceit, and the finest expression of it is in John
Ford's

" Lover's Melancholy," act i. scene 1.

"I heard

The sweetest and most ravishing contention

That art and nature ever were at strife in.

I saw
This youth, this fair-faced youth, upon his lute,

With strains of strange variety and harmony,
Proclaiming, as it seemed, so bold a challenge
To the clear quiristers of the woods, the birds,

That, as they flocked about him, all stood silent,

Wondering at what they heard. . . .

A nightingale,
Nature's best-skilled musician, undertakes

The challenge, and for every several strain

The well-shap'd youth could touch she sung her own ;

He could not run division with more art

Upon his quaking instrument than she,

The nightingale, did with her various notes

Reply to: ...
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.People who heard her sing
1 and people who onlv heard

about her sinking
1 were belter because .she had come. " AVe

have seen," wrote Emerson, ''a woman who by pure song
could melt the souls of whole populations."

'

Xew York, Philadelphia, and Boston generally had a sea-

son of Italian opera, beginning at New York in October.

AVillis wrote a chapter on
l>

Opera Manners," and discoursed

on the question, "Are operas moral and are prima donnas

ladies T' Curtis spoke of the "interregnum of the opera,
after the siren La Grange had lied to the tropics, and the

other siren, Parodi, had not yet begun her witchery.''
; In

the preceding decade, Fanny Ellsler had revealed that there

They were rivals and their mistress, harmony.
Some time thus spent, the young man grew at last

Into a pretty anger, that a bird,

Whom art had never taught cliff:?, moods, or notes,

Should vie with him for mastery, whose study
Had busied many hours to perfect practice:

To end the controversy, in a rapture

Upon his instrument he plays so swiftly,

So many voluntaries and so quick,
That there was curiosity and cunning,
Concord in discord, lines of differing method

Meeting in one full centre of delight.

The bird, ordain'd to be

Music's first martyr, strove to imitate

These several sounds ; which, when her warbling throat

Fail'd in, for grief down dropp'd she on his lute.

And brake her heart."

Ford's verses are a translation, with embellishments, of a rhetorical exer-

cise bv Famian Strada. See his Academica, II., Prolus VI.

'On "Success." Comparison of singers lead to no conclusions. Each

generation has its great songstress. Men of our time, who have been en-

raptured by 1'jitti, are told they should have heard Jenny Lind. "
Once,"

writes Curtis,
" when the Easy Chair was extolling the melodious Swede

to a senior, the hearer listened patiently with a remote look in his eyes,

and replied at last, musingly,
'

Yes, but you should have heard Mali-

bran.'
" From the Easy Chair, p. 154.

-Hurry-graphs, pp. 2D7, 357.

3 '

Easy Chair," March, 1857. p. 504.
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was decency as well as grace in the ballet. The ballet

now became for a while an adjunct of the opera;' but

being exotic, it did not at once gain the public favor.

On the opening of the Academy of Music, October 2,

1854, the opera at last found a home in consonance with

its requirements, and was fittingly inaugurated by Grisi

and Mario in the opera of " Norma :

" "

there, in 1859, for

one dollar, might be heard Adelina Patti in " Lucia " and
" Sonnambula." 3

The acting of the decade was characterized by a high
order of merit. Burton interpreted the comic muse. Edwin

Forrest, who excelled in the sensational drama, and whose
robust acting seemed in keeping with so many features of

the time, was the favorite tragedian. But taste was chang-

ing. The enthusiastic reception given to Edwin Booth,
when he appeared in New York in 1857, showed that a less

extravagant and a more natural interpretation of the great

Shakespearean characters than Forrest could give com-

mended itself to play-goers.
4

Rachel, coming to this coun-

try in 1855, filled her coffers and at the same time afforded

1 We may note a considerable change from the time of which Achille

Murat speaks. "I was," he wrote, "at the first representation in New
York of a corps de ballet from Paris. The appearance of the dancers in

short dresses created an astonishment I know not how to describe
;
but at

the first pirouette, when the short petticoats with lead at the extremities be-

gan to mount and assume a horizontal position, it was quite another mat-

ter
;
the women screamed aloud, and the greater part left the theatre

; the

men remained, for the most part roaring and sobbing with ecstasy, the

sole idea which struck them being that of the ridiculous. They had yet
to learn the grace of those voluptuous steps. And it is in a country in

which respect for morals and decency is carried to such a point as this

that complaint is made at there being no distinguished artists ! For God's

sake, how can it be otherwise?" Sketch of the United States, London.
1833. Murat does not give the date of this episode. It was between 1821

and 1832.
J New York Times, Oct. 3, 1854. The price of seats in the parquet

and boxes was three dollars.
3 New York Tribune, Dec. 2, 1859.
4 On Booth in 1861, see G. W. Curtis,

"
Easy Chair," Harper's Magazine,

April, 1861, p. 702.
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critical Frenchmen an opportunity to sneer at American

taste. One said that to recite to us the immortal verses of

Corneille \vas to cast pearls before swine ;' and another

declared that "JJachel did not know what a thing it is to

amuse, night after night, tradesmen insensible to the charms

of accent, voice, gesture; insensible to learned speech, to

the soul and spirit of ancient genius."
3 Yet we may be

sure that many Americans agreed with Emerson, who, when
iu Paris, saw .Rachel in " Phedre," and wrote home :

" She

deserves all her fame, and is the only good actress I have

ever seen."

Between 1850 and 18(50 the starring and stock-company

system was general;
1 and while the stage-setting was in-

ferior to that of the present day. and many performances

undoubtedly lacked finish, yet the variety of plays and the

versatility of the actors imparted a charm to the theatre.

Many players of talent trod the boards. When we call to

mind that in this decade most of the tragedians and come-

dians that have since entertained and instructed the Ameri-

can public were beginning their careers, we may set the era

down as a school of good acting.
5

A large proportion of the religious people of the country
much larger than at present thought it wrong to go to

1 Beauvallet, author of Rachel and the New World, cited by the "Easy
Chair," Jan., 1857, p. 272.

Jules Janin in the Journal dcs Diliats, cited by the Nc\v York 7V///t'N.

Nov. G, 185."}.

3 Cabot. p. 543. See an appreciative criticism, Uachel in Boston, Xcw
York I!',,/'/// Tribune Xov. 3. 1855; also G. W. Curtis, "Easy Chair/'

Harper s Mnguzine, April, 1SG1. p. 702.
4 Most of the theatres had a regular company -which support od the stars,

who travelled from city to city, remaining generally one week in a place.

The stock company would be called upon one week to act with Forrest or

1'mctor in high tragedy, the next to assist, Couldock in the domestic drama,

and the next perhaps to support Mr. and Mrs. Florence in comedy and

'In regard to the theatre in general and Forrest and Booth in particular,

see The Autobiography of Joseph Jefferson ;
Life of Edwin Forrest, Law-

rence Barrett.
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the playhouse. The Independent spoke for many men and

women when it declared the theatre "an unmitigated
evil."

l

"While in the smaller towns of the North theatrical

performances were given at irregular intervals, if at all, the

lecture, the concert, and the minstrel show formed substan-

tially the only public amusements of people outside of the

largest cities.
2 In the decade of 1850-60 the lecture system

reached its height. As the lecture was instructive and

moral, it received the support of religious people; also, it

served a good purpose as an entertainment for the long
winter evenings.

3 Of the two hundred lecturers
4 who were

in request in many parts of the country, only a few might
boast of eloquence, and still fewer spoke with a voice of

power. Much that was ephemeral and commonplace was
discoursed from the platform in an oracular manner. 5 Yet
chief of those who always drew a crowd, and whose utter-

ances in the lyceum are notes of the intellectual and moral

1 March 23, 1854. A similar sentiment regarding the theatre was noted

by De Tocqueville. He wrote : "Lea Purituins professaient une horreur

tout speciale pour le theatre. . . . Ces opinions des premiers perea de la

colonie ont laisse des traces profondes dans 1'esprit de leurs descendants.

L'extre'me regularite d'hahitudes et la grande rigidite de mceurs qui se

voient aux Etats-Unis, ont d'ailleurs ete jusqu' & present peu favorables an

developpement de 1'art theatral. . . . Des gens qui emploient tous les jours
de la semaine & faire fortune, et le dimanche a prier Dieu, ne present point,

a la muse comique." Vol. iii. pp. 136, 137.
* "The lecture season has set in again with the usual severity. There

are a few new names and a very few new subjects. But no one can doubt
that the lecture system is an institution nnd not a fashion, and that we are

to have much more of it and continually. Why should we regret it ? If

people pay two shillings to see white men blackened like negroes and sing-

ing maudlin sentiment, why should we not hope to see them paying the

same sum to hear white men talk sense?" "Easy Chair," Jan., 1857, p.
273.

3 On this point, see an editorial in the New York Tribune, Sept. 9, 1859.
* See the list of names, ibid. Among them were R. W. Emerson, H. W.

Beecher, E. H. Chapin, J. G. Saxe, Bayard Taylor, E. P. Whipple, Wen-
dell Phillips, G. W. Curtis, T. S. King, Parke Godwin, T. W. Higginson,
H. D. Thoreau, E. L. Youmans, O. B. Frothingham, J. G. Holland.

Nearly all these had been announced in 1854. Weekly Tribune, Sept. 30th.
* See New York Herald, Oct. 27, 1852 ; Nov. 24, 1859.
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development of the time, \vas Emerson. "
I have heard/'

wrote Lowell, "some great speakers and some accomplished
orators, but never any that so moved and persuaded men
as he." His hearers owed much k% to the benign imperson-
alitv, the quiet scorn of everything ignoble, the never-sated

hunger of self-culture that were personified in the man be-

fore them." Much of the ''country's intellectual emancipa-
tion was due to the stimulus of his teaching and example/'
and because u he had kept burning the beacon of an ideal

life above our lower region of turmoil."
'

In 1S52 Thackeray came to this country and "preached,"
as he called it, on

" The English Humorists of the Eighteenth

Century."
" The lectures/' he wrote,

' are enormously sui-

riff*. and I read at the rate of a pound a minute nearly."
The great novelist was pleased to find how much his books

were read and liked. He wrote home :

' The prettiest girl

in Philadelphia, poor soul, has read 'Vanity Fair' twelve

times."
: Two great orators are identified with the lyceum,

Henry Ward Beecher and Wendell Phillips. J>eecher, who
was looked up to as the apostle of a great congregation,

swayed powerfully immense audiences
;

4

Phillips, who spoke
oftener and more willingly on the slavery question than on

any other subject, owed to the lecture system his frequent

opportunity to address people in various parts of the coun-

1 My Study Windows, pp. 382, 383; see also Hurry -

graphs, p. 169;

From the Kasy Chair, p. 21.

-Jan. 23, 1853, Letters, p. 1G2. An example, of criticism from the puri-

tanical point of view may be seen in a loiter of Horace Mann. He
wrote : Thackeray's lectures "had much quiet humor ; . . . hut there was

not a high sentiment in either lecture, and he spoke of the intemperate
habits of the wits of Queen Anne's time as if he would like to have drunk

with them." Life, p. 3U3.
3
Letters, p. 1T>3. Thackeray came again in 1855 and delivered his lect-

ures on " The Four Georges."
4 ''The Rev. Henry AVard Beecher having been hired to give twelve

lectures, independent of all societies, in Western cities, for $123 per night,

the speculator in brains has fixed his price for Cleveland at fifty cents

per ticket, which is complained of not without reason." >i'e\v York

Weekly Tribune, Oct. 27, 1855.
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try. "While Edward Everett was not a lyceum orator, his

oration on "Washington, heard as it was by vast numbers,
deserves mention as one of the events of this character.

To eke out a scanty income was the inducement which
led most of the platform speakers to traverse the country
and deliver lectures. The writing of the lecture was perhaps
not difficult

;
the delivery of it might be an agreeable task

;

but the getting from place to place was hard work indeed.

Emerson, on returning from one of these winter journeys,
wrote in his diary :

" 'Twas tedious, the obstructions and

squalor of travel. The advantage of these offers made it need-

ful to go. It was, in short this dragging a decorous old

gentleman out of home and out of'position, to this juvenile
career tantamount to this :

'
I'll bet you fifty dollars a

day for three weeks that you will not leave your library,
and wade, and freeze, and ride, and run, and suffer all man-
ner of indignities, and stand up for an hour each night read-

ing in a hall
;' and I answer,

'
I'll bet I will.' I do it and

win the nine hundred dollars."
'

The period we are reviewing may be called the golden

age of American literature. Irving was still writing, and,

although his best work had been done, his great fame cast

a halo around our literature and was the inspiration of many.
Prescott won his laurel wreath before 1850, but his singu-

larly patient and diligent life did not come to an end until

'Cabot, p. 565, see also p. 567; New York Tribune, Sept. 9, 1859.

"The years when Youmans was travelling and lecturing were the years
when the old lyceum system of popular lectures was still in its vigor.
The kind of life led by the energetic lecturer in those days was not that of

a Sybarite, as may be seen from a passage in one of his letters :

'
I lect-

ured at Sandusky and had to get up at five o'clock to reach Elyria; I had
had but very little sleep. To get from Elyria to Pittsburg, I must take the

five o'clock A.M. train, and the hotel darky said he would try to awaken
me. I knew what that meant, so I did not get a wink of sleep that night.

Rode all day to Pittsburg, and had to lecture in the great Academy of Mu-
sic over footlights. The train that left for Zanesville departed at two in

the morning. Was assured there would be a sleeping-car on the train,

but found none.'" John Fiske on "Youmans," Popular Science Monthly,

May,1890.
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IS 50. He was then at work on >v

Philip the Second,'' which,

had he been able to finish it. would have proved a fitting

and brilliant close to his useful career.

Uather as journalist than poet did P>ryant make his mark
on this era, for his noted poems were written before iS'iO.

]ut the renown he had acquired as poet gave meaning and

power to his journalistic pen, and literature claimed him as

one of its lights. Longfellow, the most popular of Ameri-

can poets, living a serene and beautiful life, shed his radi-

ance over this period, lie had already won fame, but the

poems which gave him that fame were now read and re-

read : they had entered into the life of the people as a

wholesome influence. When this loved and admired poet
came to publish '"The Courtship of Miles Standish,"

1

he cre-

ated a sensation and conferred a pure delight such as has

fallen to few in the literary world of America. 1 He told a

simple tale of love, wherein the Plymouth colony was the

scene, and the beautiful Puritan maiden, the doughtv cap-

tain, the fair -haired, azure -eyed lover were the actors.

That this unaffected story should have appealed so power-

full}' to the Northern, people was a tribute not only to the

art of the poet, but a tribute to his readers as well, and

was an indication of the profound interest inspired !>v the

Pilgrims of the Mayflower. It was declaimed from the

platform by elocutionists, read by school-teachers to their

pupils, and it made an evening entertainment at many a

'In Longfellow's journal we find these entries: "Oct. 10. 1S.')S. The

Courtship of Miles Standish published. At noon. Ticknor told me he

had sold .10(JO in Boston, besides Hie orders from a distance, lie had print-

ed 10,000. and has another 10.000 in press. Met George Vandcnhoir, who
reads the poem in public to-night.

"Oct. 2:>d. Between these two Saturdays Miles Standish has marched

steadily on. Another 5000 are in press, in all :ui army of 0.">.000 in one

\veek. Fields tells me that in London 10.000 wen- sold the tir.-t day."
Life hy S. Longfellow, vol. ii. p. 307. "Mrs. George Vandenlioff is an-

nounced to read Longfellow's forthcoming poem, The Courtship of Miles

Standish. at Springfield, on Saturday evening, the day of its publication."
New York Tribune, Oct. 13, isr>8.
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family fireside. Whittier, who, of all the poets, took rank

in popularity next to Longfellow, fired the hearts of many
citizens with manly purpose. To him is the honor of hav-

ing been the pre-eminent poet of the anti-slavery cause.

During the decade of 1850-60, Bancroft published sev-

eral volumes of his monumental work. At the close of the

year 1849, Ticknor's "
History of Spanish Literature "

ap-

peared.
1 In 1856, Motley burst upon the world with " The

Rise of the Dutch Republic," which achieved an immediate

success and a lasting recognition. His enthusiasm for lib-

erty and human rights found a response in the temper of

the time.

For the great works of Lowell we must look before 1850

and after 1860. But in spirit, though not in time,
" The Big-

low Papers
"
belong to the period of our review. With some

of the enduring qualities of a classic, this satire combines a

point and freshness that were felt more keenly in the days of

slavery and Southern domination than now. " The Auto-

crat of the Breakfast Table" delivered his oracular discourses

at the end of this decade. " The Autocrat," wrote Motley to

Holmes,
"

is an inseparable companion. ... It is of the

small and rare class to which '

Montaigne's Essays,'
'

Elia,'

and one or two other books belong, which one wishes to

have forever under one's thumb." 2 In this same period
came " The Scarlet Letter,"

" The House of the Seven Ga-

bles,"
" The Blithedale Romance," and "The Marble Faun." 3

The teaching of Emerson's long life can be limited to no

1 "Ticknor is a fine example of a generous-principled scholar, anxious

to assist the human intellect in its efforts and researches. Methinks he

must have spent a happy life (as happiness goes among mortals), writing
his great three-volumed book for twenty years ; writing it, not for bread,

nor with an uneasy desire of fame, but only with a purpose to achieve

something true and enduring." American Note-Books, Hawthorne, vol.

ii. p. 159.
2 March 29, 1860, Motley's Correspondence, vol. i. p. 335.
9 " Hawthorne's literary talent is of the first order the finest, I think,

which America has yet produced." Matthew Arnold, Discourses in Amer-

ica, p. 173.
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decade, though he undoubtedly spoke with the greatest

vigor in the ten years before the war. In those lectures and

essavs lie is speaking still. The Christian, the agnostic,

the transcendentalist, the scientiiic investigator alike learn

from him wisdom. The apostle of literature and the apos-

tle of science both do him honor.
1

The Americans of the decade we are studying were

o-reat readers. ( )f periodicals an embarrassment of wealthO A

in our day there were but three which may be called

characteristic of the period, and these occupied a larger

space in the public mind than they or any similar mag-
azines occupy at this time. ''Dear old 'Easy Chair,'"

a letter from Springfield. Illinois, said,
"

I am a school-

mistress out West, and it is a bright day when Jla/'jxr's

comes."
:

George "William Curtis, whose eloquence as an

orator is overshadowed by his brilliancy as an essayist,

began writing the "
Easy Chair" in October, 1853. The

nineteenth century Addison had a million readers. To
what an audience did those words of wholesome morality,

healthy criticism on literature and art, and acute observa-

tions on society appeal ! His ability, combined with literary

urbanity, gave him unbounded influence
;
his monthly essays

must be reckoned among the educating and refining influ-

ences of the decade. The works of fiction spread by //<//-

per's Maijuzlne before its readers deserve mention. When
Dickens's ''Bleak House" was finished, Thackeray's "New-
comes" was begun. To have the first reading in serial of

"The Xewcomes " seems almost as delightful as it would

have been to see the first representation of "The Merry
"Wives of "Windsor." 3 " The Xewcomes " was followed bv

1 "During the present century, Emerson's Essays arc, I think, the most

important work done in prose. His work is more important than Cur-

lyle's." Matthew Arnold, Discourses in America, p. 196.
" The loftiest,

purest, and most penetrating spirit that lias ever shone in American litera-

tim Ralph Waldo Emerson." Tyndall, Xew Fragments, p. 3U7.

*
Harper'* Magazine, Dec., 1838, p. 1'26.

3 The praise of Putnam's Magazine (Sept., 1855, p. 283) is worth <juot-
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Dickens's "Little Dorrit," and that by Thackeray's "Vir-

ginians,"
" Lovel the Widower," and " The Four Georges."

The first instance perhaps of the publication in the United

States of an extensive historical work as a serial in a mag-
azine was that of John S. C. Abbott's " Life of Napoleon,"
which began in August, 1851, and was continued for nearly
four years. This work, reflecting the enthusiasm of Thiers,

presented a view of Napoleon radically different from that

which had been familiar to American readers, and implanted
in the minds of the youth of the decade an admiration for

his career.

Putnamf

s Magazine, instead of reprinting English works,
aimed at the development of American literature

;
thus it

served as a medium of expression for writers full of ideas

and eager to get a hearing. As one now turns over the vol-

umes of this magazine, refinement and good taste seem to

exhale from their pages, and the student of this surging dec-

ade, of this period of storm and stress, after wading through
a mass of polemical literature, feels a calming influence when
he reads Putnam's, where political and social reforms are

advocated in the language of literature, and in a tone which

appears to indicate that one is moving in the best society.

George William Curtis again appears as a laborer, and Parke
Godwin was an intimate associate. Godwin wrote a series

of political articles remarkable for their high character and
moral elevation. They treated of the necessity for ridding
the nation of slavery, and convinced many people of culture,

to whom the rugged arguments of the Tribune and the pow-
erful invective of i\\Q Liberator would have appealed in vain.

1

ing : "In laying down the last page of 'The Newcomes,' one is tempted
to exclaim, in language similar to that the eminent critic, F. Bayham, Esq.,
used to apply to his good friend and patron, the Colonel :

' Brave old

Thackeray, noble old soul
;

if you ain't a trump and a brick, there isn't

any on the face of this earth.'
"

.

1 Many of Godwin's Political Essays were reprinted in 1856, and will re-

pay a careful reading. In his address before the Century Association, Dec.

17, 1892, on George William Curtis, Godwin gives an interesting account
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The starting of The Atlnn1'- Mont/t///, in November, 1857,

with Emerson, Lo\vell, Longfellow, anil Holmes as its spon-

sors, was u literary event of the first order. Lowell Avas

oilitor. lie wrote literary criticisms, and in his political

articles brought to bear upon the questions of tin- dav

rare insight, clear statement, and vigorous expression. Em-
erson's voice came to the cultivated readers of this maga/ine
in poetry and prose. Longfellow contributed poems; while

the merry vein of Holmes in "The Autocrat" and >% The
Professor at the Breakfast Table'' cast a lightsome charm
over people whose religious and political lives tended to deep
seriousness.

When we know what a reading people like the Amer-
icans read, we have an index to their moral life. Men
and women whose intellectual pabulum was of the char-

acter I have spoken of above could not fail to have sound

ideas of conduct and a sincere desire to live up to them.

The cleanness of the three popular magazines which have

been mentioned, any article in which a young girl might
read, is certainly an ethical measure.

1

Repeating that our

inquiry in this chapter is confined to .Northern people of

American birth, we may affirm of their morals a high

degree of excellence. Since 1800 the period of which Henry
Adams has graphically written, "Almost every American

family, however respectable, could show some victim to

intemperance among its men "
there had been an im

provement in drinking habits. The temperance agitation
had exerted a marked influence. Although the prohibi-

tory legislation to which it led was not lon<r strict Iv en-

of Pa tnitm 's. There are several references to it in the
"
Easy Chair.''

"The time . . . of Planco Consule, which . . . means in Ihe lime of the

old Pntii<(m"it MonUil;/ jr<tf/<t.:i>tc." From the Easy Chair, p. 177.

1

Harper's Magazine was jocularly supposed to have a million readers

(Feb., 1858, p. 419, Oct., 1858, p. 715); but the supposition was not prob-

ably far out. of the way. Of course there was much in periodical litera-

ture that was trilling and baneful.
2
History of the United .States, vol. i. p. 49, cidc ii///<.
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forced, and was open to grave objections, yet the move-

ment left its trace in a better sentiment and a better prac-

tice. Since the decade we are reviewing, the tendency
towards moderation in the use of alcoholic drinks has been

sure. Social opinion and physiological teaching joined with

moral feeling in frowning upon excessive indulgence.
The sexual morality of the country, whether we consider

the United States of 1800, of De Tocqueville, of 1850-60, or

of the present, is high.
1 Of the influences tending to this,

race and religion count for something. But a more special

reason is the influence of women. 2 "
Perhaps in no way,"

1

History of the United States, Adams, vol. i. p. 49.
"
Quoique les voya-

geurs qui ont visite 1'Amerique du Nord different entre eux sur plusieurs

points, ils s'accordent tous & remarquer que les moeurs y sont infiniment

plus sevdres que partout ailleurs. II est evident que, sur ce point, les

Americains sont trs-superieurs & leurs pres les Anglais." De Tocqueville,
vol. iii. p. 331.

" Sexual immorality is condemned by American more

severely than by European opinion." Bryce, vol. ii. p. 34.

While more freedom was allowed young unmarried women then than now,
no fact appears to the student of the life of the people of the decade of

1850-60 with greater clearness and emphasis than the purity in the main
of the relations between the sexes. I have become so convinced of this

that I am glad to give some extracts from an article in De Bow's Review

(March, 1857, p. 225) which I came across early in this investigation, and
which induced me probably to make it more thorough than I should other-

wise have done. "In eighty years, the social system of the North has

developed to a point in morals only reached by that of Rome in six centu-

ries from the building of the city. . . . Home life is being rapidly substi-

tuted for that of a scgregationalizing and animalizing hotel life." "Al-

ready married women, moving in the fashionable circles of the North,

forego the duties of domestic life, bestow their minds upon dress and

equipage, and refuse to no inconsiderable extent to undergo the pains of

child-bearing. . . . Already the priceless gem of chastity in woman has

been despoiled of its talismanic charm with men." The moral rule is,
"
so

long as exposure is avoided, no wrong is done." "The purest, freest,

most honorable and comfortable society on God's earth is that of the

South." I am well convinced that so much of this article as relates to the

North is not a correct description of the smallest phase of any society, but
it is a striking example of the provincialism of Southern opinion during this

decade.
* " Si on me demandait & quoi je pense qu'il faille principalement attri-

buer la prosperite singuliere et la force croissante de ce peuple, je repon-

III. 7
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writes Spencer.
;>

is the moral progress of mankind more

clearly shown than by contrasting the position of women

among savages with their position among the most ad-

vanced of the civilized
;""

and he further says: ''In the

United States women have reached a higher Kfr>t>/H than

anywhere else."
1

It is obvious that in no way will the in-

fluence of virtuous women be more strenuously exerted than

against irregular relations between the sexes.

For the correct understanding of this subject, an intimate

knowledge of the life of the people is necessary. Southern

and English observers reproached the North as being the

land of isms a reproach which was based on many un-

doubted facts. The decade of 1850-00 was rife with social

and moral movements, all of which, with one exception,
had a certain support from respectable and influential peo-

ple. But observers from a distance were naturally unable

to discriminate in regard to the importance of the different

movements; and in classing the Free Convention at .Rut-

land, A'ermont, with other social and moral gatherings,

they made a palpable error. This convention, held in June,

1858, was an assemblage of spiritualists, women's rights

advocates, land reformers, non-resistants, and abolitionists,

and it would have received a certain justification from the

reformer's point of view, had not the conduct of it fallen

into bad hands, and had not its platform been used for a

vigorous and enthusiastic advocacy of free-love. The salient

feature of the convention was a speech from a woman of

pleasing appearance and manner, who elucidated this doc-

trine, and commended its practice to her audience. The

speech was received with such favor that the meeting went

forth to the world as a free-love convention, and it served

ilniis que e'cst a la superiority do ses 1'cmmes." Do Tocqucville, vol. iii.

p. ;>48. "La religion rogue souverainernent sur 1'amc do la fcnnnc, ft

c'fst la fernme qui fait le.s ma'urs. L'Amoriquc est assuroinciit lo pays
da inondo oil le lien du manage est lo phis respect 0, ft <>u Ton a conou

I'idoo la plus haute ft la plus juste du bonheur conjugal." Ibid., vol. ii.

p. 215. l

Spencer's Sociology, vol. i. pp. 71 o, 730.
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as a text for a satirical article in the London Saturday
Review, where a comparison was drawn between "morals

beyond the Atlantic" and " the social state of Pompeii and

China ;" between " the dirt of Walt "Whitman " and " certain

Greek epigrams."
' But the almost unanimous Northern

sentiment in regard to this convention, and the haste with

which some participators in it rushed into print to clear

themselves from any accusation of sympathy with free-love,

are an indication of the severity of opinion touching sexual

relations.
2

An additional reason to the reasons that have been men-

tioned for the comparatively small prevalence of sexual

vices lies in the fact that Americans, whether rich or poor,
are constant workers, and that no class is addicted to idle-

ness, the fruitful parent of such mischief.
3 The gospel of

work is believed in with good results. Those who argue
that Americans labor too much do not give a proper direc-

tion to their well-meant counsel. Let the doctrine of more
rational and better-prepared food, of more active exercise in

the open air be preached ; but, remembering that what is

called over-work is frequently but under-oxygenation,
4 let

the springs of our morality be carefully examined before we

1 Cited by New York Times, Aug. 17, 1858.
2 New York Times, June 29, July 2, 1858; New York Tribune, June 29,

1858; the Liberator, July 2, 9, 30, 1858.
3 " Aux fetats-Unis, un homme riche croit devoir ft 1'opinion publique de

consacrer ses loisirs a quelqne operation d'industrie, de commerce, ou ft

quelques devoirs publics. II s'estimerait mal fame s'il n'employait sa vie

qu' S, vivre." De Tocqueville, vol. iii. p. 247. "
J'ai rencontre quelquefois

en Amerique des gens riches, jeunes, ennemis par temperament de tout

effort penible, et que etaient forces de prendre une profession. Leur na-

ture et leur fortune leur permettaient de rester oisifs; 1'opinion publique
le leur defendait imperieusement, etillui fallait obeir." Ibid., p. 387. "In

America, the adverse comments on a man who does nothing almost force

him into some active pursuit." Herbert Spencer, Sociology, vol. ii. p. 635.

The relation between idleness and sexual immorality is acutely treated by
E. L. Godkin in the Forum for May, 1892.

4
Remark, I think, made by Huxley, but with no special reference to

Americans.
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arrive at the conviction that Americans work too much. It

is true, indeed, that there i.s a higher end of ell'ort than the

gain of money: but an honest striving for wealth is better

than idleness: and habits of industry, acquired in the pur-
suit of riches through many generations, may be directed l>v

some of their inheritors to the most noble aims.
1

"America." wrote De Tocqueville,
"

is the country of the

\vhole world where the Christian religion lias conserved the

most real power over the souls of men."' This mav be

aflirmed as exactly true also of the decade we are reviewing.
AYhatever line of investigation, political, social, or moral, be

pursued, there will appear as salient facts the religious char-

acter of the people, the authority of the church, and the in-

fluence of the clergy. These in some cases led to asceticism.

In the matter of public amusements. New York was the most
liberal city of the country : yet a professor of the University
of the City of New York told Ampere that if he went to the

theatre too often he would be in danger of losing his posi-
tion.

3 The Northern people made of the first da}- of the

week a puritanical Sabbath. The Iu<l>''f>r//<lrnt seriously ob-

jected to the railroads running Sunday trains, and frowned

upon Sunday excursions.
4

In its issue of April -2, ls~>7. this

1 "Pour defricher, feconder, transformer ce vaste continent inhabit*}, qui
cst son doinaiiie, il fant a i'Americain 1'appui journalier d'une pas>ic>n

energique : cette passion no saurait etrc qiic 1'ainour des richesses : la passion

dcs richcsses n'est done point fletrie en Amerique, et pourvu qu'elle n<- de-

passe pas les liniites que 1'ordre public lui as-ignc. on 1'lmnorc. L'Anu'-n-

cain appellc noble et estimable ambition, ce que no.s peres du inoyeii age
nommaient eupidite servile : de meme qii'il donne le noin du fureur aveugle

c.t barbare a 1'ardeur concjnerantc ct a 1'humeur guerriere qui les jetaicnt

ehaque jour dans de nouveanx combats." De Toeqneville, vol. iii. p. 384.

A thoughtful criticism of the gospel of work may be found in Herbert

Spencer's speech at New York, Nov. U, 1SS2. Essays, vol. iii. p. 4^0.

-Vol. ii. p. 214.
3 Vol. i. p. 2GO.

1 A correspondent, receiving editorial approval, wrote to the Independent

of Oct. 2. IS.jl:
"

liiim. profane-iiess, and Sabliath- breaking always go to-

gether. I am sorry to lind that the stockholders of the Saratoga Kailroad

still run their cars upon the Sabbath. It is an odious and monstrous viola-

tion, not oulv of the laws of God, but of all the decencies of Christian so-
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paper had a leading article inveighing against the proposed

plan of keeping the horse-cars in operation on Sunday in the

city of Brooklyn. It appears that, in the original charter

of the City Railroad Company, stipulations had been made
that the cars should not be run on the Sabbath, and now an

act had passed the common council, rescinding this article

of the contract. It only needed the mayor's approval to be-

come a law. Against such action, the Independent earnest-

ly protested.
" This measure," it declared,

" tends directly
and most emphatically to demoralize the town. . . . The run-

ning of these Sunday cars . . . gives the formal sanction of
the authorities of the city to the pursuit of secular business

andpleasure on the Lord's day" As a last consideration,

since the ordinance only empowered the railroad to run its

cars on Sunday, and as several of the directors were mem-
bers of Brooklyn evangelical churches, it was hoped that

they would " feel that they owe it to the cause of religion,

to the cause of good morals ... to refuse to avail them-

selves of any such permission." This hope did not prove
vain. In its next issue, the Independent was .much re-

joiced to report that the directors of the Brooklyn City
Railroad Company had decided, by a vote of eight to

four, "not to take advantage of the recent permission
of the common council to run the cars in that city on

Sunday."

Early in 1 858, began a revival which was declared to be

"the most extensive and thorough ever experienced in

ciety. And yet I have noticed ladies travelling in them, thundering into

Saratoga on the Lord's day ! Women travelling in public conveyances on

the Sabbath ! There is something in this peculiarly degrading and shame-

ful. It ought to be only the lowest of the sex that will stoop to such de-

basement ;" see also the Independent, Nov. 27, 1851.
" We are sorry to

learn that the directors have established an accommodation train for Sun-

day morning between this city and Poughkeepsie, in addition to the mail

train for Albany. Mr. James Boorman, through whose efficient service as

president the road was mainly built, has resigned his office as director, and

has addressed a firm remonstrance to the board against this impiety."
The Independent, June 3, 1852.
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America." '

Certainly no similar movement since has even

approached it in fervor. Following what has been asserted

to be a social law,
2

which, indeed, has not lacked several

illustrations in our history, the immediate apparent cause of

the revival was the financial panic of 1857. But only in a

country where religious feelings were deep could there

have been aroused such a poignant sense of sin and such

a real terror at the thought of hell. It was fitly called

"the great awakening;"
3

it was "a great turning of the

public mind to religion."
4 The language used to describe

its manifestations, although to some extent characterized

by religious conventionality, indicates what a clenching
hold theological conceptions had on the minds of men.
" Fruits of the spirit

" were told about.
6 From an island in

Penobscot Bay, Maine, came the report,
" A great and glo-

rious work of divine grace is being wrought here." A
Baptist church in a village of Massachusetts had "

enjoyed
a heavenly refreshing from the presence of the Lord."

'

"The greater part of the youth in Olean, N". Y., are indulg-

ing hope."
7 In Cincinnati there was " a general outpour-

ing of the Spirit."
8 From the woods of Michigan men

came into the village of Ionia, wrote a minister,
"
having

heard that the Lord was with us, hoping to obtain mercy."
At Minneapolis there were "scores of anxious inquirers."

Everywhere was preached
" the doctrines of depravity, re-

generation, atonement, election, the influences of the Holy
Spirit, the judgment, and future retribution."

* The secular

as well as the religious newspapers were full of reports of

the revival, which had extended throughout the North, and

which had in a great degree distracted the attention of

1 New York Observer, cited by the Liberator, Nov. 5, 1858 ; see also the

Independent, March 4, 1858.
* Life of Parker, Weiss, vol. ii. p. 248.
3 New York Times, March 23 ; the Independent, March 18, 1858.
* The Independent, March 11.

s
Ibid., April 8.

6 Ibid. '
Ibid., March 11.

8
Ibid., March 18.

9 Ibid. .March 25.
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men from the stirring political events at "Washington the

outcome of the attempt of the administration to force the

Lecompton Constitution upon Kansas, and of Douglas's re-

volt against that policy.
1

It is interesting to study the progress of the revival in

New York City, where material interests and the wor-

ship of wealth seemingly held sway. The daily "Noon

Prayer Meeting of the North Dutch Church, Fulton Street,"
2

had an historian who told of "
Requests for prayers," of

" Answers to prayers," and who graphically related " In-

stances of conversion." A conductor was converted in a

Sixth Avenue horse-car
;
a sailor "met Christ at the wheel;"

women " found Christ in the parlor ;" a scoffer was turned

from his evil ways; a play-actor was rescued. Almost a

score of daily prayer-meetings were held at different places
in New York and Brooklyn.

3
Business men's prayer-meet-

ings were a special feature. Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote :

" We trust since prayer has once entered the counting-room
it will never leave it

;
and that the ledger, the sand-box, the

blotting-book, the pen and the ink will all be consecrated

by a heavenly presence."
4 A notable occurrence was the

reception of 190 converts at Beecher's Plymouth Church,
where the great congregation, by rising and bursting out

into appropriate song, testified that these new professors
were received into the fellowship of faith.

5 But the most
characteristic and interesting incidents took place at the

daily noon prayer-meetings held in Burton's old theatre in

Chambers Street. The theatre was crowded as in days gone

1 See vol. ii. p. 297. I remember well that the revival feeling pervaded
the public-schools of Cleveland and affected profoundly m;my of the schol-

ars. I have a vivid recollection of the Congregational minister speaking to

us in an earnest manner, the burden of his talk being that we stood in

jeopardy if we did not embrace the Christian faith. Prayer-meetings were

frequently held in the school-room after school hours, and were led by the

minister and the teacher.
- See book of that title, New York, 1858.
3 The Independent, March 4, 18, 1858. 4

Ibid., April 8.

New York Times, May 4, 1858.
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by when Burton had a benefit. Yet comedy had no\v given

place to prayer; farce to exhortation; uproarious laughter

to anxious interest and serious manner. A portion of the

time was taken up in the telling of religions experiences. A
young man related ho\v, becoming an actor at sixteen, he

had played in Burton's theatre, but that, since God had

adopted him, he would forsake the stage to embrace the

cross.
1 At another meeting a man confessed to havinf beenO O

in that theatre once before to see Burton play "Aminadab
Sleek." and. although he then had no serious convictions, he

became disgusted at the burlesque on evangelical religion.

He was now struck with being there again "under circum-

stances so unexpectedly, so strangely different. I am not

here.'' he continued. ' to see the ' Serious Family
'

ridiculed,

but to meet this great family of God's praying people, this

congregation of serious and anxious souls."
" One day Henry

AVard Beecher conducted the services. Three thousand peo-

ple packed the theatre from pit to dome. A man in the par-

quet fervently prayed for Burton, " that the great Father

might let him know that there was a God. They had seen

him stand before those foot-lights and there portray human
nature ; might he fall at the foot of the cross, and, calling on

the name of Christ, there receive the remission of his sins.''

It is related that Burton was present and was visibly affected

at being the subject of so earnest a petition.
3 The sound

of singing from another meeting was heard. Beecher

stepped to the foot-lights, and, gaining the attention of the

audience, said :

"
Brethren, do you hear that I Stop a mo-

ment ! That's the sound of worship out of the old bar-

room of this theatre! Let us spend two minutes in silent

prayer and thanksgiving!"
1 Then a speaker urged all un-

converted persons to go home, prostrate themselves before

God, and groan out the publican's prayer: "God be merci-

1 New York Time*, March 23.

- The Iiulcpcndt i,t. March 2 ."5, 1858.
3 New York Tribune, cited by the Tiuh'pcwlcitt, March '25.

4 Xcw York Tt/iiitt. March 2o. 1858.
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ful to me a sinner."
1 The last meeting held in Burton's

theatre was also presided over by Beecher, who spoke with

earnestness. "What a history has been here!" he said.
" The history of this building in other days no man has

written, and no man can write
;
and only eternity itself can

disclose the fictitious joys and the real sorrows the seem-

ing virtues that masked corruption of manners, or the ten

thousand forms of external purity which covered hideous

vice. . . . Then came the season of idleness the old build-

ing where the lights had flashed so long upon such varied

scenes was deserted. . . . Then came this strange transfor-

mation. It was opened for God's people to sing and pray
in. ... We are sure that tens and scores of men who, with

reckless haste, were hurrying down to destruction, have been

plucked as brands from the burning. . . . God be thanked

that heaven's gates have been opened in the place of hell."
2

Among the deadly sins were reckoned according to the

ethics of this revival dancing, card-playing, and the thea-

tre. The crusade against the theatre, reinforcing the hard

times, caused the play-houses to be abandoned. 3 But the

lyceum continued to flourish.
4

The revival was slow to begin in Boston, and failed to

arouse there the intense interest which it had excited in

New York. Yet the report came that the religious awak-

ening in Boston was inducing many men to forsake the bar-

rooms, and leading others to burn their playing-cards and

their infidel books.
5 A protest against the movement came

from the Liberator. The revival, it said,
" has spread like

an epidemic in all directions, over a wide extent of country.

1 New York Tribune, cited by the Independent, March 25.

2 New York Evening Pout, cited by the Independent, April 8, 1858 ; see a

good description of the revival in the "Easy Chair," May, 1858, p. 844.

8 See the Autobiography of Joseph Jefferson, p. 188.
* " Even this recent hard season has been less hard upon lectures than on

anything else. In some few towns they have been omitted ;
but generally

they have remarkably flourished." "Easy Chair," April, 1858, p. 700.

4 The Independent, April 1, 1858.
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. . . Prayer-meetings morning, noon, and night . . . praver-

meetings in town, village, and hamlet. North and South.
1

. . . The whole thing
1

is an emotional contagion \vithout

principle. . . . This revival, judging from the past. will pro-
niote meanness, not manliness delusion, not intelligence

the growth of bigotry, not of humanity a spurious religion,

not genuine piety."' Theodore .Parker, liy a sermon upon
the " LYclesiastical and the Philosophical Methods in Relig-

ion." delivered in February, laid himself open to attacks

from the revivalists. They began to pray for him. %%
(.)

Lord! if this man is a subject of grace." was the petition
of L'lder lUtrnham. "convert him. and bring him into the

kingdom of thy dear Son; but if he is beyond the reach

of the saving
1 influence of the gospel, remove him out of

the way." In an afternoon sermon this same elder de-

clared :

" Hell never vomited forth a more wicked and blas-

phemous monster than Theodore Parker; and it is only the

mercies of Jesus Christ which have kept him from eternal

damnation already."
1 Another prayed:

"
() Lord! put a

hook in this man's jaws, so that he may not be able to

speak." Still another petition ran: "Lord, we know that

1

Xaminp: particularly Richmond, Savannah, Charleston, Mobile, and

New Orleans.

-Tlii- I. !>< r/if'ir, April CO, lIS'iS ; see also Life of Garrison, vol. iii. p.

41!"). While al the Ila.mie, Motley wrote his wife that he had met at din-

ner "some raw Scotehmen. just descended from their native heath, and

mad wiih orthodoxy. One of them observed, on some reference to the late

revival in America, that the hand of the Lord was most manifest in th;it

invat and wonderful development. lie then srave an instance of u mercan-

tile1 friend, who had ironc out to "New York in the midst of the commercial

crisis to collect some money owinn' to him. hut who had naturally, like ev-

ery other creditor, been referred to t he town -pump for liquidation. ll<- had

brought back, however. something far better than silver or pild. for lie had

himself experienced religion in New York, and had returned a regenerated
.--inner a brand snatched from the burninir. These were almost his exact

expressions saving the irreverent allusion to the pump and T thought the

idea of the New-Yorkers paving oil' their Scotch creditors by unlimited

draughts upon the treasures, of t ne next world one of the l\<^\ d' >di:e- I have

vet heard of." Letter uf A.UUP . !">. l
s

">"\ Motlev's F^etters, vol. i. p. -i'T.
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we cannot argue him down
; and, the more we say against

him, the more will the people flock after him, and the

more will they love and revere him ! O Lord ! what shall

be clone for Boston if thou dost not take this and some other

matters in hand ?"
'

The expansion of feeling, induced by such a religious

movement, thus brings into notice the survival of other

aspects of puritanism as well as the continued use of the

puritan phraseology. The influence of puritanism in New
England, New York, northern Ohio, and the Northwest, in

the decade we are reviewing, was great.
2

Its inestimable

value in politics and in morals has not been too highly rated.

But the picture is not complete unless its unlovely side be

shown. The spirit of puritanism has been hostile to art,

partly because art has ministered in religion to what is

esteemed idolatry, and partly because it appeals to the sen-

suous nature which, according to the puritan ideal, should

be repressed. It may be questioned whether there is in the

life of any other people a period at once so rich in intellect-

ual and literary activity and so unproductive in other forms

of art. The Puritan frowned upon anything that was
mere diversion, and it was quite in keeping with his char-

acter that "Paradise Lost" should be preferred before
" Hamlet " and " The Merchant of Venice." The poet of

the austere Commonwealth spoke to people'who had a silent

aversion to the broad-minded, observing poet of the joyous

1 Life of Parker, Frothingham, pp. 495, 496
;
Life of Parker, Weiss, vol.

ii. pp. 249, 250.

* "The early Puritans of New England were the parents of one third of

the whole white population of the United States as it was in 1834. With-

in the first fifteen years and there was never afterward any considerable

increase from England we have seen that there came over 21.200 persons,

or 4000 families. Their descendants were, in 1834, not far from 4,000,000.

Each family had multiplied on the average to 1000 souls. To New York

and Ohio, where they then constituted half the population, they carried the

Puritan system of free schools." See Bancroft, New York edition of 1887,

vol. i. p. 322
; compare Boston edition of 1845, vol. i. p. 467 ; see Lyell's

Second Visit, vol. i. p. 159.
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Elizabethan age ; they could not forget that he was a writer

and an actor of plays.
1

l>ut of course Shakespeare could

not he ta Ixioed ; and for the merry Puritans (those who,

deeming it a sin to go to the theatre, got in the lectures of

Gongh,
'

J

a natural actor advocating temperance on the

lyceuin platform, a partial gratification of taste and curi-

osity, that, needed the ministration of the mimic stage) an

expurgated edition of Shakespeare was provided.
3 Xot

content with simply eliminating the gross expressions of a

less prudish age than our own, the puritan editor cut the

plays to such an extent that their whole dramatic force

and the development of their characters were entirely lost.

The "Shakespearian Header" made of the tragedy and the

comedy a string of matchless declamations, in form like the

Greek play, hut without its orderly connection. This was

an era when many read Martin Farquhar Tupper with de-

lectation.
4

It is not surprising that Europeans were struck witli the

gravity of mien and conduct of our people.
"
I believed.'-

wrote De Tocqueville, "that the English were the most

serious people on the earth, but I have seen the Americans

1

Todd, in his Student's Manual, a popular and. in most respects, a meri-

torious book, of -which a new edition was published in 1854, warns his

readers not only against Byron, Moore, Hume. Paine, and Bulwer. but also

against Scott and Cooper. His especial and emphatic warning against
Scott is trul\' puritanical. See pp. 151, 153.

2 See the "
Easy Chair," Jan., 1857, p. 274.

3 "
Shakespeare, as AVC all know, has to be expurgated for families, if not

for the stage." Ibid., Aug., 1859, p. 414.
4 See references in The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, pp. is, :;i7. 361.

"Martin Farquhar Tupper is or was popular. lie deluged the public

with dish-water, and the public rolled up eyes of delight and murmured
'nectar.' There were people who seriously believed, nay, the public at

large believed, unto the thirtieth edition of Proverbial Philosophy, that

Martin Farquhar Tupper was a poet." "Easy Chair," Oct.. 1859, p. 705.

"Men not very old assure us that Tupper's long rambling lines were

oner copied by the page into extract-books." Tin X</ti'i, April 7. 189:2.

"
Tupper's Proverbial Philosophy supposed to have reached a sale of over

a million copies." The Critic, vol. xii. p. 287.
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and I have changed my opinion."
'

Froissart's remark of the

English of the olden time, "They take their pleasure sadly,

after their fashion," is almost reproduced by De Tocque-
ville.

" In America," he wrote,
" I saw the freest and most

enlightened men placed in the happiest circumstances which

the world affords : it seemed to me as if a cloud habitually

hung upon their brow, and I thought them serious and al-

most sad even in their pleasures."
2

But this touches only one side of the American character.

Macaulay's description of the Puritans of the Common-

wealth, Hawthorne's characterization of the Puritans of the

Massachusetts colony will not fit the Americans of 1850-60.

Harriet Beecher Stowe spoke of "our laughter -loving peo-

ple."
3 For they had a most keen appreciation of humor.

Had it been otherwise the delicate wit of Lowell and

Holmes would have seemed a grafted shoot instead of be-

ing racy of the soil. This statement is made stronger when,
in addition to Lowell and Holmes, who wrote for more

ages than their own, we consider the humorists who amused

their generation, but whose writings, lacking the Attic salt,

have died with them. In America their name is legion ;

and in the very decade we are studying several of them
said their funny sayings, making men and women laugh,
but of them all the man of 1894 knows but two names,
and these two are only a memory. Yet the rhymes and the

readings of Saxe and the letters and the lectures of Arte-

mas Ward had a hearing and a popularity that they could

never have received from people whose cast of thought was

wholly serious. Abraham Lincoln, in so many ways the

typical American, represents well the American character

in its mixture of gravity and sensitiveness to humor. He
who took supreme delight in the letters of Artemas "Ward

and Petroleum V. Nasby, and who was himself a man of

infinite jest, had in repose one of the saddest faces mortal

1 Vol. iii. p. 361. *
Ibid., p. 219, Reeves's translation.

3 See vol. ii. p. 129.
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ever wore. AYhen on the point of submitting to his cabinet

the Emancipation Proclamation, the ushering in of the most
momentous act of the century, he began the consultation

by reading a chapter from Artemas Ward's book. Brvce,

sweeping away some conventional opinions with that nicctv

he has so many times exhibited, arrived at the bottom truth

when he stated that humor "
is a commoner gift in America

than elsewhere."' and that the Americans "are as conspic-

uously the purveyors of humor to the nineteenth centurv as

the French were the purveyors of wit to the eighteenth."
'

This remark will apply as well to the period before the war
as now. Yet many circumstances seem to indicate that since

JS <.'.> the national seriousness has abated. An observer of

manners and morals thirty- live years ago would hardlv

have charged that our %t worst vice is want of seriousness." 3

"While the work of shedding off %t the sadness of Puritanism
"

4

lias continued, it would be difficult to maintain that the ap-

preciation of humor had increased.

The whole life of an American," wrote J)e Tocqueville,
"is a game, a time of revolution, a day of battle."

;

This

is true of the decade we are reviewing ; but it was a

game played with imperturbable good-nature. All observ-

ers, whether they consider the United States of I)e Tocque-
ville. that of 1S.")0-00. or that of iJryce, agree that the Amer-

icans are a good-natured people.
The standard of pecuniary honesty in the United States

has seemed to many European observers to be low. From
Xiebuhr's interjectional and illustrative remark to his class

in Roman history at the University of Bonn. " In some parts
of America any profit which a person can make is thought

1 Vol. ii. p. (i.V2.

-

Ibid., p. -.241. And Brycc adds: "Xor is this senso of the ludicrous

>ide of thin ITS oonlined to \\ few brilliant writers, li is indued ainniii: the

\vholc people ; it colors their ordinary life, and irivc.s to their talk that dis-

tinctively new llavor which a European palate enjoys.'
1

3 Sec a thoughtful article in ihc Atlnutic ^f"hiU^/. May. ls<)2. p. (i^:,.

4

Bryce, vol. ii. p. 060.
''

Vol. ii. p. -110.
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lawful ;"
1 and from De Tocqueville's careful and correct

statement,
8 other writers have been led to harp upon this

subject, and, according to their disposition of mind, have

painted this tendency in black colors or have found extenu-

ating circumstances. When we take into account -the mo-

bility of American life, and reflect that many persons get

placed in positions of trust without a previous mental, social,

and moral training, and without any searching examination

into their characteristics and descent
; moreover, that much

of the knavery in business is perpetrated by the foreign-

born or by the sons of foreign-born parents, we shall not

hesitate to have challenged a comparison with any Euro-

pean country in regard to honesty. It is my firm conviction

that, since 1865, the country has, in private affairs, grown
honest

;
that a higher standard of commercial honor pre-

vails
;
that immense transactions are successfully carried

through owing to an implicit confidence reposed and justi-

1 Niebubr's Lectures, London edition of 1873, p. 17. For a black picture

of financial and commercial private morality, based on an article in the New
York Times for May, 1858, see Wirth, p. 345.

"At the close of the War of 1812 the superior average intelligence of

Americans was so far admitted that Yankee acuteness, or smartness, be-

came a national reproach ;
but much doubt remained whether the intelli-

gence belonged to a high order or proved a high morality. From the

earliest ages shrewdness was associated with unscrupulousness ;
and

Americans were freely charged witli wanting honesty. The charge could

neither be proved nor disproved. American morality was such as suited a

people so endowed, and was high when compared with the morality of

many older societies." Henry Adams, vol. ix. p. 237.

2 "On montre, aux Etats-Unis, une indulgence si singuli&re pour le com-

mercant qui fait faillite: 1'honneur de celui-ci ne souffre point d'un pareil

accident. En cela, les Americains different, non-seulement des peuples

europeens, mais de toutes les nations commercantes de nos jours ;
aussi

ne ressemblent-ils, par leur position et leurs besoins, a aucune d'elles.

''En Amerique, on traite avec une severite incounue dans le reste du
monde tous les vices qui sont de nature a alterer la purete des moeurs et

a detruire 1'union conjugale. Cela contraste etrangement, au premier abord,

avec la tolerance qu'on y montre sur d'autres points. On est surpris de

rencontrer chez le m6me peuple une morale si relachee et si auste're." Vol.

ii. p. 385.
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lied by man in man ; that all bankrupts arc now looked

upon with suspicion; and that, at any rate as far West as

Chicago, the man who has made a notoriously dishonest

failure finds it diilicult. if not impossible, ever to regain
social and business standing. In such respects I believe

there has been improvement since the decade we have been

reviewing. The improvement may be due to the older and

more settled character of the country, and also to a thor-

ough development of the doctrine the inculcation of which
struck De Tocqueville

'

that virtue should be practised, not

because it is beautiful, but because it is useful. Yet it would
be impossible to ailirm that there are fewer defalcations and
breaches of trust among employees than formerly. It is

probable that, owins: to the extension of the news-iratherino;o o o

agencies of the press, a larger number of those that occur

are reported now than was the case thirty-live years ago.

Moreover, within that time clerks and cashiers have been

subjected to greater temptations. The growth in facilities

for speculation, the increase in the cost of living which be-

gan about lS">o, combined with the national and dominant

taste for comfort," may account for the fact that the moral-

ist cannot note an improvement in this respect. But the

safe handling of funds by employees is largely a matter of

administration and system, and. judging from steps that have

already been taken in this direction, we may look for a bet-

ter condition of things.
In public affairs in the United States there is a differ-

ent standard of honesty from that which prevails in private
life. In this respect, since 18<>0, owing undoubtedly to the

demoralization in politics, the deterioration has been strik-

1 Pee vol. iii. p. t99.
1 " L'aninur du bien-etre est deventi Ic poiit national et dominant ; le

grand courant des passions humaines porte do ce cote', il cntraine tout dans

son cours." DC Tocquevillc, vol. iii. p. 211. "11 pourrait bicn s'etablir

duns le monde une sorte do materialisme lionnC-te qui no corroniprait pas
Ics Ames, niais qui les amollirait et finirait par deteudrc suns bruit tuus

kur.s ivssorts." Ibid., p. 213.
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ing. The excuses made to-day by good and honest people
for public men and politicians are deplorable. Such excuses

are rarelv met with in the decade we have been, reviewing.*/ O
In such a discrepancy between the students in public and in

private affairs there is nothing novel. It has existed and

does exist in other nations.
1 But it is certain that in no

Teutonic nation of our day is the difference so marked
between the standards of public and private morality as in

the United States. The one is lower than it was in 1860 ;

the other, inconsistent as it may seem, is higher.
Other comparisons between the decade of 1850-60 and

the present have occurred to me; but they can be better

considered when, in a future volume, I shall discuss the in-

tellectual, social, and moral state of the people of our own
time.

1 "Tlie conscience of the Romans, otherwise in economic matters so

scrupulous, showed, so far as the stale was concerned, a remarkable laxity.

'He who steals from a burgess,' said Cato, 'ends his days in chains and
fetters ;

but he who steals from the community ends them in gold and

purple.'
" Mommsen's History of Rome, vol. ii. p. 390.

III. 8



CHAPTER XIII

IN the election of Lincoln, the North had spoken. Be-

cause slavery was wrong, the majority of the Northern peo-

ple had declared against its extension. South Carolina quick-

ly made answer. Before the October elections, men in that

State believed the choice of Lincoln probable,
1 and after

Pennsylvania and Indiana had gone Republican, only a

lingering hope remained that the issue could be other than
that dreaded by the South.

2 The minds of men were pre-

paring for action in case the event should actually take

place. It was argued that honor and pecuniary interest

alike demanded disunion.
3 There seemed little doubt that

public opinion would support the political leaders of the

State in promptly taking measures to put in force the long-
threatened remedy of secession. Gist, South Carolina's

governor, shaped with alacrity his official action in conform-

ity to the sentiment of his State. Before the October elec-

tions he had sent a confidential letter to each of the gov-
ernors of the cotton States, with the exception of Houston
of Texas, saying that South Carolina would unquestionably
consider her course in convention and asking for co-opera-
tion on the part of her sister States.

4 October 12, three

days after Pennsylvania and Indiana had virtually decided

the presidential contest, Gist called the usual session of the

legislature for the purpose of appointing presidential elec-

1 See Charleston Mercury, Oct. 2, 5, 8 ; Governor Gist's circular letter,

Oct. 5, cited in Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 306.

2
Ibid., Oct. 17 to 31; Charleston Courier, Oct. 13.

'See Charleston Mercury, Oct. 11, 17, 23, 31.

4 MS. Confederate Archives, cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 306.
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tors
;
but at the same time he gave the unusual intimation

that some action might be necessary
" for the safety and

protection of the State."
1 November 5, the day before

the election, the legislature assembled at Columbia. Gov-

ernor Gist recommended that in case Lincoln was elected

provision should be made immediately for the holding of a

convention with a view to severing the connection of South

Carolina with the Federal Union.*

While Republican success was deemed almost certain, the

actual event caused a shock little lessened by the fact that

it had been -long impending. On election night the city of

Charleston anxiously awaited the news of the result, and
when it was known. that a majority of Lincoln electors had
been chosen, the crowd broke forth in cheers for a Southern

confederacy.
3 The excitement over what was called " the

fatal result
" 4

did not cease with the morrow's sun. The

morning despatches confirmed the news of the previous

evening, and doubt could no longer exist that the hated Re-

publican party had carried the day. Business was neglected.
The streets were crowded with people. So well had the

public mind been educated and prepared that the proper
course to pursue was neither a matter of argument nor of

hesitation. Disunion sentiment had made its appearance
in South Carolina in 1832 with powerful manifestation

;
it

slept for a while, but eighteen years later came again to

the surface, and though not then prompting the people to

overt acts,
5
it had not been stifled, but only awaited suffi-

cient provocation to break out with renewed vigor. At al-

most any time since 1851, on a proper showing and a fair

justification, it would have received the assent of a major-

ity of voters. It had strong support in the press ;
it had

the advocacy of the literary coterie of Charleston
;

"
it had

rooted strength with the people ;
it had already begun to

1 Charleston Mercury, Oct. 17. J
Ibid., Nov. 6.

'Ibid., Nov. 7. 4 Charleston Courier, Nov. 7.
6 See vol. i. pp. 45, 226. 'See Life of W. G. Simms, Trent, chap. vi.
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dominate and shape the course of South Carolina's states-

men and politicians, who, because on them devolved the

responsibility of action, were less vehement in their expres-
sions than editors of newspapers and writers for magazines ;

and it was gaining slowly on the business men of Charles-

ton and the large proprietors of the State, by arguments
addressed to their interest as well as to their honor. The
disunion majority of the decade suddenly expanded to una-

nimity on the seventh day of November, 1860. It did not
seem to a certain keen observer, on his visit in 1855 and

1856, that all South Carolinians were disunionists
;
but no

doubt on this point remained in his mind after his sojourn
at Charleston in January, 1861.

l

The crowd that thronged the streets of Charleston on the

morning of November 7th were of one mind. From their

point of view they had an undoubted grievance ; consequent-

ly their complaint was just. With one accord they invoked

secession as the remedv. When the resignations of thef O

judge and the district attorney of the United States Court

were announced the excitement grew. At noon the pal-

metto and lone star flag was stretched across the street from

an upper window of the Charleston Mercury office, and was

hailed with cheers and expressions of passionate attach-

ment. 2 No light spirit of bravado characterized the people.

There were, indeed, "symptoms of ill-advised demonstra-

tions," but these were frowned upon.
3

Charleston men of

family and property gave the tone to the sentiment of the

day. But notwithstanding their belief in the probability
of peaceable secession, they could not ignore the fact that

the breaking up of a government was a serious affair; that

the process of dissolution was certain to be attended with

commercial depression, perhaps financial panic ;
and they

also felt that there was a possibility of their having to fight

for the cause of Southern rights. So, in spite of the cheers

1 See article of J. W. De Forest, Atlantic Monthly, April, 1861, p. 495.
* Charleston Mercury, Nov. 8. 'Charleston Courier, Nov. 9.
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at welcome events, in spite of countenances brightened by
enthusiastic personal contact, there was anxiety for the fut-

ure, and on the whole the feeling was stern and deep, as

befitted an Anglo-Saxon community on the eve of revolu-

tion.
1 " The tea has been thrown overboard the revolu-

tion of 1860 has been initiated." said the Charleston Mer-

cury? The comparison of events in Charleston to the

Boston "
tea-party

" occurs more than once in the agitation
that immediately preceded the act of secession. It was a

welcome assertion to the people that they were animated

by the spirit of 1776.
3

Although the Massachusetts of

Sumner and Garrison was hated, her example in the early

days of the Revolution was constantly brought up to urge
forward South Carolinians in the path that should lead to

independence.
4 But of course the parallel could not be car-

ried far. In the spirit of the people and its manifestations

there was indeed a striking likeness, but when the under-

lying motive came to be considered the resemblance failed.

There was a considerable difference between that early pro-
test accompanied by deliberate action against unjust taxa-

tion and this precipitate movement to break the bonds

with States whose offence lay in the declaration that slavery
was wrong and should not be extended.

After having appointed presidential electors, who were in-

structed to vote for Breckinridge and Lane, the legislature
did not, as had heretofore been the custom, adjourn. It con-

tinued in session in order to be ready to act as the situation

demanded. Its members had been chosen in October when
Lincoln's election was deemed probable, and at that time, in

the feeling that " the irrepressible conflict is about to be vis-

1 Charleston Mercury and Courier; conversation with Samuel Shethar,

a New York merchant who had large business and social connections in

Charleston, and who went there immediately after Lincoln's election to look

after his interests. 8 Nov. 8.

8 See speech of S. L. Hammond at the business men's meeting, Charles-

ton Mercury, Nov. 19.

4
Speech of Mr. Bilbo at Charleston Hotel, ibid., Dec. 3.
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ited upon us through the Black Republican nominee (Lin-

coln) nhd hisfanatical^ diabolical Republican partij"
' men

were elected who would translate into action the sentiment

of their communities. It was a body which fully and fairlv

represented the State. The main question before the legis-

lature was whether a convention should be immediately

called. Trenholm, a member from Charleston, olfered a res-

olution looking towards co-operation with Georgia, and the

assembling of a convention of the Southern States. This

move in the interest of delay was not received with favor by
the legislature or by the city of Charleston." A large and
enthusiastic meeting of the citizens of Charleston was held,

and prompt action was demanded from the legislature." On

Saturday, November 10, the legislature passed unanimously a

bill which provided for a convention of the people of South

Carolina, to be held December IT, for the purpose of con-

sidering the relations of the commonwealth ' with the

Xorthern States and the government of the United States."

On the same day Chestnut sent to the legislature his resig-

nation of his position of United States senator, and the read-

ing of his letter was received with applause. Action was also

taken towards putting the State on a military footing. Co-

lumbia rejoiced over these events, and willingly listened to

words of praise for the prompt and resolute action of

Charleston, "which has at times been considered lukewarm

and. by virtue of her commercial interests, conservative in

an eminent degree."'
Charleston itself went wild with delight over the action

of the legislature. Men showed their intense feeling when

they met in the streets by hand-shakings, and by thanking
(iod that at last their destinies were in their own hands/

1 Statement in advocacy of a legislative ticket signed
"
Many Planters,"

Charleston Mercury, Oct. 2.

-See a careful editorial of the Charleston Mercury, Xov. 9: also speech
of Mr. Lesesne, Nov. 15.

J Charleston C'>trur, Xov. 10.

4

Speech of Conner at Columbia. Charleston Mercury, Xov. 12.

'" Charleston Mercury. Xov. 12.
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On Monday night, November 12, a meeting was held in

Institute Hall to endorse the action of the legislature. The
solid men of the city and ladies of high social position were

present. Never had there been a larger gathering, never

had such enthusiasm prevailed. Fireworks and illuminations

testified to the general joy. During the week the feeling

kept up to fever heat. Palmetto flags were flying every-
where. Minute -men paraded the streets.

1 On Tuesday,
Hammond's resignation as United States senator was sub-

mitted to the legislature and accepted. On Thursday even-

ing another large meeting was held at Institute Hall to re-

ceive the Charleston members of the legislature, which had

completed its labors and adjourned. It was a recognition of

the well-doing of faithful servants.

If any one is inclined to doubt that there was other than

a single cause for secession and the war that ensued
;

if he

feel himself almost persuaded by the earnest and pathetic
statements of Southern writers since the war, who natu-

rally have sought to place the four years' devotion and hero-

ism of the South on a higher basis than that of a mighty
effort to conserve an institution condemned alike by Chris-

tianity and by ethics, let him read the speeches and the

newspaper articles of the early days of the secession move-

ment in South Carolina. It cannot be denied that the

South Carolinians looked the matter squarely in the face,

and that sincerity characterized their utterances. " The
first issue," said Trenholm,

" was made upon the question of

a tariff in which the sympathies of the world w^ere with the

South. Now we are joining the issue with the prejudices
and the sympathies of the world against us." " The ques-
tion is," declared a preacher in a Sunday sermon, whether

slavery
"

is an institution to be cherished," or whether

it
" must be dispensed with."

" While South Carolinians

1 Charleston Mercury, Nov. 13 ; Charleston cor. New York Tribune,

Nov. 12.
5 Charleston Mercury, Nov. 16, 21. "Upon the subject of this institution

[African slavery] we are isolated from the whole world, who are not only
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did not for a moment doubt the right of secession, they
were not ignorant of the fact that their movement might
be called revolution. "It is not a legislative revolution,
but a popular revolution," truly said a member of the leg-
islature at the Thursday meeting; and a similar manner
of expression is common in the political literature of the

time.
1

On Saturday, November 17, the business men of the

city made manifest that their hearts were in the cause. At
an immense meeting they raised a liberty-pole. When the

palmetto flag was hoisted, cannon roared, the bands played
the Marseillaise, and thousands cheered. The religious feel-

ing of this religious community sanctioned the proposed

indifferent, but inimical to it." McGowan in South Carolina Legislat-

ure, Nov. 9, cited in Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 384. "We
have regarded the North as fatally hostile to the interests and the institu-

tions of the South." Extract from a resolution of the meeting of Nov.

12, endorsing the action of the legislature. "Our Confederacy must be

a slave -holding Confederacy. We have had enough of a Confederacy
with dissimilar institutions." R. B. Rhett, at same meeting. "Three
thousand millions of property is involved in this question." Speech of

O'Connor, Nov. 15. The foregoing are cited from the Charleston Mercury:

Why do we mean to tear down this government
" from the foundation to

the turret?" asked Keitt. Because "
its powers are about to pass into the

hands of a sectional majority, which majority declares slavery shall die."

New York Tribune, Nov. 26. "Upon the great question involved we
have not only the fanaticism of the North, but the sentiment of Europe
arrayed against us." Sermon of Rev. Jas. H. Elliott, St. Michael's Church,

ibid., Nov. 27. "The institution of slavery must be under the exclusive

control of those directly interested in its preservation, and not left to the

mercy of those that believe it to be their duty to destroy it." Message of

Gov. Gist to the regular session of the legislature, ibid., Nov. 30.
"
Slav-

ery was the corner-stone of the Republic, and in proportion as it strength-

ened, so strengthened the Republic. As it became contracted and feeble,

so soon began the decay of the Commonwealth." Speech of B. J. Whaley,
Dec. 1, ibid., Dec. 7. See action of Presbyterian Synod of South Carolina,

ibiil., Dec. 4, 7 ;
also Charleston Mercury, passim.

1 See Charleston Mercury, Nov. 16. This journal entitled its account of

events " March of the Revolution
"

issue of Nov. 19.
" We are in the

midst of a revolution. . . . Momentous remedy to redress momentous

wrongs !" Speech of R. A. Pringle, ibid. "We are on the steady march
of a great revolution." Speech of Mayor Macbeth, ibid., Dec. 3.
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political action. Whenever a liberty-pole was raised or a

palmetto banner dedicated, the proceedings were opened
with prayer.

"
May our State and our sister States in this

great crisis," prayed a clergyman, at the business men's

meeting,
" act as becomes a moral and religious people."

"It is my settled conviction," declared a preacher, "that

the course this State is at present pursuing is the one that

God approves of."
' The legislature set apart November

21 as a day for prayer and preparation, so that " a Chris-

tian people, struggling in a good cause, should invoke Provi-

dence for its success."
a

Charleston and South Carolina people felt that secession

was no longer a choice, but a necessity ;
that they had sub-

mitted to as much aggression from the North as a free peo-

ple could endure and preserve their liberties. It is a strik-

ing evidence of the mutual misunderstanding between the

two sections that, while eleven twelfths of the Northern

voters thought the South had lorded it over the North
since the annexation of Texas, South Carolinians, almost to

a man, and the majority of the men of the cotton States,

were equally convinced that they had suffered grievous

wrongs from the North. This sentiment was now strong
in South Carolina. When her people acknowledged the

greater prosperity of the North, they asserted that it had
been obtained at the expense of the South by protective
tariffs. In the event of separation, the South Carolinians

had dreams of unrestricted direct trade with Europe, which
would redound to the advantage of their agricultural inter-

ests, and would make Charleston rival Boston and New York
in commercial importance. They considered the admission

of California in 1850 as a free State an outrage, and asserted

that insult was added to injury in the resistance by State

legislation and by mobs to the enforcement of the Fugitive
Slave law, when that law had been conceded by the North
as an offset for the gain which destroyed the equilibrium

1 Charleston Mercury, Nov. 19, 21. "Ibid., Nov. 21.
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between the t\v<> sections.' The urging of the commercial

question, the assertion that the South suffered grievously
from the tariff acts, was a survival from 18o2. and was one

of those lesser arguments that are popularly supposed to

add somewhat of strength to the main cause ; hut it did

not touch the vital matter. The grievance regarding slav-

ery resolved itself into a fierce resistance to the virtual re-

proach of the Republican party that the South Carolinians

were living in the daily practice of a heinous wrong.
If the negro had never been brought to America and en-

slaved, South Carolina would not have seceded. Nothing
in all history is plainer than that the ferment of which I

have been speaking was due solely to the existence of slav-

ery. That the Xorth had been encroaching upon the South,
that it hail offered an indignity in the election of Lincoln,

was for South Carolinians a feeling perfectly natural, and

it was absolutely sincere. The President-elect believed

that slavery should ultimately be done away with, while

they were convinced that it was either a blessing, or else

the only fit and possible condition of the negro in contact

with the white. That their cause was the cause of life, lib-

erty, and property seemed, from their point of view, beyond

question. Xo South Carolinian would have maintained that

any overt act of oppression had yet been committed, but

lie would have asserted that a free people must strike at

the first motion of tyranny, \\hile for an example he might
have pointed to the sons of Massachusetts in the years that

preceded the American Revolution.
9

It soon began to be

apparent that the course on which the State was entering
with such enthusiasm involved a great sacrifice, lousiness

grew bad. merchants found it difficult or even impossible
to pay their debts, and, before the end of November, the

banks of Charleston were forced to suspend specie pay-

1 The feiTmg as to the destruction of the equilibrium, which Culhoun had

powerfully expressed in IS.jO i^ee vol. i. p. 12S.I). was now strong in South

Carolina.
2 See The American Revolution, John Fiske, vol. i. p. 71.
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raents.
1 But the people showed no signs of faltering.

During the month of November there was a round of

meetings, pole- raisings, dedications of banners, fireworks,

and illuminations
;
and the music of this nascent revolution

was the Marseillaise.

Interest now became centred on the next formal step
to be taken in the march of secession. December 6 had
been fixed as the day on which delegates to the convention

should be chosen. Voters did not divide on party lines.

Indeed, since 1851, political divisions, such as were seen in

the other Southern States, did not exist in South Carolina.

Had the popular vote for President obtained there as else-

where, the voice for Breckinridge would undoubtedly have

been almost unanimous. The lines of 1851, of separate
State action or co-operation,

8 were sometimes referred to,

but they were obliterated by the actual unanimity of senti-

ment. Had there been a union party or a party of delay, a

contest would have been natural, but no such parties ex-

isted. It was a favorite notion of some Northern observers

that a latent union sentiment existed in South Carolina, but

that it was kept under by intimidation. Anonymous letters

may be found scattered through the Northern journals of

this period, which, were they representative, would go to

substantiate this belief. But all other contemporary evi-

dence points to the view that I have taken. It is almost cer-

tain that the non -
slaveholding whites were as eager for

secession as the slave -owners. The antipathy of race, al-

ways strong, had been powerfully excited by assertions that

submission meant the freeing of the negroes and the be-

stowal on them of civil rights, and by the statement, often

repeated and currently believed, that Yice- President -elect

Hamlin was a mulatto.
3

The fact that the South, in its sentiment on slavery, was

1 Charleston Mercury, Nov. 30. 'See vol. i. p. 226.
' The most authoritative statement came from R. B. Rhett,who had served

with Hamlin in both the National House and the Senate. See his speech
of Nov. 10, New York Tribune, Nov. 17.
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at war with the rest of the civilized world, undoubtedly lent

arrogance to assertions of South Carolinians and intolerance

to their acts. They were especially severe on Northerners

suspected in any way of propagating abolition opinions.
1

An example of this is seen in the action of the book-shops
of Charleston, in closing their accounts with bhe publishers
of Harper's Weekly and Magazine, and returning all the

copies on hand, because the Weekly had published a bio-

graphical sketch and full-length portrait of Abraham Lin-

coln." Yet the experience of Petigru would seem to show
that a union party headed by South Carolinians of charac-

ter and position would have obtained a hearing and been

permitted to advocate unmolested their views.
3 The elec-

tion of delegates to the convention did not turn on any
party differences, nor were the candidates nominated by
parties. In some places they were put up by public meet-

ings; in Charleston the nominations were made through
the advertising columns of the newspapers. The election

turned on the personal standing and ability of the candi-

dates, and, in the main, the most distinguished men of

the State were chosen. Of the twenty-two delegates elected

from the Charleston district, seventeen had declared for

prompt secession and forever against reunion, three favored

secession as soon as practicable, and two did not respond to

1 See the recommendation of Governor Gist for legislation "to dispense
with the necessity, us much as may be possible, of resorting to Lynch law
and illegal executions." New York Tribune, Nov. 30.

2 Charleston Mercury, Nov. 12.
3 Memoir of James Louis Petigru, William J. Grayson, written at Charles-

ton in 1863.
" Mr. Petigru was not of a complexion to be moved from his

firm devotion to the cause of the Union" (p. 14). "He seemed to stand

almost alone in the community in which he lived" (p. 15). See also p.

146. "The people understood aud appreciated Mr. Petigru. They elect-

ed him during the tumult and dissension of secession to the most important
trust and the largest salary in their gift. . . . His freedom of speech never

shook the confidence of the people for a moment, nor was their favor able

to stop or restrain the freedom he was accustomed to exercise
"

(p. 150).

See Forts Sumter and Moultrie, Doubleday, p. 56 ; also article of J. W.
De Forest, Atlantic Monthly, April, 1861. p. 496.
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the inquiries of the Charleston Mercury ; but one of these

was C. G. Memminger, afterwards Secretary of the Treasury
of the Southern Confederacy, and he had declared in a

speech that " secession is a necessity, not a choice."
l

After the October elections, Northern Democrats and

Northern supporters of Bell deemed the secession of South

Carolina probable, in the event of Republican success;
2
that

the President and his cabinet shared this belief is undoubted.

General Scott, whose position at the head of the army, and
whose knowledge of the Southern people gave him the right
to make suggestions, wrote the President, October 29, ad-

verting to the threatened secession of some of the Southern

States, and advising that the nine important sea-coast forts in

their borders "should be immediately so garrisoned" that it

would be impossible to take any one of them by surprise.

The self-sufficiency of the general led him, in this letter, to

go beyond merely military considerations, and to enter upon
a political argument with suggestions of state looking to

peaceable disunion that were both inopportune and unwise. .

Buchanan probably met the general's counsel in his mind
much as he afterwards discussed it in his book.' Seeing; the

1 New York Tribune, Nov. 30. Tbe total vote of Charleston for delegates
to the convention was 3721, against 3879 for members of the legislature in

October. It was called a "heavy vote." Fourteen of the Charleston del-

egates were of the old secession party, seven of the old co-operation party.

Charleston Mercury, Dec. 7, 8. William Gilmore Simms wrote a friend

at the North, Nov. 20 :

" South Carolina will be out before Christmas.

Her legislature was unanimous, and every member of the convention

nominated is for secession unreservedly." Trent's Simms, p. 253.

It is impossible for me to mention all the authorities from which I have

derived this view of South Carolina sentiment between the election of Lin-

coln and the passage of the ordinance of secession.

2 See vol. ii. p. 488.
3 Buchanan's Administration on the Eve of the Rebellion, written by

Buchanan, ch. v. I shall refer to this work hereafter as Buchanan's

Defence. It was written soon after the outbreak of the war. A large

part of Scott's letter is quoted in this chapter. Scott, in his Autobiog-

raphy, written in 1863, cites only his military recommendations. See vol.
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futility of Scott's political scheme, he preferred to expose
its weakness with the art of a cunning logician rather than

to concentrate his attention on that part of the letter in

which the experience and knowledge of the veteran com-

mander shone as a beacon to guide the President. For the

tenor of (General Scott's advice in regard to the garrisoning
of the forts was far-seeing and wise. It was certainlv liiu'h

time that the President, the war and the navy depart-
ments, and the general of the army should begin to make

preparations secretly, so that troops could be sent on short

notice to any of the Southern forts which the logic of the

situation might demand to be garrisoned or reinforced.

The general was ready to execute orders with discretion

and zeal, but the President did not speak the word. The
forts in Charleston Harbor were Moultrie, Snmter. and Cas-

tle Pinckney. Moultrie was the only one garrisoned by

troops,
1

but the other two were the important positions;
Sumter commanded the harbor, and Castle Pinckney com-

manded the city of Charleston.

The presidential election took place November ; the

South ( 'arolina legislature passed the act calling a convention

November 1<>. No man of judgment and public experience
could now longer doubt that South Carolina would secede

soon after December IT, the day fixed for the assembling of

the convention. November S the war department received a

letter from Colonel Gardner, then in command at Fort Moul-

trie. advising that the garrison be strengthened in Moultrie.

and that a company of soldiers be sent to Fort Sumter and

another to Castle Pincknev. 2 November !, if Flovd's diarv

ii. p. GOO. The letter was published entire in the X<itivn<tl IntJ.liiji m-t r,

Jan. 19. 1801.

1 The garrison had 04 men. Report of F.-J. Porter. Assi.-tant Adjutant-
General. The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the OHieial Records

of the Union and Confederate Annies, Series I., vol. i. p. 70. I shall refer

to this work as Official Records, and Series I. will be understood unless oth-

er wi.-c specified.

Official Records, vol. i. p. 69. F.-J. Porter, however. Assistant Adju-

tant-General, after a personal inspection of the forts and troops in Charles-
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is genuine and correct, Attorney-General Black, in cabinet

meeting, earnestly urged
"
sending at once a strong force

into the forts in Charleston Harbor"; and Secretary Cass

substantially agreed with him.
1 Never in our history in a

trying time has the course which the executive should pur-
sue been less open to doubt than in the situation which now
confronted President Buchanan. In addition to the actual

facts clearly indicating the correct policy, a precedent of the

highest value existed. In every step which he ought to have

taken, he had before him the example of President Jack-

son, the great hero of his own party, whose action had been

supported by all but four States of the country. More-

over, Jackson had been Buchanan's trusted political leader,

and had written him while he was in Russia a confidential

letter, giving him some account of the trouble of 1832-33,
and saying,

" I met nullification at its threshold."
3

Before

the South Carolina convention of 1832, which passed the

ordinance of nullification, met,* Jackson sent for General

Scott and asked his advice as to what should be done to

carry out his determination that " The Union must and
shall be preserved," The counsel of Scott was: Garrison

strongly Fort Moultrie and Castle Pinckney (" Sumter was
not quite above ground ") ;

have a sloop-of-war and some
revenue - cutters in Charleston "to enforce the collection

of duties." " Proceed at once," was the prompt reply of

President Jackson,
" and execute these views. You have

my carte blanche in respect to troops ;
the vessels shall be

there."
4

It was gross dereliction of duty on the part of President

Buchanan that he did not at once send for General Scott,

ton Harbor, reported, Nov. 11, against the occupation for the present of

Sumter and Castle Pinckney, but he did advise the strengthening of the

garrison at Moultrie. Official Records, vol. i., p. 70.
1 Life of Robert E. Lee and His Companions in Arms, by a distinguished

Southern journalist (Pollard), p. 792 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 360.
* Life of Buchanan, Curtis, vol. i. p. 185. 3 See vol. i. p. 45.
4
Autobiography of Lieutenant-General Scott, vol. i. p. 235.
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and discuss with him in detail the action of Jackson, and
then decide to carry out a similar policy. For in spite of

the verbose reasoning with which Buchanan and his de-

fenders have confused the question, by insisting that what
was involved was really the coercion of a State, and then

proceeding to discuss the right and the expediency of such

action, and his lack of authority the course that the execu-

tive should have pursued is as clear as day. Buchanan
denied the right of secession, and acknowledged that it was
his duty to enforce the laws in South Carolina in so far as

he was able. November 17 he asked for an opinion of his

attorney-general. This move was proper, but, like most of

his proper actions in this crisis, tardy. Yet when the opin-
ion came giving him warrant for the Jacksonian policy, it

was not too late to follow it. Attorney-General Black, as

sound a jurist as ever advised a President, replied in three

days to his request.
" You can now," he wrote Buchanan,

"
if necessary, order the duties to be collected on board a

vessel inside of any established port of entry. . . . Your

right to take such measures as may seem to be necessary for

the protection of the public property is very clear."
' When

we brush away all extraneous considerations, when we iso-

late the question of executive duty from party disputes and

constitutional theories, it is surprising what unanimity ex-

isted at the North in regard to the matter of the greatest

practical moment. Not a lawyer in the North would have

denied the powers of the President as thus laid down by
Black. Had Buchanan decided promptly to act with energy
on that line of duty, every Northern man who had voted

for Lincoln, Douglas, or Bell, and nearly every Northern

man who had voted for Breckinridge would have sustained

him with enthusiastic zeal. No more scathing criticism

on the President can be pronounced than that of Black

himself who, forty days later, spoke of "the fatal error

which the administration have committed in not sending

1 Life of Buchanan, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 321.
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down troops enough to hold all the forts
" in Charleston

Harbor.'

The means at the President's command to carry out a

Jacksonian policy may be gathered from the controversy
between him and General Scott, which was printed in the

columns of the National Intelligencer in 1862, and con-

tinued in their respective books. It appears, according to

Scott, that 1000 soldiers of the regular army were dispos-

able,
2

and, while this is denied by Buchanan,
3 we shall have

no difficulty in believing Scott's statement to be correct,

when we remember that the army had 16,000 effective

men.4
It is true that the American army was then, as it

always has been in time of peace, small for the duty im-

posed upon it
;
but we may be sure that if the will to do so had

existed, there would have been no great difficulty in placing
1000 men during the month of November in Southern forts

where they were most needed. That there were 400 sol-

diers ready October 29 every one admits
;

5 and it would have

been a good beginning of a policy of action had the Presi-

dent, after the South Carolina legislature called the con-

vention, sent these troops to Charleston.

That to garrison the Southern forts would have increased

the irritation of South Carolina and would have driven the

other cotton States onward in the path of secession, as the

defenders of the President maintain,
6
is possible. On the

other hand, a determination on the part of the administration

to protect the public property and collect the duties, accom-

panied by the proposal of a compromise to allay the disaf-

fection of the South, might have caused the remainder of

the Southern States to delay their movements. For it must

1 Memorandum for the President on the subject of the paper drawn up

by him in reply to the Commissioners of South Carolina, Dec. 30, Essays
and Speeches of J. S. Black, C. F. Black, p. 16.

2 Letter of Nov. 8, National Intelligencer, Nov. 13, 1862.
3 Letter of Nov. 17, ibid., Nov. 25, 1862.
* Buchanan's Defence, p. 104. *

Ibid., p. 103.
6
Ibid., p. 106

; Curtis, vol. ii. p. 304.

III. 9
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bo borne in mind that this matter of plain executive duty
had not in November become confounded in the Southern

mind with the coercion of a State, as it did two months

later. Vet, whatever may have been the weight of proba-

bility as to the elfect of such a vigorous step, the case was

one of those where the executive officer should have done

his duty regardless of the consequences.
It is true that the crisis was a much greater one than that

which Jackson had to meet. Then, although the disunion

party had a large majority in South Carolina, and she had the

tacit sympathy of three sister States, the case was vastly dif-

ferent from the present situation where unanimity prevailed
within her confines, and she had the avowed sympathy of all

the cotton States. In 1832, Louisiana and the border States

were against South Carolina: now Louisiana was ^ettin"
1

C- O O

ready to follow her, while the border States, though depre-

cating her precipitate movement, shared her feeling as to

the aggression of the Xorth. 1

Yet, if the crisis was greater,

greater would have been the glory to him who met it in the

way unerringly pointed out by precedent, law, and devotion

to the Union. It was a pregnant opportunity for an execu-

tive gifted with singleness of purpose, a dauntless temper of

mind, and a wisdom to guide his valor to act in safety. But
on such a man as Buchanan fortune lavishes her favors in

vain. Vacillating and obstinate by turns, yet lacking firmness

when the occasion demanded firmness, he floundered about in

a sea of perplexity, throwing away chance after chance, and,

though not wanting in good intentions and sincere patriot-

ism, he laid himself open to the undisguised contempt of all

sections and all parties. In but one respect has the later dif-

fered from the contemporarv judgment of him. From an

oft-repeated Northern charge that he was actuated by treach-

ery to his own section, he has been fully absolved. When,
however, we compare what he did with what he ought to

1 See Uioliraond Km/ui i'< r. Wlii'j. J)t'.-<j><it<-h,
the IJuitiinore Diiih/ h'.n'futnffe,

aud the Xatioiud Jntclli'/t-iictr.
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have done, we may affirm with reason that of all of our Presi-

dents, with perhaps a single exception, Buchanan made the

most miserable failure. He had been so long under Southern

domination that he could not now throw it off. Common

prudence required that he should keep in his cabinet none but

stanch Union men
;
this test would have resulted in the retire-

ment of Cobb and Thompson, and probably a reconstruction

of the whole cabinet in the middle of November, such as

took place late in December and in January. According to

Floyd's diary, a difference developed itself in cabinet meet-

ing as early as November 10, on the question of the South's

submission to Lincoln's election and the right of secession,

in which dispute Cobb, Thompson, and Floyd ranged them-

selves on one side, and Cass, Toucey, Black, Holt, and the

President on the other.
1

.

At a time when a plan of resolute action should have

been the daily and nightly thought of Buchanan, he sat

himself down to write an essay on constitutional law,

which he sent to Congress as his annual message. While

engaged in this work, the War Department received a letter

from Major Robert Anderson, who, on account of his high

reputation, had been selected to command Fort Moultrie.

The recommendations in this letter, in addition to previous
advice and entreaties, should have come to the President

with such a cumulative force that even he could no longer
fail to appreciate that which nearly every Union man in the

country saw as an imperative necessity. November 23, An-

derson suggested that Moultrie be reinforced. He add-

ed :
" Fort Sumter and Castle Pinckney must be garrisoned

immediately, if the government determines to keep com-

mand of this harbor." This native of Kentucky, who had

taken a wife from Georgia, then went on : "I need not say
how anxious I am indeed, determined, so far as honor will

permit to avoid collision with the citizens of South Caro-

lina. Nothing, however, will be better calculated to prevent

1 Life of Lee, Pollard, p. 794. Holt was Postmaster-General.
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bloodshed than our being found in such an attitude that it

would be madness and folly to attack us. There is not so

much of feverish excitement as there was last week, but

that there is a settled determination to leave the Union,
and to obtain possession of this work, is apparent to all."

'

Before the President's message went to Congress, Anderson
iterated these suggestions, and in this last letter he showed
that the administration could depend on him to act with

moderation as well as firmness. Making a requisition for

howitzers, heavy revolvers, and muskets, he added,
" God

forbid, though, that I should" have to use them. 8

But the President, instead of accepting the advice of

Major Anderson, was taking counsel with Jefferson Davis

in regard to the message, and modifying it in deference to

his suggestions." The original draft of it was read to

the cabinet, receiving in the main the approval of all

but Cobb and Thompson, who objected to the denial of

the right of secession.
4 Four days after the President

sent his message to Congress, Secretary Cobb resigned his

position, and, in honor, Thompson should have done like-

wise, but he clung to his place a month longer. A Presi-

dent made of sterner stuff would certainly have demanded
his resignation.
The annual message was read to Congress, December 4.

"We may pass over without criticism the assertion therein

1 Anderson to Cooper, Official Kecords, vol. i. p. 75. Cooper was Adju-
tant-General of the Army.

2 Anderson to Cooper, Nov. 28, Official Records, vol. i. p. 79.

* Rise and Full of the Confederate Government, Jefferson Davis, vol. i.

p. 59. The author adds : "The message was, however, somewhat changed,
and ... I must say that in my judgment the last alterations were un-

fortunate so much so that when it was read in the Senate I was reluc-

tantly constrained to criticise it."

4
Curtis, vol. ii. p. 333. C. F. Black, Essays and Speeches of J. S. Black,

p. 11, states that Cass objected to it and "impressively demanded that the

right of Congress to make war against a State should be denied in more

forcible terms than the President had used. It was so modified solely to

meet his views."
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contained that the Southern discontent was due to the

Northern agitation of slavery. Because Buchanan was Bu-

chanan, it would have been sinning against his nature and

the convictions of many years had he neglected this oc-

casion to tell the North how much it had been in the

wrong. Nor can fault be found with the expression of his

hope that the Northern States which had offended would

repeal their Personal Liberty laws. The parts of the mes-

sage that we may commend set a standard to which we
can hold the President, and the}

7 indicate a policy which,
carried out logically in word and deed, would have made
the name Buchanan in America a far different household

word. He denied the right of secession. The framers

of this government, he said,
" never intended to implant

in its bosom the seeds of its own destruction, nor were

they at its creation guilty of the absurdity of providing
for its own dissolution. . . . Secession is neither more
nor less than revolution."

'

Congress had not encroached

upon a right of the South, and the threatened dissolu-

tion of the Union proceeded from an apprehension of

future danger, which was no just cause of revolution. He
asserted the unquestioned right of property of the United

States in the forts, magazines, and arsenals in South Car-

olina; "the officer in command of the forts has received

orders to act strictly on the defensive;" if the forts

are attacked,
" the responsibility for consequences would

rightfully rest upon the assailants." Then the President

began to falter, entering upon an extended argument to

prove that Congress had no right to coerce a State. While
in this reasoning he had the support of his attorney-gen-

eral, and undoubtedly that of many of the best lawyers
in the North, irrespective of their party attachment, the in-

troduction of the subject was unwise, for, as Black pointed

1 Of course these ideas came from Webster (see vol. i. p. 51), but Bu-
chanan could not have had a better guide. So much of the message as

referred to internal affairs is printed in Curtis's biography, vol. ii. p. 337.
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out.
1

the coercion of a State, as jurists understood it. would be

apt to become confounded in the popular mind with the en-

forcement of the laws. This was actually the case, and be-

came the source of much mischief. The discussion of coer-

cion was. moreover, irrelevant to the emergency. Xo one

of any political standing or following called for such a pol-

icy.

AVheri on the subject of the forts, the President should

have stated that it was his firm intention to hold them
;

and. when announcing that " the revenue still continues to

be collected as heretofore at the custom-house in Charles-

ton"
1

knowing that the collector had determined to re-

sign when South Carolina passed the ordinance of secession"

he should have asserted emphatically that, no matter

what took place, he should collect the duties in the custom-

house, on board of a revenue-cutter in the harbor, or, as

.Jackson had done, in Castle Pinckney. Had the forts in

Charleston Harbor been properly garrisoned, the declaration

of such a policy could only have been received in South

Carolina, and in the communities that sympathized with her,

as the assertion of a solemn duty; it might have met with

the approval of a considerable minority in the border States,

and it surely would have caused a thrill of patriotism at the

North that could not have failed to unite it almost to a man.
The great need of the time was the assertion of a vigorous

nationality on some point that people could rally around with-

out being hampered by constitutional quibbles and legal tech-

nicalities. The President should further have indicated to

Congress with some detail what additional legislation he

needed for the present exigency. Hand in hand with the

recommendation of some action for the purpose of allaying
Southern discontent should have gone the express deter-

mination to use all the power at his command to defend the

'Sec Curtis, vol. ii. pp. o5'2, 382.

See letter of Win. F. C'olcock, collector of Charleston, stating his iutcu-

tion of giving up his ollice, Charleston Mercury, Nov. 8.
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public property and collect the duties. Had the President

thus acted as became a sterling Union man, the country
would have forgiven his bootless suggestion of compromise

his proposal to have incorporated into the Constitution

what was substantially the important article of the Breck-

inridge platform, an article which had been resisted by the

Douglas Democrats in the Charleston convention to the

disruption of their party, and had been declared against

by every Northern State.

That Buchanan deserves historical censure for not having

pursued the Jacksonian policy seems to me beyond ques-
tion

;
for the path of duty was so plain that he should have

walked in it, and accepted whatever consequences came
from right-doing. Yet what the consequences might have

been is a fair subject of historical inquiry. That firm and

prompt action on the part of the President would have been

alone sufficient to nip secession in the bud, as it did nullifica-

tion in 1832, I cannot bring myself to believe, although it

so appeared to some contemporary actors,
1 and although

such a view has been urged with persistence by later writers.

It does, however, seem possible that such vigor might have

'led, in December, to a compromise of a sort to prevent the

secession of any State but South Carolina. Yet those of us

who hold to the idea of the irrepressible conflict can see in

the success of such a project no more than the delay of a

war that was inevitable, a postponement proper indeed, if

the compromise were not dishonorable for the stars in their

courses were fighting on the side of the North. Yet the

weight of probability tends to the view that the day of

compromise was past, and that the collision of sentiment,

shaping the ends of the North and the South, had now

1 " One single hour of the will displayed by General Jackson would have
stifled the fire in its cradle." Charles Francis Adams's Address on Seward,

Albany, April 18, 1873, p. 44. See Trumbull's speech in the Senate, March
2. 1861.

"
If we could have held Fort Sumter, there never would have been

a drop of blood shed." Montgomery Blair, May 17, 1873. Lincoln and

Seward, Welles, p. 67.
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brought them both to the last resort of earnest men. That

Uiirhanan feared a conflict is evident: the mainspring of his

wavering course was his feverish desire that the war should

not beo-in under a Democratic administration, nor while he

was in the Presidential chair. Jlis policy was glided by
the thought of after me the delude, and must be classed

among the wrecks with which the vacillation of irresolute

men have strewn the coasts of time.
1

Assuming that war
was probably inevitable in l^Ol. and that Buchanan be-

lieved it to be so. a grave indictment against him is that he

threw away many of the advantages which the North had

in the possession of the national government and in an

established administrative system. During the last four

months of his presidency, inaction was the course pursued

by the North, busy preparation that pursued by the South.

Since destiny pointed to certain war and the doom of the

Southern cause, the better the preparation of the North

the shorter would have been the conflict and the less

the suffering. But Buchanan could not forget his party
interests when he should have sunk all else in the feeling

that he was an American and a disciple of Jackson and of

Webster. Had he risen to that height the war might
have begun under his presidency, but he would have had

a united North at his back; and when lie retired to private
life with the approval of a grateful people, he might have

handed over to his successor, with the advantage of a con-

tinuitv of administration, a well-defined policy.

Buchanan's message, like all non-committal executive

papers in a crisis of affairs, failed to satisfy positive men in

either section. His subserviency to the South had so alien-

ated most of the Northern people from him" that only a

most decided revolt against those who had been his masters

such as Douglas had achieved in 1^~>~ would have brought

] In his speech in tin- House. Feb. 7. 1SG1. Henry Winter Davis spoke of

the Pre-ident as muttrriiig : ".Not in my time, not in my time ; after me
the delude !''

'

See vol. ii. p. 470.
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him their hearty support. Seward's criticism was made in

a private letter, but the substance of it got into the news-

papers, and struck the popular note. The message, he said

in writing to his wife, "shows conclusively that it is the

duty of the President to execute the laws unless some-

body opposes him
;
and that no State has a right to go out

of the Union unless it wants to."
' As was foreseen by

Black, the President entangled the general understanding

by his unnecessary attempt to make clear the difference be-

tween the coercion of a seceding State and upholding Avith-

in her limits some striking symbol of national authority.

Yet there were many men at the North who could appre-

ciate the distinction that he made, and who felt that the

message was by no means an entire surrender to Southern

demands; there were also timorous souls, with anxiety rea-

sonable and just, who saw in the President's course a possi-

ble chance of averting civil war : these wrote him letters of

approbation.
2

On the first of November, 1860, Buchanan was popular
at the South, and his administration received a certain meas-

ure of approval. He had served that section well, and his

name ought to have inspired enthusiasm
;
but he had suffered

in its estimation because his policy of making Kansas a

slave State had not been a success. His message failed to

satisfy the South. The Disunionists did not like the denial

of the right of secession.
3 Yet some so-called Unionists in

1 Letter of Dec. 5, Life of Seward, F. W. Seward, vol. ii. p. 480; corre-

spondence New York Evening Post, Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 371; The

Liberator, Dec. 14. Seward undoubtedly made the same or a similar state-

ment to the correspondent of the New York Evening Post. He wrote, Dec.

6 :

"
I have talked with Thayer, reporter for the Evening Post." Life, vol.ii.

p. 480. James Russell Lowell, in the Atlantic Monthly for Jan., 1861 (p.

118), spoke of Buchanan as one "who knows no art to conjure the spirit

of anarchy he has evoked but the shifts and evasions of a second-rate at-

torney, and who has contrived to involve his country in the confusion of

principle and vacillation of judgment which have left him without a party
and without a friend."

'
Curtis, vol. ii. pp. 353, 357.

3
Ibid., p. 358; Richmond Enquirer, Dec. 11.
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the cotton States were pleased with the position he had

taken.' There were steadfast Union men in. the border

States and these may have been many to whose idea

of nationality the President's abnegation of his own au-

thority and his denial of the power of Congress came with

a shock.'" The pity of it was that he made no ringing
declaration of what lie proposed to do in the way of exe-

cuting the laws such a declaration as would have served as

a common rallying-point for them and for the people of

the North.

Immediately after the election the Republicans were in

high glee at their success. Their companies and battalions

of Wide-awakes lent themselves handily to the enthusiastic

demonstrations. For the moment it seemed as if nearly

every one at the Xorth was of their party.
3 But their joy

was short-lived, for it began to be apparent that the Republi-
can contest for the possession of the government had only

begun. In less than a week men who were not blinded by

preconceived ideas were convinced that South Carolina

would certainly secede, and that there was danger of the

other cotton States following her example. The question
arose, TVhat would the Republicans do to prevent disunion '.

Thev were the arbiters of the situation, and assuming

1 Curtis, vol. ii. p. 3~>S.

'- "To s:iy that no State has a right to secede, that it is a wrong to the

Union, and yet that the Union has no right to interpose any obstacles to its

secession, seems to me to be altogether contradictory." C'rittenden of Ken-

tucky in the Senate, Dec. 4. C'rhtenden's devotion to the Union was like

that of Clay.
"

I5ut if secession is revolution, it seems to us that the gen-

eral government has the inherent and undeniable power to suppress it. It

might be unwise to exercise that power, and, as against the contemplated
movement at the South, it certainly would be injudicious and ruinous to

do so; but that the President and Congress have the nun- legal right to

put down a revolution, insurrection, or rebellion in a State we cannot

doubt." Baltimore J)<nli/ A'/v// <///</<, Dec. ~>. This paper had supported

Breckinridge.
3 Lincoln's majority over Douglas. Breckinridge. and Bell at the Xorth

was 29:3, 709. Greeley's American Coutlict, vol. i. p. 328.
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what was undoubted, that the sentiment of South Carolina

would drive her to secession on their action depended
whether the outcome should be disunion, and, in case of dis-

union, whether it should be war or peace. There were some
who blinked the fact, and asserted stoutly that the declara-

tions of the Southerners were idle threats, but a disposition to

look matters squarely in the face prevailed. When men met
on the streets, in public places, or in society, the common sal-

utation of the day and the usual talk gave way to the ques-
tion that rose in every mind,

" Do you think the South will

secede?"
1 Not many answered as Beecher did this ques-

tion :

"
I don't believe they will

;
and I don't care if they do."

a

Opinion of the way in which the crisis should be met
formed on three distinct lines. A spontaneous feeling ex-

isted that the election had been fair, that the decision had

been reached in a constitutional manner, and that it was the

duty of the South to submit to the election of Lincoln as

the Northern Democrats were submitting to it, and as Ee-

publicans had acquiesced in the election of Buchanan. This

seemed especially incumbent upon the Southern people, for,

to the pro-slavery policy of the present administration, car-

ried out at their dictates, was due the Republican success of

I860.* Many of those belonging to the victorious party,

1 See H. W. Beecher's address in Boston, Nov. 27, New York Tribune,

Nov. 30 ; Washington correspondence New York Tribune, Nov. 29.

* Ibid.
3 ' ' The chief virtue of Republican success was in its condemnation of the

narrow sectionalism of Buchanan's administration, and the corruptions by
which he attempted to sustain his policy. Who doubts but that if he had

been true to his promises in submitting the controversy in Kansas to its

own people, and had closed it by admitting Kansas as a free State, that the

Democratic party would have retained its power ? It was his infernal pol-

icy iu Kansas . . . that drove off Douglas and led to the division of the

Democratic party and the consequent election of Lincoln." Letter of John
Sherman to General Sherman, Nov. 26, 1860, Century Magazine, Nov. 1892,

p. 92.
" We owe the election of Lincoln only to the misrule of the present

administration, and to the unfortunate dissensions in our own party." Au-

gust Belmont to John Forsyth of Alabama, Dec. 19, Letters of Belmont,

privately printed, p. 21.
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who held decidedly the belief that submission was a moral

and political obligation resting on the South, and that the

United States was a nation, went the whole length which

their position logically required. To secede and do any act

of violence was, in their view, treason, and men who en-

gaged in such work were traitors. Those who were reading
men and the majority of Republicans in 1860 were such

fed on literature adapted to sustain this opinion. Jack-

son's proclamation against the nullifiers and Webster's

speech advocating the Force bill
1 were published in a con-

venient form to supply a popular demand. About this time

appeared the last volume of Parton's picturesque "Life of

Jackson,"
a and the graphic story of the way in which the

sturdy general met
nullification at the threshold had an ef-

fect in shaping public sentiment. Dwelling upon this epi-

sode of our history and despairing because of the imbecility
of Buchanan prompted the North to burst forth almost in

one voice :

"
Oh, for an hour of Andrew Jackson !"

Another phase of opinion was both represented and led

by Horace Greeley. Three days after the election the New
York Tribune, in a leading article, said :

" If the cotton

States shall decide that they can do better out of the Union
than in it, we insist on letting them go in peace. The right
to secede may be a revolutionary one, but it exists never-

theless. . . . Whenever a considerable section of our Union
shall deliberately resolve to go out, we shall resist all coer-

cive measures designed to keep it in. We hope never to

live in a republic, whereof one section is pinned to the resi-

due by bayonets."
3 The Tribune was the most influential

1 See vol. i. pp. 46, 50.

2 See J. R. Lr well's criticism of this book, Atlantic Monthly, March, 1861,

p. 381 ; also notice in Harper's Magazine, Jan., 1861, p. 260.
3 Issue of Nov. 9. The article is also printed in Greeley's American

Conflict, vol. i. p. 358. Nov. 16, the leading article in the Tribune said :

"If the fifteen slave States, or even the eight cotton States alone, shall

quietly, decisively, say to the rest,
'We prefer to be henceforth separate from

you,' we shall insist that they be permitted to go in peace. War is a hid-

eous necessity at best, and a civil conflict a war of estranged and embit-
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journal of the Republican party, and, next to Seward and

Lincoln, Greeley was the most powerful leader of opinion
in that party. This view had its greatest popularity in

November and in the first part of December, 1860
;

it re-

ceived the countenance of other Republican newspapers ;

l

it

prevailed with Henry Ward Beecher, whose consummate

oratory swayed many audiences;
2

it won, also, a certain

adherence from the Garrison abolitionists, who saw in the

accomplishment of it the realization of their dream of many
years.

3 The tendency of Southern and Democratic writers

has been, not unnaturally, to overrate the strength of this

opinion at the North
;
on the other hand, because of its

speedy decline in public estimation after the middle of De-

cember, as well as for the further reason that the war was

prosecuted on a theory diametrically opposed to it, we are

liable to fall into the error that it was merely the erratic

outburst of an eccentric thinker, having no root in public
sentiment. It seems clear to me, however, that a respecta-
ble minority of Republicans were inclined to a similar view

in the last months of 1860. That Greeley came near being
nominated United States senator by the New York Repub-
lican caucus in February, 1861, and that his strength forced

the followers of Seward and Weed to drop their candidate,

tered fellow-countrymenis the most hideous of all wars." I do not feel

quite certain that the article of Nov. 9 was written by Greeley ;
but Nov.

19 an article appears, obviously by Greeley, which goes over the same

ground, and reiterates what was said Nov. 9 and 16.

Nov. 30 the Tribune said, in an editorial :

"
If the cotton States general-

ly unite with her [South Carolina] in seceding, we insist that they cannot be

prevented, and that the attempt must not be made. Five millions of people,

more than half of them of the dominant race, of whom at least half a mill-

ion are able and willing to shoulder muskets, can never be subdued while

fighting around and over their own hearth-stones. . . . Those who think to

salve over the widening chasm between the free and the cotton States are

utterly unaware of the seriousness of the matter in issue."
1

Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 359.
a See address in Boston, before cited. "In so far as the free States are

concerned," he said, "I hold that it will be an advantage for the South to

go off." 3 See the Liberator for Nov. and Dec.
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Evarts, and unite on Harris as the only means of defeating

Greeley,
' shows that advocating acquiescence in peaceable

secession did not forfeit a leader's standing in the Republi-
can party. Yet it is also true that, after January 1, the

Tribune in a measure recanted,
2 and it is quite possible that

its articles of November, 1860, cost Greeley the senatorship.
For peaceable disunion, when it came to be thoroughly dis-

cussed, was seen to be a geographical and military impossi-

bility ;
it did violence to the Union feeling, the strongest

political sentiment at the North; it wounded those who
had a strong idea of nationality, and who loved to boast of

the country which extended from ocean to ocean, from the

Lakes to the Gulf, and whose great river rose amid the

snows of the North to end its course in the land of the

sugar-cane.
What we may properly call the Greeley policy obtained

its strength largely on account of a general repugnance to

the coercion of a State. If South Carolinians were almost

unanimous for secession, the impracticability of any plan of

coercion seemed manifest whenever the enforcement of it

came to be discussed. One strong tie that bound the States

together, a daily reminder of the federal authority, was
not at this time in question. The government duly trans-

mitted the mails to South Carolina, and to the other States

bent on secession, until Fort Sumter was fired upon; the

Southern postmasters did not resign, but continued to ac-

count to the post-office department at "Washington. The

resignations of the United States judge and district attor-

ney, at Charleston, prevented the holding of the federal

courts, but this was not a matter requiring instant remedy.
Even if successors were appointed, they could not conduct

the judicial business without juries, and on these no South

Carolinian, would serve. Did coercion mean the sending of

New York Tribune, Feb. 4, 1861 ; Life of Thurlow Weed, vol. ii. p. 322.
9 See Tribune of Jan. and Feb., 1861, especially Greeley's article of Jan.

14 and the editorial of Feb. 2.
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troops to Charleston to force men to do jury duty, to con-

strain the legislature to choose United States senators, to

tear down the palmetto flags flying in the streets of Charles-

ton, and to prervent the assembling of the convention that

would surely adopt an ordinance of secession ? The moment
these questions were asked it was seen that coercion was
neither possible nor desirable. Yet there existed the clear

distinction drawn by Attorney-General Black between the

collection of the revenue and the protection of public prop-

erty, and what he termed " an offensive war to punish the

people for the political misdeeds of their State government,
or to enforce an acknowledgment that the government of

the United States is supreme." Buchanan's policy of let-

ting I dare not wait upon I would encouraged the dogmatic

assumptions of the secessionists to the point of maintaining
that any move towards the collection of the duties or the re-

inforcement of the forts would be coercion
;
while the North-

ern advocates of an heroic course, thinking perhaps there

was virtue in a name that implied physical force, continued

to employ the word coercion when, according to the distinc-

tion of Black, they meant no more than the use of that

authority which he had without reservation ascribed to the

President.
1 The progress of events gave a certain justifica-

tion to this confusion of thought. An act of executive duty,
which would have occasioned only an emphatic protest from

This is illustrated by J. R. Lowell's article,
" E Pluribus Unum," in

the Atlantic Monthly for Feb., 1861. He wrote : "The United States are

a nation, and not a mass-meeting. ... In the present case the only coer-

cion called for is the protection of the public property and the collec-

tion of the federal revenues. If it be necessary to send troops to do this,

they will not be sectional . . . but federal troops, representing the will

and power of the whole Confederacy
"
(pp. 238, 239). This article is re-

printed in Lowell's Political Essays. Dec. 21 the New York Tribune, which,

by this time, had become an advocate of what was known as the coercion

policy (infra, p. 166), said, in commenting upon the secession of South

Carolina:
"
Only let the State continue to pay the regular duties on im-

ports, and keep her hands off the forts, and she can secede as long as

she pleases."
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South Carolina in November, caused a demonstration of

war in January. This perplexity would not have arisen at

the North had Buchanan seized his great opportunity and

made himself the national hero.

A third phase of Republican opinion found expression in

the advocacy of a compromise. Many who had voted for

Lincoln, believing with the generality of their party that the

Southern menaces of disunion were largely gasconade,
1 were

now, since they had awakened to the seriousness of the sit-

uation, frightened at the result of their own work. August
Belmont, in writing to John Forsyth of Alabama in No-

vember, spoke of "the reaction which has already -taken

place among thousands who voted for Lincoln," and in De-

cember he wrote: " I meet daily now with men who confess

the error they have been led into, and almost with tears in

their eyes wish they could undo what they helped to do."
8

There were, indeed, Republicans who felt that they might
offer without dishonor a compromise that would retain the

cotton States excepting South Carolina, yet who had no

craven regrets at the election of Lincoln, and who were

willing, if need were, to fight for the Union. The most emi-

nent exponent of such an opinion was Thurlow Weed, whose
adroitness in practical politics had hitherto been his chief

distinction, but who now rose almost to the height of states-

manship. With judicial purpose he brought himself to look

upon the Southern side of the question, and with magna-
nimity he urged,

"
They who are conscious of least wrong

can best afford to manifest a spirit of conciliation."
3 Weed

was now sixty-three years old
;
he had that intense love

for the Union characteristic of Whigs whose ideas had been

moulded by Webster and Clay. The danger of disunion and

how to avert it were his daily and nightly thoughts. By the

1 See vol. ii. p. 488.
8 Letters of Belmont, privately printed, pp. 6, 21.
8 He added: "In the present controversy the North is nearest right,

though not wholly blameless. There are motes, at least in ours, if there

are beams in our neighbors' eyes." Life of Thurlow Weed, vol. ii. p. 307.
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end of November he had matured in his mind a plan of

compromise, which he suggested in his newspaper, the

Albany Evening Journal at this time, probably, the most

powerful organ of public opinion outside of New York City.
lie proposed, in the place of the actual "vindictive Fugitive
Slave law," one that should provide for the payment for

rescued slaves by the counties in which the violation of the

law had taken place. In regard to the " vexed "
territorial

question, he asked, "Why not restore the Missouri Com-

promise line ?"
'

By this he meant the extension of that line

to the Pacific Ocean, allowing slavery south and prohibit-

ing slavery north of it. In an article which he wrote ad-

vocating this plan of conciliation,Weed showed a rare com-

prehension of Southern sentiment
;
he urged his plan with

cogent reasoning, the result of profound reflection irradiated

by his long public experience.
8

It was a bold step for a

partisan Republican to take, and this he appreciated; he

thought the suggestions would at first be unpopular with

his political friends, but he deemed it his duty as a leader

of opinion to express his views frankly, hoping that his

party would come to regard the situation as he did, or, at all

events, that from the discussion to which his articles would

give rise, the Republicans might work out a plan to ward
off disunion.

3

To Greeley and to Thurlow Weed, the great journalist
and the great politician, praise is due because, at a crisis

when it was easier and safer to criticise and object, they did

hot hesitate to express their positive convictions. Greeley's

policy, when ventilated, was seen to be impossible. Yet at

first it appeared to be a solution worthy of consideration
;

and, had a sea as wide as that between England and Ireland

flowed between the cotton States and the rest of the Union,

1

Albany Evening Journal, cited in the New York Tribune, Nov. 27.

See his article of Nov. 30, cited in Greeley's American Conflict, vol.

i. p. 360, which deserves a careful reading.

'See article in Evening Journal, Dec. 1, cited in the New York Tribune,

Dec. 3.

III. 10
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it might have been a wise settlement of the difficulty.

Thurlovv Weed's policy gained strength with the discussion

of it in the light of the progress of events. The general

tendency being towards the effacement of former party

lines, this policy received the approval of those at the North

who voted for Douglas, Breckinridge, and Bell. Douglas,

beginning now that last and most glorious portion of his

career, on which his admirers love to dwell, spoke at New
Orleans, two days after the election, against secession;

! No-

vember 13, he wrote a formal letter to the business men of

New Orleans, showing from the Southern point of view the

folly of it;* and on the way north he addressed with the

same purpose a Virginian audience.
8 His course was calcu-

lated to foster among the Southern people a sentiment that

should induce them to meet half-way the overtures of Re-

publicans disposed to follow Thurlow Weed.
Thus stood affairs on December 3, when Congress met.

South Carolina was practically unanimous for secession
;
the

President had failed utterly to rise to the emergency, while

at the North there existed an overwhelming desire to pre-

serve the Union. All eyes were directed towards Congress.
Would it avert the threatened danger? As the persistent

attitude of South Carolina and the warm sympathy with

her of her sister States were fixed facts, the question was,
What would the Republicans in Congress be willing to do to

satisfy the South ? Compromise had solved the difficulty in

1820, in 1833, and in 1850
;
and it was now apparent that

the border State men and the Northern Democrats could

unite on a plan which would prevent the secession of all the

States except South Carolina. Would the Republicans go
as far as that ? Properly to judge their action in this crisis,

we must first inquire, what were the grievances of the

South as made known to Congress?
The tangible grievances were the interference with the

1 New York Tribune, Nov. 15. * National Intelligencer,
3 New York Tribune, Dec. 3.
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execution of the Fugitive Slave act by the Personal Liberty

laws,' and the denial by the North to the owners of negro
slaves of the common rights of property in the territories.

The wrong done the South by the Personal Liberty laws

was dwelt upon by men who were opposed to secession, and

who, taking an impregnable position, were willing to rest

their case upon a remediable complaint. Their conspicuous

exponent was Alexander H. Stephens. In the famous

speech which he made before the Georgia legislature, No-

vember 1-i, he thrust this view into prominence.* His words

gave rise to much discussion. It may be positively affirmed

that, if the sole grievance of the South had been the alleged
nullification of the Fugitive Slave act by many Northern

States, there would have been no secession but that of South

Carolina. For this grievance would certainly have been

redressed. Vermont, the pioneer in this sort of legislation,

had already taken steps towards the revision of her Person-

al Liberty act.
3 On December 17 the national House of

Representatives, in which the Republicans and anti-Le-

compton Democrats had a clear majority, earnestly recom-

mended, by a vote of 153 to 14, the repeal of the Person-

al Liberty laws in conflict with the Constitution. These

facts, with others that will be mentioned later, show that,

if it would have appeased the South, every State, with

the possible exception of Massachusetts, either would have

rescinded this legislation, or so modified it that it no

longer would have been an offence. Early in the session

of Congress, however, the Republicans were told that this

would not settle the difficulty.
" You talk about repealing

the Personal Liberty bills as a concession to the South,"
said Senator Iverson of Georgia. "Repeal them all to-

1 See vol. ii. p. 73.
* The War Between the States, Stephens, vol. ii. p. 294. The Personal

Liberty acts, Stephens wrote in a confidential letter of Jan. 1, 1861, "con-
stitute the only cause, in my opinion, which can justify secession." John-

ston and Browne, p. 376.
3 See remarks of Collamer, Dec. 18, Globe, p. 120 ; Speech of Morrill, Feb.

18, 1861, ibid., p. 1006.
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morrow, sir, and it would not stop the progress of this

revolution."
' Iverson spoke for a large party in the em-

pire State of the South. Since the secession of South Car-

olina had become a foregone conclusion, the action of

Georgia was awaited with breathless interest, and every in-

dication of her sentiment was scanned with care. "What

though all the Personal Liberty bills were repealed," asked

Jefferson Davis, the leader of the cotton States
;

" would
that secure our rights ?"

5

The other tangible grievance the refusal of the North
to recognize that the slaveholder's human chattels had the

common attributes of other property in the territories was

urged with emphasis by Davis and by Toombs. 3
It was in-

deed replied that the Dred Scott decision gave them all that

they claimed, but to this it was naturally rejoined that the

President-elect did not accept as binding the general princi-

ple in regard to slave property as asserted by Chief-Justice

Taney.
4 The experience of the last seven years had made

patent to each party the importance of a friendly executive,

when the issue of freedom and slavery should come to be

fought out in the territories.

The intangible grievance of the South was the sentiment

of the North in regard to slavery. In most of the public
declarations and confidential letters one is struck with the in-

fluence which the stigma cast by Republicans upon the slave-

holders had on the Southern mind. This sensitiveness proved
to be a heavy obstacle in the way of compromise. Between
the idea that slavery was right, or, at least, the only suitable

condition of the negro, and the idea that slavery was a blot

upon the nation, it seemed wellnigh impossible to hit upon
the common ground of opinion which was a necessary an-

tecedent to compromise.
" The true cause of our danger,"

1

Senate, Dec. 5, Globe, p. 11. 2
Senate, Dec. 10, Globe, p. 29.

'
Speeches of Davis, Dec. 10 and Jan. 10, 1861, Globe, pp. 29, 311

; reso-

lutions of Toombs and Davis, Journal of Committee of Thirteen, pp. 2, 3;

Speech of Toombs, Jan. 7, 1861, Globe, p. 268.
4 See Senate speech of Toombs, Jan. 7, 1861, Globe, p. 269.
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declared Jefferson Davis,
" I believe to be that a sectional

hostility has been substituted for a general fraternity. . . .

Where is the remedy ?" he asked. " In the hearts of the

people
"

is the ready reply.
1

The election of Lincoln seemed to the Southerners a dec-

laration of hostility to their institution by the Republican

party. When they read his speeches in the Lincoln-Doug-
las debates, they saw that he clearly stood for the conviction

that slavery is wrong, and that the government could not

endure permanently half slave and half free. Yet, despite
the misunderstanding of one section by the other, a com-

1

Senate, Dec. 10. Congressional Globe, p. 29. Davis continued: "I
call upon you, the representatives of the majority section, here and now to

say so, if your people are not hostile ;
if they have the fraternity with

which their fathers came to form this Union ;
if they are prepared to do

justice; to abandon their opposition to the Constitution and the laws of

the United States ;
to recognize and to maintain and to defend all the rights

and benefits the Union was designed to promote and to secure. Give us

that declaration, give us that evidence of the will of your constituency to

restore us to our original position, when mutual kindness was the ani-

mating motive, and then we may hopefully look for remedies which may
suffice; not by organizing armies, not so much by enacting laws, as by re-

pressing the spirit of hostility and lawlessness, and seeking to live up to

the obligations of good neighbors and friendly Stales united for the com-

mon welfare."

It is interesting to compare with this Lowell's view, written at about the

same time. (Atlantic Monthly, Jan., 1861, p. 120.) "The fault of the free

States in the eyes of the South is not one that can be atoned for by any

yielding of special points here and there. Their offence is that they are

free, and that their habits and prepossessions are those of freedom. Their

crime is the census of 1860. Their increase in numbers, wealth, and power
is a standing aggression. It would not be enough to please the Southern

States that we should stop asking them to abolish slavery : what they de-

mand of us is nothing less than that we should abolish the spirit of the age.

Our very thoughts are a menace. It is not the North, but the South that

forever agitates the question of slavery. The seeming prosperity of the

cotton-growing States is based on a great mistake and a great wrong; and

it is no wonder that they are irritable and scent accusation in the very air.

It is the stars in their courses that fight against their system, and there are

those who propose to make everything comfortable by act of Congress."
These two quotations show, as clearly as anything that I know, the un-

derlying reasons of the war between the North and the South.
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promise on the lines laid down by Thurlow Weed was pos-

sible in .December. .Many schemes were proposed, but the

most famous of them is that of Senator Crittenden of Ken-

tuckv : of those which would have been acceptable to the

cotton States other than South Carolina, this plan was the

one fairest to the .North. Crittenden had now reached the

age of seventy-three. An old Whig
1 and a lover of the

I'nion of the Henry Clay sort, actuated by sincere patriot-

ism, having the confidence of all parties in the Senate,

adapted by the character of his mind and by his residence

in a Tnion-loving border slave State to look in some degree

upon both sides of the question, it was lifting that in his

last years of public service he should do all in his power
to cure the breach between the two sections. He intro-

duced his plan of compromise in the Senate, December IS.

Its salient feature was the disposition of the territorial

question. Could that have been agreed to, an accommoda-
tion on the other points of difference would not have been

dillicult. Crittenden proposed as a constitutional amend-

ment that slavery should be prohibited "in all the territory

of the United States now held, or hereafter acquired, situ-

ate north of latitude 30 30'. ... In all the territory south

of said line of latitude . . . slavery is hereby recognized as

existing, and shall not be interfered with by Congress, but

shall be protected as property by all the departments of

the territorial government during its continuance/
1

States,

should 1)0 admitted from the territory either north or south

of that line with or without slavery, as their constitutions

might provide.
1

'This was called Article 1. The Crittenden compromise provided for

other constitutional amendments :

Article '-. "Congress shall have no power to abolish slavery in places

under its exclusive jurisdiction, and situate within the limits of States

that permit the holding of slaves."

Article 13. Congress shall have no power to abolish slavery in the Dis-

trict of Columbia without compensation, and without the consent of its

inhabitants, of Virginia, and of Maryland.
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On the same day that Oittenden proposed his compro-

mise, the Senate adopted the resolution of Powell of Ken-

tucky, which provided for a special committee of thirteen to

consider " the grievances between the slave-holding and the

non-slave-holding States," and to suggest, if possible, aremedy.
Two days later the Yice-President named as the committee :

Powell of Kentucky, Hunter of Virginia, Crittenden of

Kentucljy, Seward of New York, Toombs of Georgia, Doug-
las of Illinois, Collamer of Yermont, Davis of Mississippi,

Wade of Ohio, Bigler of Pennsylvania, Rice of Minnesota,
Doolittle of Wisconsin, Grimes of Iowa. Three of the sena-

tors were from the border slave States, two from the cotton

States, three were Northern Democrats, and five were Repub-
licans. The constitution of the committee was eminently

fair, the distribution according to parties and sections just.

In ability, character, and influence all the senators stood

Articled Congress shall have no power to prohibit or hinder the trans-

portation of slaves between slave-holding States and territories.

Article 5. A provision for the payment of the owners by the United

States for rescued fugitive slaves.

Article 6. "No future amendment of the Constitution shall affect the

five preceding articles . . . and no amendment shall be made to the Con-

stitution which will authorize or give to Congress any power to abolish or

interfere with slavery in any of the State's by whose laws it is or may be

allowed or permitted."
Resolutions were also offered :

1. That the slave-holding States are entitled to the faithful observance

and execution of the Fugitive Slave laws.

2. That Congress should earnestly recommend the repeal of the Personal

Liberty laws to the several States that had enacted them.

3. That the Fugitive Slave law of 1850 should be so amended as to make
the fee the same, whether the alleged fugitive was sent back to slavery or

released, and limiting the powers of the marshal in summoning to his aid

the posse comitatus ; thus taking from the law two features that had bet-n

peculiarly obnoxious to the North.

4. That the laws for the suppression of the African slave trade
"
ought

to be made effectual and ought to be thoroughly executed." As the full

text of the proposed Crittenden compromise is part of the history of this

time, I give references where it may be readily found : Journal of the

Committee of Thirteen, p. 3 ; Congressional Globe, p. 114
;
Life of Critten-

den, Coleman, vol. ii. p. 233; Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 376.
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high; three of them \vore leaders of puhlic sentiment.

There was warrant for believing that, if the I'nion could lie

saved l>v act of Congress, these senators would discover the

way. On the da v that they iirst met in committee. Decem-

ber '21. the news recently received mnst have heightened
their impression of the gravity of the situation and added to

their sense of responsibility. December l^o. the South Caro-

lina convention had unanimously adopted the ordinance of

secession, an action which kindled enthusiasm in the cotton

States, and awakened some demonstrations of approval in

Xorth Carolina and Virginia. It was believed that unless

a composition could be effected. Georgia, Florida. Alabama,
and Mississippi would certainly secede, and that Louisiana

and Texas would probably follow their example. The stake

which the Xorth had to play for was these six cotton States.

If they were not won, might not the game be shifted to a

contest where the border slave States would be at hazard (

This was well understood by the Xorthern senators when
the members of the committee came together and conversed

informally on their iirst day of meeting. The people of the

Xorth for the most part had some notion of the peril in

which the I'nion lay; but they felt that if these thirteen

men could not agree on an acceptable compromise, there

was not elsewhere in the country wisdom to devise a plan
and influence to get it adopted. On one day they read of

the secession of South Carolina ; on the next, that there

had been v- a free interchange of opinion
"
among the mem-

bers of " the select committee of the Senate on the crisis:"
'

and it might have seemed to augur well that these gen-

tlemen Avho met on a high social footing could begin
their proceedings by a sincere endeavor to understand one

another's position, rather than bv presenting
1 cut-and-dried

ultimatums. This fact was the more noteworthy, as the

session had been remarkable for an almost complete cessa-

tion of social intercourse between Xorthern and Southern

1 Associated Press despatch. Dec. v!l.
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senators.
1

It was, indeed, a rare committee. On election

day no two men in public life had stood for sentiments so

diametrically opposed as Seward and Jefferson Davis, and

yet they were on friendly social terms and had been inti-

mate. The incessant and bitter party and factional warfare

of seven years could not sour the genial nature of Douglas,
who was disposed to extend the right hand of fellowship to

every man on the committee, with the possible exception of

Davis. In addition to a willingness to sink any personal

animosities, he also stood ready to yield somewhat of his

political views for the purpose of avoiding disunion.
2

Crit-

tenden was the Nestor of the Senate. Collamer, Grimes,
and Doolittle were Republicans of sound judgment, and, we

may believe, loved their country better than their party.

Union-loving Kentucky had both of her senators on the com-

mittee, Union-loving Virginia had one.

December 22, the committee got fairly to work. On the

motion of Davis, it was decided that no report should be

adopted unless it had the assent of a majority of the Re-

publican senators, and also a majority of the other eight

members of the committee. This was a wise and even neces-

sary arrangement. It was reasonably certain that no com-

promise could be carried through Congress without the con-

currence of at least three of the Republican members of

the committee
;
and as the different propositions comprised

constitutional amendments which required the approval of

three fourths of the States, time would be wasted in present-

ing to the country any compromise not sustained in the

manner called for by the Davis resolution. Crittenden now
introduced his compromise, and the committee with praise-

worthy speed proceeded to vote upon it. On the first article

of the proposed constitutional amendment the one having
for its scope the settlement of the slavery question in the

1 Article of Frederic Bancroft, Political Science Quarterly, Sept., 1891, p.

402 ; Congressional Globe, p. 12.

s See Associated Press despatch, Dec. 21
; Douglas's speech in the Sen-

ate, Jan. 3, 1861.
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territories, of which an abstract has been given in the text
1

the vote stood : Yeas, Bigler, Crittenden, Douglas, Hunter,

Powell, Rice 6. Nays, Collamer, Davis, Doolittle, Grimes,

Seward, Toorabs, Wade 7. The senators from the border

slave States and the Northern Democrats voted for it
;

the senators from the cotton States and the Republicans

against it. All the Republicans of the committee voted

against the rest of the proposed articles amending the Con-

stitution
;

a
all the other members of the committee voted for

them. On the first and second resolutions,
5

the Republicans
are recorded in the negative ;

4
the Democrats and Critten-

den, in the affirmative. The third and fourth resolutions,

which were favorable to the North, had the unanimous vote

of a full committee.
6

The first article of the proposed constitutional amend-

ment, the one devoted to the territorial question, was of all

by far the most important. Unless an agreement could be

reached on this point, no compromise was possible. As
Davis and Toombs voted with the Republicans against
that proposition, it is often asserted that they, jointly with

the Republicans, are responsible for the defeat of the

Crittenden compromise ;
but this is a mistake, for the evi-

dence is undoubted that, if a majority of the Republican
members of the committee had indicated their intention

to accept that as a settlement, Davis and Toombs would

also have supported it.
6 No fact is clearer than that the

1 See p. 150.

9 On article 6, Grimes's vote is not recorded. For the articles, see note

l,p. 150.
3 Ibid.

4 On the first resolution the names of Seward and Collamer are not record-

ed ;
neither Hunter nor Grimes voted on the second.

* See Journal of Committee of Thirteen, pp. 5-7.

* " In the committee of thirteen, a few days ago, every member from the

South, including those from the cotton States [Davis and Toombs], ex-

pressed their readiness to accept the proposition of my venerable friend

from Kentucky [Crittenden] as a final settlement of the controversy, if

tendered and sustained by the Republican members." Douglas in the

Senate, Jan. 3, 1861, Globe, Appendix, p. 41. "I said to the committee of

thirteen, and I say here, that, with other satisfactory provisions, I would ac-
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Bepublicans in December defeated the Crittenden compro-
mise; few historic probabilities have better evidence to

support them than the one which asserts that the adoption
of this measure would have prevented the secession of the

cotton States, other than South Carolina, and the beginning
of the civil war in 1861.

'

It is worth while, therefore, to

cept it
"
[the territorial provision of the Crittenden compromise]. Toombs

in the Senate, Jan. 7, 1861, Globe, p. 270. "I can confirm the senator's

declaration that Senator Davis himself, when on the committee of thirteen,

was ready, at all times, to compromise on the Crittenden proposition. I

will go further and say that Mr. Toombs was also." Douglas in the

Senate, March 2, 1861, Globe, p. 1891
;
see also remarks of Pugh, same day,

ibid., p. 1390. "Davis, Toombs, and others of the Gulf States would have

accepted it [the Crittenden compromise]. The author talked with Mr.

Crittenden frequently on this point. Not only did he confirm the public
declarations of Douglas and Pugh, and the speech of Toombs himself to

this effect, but he said it was so understood in committee. At one time

while the committee was in session Mr. Crittendeu said :

' Mr. Toombs,
will this compromise, as a remedy for all wrongs and apprehensions, be

acceptable to you?' Mr. Toombs with great warmth replied, 'Not by a

good deal ; but my State will accept it, and I will follow my State.'
"

Three
Decades of Federal Legislation, S. S. Cox, p. 77, see also p. 69; Cling-
man's Speeches and Writings, p. 523 ; Life of Davis, Alfriend, p. 214 ;

Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 383; Associated Press despatch of

Dec. 22; interview with Toombs, 1880, Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 486. I

do not find a distinct statement from Davis similar to that of Toombs, but

it seems apparent from his speech of Jan. 10, 1861 (see Globe, p. 310), that

he would have accepted the Crittenden compromise. The only contempo-

rary evidence I have found suggesting that the expressions of Davis and
Toombs might have been insincere is a letter from Seward to Lincoln of

Dec. 26, in which he says:
"
I think that they [Georgia, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, and Louisiana] could not be arrested, even if we should offer all you
suggest, and with it the restoration of the Missouri Compromise line. But

persons acting for those States intimate that they might be so arrested be-

cause they think that the Republicans are not going to concede the res-

toration of that line." Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 263. I do not think

that this suspicion weakens the other evidence; it is not consistent with

the characters of Davis and Toombs. They were men whose position on

any important question it was never difficult to know.
1 1 will cite four contemporary expressions of opinion to this effect.

Trumbull asks Crittenden, Jan. 7, 1861, "if he has any assurance that

civil war is to be averted by his resolution." Crittenden replied: "I be-

lieve it will. Of course I cannot say for certain; I may be mistaken. . . .
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inquire by what influences the Republicans were led to take

this position. ;md to consider whether their course can be

justified at the judgment-bar of history.

To answer the first part of this proposed inquiry the

course of Scward and of Lincoln, the leaders of the Repub-
lican party, demands our attention. On the day after that

on which Lincoln was elected, Seward possessed a more

powerful iniluence than any one in the Republican party.
This influence became somewhat weakened with the Repub-
lican senators and representatives by the time that Congress
met. for Seward was naturally supposed to favor the com-

promise suggested by his faithful friend and political part-

ner. Thnrlow Weed. That supposition had received much
credence from the sanction of the plan by the Xew York

Tint' ^ and the Xew York Courier and Enquirer, journals
which hud steadily supported Seward. and the editors of

which were his warm personal and political friends.
1

^lore-

over. Dana had told some Republican members, who called

at the Ti'lln.iiic office on their way to Washington, and

expressed regret at the overtures of Weed, that the arti-

It may not satisfy South Carolina. Hers is a peculiar case; but I believe

it will satisfy almost all the Southern States; at any rate, to such an extent

that there will lie no further proceeding in this revolution, no further se-

cession, no further revolution." d'tubi'. p. 267. Pugh said in the Senate,

March '2: "At any time before the 1st of January a two-thirds vote for

the Crittenden resolutions would have saved every State in the Union but

South Carolina." Ibid., p. 131)0. If Duff Green reports his interview with

Lincoln accurately, Lincoln may be cited in support of this view. (Jreen

wrote to President Buchanan on the day of the interview, Dee. 2 v;
: "I

brought with me a copy of the resolutions submitted by Mr. Crinmden.
which he [Lincoln] read over several times, and said that lie believed ilnt

the adoption of the line proposed would quiet, for the present, the agitation

of the slavery question, but believed it would be renewed bv the s'-i/.ure

and attempted annexation of Mexico." Life of Buchanan. Curl is. vol. ii.

p. 420. If the propositions of Mr. Crittenden. wrote August Ileimont to

Douglas, Dec. 20. 'could but receive the unanimous support of the sena-

torial committee of thirteen, the Union might be saved; otherwise 1 cannot

see one ray of hope." Letters of Uelmont. privatelv printed, p. 2:}.

! Xew York Timtx. Nov. 20. Dec. 4 ; Xew York (''>//<> m/'l Hm/uircr,
Nov. 2S. Dec. 1 ; Seward to Weed, Dec. 3. Life of Weed, vol ii. p. 80S.
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cles were Seward's, and that he " wanted to make a great

compromise like Clay and Webster." ' The first part of

Dana's statement we must regard as a mistake
;

2

and, while

the evidence is not positive that Seward contemplated head-

ing a movement of Republicans that would have resulted in

the acceptance by them of a plan similar in essence to the

Crittenden compromise, yet his private correspondence from
December 1 to December 13 shows that he was wavering,
and gives rise to the belief that the pressure of Weed, Ray-
mond, and Webb, backed as they were by powerful New
York men of their party,

3 would have outweighed that of

his radical Republican colleagues if he had not been re-

strained by the unequivocal declarations of Lincoln. "No
one has any system, few any courage or confidence in the

Union in this emergency," he wrote home December 2
;
"I

am engaged busily in studying and gathering my thoughts
for the Union." 4

I told the Republican caucus of senators,

he wrote Weed, that "they would know what I think and
what I propose when I do myself. . . . The Republican party

to-day is as uncompromising as the Secessionists in South

Carolina. A month hence each may come to think that

moderation is wiser."
5 " Our senators," he said, in a letter

1 Seward to Weed, Dec. 3, Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 308.
* " You will see that Mr. Weed lets me out of responsibility for his well-

intentioned but rather impulsive movements. He promised me to do so."

Letter of Seward to his wife, Dec. 2, Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 479.
3
August Belmont wrote Governor William Sprague of Rhode Island,

Dec. 13 : "I can assure you that all the leaders of the Republican party in

our State and city, with a few exceptions of the ultra radicals, are in favor

of concessions, and that the popular mind of the North is ripe for them "
;

and Dec. 19 :

" Last evening I was present at an informal meeting of about

thirty gentlemen, comprising our leading men, Republicans, Union men,
and Democrats, composed of such names as Astor, Aspinwall, Moses H.

Grinnell, Hamilton Fish, R. M. Blatchford, etc. They were unanimous in

their voice for reconciliation, and that the first steps have to be taken by
the North." Letters of August Belmont, privately printed, pp. 15, 16.

4 Life of Seward, vol. ii. pp. 478-79.
5 Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 308. "The real object of the caucus was to

find out whether I authorized the Evening Journal, Times, and Courier ar-
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to his wife. December 7,
"
agree with me to practice ret-

icence and kindness. .Hut others fear that I will figure,

and so interfere and derange all."
>% The debates in the Sen-

ate/' he wrote, three days later, "are hasty, feeble, incon-

clusive, and unsatisfactory; presumptuous on the part of the

ill-tempered South; feeble and frivolous on the part of the

North." '

Lincoln's influence on the march of events must no\v be

taken into account. A letter tendering Seward the position
of Secretary of State was delivered to him December 1:5.

In it the President-elect said that this had been his "pur-

pose from the day of the nomination at Chicago," and he

had "the belief that your position in the public eye. your

integrity, ability, learning, and great experience all combine

to render it an appointment pre-eminently fit to be made." "

Seward did not immediately accept the offer. In a polite and

considerate letter he replied that he should like time for reflec-

tion and to consult his friends;
3

of all persons, he desired

most the counsel of his wife and of Thurlow AVeed.
4

Leav-

ing "Washington. December 14. he arrived at Albany the next

day. and remained there long enough to have a full consulta-

tion with Weed, in which we may be sure that his probable

colleagues in the cabinet, as well as the affairs of the country,
were discussed. Much as he wished to. he had not deemed
it prudent to visit Lincoln," but while at Albany he either

suggested or fell in with the idea that AVeed should go to

Springfield on his behalf, lie and AVeed conferred together
December 15 and 10. December 1 7, the Alban 7:'/v/////

tides, and to combine the whole influence of the Senate to bring these

papers to belter judgment. I kept my temper. I told them . . . as for

iniliirncini: those three editors, or any one of them, the}- wou'd limi. them

as independent as the Senate itself and more potential." Ibid.

1 Life of Se\vard, vol. ii. pp. 4SO-S1. See also the whole of the Idler to

AVeed of Dec. 3, Life of Weed. vol. ii. p. 308: and the correspondence
from Dec. 1 !o Dec. 13, Life of Srwaril, vol. ii. pp. 478-Nl.

"Nieolay and Hay. vol. iii. p. 349. The letter was dated Dec. 8.

3

Ibid., p. :>.y>. The letter was dated Dec. 13.

4 Life of Be ward, vol. ii. p. 4*1.
'

See his letter of Dec. 13
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Journal had a carefully studied editorial, in which, asserting
that the "

question must have a violent or peaceful solution,"

it urged the Republicans to accept as a settlement of the

dispute regarding the territories what was substantially the

Crittenden proposition.
1 Weed then went to Springfield;

Seward went to his home at Auburn, there to await the

return of his friend. Weed's consultation with Lincoln took

place December 20. His article in the Evening Journal

having reached there at about the same time, served as a

fitting text for a discussion of the critical state of affairs,

and, before the conference ended,, the news that South Caro-

lina had passed the ordinance of secession furnished impor-
tant material for it.

2

Lincoln's mind was made up. Naturally, no man in the

J Cited in the New York Tribune, Dec. 19. The Tribune in the same is-

sue remarked in an editorial : "The Atlas andArgus [the celebrated Albany
Democratic newspaper] warmly praises the last new compromise of the

Albany Evening Journal. Praise from such a quarter is at least suspicious.

The Atlas and Argus also intimates that Mr. Seward was consulted in de-

vising the new compromise. This we judge to be malicious and untrue."

The Albany Evening Journal of Dec. 19 had the following article :

" '

It

is susceptible of proof that Senator Seward aided in preparing the leader

of last evening's Journal.' Albany Evening Standard. There is not the

shadow of foundation for this statement. The following paragraph was

originally appended to the article referred to, but, to avoid seeming ostenta-

tion, was omitted :

' To avoid possible misconstruction, it may be proper to

say that the senior editor of the Journal, consulting his own sense of duty
and right, speaks for himself only.' Telegraph reports having assumed

Mr. Seward's acquiescence in the article, the Auburn Advertiser of Tues-

day evening [Dec. 18] publishes the following paragraph : 'Mr. Seward,

in conversation, fully repudiates the telegraph and newspaper assumptions
of his authority for or concurrence in the Albany Journal's article of

yesterday. He says he wonders how long it will take newspapers to learn

that, when he desires to be heard, he is in the habit of speaking in his

proper place for himself.'" Cited in the New York World of Dec. 20.

11 Life of Thurlow Weed, vol. i. p. 604 et seq. Weed gives a much fuller

report of the discussion in regard to the cabinet than of that on the state of

the Union. The question of the New York patronage was hardly touched

upon, and then was brought up by Lincoln (see p. 612). For the date of the

consultation, which is not given by Weed, see Springfield despatch to the

New York Tribune of Dec. 20.
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country had watched with greater anxiety than he the

course of events in South Carolina, or had studied more care-

fully the trend of Northern sentiment and the disposition
to compromise. Jlisiirst belief,

'" that tins government pos-

sesses both the authority and the power to maintain its own

integrity." was confirmed by his mature thought: but. in

holding to this legitimate conviction, he did not lose sight

of an equally important fact. "The ugly point," he said,

in private conversation, "is the necessity of keeping the?

government together by force, as ours should be a govern-
ment of fraternity." A statesman at such a crisis would

naturally cast about for a policy that might peacefully pre-

serve the Union ; and a statesman such as was the .Presi-

dent-elect, who had been devoted to peaceful pursuits, would

have deemed it wicked to conjure up visions of military

power and glory, and would shrink from beginning his ad-

ministration with a civil war on his hands. There is no

doubt that, if the Crittenden compromise had been put fur-

ward as an ordinary congressional enactment instead of a

constitutional amendment. Lincoln would have accepted

every article of it except the one that proposed the settle-

ment of the territorial question.
2

Touching the cardinal

principle of the Republican party, the principle that ex-

plained the reason of the party's existence, he was firm.

"Kntertain no proposition for a compromise in regard to

the extension of slavery." he wrote, December 11, to Kel-

logo;. the Illinois member of the House committee of thirty-

three on the crisis.
" The instant you do, they have us

under again : all our labor is lost, and sooner or later must
be done over. . . . The tug has to come, and better now
than later. You know I think the Fugitive Slave clause of

1 Conversations of Nov. 1.1 and Dec. 13, Xicolay and Hay, vol. iii. pp.

247-48.
'-'

I think that this is clear from the whole tenor of his correspondence,
and especially from his letter of Dec. 15 to John A. Gilmer of North Caro-

lina, to whom he afterwards offered a cabinet appointment. Xicolay and

Hay. vol. iii. p. 284.
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the Constitution ought to be enforced to put it in its

mildest form, ought not to be resisted."
' Two days later,

in a letter to E. B. Washburne, also a member of Congress
from Illinois, he repeats the same idea and objects to the

scheme for dividing the territory between slavery and

freedom by the Missouri line. "Let that be done," he

writes, "and -immediately filibustering and extending slav-

ery recommences. On that point hold firm as a chain

of steel."
2

Lincoln's letter to John A. Gilmer of North

Carolina, written December 15, shows not only judicious

constancy, but a largeness of political comprehension that

is admirable. "On the territorial question I am inflexi-

ble," he said.
" On that there is a difference between you

and us
;
and it is the only substantial difference. You think

slavery is right and ought to be extended; we think it is

wrong; and ought to be restricted. For this, neither has anvO O v

just occasion to be angry with the other."
' In his com-

munication to Thurlow Weed of December 17, he is less

positive than in the preceding letters referred to
;
he inti-

mates where before he had asserted
;
he thinks it probable

where before he had been absolutely sure : but this indicates

no wavering of opinion ;
he undoubtedly wrote in a less

confident tone out of respect to Weed, who had earnestly
advocated a policy to which he himself was opposed.

4

On leaving Springfield, after a free and full interchange
of views with Lincoln, Weed brought away for the consid-

eration of the Republican members of Congress a written

proposition from Lincoln, which embodied his views essen-

1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 259.

2 Reminiscences of A. Lincoln, North American Publishing Company, p.

80 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 259. While Crittenden did not introduce

his plan into the Senate until Dec. 18, a compromise involving the division

of territory on the Missouri line began to be discussed soon after the open-

ing of Congress, and the essential part of his own plan was foreshadowed

at least one week before he offered it to the Senate. See Washington cor-

respondence New York Tribune, Dec. 7, and editorial in New York Tribune,

Dec. 12.
*
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 285.

4 Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 310 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 253.

III. 11
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tially as they have been here indicated.
1 There was now ur-

gent need for Seward's presence at Washington, and, on his

journey thither, travelling December 22 with Weed from Syr-
acuse to Albany, he learned Lincoln's emphatic position in re-

gard to slavery in the territories. Arriving late that evening
at the Astor House, New York, he found in progress the an-

nual dinner of the New England Society, celebrating Fore-

fathers' Day. The distinguished and influential men gath-
ered around that banquet board shared the common desire

of the whole country to hear from Seward some expression
of opinion on the existing crisis, some outline of policy to

be pursued. He was the leader of the Republican party in

Congress. Though it had not yet transpired that a position
in the cabinet had been offered him, yet common report
ran that he would be the Secretary of State of the incom-

ing administration. This meant to most of those New York

gentlemen that he would practically be the President. It

was known that Weed had been at Springfield, and that

Seward had seen him since his return. Since the election,

the New York senator had not opened his mouth in public.

When, therefore, he consented to speak to the banqueters,
we may easily imagine with what intense, even anxious, in-

terest these eminent representatives of literature, of the

bar, and of the business of the metropolis hung upon his

words. Since the disunion movement began, they had been

distracted by the disturbed condition of financial affairs,
4

1 This appears from Seward's letter to Lincoln of Dec. 26, Nicolay and

Hay, vol. iii. p. 262. The proposition itself is not printed by Nicolay and

Hay, and does not appear in the Life of Weed or the Life of Seward. My
friend Colonel Hay writes me that it is fair to presume it has been de-

stroyed.
2 "The country is at this moment convulsed with excitement, and its

commercial affairs disarranged and sacrificed." New York Tribune, Nov.

23.
" We are suffering from a panic, and no man can see the end thereof."

Ibid., Dec. 8. "Three months ago the material condition of the country
was healthy and prosperous. Careful trading and close economy had re-

lieved it from the pressure which, during the four previous years, had

weighed upon its energies and had restricted its resources. The magnifi-
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but just now, despite South Carolina's ordinance, they were

feeling cheered by a gleam of light reflected in an advance

of stocks, and in the brightening up of the commercial

skies.
1 Such was the estimate in New York City of Sew-

ard's greatness that it is likely every one present expected
to hear this pale, slight man utter words of national salva-

tion.

It does not ordinarily come within the province of an his-

torian to criticise after-dinner oratory, but I can have no

hesitation in saying that this speech of Seward's, full as it

was of levity and unseemly jest, was unworthy of the man,
of his position, and of the critical juncture of affairs.

2

Yet,

touching the serious part of the discourse, it must be ad-

mitted that he probably did as well as any man under

the existing circumstances could have done. There had
been reason for thinking that Seward might support the

Crittenden compromise ;
it was a fair inference from this

speech that he would not do it. Strong in his advocacy of

the Union, he urged that the question at issue be considered

in a conciliatory temper, and he ended in the optimistic vein

so frequently characteristic of his thought.

cent crops of the Northwestern States, when taken in connection with the

steadily-increasing demand for the cotton of the South, warranted the belief

that our commercial and industrial interests were about to enter upon a

career of activity almost without parallel in the history of the republic.

These well-grounded expectations have been scattered to the winds. Banks

have suspended ; commerce languishes ;
trade is paralyzed ; the Federal

government has been brought to the verge of bankruptcy, and the prospect
in the future is gloomier still. The depreciation in values is general and

all- pervading." Baltimore Daily Exchange, Dec. 8, see also editorial of

Dec. 11. "The panic which is toppling down great business interests in

the centres of trade and prostrating them in the dust." New York World,

Dec. 19.

1 Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 483 ; money article of New York Tribune for

Saturday, Dec. 22.

"I refer to the speech as reported in the New York Tribune of Dec. 24,

in the New York Evening Post of the same date, and as published in Moore's

Rebellion Record, vol. i, Docs., p. 4. In the speech as printed in Sew-

ard's Works, vol. iv. p. 644, the jocose and familiar expressions are omitted.
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On Monday, December 24, Seward was at Washington, in

attendance upon the committee of thirteen. It must be

called to mind that, on the Saturday previous, the commit-

tee voted on the Crittenden compromise, and that Seward's

name is recorded in the negative on all the articles of the

proposed amendment to the Constitution.
1 But he was not

present at the meeting of that day ;
as we have seen, he was

on the way from Auburn to New York City. On account

of his absence, the Republicans were unwilling to have a vote

taken
; but, since they could give no assurance as to when he

would return, the other senators refused to defer action.*

Monday, the committee permitted Seward to record his vote

on the several propositions that had been considered at the

previous meeting.
3

It is a fair historic probability that Seward would have

favored in committee a compromise on the basis of the Crit-

tenden plan, had he not already in a measure submitted him-

self to the leadership of Lincoln by entertaining the offer of

the State department. It is certain that if Lincoln, in the

interview with Weed, had given his adhesion to the Albany
Journal proposition, Seward would have championed it in

committee and in Congress ;
and it seems almost certain that,

with such support, the Crittenden compromise in essence

would have been reported by the committee and adopted by

Congress. It has been seen that Lincoln's influence was ex-

erted against the proposal for the division of territory on

the Missouri line. While, in spite of earnest requests from

many quarters,
4 he had refused to make a public declara-

tion of his views, the letters to -Kellogg and to Washburne 5

were obviously written with the design of having their con-

tents made known to Eepublican members of Congress on

whom rested any responsibility. Following these letters

came an important avowal. Greeley, who had been corre-

1 See p. 154. * Associated Press despatch, Dec. 22.

3 Journal of committee of thirteen, p. 8.

* See Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. chap, xviii. 5 See pp. 160-61.
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spending with Lincoln,
1

made, on December 22, at the head

of his editorial columns, in leaded type, this declaration :

" We are enabled to state, in the most positive terms, that Mr.

Lincoln is utterly opposed to any concession or compromise
that shall yield one iota of the position occupied by the Re-

publican party on the subject of slavery in the territories,

and that he stands now, as he stood in May last, when he

accepted the nomination for the presidency, square upon the

Chicago platform."
What would have been the effect on the Republican

members of the committee of thirteen if the weight of Lin-

coln's influence had been put in the other scale, if it had
been exerted for instead of against the division of territory
on the Missouri line ? Collamer would likely have gone with

Seward. At the beginning of the session he had said, in

conversation with Clingman :
" You must let us know your

terms, for we do not want to part with you."
"

Wade, we

may be sure, w^ould have agreed to no compromise accept-
able to the cotton States. He had declared in the Senate,
" So far as I am concerned, I will yield to no compromise."

3

This remark was made in his speech of December 17 a

speech which advanced him to the leadership of the radical

Republicans, and which undoubtedly at that time had the

approval of a majority of his party.
4

Greeley had ceased

1 See Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 258.

"Speeches and Writings, Clingman, p. 523.

3
Congressional Globe, p. 103.

* An editorial of Dec. 19, in the New York World, then an independent

journal, reflects so well in the main Republican sentiment in the middle of

December, that I give a long extract from it :

" Wade is the Republican
senator from the agricultural State of Ohio, and his speech is probably a

very exact reflex, not merely of the Republican sentiment of his State, but

of all the great agricultural communities of the North. The strength of the

Republican party lies in the rural districts. In rural communities the moral
element has more influence in politics than it has in towns, where the quick
succession of events and ideas keeps the mind more alert, and does not allow

that immobility of mental attitude which is favorable to a persistent con-

templation of fixed principles. The slower perceptions of the agricultural
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the advocacy of his own policy of letting the Southern States

go in peace, partly for the reason that it met no hearty re-

sponse from Northern sentiment, and partly out of deference

to Lincoln.' The Tribune now came to the support of the

policy laid down by Wade as " the only true, the only hon-

est, the only safe doctrine."
2 This doctrine could be summed

up in the two words,
" no compromise."

What would have been the course of Grimes and of Doo-

little in this supposable case is not so clear. That they sin-

cerely objected to the Crittenden compromise as presented to

the committee is undoubted
;

3 but if the plan had been mod-

mind do not enable it readily to keep up with the rapid pace of movements
in revolutionary times. It seems incredible to those who are not in the

thick of events that the great changes which we witness should have taken

place in the six weeks since the presidential election. The panic, which is

toppling down great business interests in the centres of trade and prostrat-

ing them in the dust, is uufelt and unappreciated in the homes of our farm-

ers. The sudden blight which has fallen on all other interests has hardly

yet come near to them. As to the cry of disunion, they have heard that

raised so often, when it meant nothing, that they are now skeptical when
disunion is close upon us. It is the old story of crying

'

wolf,' till the cry
has lost its effect when the danger is real.

"Wade's speech derives its significance from the circumstance that it

may be taken as a pretty accurate index of the sentiment of the great mass
of the Republicans in respect to the crisis. The tone of their press for the

last ten days accords with the anti-compromise tone of this speech. The

current, indeed, seems setting more and more strongly in that direction.

The ground on which a majority of the Republican party stands to-day is

earnest opposition to any further compromises, combined with entire will-

ingness to accord to the South every right guaranteed to it by the Consti-

tution. . . .

"Mr. Weed's quickness of perception and intimate personal relations

with prominent business men in New York and other cities give him a

full appreciation of the destruction to business interests that attends on the

panic, and of the disasters and ruin that would accompany a dissolution of

the Union. He occupies a different position from the great body of his

party because, as his supporters will say, his mind takes a quicker grasp
of the condition of affairs. He advocates compromise because he is con-

vinced that the emergency can only be met by compromise or civil war."
1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 258. * Dec. 19.
1 See Grimes's letters of Dec. 16, 1860, and of Jan. 28, 1861, Life of
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ified, and if the altered proposition had been urged by Lin-

coln and championed by Seward, it is a fair presumption
that neither Grimes nor Doolittle would have taken the

responsibility of defeating such a compromise. It is un-

questionable, as I have previously shown, that in December
the Republicans defeated the Crittenden proposition ;

' and

it seems to me likewise clear that, of all the influences tend-

ing to this result, the influence of Lincoln was the most

potent. While it is true that a considerable majority of

the Republican members of Congress were opposed to this

scheme, it is also true that a public sentiment in its favor

was rising and steadily growing at the North, and that if

this opinion had been given direction and form by Republi-
can leaders holding the positions of Seward and of Lincoln,
it would have shaped the legislation of the existing Con-

gress.
2

Upon what grounds may the Republicans and Lincoln be

justified for refusing their assent to this compromise ? Ev-

ery article of Crittenden's amendment to the Constitution

mentioned "slavery" or "slaves." What the fathers with

ingenious circumlocution had avoided
3 was here obtrusively

asserted. To introduce that phraseology into the organic
instrument of the land was to take a step backward, to run

counter to the spirit of the age. True, it might be urged, as

Taney had maintained in the Dred Scott decision, that " the

right of property in a slave is distinctly and expressly af-

firmed in the Constitution,"
4 and that the Crittenden

amendment asserted no more
;
but to Republicans who ven-

erated the Constitution it had been a consoling circum-

stance that the word "
slavery

" or " slaves " did not occur

James W. Grimes, Salter, pp. 132, 133 ; see letter of Doolittle, Nov. 16,

Globe, p. 9, speech of Dec. 27, ibid., p. 195. See p. 154.
2 "The reported recent declaration of the President-elect, that he will

strictly adhere to the Chicago platform, has confirmed the wavering Re-

publicans to that policy, and increased the intensity of Southern feeling."
Associated Press despatch, Dec. 23.
8 See vol. i. p. 17. See vol. ii. p. 257.
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in it. Lincoln, in his debates with Douglas, had given ut-

terance to this feeling in impressive words,
1 and he was now

undoubtedly conscious of its full force. " The main point at

issue between the two sections of our Confederacy," said

Brown of Mississippi in the Senate, is, that " we claim that

there is property in slaves and they [the Northern senators]

deny it."
2

Coming after the Dred Scott decision and the

different constructions of it, the Crittenden amendment,
had it been made part of the Constitution, would have set-

tled the question whether that instrument distinctly recog-
nized slaves as property. This was undoubtedly the reason

why the Southern senators were strenuous to have the Crit-

tenden compromise in the form of a constitutional amend-

ment
;

3

but, on the other hand, this was necessary in order

to prohibit slavery in the territories, as the Supreme Court

had denied to Congress that power.
Another objection to the Crittenden compromise, more

serious and perhaps insurmountable, lay in the fact that,

except on the understanding that the protection to slavery
soutli of the Missouri line should apply to all future acqui-
sitions of territory, it would not be acceptable to the sena-

tors from the cotton States. The phraseology of the article

was misleading. In territory "now held or hereafter ac-

quired
" north of latitude 36 30', slavery should be prohib-

1 See vol. ii. p. 335. "Speech of Dec. 27, Globe, p. 201.

*J. S. Pike wrote the New York Tribune under date of Dec. 22 : "I
think the case turns upon the question of whether an agreement can be

made to a partition of territory between the slave and free States. This is

the nub of the controversy when winnowed from its chaff. All the other

points, I fancy, can be managed. But the concession on the main one, of

a partition of territory after the plan of the Missouri Compromise, is the

sticking place. The revolutionists in the Gulf States don't want to be satis-

fied with this, but the other slave States, or those in them who are opposed
to dissolving the Union, consider that the concession would force the seces-

sionists to desist. The partition is demanded under the form of a con-

stitutional guaranty. No ordinary legislation will satisfy the slaveholders.

As Mr. Toombs says, it must take the shape of positive constitutional guar-

anty, or he would not give a fig for it, for the abolitionists are treacherous,

and would repeal the settlement to-morrow if they had a chance."
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ited, while the protection to slavery apparently applied only
to actual territory. Crittenden himself admitted that the

article was ambiguous.
1 The speech of Toombs, however,

in the Senate, January 7, 1861," shows that he and Davis

understood that, as regards that provision, the South and
the North were on a par ;

and it is probable that, before ac-

cepting the compromise for their States, they would have

demanded that their understanding of it should be express-

ly stated, as was afterwards done in the Powell amend-

ment." "With this implication a part of the scheme, and

with the annexation of Texas, the Mexican "War, the at-

tempts to get Cuba, and the filibustering in Central America
fresh in the minds of the Republicans, it is easy to see why
they objected to the first article of the Crittenden compro-
mise. True, as.Thurlow "Weed might have argued, such

things cannot take place under a Republican administra-

tion
; against them we are insured for the next four years,

and the spirit of the age is working constantly and power-

fully for us. But Lincoln did not take this view. "
Fili-

bustering for all south of us and making slave States of it

would follow in spite of us," he wrote Thurlow Weed. 4 "A
year will not pass," he declared,

"
till we shall have to take

Cuba as a condition upon which they will stay in the

Union."
6

After weighing with care the considerations on each side,

it will appear that the Republicans and Lincoln may be

justified in having refused to accept the Crittenden com-

1 See letter of Crittenden, Feb. 4, 1861, to a gentleman in Trenton, N. J.,

New York Times, Feb. 21, 1861. Globe, p. 270.
* Powell's amendment was offered Jan. 9, 1861, and accepted by Crit-

tenden. It was adopted by the Senate Jan. 16. In reply to a question
of Pugh, Powell said: "1 will say to the senator that I do think it ma-

terial, and that was the intention of my colleague in presenting the res-

olutions. I put this amendment in to make it clear and distinct. I under-

stand my colleague to accept it, as it carries out his original design."

Globe, p. 403.

4 Letter of Dec. 17, Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 311.

5 Letter to J. T. Hale, Jan. 11, 1861, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 288.
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promise. A similar proposition was defeated by the North-

ern Whigs and Democrats in 1848.
1

Clay and Webster
in 1850 refused to entertain such a plan proffered by
Jefferson Davis and the Nashville convention.

8 Yet in

coming to the conclusion that the project of Crittenden

ought not at this time to have been agreed to by the

Republicans, I must express that judgment with diffidence.

An important fact in opposition to such a view is that

public sentiment in favor of this compromise . was now
beginning to arise at the North. The manifestations of

this opinion are clear after the 1st of January, 1861, and
will be mentioned in the proper chronological order. For
the present it is desirable to refer to the expressions of

certain men as indicative of the growing sentiment of the

community.
" I would most cheerfully accept your prop-

osition," was the word Crittenden received from John A.

Dix, a Breckinridge Democrat, but more of a patriot than a

partisan.
" I feel a strong confidence that we could carry

three fourths of the States in favor of it as an amendment
to the Constitution."

s " I saw with great satisfaction your

patriotic movement," wrote Edward Everett,
" and I wish

from the bottom of my heart that it may succeed."
4

Elisha

Whittlesey, a Republican living in northern Ohio, hoped
that Crittenden's efforts would succeed in preventing dis-

1 See vol. i. p. 96.
2
Ibid., pp. 168, 174.

3 Letter of Dec. 22, Life of Critt-ndeu. Colemnn, vol. ii. p. 237.
* Letter of Dec. 23, ibid., p. 237. He added: "There is uothing in

your resolutions for which I would not cheerfully vote, if their adoption as

amendments of the Constitution would save us from disunion, and, what
I consider its necessary consequences, civil war, anarch}', desolation at

home, the loss of all respectability and influence abroad, and, finally, mil-

itary despotism. ... I could wish that our Southern brethren would be

contented without inserting the word slave in the Constitution, it having
been studiously omitted by the framers, and also that the right of holding
slaves south of the 36 30' had been left to inference, as it was in the Mis-

souri Compromise, and not expressly asserted. Both these points will be

stumbling-blocks with many conservative members of the Republican

party. . . . Cannot our Southern friends be persuaded to proceed more de-

liberately ?"
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union.
1 Robert C. Winthrop, an old "Whig, thought some

features of the plan ought to be modified, but he wrote

Crittenden: "I should try hard to sustain you in such meas-

ures as were essential to rescue us from disunion and civil

war."
2

August Belmont, representing the commercial in-

terests of New York City, gave assurance of the anxiety
that prevailed regarding the success of what was regarded
as so fair a settlement of the difficulty.*!^''

Before Crittenden had formally introduced his plan into

the Senate, there were many indications that Northern sen-

timent was ripe for a compromise that should accord gen-
erous terms to the South. This sentiment was fostered by
the gloomy state of trade. Since the secession movement

began, the New York stock market had been in a feverish

condition, resulting twice in panic. The Charleston, Wash-

ington, Baltimore, and Philadelphia banks had suspended

1 He wrote, Dec. 24 : "My conservative neighbors express their high grati-

fication in your able and patriotic effort to arrest the mad designs of those

who wish the dissolution of the Union. . . . We bless you as a peace-
maker." Life of Crittenden, Coleman, vol. ii. p. 238.

2 Letter of Dec. 24. He added: "And yet one hardly knows how to

hope for anything good while there is so much passionate and precipitate
action at the South." Ibid., p. 239.

3 He wrote Crittenden, Dec. 26 : "I have yet to meet the first conserva-

tive Union-loving man, in or out of politics, who does not approve of your
compromise propositions, and consider them a most efficacious, if not the

only, remedy which can save this great country from ruin and destruction.

... I am afraid that no human power can stay the evil, since the Repub-
lican leaders by their vote in the committee of thirteen, have proved that

they are determined to remain deaf to the dictates of justice and patriotism.

Will the American people permit their country to be dragged to ruin by a

handful of puritanical fanatics and selfish politicians?" Letters of Bel-

mont, privately printed, p. 24. Belmont wrote Herschel V. Johnson of

Georgia, Dec. 30 :" Though the Republican leaders in Congress have thus

far disappointed my expectations, I have strong hopes that they will be

compelled to yield under the pressure of public opinion. In our own city
and State some of the most prominerut men are ready to follow the lead of

Weed, and active agencies are at work to bring about a compromise. ... In.

regard to the territories, the restoration of the Missouri line, extended to

the Pacific, finds favor with most of the conservative Republicans, and
their number is increasing daily." Ibid., pp. 26, 27.
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specie payments : the New York banks had been forced to

issue clearing-house certificates. The apprehended repudia-
tion of debts due the .North by Southern merchants was an

important factor in the situation.
1

Financial distress seemed

to be staring the country in the face. Municipal elections,

taking place early in December in Boston and other .New

Kngland cities, and at Hudson. X. Y., showed a marked

fall ing -off in Republican strength since the presidential

vote.
2

Among the Northern people there existed a wide-

spread belief that the abolitionists were largely answerable

for the present troubles, and this belief now began to show
itself in public demonstrations. An anti-slavery convention

held December 3 at Tremont Temple, Boston, to commemo-
rate the anniversary of John Brown's execution, was broken

up by a mob largely composed, it is said, of Beacon Street

aristocrats. A number of business men took possession of

the meeting, elected a chairman, and passed resolutions con-

demning John Brown, expressing their sense of the value of

the Union, and declaring the assemblies of certain k>
irre-

sponsible persons and political demagogues'' of Boston "a

public nuisance which, in self-defence, we are determined

shall henceforward be summarilv abated." Thirteen davs

'Sec money article?. Xew York Tribune, Nov. 10, 21. 22. Dec. 6. 7;

Xe\v York linlejumb nt, Nov. 15. cited by Yon Hoist, vol. vii. p. 200 ; New
York Tribune, cited on p. 2(>9.

3 See Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 302.
3 New York Tribmn

, Dec. 4. The anniversary of John Brown's execu-

tion coming on Sunday, this meeting was held Monday. Dec. 3. Richard

Grant White, writer in 1S(>2 of the first number of Harper's Pictorial

History of the Great Rebellion, thus spoke of this attempted meeting of the

abolitionists: ''The organi/.ers of so flagrant an atl'ront to public decency
were doomed to disappointment." The breaking up of the meeting is

characterized as "proceedings somewhat irregular, but. under the circum-

stances, not quite unjustifiable.*' Part i. p. 21. Per contra, see the indig-

nant remarks of Carl Schury. in his address on " Free Speech" in Tremont

Temple. Boston, Dec. 11, istio. Speeches, p. 222. For the sentiment largely

prevailiiiLT in the commercial circles of IJoston. fee letter of Nathan Apple-
ton of Dec. lo, IMJO, printed in Die S<iti>.>in'l Jiddlirj> nc< r. Jan. 1, 1SG1. He
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later, on a Sunday morning, "Wendell Phillips spoke at Music

Hall, bitterly condemning the disturbers of the Tremont

Temple convention. The audience being largely made up
of his friends, he delivered his speech without formidable

interruption, but, at the close of the meeting, it was neces-

sary for a hundred policemen to escort him home, to pro-

tect him from a hooting mob of a thousand. 1

George Will-

iam Curtis had engaged to deliver a lecture before the

People's Literary Institute of Philadelphia on " The Policy
of Honesty," but, owing to his connection with the anti-

slavery movement, the mayor of the city thought it would

be unwise for him to appear, and regretted the lack of law-

ful power to prevent such an orator from speaking in the

present state of public feeling. The owner of Concert Hall,

having been officially informed that, should the lecture be

given, there would be danger of a riot, cancelled the en-

gagement he had made to let the hall for that occasion.
2 AG O

great union meeting called by Mayor Henry, a supporter
of Lincoln, was held in Independence Square, December 13,

the date on which Curtis had expected to lecture. The

speeches and the resolutions showed that, if the Crittenden

compromise had then been before the public, it would have

received the hearty approval of this assembly.
3 The same

may be said of the Pine Street meeting in New York City,

a private gathering of one to two hundred gentlemen of

w'rote:
"

It is sad to see this powerful, glorious nation, in the midst of un-

paralleled prosperity, shattering itself into fragments, and all out of an im-

practicable idea, a nonentity, connected with the institution of slavery. . . .

The South is in a state of great excitement, a feeling of extreme indignation
towards the North. . . . The more extreme of our politicians

" do not "
rep-

resent the feelings of the masses in the North, even in New England."
1 New York Tribune, Dec. 17

-,
see article of George W. Smalley, Harper's

Magazine, June, 1894.
*
Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 367

; New York Tt-ibune, Dec. 13.

Trouble had occurred the previous spring when Curtis had spoken in Phil-

adelphia.
3 For the speeches and resolutions, see Greeley's American Conflict, vol.

i. p. 362 et seq.
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high position and great influence, who h;ul in the presiden-
tial canvass supported Douglas, .Bell, or Breckinridge.

1

Seward did not appreciate the danger in which the coun-

tt'v lav. "Sedition." he wrote Lincoln,
" will be growing

weaker and loyalty stronger every day 1'roin the acts of

secession as they occur."'' Sordid Lincoln comprehend the

peril which menaced the nation should a settlement not be

reached, as did Everett, AVinthrop, and August Bdinont.

Lincoln knew plainly enough the worst that might happen
if the demands of the South were submitted to. but he did

not look upon the darkest side of the future in case of a

failure to make a compromise.
3 But there were representa-

tive men among the Republicans who predicted what would

come, and yet opposed the Crittenden plan.
" War of a

most bitter and sanguinary character will be sure to follow

in a short time,'' wrote Grimes to his wife.
4 " The heavens

are indeed black,'' said Dawes, in a letter to tin anxious

constituent,
u and an awful storm is gathering. ... 1 see no

way that either ]\orth or South can escape its fury. ... I

1 This meeting was held Dec. 15, Memoirs of J. A. Dix. Morgan Dix,
vol. i. p. 847 ct //./ New York Tribune, Dec. 17, 18; New York Times,

Dec. 17 ; .New York World, Dec. 17. Among the signers of the call for the

meeting were: W. B. Astor, John J. Cisco, \V. G. Hunt. .Tames YV. Ikvk-

man, John A. Dix. The chairman was Charles O'Connor. Ex-President

Fillmore sympathized with the object of the meeting. On the committee

of resolutions were: John A. Dix, James T. Soutter. E. Pierrepont. Sam-

uel J. Tildcn, AVilliam II. Aspinwall, Edward Cooper, Richard Lathers.
'

1 Letter of Dee. 2(>, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 264.
3 See llerndon's Life of Lincoln, edition of Belford, Clarke & Co., p. 47',]

;

Don Piutfs .Memories of the Men who Saved the Union, p. 30. Many Re-

publicans took the same view as Seward and Lincoln. J. S. Pike, whom
I have had occasion to quote many times, who was always sincere, and

who really was a representative man. asks, in a vehement argument writ-

ten Dec. IS to the Xew York Tribune :
"
Wherefore, then, this idle gabble,

this monstrous gassing about revolution and civil war?'' Three days be-

fore he had written: " The talk of civil war is idle and childish."

'Letter of Dec. 16, Life of Grimes, Salter, p. 132. He added: "This
is certainly deplorable, but there is no help for it. No reasonable conces-

sion will satisfy the rebels."
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am wellnigk appalled at its awful and inevitable conse-

quences."
'

The Republicans, however, did not merely object ; they

proposed a compromise of their own. Seward, with the

unanimous consent of the Republican members, offered in

the committee, December 24, three propositions :

"
1. That the Constitution should never be altered so as to

authorize Congress to abolish or interfere with slavery in the

States. (This to be enacted as a constitutional amendment.)
"

2. That the Fugitive Slave law should be amended by
granting a jury trial to the fugitive.

"3. That Congress recommend the repeal by the States

of their Personal Liberty acts which contravene the Con-

stitution or the laws."
3

Only the first of these articles was determined in the

affirmative.
3 December 26, Seward offered a resolution

that "
Congress should pass an efficient law for the punish-

ment of all persons engaged in the armed invasion of any
State from another."

4 On that evening the Republican

1 Printed in the New York Tribune, Dec. 24. He added: "And now that

the yawning jaws of destruction have been opened, I am called upon to

betray both the Constitution and the Union. . . . Discomfiture, disgrace,

destruction wait on timidity, vacillation, and concession. While safety, if

it come at all, comes only through moderation, calmness, and firmness."
2 See letter of Seward to Lincoln, Dec. 26, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p.

262
; Journal of Committee of Thirteen, p. 10. The Washington corre-

spondent of the New York Tribune said that this proposition was drawn

up by Collamer and Grimes. This is probable, as Seward did not arrive

at Washington until the morning of the 24th. Life of Seward, vol. ii. p.

483. As the Southern Democrats, in committee, voted against the third

article on the ground that it would affect their laws imprisoning colored

seamen (Washington cor. New York Tribune, Dec. 24; New York World,
Dec. 26), I give it entire : "The legislatures of the several States shall be

respectfully requested to review all their legislation affecting the right of

persons recently resident in other States, and to repeal or modify all such

acts as may contravene the provisions of the Constitution of the United

States, or any laws made in pursuance thereof."
1 For the amendments and the several votes, see Journal of the Commit-

tee, p. 11
;
Seward's letter of Dec. 26.

4 Journal of the Committee, p. 13. This resolution was amended by the
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members of the committee met at Se\vard's house, Avith

Trumbull and Fessenden, to consider the written sugges-
tion Lincoln liad given Thurlo\v AVeed. The J'resident-

elect was obviously willing to state the duty of enforcing
the Fugitive Slave law in stronger terms than had been

employed in the proposition of the Republicans, but. as they
thought the ground had been already covered, they offered

nothing further on this point.' It appears, however, from

a letter of Grimes to Governor Kirkwood, that the Jowa
senator assented to another proposition, viz.: "To admit

Kansas into the Union under the Wyandotte Constitution,"

and then to admit the remaining territory belonging to the

United States as two States, one north and one south of the

parallel of 13* > 30', with the provision that these States might
be subdivided and new ones erected therefrom whenever

there shall be sufficient population for one representative in

Congress upon sixty thousand square miles.
"

: The adop-
tion of this would have given the Southerners a slave State,

for political purposes, in New Mexico.
4 While the machi-

nations of man had not overcome ''an ordinance of nature"

and "the will of God" for there were now but twenty-two
slave's in the territory'"' New ]\Iexico would have remained

for a while a pro-slavery pocket borough, as was Oregon on

her admission. Although the Journal of the Committee of

Thirteen does not disclose the fact, it is apparent from the

context of Grimes's letter that the Republicans were ready
to agree to this proposal.
These propositions, then, were the Republican offer of

Democrats in a way unacceptable to the Republicans, and then lost by the

Republican votes.

1 See Sewarii's letter of Dec. 2(>. While Seward heard from AWed, on

the 2:2(1, the substance of Lincoln's suggestion, he did not receive it in writ-

ten form until the morning of the 2(>th.
- See vol. ii. p. 475.

Life of Grimes, Sailer, p. 1:57.

* New Mexico comprised what is now New Mexico and Arizona.
* "Of these only twelve are domiciled ; the remainder are but transient

residents." ('. F. Adams, .Speech, Jan. :jl, 1801.
6 See vol. ii. p. 417.
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compromise. Considering that the slavery question had

been submitted to the people at the presidential election, and

that the anti-slavery party had won, was it not a fair offer?

Did not the Republicans meet the cotton States half-way?
Should not Davis, Toombs, and Hunter have agreed to the

proposition? Could they not have done so without dis-

honor? As players in the political game, fault cannot be

found with the Southerners for making extreme demands,
but when they had ascertained the furthest concession the

Republicans were willing to make, ought they not to have

accepted it rather than run the risk of involving the country
in civil war? For, while it was a prevalent idea at the

South that the North would not fight, Jefferson Davis did

not share that illusion, and was alive to the actual peril.

Jefferson Davis had taken, or had been forced into, a

position that must now have embarrassed him if he made
a sincere attempt to reach a settlement. In the House
of Representatives, on December 6, a select committee of

thirty-three on the crisis had been appointed. December

13, the committee adopted, by a vote of 22 to 8, a pa-
cific resolution of Dunn, a Republican of Indiana, which

had been offered as a substitute for one proposed by
Rust, a Democrat of Arkansas, and which had been ac-

cepted by Rust.
1

Strangely enough, the next day after the

adoption of this resolution and, according to Reuben Davis

of Mississippi, one of the committee of thirty-three, because

of it a number of Southern members of Congress met at

1 This was the resolution : "Resolved, That, in the opinion of this com-

mittee, the existing discontents among the Southern people, and the grow-
ing hostility among them to the federal government, are greatly to be

regretted ; and, whether such discontents and hostility are without just
cause or not, any reasonable, proper, and constitutional remedies, and ad-

ditional and more specific and effectual guarantees of their peculiar rights
and interests as recognized by the Constitution, necessary to preserve the

peace of the country and the perpetuation of the Union, should be prompt-
ly and cheerfully granted." Journal of the Committee of Thirty-three, p.

7. The votes against this resolution were all Republican. Reuben Davis
did not vote.

III. 12
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his rooms and prepared an address to their constituents

which asserted :

" The argument is exhausted. ... In our

judgment the Republicans are resolute in the purpose to

grant nothing that will or ought to satisfy the South. "We

are satisfied the honor, safety, and independence of the

Southern people require the organization of a Southern

Confederacy a result to be obtained only by separate State

secession."
' This manifesto was untimely and unjust.

Even from the Southern point of view, it was at that time

premature to assert that the Republicans Avould refuse a

satisfactory compromise. Jefferson Davis, in signing the

address, committed a grave indiscretion. It is charitable to

suppose that he was induced to give it his sanction by the

zealous persuasion of his more precipitate associates
;
and it

is also due to him to say that, when first asked to serve on

the Senate committee of thirteen, he declined, on the score

of propriety, and that it was only at the request of Southern

senators, holding views similar to his own, that he consented

to do so.
2

The committee of thirteen considered several other propo-
sitions besides those of Crittenden and the Republicans, but

could come to no agreement. December 28, they adopted
a resolution that they "had not been able to agree upon
any general plan of adjustment, and report that fact to the

Senate."
3

It was evident that the cotton States would ac-

1 Washington Constitution, Dec. 15, cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii.

p. 436. See Recollections of Mississippi, Reuben Davis, p. 398. Davis

says the action was taken on account of the resolution of Rust, but he does

not state the resolution of Rust correctly. The signers of this address

were : Five repi'esentatives of Alabama ; five representatives of Georgia ;

Iverson, senator from Georgia ;
the representative from Florida

; one rep-

resentative from Arkansas
; Jefferson Davis and Brown, senators from

Mississippi ;
three representatives from Mississippi ;

two representatives

from North Carolina; Slidell and Benjamin, senators from Louisiana
; one

representative from Louisiana; Wigfall and Hemphill, senators from Texas;
one representative from Texas ; four representatives from South Carolina.

2
Congressional Globe, pp. 158, 182.

3 Journal of Committee of Thirteen, p. 18.
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cept nothing less than the Crittenden compromise ;
it was

not so clear that the Republicans would do no more than

they had offered. Yet it is a fact, which I hope to make
clear as the story goes on, that, when the committee of thir-

teen failed to agree on a report, almost the last, if not the

very last, chance of a compromise that could retain the cot-

ton States was gone, although this was not generally appre-

ciated, except by the cotton States themselves. If it had
been fully comprehended, the pressure from the North on

Congress and on the committee would probably have been

so great as to lead to the adoption of the Crittenden com-

promise pure and simple.
While the leaders of parties and of factions- in Con-

gress were trying to effect a composition, Lincoln, in a

quiet way and on other lines, endeavored to do something
to retard the tide of secession. The Union speech which

Alexander H. Stephens delivered November 14 before the

members of the Georgia legislature
1

attracted Lincoln's

attention, and led to a correspondence which began by his

request for a revised copy of the speech.
3

This letter did

not reach Stephens for two weeks; when it came, he im-

mediately replied, ending with: "The country is certainly
in great peril, and no man ever had heavier or greater

responsibilities resting upon him than you have in the

present momentous crisis." Lincoln's answer was an honest

attempt to allay Southern apprehensions. He wrote: "I

fully appreciate the present peril the country is in, and the

weight of responsibility on me. Do the people of the South

really entertain fears that a Republican administration

would directly or indirectly interfere with their slaves or

with them about their slaves ? If they do, I wish to assure

you . . . that there is no cause for such fears. The South

would be in no more danger in this respect than it was in

1 The War between the States, Stephens, vol. ii. p. 278.
2 Letter of Lincoln to Stephens, Nov. 30, Letters and Speeches, Cleve-

land, p. 150.
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the days of Washington. I suppose, however, this does not

meet the case. You think slavery is right and ought to be

extended, while we think it is wrong and ought to be re-

stricted. That I suppose is the rub. It certainly is the only
substantial difference between us."

'

Nevertheless, Lincoln

was clear that he could not give the faintest expression of

approval to the Crittenden compromise. Duff Green

a Georgian, a prominent politician and editor, born before

the Constitution was adopted and loath to die with his eyes

resting on a dissevered Union believing that deliverance

lay in the Crittenden project, Avent at President Buchan-

an's request to Springfield, in the hope of winning Lincoln's

support to this plan. Green and Lincoln had a long con-

versation on the Crittenden compromise. The President-

elect read the proposition over several times, but neither

in the conversation nor in the formal letter he afterwards

prepared for Green did he depart from the conviction he

had arrived at and had several times before expressed.
2

Leading Republican senators and representatives, some
of Avhom held radical opinions, pressed Lincoln to call to

his cabinet Southern men of position and character who
had been adverse to his election. Thurlow "Weed, on the

occasion of his visit to Springfield, had urged this with per-

tinacity. Lincoln was willing to do this provided it could

be done without sacrifice of principle, and with this end in

view he wrote an editorial, which appeared in the Spring-
field Journal on the morning of December 13, in which the

question was asked whether there were two or three South-

ern gentlemen, opposed to him politically, who would accept
a place in the cabinet; and, if so, whether this could be ac-

complished without the surrender of principle on either side

1 Letter of Dec. 22. These three letters mentioned are given in fac-simile

in Cleveland, p. 150 ; Nicolay and Hay print Lincoln's letter of Dec. 22 in

full, vol. iii. p. 271.
8 See letter of Green to Buchanan, Springfield, Dec. 28, Life of Bu-

chanan, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 426
; Letter of Lincoln to Green, Dec. 28, and

to Trumbull, same day, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. pp. 286-87.
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and with due regard to the public service.' While it was
not known that Lincoln had actually written the article, it

was well understood that he had inspired it.
2

It was, in

fact, a tentative inquiry on the part of the President-elect

whether there existed common ground on which he and
Southern supporters of Bell or Douglas could meet. After-

wards an indirect offer was made to one such man,
3 and

others were sounded with the purpose of carrying out this

policy, but nothing came from any of these attempts.
4

While Buchanan would have been glad to see the Critten-

den compromise adopted,
5 he became, through his wavering

course, unwittingly a bar to a settlement. Firmness in the

execution of the laws and conciliation in the way of the re-

moval of grievances should have been the key to his policy.

Firmness makes compromise possible; willingness to concil-

iate justifies resoluteness. The President was ready to yield

more to the South than the Crittenden plan,
6 but he shrank

from the smallest assertion of the power of the govern-
ment. The constitutional essay which he sent to Congress
as his message led to nothing; it had not the slightest

effect towards disentangling affairs in South Carolina. The

people of Charleston, misled by their prejudices on slavery
and State-rights, sincerely thought that they had begun an-

other glorious revolution. Major Anderson, believing that

1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 348
; Springfield despatch of Dec. 13 to

New York Tribune.
- After stating that the editorial "appeared at the head of this morning's

Journal, Lincoln's organ,"the Springfield despatch of Dec. 13 to the New
York Tribune went on to say :

"
It is known to have emanated directly

from the President."
3 To John A. Gilmer, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. pp. 283, 363. Gilmer

was a representative from North Carolina, classed by the Tribune Almanac
as a South American, presumably a supporter of Bell.

*See Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 361 et seq.; Herndon, pp. 473, 477.
5 See letter to James G. Bennett, Dec. 20, and special message of Jan. 8,

1861, Curtis, vol. ii. pp. 431, 435.

6 See his annual message.
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the South was at least half right in the controversy,
1

but

having an eye single to his duty as a soldier, had implored
his government to adopt some definite line of policy, and, if

it were decided to hold the forts in Charleston harbor, he

urged that troops or vessels of war be instantly sent. " I

shall go steadily on," he wrote,
"
preparing for the worst,

trusting hopefully in the God of battles to guard and guide
me in my course."

a General Wool, who had served with

distinction in the War of 1812 and in the Mexican War,
and who now commanded the military department which

included South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and

Mississippi, was eager to bear an active part. This veteran,
now seventy -two years old, wrote, December 6, a private
letter to his old friend, Secretary Cass. " If I can aid the

President," he said,
" to preserve the Union, I hope he will

command my services. It will never do for you or him
to leave Washington without every star in this Union is in

its place. ... It seems to me that troops should be sent to

Charleston to man the forts in that harbor. You have eight

companies at Fort Monroe, Ya. Three or four of these

companies should be sent, without a moment's delay, to

Fort Moultrie."
9

December 8, the very day on which General Wool's let-

ter should have reached Washington, several of the South

Carolina members of Congress who had not, in accordance

with the example set by their senators, resigned their seats

called to see the President. Knowing that the subject of

the reinforcement of the Charleston forts was frequently
and earnestly discussed in the cabinet, and that the rumor

1 See Life of Buchanan, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 371; private letter of Dec. 11

to R. N. Gourdin, of Charleston, The Genesis of the Civil War, Crawford,

p. 69.

s Anderson to Adjutant-General Cooper, Dec. 1, Official Records, vol. i. p.

82. Captain Foster, of the Engineers, sent through the proper channel a

similar recommendation. See his letter of Dec. 4, ibid., p. 84.

3
Troy Times, Dec. 31, cited in Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docu-

ments, p. 11.
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ran that General Cass and Holt ' were strenuous for such a

policy,
3
these men sought information, and, should the occa-

sion demand it, were ready to enter their protest. The

President came from a cabinet council to see them in the

ante-room. When they opened the matter, he was seem-

ingly
" much disturbed and moved," and spoke of a conver-

sation he had had with the wife of Major Anderson, who
had come from New York for the purpose of making known

to him her alarm at the situation of her husband, whom she

considered " in momentary danger of an attack from an ex-

1

Joseph Holt, of Kentucky, postmaster-general, appointed in 1859 in

the place of Brown, deceased.
s Assistant Secretary of State Trescot, of South Carolina, says: "Gen-

eral Cass and Judge Black were urgent tliat the forts should be reinforced."

A short while before the President sent his message to Congress, con-

tinues Trescot,
" Governor Floyd called upon me, evidently much excited.

He said that just after dinner the President had sent for him (at the room

in the State department, which he occupied while preparing his message);
that when he reached him he found General Cass and Judge Black, who
retired immediately upon his entrance. The President then informed him
that he had determined to reinforce the garrisons in Charleston harbor,

upon which a very animated discussion arose. The President finally con-

sented to suspend his decision until General Scott could reach Washington,
and he had been telegraphed to come on immediately." Trescot thereup-
on wrote Governor Gist of South Carolina, Nov. 26, asking him to assure

the President that the forts would not be taken unless they were reinforced.

Governor Gist replied, Nov. 29, that they probably would not be attacked,

and added: "If President, Buchanan . . . sends on a reinforcement, the

responsibility will rest on him of lighting the torch of discord, which will

only be quenched in blood." Trescot saw the President Dec. 2, two days

before he sent his message to Congress, and communicated to him the tenor

of this letter of Governor Gist. See Trescot's narrative, in Crawford's Gen-

esis of the Civil War, pp. 26, 28, 30, 31, 34. I should have included part

of this note in my narrative which led up to the President's message had

not Floyd's statement that Buchanan had, in the latter part of November,
determined to reinforce the forts seemed inconsistent with the other evi-

dence. Trescot's narrative was written, says Crawford, in Feb., 1861 (see

p. 21). In April, 1893, Mr. Trescot kindly showed me the original MS.

from which Crawford has so largely cited. It is a straightforward and

truthful story, and in conversation Mr. Trescot assured me that he had no

doubt that Floyd represented faithfully the President's determination. If

Floyd was exact, it is simply added proof of Buchanan's vacillation.
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cited and lawless mob.'' The President stated that he ought
to take all measures possible to protect the lives of Major
Anderson and his command. The South Carolina con-

gressmen assured him that the State opposed anv decided

step before the convention met,
1 and that, unless reinforce-

ments were sent or the existing status in Charleston harbor

was in some way altered, there was no danger of an attack-

on the fort. If cither of these things were done, they told

the President emphatically, a collision could not, on account

of "the excited state of feeling at home,'' be prevented.
' The impression made upon us,'" relate Miles and Keitt.

two of the delegation,
" was that the President was waver-

ing, and had not decided what course he would pursue/'

Pleased, however, that they had called, he desired that the

substance of their statement be reduced to writing. Two

days later
2

McQueen, Miles, and Bonham called, and gave
him a memorandum, signed by themselves and two of their

colleagues, which expressed their strong conviction that no

attack would be made on the forts, provided the military
status should ' remain as at present/'

"
I objected to the

word 'provided,'"' says Buchanan, u as this might be con-

strued into an agreement on my part which I never would

make." "' We do not so understand it," replied the South

Carolinians, and then they repeated what they had said at

the first interview. '' "When we rose to go," relate Allies

and Keitt,
'" the President said in substance :

' After all, this

is a matter of honor among gentlemen. I do not know that

any paper or writing is necessary. We understand each

other.'" Later, McQueen and P>onham went to the White
House in behalf of the delegation, and assured the Presi-

dent that, even after the ordinance of secession should be

adopted, the forts would not be molested unless the nego-
tiations between the federal government and commission-

ers appointed to treat for the public property should fail.

1 Dec. 17 -was the day appointed for the meeting of the convention.

Dee. 10.
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" I informed them," says Buchanan,
" that what would be

done was a question for Congress, and not for the executive.

That, if the forts were assailed, this would put them com-

pletely in the wrong, and making them the authors of the

civil war." '

At last Major Anderson's entreaties received some atten-

tion from the War department. Don Carlos Buell, assist-

ant adjutant-general, was sent to Charleston to give him
verbal instructions. " The great anxiety of the Secretary
of War" to avoid "a collision of the troops with the peo-

ple
" of South Carolina was impressed upon Anderson. On

account of his concern to steer clear of a course that would

increase the irritation of the public mind, he had not sent

reinforcements. Nevertheless, he felt confident that South

Carolina would make no violent attempt
" to obtain posses-

sion of the public works." "
But," Buell continued,

" as

the counsel and acts of rash and impulsive persons may
possibly disappoint those expectations of the government,
the Secretary of War deems it proper that you should be

prepared with instructions to meet so unhappy a contin-

gency
" You are carefully to avoid every act which would need-

lessly tend to provoke aggression; and for that reason you
are not, without evident and imminent necessity, to take

up any position which could be construed into the assump-
tion of a hostile attitude. But you are to hold possession of

the forts in this harbor, and, if attacked, you are to defend

yourself to the last extremity. The smallness of your force

will not permit you, perhaps, to occupy more than one of

the three forts, but an attack on or attempt to take pos-

1 My authorities for these interviews are the Statement of Miles and Keitt

to the South Carolina convention, Official Records, vol. i. p. 125
;
the corre-

spondence, late in Dec. and Jan. 1, 1861, between the President and the

South Carolina commissioners, ibid., pp. 109, 115, 120
; the memorandum

of Buchanan endorsed on the letter of the South Carolina congressmen, the

endorsement being made soon after the last interview, Life of Buchanan,
Curtis, vol. ii. p. 377.
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session of any one of them will be regarded as an act of

hostility, and you may then put your command into either

of them which you may deem most proper to increase its

power of resistance. You are also authorized to take simi-

lar steps whenever you have tangible evidence of a design
to proceed to a hostile act."

'

These instructions were not seen by the President until

ten days later,
3 nor were they known as late as December

28 to General Scott
;

3

they were given on the sole authority
of Floyd, the Secretary of War. Yet, so long as the gov-
ernment would neither strengthen the garrison nor with-

draw the troops, it is difficult to see how the instructions

could be improved upon.
4

Trouble in the cabinet now testified to the difficulty an

executive must labor under while endeavoring in a crisis of

affairs to pursue a middle and negative course. December

8, Cobb, the Secretary of the Treasury, in some respects the

ablest man in the cabinet, but one whose ability did not

run in the direction of finance,
5

formally resigned his posi-

1 Fort Moultrie, S. C., Dec. 11, 1860. Memorandum of verbal instruc-

tions to Msij or Anderson, First Artillery, commanding at Fort Moultrie,

S. C., D. C. Buell, assistant adjul ant-general. Official Records, vol. i. p. 89.

*See his letter of Dec. 31, Official Records, vol. i. p. 117.
3 Letter of Lay to Twiggs, ibid., p. 580.
4 1 cannot agree with the criticism which Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p.

388, make of these instructions, but their view and the authorities cited are

worthy of careful consideration. As confirming the statement in the text,

see Official Records, vol. i. pp. 103, 182.
6 "The other night, in high glee, Toombs told Cobb in company that he

had done more for secession than any other man. He had deprived the

enemy of the sinews of war, and left them without a dollar in the treas-

ury. He did not even leave old 'Buck' two quarters to put on his eyes
when he died. This is a sore point with Cobb." Letter of Alexander H.

Stephens to his brother, Feb. 17, 1861, Johnston and Browne, p. 386.

Cobb had the Treasury department at an unfortunate time. The panic
of 1857 burst upon the country soon after he began its administration, and
the political troubles checked the natural recovery which began in 1860.

(See p. 56.) Cobb, however, had a high idea of pecuniary honor. He was
a good lawyer and a man of property ; he owned 1000 slaves. See Me-
morial of Howell Cobb, Boykin, pp. 47, 98, 221.
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tion. "A sense of duty to the State of Georgia," he wrote,
1

makes it improper for me to remain longer in your cabinet.

Hard upon the resignation of Cobb followed that of Secre-

tary of State Cass. Apprising the President of his deter-

mination on December 11, he sent four days later a formal

letter confirming his purpose and giving his reasons : which

were that the President had refused to reinforce the

Charleston forts
;
to send an armed vessel to aid in defence

and in the collection of revenue
;
and because he had de-

clined to remove the custom-house at Charleston to one of

the forts in the harbor, and to make arrangements to com-

pel the payment of duties when the present collector should

give up his commission.
2 On account of the long and hon-

orable public career of Cass, his evident friendliness to the

South, and his disposition to mediate whenever the sectional

quarrel arose, this resignation caused, as the reasons for it

became understood, a profound sensation. The way it was
received at the North would have made plain to President

Buchanan, had he been in the mood to comprehend it, how
ready were the Republicans in this crisis to take up with a

Democratic leader who would stand as a champion for the

Union and for the enforcement of the laws.
3

General Scott

1 See correspondence between Cobb and Buchanan, Washington Consti-

tution, Dec. 12.

2 For the correspondence between Secretary Cass and the President, see

Curtis, vol. ii. p. 397. The Buchanan comment on the resignation is inter-

esting, see p. 399; also Essays and Speeches of J. S. Black, p. 11. In this

connection the remarks of McLaughlin should be read, Life of Cass, p. 337

et seq. Trescot relates: "Not recognizing any right in a State to secede

except as a revolutionary measure, General Cass would have resisted the

attempt at the commencement, and, as the sworn officer of the United

States, he would have done his utmost to preserve its integrity.
'

I speak
to Cobb,' he would say, 'and he tells me he is a Georgian; to Floyd, and
he tells me he is a Virginian ;

to you, and you tell me you are a Carolinian.

I am not a Michigander : I am a citizen of the United States. The laws of

the United States bind you, as they bind me, individually ;
if you, the citizens

of Georgia or Virginia or Carolina, refuse obedience to them, it is my sworn

duty to enforce them.'
" The Genesis of the Civil War, Crawford, p. 23.

3
Washington correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 14; Tribune edi-
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had been ill most of the time since October 29, when he

urged his views upon the President, but now, tortured by
anxiety, he rose from his sick-bed in New York and came
to Washington to relieve his mind of its burden, even if an

old soldier's counsel should be set at naught. December 13

he saw the Secretary of War and earnestly requested that

the garrisons in the southern forts be strengthened, point-

ing out the organized companies and recruits available for

that purpose. Floyd opposed such a policy, but", at the re-

quest of the general, procured for him an interview with

the President. This took place two days later. Scott ar-

gued strenuously for the reinforcement of Fort Moultrie

and the sending of troops to Sumter, but Buchanan re-

fused to do either.
1 On this same December 15 he had a

chance partially to repair his former mistakes. Cass, Gen-

erals Scott and Wool, Attorney-General Black, and Joseph
Holt, advised a Jacksonian policy. General Scott, more-

over, took especial pains to relate for the behoof of the

President how Jackson had met a similar crisis, giving with

circumstantial detail the steps that he had taken, and the

reasons therefor.
2

This clearly indicated a plan for Bu-

torial, Dec. 15 ; J. S. Pike to New York Tribune, Dec. 19
; McLaughlin's

Cass, p. 338.
1 Scott's Autobiography, p. 615; Life of Buchanan, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 365;

Buchanan's Defence, p. 175 ; Scott's letter of March 30, 1861, published in

the National Intelligencer, Oct. 21, 1862. Floyd in a speech, Jan. 11, 1861,

at a complimentary banquet tendered him at Richmond after his resigna-

tion, refers to a time when the President was strongly inclined to send

troops to Charleston, and says that he, Davis, Mason, and Hunter by their

persuasions caused the project to be abandoned. Floyd is apparently so

oblivious of dates and the sequence of events that I cannot with any satis-

faction use this speech as evidence, but the conversation he reports between

the President and himself is interesting. He does not give the date of it,

but we may infer that it took place between the interview with the South

Carolina congressmen and the visit of General Scott. For the speech, see

New York Herald, Jan. 17, 1861, and for a report of most of this conversa-

tion, see Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 394.
8 This letter of General Scott's is so important that I give it entire :

" Lieutenant-General Scott begs the President to pardon him for supplying,
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chanan so full of wisdom, so strictly in conformity to law,

so well adapted to win the approval of Europe, that, forti

fied as he was by the opinion of prudent and trustworthy

counsellors, and backed as he would have been by public

opinion at the North, the wonder must ever remain that he

did not nerve himself for one great effort and make that

policy his own. But, with the curious obstinacy which vac-

illating men occasionally exhibit, no amount of persuasion
was at this time sufficient to impel him to the performance
of his bounden executive duty.

" It is well known," he

wrote, December 31,
" that it was my determination, and

this I freely expressed, not to reinforce the forts in Charles-

ton harbor, and thus produce a collision, until they had

been actually attacked, or until I had certain evidence that

they were about to be attacked."
' This feeling induced him

on December 21 to modify the instructions which the See-

in this note, what he omitted to say this morning, at the interview with

which he was honored by the President. 1. Long prior to the Force bill

(March 2, 1833), prior to the issue of his proclamation, and, in part, prior to

the passage of the ordinance of nullification, President Jackson under the

act of March 3, 1807,
'

authorizing the employment of the land and naval

forces
'

caused reinforcements to be sent to Fort Moultrie, and a sloop-of-
war (the Natchez), with two revenue cutters, to be sent to Charleston Har-

bor (all under Scott), in order to prevent the seizure of that fort by the mil-

liners, and, 2, to insure the execution of the revenue laws. General Scott

himself arrived at Charleston the day after the passage of the ordinance of

nullification, and many of the additional companies were then en route for

the same destination.

"President Jackson familiarly said at the time: 'That, by the assem-

blage of those forces, for lawful purposes, he was not making war upon
South Carolina; but that if South Carolina attacked them, it would be

South Carolina that made war upon the United States.'
" General Scott, who received his first instructions (oral) from the Presi-

dent (Jackson) in the temporary absence of the Secretary of War (General

Cass), remembers those expressions well.
"
Saturday night, Dec. 15, 1860."

Buchanan and Curtis speak of this letter (Defence, p. 179; Curtis, vol. ii.

p. 376), and dismiss the wise uud prudent advice of Scott by affirming that

the times were different.

1 Official Records, vol. i. p. 117.
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retary of "War had ten days earlier given Anderson. 1

Just

what were the Southern influences, if any, which now dom-

inated the mind of Buchanan I have not been able to ascer-

tain.
2

I feel quite sure that they did not emanate from his

cabinet. Cobb, whose sway had been potent,
3 had not only

resigned, but had left Washington to persuade his State of

Georgia that secession was the remedy she ought to em-

ploy.* Thompson, the Secretary of the Interior, not only

1 The President having observed that Major Buell, in reducing to writing
at Fort Moultrie the instructions he had verbally received, required Major
Anderson, in case of attack, to defend himself to the last extremity, im-

mediately caused the Secretary of War to modify this instruction." Bu-

chanan's Defence, p. 166.

The new order ran thus :
" In the verbal instructions communicated to

you by Major Buell, you are directed to hold possession of the forts in the

harbor of Charleston, and, if attacked, to defend yourself to the last ex-

tremity. Under these instructions, you might infer that you are required
to make a vain and useless sacrifice of your own life and the lives of the

men under your command, upon a mere point of honor. This is far from
the President's intentions. You are to exercise a sound military discretion

on this subject.

"It is neither expected nor desired that you should expose your own
life or that of your men in a hopeless conflict in defence of these forts. If

they are invested or attacked by a force so superior that resistance would,
in your judgment, be a useless waste of life, it will be your duty to yield

to necessity, and make the best terms in your power. . . . John B. Floyd."
Official Records, vol. i. p. 103.
3 If I felt warranted in following Floyd, I should say that Davis, Mason,

and Hunter still had influence at the White House, see note p. 188 ; see

also Davis's Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 214.

Blaine states that, up to about the last of December, Davis, Toombs, Benja-

min, and Slidell were "Buchanan's intimate and confidential advisers,"

Twenty Years of Congress, vol. i. p. 233. Owing to the former personal
and political friendship (see vol. ii. pp. 170, 171), I should be ready to be-

lieve this was correct, at any rate as far as Slidell is concerned, were it not

for Buchanan's distinct statement that the intercourse
" between the rev-

olutionary senators and the President . . . had been of the coldest char-

acter ever since the President's anti-secession message at the commence-

ment of the session of Congress." Buchanan's letter in the National In-

telligencer, Nov. 1, 1862. 3 See vol. ii. p. 280.
4
Washington despatch to New York Tribune, Dec. 13; Memorial of

Howell Cobb, p. 30.
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favored the secession of his own State, Mississippi,
1 but he

openly went on a mission to win over North Carolina to the

cause of disunion;
2

and, while Buchanan shirked from de-

manding his resignation, we may safely presume that after

the middle of December, Thompson's opinion had no such

weight with the President as had that of Jeremiah Black.

Of all the cabinet officers Floyd's influence was the least.
1

It is more than probable that, as Buchanan had served the

South since he lent himself to the scheme of making a slave

State out of Kansas,
4 he could not now, owing to his slug-

gish nature, throw off at once the well-worn habit of that

domination, and nothing less than a shock to his dignity by
a question of his honor, coming from an accredited Southern

source,
5 would enable him to shake himself loose and take

the stand demanded by his Northern birth and breeding.
The gloom at the North on account of the President's

course was deepened by rumors about his mental condition

and moral courage.
" The President is pale with fear,"

said Cass.
6 "

Buchanan, it is said," wrote Grimes to his

wife,
" about equally divides his time between praying and

crying. Such a perfect imbecile never held office before."
7

1 " Jacob Thompson openly avows that he regards the call of Mississippi

as more imperative than his duty to- the Union." Leaded editorial, New
York Tribune, Dec. 17.

a Journal of State Convention of Mississippi, p. 186 ; Clingman's Speeches
and Writings, p. 526 ;

Associated Press despatch from Washington of Dec.

17; letter of Secretary Thompson to Governor Ellis of North Carolina,

dated Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 20, New York World, Dec. 27.

3 "Certain it is that, during the last six months previous to the 29th Dec. ,

1860, the day on which Floyd resigned his office, after my request, he ex-

ercised less influence on the administration than any other member of the

cabinet." Buchanan's letter of Oct. 28, 1862, in the National Intelligencer,

Nov. 1, 1862.
4 See vol. ii. p. 280.
6 To anticipate : this was furnished by the communication of the South

Carolina Commissioners, dated Jan. 1, 1861, Official Records, vol. i. p. 120.
6 To B. J. Lossing, Dec. 20, Pictorial History of the Civil War, cited in

McLaughlin's Cass, p. 339.
7 Letter of Dec. 16, Life of Grimes, Salter, p. 132.
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A report got about that he was insane.
1 Such expressions

were natural, and bear witness to the impatience and con-

cern with which the Northern people followed from day to

day the course of a policy that seemed an abandonment of

a legitimate national authority. But a confidential letter

from Buchanan furnishes a denial to all of these statements.
" I have never enjoyed better health or a more tranquil

spirit than during the past year," he wrote, December 20.

"All our troubles have not cost me an hour's- sleep or a

single meal, though I trust I have a just sense of my high

responsibility. I weigh well and prayerfully what course I

ought to adopt, and adhere to it steadily, leaving the result

to Providence."
2

December 17, Pickens, the newly elected governor of

South Carolina, wrote to the President a request that he

should be permitted to take possession of Fort Sumter with

a small body of men.3 This letter was delivered to Buchanan
December 20, the same day on which Caleb Gushing, whom
he had sent to South Carolina to delay if possible her adop-
tion of an ordinance of secession, reached Charleston. Cush-

ing's errand proved bootless
;
but his conversation with the

governor undoubtedly added weight to the telegram sent

to Pickens by two of the South Carolina congressmen and

Trescot, suggesting that the demand for Fort Sumter be

withdrawn. This was accordingly done.*

In that part of the story which centres on the events tak-

ing place in Charleston, I had proceeded as far as Decem-

1 See a double-leaded editorial in the New York Tribune, Dec. 17.
3
Curtis, vol. ii. p. 355. "Occasional" (probably J. W. Forney) wrote

the Philadelphia Press: "Those who pretend to know Buchanan's con-

dition insist that his health was never better, and that during all the

troubles he has been instrumental in creating he affects a gay and light-

some deportment." Cited by the New York Evening Post, Dec. 20.

3 South Carolina House Journal, cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 2.

4
Curtis, vol. ii. pp. 368, 383

;
The Genesis of the Civil War, Crawford,

p. 83 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 4.
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ber 6, the day on which delegates to the South Carolina Con-

vention were chosen. The President's message had been

received and weighed.
1 From its positions, declared the

Charleston Mercury,
" we infer that the military power of the

United States will not be used by Mr. Buchanan to coerce

South Carolina after she goes out of the Union. This bug-
bear is therefore at an end."

3 The revolution marched on.

Interest and expectation were aroused, not as to what the

convention would do, for its action was certain, but as to

the manner in which it would sever the bonds between the

sovereign State and the Federal Union. A lull in public
demonstrations might be noted, but there was no turning
back. While an ardent desire for peace prevailed, prepara-
tion was making for war. Two thousand soldiers were

drilling in Charleston
;

it was thought South Carolina could

put into the field, on short notice, ten thousand.
3 A fear

of negro risings increased the tension.
4 Business grew

worse. Plantation slaves could be sold for only half what

they would have brought before the election of Lincoln.
5

In Charleston the value of all kinds of property except cot-

1 It was published in full in the Charleston Mercury of Dec. 5.

2 Charleston Mercury, Dec. 6. As I have had frequent occasion to cite

this journal as an index of opinion, and as the notion widely prevailed that

it only represented the views of certain extremists (this is well stated by
the Montgomery correspondent of the Mobile Register, cited in the National

Intelligencer of Feb. 26, 1861
; see also Trent's Simms), it is proper perhaps

that I should say, while it had long been in advance of South Carolina sen-

timent, that sentiment, by 1860, had caught up witli it. Nov. 9 it spoke
of its rapidly increasing subscription list

; Jan. 1, 1861, it asserted it had

the largest circulation of any newspaper at the South ; Feb. 18, 1861, it

said the circulation had kept gaining until it was impossible to supply the

demand. "We have bought a new Hoe press. We print more dailies

than any newspaper in this part of the South." The National Intelligencer

of Feb. 26, 1861, speaks of the Mercury as "the traditional organ of that

public sentiment which has recently triumphed in South Carolina."
3 Charleston correspondence of the New York Tribune, Dec. 8, 15.

*J. W. De Forest, Atlantic Monthly, April, 1861, p. 495; Charleston

correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 22 ; letter of a wife of a South

Carolina planter to a relative in New York, New York Tribune, Dec. 10.

5 Ibid.

III. 13
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ton had fallen fifty per cent.
;

it was said that the railroads

were not paying their running expenses; the hotels were

not, as usual, full of strangers from the North, seeking a

genial climate or looking after their business interests.

Northern merchants could not make collections, and were

disinclined to open new accounts.
1 The luxury-loving peo-

ple of Charleston began making sacrifices of their taste for

adornment and their love for display. Economy became
the fashion. The patrician ladies bought no new gowns ;

superb silks were no longer seen. The scions of their rich

houses laid aside their dandified suits for soldiers' uniforms,
and were proud to carry a musket at the beginning of this

war of independence. There were no concerts, no balls,

and no weddings.
3 The priests of the Episcopal Church,

in the prayer for all in civil authority, omitted the usual

supplication for the President of the United States. On
the first Sunday that Petigru noted this, he rose from his

seat and left the church. The stars and stripes floated over

Fort Moultrie, but were nowhere else to be seen
; palmetto

flags had taken the place of the national ensign.
3

A new governor of South Carolina was to be elected.

The legislature, on whom this duty devolved, began ballot-

ing December 11, but did not reach a choice until the sev-

enth ballot, three days later, when Francis W. Pickens re-

ceived a bare majority of the votes cast.
4

Pickens, a grand-
son of the general of Revolutionary fame, was a man of

distinguished family, a wealthy planter, a classical scholar,

and a lawyer of wide culture. Now fifty-five years old, he

had, before attaining to the age of forty, served his State

ten years in Congress; declining the mission to France

offered him by Tyler, and the mission to England tendered

him by Polk, he had, under Buchanan, represented his coun-

1 Charleston correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 7.

3 Atlantic Monthly, April, 1861, pp. 490, 496, 502.

3 Charleston correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 8, 13, 14, 16.

4 Pickens. 83 ;
B. J. Johnson, 64 ; scattering, 16. See Charleston Mercury,

Dec. 11 to Dec. 15.
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try for two years at the court of St. Petersburg, but now,

feeling that his talents and his life were due to his State,

he had recently returned home to devote himself to her

cause. A disciple of Calhoun, a nullifier of 1832, a dele-

gate to the Nashville Convention of 1850, he had neverthe-

less inclined, upon his return from Russia, to oppose pre-

cipitate action on the part of South Carolina
; but, carried

along with the tide, he had, in a speech at Columbia before

the election for governor, set himself in line with the senti-

ment of his State. The moderates supported him, but this

was rather on account of a former feeling and because the

extremists voted for Rhett, the owner of the Charleston

Mercury* than from any existing difference of opinion. For

every one was agreed upon immediate secession and on war,
should the forts be reinforced. No man could have been

chosen who represented better than Pickens the actual sen-

timent, aim, and genius of South Carolina; and no one

of her sons who came to the front in these parlous times

showed greater aptitude for the direction of affairs."

Pickens was inaugurated December 17, and in his address

he averred that " the great overt act of the people of the North-

ern States " was the election of a chief magistrate
"
upon

issues of malignant hostility and uncompromising war to

be waged upon the rights, the interests, and the peace of

half the States of this Union. . . . We have now no alter-

native left but to interpose our sovereign power as an inde-

pendent State to protect the rights and ancient privileges
of the people of South Carolina." Then, after asserting the

Calhoun doctrine, and that their interests would impel them

1 This was R. B. Rhett, Sr. He received on the fourth ballot 41 votes,

while Pickens received 58, and Johnson 55. His son was then the editor

of the Charleston Mercury.
3 See The Genesis of the Civil War, Crawford, p. 79

; Charleston "
Fire-

eating correspondent
"
of the New York Evening Post, Dec. 18

; Charles-

ton correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 14 ; editorial in Charleston

Mercury, Dec. 15 ; Diary of Floyd, Life of R. E. Lee, p. 794
; editorial in

New York World, Dec. 20.
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t< adopt the policy of free trade, ho went on: "South Caro-

lina is rcsohvd to assert her separate independence, and. as

she acceded separately to the coni])act of union, so she will

most assuredly secede separately and alone, be the conse-

quences what they may: and I think it right to sav with

no unkind feeling whatever, that on this point th< i'< ( -a/i /:

/in ru/iij>i'<>in
'* . I*! // In ojh /<-</ J/'o/n ti'f,,_r< tt i/ni //. ... It is

our sincere desire to separate from the States of the .Xorth

in peace, and leave them to develop their own civilization

according to their own sense of duty and interest. l!ut

if. under the guidance of ambition and fanaticism, they de-

cide otherwise, then be it so. ~\Ve are prepared for any
event, and. in humble reliance upon that Providence who

presides over the destiny of men and of nations, we will

endeavor to do our duty faithfully, bravely, and honestly."
]

In his letter of the same day to the President, asking the

possession of Fort Sumteiy Governor Pickens showed his

comprehension of the feeling in his State. "The excite-

ment of the great masses of the people," he declared, "is

great under a sense of dee}) wrongs."
:

On the same dav that the governor was inaugurated the

1 Charleston M, ></>/, Dro. IS. There can lie no doubt about the senti-

inent of the Stale on the reinforcement of the forts. "Just so conn as

in ire troops ure sent to the forts in Charleston, that moment "will the sword
he drawn : South Carolinians \viil consider the movement a cdxtix l/dli."-

Charleston (.'-nirii r. cited in Charleston correspondence New York Tribune.

Dee. s. Tiii- reinforcement of the forts at this time and under the pres-

ent circumstances means coercion war." Charleston M> rcuri/, Dec. 10.

In regard to tli" fear of an attack on the forts by a mob (<(>tt<'. p. ts:j; sec

Captain Foster's letters of Dec. IS. < Mlicial Records, vol. i. pp. Ut.5. 9?l the

M /<"/// said, Dec. 11) :

" As to the busraboo of mobbing the forts and slay-

inu
- the cillicer- and troops, our amiable friends need not excite their phii-

airhropic sensibilities or mil up their eyes. We are n.it a mobocracy
li' re, and believe in law, ordi-r, and obediciiee to authority, civil and mil-

ilarv. No mob will attack the forts. In South C'aroiina we do not act b\-

Letter of Dec. 17. cited in Tiie Genesis of the Civil War. Crawford,

P. 82,
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convention met in the new Baptist church at Columbia.

Every member of it was present. A small-pox epidemic

raged in the capital city. Such has been the progress in

sanitary science since that time, that only men whose mem-
ories of 1860 are vivid will estimate aright the apprehension
of the delegates as they heard that morning of fourteen new
cases of the virulent and loathsome disease. On account

of the epidemic the convention adjourned, to meet the next

day in Charleston. There in secret session it deliberated.

It was a body worthy of the momentous action about to be

taken. The predominance of white-haired men attracted

the attention of all observers, and nearly all of the dele-

gates had passed life's prime. Among them were many
who had represented South Carolina with ability in the

national Senate and House
;

five had been governors of

the commonwealth; many members of that dignified judi-

ciary whose title came from legislative election, and whose

places, bearing ample compensation, were of life tenure, had

come forward to lend their guiding hands to their State

when she was on the point of taking a step fraught with

far-reaching consequence. Magrath, who had resigned his

position of United States judge the day after the election

of Lincoln,
1 was a delegate looked to for wise and energetic

counsel; the leading lawyers of the State were present,

while prominent Methodist and Baptist ministers, railroad

presidents, men of business, and influential planters com-

pleted the roll of this convention.
2

Yet the important office of the convention was but to

register the will of the people. Hardly a difference of

opinion existed among South Carolina's citizens; none

manifested itself among their representatives. Only such

1 See p. 116. The resignation of Judge Magrath, said Judge Black to

Crawford, "caused more anxiety to Mr. Buchanan than any other event

that occurred, except Anderson's movement from Moultrie to Sumter."

The Genesis of the Civil War, p. 16.

2 For the personnel of the convention more in detail, see Crawford,

p. 46.
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delay obtained as was necessary to accomplish this organic
act decently and in order. The convention met the fourth

dav of its session at twelve o'clock in St. Andrew's Hall.

Chancellor Inglis, Judge of Chancery, a silver-haired gentle-

man, a large planter and slave-holder, and a man of parts,

reported the ordinance of secession. Explaining that the

committee had used the utmost brevity, he read with Hash-

ing eyes the burning declaration, ''We, the people of the

State of South Carolina, in convention assembled, do de-

clare and ordain . . . that the union now subsisting between

South Carolina and other States under the name of 'The

United States of America' is hereby dissolved."' Decem-

ber 20, at a quarter-past one, this ordinance was unanimous-

ly passed." It was known in the city that on this day
the convention would take decisive action, and an excited

throng had gathered about the hall eager for the first an-

nouncement of what its representatives, sitting in solemn

and secret conclave, had done. Immediately on the declara-

tion of the vote the door-keeper was apprised. lie gave
the word to the policeman nearest him. It was passed
from mouth to mouth until it reached the sentinel at the

tall iron gate at the entrance, and by him was proclaimed
to the impatient crowd. Cheer after cheer rent the air. In

less than fifteen minutes the Charleston Mercury had issued

an extra giving the text of the ordinance, and the news
that it had been unanimously adopted ;

3

six thousand of

these were soon sold, and the wrhole citv knew that South

'The act was entitled
" Au Ordinance to dissolve the Union between

I he State of South Carolina and other States united with her under the

compact, entitled 'The Constitution of the United States of America.'
"

The part of it elided in the text is, "and it is hereby declared and or-

dained that the ordinance adopted by us in convention on May 23, 1788,

whereby the Constitution of the United States of America was ratified,

and also all acts and parts of acts of the General Assembly of this State

ratifying amendments of the said Constitution are hereby repealed."
-Yeas 109, nays none.
3 A fac -simile of this may be found in ^sicolay and Hay, vol. iii.

p. 14.
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Carolina had, as she would wish it expressed, resumed her

sovereign powers. The chimes of St. Michael's pealed an

exultant note
;
the bells of all the other churches were

loudly rung. The gun by the post-office, christened " Old

Secession," and on which a copy of the ordinance had been

pasted, belched forth the thunder of celebration
;
the cannon

in the citadel echoed the glad tidings. Houses and shops
were emptied ;

the streets were full of people. The cares

of business and of family were forgotten ;
all faces wore

smiles
;

all as they walked seemed to tread in air
; joy was

unconfined. Old men ran shouting down the streets. When
friend met friend there was the hearty grasp of the hand

as one said,
" Thank God, they have put her out at last !"

and as the other replied,
" I breathe free now." Then they

congratulated one another on the change of weather. For

three days the sky had frowned and poured down rain. On
this December 20 the sun had risen full and clear, and it

pleased these men to say that Heaven smiled on their action.

Volunteers donned their uniforms and hastened to their

armories. New palmetto flags everywhere appeared. Every
one wore a blue cockade in his hat. Great enthusiasm was
shown at the unfurling of a banner on which blocks of

stone in an arch typified the fifteen Southern States
;
these

were surmounted by the statue of Calhoun with the Consti-

tution in his hand, and the figures of Faith and Hope ;
at

the base of the arch were blocks broken in fragments repre-

senting the Northern States. A scroll interpreted the alle-

gory : a " Southern republic
" was " built from the ruins "

of

the other half of the country. The sentiment of the com-

munity was shared by the boys firing noisy crackers, and,

as it grew dark, Roman-candles a spontaneous testimony
to the general joy. That day the patricians of Charleston

drank champagne with their dinners.

It was decided to make the signing of the ordinance an

impressive public ceremony. The governor and the legis-

lature, who had followed the convention to Charleston,

were invited to assist in the proceedings that evening. At
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half-past six the members of the convention came together
at the place of their deliberations, and, forming in files of

two with locked arms, they inarched silently, lighted by the

flare of bonfires, to Institute Hall, which had been selected

because it was the largest assembly-room in the city. At
the foot of the staircase they were joined by the State

senators and representatives. The hall was packed with

spectators. The galleries were filled with ladies, dressed

with what elegance the last year's wardrobe afforded. But

dearer now to the Southern heart than trappings and show
were the bright eyes and interested, encouraging looks of

those women, who little recked that they were then begin-

ning a course of devotion and heroism which has justly won
the admiration of the world. On the floor the brilliant uni-

forms of the officers of the new-born army made a pictu-

resque and suggestive contrast to the conventional broad-

cloth of the Carolina gentlemen.
The audience had not long to wait. The cry,

" The con-

vention is coming!" drew every one's regard. Its president,

leaning on the arm of the clerk, entered by a door in the

rear of the hall and took his place upon the rostrum. Fol-

lowing him came the President of the Senate and the Speak-
er of the House clad in their robes of office, with the clerks

of both bodies in their black silken gowns. The delegates,
the senators, and the representatives made their entrance by
another door and took the reserved places in the body of

the hall. A clergyman with bowed form and hair as white

as snow advanced to the front of the platform with upraised

hands, the whole assembly rising to their feet in reverent

attitude while he invoked the blessing and favor of Almighty
God on this great act of his people about to be consum-

mated. The president of the convention, holding in his

hand the parchment with the great seal of the State, read

slowly and solemnly therefrom the Ordinance of Secession.

As the last word " dissolved
"

left his lips the audience

broke forth into cheers and shouts and roars that lasted

until physical exhaustion made silence a necessity. The
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delegates sat grave and silent. They were now asked by
the president to step forward and sign the ordinance. This

ceremony took two hours, but the audience remained to

witness it. When K. B. Rhett, who had been a disunionist

since 1832, advanced to the rostrum, there were thunders of

applause ;
cheers greeted Delegate Spratt, whose vehement

advocacy of the reopening of the African slave-trade sin-

gled him out for notice
;
and ex-Governor Gist, who had

been the official mouth-piece of the beginning of this se-

cession movement, also inspired demonstrations of popular
favor. To many of the people looking on there must have

come the thought of that other signing of a Declaration of

Independence, of that new era ushered in July 4, 1776
;
and

their feeling grew stronger that now was beginning a sec-

ond glorious revolution, which, if successful, would, on ac-

count of a securer basis, be more lasting.
1

Those who knew that Caleb Gushing, now regarded as

the envoy of a foreign power, had been solicited by a com-

mittee of the legislature to attend this ceremony,
2

might
have imagined a likeness between this invitation and the

request for assistance which another representative body
the French National Assembly of 1789 had preferred to

Jefferson
;
and prophetic souls, to whom came the picture

of the greatest of revolutions, must have seen beyond this

present pledging of faiths an era of blood. It cannot but

have occurred to all that in this very hall, eight months

before, had been played the first act of the drama of seces-

sion, when the delegates from the cotton States withdrew
from the national Democratic convention.

3

"When all the signatures had been affixed to the instru-

1 Struck with the resemblance, it was said that a committee of the con-

vention endeavored to borrow for this occasion, from a lady of Charles-

ton, the table on which the immortal paper, drawn by Jefferson, had been

signed ; but the lady told these gentlemen that rather than have it used
for the Ordinance of Secession she would burn the table to ashes.

* Of course, Cusliing declined the invitation.

'See vol. ii. p. 451.
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ment '

the president said,
" I proclaim the State of South

Carolina an independent commonwealth." And then the

enthusiasm and the joy knew no bounds. Such cries of

exultation, such shouts of gladness had never before been

heard in Charleston. The scene in the streets was impres-

sive, the avenues to the hall being filled with an ardent

throng. Military companies marched and countermarched

to the strains of martial music. The hurrahs above were

taken up by the crowd below. Before the response to the

cheers over the final declaration of the president had died

away, the clerk of the convention mounted a chair in the

streets and, holding aloft the parchment, besought silence.

When he had finished reading the ordinance to the people
wild gladness reigned. Bonfires were lighted ; pistols and

fireworks were shot off. The liberty-pole at the head of

Hayne Street was brilliantly illuminated. Patricians and

1 In the Athenaeum in Boston is a fac-simile of the Ordinance of Seces-

sion, signed; also an illuminated broadside published at the time, headed :

1776 I? l *r I860

4.
OF THE STATE OF IIS.OTftWl SOUTH CAROLINA

CITY OF

AN ORDINANCE
To dissolve the Union between the State of South Carolina and

other States united with her under the compact entitled the

" Constitution of the United States of America."

We, the People of the State of South Carolina, in Convention assembled,

do declare and ordain, and it is hereby declared and ordained

(Here follows the Ordinance of Secession, with signatures.)
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plebeians, planters and poor whites of the country, rich mer-

chants and laborers of the city mingled in a common

throng and blended their voices in hailing the new era of

independence. With truth could an organ of public opin-
ion two days later say,

" The most impressive feature in

the action of South Carolina is the concentrated unanimity
of her people."

'

Four days after the passage of the ordinance a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind prompted the conven-

tion to adopt a " Declaration of the immediate causes

which induce and justify the secession of South Carolina

from the Federal Union," and to publish it to the world.

This Declaration recited the history of the colonial strug-

gle for self-government, of the league known as the Articles

of Confederation, and of the adoption of the Constitution

to show that the States were sovereign and that the coun-

try's organic instrument was a compact between them. By
the Personal Liberty acts the non-slaveholding States had

deliberately broken the constitutional compact, "and the

consequence follows that South Carolina is released from

her obligation." The debate in the convention on the Dec-

laration showed that while all were at one regarding the

legal right of secession, this grievance touching the infrac-

tion of the Fugitive Slave law was but a lawyer's plea.

But the hearts of all South Carolinians beat in unison with

the writer of the Declaration when he spoke of the injustice

of the North in excluding the South from the common ter-

ritory, and when he affirmed in bitter complaint that the

Northern States "have denounced as sinful the institution

of slavery," and elected a man for President " because he

has declared that ' this government cannot endure perma-

nently half slave and half free.'
" On the same day that

1 Charleston Mercury. My authorities for this description are : Journal

of the South Carolina Convention, Charleston, 1861; Columbia and Charles-

ton correspondence New York World; Charleston Mercury ; "Fire-eating

correspondent
" New York Evening Post from Charleston

;
Crawford's The

Genesis of the Civil War.
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this declaration was adopted the convention voted an Ad-

dress to the people of the slave-holding States. The Address

drew an ingenious comparison between their present posi-

tion and that of their ancestors in the colonies towards

Great Britain
;
it declared that "

all confidence in the North

is lost in the South ;" it asserted State sovereignty ;
it

closed with what the South deemed an adequate defence of

slavery, and a generous and pathetic appeal to* their sisters

" to join us in forming a confederacy of slave-holding States."

It was a franker paper than the Declaration. Yet one part
of it was much criticised in the convention, and it was in-

deed an uncandid plea when, in the list of grievances, the

North was charged with gross injustice for the tariff legis-

lation of the country. As a matter of fact, both the sena-

tors and all the representatives of South Carolina had voted

for the existing tariff of 1857; and since 1846 the United

States had practically enjoyed a revenue tariff and one of a

lower scale of duties than had been in force since 1816.'

But the Address was drawn up by R. B. Rhett, a rigid doc-

trinaire and a disciple of Calhoun, and he maintained that

since 1832, when the cause of the trouble was avowedly the

revenue policy of the government, South Carolina had suf-

fered, without interruption, a grievous wrong. Yet there

was method in his adherence to a one-sided theory, and in

his speech in convention defending the Address he argued

truly that to get the confidence and sympathy of England,
France, and Germany, it was wiser to go to the world with

a protest against a high protective tariff than with a pro-
test against the non-execution of the Fugitive Slave law.

2

1 See chap. xii.

- For the Declaration and Address, see Appendix to the Journal of the

South Carolina Convention, pp. 325, 340. I would urge students of history
to read both of these papers. The Declaration is printed in Moore's Re-

bellion Record, vol. i. Docs., p. 3, and in McPherson's Political History, p.15.

McPherson also prints the Address, p. 12, and gives the debate in the con-

vention, p. 16. The Declaration and the Address were published in the

New York Tribune, Dec. 27. The Declaration, the Address, and the de-

bate are published in the Charleston Mercury of Dec. 22 and 25. A mo-
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"Whether doctrinarianism or crafty policy predominated in

the mind of Rhett, the complaint of the tariff was incon-

sistent then, and became more inconsistent later when the

Southern Confederacy enacted the United States revenue

laws of 1857, and South Carolina consented to that policy

by her ratification of the provisional Constitution.
1

Neither the Declaration nor the Address was equal to the

occasion
;
nor were they worthy of a convention which had

at its disposal so much real ability and valuable public ex-

perience. An impartial observer must conclude that they
do not make out a case to justify setting on foot a revolu-

tion.
2 South Carolina's manifesto, owing in some degree to

the difference of theoretical opinion which displayed itself

when her sons came to set down the reasons for secession,

seems weak beside her action. In practice, those sons fully

agreed; in theory, they differed
;
and this difference cropped

out when Rhett, a nullifier of 1832, prepared one paper,
and Memminger, a Unionist of 1832, reported another. A
consideration of these papers is, moreover, instructive, in

that it evidences how difficult it is for enlightened men to

formulate a justification of a cause which the rest of the

civilized world condemns. One point is common to the

Declaration and the Address, and of all reasons given for

secession it is the most significant. The convention assert-

ed in both of these manifestoes that the Northern States

had violated the Constitution
;
that they had not respected

its limitations, but had construed it in their own selfish

interests. There can be no doubt that every member of

that convention sincerely believed those assertions
;
and if

tion to lay the Declaration on the table was defeated. Ayes 31, nays 124.

Journal of the Convention, p. 82.

'The vote on the ratification was 138 to 21. The Charleston Mercury
made a protest against the tariff legislation (see editorial of Feb. 12, 1861);

and there was some objection in the convention (see Journal, p. 227).
1 See Alexander Stephens's caustic remarks on the Address. Private

letter to his brother, Johnston and Browne, p. 375. Stephens's argument
against secession is unanswerable.
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we would understand the devotion of the South to what it

called a sacred principle for the four years of the Civil War,
this honest belief must be borne in mind.

The adoption of the ordinance of secession by South Car-

olina produced a profound impression at the North. While

such action had been expected, there was hoping against

hope that something might turn up to prevent it. In Bal-

timore the feeling was painful.
1 At some places in Vir-

ginia there were demonstrations of joy.
a In the cotton

States much enthusiasm characterized the reception of the

news and satisfaction prevailed.
8 A particular interest cen-

tred on New Orleans, for the reason that Louisiana and

Texas were comparatively tardy in the secession movement.

The intelligence came there in the evening. An actor an-

nounced it from the stage of the Varieties Theatre. Wild

enthusiasm prevailed ;
the play could not go on. The audi-

ence, after venting its glee in the theatre, rushed into the

street and assisted at an impromptu meeting, at which the

Marseillaise was played, zealous speeches in favor of the se-

cession of Louisiana were delivered, and a bust of Calhoun,
decked with the cockade, was exhibited.

4

Public sentiment in the other cotton States
6

decidedly
favored following South Carolina in the policy of secession,

unless their grievances were redressed by the North. 8
Be-

1 Baltimore Daily Excliange, Dec. 22.
2 At Richmond, Norfolk, and Portsmouth, New York World, New York

Tribune, Dec. 22. 3
Ibid., Charleston Mercury, Dec. 21.

4 Charleston Mercury, New York Tribune, Dec. 22.

S I include in the term cotton States, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. This classification is not

scientific, but I know of no better way to designate the seven States that

first seceded. Between them the political sympathy was so close that it is

at times necessary to speak of them as one community.
6 The best evidence of this is that five conventions elected by the popular

vote passed ordinances of secession in January, and Texas did likewise

early in February. But trying for the moment to eliminate "this knowl-

edge of the end," which Sir Arthur Helps put down as "one of the most

dangerous pitfalls which beset the writers of history," I made a study of

public opinion in the cotton States as it might be gathered from their news-
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t\veen November 18 and December 11, conventions to con-

sider a line of action in the present crisis had been called in

all of them except Texas, whose Governor, Samuel Hous-

ton, a sturdy Union man, for a while blocked the move-
ment. It will advantage us to consider somewhat in detail

the course of opinion in Georgia, for the reason that she

was the empire State of the South, and on her action de-

pended whether the government of the Confederate States

should be formed
;
and further for the reason that while

the so-called Union party was possibly no stronger than in

Alabama and Louisiana, it made in Georgia a better fight

against secession. This contest has for us a particular inter-

est in that it was prosecuted under the leadership of one of

the truly representative men of the South, Alexander II.

papers, and those of the border and Northern States of November and De-

cember, fortifying these authorities with a careful reference to the other

political literature of the time ;
and the conclusion I arrived at, which I

have stated in the text, seems to me beyond dispute. As it is an important
fact that this might have been appreciated while the Senate committee of

thirteen was considering the Critteuden Compromise, I quote from two
acute judges of popular feeling.

" The disunion sentiment is paramount in

at least seven States." Thurlow Weed in his famous article of Nov. 30.

"The secession of South Carolina, which must be looked upon now as an

accomplished fact, will inevitably very soon be followed by the secession of

all the cotton States . . . unless prompt and energetic measures are taken by
the leading men of the North. ... At this moment the patriotic men in the

Gulf States are using every effort in order to bring about a joint convention.

In this they are violently opposed by the disunionists, who are for immedi-

ate and separate action. The latter are undoubtedly in the ascendency."
Letter of August Belmont to Governor Sprague of Khode Island, Dec. 6.

Letters of August Belmont privately printed, p. 12.
" The secession move-

ment of the South has lost all the character of bluster and threat, which
our Northern friends supposed too long was its principal element. The
most conservative men have joined in it, right or wrong;- they feel that

their institutions and property are not any longer safe with the Union, and
that self-preservation commands action before the Federal power passes
into hands which they take for granted are hostile to their section. They
do not threaten, but they want to be allowed to go out peaceably. The

great majority are for immediate action, but the Union men are striving to

postpone secession if possible until the 4th of March.
" Belmont to Sprague,

Dec. 13, ibid., p. 14
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Stephens. Vet tlie story of his career is not that of the

typical Southerner who in those days reached political emi-

nence. Although of good family, he was born to povertv,
and his life from the age of six to lifteen was that of nianv

a \t-\v Kngland country lad. Jle did the chores of the

farm and of the house, tended the younger children, fed the

loom, was general errand-boy, and planted and ploughed the

corn. The duties that were put upon him lie discharged

conscientiously. Of play lie had none, of schooling in earlv

life but little. At fifteen he had had perhaps in all two

years of school ; he could read well, could spell almost everv

word in AVebster's spelling-book, and in arithmetic had ad-

vanced as far as the rule of three. At that time becomingO
an orphan by the death of his father, his deep religious con-

victions and habitual melancholy attracted the attention of

some good and pious men who. thinking tliev saw in him

the material of a Christian preacher, assisted him to a

school and college education. Hut he chose the profession
of law, at twenty-two was admitted to the bar, and in six

years became one of the ablest lawyers of Georgia. Serv-

ing an apprenticeship in the legislature of his State, he was

in is40 sent to the national House of Representatives, and

was continually re-elected until l.s.V,t. when, having served

sixteen years, and reached the age of forty-seven, he volnn-

tarilv retired. He had a small and slender frame, weighing

eighty-four pounds when lie began the practice of law. and

ninetv-two pounds at the age of fortv-eight. This dimin-

utive physii|iie. combined with youthful appearance, told

against him in the struggle of life. In the lirst canvass he

made for Congress the AVhigs frequently mistook their can-

didate fr .a mere stripling, but his effective manner of

speaking and his thorough knowledge of his subject soon

dispelled the illusion. Frail and sickly from his birth,

in manhood he became a victim to dyspepsia, and often

brought to his labor an aching head and a bodv tor-

mented bv pain. Wonder might indeed be ours at the

place he tills in his country's history, did we not remember
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that much of the world's conspicuous work has been done

by men whose brains throbbed with distress, and whose
bodies were on the rack. The faith of the boy developed in

the man into deep-souled piety and a godly walk. Yet he

was given to morbid introspection, and took of human af-

fairs a gloomy view
;
his thoughts, sometimes tinged with

superstition, and at other times with the moralizing of the

melancholy Jaques, dwelt constantly on the brevity of life.

Such feelings were heightened by his lack of companion-

ship, for until he had reached the age of twenty-four, when

began his warm and lasting friendship with Toombs, he

had not a sympathetic associate, and he never married. 'No

Puritan was more austere. The first time he saw the waltz

he wrote,
"
Oh, the follies of man, and how foolish are some

of his ways!" A witness to the coquetry of a handsome

young woman, he exclaims,
" Alas the world !"

1 and with

the purity of thought and sensitiveness of soul of a girl

he shrunk from obscenity. Yet in physical courage he was
a true Southerner. Twice, at least, he was eager to fight a

duel
;
on one occasion, in an affray, the gleaming blade of

his adversary's knife descending towards his throat failed

to extort a word of retraction. Apparently free from any
desire to make money, he was economical, yet kind-hearted

and generous. In his Georgia home he dispensed an open
and frank hospitality after the fashion of his peers. As

early as 1834 Stephens had arrived at the conviction of the

sovereignty of the States and the right of secession. In the

troubles of 185T) he was a prominent figure, ardently up-

holding the rights of the South.
2 " I tell you," he then

wrote his brother,
" the argument is exhausted. . . . We

have ultimately to submit orfight"
'

"Johnston and Browne, pp. 86, 95. * See vol. i.

3
Jan. 21, 1850, Johnston and Browne, p. 245. This characterization 1

have drawn mainly from their admirable biography of Stephens. Some
touches I have derived from Cleveland's Stephens, from his sketch in

Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography, and from Stephens's The
War Between the States.

III. 14
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Such was the man who. flinging popularity to the winds,

no\v emerged from his retirement in an endeavor to stem

the tide which in his State was setting towards secession. His

description of the irrepressible conflict, given in answer to

the inquiry of a friend why lie had withdrawn from public

life, shows that he had long been alive to the danger against

which the country was running. "When." he said, "1 am
on one of two trains coming in opposite directions on a sin-

gle trade, both engines at high speed, and both engineers
drunlc, I get off at the first station."

'

Inconsistencies there

had been in the public utterances of Stephens, but no one

doubted his sincerity or his devotion to principle. An ex-

pression in a private letter, when he was urged to correct a

misconception in the public mind about a personal matter,

manifests a noble self-assurance that came from treading in

a straightforward course. ''So I am right with myself."
he wrote. "

I care but little for the opinions of others."
'

It

would be difficult, perhaps impossible, to name another man
who had such respect from all sections of the country as

Alexander II. Stephens at this time enjoyed. His speech,

therefore, of Xovember 14 before the legislature of Georgia

attracted immense attention.
3

lie did not deem the election

of Lincoln a sufficient reason for secession, nor did he be-

lieve that the Southern people had been "entirely blame-

less.'' Lincoln would be "
powerless to do any great mis-

chief;" the Senate and the House were against him. The
revenue policy of the national government was no reason

for secession. "The present taritf," he declared,
" was voted

for by Massachusetts and South Carolina. The lion and

the lamb lay down together." The only tangible present

grievance that the South had was the Personal Liberty acts

of certain Northern States, which aimed at nullifying the

Fugitive Slave law; but redress for this should Jirst be de-

manded in the Inion. lie earnestly asked for delay: he

1 Johnston and Browne, p. ;>">:5
;
see also vol. ii. pp. 453, 490.

J. ilmston rind Browne 1

, p. 3o4.
5
Ibid., pp. 368, 30U; and; pp. 147, 179.
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advised that all other means should be exhausted before

trying the remedy of secession; and he suggested a confer-

ence with all the other Southern States.
1

From the point of view of a man who believed that a

State had the right to withdraw from the Union and who
was in full sympathy with the South, this speech was an

irrefragable argument against the expediency of immediate
secession. Had cogent reasoning and policy prevailed with
the Georgia people, they would have put themselves under
the guidance of Stephens instead of yielding to the impulse
of that disunion sentiment which, beginning at least as

early as 1849, had, since the formation of the Republican

party, been waxing strong. The dominant feeling found

fit and able leaders in Toombs and Governor Brown. The

night before Stephens's celebrated speech, Toombs had ad-

dressed the legislature, urging immediate secession.
2 No-

vember 18 the legislature unanimously passed the bill call-

ing a convention, and fixed upon January 2, 1861, as the day
for the election of delegates. A spirited canvass ensued.

Stephens, his brother, and others exerted themselves to get
men chosen who would favor co-operation with the other

slave States, a policy that meant delay. This programme
provided for a conference with the border as well as with

the cotton States,
3 and fifty-two members of the legislature

united in an address to the conventions of South Carolina,
4

Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida, asking them to defer final

State action until a general convention of the Southern

1 1 would urge the historical student to read this speech. Most of it is

printed in The War Between the States, vol. ii. p. 279; it may also be

found in Johnston and Browne, p. 580, and Cleveland's Letters and Speech-

es, p. 694. The speech was published in the New York Tribune of Nov.

28.
2
Stephens's War Between the States, vol. ii. p. 234.

3 See letter of Linton Stephens, Nov. 29, which Alexander H. Stephens

says represented the prevailing views of the Co-operationists, ibid., p. 317.
4 See report of De Saussure explaining why the request could not be

complied with, Journal of South Carolina Convention, Appendix, p. 345.
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Stales could 1)0 held.
1 Alexander II. Stephens, however,

had little hope of success. November 30 lie wrote George
Ticknor Curtis that ho feared Georgia, Alabama. Florida,

and Mississippi would follow the example of South Carolina

and secede. Speaking- for his own State he said.
" There

are a large number of people who will sustain my position ;

but I feel that the odds are against us.'"' Jlis speech had

brought him letters from many parts of the country, all

but one of which showed a yearning for the preservation of

the Union;
3

that speech had. as we have seen, formed Lin-

coln's motive for opening a correspondence with him ;

! and

it made him the focus of the sentiment in Georgia which

favored delay. In spite of the effort to restrain the people
of his State, and in spite of the Avords of encouragement
that came to him from the border States and the ^Xorth, he

was in despair.
"'
1 fear," he wrote December .3, "it will

all come to nought; that it is too late to do anything; that

the people are run mad. They are wild with passion and

fren/v, doing they know not what."
:

Immediately after his resignation of the Treasury Depart-
ment, Jlowell Cobb issued an address in which he declared

that there was k> no other remedy for the existing state of

tilings but immediate secession." But the dominant senti-

ment of Georgia needed no fostering from the leaders who
had been her representatives in the national arena. The

1 This address was issued from a meeting held Dee. 14. See ^~<<tt'>iut.! f/i-

teUif/enca; Dec. 22; New York Tribune, Dec. 21.
''

Cleveland, p. l.~><). The same day he wrote- confidentially t'i his broth-

er:
'

1 am daily becoming more and more confirmed in the opinion that

all efforts to save the Union will be unavailing. The truth is. our leaders

and public men who have taken hold of this question do not desire to con-

linue it on any terms. They do not wish any redress of wrongs ; they are

disunionists p t r ,-
,
and avail themselves of present circumstances n> press

their objects; and my present conviction is that they will carry the State

with them by a large majority." Johnston and Browne, p. iHill.

s Ibid. * An1f. 5 Johnston and .Browne, p. '570.

fj Howell Cobb Memorial Volume, p. -'2 : see also synopsis of his speech
at 'Mucuu, Augusta correspondence ISe\v York Trib'./.hc. Dec. 21.
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middle of December Toombs wrote a public letter, in which,

after reciting that "
upon the questions that we have wrongs

and that we intend to redress them by and through the sov-

ereignty of Georgia, the State is unanimous," and that all

look to "
separation from the wrong-doers as the ultimate

remedy," he said that the only difference of opinion which

came to the surface was in regard to the time at which se-

cession should be decreed. To immediate action or indefi-

nite postponement he was equally opposed ;
but he did favor

secession on the 4th day of March, 1861. Yet he went on

to say :

" / certainly would yield that point to correct and
honest men who were with me in principle, but who are more

hopeful of redress from the aggressors than I am, especially

if any such active measures should be taken by the wrong-
doers as promised to give us redress in the Union" * This

letter was not well received by the precipitators.
2 The min-

ute-men in Augusta, wrote Stephens,
" are in a rage at

Toombs's letter. They say that he has backed down, that

they intend to vote him a tin sword. They call him a trai-

tor. ... I see that some of the secession papers have given
him a severe railing." The fire-eaters are generally discuss-

ing the letter,
"
saying that they never had any confidence

in him or Cobb either. . . . These are," moralized Stephens,
" but the indications of the fury of popular opinion when it

once gets thoroughly aroused. Those who sow the wind
will reap the whirlwind." 3

By December 23 Toombs had

changed his tone. This was, without doubt, partly owing
to the action upon him of the public sentiment of his State,

and to the hearty acclaim with which the secession of South

Carolina had been received in the cotton States
;
but the oc-

casion which prompted his emphatic telegraphic despatch
to Georgia the rejection the day before of the Crittenden

1 This letter was published in the Savannah Republican of Dec. 17, cited

in the New York Tribune, Dec. 21.

2 Letter of Stephens, Dec. 22, to R. M. Johnston, Johnston and Browne, p.

370; Macon, Ga., correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 20.

* Letter to Linton Stephens, Dec. 22, Johnston and Browne, p. 370.
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Compromise by tlie Republican members of the commit-

tee of thirteen had much to do with it. "I tell you."
lie declared, "upon the faith of a true man, that all further

looking to the North for security for your constitutional

rights ouiiht to be instantly abandoned. . . . Secession l>v

the 4th dav of March next should be thundered from the bal-

lot-box by the unanimous voice of Georgia on the :M day
of .January next."

There were, at this time in the border slave States of

'Virginia. Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri unconditional

secessionists and unconditional Union men ; but the great
bodv of the people, although believing that the wrongs of

the South were grievous and cried for redress, deemed se-

cession inexpedient : they thought that South Carolina had

been precipitate, and that the other cotton States, in making

preparation to follo\v her, were unwise. In this mass of

public sentiment shades of difference existed. Those who
leaned to the South were emphatic in asserting the right of

secession ; those who leaned to the North were ardent in

professing their attachment to the Union. All denied either

the right or the feasibility of coercion: all thought that the

troubles were susceptible of a peaceful settlement. Again,
differences obtained among these States and in different

parts of the same State concerning the strength of the Union
and secession sentiments and the bias towards the South or

the North : but in all of them the Crittenden Compromise
would have commanded a large majority, and its adoption
would almost universally have given heartfelt satisfaction.

North Carolina. Tennessee, and Arkansas partook more of

the feeling of these communities than of the feeling which

was carrvinu
1 evervthino- before it in the cotton States.'

1 This telegram of Dec. '2'.} i< printed in Greeley's American Conflict,

vol. i. p. 3*4 : it was published in the Charleston Jfrri-tiry of Dec. 24 and

presumably in all of the Southern newspapers.
'' Sei' editorial in Richmond Knqnln r. Xov. 10 ; public letters of ex-Gov-

ernor Wi>e i Nov. 19). II. L. Hopkins (Xov. "30), Senator Mason (Xov. ^:5),

published in Richmond Ei,q>iii\r of Xov. 30, al-o editorial of Dec. 05;
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At the first session held after the adoption of the or-

dinance of secession by South Carolina, the national House
of Representatives received a communication from her con-

gressmen formally dissolving their connection with that
" honorable body."

' December 22 the South Carolina Con-

vention elected by ballot three commissioners, Eobert W.
Barn well, James H. Adams, and James L. Orr, who were

sent forthwith to Washington, "empowered to treat with

the government of the United States for the delivery of the

forts, magazines, light
-
houses, and other real estate . . .

within the limits of South Carolina." The convention pro-
ceeded on the theory that the partnership known as the

Union was now dissolved by the withdrawal of one of its

members
;
that while the real estate on which the public

works had been erected reverted to the sovereign State, the

works themselves, having been constructed at the common

cost, should be paid for by the retiring partner. It was
also a logical sequence from this hypothesis that an ac-

counting should be had, to determine South Carolina's share

of the public debt and her share of the assets, ''held

by the government of the United States as agent of the

confederated States, of which South Carolina was recently
a member." Then a balance should be struck, and if the

value of the property which South Carolina took within

her boundaries was greater than her credit on the books of

the concern, she would pay the difference in money.
2 The

Baltimore Daily Exchange, Nov. 12, Dec. 1, 10, and 12
; New York Trib-

une, Nov. and Dec., especially the citations from the press of the border

States ;
Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p. 574 et seq.; Shaler's

Kentucky, chap. xv. ;
Carr's Missouri, chap. xiii.

'This was Dec. 24. The letter was dated Dec. 21, and signed by but

four of the members, McQueen, Bonham, Boyce, Ashmore, Congressional

Globe, p. 190.

5 See the credentials of the commissioners, Official Records, vol. i. p. Ill
;

for this theory well stated see Rise and Fall of the Confederate Govern-

ment, Davis, vol. i. p. 209
;
also letter to the President of Isaac "W. Hayne,

Attorney -General of South Carolina and special envoy, Jan. 31, 1861,

House Committee Report No. 91, p. 66.
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commissioners arrived at Washington the afternoon of De-

cember :.';. and the next day they received the startling intel-

lioviice t hat Major Anderson had secretly removed his force

to Fort Stimtrr, had dismantled Fort .Moultrie, spiked the

cannon. burned the gun-carriages, and cut down the Hair-stall'.

Anderson had chafed at the difficulties of his position.

The responsibility which the President should have assumed

was thrust upon a major of the army, who had been en-

joined not to irritate the people of Charleston, and yet had

been directed to hold possession of the forts in the harbor,

which of itself was a constant and increasing source of irri-

tation. It was, moreover, apparent that a single misstep on

his part might lead to the shedding of blood and the com-

mencement of civil Avar: and no army officer ever had a

keener sense of a soldier's duty or felt a more loyal devotion

to his Hair than Anderson, lie soon saw that Smnter was

a better coign of vantage than Moultrie. and that the pos-

session of it by the Charlestonians would make his own posi-

tion untenable.
1 The expression of a desire for .Fort .Moid-

trie, which had been frequent in Charleston since the State

began making ready for secession, developed after the pas-

sage of the ordinance into an utterance of threats to take

it." Anderson kept himself well informed of the public

feeling and of the probability of its taking shape in ollicial

action, and when the commissioners departed. December ^4-,

for Washington, he became convinced that if they were not

successful in their negotiations, an attack on him would be

made.' He was equally convinced that Fort Motiltrie was a

1 Anderson to Cooper. Xov. 0*. Dec. 9. 02, Official Records, vol. i. pp. 79,

Ml. ln.1. In SmnUT at this time there was a gang of workmen under the

chaise of Captain Fo>tcr of the Engineers engaged in completing and
M renirtheninji the work.

Anderson to Cooper. Dee. (i. ( Miicial Records, vol. i. p. ^?; see also Footer

to De Rus>y, Dec. IN, ibid., p. W ; Crawford's The Gene^i> of the Civil

War. p. KM); Charleston correspondence Xew York Tribune. Die. 11. 00.

*Andei>on to Coop'-r. Dee. 00. < Mfieial Records, vol. i. p. in.") : Charleston

correspondence Xew York Trilt'nn. Dec. 00; Crawford, p. 1'U.
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position he could not defend.
1

This, indeed, had been the

subject of his daily and nightly thoughts ever since he came

into command, and he had determined to make the removal

several days before it was actually accomplished.
8

Taking
counsel with no one, and intrusting the secret only to the

officers under him when it became necessary to do so for

the execution of his plan, he decided to transfer his force to

Sumter the evening of December 26. He had carefully and

prudently worked out all the details of his project, and, no

suspicion of it being excited in Charleston, he executed

it without any interference.
3 When Charleston woke up

the next morning and looked out on the bay, it saw, in-

stead of the stars and stripes waving over Moultrie, a cloud

of smoke hanging about it, indicating that some strange
event had happened. When the truth became known, the

city was filled with excitement, indignation, and rage.
4 The

convention went into secret session. Governor Pickens

acted with promptness.
The South Carolina congressmen, in their interview with

Buchanan early in December,
5

understood him to pledge
himself that the military status in Charleston harbor should

1 "When I inform you that my garrison consists of only sixty effective

men, that we are in a very indefensible work, the walls of which are only
about fourteen feet high, and that we have within 100 yards of our walls

sand-hills which command our work, and which afford admirable sites for

their batteries and the finest covers for sharp-shooters, and that besides this

there are numerous houses, some of them within pistol-shot you will at once

see that if attacked in force, headed by any one not a simpleton, there is

scarcely a probability of our being able to hold out long enough to enable

our friends to come to our succor." Private letter of Anderson pub-
lished in Richmond Whig, Dec. 24, cited by Crawford, p. 100 ; see also

Anderson's letter, ibid., p. 70; Anderson to Cooper, Nov. 28, Dec. 1, 6,

Official Records, vol. i. pp. 78, 81, 87, Cooper to Anderson, Dec. 14, ibid.,

p. 92.
a See letter to his wife, cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 47, note.
8 See Crawford, p. 102 et seq.; Doubleday's Sumter and Moultrie, p. 59

et seq.
4 Charleston Mercury, Dec. 28

; Charleston correspondence New York

Ti-ibune, Dec. 27; Crawford, p. 108. *Antc, p. 182.
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not be changed without giving them due notice.
1 From this

and from quasi-negotiations carried on between Gist and the

President through the intermediary of Trescot," then Assist-

ant Secretary of State and afterwards agent of South Caro-

lina, Pickens believed that Buchanan had promised to main-

tain the situation unchanged until the commissioners should

arrive at "Washington to treat for the possession of the forts

and other property of the United States.' Indignant at

what he considered a violation of this agreement, he sent

Colonel Pettigrew to Sumter to recite the understand!ng too o
Anderson and to demand "

courteously but peremptorily
"

that he should return to Fort Moultrie. Anderson replied :

I knew nothing of an agreement between the President and

the governor. My position was threatened every night by
the troops of the State. One hundred riflemen on the sand-

hills which commanded the fort would make it impossible
for my men to serve their guns.

" To prevent this I removed

on my own responsibility, my sole object being to prevent
bloodshed." Being in command of all the forts in the har-

bor, I had the right to transfer my force from Moultrie to

Sumter. " In this controversy," he continued,
" between

the North and the South, my sympathies are entirely with

the South. These gentlemen [turning to the officers of the

post who stood about him] know it perfectly well. But

my sense of duty to my trust is first with me, and this

rules my action." Anderson met the demand which Colonel

Pettigrew had brought with this answer: "Make my com-

pliments to the governor, and say to him that I decline to

accede to his request ;
I cannot and will not go back."

4

1 See statement of Miles and Keitt to the convention, Official Records, vol.

i. p. 125.
9 Crawford, p. 31.

3 See the governor's communication to the convention, Dec. 28, Official

Records, vol. i. p. 252 ; also his message, Journal of the S. C. Senate, Jan.

4, 1861, Crawford, p. 41.

* Crawford, pp. 110, 111 ; Anderson to Cooper, Dec. 27, Official Records,
vol. i. p. 3. On Anderson's sympathy with the South, see also Davis's Rise

and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 216.
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At a quarter before noon the command at Fort Sumter
\vas drawn up near the flag-staff, forming one side of a

square ;
the workmen, one hundred and fifty in number,

formed the other three sides
;
as all uncovered, the chap-

lain thanked God for their safe arrival at the fort, pray-

ing that the flag might never be dishonored and that it

might soon wave again over a united people. At the end

of the prayer Major Anderson rose from his knees, and as

the battalion presented arms and the band played the Star-

Spangled Banner, he raised the flag to the masthead and led

the cheer that saluted the glorious ensign.
1 Three days later

he wrote his former pastor :

"
Unwilling to see my little

band sacrificed, I determined, after earnestly awaiting in-

structions as long as I could, to avail myself of the earliest

opportunity of extricating myself from my dangerous posi-

tion. God be praised ! He gave me the will and led me in

the way. How I do wish that you could have looked down

upon us when we threw the stars and stripes to the breeze

at twelve o'clock on the 27th ! . . . I am now, thank God,
in a place which will, by His helping, soon be made so

strong that the South Carolinians will be madmen if they
attack me. . . . You see it stated that I came here with-

out orders. Fear not ! I am sure I can satisfy any tribunal

I may be brought before that I was fully justified in mov-

ing my command." 2

Immediately after Governor Pickens received Anderson's

answer refusing to return to Fort Moultrie, he gave orders

to have his troops take possession of that post and of Cas-

tle Pinckney : this was done, and over them the palmetto

flag soon waved.
3 On the same day, December 27, in

obedience to an ordinance passed by the convention the

day previous, the collector of the port and all the officers

1

Crawford, p. 112 ; Doubleday, p. 71.

2
Crawford, p. 130 ; see also Anderson's official report, Dec. 27, Official

Records, vol. i. p. 3 ; also letter of Dec. 28, ibid., p. 112.
3
Crawford, p. 113 ; letter of Foster, Dec. 27, Official Records, vol. i. p.

108; letter of Anderson, ibid., p. 3.
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of the custom-house entered into the service of South Caro-

lina
;
the collector received duties and transacted all other

business in her name, depositing the funds remaining, after

the payment of salaries and expenses, in the Treasury of the

State.
1 Over the custom-house he raised the flag of South

Carolina.
3 December 30, the United States arsenal, with

a large quantity of arms and ammunition, was seized by the

order of the governor.
3

All the property of the national

government in the city and harbor of Charleston, except
Fort Sumter, was now under the protection of the palmetto
standard. The flag on the post-office indicated a new and

foreign power, but this one bond with the common coun-

try had not yet been severed
;
the mails were delivered and

sent the same as before the ordinance of secession was

passed, United States postage-stamps were necessary to

insure the forwarding of letters, and the postmaster of

Charleston continued to account to the department at Wash-

ington.
4

In ability and character the South Carolina commission-

ers were worthy of the important trust confided to them.

Kobert "W. Barnwell was a Harvard graduate and a law-

yer, who had represented his State in the national House
and Senate, and had been president of the South Carolina

college ;
more of a student than a politician, he especially

delighted in the study of theology ;
he was a gentleman of

elegant manners, and when at Washington had been noted

for his religious walk, his urbanity and manliness. At first

opposed to immediate secession, he had now full s}
T

mpathy

1 See letter of Colcock, collector, to the convention Dec. 28, Journal of

South Carolina Convention, p. 128
;
see also pp. 95, 171.

8 Crawford, p. 116 : Official Records, vol. i. p. 109.
3
Report of Humphreys, store-keeper to ordnance bureau, Official Rec-

ords, vol. i. p. 6 et seq.; for quantity of arms in the arsenal and of ordnance

in Castle Pinckney and Fort Moultrie, see report of Maynadier, captain
of ordnance, ibid.

, p. 130.
4 See Report of the Post-office Department, March 26, 1861, Journal of

Convention, Appendix, p. 403.
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with the purpose of his State.
1 James H. Adams was a

Yale graduate, an anti-nullifier of 1832, had served several

sessions in the legislature, and had once been governor.
James L. Orr had been a member of the national House
ten years, and once its speaker ;

while ready at this time to

defend with ardor the action of South Carolina, he im-

pressed an old friend as being a Union man at heart." Abler

and better members of the convention could not have been

selected for this mission. On their arrival at Washington,

"Wednesday, December 26, they found that an interview

with the President had been arranged for them by Trescot
3

at one o'clock on the next day. Trescot was at their house

early on this Thursday morning when Senator Wigfall of

Texas entered and gave them the news of Major Ander-

son's removal to Fort Sumter. All expressed their disbe-

lief in the intelligence, and when Floyd, who had just been

announced, came into the room, Trescot remarked :

" Gov-

ernor,
4 Senator Wigfall has just brought us this news [re-

peating it], and as you were coming up-stairs I said I would

pledge my life this movement was without orders." " You
can do more," Floyd replied ;

"
you can pledge your life

that it is not so. It is impossible. It would be. not only with-

out orders, but in the face of orders."
5

Trescot took Floyd's

1 See Charleston correspondence New York Tribune, Dec. 22
; Jefferson

Davis's remarks in the Senate, Jan. 9, 1861.

s See Diary of a Public Man, entry Dec. 28, 1860, North American Re-

view, Aug. 1879, p. 129. 3 Now the agent of South Carolina.
*
Floyd had been governor of Virginia and was generally addressed by

this title.

*This conversation is reported by Trescot (Crawford, p. 143); and I

have no doubt of its substantial correctness. See Buchanan's Defence, p.

185 ; Diary of a Public Man, Dec. 28. But Floyd's statement thai the re-

moval to Sumter was "in the face of orders" is incomprehensible. Craw-

ford thinks it probable that Floyd never read the Buell memorandum un-

til it was called for by the President, p. 74. I have not seen any evidence

to substantiate Floyd's statement in his Richmond speech of Jan. 17, 1861:
"
Major Anderson, . . . after receiving these instructions (the Buell mem-

orandum) wrote to the Secretary of War,
'

I could not change my position,

for I have no authority to do so.'
"
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carriage, hastened to his home, and soon returned with two

telegraphic despatches for Barnwell; these Barnwell read

and handed them to Floyd, saying,
" I am afraid it is too

true." Floyd hurried to the department and sent his famous

telegraphic inquiry,
1

receiving immediately from Anderson

the more famous reply :
" I abandoned Fort Moultrie because

I was certain if attacked my men must have been sacrificed

and the command of the harbor lost. . . . If attacked, the

garrison would never have surrendered without a fight."
8

In the meantime Trescot had driven to the Capitol, had

communicated the news to Jefferson Davis and Senator Hun-

ter, and had induced them to go with him to see the Presi-

dent. The President saw them after a short delay.
" Have

you received any intelligence from Charleston in the last few

hours?" asked Davis. "None," was the reply. "Then,"
said Davis, "I have a great calamity to announce to you."
After stating the facts, he continued,

" And now, Mr. Presi-

dent, you are surrounded with blood and dishonor on all

sides."
3 Buchanan was amazed at the news.

4 " My God !"

he exclaimed, "are misfortunes never to come singly? I

call God to witness, you gentlemen, better than anybody,
know that this is not only without but against my orders.

It is against my policy." The visitors urged the Presi-

dent to act immediately and order Anderson back to Fort

Moultrie, and this indeed was his first impulse,
6
but he

finally decided that he must consult his cabinet, and await

further information." It was a heated cabinet session that

1
"Intelligence has reached here this morning that j'ou have abandoned

Fort Moultrie, spiked your guns, burned the carriages, and gone to Fort

Sumter. It is not believed, because there is no order for any such move-

ment. Explain the meaning of this report."
1 For the full text of this despatch see Official Records, vol. i. p. 3.

'Trescot's narrative, Crawford, p. 143.
* Buchanan's Defence, p. 180; Curtis, vol. ii. p. 371.
5 Trescot's narrative, Crawford, p. 144

;
Buchanan's letter of Dec. 31 to

the commissioners, Official Records, vol. i. p. 118.

Crawford ; Davis's Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol.

i. p. 215.
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day. Two decided opinions were revealed. Floyd asserted

that nothing in Anderson's orders justified his movement,
and the President was inclined to agree with him. Judge
Black, who was now Secretary of State, sent for the Buell

memorandum and the President's modification of it, read

them, and then stoutly maintained that Anderson had acted

in perfect accordance with his instructions, and that he de-

served high praise.
1 We may without hesitation accept

this opinion of Black as a right historical judgment.
This cabinet meeting furnished Floyd an opportunity to

extricate himself with a shadow of honor from an ignomini-
ous situation. Found out in irregular and apparently cor-

rupt financial transactions, for he had used the credit of the

government in the attempt to prop the failing fortunes of

some unscrupulous contractors, word had been sent to him
on December 23 by the President, through their common
friend Breckinridge, that he could no longer remain in the

cabinet, and that he ought to resign.
3 Buchanan hourly ex-

pected his resignation, yet he came uninvited to the cabinet

meeting of December 27, and his unusually peremptory man-
ner made it clear that he was using this movement of Ander-

son to make an issue on which he might resign without dis-

grace. At the evening session he read " in a discourteous

and excited tone" a paper asserting that the solemn pledges
of the government had been violated, and that the only rem-

edy left to avoid civil war was to withdraw the garrison
from Charleston harbor. Two days later he formally re-

signed : the President promptly accepted his resignation, and

placed Postmaster-General Holt in charge of the War De-

partment.
3

Owing to the stir caused by the removal of Anderson to

Fort Sumter, the President's interview with the South Caro-

1

Essays and Speeches of J. S. Black, C. F. Black, p. 12.

2 Buchanan's statement, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 408 ; Buchanan's Defence, p.

185
; see also C. F. Black, p. 13. For a fuller consideration of this mat-

ter, see note at the end of the chapter.
3 At first ad interim, afterwards as full Secretary, ibid.

III. 15
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lina commissioners had been adjourned to the next day; it

then took place. At the beginning of it Buchanan gave the

commissioners formal notice that he could receive them only
as private gentlemen, and not as envoys from a sovereign
State. They maintained that the faith of the President given

early in December to the South Carolina congressmen had
been broken, and they pressed him with earnestness to order

Anderson back to Fort Moultrie. Buchanan fenced. "
But,

Mr. President," urged Barnwell,
u
your personal honor is

involved in this matter; the faith you pledged has been vio-

lated; and your personal honor requires you to issue the

order." " You must give me time to consider," he replied ;

" this is a grave question."
"
But, Mr. President," said Barn-

well for a third time,
"
your personal honor is involved in

this arrangement." Buchanan, annoyed at this persistence,

answered :

" Mr. Barnwell, you are pressing me too import-

unately ; you don't give me time to consider; you don't

give me time to say my prayers. I always say iny prayers
when required to act upon any great State affair.''

' The
commissioners were unable to obtain any promise from the

President. Considerable pressure had been brought to bear

upon him to induce him to yield,
4 and now an effort was

made by Orr to get Seward to use his influence and position
in favor of the restoration of the status in Charleston harbor.

3

On the other hand, General Scott begged that Fort Sumter

should not be evacuated, but that troops, ammunition, and

provisions should be sent.
4 A letter from the commission-

ers, dated December 28, was sent to the President. It went
over the ground of the interview more formally, asserted

that until the Anderson movement was explained the com-

missioners would be forced to suspend negotiations, and

1

Crawford, p. 148
; Buchanan's Defence, p. 181 ; reply of the commis-

sioners, Official Records, vol. i. p. 122.
3
Ibid., p. 144

; reply of the commissioners, Official Records, vol. i. p.

123.

3
Diary of a Public Man, entry Dec. 28.

4 Official Records, vol. i. p. 112.
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ended with urging that the troops be immediately with-

drawn from Charleston harbor.
1

The difference between Buchanan and the South Caro-

linians in regard to the interpretation put upon the inter-

view with the congressmen amounts to nothing. They
held that there was on his part a pledge. This he denied,
but he affirmed with truth that he had acted in the same
manner as he would have done had he entered into "a

positive and formal agreement."
8 South Carolina had in-

deed no reason to complain of President Buchanan. Kare-

ly had a people played at revolution with less hinderance

from an essentially strong government. The North, how-

ever, had abundant grounds of complaint that the execu-

tive of the nation had not asserted its legitimate authority
and acted in accordance with the dominant sentiment of

the country. If Buchanan had known that Anderson con-

templated the occupation of Sumter, he would have per-

emptorily forbidden any such movement. It is one of

many indications of his lack of ability to deal with the

business in hand that when, December 21, he read the

Buell memorandum, he failed to see any good reasons for

thinking that the event in which Anderson was authorized

to transfer his force had already happened. In trying

times, when events come crowding fast, when every day
seems too short for what there is to do, when yesterday's

neglect encroaches on to-day's duty, and when to-day's in-

decision lends trouble to the morrow's plans, men who pos-
sess executive ability have so disciplined their minds that

they let their routine work go, refusing to consider the

unimportant things in order that their time may be em-

ployed in concentrating their attention upon the weighty
matters, in the decision of which are bound up the welfare

of their country and their own fame
; and, when a conclu-

sion must be reached in an affair of moment, they are ready

1 For this letter see Official Records, vol. i. p. 109.

'Letter of Buchanan to the commissioners, ibid., p. 117.
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to give hours, and, if necessary, a day, wholly to its consid-

eration, sleeping over it, if the case admits
;
and finally,

when the decision is to be set down in writing as this is

the shape that in modern times most far-reaching executive

acts take every word is weighed, and . every sentence is

analyzed in order that the paper may convey distinctly the

meaning of the author. Buchanan wasted his time and

strength in quibbles ;
he had neither for a matter of tran-

scendent consequence.
1 In November and December, 1860,

the most important spot in the country under his manage-
ment Avas Charleston

;
the most important executive order

that went out was that left by Buell at Fort Moultrie : this

Buchanan did not see until several days after it was placed
on file in the War Department, and when at last he read it,

he failed to understand its scope or to grasp the situation

that confronted Major Anderson.

South Carolina and the North disagreed in the construe-o
tions they respectively put upon the acts of the last days of

December, even as the Calhoun and "Webster theories of

the Union and the Constitution differed. South Carolina

maintained that Major Anderson, in removing his force

from one position in the State which he occupied only on

sufferance, pending negotiation, to another position within

her jurisdiction, solely for the purpose of being able to re-

tain the stronghold for a foreign power against the will

of South Carolina, had "
waged war," and that her conse-

1 Lowell's criticism of Buchanan's course in November was hardly too

severe. He spoke of him as " a so-called statesman . . . who knows no art

to conjure the spirit of anarchy he has evoked but the shifts and evasions

of a second-rate attorney, and who has contrived to involve his country in

the confusion of principle and vacillation of judgment which have left

him without a party and without a friend ;
for such a man we have no

feeling but contemptuous reprobation. . . . There are times when medioc-

rity is a dangerous quality, and a man may drown himself as effectually in

milk and water as in Malmsey." Atlantic Monthly, Jan., 1861. This mag-
azine appeared late in December. Although the names of the contributors

were not given in the magazine, it was known that Lowell wrote this arti-

cle. See New York Tribune, Dec. 29.
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quent acts were "
simple self-defence."

' The North, on the

other hand, held that all the forts belonged to the United

States
;
that its troops had the right to occupy any and

all of them
;
that Anderson's movement was not only right

but expedient, being a proper and necessary measure of

self-defence
;
that acts of war had indeed been committed,

but that these acts were the occupation of Fort Moultrie

and Castle Pinckney, the taking possession of the arsenal

and the custom-house, and that in all this South Carolina

had been the aggressor. "Which was right ? Had the ques-
tion been submitted to the ballot, the voice of the people,

taking the country as a whole, would have been with the

North. The "God of Justice" and the "God of Hosts"
whom South Carolina invoked,* when the question was ap-

pealed to the last resort, decided that the voice of the peo-

ple was the voice of God. As an historian has no choice

in a case of this kind but to accept the decision of the

event,
3 we may therefore affirm without hesitation that

1 Letter of the commissioners to the President, Official Records, vol. i.

p. 124. Ibid.
8 This view is so well stated by General J. D. Cox, in a review of Craw-

ford's The Genesis of the Civil War, in the Nation for Jan. 8, 1888, that I

quote from it as support for the assertion in the text. "The war itself

settled some things by the complete assent of all intelligent men of the

South. The appeal to arms in this case as in others was the submission of

a controversy to the ultima ratio regum and its decision. We believe that

every statesman of the Southern States, who to-day claims to be a citizen

of the United States, distinctly and unequivocally holds that this conten-

tion was decided by the war iu favor of the national view, and that, by virt-

ue of such decision, the national view is determined to be and is the con-

stitutional law of the United States. . . . We do not say that they were not

sincere and earnest in their own contention. We do not say that they now
admit that they were morally or even theoretically wrong in their posi-

tion, . . . but . . . they agree with us that the constitutional principle is set-

tled. In their anxiety to avoid strife, the officers of the United States often

fell short of the national claim that the ordinance of secession was revolu-

tionary, and that the first shouldering of a musket or opening of a trench

was an act of war. He who writes history now has the great advantage
that this principle is settled," and he should "logically and clearly stick

to it in his analysis of events."
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South Carolina's revolution had proceeded to overt acts of

war.

The South Carolina commissioners awaited an answer.

The President wavered, but in the end', following the bent

of his sympathies, he prepared a reply favorable to their

cause. The draft of this paper is not in existence,
1

but,

from Judge Black's criticism of it, we know that it was a

pusillanimous answer, and that in uttering it Buchanan
made a further descent in that path of abasing his country
which he had trod since the November election. I feel

quite sure that he did not design to withdraw the troops
from Charleston harbor, or agree formally to order Ander-

son back to Moultrie, but it seems clear that the restora-

tion of the status quo was a legitimate consequence of the

position which he took.
2 Late on Saturday evening. Decem-

ber 29, the President submitted to his cabinet the draft of

his proposed answer. Toucey alone approved it. Thomas
of Maryland, who was now Secretary of the Treasury, and

Thompson did not deem it sufficiently favorable to the

claim of South Carolina, while Black, Holt, and Edwin M.

Stanton, now Attorney - General, opposed it on the ground
that it conceded too much. No conclusion was reached.

1

Curtis, vol. ii. p. 380.
8 In spite of Seward's authority, and he had undoubtedly good channels

of information, I do not think the President entertained the idea of with-

drawing the troops. Seward wrote Weed, Dec. 29 : "The South Carolina

interest demands the withdrawal of Anderson and abandonment of the

forts. . . . The President inclines to yield. ... I am writing you not from

rumors, but knowledge." Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 487 ; see also letter to

Lincoln, ibid., p. 488. Buchanan distinctly stated in his letter of Dec. 31 to

the commissioners, Official Records, vol. i. p. 118,
" Such an idea was nev-

er thought of by me in any possible contingency." I think most of the

evidence tends to confirm that statement. On the contrary, see reply of

the commissioners, ibid., p. 123. The commissioners would have been satis-

fied with the restoration of the status quo, see Trescot's narrative, Craw-

ford, p. 159; Diary of a Public Man, entry Dec. 28. And, indeed, they

might well be, as it would have led to the eventual abandonment of the

forts by the United States. This certainty makes the point discussed in

this note of little importance.
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That night Judge Black spent in deep reflection. His feel-

ing of personal devotion to Buchanan and his sentiment of

duty to the country wrestled together. He had put up
with the President's sins of omission, but could he be a

party to the almost complete surrender of the national au-

thority ? In the morning his mind was made up. He told

Stanton, Holt, and Toucey that, regarding the President's

purpose as fixed, he had determined to resign. Stanton,

and perhaps Holt, would have followed his example. Al-

though it was Sunday,
1

Toucey hastened to the White

House and informed Buchanan, who sent for Black. The
interview was painful to Black, on account of the conflict

between his loyalty to the President and his conviction

that the course proposed meant disaster and ruin to the

country ;
while it was unpleasant to Buchanan, since he

had to choose between giving up Black and giving up his

policy. The balance turned in favor of Black. The Pres-

ident gave him the draft of the proposed answer, and asked

him to modify it in conformity to his views. Black went

to his office and, with his feelings at white heat, wrote the

celebrated memorandum. Stanton was with him and cop-
ied the sheets as fast as they were written.

2 Black showed

a perfect comprehension of all the points involved
;
he un-

derstood thoroughly the rights and duty of the federal gov-
ernment

;
he saw with unerring sagacity the correct policy

to be pursued : and all this he expressed with such cogency
that this memorandum, constituting as it did the turning-

point of Buchanan's policy, and preventing an abject com-

pliance with arrogant demands, is worthy of the most care-

ful consideration and the highest praise.
3 In unanswerable

1 Dec. 30.
9
Essays and speeches of J. S. Black, C. F. Black, p. 13 etseq.; see also

Lincoln and Men of War Times, McClure, p. 277.
3 The great importance of this memorandum induces me to quote a large

part of it: The President having seemed to admit by implication that

South Carolina was an independent nation, Black said:

"1. I think that every word and sentence which implies that South Car-
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logic he vindicated the national doctrine, justified and com-

mended Major Anderson in the strongest terms, refuted

with crushing force the claim of South Carolina, and ended

olina is in an attitude which enables the President to
'

treat
'

or negotiate
with her, or to receive her commissioners in the character of diplomatic
ministers or agents, ought to be stricken out, and an explicit declaration

substituted, which would reassert the principles of the message. It is

surely not enough that the words of the message be transcribed, if the doc-

trine there announced be practically abandoned by carrying on a negotia-
tion.

"2. I would strike out all expressions of regret that the commissioners

are unwilling to proceed with the negotiations, since it is very clear that

there can be no negotiation with them, whether they are willing or not.

"3. Above all things, it is objectionable to intimate a willingness to ne-

gotiate with the State of South Carolina about the possession of a military

post which belongs to the United States, or to propose any adjustment of

the subject or any arrangement about it. The forts in Charleston har-

bor belong to this government are its own, and cannot be given up. It

is true they might be surrendered to a superior force, whether that force

be in the service of a seceding State or a foreign nation. But Fort Sumter is

impregnable and cannot be taken if defended as it should be. It is a thing
of the last importance that it should be maintained, if all the power of this

nation can do it; for the command of the harbor and the President's ability

to execute the revenue laws may depend on it.

"
4. The words '

coercing a State by force of arms to remain in the con-

federacy a power which I do not believe the Constitution has conferred

on Congress,' ought certainly not to be retained. They are too vague, and

might have the effect (which I am sure the President does not intend) to

mislead the commissioners concerning his sentiments. The power to de-

fend the public property to resist an assailing force which unlawfully at-

tempts to drive out the troops of the United States from one of the fortifi-

cations, and to use military and naval forces for the purpose of aiding the

proper officers of the United States in the execution of the laws this, as

far as it goes, is coercion, and may very well be called 'coercing a State by
force of arms to remain in the Union.' The President has always asserted

his right of coercion to that extent. He merely denies the right of Con-

gress to make offensive war upon a State of the Union such as might be

made upon a foreign government.
"5. The implied assent of the President to the accusation which the com-

missioners make of a compact with South Carolina by which he was bound

not to take whatever measures he saw fit for the defence of the forts, ought
to be stricken out, and a flat denial of any such bargain, pledge, or agree-

ment inserted.

"6. The remotest expression of a doubt about Major Anderson's perfect
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with : "I entreat the President to order the Brooklyn and

the Macedonia^ to Charleston without the least delay, and

in the meantime send a trusty messenger to Major Ander-

son to let him know that his government will not desert

him. The reinforcement of troops from New York or Old

Point Comfort should follow immediately. If this be done

at once all may yet be not well, but comparatively safe.

If not, I can see nothing before us but disaster and ruin

to the country."
There was entire consistency between this memorandum

of Black, Secretary of State, and the opinion of November

20 of Black, Attorney- General.
3 In the memorandum he

appreciated and reflected the difference in meaning now at-

propriety of behavior should be carefully avoided. He is not merely a

gallant and meritorious officer who is entitled to a fair hearing before he

is condemned. He has saved the country, I solemnly believe, when its

day was darkest and its perils most extreme. He has done everything that

mortal man could do to repair the fatal error which the administration

have committed in not sendiug down troops enough to hold all the forts.

He has kept the strongest one. He still commands the harbor. We may
still execute the laws if we try. . . .

"
7. The idea that a wrong was committed against South Carolina by mov-

ing from Fort Moultrie to Fort Sumter ought to be repelled as firmly as

may be consistent with a proper respect for the high character of the gen-
tlemen who compose the South Carolina Commission. It is a strange as-

sumption of right on the part of that State to say that our United States

troops must remain in the weakest position they can find in the harbor.

It is not a menace of South Carolina or of Charleston, or any menace at all.

It is simple self-defence. If South Carolina does not attack Major Ander-

son, no human being will be injured, for there certainly can be no reason

to believe that he will commence hostilities. The apparent objection to

his being in Fort Sumter is that he will be less likely to fall an easy prey
to his assailants.

"These are the points on which I would advise that the paper be amend-
ed. I am aware that they are too radical to permit much hope of their

adoption. If they are adopted, the whole paper will need to be recast."

Essays and Speeches of J. S. Black, C. F. Black, p. 15.
1 The Brooklyn, a steam sloop-of-war, "a new and formidable vessel of

twenty-five guns ;" the Macedonian, a war vessel of twenty-two guns, Nic-

olay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 382, vol. iii. p. 164
; they were at the Norfolk navy

yard.
2 Ante.
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tached to the word coercion from that which it implied in

November
;

l and he felt that the tone of the paper should

be modulated to the progress of events
; that, South Carolina

having seceded and committed acts of war, the words of the

executive addressed to her should be more forcible than the

message to her when she was preparing to withdraw from

the Union.

The memorandum, which embodied also the sentiments

of Stanton and Holt, went to the President and caused him
to modify the answer to the commissioners which he had

prepared. The altered paper was delivered to them Mon-

day, December 31. It has by no means the ring of Black's

logic ; yet the President, forced to eat his own words, did

it with ready skill, and he indicated a policy that suffered

Black, Stanton, and Holt to remain in his cabinet without

prejudice to their national views. In answer to the request
of South Carolina that he should withdraw the troops from

Charleston harbor, he said,
" This I cannot do

;
this I will

not do ;" and he announced,
" It is my duty to defend Fort

Sumter." 2 Buchanan's action tallied with his word. De-

cember 30, General Scott, not knowing of Floyd's resigna-

tion, had asked the President's permission to send a rein-

forcement to Fort Sumter;
3
this was immediately granted,

and the general made out an order to have the Brooklyn

ready, and to put on board of her at least 200 men from
Fortress Monroe, with arms, ammunition, and supplies.

4 The
President then suggested that, out of courtesy, it would be

well to defer sending the order until he should receive a

reply from the commissioners, and in this Scott promptly

1

Ante, p. 133.
2 For this letter of the President, see Official Records, vol. i. p. 115 ; Cur-

tis, vol. ii. p. 386.
8 Scott to the President, Official Records, vol. i. p. 114.
4 The date of the order is Dec. 31, ibid., p. 119. The President received

the request of General Scott the evening of Dec. 80, and gave the permis-
sion the morning of Dec. 31, Buchanan in the National Intelligencer, Nov.

1, 1862 ; Buchanan's Defence, p. 188.
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concurred.
1

January 2, 1861, their answer came. It pre-
sented the South Carolina argument with force, but it was

arrogant in manner and insolent in tone.
2

Appreciating
that men of national views were now in the ascendency in

the cabinet, knowing that Anderson would not only be sus-
i <j /

tained, but that an order to send him reinforcements had

been issued,
3

they smarted from a sense of failure of their

mission, and let their bitter disappointment get the better of

their native courtesy.
4 The reading of this reply in cabinet

meeting excited general indignation. Buchanan, feeling

keenly the insult to the dignity of his office, wrote,
" This

paper, just presented to the President, is of such a character

that he declines to receive it," and ordered that the letter

with these words endorsed upon it be sent back to the com-

missioners.
5 He then turned to the Secretary of AVar, Holt,

and said, emphatically,
" It is now all over, and reinforce-

ments must be sent."
"

Anderson's removal of his force to Fort Surnter had

electrified the Northern people, but, before venting their

feeling of joy, they waited with breathless suspense to see

whether he would be supported by the administration.

During the days of gloom and humiliation since the No-

vember election they had searched in vain for a hero. It

now seemed as if one had been found,
7
but for a happy fate

1 As " the delay could not continue more than forty-eight hours," .ZVa-

tional Intelligencer, Nov. 1, 1862 ; Buchanan's Defence, p. 190.
2 It is printed in Official Records, vol. i. p. 121, and Da vis's Rise and Fall

of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 597. The letter is dated Jan. 1.

s Trescot's narrative, Crawford, p. 159.

4
Although Jefferson D.-ivis defended the commissioners and criticised the

President, he admitted that their reply was
" harsh in some of its terms,"

remarks in the Senate, Jan. 9, 1861. It is said that Orr objected to send-

ing any reply, Diary of a Public Man, entry Jan. 1, 1861.
5 This was done. See Curtis, vol. 5i. p. 392; Buchanan's Defence, p. 183.

The commissioners left Washington I he afternoon of January 2. They
had in their letter stated that to be their purpose.

6 Buchanan to Thompson, Jan. 9, 1861, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 402.
1 " The feeling of the country has been unmistakably expressed in regard

to Major Anderson, and that not merely because he showed prudence and
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he needed the backing of the President. Despite the se-

crecy of the cabinet meetings, public rumor, though incor-

rect in detail, reflected passing well what was going on in

the inner councils of the nation. On the last day of the

year it became known that the troops would not be with-

drawn from Charleston harbor, and that Anderson would
not be ordered back to Moultrie. The North had passed a

dismal Christmas
;
a merry New Year's now made amends.

Every one breathed freer and held up his head. All hearts

beat high; all breasts heaved with patriotic emotion; all

felt that their country and their flag meant something. A
salvo of artillery, beginning with the New Year, resounded

throughout the Northern cities, continuing until Saint

Jackson's Day,
1 when cheers for " Old Hickory

"
mingled in

fit unison with cheers for Major Anderson. 2 The House of

Kepresentatives, by an imposing majority, voted approval
of his " bold and patriotic act."

s No one imagined that the

difficulty was solved, but all felt that their government had

adopted a manly tone, and that they need no longer hang
their heads with shame as they gave heed to the opinion of

Europe. For the change of policy that caused this revul-

sion of feeling, for the vigorous assertion at last in word
and in deed that the United States is a nation, for pointing
out the way in which the authority of the federal govern-
ment might be exercised without infringing on the rights
of the States, the gratitude of the American people is due
to Jeremiah S. Black.

NOTE. The irregular financial transactions of Floyd attracted so

courage, but because he was the first man holding a position of trust who
did his duty to the nation." Lowell's "E Pluribus Unum," Atlantic

Monthly, Feb., 1861, p. 239.
1

January 8, the anniversary of the battle of New Orleans.
2 Editorials and Washington despatches, New York Tribune, Dec. 28,

29, 31 ; ibid., Jan. 3, 9, 1861
; Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Diary,

pp. 9, 10, 11, 14.
" The marked change in the policy of the administration

is felt in the very air to-day."
" S "

to the New York Times, Washington,
Jan. 2, 1861. 3 By a vote of 124 to 56, Congressional Globe, p. 281.
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much attention at the time that, although not strictly necessary for

a full understanding of the progress of events, I cannot pass them

over with only the allusion in the text (ante, p. 225). Russell,

Majors & Waddell, a firm who had large contracts with the War

Department for transportation of army provisions over the Western

and Southwestern plains, becoming embarrassed after the panic of

1857, induced Floyd to accept, as Secretary of War, drafts of

theirs in anticipation of their earnings ;
he also wrote to various

banks and individuals, urging the purchase or discount of these

drafts. This practice began in 1858; it was brought to the no-

tice of the President, probably in the early part of the year 1860;

he told Floyd that it was improper and should be discontinued
;

Floyd promised not to accept another draft (Curtis, vol. ii. p. 407),

but did not keep his promise. From time to time the contractors

retired the acceptances. But their affairs apparently went from

bad to worse, and so many of the acceptances of the Secretary of

War were afloat that it became difficult to negotiate them, and in

July, 1860, the contractors needed additional help to prevent some

of them from going to protest. At this juncture, Bailey, a clerk in

the Interior Department, having charge of trust funds, who came

to Washington
" a bankrupt in fortune, and a political adventurer

seeking office," but who had good recommendations from Alabama

and South Carolina, saved Floyd's credit by letting Russell have

$150,000 of Indian trust bonds, he taking in their place a similar

amount of Floyd acceptances : this he did, as he said, to prevent

Floyd's
" retirement in disgrace from the cabinet." (Bailey was a con-

nection of Floyd.) From time to time more bonds were needed and

obtained, the Floyd acceptances being substituted for them, until

the deficit reached $870,000. December 22 the President was

informed of this theft, and he requested Floyd's resignation. A
special committee of the House of Representatives was appointed
to investigate the affair in the usual way. It was composed of one

anti-Lecompton and one administration Democrat, two Republicans,
and one American. It took a large amount of testimony and made
a unanimous report. It exonerated fully Thompson, the Secretary
of the Interior

;
it ascertained that nearly $7,000,000 in acceptances

had been issued, a record of which had been mostly kept on loose

pieces of paper, and of which a large amount was still outstanding.
It declared that these acceptances were "unauthorized by law and
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deceptive and fraudulent in their character ;"
" that Russell, Majors

<k Waddell not only absorbed all the sums earned by them under

their contracts, and sold all the bonds they received from Bailey,

but also raised very large sums of money upon the acceptances

issued by the Secretary of War;" and that Floyd's action could not

be reconciled " with purity of private motives and faithfulness to

public trusts." See House Report No. 78, 36th Cong., 2d Sess.

The President ordered Floyd to be indicted for malversation in

office. Essays and Speeches of J. S. Black, p. 266. The indict-

ment, however, against him was quashed on a technicality. New
York Tribune, March 21, 1861; Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia,

1861, p. 701. It is not surprising that Floyd was then, and has

since been, written down a thief, but the statement of C. F. Black,

which undoubtedly represented the opinion of his father, is con-

clusive evidence to the contrary.
" There is no evidence," he

writes, "against him of anything worse than reckless imprudence;
not a cent from any money proceeding from these premature ac-

ceptances could be traced to his hands, and it is very clear that he

had no connection whatever, in thought, word, or deed, with the

abstraction of the Indian trust bonds from the Interior Department.
He left Washington empty-handed so poor that he had to borrow

the money which paid the expenses of taking his family to Vir-

ginia." See C. F. Black, p. 13.

Another charge against Floyd must be examined. It is that, an-

ticipating the war between the sections, he sent to the Southern ar-

senals in the spring of 1860 to aid the South in her preparation a

large quantity of muskets and rifles, and that in the same year he

was instrumental in making an unfair distribution, and one favor-

able to the South, of the arms for which an annual appropriation

was made by Congress to equip the militia of the several States.

At the North, this charge was generally believed in 1861 and dur-

ing the war; and it met with much credence on account of General

Scott's support of it in his controversy with Buchanan in 1862.

See National Intelligencer, Nov. 13, Dec. 6, 1862. It occasionally

appears in the history books. It has been used as part of the

chain of the proof to show that the South was better prepared for

the war than the North, and it is sometimes employed to bolster a

theory of the secession, which I shall later carefully examine. Of

the 115,000 arms sent for storage to the Southern arsenals in the
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spring of 1860, 105,000 were condemned muskets, not worth over

$2.50 each, and 10,000 were percussion rifles, calibre .54. The
Southern States, in 1860, did not apply for, nor get, their full quota
of new arms. These two facts plainly appear from the report of

the House Committee on Military Affairs and the evidence submit-

ted with it, Report No. 85, 36th Cong., 2d Sess. The report was

made Feb. 18, 1861
; Stanton, the chairman, was a Republican from

Ohio. The truth is more systematically stated in Buchanan's re-

plies to General Scott, National Intelligencer, Nov. 25 and Dec. 18,

1862
;
in Buchanan's Defence, p. 223

;
in J. S. Black's open letter to

Henry Wilson, C. F. Black, p. 267
;
the subject is also treated with

detail by Curtis, vol. ii. p. 411. It is perfectly clear that before

the election of Lincoln Floyd was not a secessionist.

Between the November election and his resignation some of his

acts are suspicious, and seemed at the time treacherous to many stead-

fast Union men. November 14 he sold the State of Alabama 2500

of the condemned muskets; Nov. 24, 10,000 to a known agent of

South Carolina; 5000 each to Mississippi and Louisiana, all at $2.50

each. The last 10,000 mentioned, however, came from the arsenal

of Baton Rouge, La. See Report of Com. on Military Affairs
;

let-

ter of Lamar to Floyd, and Floyd's reply, War Department Archives
;

for the correspondence leading to the South Carolina purchase, see

Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 319 et seq.

Captain Foster of the Engineers, in charge of the work at Fort

Sumter and Castle Pinckney, had with some address, on Dec. 17,

obtained from the United States arsenal in Charleston forty muskets

to arm his two ordnance sergeants and his laborers in case of neces-

sary defence. This transfer of arms occasioned much excitement in

Charleston and an official remonstrance. The matter was referred

to Floyd, who immediately ordered Foster to return the muskets to

the arsenal, in which at this time were stored over 21,000 muskets

and rifles. See report of Maynadier, Official Records, vol. i. p. 130.

For the correspondence relating to the forty muskets, ibid., p. 94 et

seq. The story is interestingly told by Nicolay and Hay, vo\. ii.

chap. xxix.

October 20, Floyd directed verbally the Captain of Ordnance

Miynadier to send guns to the unfinished forts of Ship Island, Miss.,

and Galveston, Texas. When it was ascertained what the Pittsburgh
arsenal could furnish, Floyd gave the order (Dec. 20) to Maynadier
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to have sent from there 110 colurnbiads and eleven thirty -two

pounders. No guns could have been mounted at Ship Island for

months. The Galveston fort would not have been in full readiness

for its armament in less than five years. When preparations began
to be made in Pittsburgh for this shipment, and the citizens came to

know for what points the guns were destined, public feeling was

strongly stirred up. Remonstrances were urged upon the President,

with the result that he directed Holt, who was now acting Secretary
of War, to rescind the order : the guns were not shipped. See report
of House Com. on Military Affairs, Feb. 18, 1861

;
Buchanan in the

National Intelligencer, Nov. 25, 1862
;
Buchanan's Defence, p. 224;

Curtis, vol. ii. p. 416
;
New York Tribune, Dec. 27, 28, 29.

Buchanan states that Floyd was " an avowed and consistent op-

ponent of secession" (Defence, p. 187) until receiving the request

to resign, and Black's testimony is to the same effect. (Open letter

to Henry Wilson, C. F. Black, p. 266.) It is now so commonly ad-

mitted that Buchanan was a very truthful, sincere, and honest man
that I have not emphasized the fact

;
Black was scrupulously vera-

cious and exact : their testimony, therefore, is of the highest value.

But at the best Floyd was a Unionist of the Virginia States-rights

school
;

l

opposed to " the coercion of a sovereign State ;" determined
" not to reinforce the forts and not to allow them to be taken by an

unlawful force
"
(Crawford, p. 59). Undoubtedly he thought, until

the secession of South Carolina, that she had as much right to the

arms belonging to the general government as had Massachusetts.

Such a sentiment would explain all his acts except that connected

with the transfer of the ordnance from Pittsburgh ;
and the perfected

order for that was not given until after he had learned of the theft

of the bonds from the Interior Department avowedly in his interest

(see letter of Bailey to Floyd, Dec. 19; Report of Com. p. 95).

Trescot had no such confidence in Floyd's devotion to Southern in-

terests as he had in Cobb's and Thompson's (see his private and

confidential letter to Drayton, Nov. 19, MS. Confederate Archives,

1 " Union was a question of expediency, not of obligation. This was the

conviction of the true Virginia school, and of Jefferson's opponents as well

as his supporters; of Patrick Henry, as well as John Taylor of Caroline,

and John Randolph of Roauoke." Henry Adams's History of the United

States, vol. i. p. 142.
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cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. ii. p. 322). No one can devote the

least attention to Floyd's administration of affairs without being
struck by his utter incapacity for the proper and systematic trans-

action of business. He had a poor conception of what he should

do, and an imperfect understanding of what he had done.

My apology for devoting so much space to Floyd is for the reason

previously mentioned, and furthermore for the desire to do entire

justice to Buchanan, who has of course a certain responsibility for

the acts of his secretaries. I am aware that it is a work of superer-

ogation to defend Floyd from treachery which he and his friends

boasted that he had committed. See his speech at Richmond, New
York Herald, Jan. 17, 1861

;
Pollard's History of the First Year of

the War, p. 67
;
Recollections of Mississippi and Mississippians, Reu-

ben Davis, p. 395. Floyd afterwards served in the Confederate

<army, but not with honor.

I should have been glad to end this chapter and my account of

the year 1860 with citations of the salient points of Benjamin's

speech made in the Senate, Dec. 31, but the absolute need of com-

pression forbade. It may be found on p. 212, Congressional Globe,

and, as a strong presentation of the argument for the right of seces-

sion and for the injustice and inexpediency of coercion or of any

attempt to enforce the laws in South Carolina, it may be read with

profit. Benjamin was of Hebrew parents, wealthy, the ablest lawyer
of the South in public life, and a fit representative of Louisiana, one

of the more conservative of the cotton States. While sincerity does

not inhere in his utterances as it does in so marked a degree in

those of the South Carolina leaders, of Toombs, Stephens, and Jef-

ferson Davis, this speech is an adroit plea of a clever attorney on

behalf of a client for whom he held a brief.



CHAPTER XIV

THE administration had turned over a new leaf, and the

personality of the man to whom this change was due be-

comes for us a matter of interest. Jeremiah Black, now

nearly fifty-one, and in the maturity of his powers, was well

fitted mentally and morally to bear the brunt of affairs. A
good student from boyhood, fond of books, he submitted

himself readily to the conditions of his life, and, recognizing
that he had his own living to earn, he began in an attorney's

office, at the age most boys go to college, the study of law.

When a youth he chose as a gift from his father Shake-

speare's plays, and this love clung to him through life, caus-

ing him to draw from that master lessons in expression and

philosophy that influenced his literary style and affected

profoundly his view of human concerns. Laying out his

own course of study, Horace became the chief companion
of his leisure and his relaxation after serious effort. Sin-

cerely religious, he applied himself with diligence to the

reading of the English Bible as the chart of his faith, ac-

quiring a familiarity with the words and the turns of

thought of our language in King James's time, that im-

parted terseness to the expression of his vigorous under-

standing. Admitted to the bar before he was of age, he

received when thirty-two the appointment of judge of one

of the district courts of his State. This position he held

for ten years, until his election to the Supreme bench, from

which, in the complete sense of the term, he was dispensing

justice when called by Buchanan to the cabinet. Higher
honors can come to no lawyer in America than to be re-

vered as was Black by the bar of his own State, and by
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the bar of the Supreme Court of his country as a learned

man and an upright judge. Pennsylvania, though rich in

legal talent, awarded to Black the palm in constitutional

law and in the whole field of jurisprudence. His ability and

correct training were fortified in mature years by laborious

studies and conscientious work
;
his lucid opinions cleared

up complicated points, and made simple abstruse ideas. He
was an intense partisan, and loyally supported Buchanan in

the policy of his administration, until the two came to

differ on the proper executive action to be taken in the

reinforcement of the Charleston forts, and in meeting the

threatened and accomplished secession of South Carolina.

They agreed, however, as to the powers of the States and the

limitations of the federal government. Black reverenced

the Constitution, and had a respect for law worthy of a

Koman statesman of noblest type. Socially, he was a genial

companion, and a man who hated shams and meanness of

all sorts. The crowning feature of his character, which

gave lustre to all his qualities, was his absolute and un-

questioned purity. Of him it may truly be written, as he
himself said of Gibson, who sat on the Pennsylvania Su-

preme bench thirty-seven years, and who held the highest

place in the esteem of her bar until Black came to dispute
that eminence :

" He was inflexibly honest. ... I do not

mean to award him merely that commonplace integrity
which it is no honor to have, but simply a disgrace to want.

He was not only incorruptible, but scrupulously, delicately,

conscientiously free from all wilful wrong, either in thought,

word, or deed."
'

Edwin M. Stanton, a personal friend of Black, had been

appointed Attorney-General for the reason that, having
been retained by the government in some cases, he, better

1 1 have drawn this characterization of Black from the biographical
sketch by C. F. Black

;
from the speeches of J. S. Black

;
from the Pro-

ceedings of the Bench and Bar of the Supreme Court of the United States

in memoriam J. S. Black, pamphlet, Washington, 1884.
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than any one else, could proceed with them in the Supreme
Court. Stanton was a sound lawyer, an energetic man, and,
in the words of Black, a "

quiet, unpretending, high-princi-

pled, Democratic gentleman." He had favored Buchanan's

Lecompton policy, had supported Breckinridge for Presi-

dent, and had endorsed Black's opinion of November 20,

and the annual message of December 3. He was devoted

to the President, even to the point of flattery, if we may ac-

cept without qualification a statement in one of Buchanan's

private letters.
1 After becoming a member of the cabinet,

he agreed implicitly with Black.* Joseph Holt was a dis-

tinguished lawyer of Kentucky, who had held office under

Buchanan from the commencement of his administration
;

3

he now used his influence and position in upholding the

national policy which, owing to the stand Black had taken,
became in the main the course of the government.
In harmony with his departure in the conduct of affairs,

the President, January 2, nominated for collector of the

port of Charleston, Peter Mclntire of Pennsylvania, a man
fitted for the position by personal courage and decision of

character. The Senate never acted on this nomination.
4 As

the Republicans and Northern Democrats together had a

majority of this body, and as it does not appear that any
sustained effort was made to confirm the appointment of

Mclntire, a certain measure of censure is their due for fail-

ing to co-operate with the President in his more energetic

policy.
6 Seven months later, Buchanan, in a private letter,

1

Curtis, vol. ii. p. 523.
3 See biographical sketch of J. S. Black ; open letters of Black to Judge

Hoar and Henry Wilson; private letters of Stanton, printed by Curtis ;

McClure's Lincoln and Men of War Times.
3 Crawford's Genesis of the Civil War, p. 25.
4 Letter of Buchanan in National Intelligencer, Nov. 1, 1862

; Buchanan's

Defence, p. 159.
5 Jefferson Davis labored "to secure the defeat of the nomination of a

foreign collector for the port of Charleston." Letter to Governor Pickens,
Jan. 13, Crawford, p. 263.
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expressed the opinion that if the Senate had confirmed

Mclntire, the war would have begun in January.
1

As we have seen, the President and General Scott had
determined to send the powerful man-of-war Brooklyn with

reinforcements to Sumter, but the general, averse to weak-

ening the garrison at Fortress Monroe, and apprehensive
that the Brooklyn would have trouble in crossing the bar

at Charleston, changed the plan, and proposed to send a fast

merchant steamer from New York, taking the troops from

Governor's Island : this, he thought, would combine secrecy
and quick despatch, and avoid the appearance of a coercive

movement. To this alteration the President reluctantly
consented.

4 The side -wheel steamship Star of the West

was chartered. Taking on board two hundred men, with

arms and ammunition, and four officers, she crossed the bar

at Sandy Hook at nine o'clock on the night of January 5,

and arrived about midnight, three days later, off Charleston

harbor. All the coast lights being out, the steamer pro-
ceeded with caution, running slow and sounding until her

captain discovered a light which he took to be on Fort

Sumter, when she hove to and awaited daybreak. The

Charlestonians, having received the day before from Secre-

tary Thompson and Senator Wigfall advices of the expedi-

tion, were prepared for her.
3 A South Carolina guard-boat

was on the watch. At daybreak, seeing the Star of the

West, she burned colored signal-lights, and steamed rapidly

up the channel, firing rockets as she went. The Star of the

West, the soldiers all below, and the American flag flying
at her flag -staff, now proceeded towards Fort Sumter.

When within two miles of it, fire opened on her from a

1 Letter of Sept. 18, 1861, to Horatio King, LippincotCs Magazine, April,

1872, p. 408. King was Buchanan's Postmaster-General after Holt's trans-

fer to the War Department.
5 Buchanan in the National Intelligencer, Nov. 1, 1862 ;

Buchanan's De-

fence, p. 190 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 95.

3
Crawford, p. 178 ; Horatio King in Lippincott's Magazine, April, 1872,

p. 409; Official Records, vol. i. p. 253.
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masked battery on Morris Island, where was flying a red

palmetto flag. At the first shot the Star of the West hoisted

a large American ensign at the fore. Still proceeding tow-

ards Sumter, she remained ten minutes under the fire of

this battery, which was five-eighths of a mile distant
;
she

was struck once, but received no material damage. Observ-

ing the approach of a steamer towing a schooner supposed to

be armed, and noting that, to reach Fort Sumter, they must

pass under the guns of Moultrie, the captain of the Star of
the West, and the lieutenant in command of the troops, after

looking anxiously and in vain for some signal or for some

evidence of support from Anderson, came to the conclusion

that, their steamer being entirely unarmed, it would be use-

less and dangerous to proceed ;
therefore they turned about

and steamed down the channel out to sea, returning directly

to New York.
1

Anderson had received no official advice of this move-

ment, and had no orders to guide him. Early on the

morning of January 9, Captain Doubleday of the Sum-

ter garrison, gazing seaward, saw a large steamship, fly-

ing the United States flag, cross the bar, and the Morris

Island battery fire a shot to bring her to. He hastened to

wake Anderson, who gave orders to beat the long roll for

the men to fall in and man the guns in the parapet : this

was immediately done. A gunner was stationed at the

eight-inch sea-coast howitzer with the lanyard in his hand

ready to fire. Major Anderson, standing in the angle of the

parapet, watched anxiously the movements of the steam-

ship and the work of the battery. When the Star of the

West hoisted the ensign to the fore, he took it as a signal,

and endeavored to reply, but his flag, owing to the halyards

being twisted about the staff, could not be used. Mean-
while Fort Moultrie opened fire on the steamer. Lieuten-

1 See Capt. McGowan's report, New York Times, Jan. 14, cited in Moore's

Rebellion Record, vol. L, Docs., p. 21; report of C. R.Woods, First Lieuten-

ant, Official Records, vol. i. p. 9 ; account of a reporter of the New York

Evening Post on board, cited in New York Tribune, Jan. 14.
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ant Davis called Anderson's attention to the fact that their

guns could reach Moultrie but not the Morris Island batter}'.

Anderson, who had been held back by worthy hesitation, now
instructed Davis to " take command of a battery of two 42-

pounders which bore on Moultrie," and be in readiness for

action. Lieutenant Meade, a Virginian, earnestly entreated

that the order to fire, which would commence civil war,

should not be given. Just then the Star of the West turned

about, and Anderson said :
" Hold on

;
do not fire. I will

wait. Let the men go to their quarters, leaving two at

each gun I wish to see the officers at my quarters."
'

The result of the council was that Anderson sent a note

to Governor Pickens, in which he asked if the firing on the

Star of the West had the official sanction, declaring that if

it were not disclaimed he " must regard it as an act of war,"
and he should not permit any vessels to pass

" within range
of the guns

"
of his fort.

1 The governor replied that the

act of war was the sending of the reinforcement, that the

steamship had been fired upon in self-defence, and that he

perfectly justified the act.
3

Lapse of time and reflection

cooled the just anger of Anderson, who decided that, until

he had referred the matter to his government, he would not

carry out a threat which would assuredly light the torch of

civil war. To this effect he replied to Pickens, asking for

a safe-conduct for the bearer of his despatches. This was

1 See Crawford, p. 185 et seq. His account is from his journal at the

time ; Doubleday's Fort Sumter and Moultrie, p. 101 et seq. Lieut.

Woods says specifically Moultrie did not fire. Neither Captain McGowan,
nor the reporter of the New York Evening Post, nor the Charleston corre-

spondent of the New York Tribune mention the circumstance. The
Charleston Courier of Jan. 10 says Moultrie tired a few shots, Moore's

Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 19. The Charleston Mercury of Jan. 10

says three shots were fired. Very satisfactory orders to Anderson from
Scott were written out Jan. 5, Official Records, vol. i. p. 132: these, accord-

ing to Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 96, were on board of the Star of the

West.
2 Anderson to Pickens, Jan. 9, Official Records, vol. i. p. 134.
3 Pickens to Anderson, Jan. 9, ibid., p. 135.
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courteously given, and Lieutenant Talbot of the garrison
was soon on his way to Washington.

1 Two days later the

governor sent to Anderson, under a flag of truce, Judge

Magrath, the Secretary of State of South Carolina, and

General Jamison, the Secretary of War,
" to induce the de-

livery of Fort Sumter to the constituted authorities of the

State, with a pledge on its part to account for such public

property as is under your charge."
1 With this demand

Anderson refused to comply, but he proposed to send one

of his officers, in company with any messenger the governor

might name, to Washington in order to submit it to his

government.
8 This was agreed to, and Hayne, the attorney-

general of the State, and Lieutenant Hall of Fort Sumter

left for Washington, arriving there on the evening of Jan-

uary 13.
4

From a military point of view, this abortive expedition
of the Star of the West is of little importance. Sending a

merchant steamer instead of a man-of-war was a mistake
;

and there is yet another circumstance which might add to

the force of criticism upon the arrangements. The day that

the Star of the West sailed from New York, the War De-

partment received a letter from Major Anderson advising
that a battery or batteries were being constructed on Morris

Island, and he added the assurance, "Thank God, we are

now where the government may send us additional troops
at its leisure. . . . We can command this harbor as long as

our government wishes to keep it."
5 On this account, an

order, concurred in by the President, General Scott, and

Secretary Holt, was telegraphed to New York to counter-

mand the departure of the steamship ;
but before the order

reached the proper officer, she had gone to sea.
6

January

1 Anderson to Pickens, Jan. 9, Crawford, p. 190.

2 Pickens to Anderson, Jan. 11, ibid., p. 192.

3 Anderson to Pickens, Jan. 11, ibid., p. 194.

4 Buchanan's Defence, p. 193.

* Anderson to Cooper, Dec. 31, 1860. Received A. G. O., Jan. 5.

*
Holt, March 5, 1861, in National Intelligencer, cited by Buchanan,
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7, an order was sent to Farragut, commander of the

Brooklyn, to go in aid and succor of the Star of the West,
but not to cross the bar at Charleston.

1 He did not find

her, but, as we have seen, she had received no damage and
needed no assistance in returning to New York.

Politically, this attempt to send reinforcements to Sum-
ter was of the highest importance. In connection with the

President's special message of January 8 to Congress,
2
it

was an emphatic confirmation of the new policy which

began with the reply to the South Carolina commissioners.

The contemporary political literature and books treating of

that time, written since by men of national views, attest in

a striking manner the immense change of feeling at the

North towards the President from that which had pre-
vailed in November and December. The senators of the

seceding States were no longer on a friendly personal and

political footing at the White House. 3
Jefferson Davis,

who had not visited the President for some time, imme-

diately on hearing that the Star of the West had been fired

upon, went to see him, and ineffectually entreated him to

alter his course.
4

General Scott had become a trusted ad-

National Intelligencer, Nov. 1, 1862, and Horatio King, Lippincott's Maga-
zine, April, 1872, p. 409.

1 Buchanan's Defence, p. 191; Holt to Anderson, Jan. 10, Official Records,
vol. i. p. 136. 2 See Curtis, vol. ii. p. 433.

3 Buchanan in National Intelligencer, Nov. 1, 1862.
4 This was Jan. 9. Davis went to see the President before going to

the Senate. Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 218.

That day the President's special message of Jan. 8, the first letter of the

South Carolina commissioners, and Buchanan's reply were read. Davis
criticised the President severely, and had a heated discussion with King
of New York. The next day, in a set speech, he thus spoke :

" The Presi-

dent's message of December had all the characteristics of a diplomatic

paper, for diplomacy is said to abhor certainty as nature abhors a vacuum;
and it was not within the power of man to reach any fixed conclusion from

that message. When the country was agitated, when opinions were being

formed, when we are drifting beyond the power ever to return, this was
not what we had a right to expect from the Chief Magistrate. One policy
or the other he ought to have taken. If a federalist, if believing this to
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viser of the administration
;
this the North knew and re-

joiced thereat, for it had implicit confidence in the gen-
eral's capacity and patriotism.

The insult to the flag by South Carolina did not give rise

to as much indignation at the North as might have been ex-

pected.
1 Had Anderson, however, resented it by returning

the fire, that loyal uprising \vhich took place three months
later would have occurred in January, and the civil war
would then have begun. Holt wrote Anderson that he had

rightly designated
" the firing into the Star of the West as

' an act of war.' Had it been perpetrated," he continued, "by
a foreign nation, it would have been your imperative duty

be a government of force, if believing it to be a consolidated mass and

not a confederation of States, be should have said : no State has a right

to secede
; every State is subordinate to the federal government, and the

federal government must empower me with physical means to reduce to

subjugation the State asserting such a right. If not, if a State-rights man
and a Democrat as for many years it has been my pride to acknowledge
our venerable Chief Magistrate to be then another line of policy should

have been taken. The Constitution gave no power to the federal gov-
ernment to coerce a State

;
the Constitution gave an army for the pur-

poses of common defence, and to preserve domestic tranquillity ;
but the

Constitution never contemplated using that army against a State. A State

exercising the sovereign function of secession is beyond the reach of the

federal government, unless we woo her with the voice of fraternity, and

bring her back to the enticements of affection. One policy or the other

should have been taken ; and it is not for me to say which, though my
opinion is well known

;
but one policy or the other should have been pur-

sued. He should have brought his opinion to one conclusion or another,

and to-day our country would have been safer than it is." Congressional

Globe, vol. i. p. 307.
"
Benjamin thinks not otherwise nor any better of President Buchanan

than Mr. Douglas, though his opinion of Mr. Douglas is anything but flat-

tering." Diary of a Public Man, entry Jan. 13.

1 "
I am surprised at the indifference, not to say apathy, with which this

overt defiance to the federal authority and this positive insult to the fed-

eral flag have been received by the people of the North and West. Cer-

tainly, since we are not at this moment in the blaze of civil war, there

would seem to be little reason to fear that we shall be overtaken by it at

all." Diary of a Public Man, entry Jan. 13
; see also the file of the New

York Tribune.
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to have resented it with the whole force of your batteries ;"

but under the circumstances,
"
your forbearance to return

the fire is fully approved by the President."
l

A gratifying result of the Star of the West expedition was
the bringing about the resignation of Secretary Thompson.

2

The change of policy of the administration caused another

satisfactory resignation, that of Thomas,
3

Secretary of the

Treasury, a Maryland States-rights man, whose political

principles, joined to his lack of financial ability and stand-

ing, made him unable to win the confidence of the moneyed
magnates of the country, which the administration now

especially needed. In September, 1860, United States five-

per-cent. stock had sold at 103
;

4
in December the govern-

ment was obliged to pay twelve per cent, for a loan of five

millions,
5
at the same time that New York State sevens

were taken at an average of about 101." A pressure by
the bankers and financiers of New York city was now

brought to bear upon the President; this resulted in the

offer of the Treasury portfolio to John A. Dix, which he

promptly accepted.
7 A fitter appointment could not have

been made. Dix had been a soldier for sixteen years, then

he engaged in the practice of law, went into politics and
held office, became a newspaper editor and a member of the

Assembly of the State of New York, and afterwards served

one term in the national Senate. Entering politics a Jack-

1 Holt to Anderson, Jan. 16, Official Records, vol. i. p. 140.

For the correspondence of Jan. 8 and 9, see Curtis, vol. ii. p. 401. The

impropriety of Thompson's remaining in the cabinet after the 1st of De-
cember was appreciated by the Washington correspondent of the Charles-

ton Mercury, who wrote Dec. 6,
"
Thompson still holds on to his post to

the disappointment and chagrin of his friends."
3 This was Jan. 11. See the correspondence in Curtis, vol. ii. p. 404.
4
Report of Cobb, Secretary of the Treasury, Dec. 4, 1860.

5 President's special message of Jan. 8
; Knox's United States Notes, p.

76. This was from the issue of Treasury notes having one year to run.

The money was obtained between Dec. 28 and Jan. 1, 1861.
6 New York Evening Post, Dec. 26. The amount desired and allotted

was $1,200,000 ; about $4,000,000 was bid for.
1 Jan. 11, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 401

; Memoirs of J. A. Dix, vol. i. p. 363.
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son Democrat, he became a member of the Albany regency,
was a Free-soiler in 1848, and supported Breckinridge in

1860. When called to the Treasury Department he held

the office of Postmaster of New York city. Now almost

sixty-three years old, a gentleman born and bred, a scholar,

a good speaker, he was honest and systematic in his private

money affairs, and had a public character without reproach.
1

Dix applied himself energetically to his task, and although

by this time Mississippi, Florida, and Alabama had seceded,
he soon obtained five millions of money at an average rate

of lOf per cent." v'
It is a mark of the feeling existing in the commercial

circles of New York city, that Belmont, early in December,

1860, began urging Governor Sprague, of Khode Island, to

recommend to the legislature of his State a repeal of her

Personal Liberty law.
3

Later, Belmont tells Sprague that

the leading men of Boston and other parts of Massachusetts,
and of New York, were working earnestly in the same
direction.

4 In an address to the people of Massachusetts,
the arguments for such a course were enforced over the sig-

nature of citizens who were of the highest character and

position.
5 December 30, 1860, Belmont wrote Herschel

Y. Johnson, of Georgia, who united with Stephens in op-

posing secession, that a caucus of governors of seven Re-

publican States had been held in New York city, and that

they would recommend to their legislatures
" the uncondi-

tional and early repeal of the Personal Liberty bills passed

1 1 have drawn fhis characterization from the Memoirs of J. A. Dix, by
Morgan Dix.

2 Knox's United States Notes, p. 76. This was Jan. 19, and the money
was obtained on Treasury notes having one year to run.

3 Belmont to Sprague, Dec. 6, 1860. 4
Ibid, Dec. 19, 1860.

5 Among the signers were : Lemuel Shaw, B. R. Curtis, IT. J. Gardner,
and George Ticknor, of Boston

; Jared Sparks, Clmrles Theo. Russell,

and Theophilus Parsons, of Cambridge ; George Peabody, of Salem
; J.

G. Abbott, of Lowell ; Levi Lincoln, of Worcester; and George Ashmun,
of Springfield, New York World, Dec. 17, 1860

;
Life of Garrison, vol. iv.

p. 2.
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by their respective States."
1

This information was sub-

stantially correct. Washburn of Maine, Banks of Massa-

chusetts, Morgan of New York, and Yates of Illinois

(Republicans), did make such recommendations
;
as did also

Sprague of Rhode Island, and Packer of Pennsylvania

(Democrats). Dennison, of Ohio (Republican), said that a

modification of the Fugitive Slave law would secure the

repeal of the obnoxious portions of the Personal Liberty
acts. Before the end of January, Rhode Island repealed
her Personal Liberty law; Massachusetts, in March, and

Yermont, in April, modified theirs. Ohio had no such act,

but her legislature recommended to her sister States to re-

peal any of their statutes "
conflicting with or rendering

less efficient the Constitution or the laws," and thus restore

confidence between the States;
2 while the Wisconsin legis-

lature took the preliminary steps towards revising her Per-

sonal Liberty act.
3 No doubt can exist that if it had been

believed possible to save the Union in this way, every
Northern State would by the 1st of May have repealed
these laws or satisfactorily altered them. Nothing is

clearer than that the South, after the first days of January,
was estopped from alleging as a grievance the making null

of the Fugitive Slave law.

Although the Senate committee had failed to agree on

any plan,
4
neither Crittenden nor Douglas despaired of se-

curing an acceptable compromise. To an inquiry of some

1 Belmont's Letters, privately printed, p. 27. * Jan. 14.

3
Harrisburg Union, cited by National Intelligencer, Jan. 15 ; New York

Tribune, Jan. 3, 8
; Appleton's Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861, pp. 436, 452,

556, 576 et seq. ,
634 ; Congressional Globe, 2d Sess. 36th Cong. , p. 44

;

McPlierson's Political History of the Rebellion, p. 44
;
Life of Samuel

Bowles Merriam, vol. i. p. 275 ;
Memoirs of J. A. Dix, vol. i. p. 355

;
Life

of Colfax, Hollister, p. 169. The National Intelligencer of Dec. 11, in an

analysis of the Personal Liberty laws, stated that only those of Vermont,

Massachusetts, Michigan, and Wisconsin were "clearly unconstitutional."

Banks was the retiring governor of Massachusetts. Andrew, his successor,

sustained the Personal Liberty act of his State.

4 Dec. 28, 1860. Ante, p. 178.
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Georgia Union men concerning the prospect, they sent a

joint telegraphic despatch saying, "We have hopes that the

rights of the South and of every State and section may be

protected within the Union. Don't give up the ship. Don't

despair of the Republic."
'

January 3, Crittenden made to

the Senate the novel proposition that the sense of the peo-

ple should be taken by submitting his compromise to the

popular vote." Four days later he gave his reason for

suggesting this extraordinary method
;

it was because he

doubted his ability to command in the Senate the two-

thirds majority necessary to recommend his constitutional

amendments to the States.
3 " The sacrifice to be made for

the preservation of this government," he urged,
"

is com-

paratively worthless. Peace and harmony and union in a

great nation were never purchased at so cheap a rate as we
now have it in our power to do."

*

Douglas made a power-
ful argument in favor of Crittenden's proposal.

5

1 The telegram was dated Dec. 29, 1860. McPherson, p. 38. "I see

some signs of hope, but it is probably a deceptive light." John Sherman
to General Sherman, Jan. 6, Century Magazine, Nov., 1892, p. 94.

2
Congressional Globe, p. 237. For his compromise, see p. 150.

3
Globe, p. 264. 4 Jan. 3, ibid., p. 237.

* His speech was on Jan. 3. He said :

"
I hold that the election of any

man, no matter who, by the American people, according to the Constitu-

tion, furnishes no cause, no justification, for the dissolution of the Union.

But we cannot close our eyes to the fact that the Southern people have re-

ceived the result of that election as furnishing conclusive evidence that the

dominant party of the North, which is soon to take possession of the fed-

eral government under that election, are determined to invade and destroy
their constitutional rights. Believing that their domestic institutions, their

hearth-stones, and their family altars, are all to be assailed, at least by in-

direct means, and that the federal government is to be used for the inau-

guration of a line of policy which shall have for its object the ultimate

extinction of slavery in all the States, old as well as new, South as well as

North, the Southern people are prepared to rush wildly, madly, as I think,

into revolution, disunion, war, and defy the consequences, whatever they

may be, rather than to wait for the development of events, or submit

tamely to what they think is a fatal blow impending over them and over

all they hold dear on earth." Considering that Lincoln's
"
house-divided-

against-itself
"
speech has been circulated as a campaign document, "is it
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January 10, Jefferson Davis in a set speech gave expres-
sion to the views of the South. He argued the right of

secession. " All that is not granted in the Constitution be-

longs to the States;" he said, "and nothing but what is

granted in the Constitution belongs to the federal govern-
ment

;
and keeping this distinction in vie\v, it requires but

little argument to see the conclusion at Avhich we necessa-

surprising that the people of the South should suppose that he was in

earnest and intended to carry out the policy which he had announced ? . . .

I do not, however, believe the rights of the South will materially suffer

under the administration of Mr. Lincoln. . . . But this apprehension has

become wide-spread and deep-seated in the Southern people. It has taken

possession of the Southern mind, sunk deep in the Southern heart, and

filled them with the conviction that their firesides, their family altars, and

their domestic institutions are to be ruthlessly assailed through the ma-

chinery of the federal government. The Senator from Ohio (Wade) says
he does not blame you, Southern Senators, nor the Southern people, for

believing those things. . . .

" But we are told that secession is wrong, and that South Carolina had

no right to secede. I agree that it is wrong, unlawful, unconstitutional,

criminal. In my opinion, South Carolina had no right to secede; but she

has done it. . . . Are we prepared for icar? I do not mean that kind of

preparation which consists of armies and navies and supplies and muni-

tions of war; but are we prepared in our hearts for war with our own
brethren and kindred? I confess I am not. ... I prefer compromise to

war. I prefer concession to a dissolution of the Union. . . . Why not

allow the people to pass on these questions? If the people reject them,
theirs will be the responsibility, and no harm will have been done by the

reference. If they accept them, the country will be safe, and at peace.

The political party which shall refuse to allow the people to determine for

themselves at the ballot-box the issue between revolution and war on the

one side, and obstinate adherence to a party platform on the other, will

assume a fearful responsibility. A war upon a political issue, waged by
the people of eighteen States against the people and domestic institutions

of fifteen sister States, is a fearful and revolting thought. The South will

be a unit, and desperate, under the belief that your object in waging war
is their destruction, and not the preservation of the Union; that you med-

itate servile insurrection, and the abolition of slavery in the Southern

States by fire and sword, in the name and under pretext of enforcing the

laws and vindicating the authority of the government. You know that

such is the prevailing, and, I may say, unanimous opinion at the South;
and that ten million people are preparing for the terrible conflict under that

conviction." Congressional Globe, Appendix, p. 38 et seq.
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rily arrive. Did the States surrender their sovereignty to

the federal government? Did the States agree that they
never could withdraw from the federal Union? .. . . The
Constitution was a compact between independent States ;

it was not a national government. ... It was not adopted

by the mass of the people, as we all know historically ;
it

was adopted by each State."

Touching the present crisis, it devolves on the majority
section to consider now what it will do, "for with every
motion of that clock is passing away your opportunity. It

was greater when we met on the first Monday in December
than it is now; it is greater now than it will be on the first

day of next week. ... I would that it still remained to

consider what we might calmly have considered on the first

Monday in December how this could be avoided
;
but

events have rolled past that point. You would not make

propositions when they would have been effective. I pre-

sume you will not make them now
;
and I know not what

effect they would have if you did. Your propositions would

have been most welcome if they had been made before

any question of coercion, and before any vain boasting of

powers."
It pained Davis to think of quitting the Union. " It may

be pardoned to me, sir," he said,
"
who, in my boyhood was

given to the military service, and who have followed under

tropical suns and over northern snows the flag of the

Union, suffering from it as it does not become me to speak

it, if I here express the deep sorrow which always over-

whelms me when I think of taking a last leave of that ob-

ject of early affection and proud association, feeling that

henceforth it is not to be the banner which, by day and by

night, I am ready to follow, to hail with the rising and bless

with the setting sun. . . .

" Your platform," he said to the Kepublicans,
" on which

you elected your candidate denies us equality. Your votes

refuse to recognize our domestic institutions which pre-ex-
isted the formation of the Union, our property which was
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guarded by the Constitution. You refuse us that equality
without which we should be degraded if we remained in

the Union. You elect a candidate upon the basis of sec-

tional hostility; one who, in his speeches, now thrown
broadcast over the country, made a distinct declaration of

war upon our institutions. . . . What boots it to tell me that

no direct act of aggression will be made? I prefer direct

to indirect hostile measures which will produce the same
result. I prefer it, as I prefer an open to a secret foe. Is

there a Senator upon the other side who to-day will agree
that we shall have equal enjoyment of the territories of

the United States? Is there one who will deny that we
have equally paid in their purchases, and equally bled in

their acquisition in war? Then, is this the observance of

your compact? "Whose is the fault if the Union be dis-

solved ? . . .

"
Senators, I have spoken longer than I desired. . . . The

time is near at hand when the places which have known
us as colleagues laboring together, can know us in that

relation no more forever. I have striven to avert the

catastrophe which now impends over the country, unsuc-

cessfully ;
and I regret it. For the few days which I may

remain, I am willing to labor in order that that catastrophe
shall be as little as possible destructive to public peace and

prosperity. If you desire at this last moment to avert civil

war, so be it
;

it is better so. If you will but allow us to

separate from you peaceably, since we cannot live peace-

ably together, to leave with the rights we had before we
were united, since we cannot enjoy them in the Union,
then there are many relations which may still subsist be-

tween us, drawn from the associations of our struero-lesOO
from the Revolutionary era to the present day, which may
be beneficial to you as well as to us."

'

It seemed as if the drama of 1850 would again be en-

1
Congressional Globe, p. 308 et seq., and the speech may also be found in

Davis's Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 603.

in. 17
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acted. It might be said that the mantle of Clay had

fallen upon Crittenden, another son of Kentucky. Doug-
las spoke for the compromise on behalf of the Northern

Democrats, even as he and Cass had spoken eleven years

previously. Davis had succeeded to the leadership at that

time held by Calhoun. Would the part then played by
Daniel Webster be taken? Seward now filled the public

eye as the greater statesman had done in 1850, and was
the exponent of the Republicans as Webster had been of

the Northern Whigs. Rumor's tongue busied itself with

the New York senator's opinions and proposed action. It

was constantly asserted and as uniformly denied that he

would support the Crittenden compromise; and the deni-

als came from better authority than the assertions.
1 Sew-

ard's potent influence and commanding position at this

time is undoubted, but he had an overweening sense of

his own importance; he thought that he held in his hands

the destinies of his country.
" I will try to save freedom

and my country ;"
" I have assumed a sort of dictatorship

for defence, and am laboring night and day with the cities

and States ;"
" It seems to me that if I am absent only

three days, this administration, the Congress, and the dis-

trict would fall into consternation and despair ;
I am the

only hopeful, calm, conciliatory person here ;"
" The pres-

ent administration and the incoming one unite in devolving
on me the responsibility of averting" civil war: these are

his expressions when writing to the sympathetic home cir-

cle at Auburn. 2 December 28, 1860, he accepted Lincoln's

offer of the secretaryship of State;
3
the Albany Evening

Journal of January 9 gave this news to the world. Two
days before he rose in the Senate to appease the anxiety
of the people as to his position came the intelligence that

1 See the flies of the New York Herald and New York Tribune for Jan.
2 The dates of these letters are respectively Dec. 28, 1860, Jan. 3, 18, 23

two written before his great speech, two after, Life of Seward, vol. ii, pp.

487,491,497.
s
Ibid., p. 487.
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the convention of Mississippi had passed an ordinance of

secession
;
the morning newspapers of the day on which he

spoke related that the conventions of Florida and Alabama
had done likewise.

1

January 12 Seward spoke to a packed Senate chamber,
to lobbies and corridors filled with people straining their

ears to catch any word that might give to them and to a

waiting and distracted country an inkling of the plan of de-

liverance from disunion.
2 At first nearly every one was in

some degree disappointed. Confidence in the power of one

man to find a solution for the troubles that for so many
years had been gathering to a head had risen too high.
He proposed no concession to the South, beyond that

which the Republicans had submitted in the Senate com-

mittee of thirteen.
3 He suggested, however, that when the

secession movements had ended and the public mind had

resumed its wonted calm say in "
one, two, or three years

hence " that a national convention should be called to con-

sider the matter of amending the Constitution." Of course

Seward's speech met with no favor in the cotton States.

The secessionists of Virginia maintained that it destroyed
the last hope of compromise.

6 The feeling of the Union

1

Mississippi passed her ordinance Jan. 9, Florida Jan. 10, Alabama Jan.

11. The New York Tribune did not have the news from Florida until its

issue of Jan. 12.

2
Washington correspondence New York Tribune, Jan. 12 ; Ben : Perley

Poore's Reminiscences, vol. ii. p. 54. 3
Ante, p. 175.

4 I have not given an abstract or extracts from Seward's speech for the

reason that it was important for its tone rather than for any plan proposed,
and needs to be read as a whole to be comprehended. It may be found in

Seward's Works, vol. iv. p. 651, as well as in the Congressional Globe, p. 341.

A full and careful report of it was printed in the New York Tribune of

Jan. 14. It was an able speech. The New York Tribune considered it

"rhetorically and as a literary performance . . . unsurpassed by any of its

author's earlier productions." Editorial of Jan. 14. "I deplored Seward's

speeches. [Those of Jan. 12 and 31.] The first he read to me and I sup-

plicated him not to make it." Sumner to Whittier, Feb. 5, Pierce's Me-
moir of Sumner, vol. iv. p. 17. Chase begged Seward "to give countenance

to no scheme of compromise." Schuckers, p. 202.
4 Richmond Enquirer, Jan. 15.
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men of the border States was one of bitter disappointment
and even profound grief.

1 The conservative Republicans,
the Douglas Democrats, and the Bell and Everett men of

the North were, on reflection, well pleased, while the more

radical Republicans and the abolitionists did not like it."

The tone of Seward's speech is admirable, and it undoubt-

edly had an effectual influence in making fidelity to the

Union, irrespective of previous party affiliations, a rallying-

point for Northern men.*

While Seward had not mentioned by name the Critten-

den compromise, it was a decided inference from his state-

ments that he could not be brought to support it
;
and it

is a striking indication of the little confidence public men
and newspaper correspondents at "Washington had in his

sincerity and constancy that the rumor that he would

come out for the compromise continually reappears. But

he had a great hold on the Northern people; their faith

in him was unbounded. The Richmond Whig was not

far out of the way when it asserted that his vote in favor

of submitting the Crittenden propositions to the people
" would give peace at once to the country," meaning that

he would carry with him a majority of the Republican sena-

tors.
4 The proposal to consult the people directly attract-

ed much attention
;
as we shall see later, it was the last

chance for averting civil war, and, to be effective, it should

1 Richmond Whig, Jan. 17; Baltimore Daily Exchange, Jan. 14; New York

Herald, which was a good representative of this opinion, Jan. 13.

2 See references of Douglas to Seward, Diary of a Public Man, North

American Review, Oct. and Nov., 1879; letter of August Belmont to Sew-

ard, Jan. 17; National Intelligencer, Jan. 15; New York Tribune Jan. 14;

New York Evening Post, Jan. 14
;
Life of Garrison, vol. iv. p. 10; Seward's

letter to his daughter, Jan. 23, Life, vol. ii. p. 497.
3 Few men have received a nobler tribute for a speech than Seward had

on this occasion from Whittier.
4 Issue of Jan. 18. The bill spoken of was Bigler's, which submitted

constitutional amendments, substantially the same as Crittenden's, pro-

vided the machinery for taking the vote, and fixed Feb. 12 as the date for

it. This was introduced Jan. 14.
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have been adopted before the conventions of Georgia and

Louisiana, soon to meet, had assembled and taken the virt-

ually irrevocable step of secession. Seward afterwards 1

spoke of the scheme as "an unconstitutional and inef-

fectual way" of taking the "sentiments of the people."
But it was never shown to be unconstitutional. The idea

was that the vote should be informal; that it could be

regarded only as an instruction to Congress, morally, not

legally, binding ;
that afterwards Congress would still pre-

serve full liberty of action. Yet it was clearly enough
understood that a vote of the country in favor of the

Crittenden compromise would impel a majority of the

Republican senators and representatives to give it their

support. No doubt can now exist, and but little could

have existed in January 1861, that if it had been submitted

to the people it would have carried the Northern States

by a great majority ;
that it would have obtained the vote

of almost every man in the border States; and that it

would have received the preponderating voice of all the

cotton States but South Carolina.
5

1 Jan. 30. Works, vol. iv. p. 678.
2 "

It was an indisputable fact at this time that the vote cast for Douglas,

numbering 1,365,976, and that cast for Bell, numbering 590,631, and the

vote for Breckinridge in the free States, numbering 284,422, making a

total of 2,241,029, was unanimously in favor of a peaceful and reasonable

settlement of all difficulties with any of the Southern States. The vote

for Lincoln was 1,857,610, of which at least one fourth would have ap-

proved of such a peaceable settlement of the difficulties as might have

been satisfactory to all the Southern States, whose complaints were

founded upon questions connected with slavery. Of the vote given to

Breckinridge in the slave-holding States, numbering 563,531, more than

one fourth of it desired a peaceable settlement upon such terms as would
have been satisfactory to the friends of conciliation and compromise in

the Northern States. Thus the voice of the people of the country at this

time was overwhelmingly in favor of conciliation, forbearance, and com-

promise." Appleton's Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861, p. 700. It must be noted

that South Carolina, having cast no popular vote, is not included in this

estimate. It is, of course, hazardous to reduce one's opinions to figures,

but I really believe that this writer has guessed pretty nearly the way the

popular vote would have gone on the Crittenden compromise.
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This proposal to take the sense of the country never

came to a vote in the Senate; had a majority of the

Republican senators favored it, the bill which provided for

it would have been reached and adopted. The question

"Let the question be submitted to the people . . . and I will venture

the prediction that your own people (i.e., the Republicans) will ratify the

proposed amendments to the Constitution." Douglas, Senate, Jan. 3.

"The resolutions offered by you will be endorsed by the people of Pennsyl-
vania by 200,000 majority if we can get a vote." Conrad, of Philadelphia,
to Crittenden, Jan. 5, Life of Crittenden, Coleman, vol. ii. p. 251.

"
I feel

perfect confidence that New York would give 150,000 majority for this

measure." Horatio Seymour to Crittenden, Jan. 18, ibid., p. 254. The
advocates of the Crittenden compromise,

" with good reason, claimed a

large majority of the people in its favor, and clamored for its submission

to a direct popular vote. Had such a submission been accorded, it is very

likely that the greater number of those who voted at all would have voted

to ratify it." Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 380, written in 1864.

"If a popular vote could have been had on the Crittenden compromise,
it would have prevailed by an overwhelming majority. Very few Re-

publicans would have voted for it
; but very many would have refrained

from voting at all ; while their adversaries would have brought their

every man to the polls in its support, and carried it by hundreds of thou-

sands." Greeley's Recollections of a Busy Life, p. 397.

See the list of petitions from all parts of the North and from the

border States in favor of the Crittenden compromise, printed in Coleman's

Life of Crittenden, p. 240 et seq. It fills nine pages ;
see also Congressional

Globe, pp. 634, 646, 670, 692, 710, 719, 729, 777, 792, 798, 822, 839, 862, 896,

985, 1094, 1126, 1148, 1186, 1225, 1243. Some of these petitions are worthy
of notice : one was from 182 cities and towns of Massachusetts, signed by
22,315 citizens ; another from the Boston City Council ; four fifths of the

people of Indiana were said to be in favor of the Crittenden compromise ;

one petition was from 14,000 women ;
2000 citizens of Philadelphia who

had voted for Lincoln signed another. Seward presented two petitions

signed by 63,000 inhabitants of New York city, praying for some plan of

adjustment. Seward's Works, vol. iv. p. 670.
"
Many Northern men, even

some Republicans, were willing to vote
"
for the Crittendeu compromise.

Wilson's Rise and Fall of the Slave Power, vol. iii. p. 72. "There is a

great pressure here from the business and high social circles of all our

great cities for a compromise." J. S. Pike, from Washington to New
York Tribune, Feb. 3. A Faneuil Hall meeting, composed largely of the

friends of Webster, endorsed the Crittenden plan. New York Tribune,

Feb. 8. The New Jersey legislature urged her senators and representa-

tives in Congress to support the Crittenden compromise. Appleton's An-
nual Cyclopaedia, 1861, p. 515. The Virginia legislature gave by resolu-
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arises : are the Republicans to be justified for their position ?

On those who affirm that they are, it is incumbent to show
that an agreement on the basis of the Crittenden com-

promise would have adjourned but for a short while the

Civil "War
;
that this compliance with the South would have

made the slave-holders more arrogant in their future de-

mands
;
that the real issue to be decided was absolute sur-

render or resistance
;
and that a better time than this to

try conclusions could never be looked for. On Northern
men who aver that the Republicans ought to have ac-

cepted the Crittenden compromise, it is incumbent to show
that it would have postponed the civil conflict for at least

a decade, with a fair chance of ultimately avoiding it
;
that

tion substantially its approval. Ibid., p. 178.
" We have never enter-

tained the slightest doubt that if the voice of the people could be fairly

heard in this time of our trouble, there would be a satisfactory and per-

manent settlement of existing differences between the two sections within

less than thirty days." Richmond Whig, Jan. 17. "There can be no

doubt that the people of the United States are anxious to preserve the

Union, and are perfectly willing to make reasonable concessions to se-

cure its preservation. It is certainly true in regard to the South, and

we believe it is equally true in regard to the North. ... In every State

except South Carolina (and we doubt very much if that State should be

excepted) which has seceded, a very large majority of the people would

gladly preserve the Union, if they had not been led to believe that the

people of the North are their enemies. . . . There can be no doubt that

Crittenden's plan of adjustment, if submitted to a direct vote of the people,
would be adopted by such a vote as never was polled in this country.
Almost everybody in the South, including some of the bitterest disunion-

ists among us, would willingly accept that compromise as a final settlement

of the questions which divide the country. The Northern papers with

singular unanimity assert that the people of that section would gladly do
the same." Ibid, Jan. 28. "I believe that the South' would accept the

propositions submitted by Mr. Crittenden." Senator Pearce, of Maryland,
to B. T. Johnson, Jan. 9, Charleston Mercury, Jan. 19. The Ohio Democratic
State convention, held Jan. 23, asserted they "would accept with joy"
the Crittenden compromise. Congressional Globe, p. 646. The New York
Democratic State convention, held Jan. 31, approved it. Greeley's Amer-
ican Conflict, vol. i. p. 395 ; see Shaler's Kentucky, p. 241

; Carr's Mis-

souri, p. 283. Only a very few petitions were presented against the Crit-

tenden compromise. See Congressional Globe, pp. 1126, 1243, 1300, 1301.
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for such time the two sections, with the power of slavery
in the South unimpaired, could have lived on tolerable

terms; that the South would not have demanded Cuba,

Mexico, or Central America as a condition for remaining
in the Union

;
that Lincoln was wrong when he asserted,

"There is in my judgment but one compromise which

would really settle the slavery question, and that would be

a prohibition against acquiring any more territory ;"
'

in

short, that for ten years the South would have quietly and

submissively gazed upon the larger growth of the North

by immigration and by development of manufactures and

the arts, thus fitting itself for the conflict that must come
;

or that, on the other hand, repeated submissions would not

have brought the North to the point where, its spirit being

gone, it would have refused to fight. Between these alter-

natives, one of which was civil war with its waste of

blood and treasure, with its train of men's sacrifices and

women's anguish, and with its failure to settle the race

question in the South
;
and the other, which would have

been an aggravated repetition of what took place between

1854 and 1860, with the possibility of a war to follow be-

tween more powerful contestants: between these an his-

torian may well shrink from pronouncing a decided choice.

The argument that this very question was determined at

the presidential election does not seem to me decisive.
2

It is true, the proposed action, so far as American practice

1 Letter to J. T. Hale, Jan. 11, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 288.

2 The Crittenden compromise (i.e., the article relating to the territories)
"

is precisely the question submitted to the people at the late presidential

election, and which the people in all parts of the nation have condemned

by an overwhelming vote. After having been debated by the newspapers
and orators for the last ten years, and after having been practically deter-

mined by the voice of the people, Mr. Critteuden desires to debate it anew
in Congress, and to review the popular determination by another appeal to

the ballot." New York Evening Post, Jan. 16.
" How many voters in the

last election, before they went to the polls, had seriously thought out for

themselves the real issue of the contest ?" asked C. F. Adams, Jr., in the

Atlantic Monthly for April, 1861, p. 452.
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went, was unprecedented, and would have made a bad

precedent; but the situation was extraordinary, and had

Congress patterned after Athens, the parent State of

democracy, freedom, and justice, it might have been justi-

fied in letting those men who had to do the fighting and

furnish the money decide whether it should be compromise
or civil war. Nor does it dispose of the matter to declare

the South, as it plainly appears from my narrative, wrong
and unreasonable. True, its whole claim was for addi-

tional safeguards to slavery. That this institution was
condemned by Christianity and ethics I have more than

once taken occasion to say, and I can now add the con-

demnation of science in the words of Darwin, its greatest
master in this century, who says :

" The greatest curse on

earth [is] slavery."
1 The assertion that the South should

not be treated with because it was wrong, is answered by
the poet in fitter words than an historian can use :

"Courage may be shown
Not in defiance of the wrong alone ;

He may be bravest who, unweaponed, bears

The olive branch, and, strong in justice, spares
The rash wrong-doer, giving widest scope
To Christian charity and generous hope."

2

On the other hand, it is true that the regret for the war
which characterizes the present speculation as to whether
it might not have been avoided, is to a large extent based

on the teaching of a widely accepted theory of the evolu-

tion of society in opposition to a view inspired by poetry
and a poetic political economy.

3

1 Letter of June 5, 1861, Life and Letters, vol. ii. p. 166.
2 Whittier's poem,

" To W. H. Seward." The succeeding lines, however,
show that he did not intend his poem to be used as a justification of the

Crittenden compromise.
3
Compare chaps, xviii. and xix., vol. ii. of Spencer's Sociology with

Fletcher's tribute to war in The Two Noble Kinsmen :

"Oh, great corrector of enormous times,

Shaker of o'er-rank states, thou grand decider
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Failing to get a favorable response from the Eepublicans
to his proposal to submit the question to the people, Crit-

tenden labored to get a vote of the Senate on his constitu-

tional amendments and resolutions. He had to contend

with the usual attempts of senators to obtain precedence
for their favorite measures, and with the opposition of some
men who thought that by hampering him, the policy of

masterly inactivity, on which most of the Republican sen-

ators had resolved,
1 was best furthered. At last, on Janu-

ary 16, he had hopes of getting a vote. Powell's amend-

ment, providing that slavery should be recognized in terri-

tory hereafter to be acquired as well as in that now held

south of the Missouri line, was adopted. The amendment
of Clark, of New Hampshire, had next to be considered

;

this virtually declared that no compromise was necessary,
and that the Constitution " needs to be obeyed rather than

amended." Owing to the refusal of six Southern senators

to vote, this amendment was carried,
4

having received the

Of dusty and old titles, that heal'st with blood

The earth when it is sick, and curest the world

O' th' pleurisy of people !" Act v. sc. i.*

" Nations have always reached their highest virtue, and wrought their

most accomplished works in times of straightening and battle ; as on the

other hand, no nation ever yet enjoyed a protracted and triumphant peace
without receiving in its bosom ineradicable seeds of future decline."

Ruskin, Modern Painters, vol. iii. p. 334. Wordsworth told Emerson in 1833

"that they needed a civil war in America to teach the necessity of knit-

ting the social ties stronger." English Traits, chap. i.

1 Pike to the New York Tribune, Washington, Jan. 5.

8 These were Benjamin and Slidell of Louisiana, Hemphill and Wigfall
of Texas, Iverson of Georgia, and Johnson of Arkansas. All but Johnson
had voted on the Powell amendment. The senators from Mississippi,

Alabama, and Florida no longer took an active part. The vote was
25 to 23.

* Lowell wrote Mr. Hughes, "St. Shakespeare Day, I860"- "I believe that

Shakespeare has expressed the true philosophy of war in those magnificent verses

in ' The Two Noble Kinsmen,' which are as unlike Beaumont and Fletcher as

Michael Angelo's charcoal head on the wall of the Farnesina is unlike Raphael."
Article of C. E. Norton, in Harper't Magazine, Sept., 1893, p. 558.
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unanimous support of the Republicans.
1

Crittenden, with

the laudable desire of staying the course of secession in

North Carolina and in the border States, telegraphed to

Raleigh that the failure of his resolutions was due to the

action of six Southern men.* Though this statement was

technically correct, the truth is that it was the Republicans
who for a second time defeated, for weal or for woe,
the Crittenden compromise. Crittenden furthermore said,

"There is yet good hope of success."
3 Pike saw with a

clearer and more prophetic vision when he apprised the New
York Tribune that the scheme had received its death-blow.

4

The pressure of the country upon Congress in favor of

some compromise was strong. While the radical Republi-
cans were powerful enough to stifle whatever leaning there

was in their party towards the Crittenden plan, they could

not bring all their associates to their own policy of no con-

cessions whatever, nor prevent the House committee of

thirty-three from reporting a plan of compromise, January
14, through its chairman, Thomas Corwin. This plan re-

tained the constitutional amendment safeguarding slavery
in the States, and the recommendation for the repeal of the

Personal Liberty laws which Seward, acting for his Repub-
lican colleagues, had offered in the Senate committee of

thirteen
;

5
it also proposed the admission of New Mexico

" with or without slavery," but it was well understood this

would add a slave State, so far as laws could make one, to

the Union.
6

This compromise was more liberal to the

1 Seward and Cameron were present and voted for it.

2 Date of despatch Jan. 17, published in Raleigh Register, Jan. 19, Na-
tional Intelligencer Jan. 22.

s Ibid.
4
Despatch of Jan. 16. Ante, p. 175.

See Corwin's report ; Anthony's speech in the Senate, Jan. 16.

Charles Francis Adams, a prominent member of the committee of thirty-

three, gives an interesting account of some of the proceedings in committee

and his own action in a private letter of April 8, 1861, to George H. Monroe.

I am indebted to Mr. Monroe for the letter in MS. Adams writes : "In

point of fact, the measures were not mine. They were carefully examined

by the Republican members of the committee, at the time when some posi-
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South than was the suggestion the Kepublicans had thrown
out in the Senate committee, in that it did not propose as

a counterbalance to New Mexico the erection of a free

State out of the rest of the national territory. The other

tive action had been demanded of them, or the committee would have
come to an end with their opponents consolidated against them. Two
thirds of the Republicans agreed upon the two propositions [the constitu-

tional amendment and the admission of New Mexico]. I had expressed

my acquiescence in them as the only practical solution of the existing diffi-

culty without essential sacrifice. The only thing left was to put them in

the hands of some one to present them to the full committee. It was then

that the chairman, Mr. Corwin, proposed my name, as one which would have
more effect in checking the panic at the South than any other. I was greatly

surprised, and declined the responsibility at once. But I could not be deaf

to the arguments, presented in a purely public sense, or insensible to the

ignominy of shrinking from a useful object merely on the score of personal
hazard to myself. I stated my feelings frankly, and at last devolved the

whole responsibility on my friends. If they would say my action would
do any particular good, I would incur the risk, be it what it might. They
did so say, and I went forward accordingly

" At that time there was no objection made on our side to one of the

measures, the proposed amendment to the Constitution. The scruple

raised was against the New Mexico proposition. Yet the only thing the

other side manifested any satisfaction with was the amendment and the

other they declined to regard as a boon in any sense. I rested upon the

ground that we conceded nothing ;
that these measures were in no sense a

compromise, because we asked for nothing and offered what we did solely

as assurances of our good faith in the declarations constantly made by us

when out of power. As to New Mexico, I declared very frankly that in

making the offer I intended to destroy the claim of protection to slavery.

It was that demand which made the entire basis of the Breckinridge plat-

form. Of course the acceptance of the proposition would have disbanded

the organization. They saw this clearly as I did. Hence the tenacity
with which they clung to the clause about future territory. In compari-
son with this the presence of half a dozen slaves more or less in New Mex-
ico seemed a trifle. Every proposition of a compromise line of latitude

involved an implication of a future concession south of that line every-

where. On the contrary, my offer broke the charm of the magic line and

restricted the question within the limits of a territory where slavery is not

at home.
" The limit of my concession was then to give the slave-holders a chance

to make New Mexico a slave State if they could. To that extent my offer

was made in good faith. I did suppose they might make it such politi-

cally for a while. But the action of a new government in a different sense
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resolutions and recommendations, and the proposed revision

of the Fugitive Slave act reported by Corwin would proba-

bly have been satisfactory to the South, could an agreement
have been reached on the territorial question. Had the

senators and the representatives from the six cotton States,

still remaining in Washington, acceded to this plan, as a

settlement, which indeed they ought to have done, it would

undoubtedly have commanded a majority of Republicans
and received the assent of Congress. While Lincoln could

not have been brought to approve of the Crittenden com-

promise, he would have been satisfied with such an ad-

justment as Corwin offered. "I say noAv, however," he

wrote Seward, February 1, "as I have all the while said,

that on the territorial question that is, the question of

extending slavery under the national auspices I am inflex-

ible. I am for no compromise Avhich assists or permits the

extension of the institution on soil owned by the nation.

And any trick by which the nation is to acquire territory,

and then allow some local authority to spread slavery over

it, is as obnoxious as any other. I take it that to effect

some such result as this, and to put us again on the high
road to a slave empire, is the object of all these proposed

compromises. I am against it. As to fugitive slaves, Dis-

trict of Columbia, slave-trade among the slave States, and
whatever springs of necessity from the fact that the institu-

tion is amongst us, I care but little, so that what is done be

comely and not altogether outrageous. Nor do I care

much about New Mexico, if further extension were hedged
against."

'

At this time another plan was proposed which received

little heed, and naturally has attracted almost no attention

from historians, yet was it eminently wiser and more philo-

would ere long counteract that influence, and the result would in the end be

to make one more free State. That I was right in this idea is proved

clearly enough by the final vote in the House which showed the slave-

holders turning the scale against the bill." Vide infra, note 2, p. 314.
1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 260.
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sophic than either the Crittenden or Corwin compromises,
for they were makeshifts, only putting off the evil day,
while this may be adjudged a real solution of the irre-

pressible conflict and the race question. The proposition
was for gradual, compensated emancipation of the slaves

in the border States, and colonizing them in Liberia or

Hayti ;
it did not include the cotton States, since four of

them had already seceded, and the other three were getting

ready to follow. The project first appeared as a matter of

discussion in Washington.
1

It then came up in the shape of

a resolution offered in the State Assembly of New York, re-

questing the senators and representatives of that State to

urge such a measure in Congress. The plan involved the

consent of the States in question, and made the remunera-

tion of the slave-holders and the expense of the colonization

a charge upon the general government. The New York
Tribune argued earnestly for a trial of it, reasoning with

the free States that its money cost should be no objection,

for,
" One year of war would cost as much or more." To

the slave States this journal addressed an argument that at

this day
2
reads like prophetic inspiration.

" Over the future

of the South," it said, "impends, not far off, the black

cloud of Africanization. Now is the time, if ever, to avert

such a catastrophe. A little longer, and it may be too late."
3

McKean, a Republican representative from New York, of-

fered a resolution in the national House providing for a

select committee of five to inquire into the feasibility of

such a project, and that was the end of it.
4 Instructed as

we are by the experience of the generation which has suc-

ceeded, we cannot fail to see how many evils gradual and

compensated emancipation would have avoided, and, from

the economical point of view, what a saving it Avould have

1 Pike to the New York Tribune, Jan. 15.
9 1895.

3
Tribune, Jan. 24 ; see, also, Jan. 19. The resolution was introduced

into the New York Assembly, Jan. 18, by Fullerton of Orauge.
4 Feb. 11, Congressional Globe, p. 854; see remarks on the subject in the

House by representative Van "VVyck, of New York, ibid., p. 631.
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been !

' There is no doubt whatever that the North would

have been glad to agree to such a measure, and apply it

to the cotton as well as to the border States. Had the

Southern people known what the next four years were

destined to bring forth, they would have voted for it to a

man, but to urge a project of that kind upon men in their

temper of mind in the winter of 1861 would have been to

increase their irritation.*

Jefferson Davis and the senators from. Florida and Ala-

bama did not withdraw from the Senate until they had
been officially notified of the secession of their States. It

was January 21 when they made their formal leave-tak-

ing, and all spoke briefly. Davis, after a sleepless night
caused by physical and mental distress, addressed the

crowded chamber and galleries in a mournful and touching
strain. Explaining the sincerity of his belief in the right of

secession for "
it is," he asserted,

" to be justified upon the

basis that the States are sovereign
" he gave expression to

his regret that the situation demanded that Mississippi
should surrender the benefits of the Union, and sever the

close and enduring ties of affection that bound her to it.

For himself, as this was the last time he should ever speak
in the Senate of the United States, he wished to say he had
no feeling of hostility to the senators from the North

;
he

wished them and their people well
;
he hoped that peaceful

relations might continue with them, but, if they should

choose otherwise,
"
we, putting our trust in God and in our

own firm hearts and strong arms, will vindicate the right
as best we may." Wishing to be forgiven for any pain he

1 In round numbers there were in 1860 in all the slave States 4,000,000

slaves. A current and very high estimate of their value was $4,000,000,000.

The New York Tribune's estimate of $400 each (instead of $1000 each), based

on a sale at auction in Charleston of twenty-four cotton-plantation hands,
at an average of $437 each, was too low (see New York Tribune, Jan. 19).

The cost of the war, according to Edward Atkinson (The Industrial Prog-
ress of the Nation, p. 183), was $8,000,000,000.

2 See New York Times, cited by the Tribune, Jan. 24.
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had inflicted in the heat of discussion upon any senator, he

forgave whatever offence had been done himself. To that

audience, affected to tears by the plaintive music of his

voice, the sincerity of his manner, and the pathos of his

words, the final farewell he bade his fellow-senators came
as the knell of the glorious Union. That night Davis

wrestled in prayer, offering up more than once the suppli-
cation :

"
May God have us in his holy keeping, and grant

that, before it is too late, peaceful councils may prevail."
'

Other parting addresses of senators and representatives
of the seceded States followed from time to time, until the

withdrawal of senators and members became a part of the

order of business of the day in the Senate and in the

House. By February 3, Seward could write :
" Either the

revolution grows more moderate, or we become more accus-

tomed to it and society begins to resume its tone."
a

Secession moved apace. The conventions of Mississippi,

Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas in quick
succession passed ordinances dissolving their bonds with

the federal Union.
3 We shall better understand the ensu-

ing civil war if we study the movements in the four most

important of these States, in relation to a theory which as-

serts that the secession was a conspiracy whose central

cabal, composed of Southern senators and representatives
in Washington, dictated through its ramifications in the

States the inceptioa and the course of the revolution. The
most significant meeting of the junto was that of January
5, at which were present all of the senators, save one, of

these six cotton States.
4

They resolved that each of the

Southern States should secede as soon as possible, and that

a Southern confederacy should be organized forthwith
;
and

1 Memoir of Davis by his wife, vol. i. p. 69 el ante; Davis's Rise and
Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 220

; Congressional Globe,

p. 487. 2
Life, vol. ii. p. 502.

8 The dates were respectively Jan. 9, 10, 11, 19, 26, and Feb. 1.

*
Fitzpatrick, of Alabama, was not present. Johnson, of Arkansas, was

one of the number.
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they asked instructions whether they and the represen-
tatives should remain in Congress until the 4th of March,
for the purpose of defeating hostile legislation threatened

against the seceding States. These resolutions were com-

municated to the conventions of Florida, Mississippi, and

Alabama, then assembled or just about to assemble.
1 The

authoritative action of this caucus, taken in connection with

the array of Northern contemporary and later writers that

support the conspiracy theory, will necessarily prevent the

student of history from abandoning it, without careful in-

vestigation and proper reflection, to adopt the view held by
nearly all of the Southern writers, that secession was the

people's movement.2 Before proceeding to consider the

two different opinions, it is worthy of remark that if se-

crecy inheres in a conspiracy, that quality was not here pre.-

served, for a substantially correct account of the caucus of

senators on Saturday evening, January 5, was published in

the Charleston Mercury of the following Monday.
In its public manifestations, secession had all the marks

of a popular movement, proceeding in the regular manner
which we should expedt from a community accustomed to

constitutional government and to delegate its powers to

chosen representatives. Legislatures called conventions of

the people.
3

Then, after animated canvasses in Alabama,

Georgia, and Louisiana,
4 and after a full understanding by

the electors in all of the States that they were voting for

immediate secession or in favor of delay, delegates were

1 Official Records, vol. i. p. 443
; Washington despatch to Charleston

Mercury, Jan. 6.

2 1 am acquainted with only one Southern writer who maintains the con-

spiracy theory, Pollard. See chap. vi. of his Life of Davis, published in

1869. I presume his support of it has had something to do with its being
so commonly received at the North.

3
Except in the case of Alabama, where by virtue of an authorization of

the legislature the governor called the convention.
4 The vote in Georgia was, for secession, 50,243, for delay, 39,123. Life

of Toombs, Pleasant Stovall, p. 209; in Louisiana, 20,448 for secession,

17,296 for delay, Moore's Rebellion Record, Diary, vol. i. p. 20.

III. 18
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chosen to the conventions ;it popular elections. Soon after

each convention met it adopted by an imposing majority its

ordinance of secession/

It' this were the whole story, the conspiracy theory would

not have so large a number of adherents. Hut other cir-

cumstances connected with the enactment of secession must

betaken into account. In Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana

there was a large falling-ofF of the vote i'rom that which had

been cast at the presidential election. In Georgia a violent

storm on election day cost the conservative party, in the

opinion of Stephens, ten thousand votes.'" In the conven-

tions of Mississippi. Alabama. Georgia, and Louisiana a pro-

posal in each one of them to submit the ordinance of seces-

sion to a popular vote was voted down. 3

In the Alabama
convention the discussion of this project was attended with

heat. Yancey denounced the people of northern Alabama,
who were opposed to immediate secession, as "misguided,
deluded, wicked men." who had entered on the path that

led to treason and rebellion. lie declared that they ought
to be coerced into submission to the will of the majority.

1 In Mississippi on the third day of the session by a vote of S4 to l."i.

Journal of the Convention, p. 14. In Florida on the sixth day by a vote

of G'J to 7: in Alabama on the lifth day by a vote of Gl to :!',, Appleton's
Annual Cyclopedia, IsGl, pp. o!4. 10. In Georgia on the fourth day by a

vote of OOS to s9. Journal of the Convention, p. 3~>. In Louisiana on the

fourth day by a vote of 113 to 17, Journal of the Convention, p. 1
s
*. In

Texas on the ninth day by a vote of 1GG to 7, Appleton's Annual Cyclo-

pedia, IsGl. p. flss.

- Johnston and Browne, p. 37S. According to the Hiehmoml \Vln(j of

Feb. .">. the number of voters in New Orleans was 17,00(1 ; only 81)00 went

to the polls; majority in favor of secession, ;>()().

3 In Mississippi by a vote of 70 to '09. Journal of the Convention, p. 14 ;

in Alabama by a vote of .") t to 4"). History and Debates of the Alabama

Convention. The vole is n,,t uiveii in the Georgia Convention Journal. It

was probably tirn zw< ; see p. 4G. In Louisiana, by 4 to 4o, Journal of the

Convention, p. 17 The Texas convention, owing to an irregularity in the

proceedings that led to its choir*', submitted by an almost unanimous vote

the ordinance to the people. I: was ratified Feb. 2'i, :54,7t'4 for, U.'^IJo

against, a falling-oil' from the vote althe presidential election. Appleton's
Annual Cyclopedia. 1H>1. p. G>'J.
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Davis, of Huntsville, replied that if such an attempt were

made, the people of northern Alabama would meet the pre-

cipitators at the foot of their mountains and dispute the

question at the point of the bayonet.
1 In the conventions

of Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana, motions

looking towards an attempt to get their grievances re-

dressed in the Union, the adoption of which would have

caused delay in secession, were made, but failed to carry a

majority.
2 In the Georgia convention Herschel V. Johnson,

after consultation with Stephens, prepared a substitute for

the ordinance of secession, which provided for a convention

of the slave States and " the independent republics of South

Carolina, Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi," to be held at

Atlanta, February 16, to consider their relations with the

federal government and adopt the course that their interest

and safety might require. This substitute, moreover, speci-

fied as the paramount grievance of Georgia the Personal

Liberty acts, and intimated that if they were repealed
she would be content to remain in the Union. The re-

marks of Stephens were powerful. "My judgment," lie

declared,
"

is against secession for existing causes. I have

not lost hope of securing our rights in the Union and under

the Constitution. ... I have been and am still opposed to

secession as a remedy against anticipated aggressions on
the part of the federal executive or Congress. I have held

and do now hold that the point of resistance should be the

point of aggression." Johnson's substitute, however, was

lost, receiving 133 votes in its favor to 164 against it.
3

These facts, in the light of a full knowledge of the time

and a correct comprehension of the attitude taken by the

South, do not, however, prove that the course of the South-

1 Smith's Debates of Alabama Convention, pp. 68-74.
* In Mississippi ayes 21, nays 78, Journal of the Convention, p. 14. In

Alabama ayes 45, nays 54, Smith's Debates, p. 80. In Louisiana ayes

24, nays 106, Journal of the Convention, p. 15.

3 Journal of the Convention, p. 32 ; Stephens's War between the States,

vol. ii. p. 300 et seq. ; Johnston and Browne, p. 380.
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ern people was dictated by a dozen or by a hundred con-

spirators from whose secret conclaves in Washington and
in the State capitals went forth decrees, nor that the pol-
iticians led the people by the nose. Davis and Toorabs are

always classed among the conspirators, yet Davis was in

favor of delay ;

' and Toorabs, in spite of his vehement talk

at Washington,
2
could not keep pace with the secession

movement in his State.
3 The South Carolina radicals mur-

mured that the people were hampered by the politicians.
4

The secessionists would certainly have made their case

stronger had they submitted the ordinance of secession to a

popular vote, but there is no reason whatever for thinking
that they feared the result

;
that plan, however, involved

delay, and they were anxious above all to get the proposed

1 See letter to Rhett, Nov. 10, 1860, Life of Davis, Alfriend, p. 222;
Davis's Rise and Full of the Confederate Government, vol. i. pp. 58, 201,

207, 208; Life of Davis by his wife, vol. i. p. 697; "By telegrams and
letters to every Southern State he [Davis] endeavored to postpone their

action." Ibid., vol. ii. p. 3; New York Times, Jan. 23, cited in Moore's

Rebellion Record, Rumors and Incidents, p. 20 ; Pike to New York Tribune,

Washington, Feb.12.
s See his Senate speech of Jan. 7.

3
Ante, p. 213.

4 "My own opinion is," wrote William Gilmore Simms, May 21, 1860,
"
that the people of all the South are monstrously ahead of all their poli-

ticians." Trent, p. 249. The Charleston Mercury said, Jan. 17, 1861 :

"
If

there is any one thing more than another disheartening and disgusting in

the present juncture of affairs, it is the course of Southern politicians at

Washington. . . . Southern senators upon the floor of Congress demean
themselves by pitiable lamentations and lachrymose appeals to haughty,

contemptuous, and openly threatening enemies Republicans Yankees.

. . . Southern senators, representing directly sovereign States, must fall to

begging, kneeling like very mendicants, for Yankee charity. . . . From first

to last, in this great Southern movement for independence, the Southern

politicians have been but stumbling-blocks in the way of Southern ad-

vancement. Vain schemes of compromise upon compromise they have

labored, concocted, and offered to their scoffing enemies."

It also said, Feb. 7:
" South Carolina warned the North, appealed to the

South, still her prayers were in vain. Too many Southern politicians had

been bought up. The people of the North judged the people of- the South

by the men they saw in the pestiferous atmosphere of Washington a sad

mistake."
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Southern Confederacy speedily into operation. The course

actually pursued had the best of precedents ;
the Constitu-

tion of 1787 had been ratified by conventions of the States

without subsequent submission to the people, and it seemed

fitting that the ties which its adoption had knit should be

severed by similar sovereign bodies.
1 Nor were the secret

sessions of the conventions, when matters of the highest

importance were considered, an indication of a desire to re-

press the so-called union sentiment. In Milledgeville, the

capital of Georgia, men who flocked there to exert a press-

ure on the convention were enthusiastic for immediate se-

cession, and had they been admitted to the galleries they
would heartily have cheered the precipitators and cried

down Johnson and Stephens.
5

Revolutions always bring
the radicals to the front, and we may safely presume that

the element which was noted at Milledgeville preponderated
in the other State capitals. The charge was freely made
that intimidation bore a considerable part in the choice of a

majority of delegates favoring secession, and that through-
out the cotton States a veritable "

reign of terror " held

sway. While there may have been isolated cases of intim-

idation, the evidence does not show that this mode of carry-

ing elections prevailed. The evolution of the secession

movement proves that the employment of such a force

would have been superfluous. A great leader had at the

proper moment joined together the two ideas of the right-
fulness of slavery and the sovereignty of the States, ideas

which in that conjunction had been hitherto the property
of agitators, of writers for the newspapers and the maga-
zines. The ground being in a measure prepared, some at

once received the doctrine gladly, while others accepted it

because it was advocated by Calhoun. Then ensued in the

cotton States the forming of a public opinion which, mak-

1 South Carolina and Georgia, being of the original thirteen States,

their secession ordinances were a repeal of the ordinances of the elder con-

ventions which had ratified the Constitution of the United States.
2
Milledgeville correspondence New York Tribune, Jan. 21.
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ing allowance for certain differences between the two com-

munities, was very like the development of the anti-slavery
sentiment at the North, and when the provocation of Lin-

coln's election came, this opinion shaped the course of these

seven States. It needed, as do all movements, leaders to

give it expression, but planters and lawyers of local influ-

ence, village attorneys, cross-road stump-speakers, journal-

ists, and the people acted on the men of national reputa-
tion instead of being led by them. It is very doubtful

whether Davis, Toombs, Orr, and Benjamin, had they

agreed with Stephens, could have prevented secession, for

had they not headed the movement, the people would have

found other leaders. So striking were the manifestations

of public sentiment in the cotton States between November
6 and the date of the choice of delegates, that hardly a

doubt existed as to what would be the result of the elec-

tions and the action of the conventions. In the conventions

of four of the States a salutary minority existed, but when
the momentous act was consummated, nearly every one who
voted against secession signed the ordinances. Stephens
and Herschel V. Johnson thus united with the majority,
and the people by their demonstrations of joy showed that

they approved the action of their representatives.
The extent to which the conspiracy theory has been held

lies in a misconception of the nature of the so-called union

minority in Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana.

Most of those who opposed immediate secession were against
it because they still hoped to obtain in the Union some such

guarantee as the Crittenden compromise ; others, like Ste-

phens, would have been satisfied with the repeal of the Per-

sonal Liberty acts. Of unconditional Union men, who by
some writers are supposed to embrace all those voting for

Bell or Douglas in I860,
1

the number was insignificant. It

1

Partly, perhaps, for the reason that they rate too highly the influence

of Douglas and Bell on their former supporters in the cotton States. Bell

had spoken for the Union. See letter of Belmont to John Forsyth, Dec.

19, 1860.
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was in the line, then, of a natural result that the people
who constituted this minority, who believed that the South

had grievances' and that the States were sovereign, should

bow themselves to the will of their States and devote their

lives and fortunes to the carrying out of the policy now
inaugurated.

1

1 On this subject see Life of Stephens, Johnston, and Browne, p. 368

et seq.; Stephens's War between the States, vol. ii. pp. 127, 300 et seq.;

Davis's Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 200; let-

ters of General Sherman to John Sherman from Alexandria, La., Dec. 1,

I860, Jan. 18, Feb. 1, 1861, Century Magazine, Nov., 1892, p. 93 et seq.;

letter of Harris, Journal of the Convention of Mississippi, p. 197
;
letters

to the New York Tribune from its correspondent at Macon, Jan. 1, Savan-

nah, Jan. 5, 7, 11, Milledgeville, Jan. 19, 21; letter of Yancey, Jan. 12,

New York Tribune, Jan. 19 ; Pike to the New York Tribune, "Washington,

Jan. 5, 22, 30 ; article of Basil L. Gildersleeve, Atlantic Monthly, Jan. ,

1892, p. 81.
" In the South, the leaders were behind the people in their

purposes and their feelings. The vote for secession was carried through-
out the South by the greatest popular majority that ever endorsed any na-

tional policy." Gen. D. H. Maury, Southern Historical Society Papers,
vol. i. p. 426; Journal of the South Carolina Convention, p. 60. Per contra,

see Grecley in the New York Tribune, Jan. 14
;
letter to the Tribune from

Huntsville, Ala., March 9 ; Americnn Conflict, vol. i. p. 351
; Recollections

of a Busy Life, p. 398 ; National Intelligencer, Dec. 22, 1860, Jan. 13, 18, 31,

Feb. 6 ;
Richmond Whig, Feb. 5 ; letter of Clemens, Feb. 3, Official Rec-

ords, vol. i. p. 447; President Lincoln's Message of July 4, 1861; Pike's Pros-

trate State, p. 71 et seq.; Watson's Life in Confederate Army, p. 44 et seq.;

The Iron Furnace, Aughey, p. 50 ;
Roman's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 20. Bou-

ligny, of Louisiana, elected by the American party, was the only repre-

sentative from the cotton States who refused to withdraw from the House.

His remarks showed a true devotion to the Union. Wigfall, of Texas, re-

mained in the Senate, but he was a rank secessionist.

It is impossible for me to mention all the evidence I have considered

before reaching the conclusion in the text. The different authorities pro
and con are not always absolutely positive, and a satisfactory decision can

only be arrived at after weighing them with circumspection. I feel an

additional confidence in my statements for the reason that the careful his-

torians Yon Hoist and Schouler have come to the same conclusion. Von
Hoist, vol. vii. p. 275 ; Schouler, vol. v. p. 509.

It is interesting to note that an hypothesis similar to the conspiracy theory

prevailed in regard to the American Revolution. "Because statesmen

like Dickinson and communities like Maryland were slow in believing
that the right moment for a declaration of independence had come, the
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If, after the evidence I have already adduced, any one

doubts that slavery was the sole cause of the \var, and that,

had it not existed, the doctrine of States-rights would never

have been pushed to the extreme remedy of secession, let

him consider the proceedings of these conventions, and give

especial attention to the justifications of Mississippi and

Georgia. The convention of Mississippi declared that " Our

position is thoroughly identified with the institution of

slavery. ... A blow at slavery is a blow at commerce and
civilization. . . . There was no choice left us but submis-

sion to the mandates of abolition, or a dissolution of the

Union." Toombs's report, adopted by the Georgia con-

vention, was of the same tenor.'

In some cases before the adoption of the ordinances of

secession, and in other cases afterwards, the forts, arsenals,

and other property of the United States within their limits,

were taken possession of by the cotton States.
2 To this

there was one notable exception. Lieutenant Slemmer, with

one company of artillery, had charge of Fort Barrancas near

Pensacola, Florida, but, foreseeing the direction of events,

he desired to throw his force into Fort Pickens, a large,

preposterous theory has been suggested that the American Revolution was
the work of an unscrupulous and desperate minority, which, through in-

trigue mingled with violence, succeeded in forcing the reluctant major-

ity to sanction its measures. Such a misconception has its root in an utter

failure to comprehend the peculiar character of American political life."-

John Fiske's American Revolution, vol. i. p. 195.

The features which I have found in the secession movement most in-

consistent with this view are the suspicion of fraud concerning the Lou-

isiana count (see Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 348
;
Watson's Con-

federate Army, p. 75
; New York Tribune, April 4th), and the indefinite

postponement in the Georgia convention by a vote of 168 to 127 of a reso-

lution asking the governor "for information concerning the number of

votes given by the people at the election for delegates to this convention."

Journal of the Convention, p. 27.
1 Journal of the Mississippi Convention, p. 86 ; Journal of the Georgia

Convention, p. 104. Gen. J. D. Cox in his article,
" Why the Men of 1861

fought for the Union," makes an effective use of the Mississippi declara-

tion. Atlantic Montfdy, March, 1892.
2 Official Records, vol. i. pp. 318, 326, 331, 489, 502.
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strong work then unoccupied, which commanded the har-

bor. The day before Florida seceded he opportunely re-

ceived an order from General Scott, which authorized such

a movement, and on January 10, with the co-operation
of the commander of the navy-yard, he spiked the guns of

Barrancas and, with his company and thirty -one seamen,

occupied Fort Pickens.
1

In the meantime the cotton States, by their legislatures
or by their conventions, and in some cases by enactments

of both bodies, were putting themselves on a military foot-

ing.
3

As previously mentioned, Hayne, Attorney - General of

South Carolina, and Lieutenant Hall, an officer of Ander-

son's, arrived at Washington January 13, on a joint mission

concerning Fort Sumter.
3

This concurrent act operated
in the eyes of Anderson, of Governor Pickens, and of the

President as a quasi-truce, during which South Carolina was
in honor bound not to attack the fort, and the obligation
rested on the United States government not to send rein-

forcements without notice. Hayne brought a demand from
Pickens for the surrender of Sumter. The revolutionary
senators now interfered, and a three-sided negotiation be-

tween themselves, Hayne, and the President followed. The
senators aimed to restrain the impetuosity of South Carolina

by urging her not to begin the war by striking the first blow,
and to secure delay in order that the South might make ade-

quate preparation for the conflict, if it were inevitable. They
endeavored to bring about an agreement between the Presi-

dent and Pickens, by which he should promise not to send

1 Official Records, vol. i. p. 333 et seq.
2
McPhcrson, p. 3 et seq.; Appletou's Annual Cyclopaedia for 1861, pp.

314, 427
; report of Adjutant-General of Mississippi, Journal of the Con-

vention, p. 221 ; Journal of the Georgia Convention, pp. 376, 390, 396 ;

Journal of the Louisiana Convention, p. 247 ; Davis's Rise and Fall of the

Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 228 ; Recollections of Mississippi and

Mississippians, Reuben Davis, p. 404; Life of Jefferson Davis by his wife,

vol. ii. p. 8. * See p. 248.
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reinforcements, and the governor should agree not to attack

Sumter, but should permit Anderson to obtain necessary

supplies from Charleston, and have free communication with

his government. Buchanan declined to enter into such an

engagement, but assured the senators that as Anderson was
now making no request for more troops and felt secure in

his position, an additional force would not for the present
be sent

; yet at the same time he plainly told them that he

should make every effort to reinforce the Sumter garrison
if Anderson's safety required it. Still, the senators advised

Hayne not to present the demand for the surrender of the

fort until he had submitted the whole correspondence to

Charleston: this counsel he followed. Receiving fresh

instructions January 30, Hayne delivered the next day to

the President South Carolina's demand dated January 12,

for the possession of Fort Sumter. February 6 the Presi-

dent gave his answer through a communication of the

Secretary of War to Hayne. Holt refused to deliver up
the fort, and ended his letter with an emphatic and true

statement. "
If," he said,

" with all the multiplied proofs
which exist of the President's anxiety for peace and of the

earnestness with which he has pursued it, the authorities

of that State shall assault Fort Sumter, and peril the lives

of the handful of brave and loyal men shut up within its

walls, and thus plunge our common country into the hor-

rors of civil war, then upon them, and those they represent,
must rest the responsibility."

' In answer to this commu-

1 See Letters of Jefferson Davis to Pickens, Jan. 13, 20, Crawford, pp.

263, 265
; letter of Wigfall, Hemphill, Yulee, Mallory, Davis, Clay, Fitz-

patrick, Iverson, Slidell, and Benjamin to Hayne, Jan. 15; Hayne's reply,

Jan. 17
; Slidell, Fitzpatrick, and Mallory to the President, Jan. 19; Holt's

reply, Jan. 22
; Hayue to the senators, Jan. 24; Slidell to the President, Jan.

28; Hayne to the President, Jan. 31, submitting with it Pickens's demand of

Jan. 12
;
Holt's reply, Feb. 6. This correspondence may be found in Report

No. 91, 2d Sess. 36th Cong., p. 58 et seq.; Judge Magrath to Hayne, Jan.

26, Crawford, p. 222; conversation of Senator Clay with the President, Jan.

16, Buchanan's memorandum, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 452; Buchanan's Defence,

p. 194 et seq. Pickens in his demand says the pledge of the State will be
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nication of Holt, Hayne sent an insulting reply addressed

directly to the President, which he refused to receive.
1

Buchanan Avas disposed to regard sacredly the quasi-
truce agreed upon between Anderson and Pickens

; yet had
not the advices from Anderson and Foster at this time
been against sending reinforcements,

2
there is no question

but that the pressure exerted upon him by Black, Stanton,

Holt, and Dix would have caused him to terminate the

truce by the proper notice, and to follow up the policy
which he had begun with the new year. Anderson now
received the warm approval of his government for having
transferred his force from Moultrie to Sumter

;
he was en-

joined to continue "to act strictly on the defensive," but
was told in a despatch from Holt :

"
"Whenever, in your

judgment, additional supplies or reinforcements are neces-

sary for your safety, or for a successful defence of the fort,

you will at once communicate the fact to this department,
and a prompt and vigorous effort will be made to forward
them." 3 Somewhat later the President ordered an expedi-

given that the valuation of the public property of the United States within

Fort Sumter "will be accounted for by this State upon the adjustment of

its relations with the United States." Holt in his reply treated it as an
offer "to buy Fort Sumter aud contents." Hayne indignantly repudiated
such a construction.

1 Buchanan made on the letter the following endorsement : "The char-

acter of this letter is such that it cannot be received. Col. Hayne having
left the city before it was sent to the President, it is returned to him by
the first mail." Buchanan's Defence, p. 205. The letter is printed by
Crawford, p. 231.

2 "
I shall not ask for any increase of my command, because I do not

know what the ulterior views of the government are. We are now, or

soon will be, cut off from all communication, unless by means of a pow-
erful fleet, which shall have the ability to carry the batteries at the

mouth of this harbor." Anderson to Cooper, Jan. 6. "I do not consider it

good policy to send reinforcements here at this time. We can hold our

own as long as it is necessary to do so." Foster to Totten, Jan. 14.
"
I do

hope that no attempt will be made by our friends to throw supplies in;

their doing so would do more harm than good." Anderson to Cooper, Jan.

30, Official Records, vol. i. pp. 133, 139, 159.

3 Holt to Anderson, Jan. 10, 16, ibid., pp. 137, 140.
" Had I demnmlcd
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lion for the reinforcement of Sumter to be prepared at

New York, to sail on telegraphic notice from the Seetvturv

of AVar;' hut the order was not sent, as the eil'ort of Vir-

ginia to heal the breach between the two sections, which

resulted in the Peace Convention, made such an attempt
undesirable. AVhile from a military point of view it might
have been better to send additional troops to Charleston in

January, since the federal government could then have held

Sumter throughout the war, yet, as the sequel shows, from

a political point of view everything was gained by retain-

ing possession of the fort until the 4th of .March. The rev-

olution had progressed with such rapidity that the clearly-
deiined policy of November and December had in many
aspects now become questionable.
As soon as the news of Lieutenant Slemmer's exploit in

occupying Fort Pickens and of the seizure, by Florida

troops, of the other forts and navy-yard in Pensacola har-

bor reached "Washington, the government sent from For-

tress Monroe, as a reinforcement, the Brooklyn* with a com-

pany of artillery, military stores, and provisions." Previously
the Secretary of the Navy had ordered other ships of war
to Pensacola. but before any of them reached there, through
the instrumentality of Senator Mai lory, of Florida, and other

senators, a </'/^.v/-truce was entered into with the President,

bv which he agreed not to disembark the troops on the

Jli'onl'li/ii, and the commander of the Florida forces prom-
ised not to attack the fort. It was a part of the agreement
that the provisions should belauded; at the same time an

order was a'iven that the men-of-war should remain on

reinforcements while Mr. Holt was in the War Department, I know lie would

have despatched them at all ha/.ards. I did not ask them. liecausr I knew
that tlie moment it should lie known here that additional troops were com-

ing, they would assault me and thus inaugurate civil war. "--Anderson to

a lady friend, Crawford, p. '-200.

1 The lir.-t suggestion of this that I find from the President was on Jan.

30. fiirtis. vol. ii. p. 47-1; see Buchanan's Defence, p. ~0 (J

This was Jan. 24.
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the station, exercising the utmost vigilance, and in the event

of an attack be prepared to reinforce the fort and co-oper-

ate with Slemmer in repelling it.
1 This agreement, having

the approval of a part of the cabinet, and of General Scott,

was carried out."

While Buchanan's administration of affairs after January 1

deserves commendation, the merit of it was largely, if not en-

tirely, due to Black, Stanton, Holt, and Dix. A man of sixty-

nine rarely makes so thorough-going a change unless over-

mastered by altered influences. His irresolute conduct of

November and December, 1860, chiefly resulted from his

anxious desire to avoid the commencement of the Civil "War

so long as he remained President. Although this was mingled
with the eminently statesmanlike opinion that the North

ought to keep from tiring the first shot, yet the contrast be-

tween the period before and after January 1 brings to mind

1

Curtis, vol. ii. p. 461 ; Buchanan's Defence, p. 214 ; Toucey's testimony,
cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 164.

2 Buchanan says, of all the members of his cabinet, Defence, p. 216. This

is probably a mistake. Buchanan's Defence, or, as he entitled it,
" Buchan-

an's Administration on the Eve of the Rebellion," was written shortly
after the beginning of the Civil "War, and parts of it, if not the whole, sub-

mitted to Stanton, Black, and Dix. Stanton wrote him, July 16, 1861, re-

garding this part of it, that their recollection was that this Fort Pickens

quasi-truce was opposed by them, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 558 ; see, also, C. F.

Black, p. 17. Stanton said that the exception was of "no material conse-

quence," and added: "I do not know that there is now any reason to

question the wisdom of the measure; it may have saved Pickens from im-

mediate attack at that time; and I have understood that General Scott says
that Pickens could not have been successfully defended if it had then been

attacked, and that he speaks of this as a blunder of the confederates. In

this view the wisdom of the measure is fully vindicated; and at the time

it was supported by the Secretary of War and Secretary of the Navy, to

whose departments the subject appertained." The fact that Fort Pick-

ens was held by the United States during the whole of the war of se-

cession adds force to Stanton's statement of July, 1861.

Reinforcements in January were sent to Fort Taylor, Key West, and
Fort Jefferson, Tortugas Island; this made them secure against capture,
Buchanan's Defence, p. 218. These two, with Sumterand Pickens, were all

the military posts in the cotton States that remained in the possession of

the federal government March 4.
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the difference between lame and apologetic measures and the

policy of a vigorous defence prompted by strong patriotic

and national sentiments. We may easily imagine frequent

conversations, in which Buchanan, showing a disposition to

falter, was nerved to pursue the correct course by the decided

opinions of his four efficient advisers. Especially potent must

have U-en the influence of Black and of Dix, whose personal
and social relations with the President bordered on intimacy.
Dix was his guest at the White House, and rarely did the

two before going to bed fail to have a confidential conversa-

tion on the questions of the day. lie has left his impression
of Buchanan gained from this familiar intercourse. "

J was

strongly impressed with his conscientiousness." he wrote;
" but lie was timid and credulous. His confidence was easily

gained, and it was not difficult for an artful man to deceive

him."
1

Black's friendly letter of January 2 to the Presi-

dent is a whole chapter of pleading for a more resolute dis-

position and prompter action in coping with the secession-

ists." In many of Holt's despatches and letters one seems .to

detect words and sentences added, on Buchanan's suggestion,
to qualify an otherwise energetic paper/ Black, iStanton,

Holt, and Dix were strong counsellors for a President in so

trying a time, and any one of them would have guided the

ship of state with a lirmer hand than Buchanan. Ln execu-

tive matters, when prompt action is needed, there is a great
difference between being in a position where one can act and

where one can only advise. Black, in his letters to a friend,

to General Scott, and to the President, showed the stuff of

which he was made, and what he would have done had he

been able to take the reins.
4

Stanton's after-career demon-

1 Letter of March :il, ISO.-), Life ( ,f Dix. vol. i. p. 872. This letter, in

obedience to Dix's request, v>"as not published until after Buchanan's and
his own death. - This is printed by Crawford, p. 2-H.

3 A trnod example of Buchanan's extreme care in the use of a warlike

force is seen in Holt's letter to General Scott, Jan. 20, Ollicial Records,
vol. i. p. :!.">4.

4 Letter to Parsons, Jan. IT, C. F. Black, p. 21 : to (Jen. Scott. Jan. 10,

Ollicial Records, vol. i. p. 140 ; to the President, Jan. 22. Crawford, p. 241.
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strated the latent executive ability in a man then regarded
as only an able lawyer. Dix came to the front by sending
to a treasury official at New Orleans a despatch that thrilled

the Northern heart :
" If any one attempts to haul down

the American flag, shoot him on the spot."
'

Partisanship
seems to have been sunk by these four members of the

cabinet. Upon them had devolved the care of their coun-

try's honor, and worthily did they acquit themselves.
2 Black

conferred publicly with Seward.' Stanton, through an in-

termediary,
4

also had confidential communication with him,
and once at midnight had a secret consultation with Sum-

ner/ The country now had gained confidence in the ad-

ministration. New York, Massachusetts, and Maine, the

governors and legislatures of which were Eepublican, ten-

dered to the President their entire resources of men and

money to uphold the authority of the federal government.
6

Although the Crittenden compromise received its death-

blow on January 16, by the vote of the Senate, it did not

so appear to Douglas, Crittenden. and other of its advocates.
7

The basis of this hope was that a number of Republicans

1 Dix sent this without submitting it to the President. On a point in-

volved he did consult Stanton and General Scott. For a very interesting

account of the sending of the despatch, see Life of Dix, vol. i. p. 370.
2 "

It undoubtedly would be a great party move as between Democrats

and Black Republicans to let the latter have a civil war of their own mak-

ing. ... Is not the business altogether beyond party considerations ?

For South Carolina compels us to choose between the destruction of the

government and some kind of defence. They have smitten us on one

cheek ;
shall we turn the other ?" Black to Parsons, Jan. 17, C. F. Black,

p. 21.
3 Black to Wilson, ibid., p. 279.

4 Peter H. Watson, afterwards Assistant Secretary of War.
s Letters of Seward and Sumner, printed by Henry Wilson in article

" Black and Stanton /'Atlantic Monthly, Oct., 1870; Life of Seward, vol. ii.

p. 492. "Sumner . . . conferred often with General Scott, . . . Stanton,

Holt, and Dix." Edward L. Pierce, vol. iv. p 23.

*
Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861, pp. 436, 452, 519; Congressional

Globe, p. 597.
1 See letter of Douglas, Crittenden, Boteler, and Harris, Jan. 25, and

letter of Millson, both to Barbour, Richmond Whig, Jan. 29, cited by
National Intelligencer.
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under the leadership of Seward, sufficient to carry it, would
come to its support.

" We have positive information from

Washington," declared the Tribune, January 29, in a dou-

ble-leaded editorial,
" that a compromise on the basis of

Mr. Crittenden's is sure to be carried through Congress
either this week or the next, provided a veryfew more Re-

publicans can be got to enlist in the enterprise. We say a

very few more, for we have reason to believe that several

gentlemen who have hitherto enjoyed the confidence of the

Eepublican party are actively engaged in the endeavor to

convert their colleagues to their new faith."
' Weed in his

journal was advocating with renewed strength the Critten-

den plan, and the rumor that Seward favored it could not be

killed.
2 Yet in no public utterance nor private letter which

has been printed did he assert that he would sustain it.

In fact, denials, apparently authoritative, appeared in the

press.
3 But the story could be scotched only ;

and this seems

to suggest either a wavering mind on Seward's part, or else

1 "My apprehension has been that the Crittenden measure would find

favor among our friends. At one time there was a little danger of it.

There is little or none now." C. F. Adams to F. W. Bird, Feb. 11, MS.
I am indebted to Edward L. Pierce for a copy of the letter from which
this extract is made.

2 " Senator Seward, in his speech of Thursday last, declares his readiness to

renounce Republican principles for the sake of the Union." Editorial, New
York Tribune, Feb. 4. The speech referred to is that of Jan. 31, a strong

argument, which ought to be read by all students of the period, Works,
vol. iv. p. 670 ; Congressional Globe, p. 657.

" The Republican parly ... is

threatened by betrayal. It is to be divided and sacrificed if the thing can

be done. We are boldly told it must be suppressed, and a Union party rise

upon its ruins." New York Tribune, Feb. 5. See, also, the article iu tlie

same issue on the backing down of Seward, where the writer asks,
" Has lit:

forgotten the 7th of March and the fate of Daniel Webster?" " Weed goes
with the Breckinridge Democrats. . . . The same is true, though less de-

cidedly, of Mr. Seward." Ibid., Feb. 6. "Oily Gammon Seward, aware

that intimidation will not do, is going to resort to the gentle powers of se-

duction." Washington correspondent of Charleston Mercury, Feb. 19.

3 See anecdote first appearing in the Boston Daily Advertiser, Feb. 2, in

a Washington letter of Jan. 31, and copied in the Albany Evening Journal,

presumed to be correct by the New York Tribune of Feb. 15.
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that intimations, given out, perhaps, in the exuberance of

after-dinner conversation, received a more positive interpre-
tation than he meant to convey.

1 His own defence of his con-

duct should receive attentive consideration. " Twelve years

ago
"
(1850 was the year he had in mind), he wrote,

" freedom

was in danger, and the Union was not. I spoke then so sin-

gly for freedom that short-sighted men inferred that I was

disloyal to the Union. . . . To-day, practically, freedom is not

in danger, and union is. ... With the attempt to maintain

union by civil war, wantonly brought on, there would be

danger of reaction against the administration charged with

the preservation of both freedom and union. Now, there-

fore, I speak singly for union, striving, if possible, to save it

peaceably; if not possible, then to cast the responsibility

upon the party of slavery. For this singleness of speech I

am now suspected of infidelity to freedom."
*

The motive now for a compromise was to retain the

border States. The border States' proposition, which varied

but little from the Crittenden plan, preserving its essential

feature of a division by the Missouri line of the territory

between slavery and freedom, attracted considerable atten-

tion.
3

"With the prospect of keeping the border States went
the hope that the cotton States might return. Laudable as

may have been the aim of the compromisers, their hopes
were illusory. Nothing less than the Crittenden compro-
mise could have kept the cotton States from seceding, and

something might be said in favor of it as an agreement be-

tween the North and the South
;
a good argument, too,

could be made for its submission to a popular vote
;
but to

1 The "Public Man," in his entry of Feb. 8, speaks of the singular con-

fidence of Seddou of Virginia (afterwards Secretary of War of the South-

ern Confederacy) "in Mr. Seward, and his mysterious allusions to the

skilful plans which Mr. Seward is maturing for an adjustment of our diffi-

culties." North American Review, Aug., 1879, p. 135.
3 Letter of Seward to Dr. Thompson of the Independent. Life of Seward,

vol. ii. p. 507.
3 See Harper's Magazine, March, 1861, p. 547 ; McPherson, p. 73 ; Pike to

the New York Tribune, Jan. 31; Letter of Belmont to Seward, Jan. 17.

III. 19
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offer it to seven seceded States to chew upon would indeed

have been base. AYhile satisfactory to Virginia, Tennessee,

and North ( 'arolina. the composition to be effective involved

consent to peaceable separation of the cotton Stales, since,

otherwise, at the first stroke of war. Virginia, Tennessee, and

.North Carolina would certainly join the section to which

thev were united by ties of blood, and by the bond of a

common interest. The majority of the Republicans, who
were fitly represented by Chase and Sumner. were consist-

ent, and after the middle of January, apparently, pursued in

the main the only wise and possible course. Sumner, hav-

ing withstood the pleading of Edward Everett for compro-
mise.' declared in the Senate: "There is but one thing
now for the Xorth to do. It is to stand linn in their posi-

tion."
2 "The election of Lincoln." said Chase, in the Peace

Convention, "must be regarded as the triumph of principles
cherished in the hearts of the people of the free States. . . .

Chief among the principles is the restriction of slavery
within State limits: not war upon slavery within those

limits, but iixed opposition to its extension beyond them. . . .

By a fair and unquestionable majority we have secured that

triumph. Do you think we. who represent this majority,
will throw it away i Do you think the people would sus-

tain us if we undertook to throw it away {"
:

Virginia, whose share in forming the Union had been

greater than that of any other one State, was loath to see

that great work shattered, and now made a supreme effort to

save it. Her general assembly by joint resolutions invited

the other States, whether slaveholding or non-slaveholdinff,

'Speech of G ei-ire William CuriK Boston ll<.r,<!<L An-. 26, 1889;

Pierce'.- Memoir of Sunnier, vol. iv. p. is.

Feb. 1'2. See. also, extracts from his letters printed in Pierce's Memoir,
vol. iv. pp. 115, 17.

:

C'iiitienden's Report of the Proceedings, p. 42<s . A previous observa-

tion of Chase drew from ex-President Tyler, the pre>ident of the conven-

tion and a lit repre.-en'ative of Virginia, the remark. "You have, at all

events, establi-hed ycur character a- an hornet and frank man." Letters

and Times of the Tvlers, vol. ii. p. OUO.
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to send commissioners to meet hers in convention at Wash-

ington, February 4, to make an attempt "to adjust the

present unhappy controversies ;" and it gave formal notice

that the Crittenden compromise
" would be accepted by

the people of this commonwealth." l

It named ex-Presi-

dent Tyler as the head of the Yirginia delegates; and it

also appointed him a commissioner to the President and

Robertson a commissioner to South Carolina, with the in-

tent to preclude a collision of arms pending the convention

proposed. These gentlemen repaired to their posts of duty
and used their influence and that of their State to maintain

the status quo? Twenty-one States accepted the invitation

of Virginia and sent commissioners, appointed either by
their legislatures or by their governors, to the Peace Con-

vention.
3

On the same day, February 4, that the Peace Convention

met at "Washington, delegates from six cotton States
4
as-

sembled at Montgomery to form a Southern confederacy,

making it evident, could the country then have grasped the

event as we can do, that an attempt at compromise was

futile, and that the North must choose one of the alterna-

tives : peaceable separation, or war. South Carolina, first

in secession, also took the initiative in proposing this con-

gress.
5 Constant communication between the governors,

1 These resolutions are printed in the Congressional Globe, p. 601. One

important addition to the Crittenden compromise, suggested, had already
been made by the Powell amendment

; another, indicated, is for our pur-

pose unimportant.
'' For an account of Tyler's mission see Letters and Times of the Tylers,

vol. ii. p. 587 ; Buchanan's Defence, p. 206
; Curtis, vol. ii. p. 472

; see de-

spatches of Tyler to Robertson and Pickens, Official Records, vol. i. pp.

253, 254.
3 The States not represented were the seven cotton States, Arkansas,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, California, and Oregon. See Chittendeu

pp. 18, 453.

* South Carolina, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisi-

ana. Texas did not pass her ordinance until Feb. 1, and was now waiting
the submission of it to the people, the appointed day being Feb. 23.

6 The resolutions of invitation were offered Jan. 3. Journal of the Con-
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legislatures, and conventions of the seceding States had

been maintained by commissioners with mandates passing
to and fro. and the sympathy between the communities

hem*;
1

complete, this obvious mode of procedure was at once

adopted. The deputies received their appointment from

the conventions ;' each State had the same number as it

had electoral votes under the Federal Constitution. Alex-

ander II. Stephens, himself a delegate, after the experience
of a month, wrote :

"
Upon the whole, this congress, taken

all in all. is the ablest, soberest, most intelligent, and con-

servative body I was ever in. . . . Nobody looking on would

ever take this congress for a set of revolutionists."' The
absence of Yancey would seem to denote that the revolu-

tion had arrived at the point where agitators were thrust

aside and statesmen rose to take direction of the movement.

The congress selected llowell Cobb as its presiding oiHcer,

and one of its rides provided that questions should be de-

cided by a vote of the States, each State being entitled to

one vote.
3

February s. a constitution for the provisional

government of the Confederate States
4 was adopted, and

on the next day, by a unanimous vote of the six States

present. Jefferson Davis was elected president and Alex-

vention. p. 173: Charleston M<rc'try, J;in. 8, ;uul New Orleans Crescent

tiled l>y it. Jan. 3.

1 Journal of Mi.-sissippi Convention, pp. 39, 51 : Journal of Georgia
Convention, pp. .">">, G'5 : Journal of Louisiana Convention, pp. 19, '21 ; Ap-
pletons" Annual Cyclopedia, 18t51, pp. 11. 314.

'-' To his In-other, March 3, Johnston and Browne, p. 392. This is incon-

sistent with Stephen's statements of Feb. "2 and March 1. see pp. 3S4, 391,

hut as he endorses the opinion cited in the text in his second volume of

The War Between the S!at<-s ip. 32.~. tini-hed in 1*70, we mav regard these

i:ic'Hisi.--teni expressions as tin.' indulgence merely in a pessimistic strain to

which he was u'ivrji. Ainon^
1 the noted deputies were : Toombs, Martin

J. Crawford, and llowell Cobb. of (leor-ia : K. B. lihett. \l. W. Barnwell.

1.. M. Keitt. J. Chestnut, C. (i. M-mininjrcr, W. P. Miles, and AV. AY. Boyce,
of South Carolina. For a li-t of all the deputies, ibid., p. 324.

3 For tin' rules, ibid., p. 71".

4
'I'his is printed by Davis, vol. i. p. (J40, and by Stephens, vol. ii. p.

714.
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ander II. Stephens, vice-president. Toombs, Cobb, and Ste-

phens had also been talked of for the chief place, but after

a short consideration of the merits and failings of each

man proposed, the selection of the ablest statesman of the

South fitly issued to meet the conditions confronting the

new government.
1

Although Davis had always held the

doctrine of states -rights in its extreme form, yet at this

time he was looked upon by his Southern associates, when
from theory they must proceed to action, as eminently con-

servative.
2 "When he writes that he did not want the pres-

idency we need not think that he affected the part of Cin-

cinnatus, but may readily believe him sincere, and that he

would have much preferred a high rank in the array.
8 Re-

ceiving his summons while at work on his Brierfield plan-

tation,
4 he went promptly to Montgomery, and at the formal

ceremony of his inauguration, February 18, delivered a care-

fully prepared address. It was, he averred,
" wanton aggres-

sion on the part of others," that justified the action of the

Southern people.
" We have vainly endeavored to secure

tranquillity and obtain respect for the rights to which we
were entitled. As a necessity, not a choice, we have resorted

to the remedy of separation."
5 With remarkable astute-

1 See Johnston and Browne, pp. 385, 389 ; Stephens, vol. ii. p. 328 ;

Davis, vol. i. p. 236. For an objection to Toombs, see Life of Toombs,
Pleasant Stovall, p. 218

;
to Cobb, see Stephens, vol. ii. p. 331. A private

letter of Stephens, written Feb. 8, shows clearly his position at this time,

Cleveland, p. 161.

2 See Stephens's testimony, vol. ii. p. 333. Stephens, however, thought
Toombs, of all proposed, the best fitted for the position ;

as to Davis's con-

servatism, see Campbell's and Kenner's testimony, Davis, vol. i. pp. 238,

239
;
Life by Mrs. Davis, vol. ii. p. 11.

3 See Davis, vol. i. p. 230; testimony of Clayton and Campbell, ibid.,

p. 237
; Stephens, vol. ii. p. 328

;
Mrs. Davis, vol. ii. p. 18. 4 Ibid.

6 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 31 ; Davis, p. 232. "The

inaugural address . . . has been hailed with satisfaction throughout the

length and breadth of the South. Let the people accord to his adminis-

tration a hearty, united, and generous support." Charleston Mercury, Feb.

21. "The United States of America are dissolved forever. 'Alas, poor
Yorick ! I knew him well.' But a sad rogue he was." Montgomery
Correspondent, ibid., Feb. 18.
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ness he made not the slightest allusion to slavery. By a sec-

tion of the provisional constitution, the African slave-trade

had been prohibited.
1 Thus did the cotton States and their

president show that they realized that the public opinion
of Christendom" must be taken into account, and that they
must not let slip the slightest chance to justify their at-

tempt at revolution and to belie its real character.

The Confederate provisional congress, having constituted

a government, proceeded in a systematic way to provide
for its orderly administration. Executive departments
were created, and, looking to the possibility of a war with

the United States, acts providing military means were

passed.
" An act to raise money for the support of the

government
" authorized the president to borrow on bonds

of the Confederate States 815,000,000 at eight per cent., and

imposed an export duty of one eighth of one cent per pound
on raw cotton, pledging this tax to the payment of the in-

terest and principal of the loan.
3

By a general statute the

United States Tariff act of 1857 was continued in force/ A

1 The Charleston Mercury of Feb. 12 did not like this provision being in-

corporated in the constitution, but was willing to prohibit the foreign
slave-trade by legislative enactment.

" "One of their chief motives for seceding is to be able to renew the

slave-trade." London Economist, cited by New York Tribune, Feb. 6.

Davis had clearer ideas of policy than his congress. Feb. 25, in secret

session, the congress passed a bill in relation to the slave-trade, and to

punish persons offending therein, by the votes of Alabama, Florida, Geor-

gia, Louisiana, and South Carolina ; Mississippi voting nay. Davis vetoed

this, as the provisions were not as stringent as the constitution required.

Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina voted to pass the bill over the veto,

while Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas sustained their presi-

dent. Journal of the Provisional Congress, MSS. War Department Ar-

chives. For Davis's veto message, see Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia,

1861, p. 160.
s
Approved Feb. 28. Statutes at Large, Provisional Congress, C. S. A..

p. 42.

4
Adopted Feb. 9, ibid., p. 27. This was not liked by the Charleston

Mercury. It said: "The tariff of '57 is odious and oppressive in its dis-

criminations. . . . Free-trade is the true policy of the Confederate States
"

Feb. 12. Some other statutes passed were : An act to buy munitions of
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resolution to assume all questions between the States of the

Confederacy and the federal government relating to forts,

arsenals, and other property acquired from the United

States was adopted,
1 and at once communicated by tele-

graph to Governor Pickens.* The Congress also declared

its opinion that "immediate steps should be taken to ob-

tain possession of forts Sumter and Pickens . . . either by
negotiations or force," and authorized Davis to carry the

resolution into effect.
3

February 22, in accordance there-

with, Davis, on the part of the Confederate government,
took charge of the military operations in Charleston har-

bor.
4 Another resolution was passed which provided for

the appointment by the president of three commissioners

to be sent to Washington for the purpose of negotiating a

treaty of amity with the federal government." Davis ap-

pointed A. B. Roman, of Louisiana, Martin J. Crawford, of

Georgia, and John Forsyth, of Alabama, supporters in I860,

respectively, of Bell, Breckinridge, and Douglas.
8

Davis selected for his cabinet Toombs, of Georgia, as

Secretary of State
; Memminger, of South Carolina, for

the Treasury ;
L. P. Walker, of Alabama, for the War,

and Mallory, of Florida, for the Navy departments ;
J. H.

Reagan, of Texas, as Postmaster - General
;
and Benjamin,

of Louisiana, for Attorney-General.
7

war, Feb. 20, Statutes at Large, Provisional Congress, C. S. A., p. 28; an

act to provide the rates of postage, Feb, 23, p. 34; an act looking to th

control of the military operations in all of the States, to receive from t^e

States the arms and munitions of war acquired from the United States,

and to receive into the service forces of the States for any time not less

than twelve months, Feb. 28, ibid., p. 42. Texas was admitted into the

Confederacy, March 2, ibid., p. 44. ' Feb. 12, ibid., p. 91.

See letter of Pickens to Cobb, Feb. 13, Official Records, vol. i. p. 254.

3 Passed, Feb. 15, ibid., p. 258. Tins is not printed in Statutes at Large.
4 See letter of Pickens to Davis, Feb. 27, Davis to Whiting, Feb. 23,

ibid., p. 258.
5
Adopted Feb. 15, Statutes at Large, Provisional Congress, C. S. A., p. 92.

6 Davis desired Stephens to head the commission, but he declined.

Johnston and Browne, p. 389.

1 Davis would have preferred Barnwell for the State and Toombs for
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In the once proud Union there were now two established

governments. The Southerners at Montgomery had pro-
ceeded in an orderly manner, and made evident that they
shared with the North the political aptitude which is the

peculiar attribute of Americans. In spite of the strained

relations between the sections, no formal check had been

given to their business or other intercourse
;
mail commu-

nication was uninterrupted.
1 The Northwest believed this

severance of the Union a blow to its own prosperity, per-

haps depriving it of the important outlet of the Mississippi
River for its products. The South, considerate of the West,
now declared by its congress the free navigation of the

Mississippi River.
2

"While one may note in the Southern

literature of this period a particular animosity towards

New England, there is evident a feeling of friendliness to

the "West, in some instances going so far as to express the

extravagant hope that some of the "Western States might
join the Southern Confederacy.

Pausing for a moment to reflect that the people of the

North and the South were both God-fearing that they

professed the same religion,
3

spoke the same language, read

the same literature, venerated the same Constitution, had
similar laws, and, with one exception, the same institutions

we may echo the regret of many men of 1861, What a

the Treasury departments. The South Carolina delegation having pre-

viously recommended Memminger for the Treasury, Barnwell declined

the offer, see Davis, vol. i. p. 243. Toombs at first declined his appoint-

ment, but afterwards accepted, Johnston and Browne, p. 387.
1 "The postal service generally throughout the South was continued

under the direction of the government of the United States up to the 31st

May, 1861, when it was suspended by a general order of the department;"
Horatio King, Postmaster - General, Jan. and Feb., 1861, in Lippincotfs

Magazine, April, 1872, p. 411. The date of discontinuance was May 27.

See Postmaster-General Blair's letter to Speaker of the House, July 12th,

Congressional Globe, p. 115. 2 Feb. 25
;
Statutes at Large, p. 36.

3 "The morality and religiousness of the Southern population were, on

the average, not inferior to those of any other people." Von Hoist, vol.

vii. p. 272.
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pity that they should separate ! "What force must such a

feeling have had during the usual celebrations of the 22d

of February, as one thought that the memory of Washing-
ton belonged, beyond a possible blotting out, to both sec-

tions ! This feeling was signally illustrated at Charleston,

where the revolution had commenced, and where the war
was to begin. At sunrise Castle Pinckney, under the pal-

metto banner, fired thirteen guns to honor the birthday of

the father of the common country ; at noon Fort Sumter,
with the Stars and Stripes waving, gave a national salute.

From the point of view of political expediency, it is diffi-

cult to find in the annals of constitutional government such

mingled folly and rashness as the Southern people were

now displaying. In the event of war they would have

against them the odds of numbers, wealth, industries that

could be used for producing war material, and the machin-

ery and the prestige of the national government ;
while re-

maining in the Union they would have three of the four

points of the game. The Republicans were in the minority
in both the Senate and the House,

1 and they had only one

judge of the Supreme Court.
2 The paramount tangible

grievance of the South. was, as we have seen, the alleged
exclusion of its peculiar property from the common territo-

ries. But no satisfactory answer was ever made, or could

be made, to Charles Francis Adams's trenchant questions
in his speech in the House, January 31, except the one he

himself gave.
" Who excludes the slave-holders with their

slaves ?" he demanded. " Have they not obtained an opin-
ion from the Supreme Court which will, in effect, override

any and every effort of Congress against them ? They can,

if they choose, now go wherever they like on the public

1 See vol. ii. p. 501, note 2. "If the Southern States had not run

away, we had both houses of Congress, aud Lincoln could have done

nothing." Richmond Whig, Jan. 28.

2 McLean. The other judges were Taney, "Wayne, Catron, Campbell,
Democrats from the slave States ; Grier, Nelson, and Clifford, Democrats
from the free States. There was one vacancy.
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domain. There is no majority in Congress itself to prevent
their going, even if it had the power. Why do they not use

that right ? The reason is plain. It is not for their interest

to go so far north. They will not leave the rich bottom-lands,
still open for the profitable cultivation of the cotton-plant in

the South, to go to a comparatively arid region farther off."
'

The Supreme Court was now stronger for the principle laid

down in the Dred Scott decision than when it was promul-

gated.
2

Curtis had resigned, and Clifford, a Democrat of

Maine appointed by Buchanan, had his place. Daniel, in-

deed, was dead, but had there been no secession the Senate

would have confirmed the President's nomination of Black

for the vacancy;
3 and Black was in thorough sympathy with

Taney's Dred Scott opinion.
4 Does it not seem strange that

a brave people should be sufficiently alarmed at a party

platform and at declarations of party leaders to throw away
such substantial advantages as they had in the Union ? No
truer word in this whole controversy was spoken than that

by Charles Francis Adams, when he termed the alleged

grievances of the South " mere abstractions."
6 For the pur-

pose even of saving slavery secession was a suicidal policy.

Many thinking men at the North told the Southerners, in a

strain of the utmost sincerity, that if civil war resulted sla-

very would have to go ;
and while Jefferson Davis made no

public declaration to that effect, he saw with prophetic soul

1

Congressional Globe Appendix, p. 125. The same point is touched upon
by C. C.Washburn and M.W.Tappan, radical Republicans, in their minority

report of the House committee of thirty-three. See Report, No. 31, p. 10.

4 For the composition of the court then, see vol. ii. p. 250. C. F. Adams
wrote F. W. Bird, Feb. 16 :

" As to the Dred Scott case, I regard it as yet

only a dictum, . . . but every man of sense knows that it will be affirmed in

the first case that may be brought xip, and that in the meantime slaves are

held under it in the various territories. And no action of the government
will effectually prevent it." MS.

3 Black was appointed Feb. 6, but the appointment was never acted on.

C. F. Black, p. 24.
4
Reply to Senator Douglas (1859), ibid., pp. 214, 215 ;

see vol. ii. p. 374.
5
Congressional Globe Appendix, p. 125. "For what, then, are we about

to plunge into civil war ? An abstraction." Richmond Whig, Jan. 3.
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that such would be the end.
1 Had the Southern people fol-

lowed Stephens, or had they adopted the plan of delay urged

by Davis, the course of history might have been different.

But the variance between that impetuous majority in the

cotton States
2 and these far-seeing statesmen arose largely

from the way in which they envisaged the future. Some
looked upon secession as a shrewd political move, which would

enable the South to extort larger concessions than it could get
while in the Union

;

3
but a larger number believed that they

could form a Southern Confederacy, and enforce to the full-

est extent the sovereign rights of the States, without armed

resistance from the North.4 Neither Davis nor Stephens had

such illusions.
" War I look for as almost certain," wrote

Stephens, February 21, from Montgomery.
6

Prepare your-
selves for a long and bloody war, was the burden of Davis's

speeches in his progress from Washington to the capital of his

State
;
a great war is impending over the country of which

no man can foresee the end, was his constant inculcation

1 " He said,
' In any case, I think our slave property will be lost event-

ually.'
"

Mrs. Davis, vol. i. p. 11. This was in Feb., just before going to

Montgomery.
2 Cobden wrote Sumner, Feb. 23 :

" The conduct of the South has

disgusted everybody. I do not mean their desire to disunite tJiat they

may have a right to do, and it may be for the interest of all parties.

But they have shown a measure of passionate haste and unreasoning arro-

gance which has astonished all lookers-on. They have gone about the

work of dissolving the Union with less gravity or forethought than a firm

of intelligent drapers or grocers would think necessary in case of a dissolu-

tion of partnership." Edward L. Pierce has kindly placed at my disposal

a large part of the Sumner correspondence from 1860-65, in which is the

letter containing the above extract. I shall refer to it as the Pierce-Sum-

ner papers, MS.
3 This view was represented in Georgia by Thomas R. R. Cobb, and

according to Stephens the wavering scale in the Georgia convention was
turned by his remark, "We can make better terms out of the Union than

in it." War Between the States, vol. ii. p. 331
; Davis, vol. i. p. 227 ; Report

of H. P. Bell, Georgia Commissioner to Tennessee, Journal of Georgia
Convention, p. 368 ; J. D. Cox, in Atlantic Monthly for March, 1892, p. 390.

4 Davis, vol. i. p. 227 ; Roman's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 16 ; Life of Da-

vis, Alfriend, p. 250. 5 Johnston and Browne, p. 387.
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while at Jackson. The war will be long, lie said to Judge
Sharkev, on his way to Montgomery to be inaugurated.
and it behooves every one to put his house iu order.'

The last formal step in the election of Lincoln the count-

ing of the electoral votes in the presence of both houses of

Congress was looked forward to with a certain amount of

apprehension, as fears prevailed that a conspiracy existed to

prevent it, and also the inauguration of the President-elect,

bv sei/.ing the Capitol and other buildings, with the archives

of the government.'' General Scott, Black. Holt, Seward, and

Governor 1 licks, of Maryland, partook of this solicitude.
3 A

conspiracy to take the capital "has been actually formed,"
wrote Black to the President, '"and large numbers of per-

sons are deeply and busily engaged in bringing the plot

to a head at what they conceive to be the proper time."
"

"Treason is all around and amongst us;" said Seward in a

confidential letter, "and plots [exist] to seize the capital and

usurp the government."
u One friend came in this morning

to tell me," he wrote, later.
u that there are two thousand

armed conspirators in the city, and the mayor is secretly
with them." Considering the progress which the revolution

had made, and the suggestion of the Richmond En<pi.lrer^
''Can there not be found men bold and brave enough in

Maryland to unite with Virginians in seizing the Capitol at

Washington?"
6

it is not surprising that anxiety was felt by

1 Mrs. Davis, vol. ii. pp. (5, 8; Davis, vol. i. p. 2"0. lie left Washing-
ton tin; latter part of Jan.

- "
It is as well for the people of the free States to wake up to the fact,

that this country is in full revolution, and this capital in undoubted peril."

Pike to ><"ew York Trilinm, Jan. 5; New York 7V///, *, Jan. i, cited in

Moore's Rebel!' MI Record, vol. i. Diary, p. 8. For an animated account of

this alarm, see Chittenden's Lincoln, chaps, vi. and vii.

3 As to Scott and Hicks, see their testimony before the House co;i.mit-

tee, Report 71). pp. r>2. KKi: as to Holt, see his letter to the President. I-'eb.

18, cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 147: Wilson's Rise and Fall of

the Slave Power, vol. iii. p. 1(>7.
' Jan. 2'2. Crawford, p. 0-11.

6 Letters to his wife, Dec. 21), I860, Jan. 18, Life of Seward. vol. ii. pp.

488, 497. 6 Dec. 0.1, 1SJO.
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these men who held positions of high responsibility. Yet

such fears had, in fact, little foundation. Washington was

abundantly secure so long as Virginia and Maryland re-

mained in the Union. 1

They were towers of defence, and

Maryland recognized a special guardianship, as the capital

city stood on what was once her own soil. She had not

made the slightest move towards secession. Her governor,

Hicks, had been elected as an American, had owned slaves

since he was twenty -one years old, and sympathized
with the South

; yet he declared that he desired to live

and die in the Union, and absolutely declined, although

urged to it, to convoke the legislature, which, being Dem-

ocratic, might have called a convention of the people.
2

In this he was sustained by the public sentiment of his

State.
3

Virginia's governor, Letcher, had summoned in

special session the legislature, Avhich passed a convention

bill. The election of delegates, taking place February 4, re-

sulted in a signal Union victory, which determined that Vir-

ginia should not secede before the 4th of March, and al-

layed any still remaining fears of violence in the federal

1 A House special committee of five was requested to investigate this

subject. It consisted of Howard (chairman), Dawes, Republicans ; Reyn-
olds, a Douglas Democrat; Cochrane'and Branch, of North Carolina, Dem-
ocrats. Hickman was first appointed, but he seems to have declined, Reyn-
olds serving in his place. Howard, Dawes, and Reynolds left no stone

unturned to discover the conspiracy, if any such existed, and they took a

large amount of interesting and valuable testimony. Their report, Feb. 4,

was: "If the purpose was at any time entertained of forming an organiza-

tion, secret or open, to seize the District of Columbia, attack the Capitol,
or prevent the inauguration of Mr. Lincoln, it seems to have been rendered

contingent upon the secession of either Maryland or Virginia, or both, and
the sanction of one of those states." Report of committee, p. 2; see letter

of Howard to E. R. Hoar, Feb. 7, 1870, cited by Henry Wilson, Atlantic

Monthly, October, 1870, p. 467; also Congressional Globe, p. 316.
2 See his testimony before the House committee, p. 166; Greeley's Amer-

ican Conflict, vol. i. p. 349.
3 Hicks's letter to Handy, commissioner from Mississippi; his testimony;

Appletons' Annual Cyclopedia for 1861, p. 443
; Baltimore American, cited

in Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i. Diary, p. 9.
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Citv.' Indeed, a fortnight previous, Seward, whose private

letters had been those of an alarmist, had written Weed
that " the ]>l"ts against the city are at an end."

: The Pres-

ident's judgment in this matter proved to be sounder than

that of IJlack and Holt, for he did not share their apprehen-
sions, but, appreciating the wisdom of taking precautionary
measures, he authorized General Scott to bring several com-

panies of United States troops to Washington to assist, if

need be, the civil functionaries in the preservation of peace
and order.

3

February 13 the counting of the electoral votes

took place in a quiet and regular manner.

Two days before his election was officially declared

Lincoln started on his journey from Springfield to Wash-

ington. Having received many invitations from States

and cities offering their hospitality, he stopped frequently,
and made many speeches as he proceeded along his cir-

cuitous route. Greeted everywhere with enthusiasm, and

listened to with profound respect, he may at this time

have laid the foundations of that hold on the plain people
which was to be of such rich benefit to him and to his

country in the years that were to come. 4 But if the pur-

pose in view was to convince the reflecting Union men of

the Xorth that he was equal to the task before him which

he himself thought
"
greater 'than that which rested upon

Washington,"
*
the journey can only be looked upon as a

sad failure, and his speeches, except his touching farewell

to his old friends and neighbors at Springfield, and his

noble address in Independence Hall, Philadelphia, had bet-

1 Sec Pike In New York Trihuiic. Feb. 5. The Union majority was
estimated at 40.000. Xcw York Trilmne, Feb. 6.

Jan. ',M. Lift,-, vol. ii. p. 407
; see, also, Pike to the New York Trifium .

3 See the President's messages of Jan. 8 and March 0; (Jem-nil Scott's

testimony. House Report 79. p. (51. Seven or ei<rht companies. 400 to 4*0

men. were in AVashinirton at the time of the electoral count, ibid. ; (>"">$ men
and :>0 otlicers at the time of the inauguration. Curtis, vol. ii. p. 4',M.

4
Xicolay and I Fay, vol. iii. chap. xix. ; Herndon, p. 4*s. The edition

referred to is the first, that of Belford. Clarke A: Co.
5 Farewell remarks at Sprinirfield, Xicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 201.
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ter not have been delivered. To acquit himself with dignity
in that position were difficult for any man

;
and Lincoln,

now the cynosure of all eyes, did not have the knack of say-

ing the graceful nothings which are so well fitted for the oc-

casions on which he spoke. In his speeches the common-

place abounds, and though he had a keen sense of humor,
his sallies of wit grated on earnest men who read in quiet
his daily utterances. The ridiculous, which lies so near the

sublime, was reached when this man, proceeding to grave
duties, and the great fame that falls to few in the whole

world, asked at the town of Westfield for a little girl cor-

respondent of his, at whose suggestion he had made a

change in his personal appearance, and when she came, he

kissed her, and said, "You see I have let these whiskers

grow for you, Grace." 1 The next day's journal headed the

account,
" Old Abe Kissed by a Pretty Girl."

a

Lincoln could indeed have spoken well of the serious

matters of which his mind was full, but prudence and pro-

priety forbade that he should anticipate his inaugural ad-

dress, which had been already prepared.
3 At Indianapolis,

while declining to commit himself, he threw out intimations

indicating that he saw a clear distinction between the co-

ercion of a State on the one hand, and the holding and

retaking the United States forts and the collection of

duties on the other
;
but his comparison of a Union on the

Southern theory to a " free - love arrangement," differing
from the true relation of a "

regular marriage," while it

might have been effective in private conversation, was not

a dignified illustration for the President-elect to use when

addressing the people of a nation chaste in thought and

prudish in expression. Lincoln enounced many good ideas,

but it was one of the hardships of his position that his

misses were dwelt upon, and his hits ignored. His remarks

at Columbus :
" There is nothing going wrong. . . . There

1 Herndon, p. 487, note ; Raymond, p. 141.
2 New York Tribune, Feb. 18. 3 Herndon, p. 478.
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is nothing tli;it really hurts anybody ;" ;md that at Pitts-

burgh, when, his features lighting
1

up with a smile, he said:

"There is no crisis hut an artificial one,"' created a painful

impression: vet such utterances were1 dictated hy a worthy
motive; he really felt more anxiety about the outlook than

he deemed it wise to show.' His declaration in Indepen-
dence Hall ought to have compensated for all such slips.

"There will be no bloodshed." he assured the country. un-

less it be forced upon the government. The government
will not use force unless force is used against it."

:

Lincoln's ignorance of the ways of the fashionable world

told against him in New York city, where the tendency of

relined people is to judge new men at iirst rather by their

manners than bv their qualities, and his wearing black kid
*

gloves at the opera on a gala night gave rise to sarcastic

comment.' Receiving warnings at Philadelphia which he

could not atl'ord to disregard from General Scott. Seward, and

two other friends that a plot had been concocted to assassi-

nate him in Baltimore, he deviated from the published plan
of going through that city by day, and proceeded secretly

to Washington by night." This drew ridicule from his ene-

mies, and expressions of sincere regret from many of his

well- wishers, and augmented the prejudice against him

which he must surmount. ^N'or did his bearing in Washing-
ton between his arrival and the inaumiration do anvthino- to

1 For the Indianapolis a nil Columbus speeches, see Nicolay and Hay,
vol. iii. pp. 2'-M, -211(1 ; for the Pittsburgh and Cleveland speeches, -when lie

termed the crisis artificial, see Raymond, pp. K5S. 140. Nicolay and Hay
print the most important speeches, and Raymond prints them all.

-

Diary of a Public .Man. entry Feb. '20.

1

Nicoiay and Hay, vol. iii. p. HftO.

*
Diary of a Public Man. entry Feb. '20.

6 Fur a detailed account of this, sec Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. chap. \\. ;

Lanion, p. 512
;
Lincoln and Men <if War Times, McClure. p. 4-5 : see, also.

Iilaine's Twenty Years of Congress, vol. i. p. '2*0 ;
Washburne's article in

Reminiscences, by North American Publishing Company, p. 1)4 ; Chitten-

den's Lincoln, pp. .IS, 05. Lincoln arrived at Washington on the morning
of Feb. -2:5.
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dispel the unfavorable impression that especially prevailed
in the East touching his ability to cope with the difficulties

he must meet. When Bowles, in a private letter to Dawes,

wrote,
" Lincoln is a '

Simple Susan,'
" ' he expressed a silent

but a commonly held opinion. The hearts of many thought-
ful persons must have failed as they contrasted Jefferson

Davis, with his large public experience and high reputation,
with this untried man from Illinois. Curiously enough,
Thurlow Weed, whose grief at the nomination of Lincoln

had been of surpassing bitterness, was now one of the few

in the East who seemed to have full faith that he would

prove adequate to the duty imposed upon him.
2

Meanwhile the Peace Convention at Washington, sitting

with closed doors, ex- President Tyler being in the chair,

was with patriotic purpose laboring diligently to save the

Union. Among the delegates were many men of character,

ability, and distinction.
3 While the proceedings were not

1 Feb. 26, Life of Bowles, Merriam, vol. i. p. 318. See, also, Springfield

Republican, cited by National Intelligencer, Feb. 21.
'2 Weed oil bis return from Springfield wrote as an editorial in bis jour-

nal, Dec. 22, 1860, as follows: "An interview with Mr. Lincoln has con-

firmed and strengthened our confidence in his fitness for the high position

he is to occupy ;
of his eminent qualifications for the great trust reposed

in him; of his enlightened appreciation of the difficulties and dangers that

surround us. . . .

"The American people will not have cause, so far as the head and heart

of Abraham Lincoln are concerned, to regret the confidence they have re-

posed in him. He is not only
' honest and true,' but he is capable capa-

ble in the largest sense of the term. He has read much and thought much
of government,

'

inwardly digesting
'

its theory and principles. His mind is

at once philosophical and practical. He sees all who go there, hears all they
have to say, talks freely with everybody, reads whatever is written to him,

but thinks and acts by himself and for himself."
3 For example: Fessenden and Morrill, of Maine; Charles Allen and

George S. Boutwell, of Massachusetts; D. D. Field, J. S. Wadsworth, Eras-

tus Corning, Francis Granger, William E. Dodge, General Wool, of New
York; F. T. Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey; Wilmot. of Pennsylvania;

Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland ; Tyler, W. C. Rives, G. W. Summers, J.

A. Seddon, of Virginia; Guthrie, of Kentucky; Chase, W. S. Groesbeck,

Thomas Ewing, of Ohio; Caleb B. Smith, of Indiana; S. T. Logan, J. M.

Palmer, of Illinois; Harlan and Grimes, of Iowa. For a complete list of

ITT. 20
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published and secrecy was enjoined upon the members, the

points of the important debates and the doings leaked out

from time to time and such was the shrinking of the

count rv from civil war occupied a larger space in the pub-
lic mind than a due regard for historical proportion can

accord to them. February L'T. the nineteenth dav of its

session, the convention recommended to Congress a consti-

tutional amendment as a plan of adjustment: but the im-

portant section, that relating to slavery in the territories, had
been carried, the convention voting by States, by a majority
of one only, the votes of three States which were divided

not being counted. Moreover, several prominent members

publicly announced their dissent from the prevailing voice

of their respective delegations.
1 The plan, being less favor-

able to the South than the Crittenden compromise and yet
not satisfactory to the radical Republicans, lacked the sup-

port of a homogeneous majority, and went to Congress with

no force behind it. On the morning of March 4. in the last

hours of the Senate session. Crittenden offered the project
of the Peace Conference. Jt came to a vote, receiving, how-

ever, only seven yeas. Crittenden and Douglas and two

Republicans being among the number.'

The radical Republicans had from the first been opposed.
to the Peace Convention. Lowell represents well a phase
of thoughtful sentiment. "The usual panacea of palaver
was tried," he wrote; "Congress did its best to add to the

general confusion of thought ; and. as if that were not

< nouirh. a convention of notables was called simultaneously
to thresh the straw of debate anew and to convince thought-
ful pel-sons that men do not grow wiser as they grow old-

er."- Those who represented Michigan at Washington and at

irates, -<< Debates :i:ul Proceeding of tin.- Peace Convention, by Chit-

trU'li n. himself :i delegate from Vermont, p. 4<i.">. The convention mr! J-Y1>. 4.

S <> Chit ten den, p. 44<l <

' M
/. . for proceedings of the Nineteenth any.

- Tiie eoiii:re--ioiial day ->vas March ',', see ( '"/'y/'<,W<.</c// Olube. p. 14Uo;

New York Tiibui,,, March 5.

3 Sec article. "The Pickens-und-Steuliu's Rebellion,
"
Atlantic Monthly,
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her State capital were opposed to compromise, therefore she

had not appointed commissioners to the Peace Convention
;

but after it had been in session a week, her senators, at the

request of Massachusetts and New York, advised her gov-
ernor to send delegates. Senator Chandler's letter, Avhich

was made public before the convention adjourned, may be

reckoned as one of the influences of the time. " I hope

you will send," he wrote,
"
stiff-backed men or none. The

whole thing (i.e., the convention) was gotten up against my
judgment and advice, and will end in thin smoke. . . . Some
of the manufacturing States think that a fight would be

awful. Without a little bloodletting this Union will not,

in my estimation, be worth a rush."
' This letter affected

painfully the Unionists of the border States and the con-

servative Republicans, but some hard-headed Northern men
had arrived at this conviction, although few thought there

was wisdom in giving vent to it.

Virginia voted in the Peace Convention against the sec-

tion relating to slavery in the territories, her senators op-

posed the plan in the Senate, and ex-President Tyler, who
had much to do with bringing about this conference, repudi-
ated its action in a public speech at Richmond.2 The plan
not being satisfactory to Virginia, it was idle to think that

North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas would consider it

a sufficient guarantee for their remaining in the Union, or

that it would bring back the cotton States.

The historical significance of the Peace Convention con-

sists in the evidence it affords of the attachment of the

border slave States to the Union, and the lingering hope of

June, 1861, p. 758. Pike called it the "fossil convention." New York

Tribune, Feb. 9.

1 Powell had this read in the Senate, Feb. 27, but it was published in

the Detroit Free Press, a Democratic newspaper, several days before ; see,

also, Life of Chandler, by Detroit Post and Tribune, p. 189.

2 Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. pp. 608, 616, 622. Tyler's sug-

gestion, however, was to limit the conference to the border States, ibid.,

p. 579.
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readjustment in Xortli Carolina and Tennessee. The dif-

ferent wavs in which it was regarded brings out the con-

trast between the sentiment of these communities and that

of the cotton States. The commissioner of Georgia, who
had been sent to Maryland to persuade her to join the

secession movement, was discouraged to iind Governor

Hicks believing that the Peace Conference would agree

upon a compromise that should be entirely acceptable to his

State.
1 A great obstacle, reported the commissioner, whose

mandate had taken him to lialeigh, "to the immediate co-

operation of ^Xorth Carolina with the Confederate States

was the belief entertained by the larger number of her cit-

izens that the Peace Conference" would compose the dis-

sension between the two sections." The Union men of

Tennessee cherished the hope that the border State conven-

tion, as they called this body, would adopt a plan that

would satisfy the slave States on the border and bring back

into the Union those which had seceded.
3

The precipitate action of the cotton States helped the

Union cause in the slave-holding communities farther north.

Governor Ilicks's loyalty to the federal government Avas

more decided in February than in December. 4 He had uni-

form! v refused to summon his legislature, and the lukewarm

response bv the people to the irregular convention which

assembled at Baltimore in February showed that he was

steadily gaining adherents.
5 The election in Virginia for

1

Re-port of A. R. Wright of his visit of Feb. 2."). at Annapolis. Journal

of Georgia Convention, p. 330.
-

Import of S. Hall of his visit of Feb. 13. ibid., p. 34:5.
"

Report of H. P. IVll. Commissioner to Tennessee, ibid., p. 30^. As to

Mi.-.<ouri. see The Fiuht for Mi-souri, Snead, p. (>0. On the desire for

compromise in Kentucky, see Shaler's Kentucky, p. '2'-^. and his article

'The Border State Men of the Civil War," Atl'Oitir IbntJtbi. February.

iy!K?. p. 2~>3.

!

Compare his letter to the Mississippi commissioner. Dee. lit. 1T>0.

Journal of Mississippi Convention, p. 181, and his conversation with the

Georiria commissioner Feb. '2~>. Journal of Georgia Convention, p. 330;

also "Baltimore l),ii!>i Efcliaiif/r, Jan. 11.

5 Journal uf Georgia Convention, pp 3'2-v 3j'X
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members of her State convention had much significance.
1

The 152 delegates chosen were, with substantial correctness,

classed as 30 so-called secessionists, 20 Douglas men, and 102

Whigs; which proves, asserted the KichmondTFA^, a journal
which argued strenuously for delay, that " the conservative

victory in Virginia is perfectly overwhelming," the precipi-

tators having sustained " a "Waterloo defeat."
*

Neverthe-

less, it said, the meaning of this election must not be misap-

prehended. An impression obtained at the North that Vir-

ginia had "determined to remain in the Union as matters now

stand, to submit to the rule of the new dynasty under the Chi-

cago programme" This was a "pernicious error." Unless

security were given that her constitutional rights would be

respected, she would end her connection with the Northern

States. Of the Virginia delegates elected to the convention

only a half-dozen were " actual submissionists that is, men
in favor of the preservation of the Union under any and all

circumstances."
3 The convention bill passed by the leg-

islature of North Carolina provided that at the same time

the people chose delegates they should vote on the desir-

ability of the convention assembling. Eighty-two conser-

vatives and 38 secessionists were elected
;
but the majority

against the convention was 651." The high hopes of North

Carolina, which the disunionists of the cotton States had
entertained in December, were dashed by this election of

January 28.
5 Tennessee voted against a convention by

nearly 12,000 majority, while the sentiment indicated in the

choice of delegates was yet more decided against taking

1 Tli is took place Feb. 4.

2 Issue of Feb. 12. Lyon G. Tyler says the secessionists numbered only

25, vol. ii. p. 621.
3 Richmond Whig, Feb. 8, 12; see also Summer's remarks in the Peace

Convention, Chittenden, p. 153.

* Tribune Almanac, 1862, p. 59 ; Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861,

p. 538.
5
Compare Jacob Thompson's report of his visit at Raleigh, Dec. 18,

1860, Journal of Mississippi Convention, p. 184, with S. Hall's report of his

visit of Feb. 11, Journal of Georgia Convention, p. 343.
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anv present steps towards secession.
1 Even Arkansas had

not responded to the disunion movement with the fervor

that had been anticipated. While her people had voted for

a convention, the conservatives had elected a majority of

the delegates.' .Missouri, in its election for members of a

convention, February 1 s . decided by a. majority of N>.OO<)

against secession, and not one secessionist delegate was

chosen." Kentucky's legislature refused to call a conven-

tion, and adjourned before the middle of February/
These elections, together with the peaceful electoral

count, strengthened the uncompromising Republicans.
6

Lit-

tle doubt can exist that at this time a majority of the party
was opposed to so wide a concession as the Crittenden com-

promise involved/' Yet the public sentiment at the ]\orth

Avas chameleon-like, and the compromisers, deriving hope
from the elections, redoubled their efforts to meet the bor-

der-State men half-way. Feeling the public pulse with the

sensitiveness of genius, the brilliant essayist told its beats

1

Report of Commissioner Bell, Journal of Georgia Convention, p. 308
;

Appleton, pp. 677, 078. The so-called Union delegates h;ul a majority
of 04.000. On this vote see, also, Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. '2~>0,

note 1.

-

Appleton, p. 2'2, date of election, Feb. 18: "Report of Commissioner

Fall. Dee. '-25, 1SGO, Journal of Mississippi Convention, p. HM.
a CHIT'S .Missouri, p. '2S4 ft nuti : Snead's The Fight for Missouri, p. GO.

4
Slialer's Kentucky, p. -40; Appleton, p. :!

(
J.">.

5 "
li is sadly evident that the border States of the South are going to

content themselves with much less than the Crittenden amendment. . . .

The Republicans are so stiJl'ened up by the late wonderful exhibition of

Union sentiment that they will now grant only the promise of a natii>n;d

convention." Washington correspondence, Feb. 14, of Charleston JA /-

en
r/i. "The returns from Arkansas and Missouri are very encouraging to

the Republicans, who now more than ever are convinced that the border

States 'can't be kicked out.' They are not far wrong. Certainly nothing
short of ;i steady kicking can do it." Ibid., Feb. 21. See, also, the Mobile

Adtcrtixrr, cited by the Xntinnul liiMliyenccr, Feb. 2i>.

6 See New York Trib"ii<- for Feb., especially Pike's letters from Wash-

ington, the double-leaded editorial of Feb. is, with citations from the Re-

publican press.
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to the great historian across the sea, who was watching
events with the eye of a philosopher, but with the anxious

heart of a patriot. In a letter to Motley written from Bos-

ton, February 16, Holmes spoke of " the uncertainty of

opinion of men. I had almost said of principles," he con-

tinued. " From the impracticable abolitionist, as bent on
total separation from the South as Carolina is on secession

from the North, to the Hunker, or submissionist, or what-

ever you choose to call the wretch who would sacrifice

everything and beg the South's pardon for offending it, you
find all shades of opinion in our streets. If Mr. Seward or

Mr. Adams ' moves in favor of compromise, the whole Re-

publican party sways like a field of grain before the breath

of either of them. If Mr. Lincoln says he shall execute the

laws and collect the revenue though the heavens cave in,

the backs of the Republicans stiffen again, and they take

down the old revolutionary king's arms and begin to ask

whether they can be altered to carry minie bullets. . . . The

expressions of popular opinion in Virginia and Tennessee

have encouraged greatly those who hope for union on the

basis of a compromise."
2 The conservative Eepublicans

appreciated better than the radicals the meaning of these

elections. While the political reason of Virginia, Maryland,
and Kentucky inclined them to the North, their heartstrings
drew them towards the South. On Virginia, especially,
much depended. Her legislature by a unanimous vote of

both houses had declared that if reconciliation failed, honor

1 "
I have rejoiced, as you of New York must certainly have done, in

the spirit of conciliation which has repeatedly been manifested, during
the present session of Congress, by your distinguished senator Governor
Seward. I listened with no less gratification, while recently at Washing-
ton on an errand of peace, to the admirable speech of our Massachusetts

representative, Mr. Adams. I might have been glad if both of them could

have gone still further in the path of concession." Robert C. Winthrop
to the Constitutional Union Committee of Troy, Feb. 17, Winthrop's Ad-

dresses and Speeches, vol. ii. p. 701.
2
Motley's Correspondence, vol. i. p. 360 ; see, also, Pike's despatch of

Feb. 5.
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and interest demanded that she should unite her destiny
Avith the cotton States.' Seddon told the Peace Convention

that Virginia was solemnly pledged to resist coercion;"

and hv coercion he meant retaking the forts or collecting
the duties in the Confederate States. It was certain that

if Virginia, seceded, Xorth Carolina and Tennessee would

follou'. The disunionists also had hopes that her action

would control that of Maryland and Kentucky."
After tin 1 withdrawal of the senators and the representa-

tives of the seceded States from Congress, the Republicans
had a good working majority in the House, and, as against
the combined opposition of Southern and Northern Demo-
crats and South Americans,

4 were in the Senate in a minor-

it v of only one. As a delayed measure of justice, the Senate

passed the House bill of the previous session for the ad-

mission of Kansas as a State under the Wyanclotte Con-

stitution." The course of legislation was conciliatory and

forbearing. Bills for the organization of the territories of

Colorado. Dakota, and Xevada were passed without a pro-

posal from any Republican senator or representative to in-

corporate in them a section prohibiting slavery. Xor did

any Republican senator express the desire to take up the

House bill repealing the slave code of New Mexico, which

had been passed at theiirst session of this Congress." Such

action in either case would have been superfluous. The
law of physical geography dedicated Colorado. Dakota, and

Xevada to freedom, and an act of Congress was not needed.

! Adopted Jan. 21, Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p. 605.
5 Feb. 11), Chittenden, ],. 147.

3

Reports of Commissioners Wright. Ilali. and Bell. Journal of Georgia
Convention, pp. i}2s. oCi. :50s ; Ifeport of Commissioner Featherston, Jour-

nal of .Mississippi Convention, p. 1 !!.">.

4 The members of Congress of the American party from the Southern

States were called South Amerieans.
5 I'as<ed Jan. 21. 'W to 10. The nays were all from the slave States, and

all Itiit one Democrats. The senators from Louisiana and Texas, ami Iver-

?on of (Jeoru'ia were present and vnted nay, (',i,,i;rt'xx/i>/ni? <l!n',,\ p. 4^9

Douglas's remarks in the Senate. March 2, ibid., p. i:)!H.
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All that propagandism, positive legislation, and executive

compliance during the last seven years could do had been

done to make New Mexico a slave territory, with the result

that there were now twenty-two slaves within her borders.
1

Two bills to strengthen the arm of the President by furnish-

ing him military means, and two bills intended to provide

specifically for the collection of duties in such a case as ex-

isted in Charleston all of them called by the Southerners

"force bills" were introduced into the House, but were
not passed.

Although the House, by 113 nays to 80 yeas, refused to

submit the Crittenden compromise to the people,
2 and al-

though the Senate defeated it by 20 to 19 on a direct vote

on the joint resolution proposing certain amendments to the

Constitution,
3

Congress, by a two-thirds vote of each House,
recommended to the States a constitutional amendment

which, as bearing on the question on whom rests the blame
for the Civil War, is of the highest importance. The pro-

posed Thirteenth Amendment was as follows: "No amend-
ment shall be made to the Constitution which will authorize

or give to Congress the power to abolish or interfere,

within any State, with the domestic institutions thereof, in-

cluding that of persons held to labor or service by the laws

of said State." This was carried by the conservative Re-

publicans voting with the Democrats." By this amendment,
which Lincoln in his inaugural address approved, the North

said to the South, We will forever respect your peculiar in-

1

Speech of C. F. Adams, House, Jan. 31, Congressional Globe Appendix,

p. 125.
1 Feb. 27, Congressional Globe, p. 1261.
3 March 2 officially, really March 4, ibid., p. 1405. The votes in favor

of it were the two South Americans, Crittenden and Kennedy, and the rest

were Democrats. All against it were Republicans. Seward's name is not

recorded. Cameron was not present, but would have voted nay.
4 The vote in the House, Feb. 28, was 133 to 65, ibid., p. 1285. In the

Senate, March 2, 24 to 12. The nays were: Binglmm, Chandler, Clark,

Doolittle, Durkee, Foot, King, Stunner, Trumbull, Wade. Wilkinson, nnd

Wilson. Seward's and Cameron's names are not recorded, ibid., p. 1403.
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stitutioii in the States where it now exists.' But it was not

considered a suiiicient concession by Virginia, North ( 'aro-

lina, and Tennessee, and it had no elfect whatever 1 on the

States which constituted the Southern Confederacy."

1 If it would have cemented the divided Union, it would undoubtedly
have received the ratification of the requisite number of States. The leg-

islatures of .Maryland and Ohio agreed to it promptly, McTherson. p. lit), note.

- Two propositions, reported by the House Committee of Thirty-three,

which were a compromise, were passed by the House, but not considered by
the Senate, see Cvti'/rcwonul G!'>c, pp. 1261. 1328. The proposition to admit

New Mexico as a State was laid on the table by a vote of llo to 71. Repub-
licans and Democrats were mixed promiscuously in both the majority and

minority. The admission of New Mexico as a State was first proposed by
the Republicans as a concession; but the South, after examining all the con-

ditions, being obviously afraid it would become a free State, did not con-

sider it as such. This action is well summarized by McPherson. p. oS ct aeq.

A minoritv in Tennessee. North Carolina, and Virginia were disposed to

be satisfied. Thos. A. K. Nelson. South American member of Congress
from Tennessee, represented well this sentiment. In a letter to Hrownlow
of March l;j lie gave his reasons. He wrote : "The proposition to amend
the Constitution of the United States so [as] forever to prevent any amend-

ment of that instrument interfering with the relation of slavery in the

States we passed by a two-thirds vote in both houses of Congress. T.his

proposition, if carried out by the States, will remove the only real ground of

apprehension in the slave States. It blows the irrepressible-conflict doctrine

moon-high, and received the sanction of the author of that doctrine himself.
" The territories of Dakota, Colorado, and Nevada were created without the

Wilmol proviso which accompanied these bills at the long session. . . .Though
extreme Republicans deny that there can be property ill man, this provision,

with the Dred Scott case, leaves the territories open to occupation with sla-

very, and effectually yields the doctrine of protection in favor of the South.

"Although the Republicans, at. the long session, when they had not the

power, endeavored to repeal the New Mexican laws allowing slavery, yet,

at the short session, when, by reason of secession, they had a majority in

both houses, they left the matter untouched. Consequently slavery may
exist and be protected in all the territories possibly open to slavery.
"At and for some time after the commencement of the last session of Con-

gress a large majority of the Republicans had no idea of the true condi-

tion of things in the South. They looked upon the threats made by South

Carolina and other cotton Stales as mere gasconade, such as they had lis-

tened to for thirty years, and supposed it would soon pass away. But after

the secession of several of the cotton States they began to reali/.e the dan-

ger, and a majority of their representatives were earnestly in favor of con-

ciliation, though the extremists among them, as among us, were utterly

opposed to anything of the kind. . . .
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It has sometimes been asserted that the passage by the

Senate of the Morrill tariff bill, which had been enacted by
the House at the previous session, was a contributing cause

to the secession of Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

While it is true that objections were raised to the bill from
this quarter,

1

yet if it had any effect at all it was as a drop
in the bucket.

2 More important was its influence on English

opinion.
" I know on the very highest authority and from

repeated conversations," wrote Motley from London to his

mother, March 15,
" that the English government looks with

deepest regret on the dismemberment of the great American

republic. ... At the same time I am obliged to say that

there has been a change, a very great change, in English

sympathy since the passing of the Morrill tariff bill. That
measure has done more than any commissioner from the

Southern republic could do to alienate the feelings of the

English public towards the United States, and they are much
more likely to recognize the Southern Confederacy at an

early day than they otherwise would have done. If the tariff

people had been acting in league with the secessionists to

produce a strong demonstration in Europe in favor of the

" Under the circumstances,why should not the seceding States come back
into the Union if the course of the Republican party on the slavery ques-
tion is the true cause of their separation ? Although they have not re-

ceived all they demanded, yet they have a guarantee on the vital question,

and their own doctrine of protection has been legally and practically ac-

knowledged. The indications given by the last session of Congress are

decidedly in favor of peace and compromise, and warrant the belief that,

if anything is now wanted, it will, in due time and upon a proper appeal,
be granted by the North. Why, then, should there be civil war, unless the

secession leaders are determined to precipitate it, as they have already pre-

cipitated revolution ? The people in the border States ought to be satis-

fied, or at least to acquiesce, in what has already been done." Knoxville

Whig, cited by National Intelligencer, March 25.

1
See, especially, Clingman, Speeches and Writings, p. 545; Richmond Dis-

patch, Feb. 9 ;
Baltimore Daily Exchange, Feb. 8. The New York Times

also opposed it, editorial of Feb. 15, as did the New York Evening Post,

cited by the Tribune, March 14.

2 The bill was passed Feb. 20, see chap. xii.
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dissolution of the Union, they could not have managed
better."

'

Jefferson Davis in his book intimates that the South would

gladly have welcomed a general convention of the States for

the consideration of differences and the amendment of the

Constitution, but that this boon was denied them by the rep-

resentatives of the North." This is obviously an error in

memory, not unnatural considering the way in which Davis's

work was written,
3 and it would be unfair to assume that it

was one of the arguments officially put forth to justify disun-

ion, since the statement is so palpably untrue that no Southern

writer would urge it after he had examined the evidence.

Seward, Chase, and Lincoln advocated a national convention.
4

The leader of the conservative Republicans, the exponent of

the radicals, and the President-elect all agreed on this point,

and such a project would have met with unanimous favor at

the North. But the cotton States would not listen to it.

On the 4th of March Lincoln was peacefully inaugurated.
His address, to which careful heed was given by an anxious

and eager crowd, had been carefully prepared at Spring-
field. With the Constitution, Henry Clay's speech of 1850,

Jackson's proclamation against nullification, and Webster's

reply to Hayne as authorities,
" he locked himself up in a

room up-stairs over a store across the street from the state-

house,"
6 and amidst dingy surroundings Avrote an immortal

state-paper. He submitted it to friends for approval and

1

Motley's Correspondence, vol. i. p. 364. Compare article in London
Economist of Jan. 29, cited by New York Tribune, Feb. 13, with London

Times, cited by Charleston Mercury, April 4. The latter said:
"
Strange to

say, the Southern congress enters bravely upon a policy of free - trade,

whilst the North cuts itself off from every European sympathy by the in-

troduction of an ultra-protectionist tariff." Lowell wrote: "Nearly all the

English discussions of the ' American crisis
' which we have seen have

shown far more of the shop-keeping spirit than of interest in the mainten-

ance of free institutions." Atlantic Monthly, June, 1861, p. 758.
2 Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 227.
3 See Derby's Books, Authors, and Publishers, p. 493.
* Seward's speech of Jan. 12

; speech of Chase in the Peace Convention,

Chittenden, p. 432
;
Lincoln's inaugural.

*
Herndon, p. 478.
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advice
;
from Se\vard he received many suggestions, some

of which he adopted.
1

Lincoln no\v proclaimed to the

country that he had no purpose to interfere directly or in-

directly with slavery in the States
;
he intimated that he

should enforce the Fugitive Slave law
;

" he held " that in

contemplation of universal law and of the Constitution, the

union of these States is perpetual." "No state," he con-

tinued,
"
upon its own mere motion, can lawfully get out of

the Union
;
resolves and ordinances to that effect are legal-* o

ly void
;
and acts of violence within any State or States,

against the authority of the United States, are insurrection-

ary or revolutionary, according to circumstances. ... To
the extent of my ability I shall take care, as the Constitu-

tion itself expressly enjoins upon me, that the laws of the

Union be faithfully executed in all the States. ... In doing
this there need be no bloodshed or violence

;
and there shall

be none, unless it be forced upon the national authority.
The power confided to me will be used to hold, occupy,
and possess the property and places belonging to the gov-

ernment, and to collect the duties and imposts ;
but beyond

what may be necessary for these objects there will be no

invasion, no using of force against or among the people

anywhere. . . . The mails, unless repelled, will continue to

be furnished in all parts of the Union. . . .

" One section of our country believes slavery is right and

ought to be extended, while the other believes it is wrong
and ought not to be extended. This is the only substantial

dispute. . . .

"
Physically speaking, we cannot separate. ... In your

hands, my dissatisfied fellow-countrymen, and not in mine,

is the momentous issue of civil war. The government will

1 A very interesting relation of the story of this inaugural will be found

in chap. xxi. vol. iii. of Nicolay and Hay.
1 "When," asked Douglas, at Springfield, April 25, "was the Fugitive

Slave law executed with more fidelity than since the inauguration of the

present incumbent of the presidential office ?" Chicago Tribune, June 6 ;

New York Tribune, May 1.
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not assail you. You can have no conflict without being

yourselves the aggressors. . . . We are not enemies, but

friends. We must not be enemies. Though passion may
have strained, it must not break our bonds of affection.

The mystic cords of memory, stretching from every battle-

field and patriot grave to every living heart and hearth-

stone all over this broad land, will yet swell the chorus of

the Union, when again touched, as surely they will be, by
the better angels of our nature."

l

Purposely conspicuous on the platform where Lincoln

stood was Senator Douglas, for he wished to give notice to

his followers and the country that he proposed to support
the President in his efforts to maintain the Union.* The

inaugural was generally satisfactory to the Northern peo-

ple. Conservative and radical Republicans and Douglas
Democrats alike approved it. Its power to win popularity

lay in its being a straightforward and not uncertain expres-
sion of the predominating Union sentiment of the North.

It was a paper such as Jackson, Clay, and Webster would

have sanctioned had they been living, and nearly every
voter at the North owned one of these statesmen as his

political teacher and guide. But in the Confederate States

Lincoln's inaugural was construed to mean war. 3
It was

similarly regarded in Virginia, and only the unconditional

Unionists liked it in Maryland.
4

This feeling was reflect-

1 It is hardly necessary to say that the entire inaugural deserves reading

by the general reader as well as by the student of history. It is printed by
Nicolay and Hay, Raymond, Holland, and Greeley.

*
Diary of a Public Man, entry of March 4

; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 326.
3 See despatch of Wigfall to Pickens, March 4, Official Records, vol. i. p.

261
; letter of L. Q. Washington to Walker, Secretary of War, March 5,

ibid., p. 263; Charleston Courier, March 8; Montgomery despatch to New
York Tribune, March 4 and 5; Pike from Washington, March 4, ibid.

4 The policy indicated in the Lincoln inaugural "will meet with the

stern and unyielding resistance of a united South." Richmond Whig,
March 5.

"
Civil war must now come. . . . No action of our convention

can now maintain the peace. Virginia must fight. . . . War with Lincoln

or with Davis is the choice left us." Richmond Enquirer, March 5. See,

also, despatch to the New York Tribune, Richmond, March 5.
" The nieas-
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ed hi Wall Street in a decided downward movement of

stocks.
1

On the next day after the inauguration the President

sent the names of his proposed cabinet to the Senate.

Seward was named for the State Department and Chase for

the Treasury ;
Simon Cameron, of Pennsylvania, as Secre-

tary of War; Gideon Welles, of Connecticut, as Secretary
of the Navy ;

Caleb B. Smith, of Indiana, as Secretary of

the Interior. Edward Bates, of Missouri, was appointed

Attorney -General, and Montgomery Blair, of Maryland,
Postmaster-General. As the intentions of Lincoln in regard
to his cabinet became known the war of factions raged.
The most important contest turned on Seward and Chase,
for it was one in which opposing opinions in the Repub-
lican party clashed. Seward stood for a policy of peace, of

conciliation, perhaps of compromise. Chase had made no
secret of his opinion

"
Inauguration first, adjustment after-

wards." To Seward himself little or no objection was
made. All conceded that his position in the party, his

ability, his fitness entitled him to the first place in the cab-

inet. But he was hit by the fight made against his follow-

er Cameron, and by the failure of his friends to prevent the

appointment of Chase. Cameron agreed with Seward that

conciliation was the correct policy. On this account the

radicals opposed him. Governor Curtin and A. K. McClure,
of Pennsylvania, strenuously objected to him on account of

his personal character and a long-standing factional feud.

Many were the considerations for and against Cameron,
but in the end the scale was probably turned in his favor

by the powerful advocacy of Weed and Seward. Sew-

ard's friends, however, were not successful in the exclusion

ures of Mr. Lincoln mean war.
"

Baltimore Daily Exclwinge, March 5. See

citations from the press, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. L, Docs., p. 39. la

the Senate, March 6, Douglas spoke of the apprehensions which the inau-

gural had given rise to in the slave States, and declared
"
It is a peace-offer-

ing rather than a war message." Congressional Globe, p. 1436.
1

Money articles, New York Tribune, March 6 and 7.
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of Chase, and on that account, two days IK- fore the inau-

guration. Seward withdrew his acceptance of tlie position
of Secretary of State. " The President is determined that

he will have a compound cabinet," lie wrote to his wife.

"I was at one time on the point of refusing nav, I did

refuse for a time to hazard, myself in the experiment."'
Xicolav and II ay have told of the infinite tact with which

on this occasion Lincoln treated Seward ;'

: and if talent, as

Chateaubriand said, is only long patience, what a talent for

political affairs this inexperienced man from Illinois dis-

played at the outset of his executive career!

Pennsylvanians protested against the appointment of

Chase, for in their view he was not sound on the tariff

question. Conservatives objected to lUair. because he was
radical and uncompromising, and because, being a true dis-

ciple of Andrew Jackson, he was ready to light at once if

need be for the restoration of the national authority. Lin-

coln listened to all objections and all protests ; he gave heed

to all arguments, and though at times he hesitated and was

on the point of changing his mind in regard to some of the
L Go O

appointments, the names he finally sent to the Senate made

up the cabinet substantially as he had framed it in his mind
the night of his election."

Meanwhile the Confederate congress
4 and executive were

' Letter of M;in-h 8. Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. ,">!<.

''

March 5, Seward withdrew his j-t'er of resignation,
3 See chap, xxii. vol. iii.. Xicolav ;md Hay; Life of Seward. vol. ii. ;

chapter "ii Lincoln and Cameron in McClnre's Lincoln and Men of War
Times; Lincoln and Seward, Welles; Diarv of a Puhiic .Man. entries of Feb.

-2S. March ',' and :!; Schuckcrs's Life of Chase, p. OnC> ; Tike to Now York

Tri'mitt. March 3; editorial, ibid.. March '2, 7 ; Crawford, p. :>;M ; Life of

Thurli'w Weed. vols. i. and ii. "In the Senate Simon Cameron declared

himself tie sirous to preserve the* Union 'by any sacrifice offeelhur, and I

may say of principle."' Life of Lincoln. Morse, vol. i. p. 1H7. A prev-

alent opiiiinn wa> that Seward would be the master-spirit of the adminis-

tration. "Seward is a necessitv.'' wrote Howies to Pawcs. Feb. 'l(\ \

"
Cha>e or Hanks oua'ht to be ; but let the New-Yorker, wiih his Illinois

attachment, have a fair trial." Life of Howies, vol. i. p. :!!S.

4 " The members of the Confederate conirress are extraordinarv workers.
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diligently at work at Montgomery. Beauregard had been

made a brigadier-general, and sent to Charleston to take

charge of the military operations in the name and by the

authority of the Confederate States.
1 On the day of Lin-

coln's inauguration the Confederate flag was raised over the

Montgomery capitol, and two days later it was displayed
from the Charleston custom-house. It had three broad

stripes the one in the centre white, the others red, with

a blue union containing seven white stars. Davis was re-

luctant to give up the old national flag, asserting that in the

event of war a different battle-flag would make a sufficient

distinction between the combatants.
2 The Confederate pro-

visional congress remained in session until March 16. It

authorized the raising of a military force of 100,000 volun-

teers to serve for twelve months, and the issue of $1,000,000
in treasury notes, bearing interest at the rate of one cent per

day per $100, redeemable after one year. It passed acts to

organize and support a navy ;
to organize a post-office de-

partment ;
to establish judicial courts. It passed the nec-

essary appropriation bills.
3 A commission of three, with

Yancey at its head, was sent to Europe to obtain recogni-
tion for the new government, and to make treaties of amity,

commerce, and international copyrights.
4 The different

States turned over to the Confederacy the property of the

national government which they had taken, the State of

Their sessions average about ten hours daily, and very little of the time

is consumed in buncombe speeches." Montgomery despatch to New York
Tribune, March 6.

1 He arrived there March 1, Roman's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 25.

2 See Montgomery despatches of March 4 to New York Tribune ; Mont-

gomery Advertiser, March 5, cited by the New York Tribune, March 11
;

Foster to Totten, March 7, Official Records, vol. i. p. 192
; Mrs. Davis,

vol. ii. p. 86; Appleton, p. 156; Diary of a Public Man, entry March 6.

The provisional congress met in the Senate Chamber of the Montgomery
capitol.

* The Statutes at Large, Provisional Government of C. S. A., pp. 45, 47,

54, 57, 69, 70, 75.
4
Appleton, p. 131; Life of Yancey, Du Bose, pp. 588, 594, 600, 604;

Statutes at Large, p. 93.

III. 21
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Louisiana rot-riving ;i special vote of thanks from tlio Con-

federate congress J'or tlio transfer of *.">:>('>,< KM in coin, which

she had sei/.ed in the United States mint and custoni-liouse

at Xe\v ( h'leans.'

Hefore tin 1 Confederate congress adjourned it adopied a

])ernianent constitution." It \vas tin.1 Constitution of the

United States, with hut three essential dili'orences. it ex-

])ressly atlirnied the right of property in negro slaves; it

made the recognition and protection of slavery in anv ne\v

territory that might be acquired, mandatory on congress;
and in the different provisions touching the peculiar insti-

tution, seeking no refuge in the ingenious circumlocution

of the federal Constitution, it used the words "slave"

and "slavery." In the preamble it asserted the doctrine of

the sovereignty of the States. It forbade congress to lav

duties on foreign importation's for the purpose of fostering

any branch of industry. In t\vo of these changes lav the

essence of the secession ; the other change gave expression
to a largely held construction of the Constitution of the

United States. Still another alteration was made, which, in

vie\v of the strong sentiment existing in the cotton Stateso o
in is.V.) favorable to the reopening of the African slave-

trade," may seem extraordinary. The Confederate constitu-

tion prohibited the importation of negroes from any foreign

country except the slave-holding States of the old Union.
1

This clause was adopted by the vote of four States to two.

South Carolina and Florida opposing it." It showed the re-

1

Appk'tnn. pp. 1:50. 4:50; Statutes at Large, p. 91.

'-' The i:o\ ( nniiciit of the Confederac}' was carried on for one year uudei

the provisional constitution, and the legislative body was called the pro-

vi.-i"iial congress. The lirst congress under tin- permanent constitution

met Fell. IS. IS!;?.

;: See vol. ii. under Slave trade. African; letter of Robert C. AVinthrop.

May ?!). is.-)!), \Vintl<rop's Addresses and Speeches, vol. ii. p. (>!K
; For the provision of the federal Constitution, see vol. i. p. 18.

1

App'h-ton, ]). 1G1 ; Ji'ufiviui 1 //:/< /<Yy< net r, March '28. To contirm this

vote 1 had a search made in the journal of the Confederate congress,

but it is silent on the subject. Mr. Thian, chief clerk of the adjut;iut-
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spect Southern statesmen had for the opinion of the enlight-
ened world, and was thrown out as an allurement to foreign

powers for their recognition, and as an inducement for the

border slave States to join the Confederacy. It is probable
that Southern senators and representatives would have ob-

jected to such a provision in the old Constitution, for, al-

though urged to it by Winthrop, Crittenden did not deem it

wise to make the article of his compromise that dealt with

the foreign slave-trade a constitutional amendment, but

offered it as one of the joint resolutions.
1 Further altera-

tions were made, all of which are of great interest to stu-

dents of political science, and which are generally considered

by them as improvements on the Constitution of 1787."

The religious character of the people manifested itself in

the preamble to their organic instrument by
"
invoking the

favor and guidance of Almighty God."

The permanent constitution was adopted on March 11,

by a unanimous vote of the seven States represented,
3

general of the army, to whom I desire here to express my thanks for

assistance rendered, informs me that owing to press of other work this

journal was not written out during the sessions. The clerk kept bills

with the votes and other memoranda, and after the war J. J. Hooper,

secretary of the congress, took these papers to his plantation with the

intention of writing up the journal, but this he never did. When the

papers came into the possession of the government, this work was done in

"Washington. Mr. Thian assures me that the journal is absolutely correct.

I also wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Joseph W. Kirkley, of the

War Department, for important assistance.

1 Letter of Wiuthrop to Crittenden, Dec. 24, 1860, Life of Crittenden,

Coleman, vol. ii. p. 239; Journal of Committee of Thirteen, p. 7. It must,

however, be stated that every Southern senator in committee voted for the

resolution.

2 In Jefferson Davis's book the constitutions of the United States and

the Confederate States are printed in parallel columns, the changes being

plainly shown, see vol. i. p. 648; see also p. 259, and Slephens's War be-

tween the States, vol. ii. p. 335. An excellent brief analysis of the Confed-

erate constitution is given by Woodrow Wilson, Division and Reunion, p.

242.
3 Roll - call of convention, March 11, War Department Archives, MS. ;

extract from the Journal of the Congress, Statutes at Large, C. S. A., p. 23.
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and was promptly ratified by the different State conven-

tions.
1

When one thinks of the many fruitless attempts of peoples
to devise wise systems of government, and of the many ad-

mirable constitutions on paper which have been adopted, but

which have failed to iind a response in the character and

political habits of the men for whom they were intended,

one might be lost in admiration at the orderly manner in

which the Southerners proceeded, at the excellent organic in-

strument they adopted, at the ready acceptance of the work
of their representatives, were it not that they were running
amuck against the civilized world in their attempt to bolster

up human slavery, and in their theory of governmental par-

ticularism, when the spirit of the age was tending to freedom

and to unity. The sincerest and frankest public man in the

Southern Confederacy, Alexander II. Stephens, told the true

story. "The new constitution has put at rest forever," he

declared, "all the agitating questions relating to our pecul-

iar institution African slavery as it exists amongst us the

proper status of the negro in our form of civilization. This

was the immediate cause of the late rupture and present
revolution. . . .The prevailing ideas entertained by Jefferson

and most of the leading statesmen at the time of the for-

mation of the old Constitution were, that the enslavement of

the African was in violation of the laws of nature; that it

\vas wrong in principle socially, morally, and politically. . . .

"Our new government is founded upon exactly the op-

posite idea; its foundations are laid, its corner-stone rests,

upon the great truth that the negro is not equal to the

white man; that slavery subordination to the superior

1 South Carolina, April 3. by a vote of 13* to 21. Journal of South Caro-

lina Convention, p. 24S ; (icor^ia, March 1(>, by yeas 270, nays none. Journal,

p. 1*7 : Mississippi. March 2l>. yeas 7S, nays 7, Journal, p. 35; Louisiana.

March 21. yeas lol, nays 7. Journal, p. 75 ; Texas, March 2:3. yeas 128, nays

2, Constitution of the Slate ( >f Texas, etc., p. 30
; Alabama, March 13. yeas

K7. nays 5. Stephens'* War between the States, vol. ii. p. 355, see, also,

p. 330 ; Florida. April 22. by yeas 54, nays none. Proceedings of the Con-

vention of the People of Florida at Called Sessions, pp. 31-33.
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race is his natural and normal condition. This, our new

government, is the first in the history of the world based

upon this great physical, philosophical, and moral truth. . . .

" The great objects of humanity are best attained when
there is conformity to the Creator's laws and decrees, in

the formation of governments as well as in all things else.

Our confederacy is founded upon principles in strict con-

formity with these laws. This stone, which was rejected

by the first builders, 'is become the chief of the corner'

the real ' corner-stone' in our new edifice."
l

It is obvious that when Lincoln took the oath of office he

had two distinct purposes in his mind : to hold forts Sumter
and Pickens, and to use all means short of the compromise
of principle to retain the border slave States and North

Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas in the Union. On going
to his office the morning of March 5 he found that the

Sumter question was more perplexing than he had imagined.
A letter from Holt, still acting as Secretary of War, gave
the information that Anderson had written that his provi-
sions would last only a few weeks longer, and that to rein-

force the fort successfully with a view to holding it would

require an army of 20,000 disciplined men.2 While the fed-

eral government, waiting the issue of the Peace Convention,
had pursued a policy of inaction, the South Carolinians had
been steadily at work on the islands in Charleston harbor,

erecting batteries and strengthening the forts which bore on

1 This speech was made in the Athenaeum, in Savannah, March 21. I

have made the citations from the speech as printed in Cleveland's Stephens,

pp. 721, 723. That is taken from the report in the Savannah Republican
made at the time. I have compared the quoted portions with the speech
as printed in the New York Tribune of March 27, and in Moore's Rebellion

Record, vol. i., Docs. , p. 44, and they agree. The Tribune gives the date of

the speech as March 22. Johnston and Browne make an attempt to ex-

plain away the parts of the speech I have cited, see pp. 394, 396. "The
Confederate States are confederates in the crime of upholding slavery."
London Punch, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.

, Poetry, etc.
, p. 24.

2
Nicolayand Hay, vol. iii. p. 376; Official Records, vol. i. pp. 197, 202.

Anderson's letter was received March 4.
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Sumter. The President turned to (ieneral Scott for coun-

sel, reeeivini: th' opinion that "evacuation seems almost in-

evitable." He vvas in a trying situation ; there had been so

inanv detections in the military and civil service that he did

not know on \vhom he could depend.
1

Lincoln suspected
even Anderson, and sending for Holt took" him into a pri-

vate room, and asked whether he had ever had reason to

doubt the loyalty of the commander of Sumtcr. The Presi-

dent was relieved to learn that Holt had entire confidence

in Anderson's fealty. "What made the situation almost in-

tolerable was "the scramble for oih'ce.
v which Stanton wrote

'is terriiic."
" Solicitants for oflices besiege the Presi-

dent." said Seward in a private letter, "and he of course

finds his hands full for the present. My duties call me
to the "White House one. two. or three times a day. The

grounds, halls, stairways, closets are filled with applicants,

who render ingress and egress difficult."' Lincoln himself

1
( >;i the 1st of March, by direction of President Buchanan. General

T\viir_r< had been "dismissed from the army of the United States for his

treachery to the flan of his country, in having surrendered on the isth of

Februarv. on the demand of the authorities of Texas, the military posts

and oilier property of the United States in Ins department and under his

charge." Order of Secretary of War. OHicial Records, vol. i. p. 59? : see1

Buchanan's letter to Dix of April 10. where he calls Twiirirs a
"
hoary -

h"aded rebel." Curtis, vol. ii. p. 542. General Dix wrote Anderson,

Mareh 4. that in the extreme Southern States there had been "a demoral-

i/.-iti'>!i in all that concerns the faithful discharge of official duty, which,

if it iia i pleased God. I could have wished never to have lived to see.

The cowardice and treachery of General Twites is more di>hearteniii2;

than all that has transpired since this disgraceful career of disloyalty to

the government commenced." Curtis, vol. ii. p. 405. Anderson replied :

"The faithful historian of the present period will have to present a record

which will sadden and surprise. It would seem that a sirocco ohanrcd

with treachery, cunnin.ir. di>ho:iesty. and bad faith had tainted the atmos-

phere of portions of our land : and. alas ! how many have been prostrated

by its blasi !" Letter of March ?. Curtis, vol. ii. p. 49(1. The adjutant-

general of the army. Cooper, a native of Xew Jersey, resigned his position

on March 7. and went to Montgomery to take a similar office in the Confed-

erate Slates.

To Buchanan. March lo. Curtis, vol. ii. p. 5^<X
3 Letter of March 10. Life of Seward. vol. ii. p. 530.
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said,
" I seem like one sitting in a palace, assigning apart-

ments to importunate applicants, while the structure is on
fire and likely soon to perish in ashes." '

Yet whenever the President could get away from the

ceaseless clamor for office and recognition, the question what
to do about Sumter occupied his mind. March 9 he held

his first cabinet council and exposed the situation to his ad-

visers. Thereupon ensued consultations with military and
naval officers in regard to the feasibility of relieving the

fort. March 12 General Scott formally gave his opinion
that Anderson should be instructed to evacuate Sumter.

Captain Gustavus V. Fox, of the navy, submitted a plan of

reinforcement which to the President and a majority of the

cabinet seemed practicable. Narrowing now the question
to the matter of provisioning the fort and assuming that it

was possible, Lincoln asked his cabinet at the meeting of

March 15 whether, as a political measure, it were wise to

attempt it. Seward, Cameron,Welles, Smith, and Bates said

no; Seward made a plausible argument in support of his

position. Blair emphatically answered yes, and Chase gave
a conditionally affirmative reply.

2
Lincoln held his decision

in abeyance. For the purpose of gaining more light he sent

Fox to Charleston, who, through the influence of an old

comrade now in the South Carolina service, obtained admit-

1 McCIure's Lincoln, p. 56.
"

It makes me heart-sick. All over the

country our party are by the ears, fighting over offices worth one hundred

to five hundred dollars." Coifax to his mother, two weeks after the

inauguration, Life of Colfax, Hollister, p. 173. The Diary of a Public

Man, entry of March 7, speaks of "the strange and uncouth appearance
of a great proportion of the people . . . lounging about the steps of the

Treasury Department and the lobbies of the hotels. . . . Certainly, in

all my long experience of Washington, I have never seen such a swarm of

uncouth beings. The clamor for offices is already quite extraordinary, and

these poor people undoubtedly belong to the horde which has pressed in

here to seek places under the new administration, which neither has nor

can hope to have places enough to satisfy one-twentieth part of the num-
ber." North American Review, Nov., 1879, p. 488.

2
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. chap, xxiii.; Crawford, chap, xxvii.

;
Offi-

cial Records, vol. i. p. 196 ; Warden's Life of Chase, p. 370.
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tam-c to Sumter. and had a conversation with Anderson. 1

To ascertain whether there was. as Seward hud maintained,
a latent I'liiou feeling in South Carolina, the President

induced I lurllmt. of Illinois, a, |)ersonal fi'iend. to visit his

native city of Charleston, and learn the public opinion of

the city and of the State from Petigru'' now the only
I'nion man of prominence in the city in whose ollice he

hud for four yours studied law. AVard II. I.union, a confi-

dential companion of Lincoln, accompanied him. Ilurlbut

reported that the sentiment of South Carolina was unanimous

for lasting separation, and that there was no attachment to

the Union." Fox's visit confirmed him in the notion that his

plan was entirely feasible.
4 In the meantime, by direction

of the President, an order had been sent by the war-strainer

J/"//^//-/' to Captain Vogdes on board the sloop- of - war

Hi'inilJijn, lying oif Fort Pickens. to land his company of

artillery and reinforce that fort/'

Two of the Confederate commissioners 6

having arrived at

AVashington the early part of .March, an attempt was made by
them, through the influence of Senator Hunter, of Virginia,

to get an informal interview with Secretary Seward. They
knew that his policy was conciliatory, and that lie was sup-

ported by Cameron and probably by General Scott, and they
wore aware that he believed that moderation would save the

border States, and in the end induce the people of the South-

ern Confederacy to rebel against their leaders and return to

the Union. AVhile Seward's hopes were illusive, the com-

missioners thought it well he should indulge in them, for

ii]>
to a certain point they could travel along together, he

hugu'ing his vain dreams while they paved the way for the

surrender of Forts Smnter and Pickens and a peaceful sepa-

: Crawford, p. MTU. - Ante, p. 1^4, note 8.

3 \ielu\- nii'i Hay, vol. iii. p. :>!)! ct nute.

4
Ili'id.. p. :;*! ; Crawford, p. :5T1.

5 The order \vas -riven March 11, the M'Juurk left March 10. Xicolay

and Hay. vol. iii. p. :5!:3: Ollicial Records, vol. i. p. MO; ante, p. ^L
'
;

Ante, p. vl!i"). These1 were Forsyth and (.' raw ford.
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ration.
1 Seward told Senator Hunter that if the commis-

sioners made a formal demand and pressed for a reply, the

result might be unfavorable. This being communicated
to Forsyth and Crawford, they prepared a memorandum in

which they agreed not to bring forward the object of their

mission, provided the United States government should pre-
serve the present military status in every respect.

2
This paper

Hunter presented to Seward, at the same time asking that

he would grant the commissioners an informal interview.

The secretary was "
perceptibly embarrassed and uneasy,"

and answered that before giving his consent he must consult

the President. The next day, March 12, he wrote a note to

Hunter, saying,
" It will not be in my power to receive the

gentlemen of whom we conversed yesterday."
3

Forsyth and
Crawford then formally asked the Secretary of State to re-

ceive them as delegates of " an independent nation, defacto
and de jure . . . with a view to a speedy adjustment of

all questions growing out of this political separation upon
terms of amity and good-will." Seward did not reply in

the form of a letter, not deeming it wise to go even that

far in an official recognition of the commissioners, but he

prepared a memorandum which he placed on the files of the

State Department, with instructions to furnish them a copy
should they call for it

;
in this he declined official inter-

course with Forsyth and Crawford.
4

Justice Nelson, of New York, a man loyal to the core, and
Justice Campbell, of Alabama, both of the United States

Supreme Court, which had just ended its session, now ap-

pear in the negotiations. Campbell had been opposed to

1

Forsytb arid Crawford to Toombs, March 8, MS. Confederate Ar-

chives, Treasury Department, Washington.
2 Memorandum A to accompany Despatch No. 3, ibid.
3 Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence, MS. Treasury Department ;

see also Crawford, pp. 323, 324
; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 402.

4 The letter of the commissioners is dated March 12, the memorandum of

the secretary March 15, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., pp. 42,

43; Crawford, p. 325.
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the secession of his State, was "anxiously and patriotically

earnest t<> preserve the government,*' and still had hopes of

the restoration of the I'liion.
1

lie and Nelson after a care-

fid examination had become convinced that the policy of

coercion ;md to them coercion had come to mean the re-

taking of the public property and the collection of the

duties could not be carried out "without very serious vio-

lation of the Constitution and statute."
'' March ITi. Nelson

called on Seward. Chase, and Bates, and gave them his

opinion. witli the reasons for it. Reward, after listening to

him with warm interest. confided in him his own embarrass-

ment at the demand for recognition of the Confederate com-

missioners. .Nelson suggested that it might be well to con-

sult Campbell, ami later brought him to the Secretary of

State. Tlii 1 two justices advised Seward to reply to the

letter of the commissioners, announcing that the desire

of the government was for peace, and that it would pur-

sue a policy of conciliation and forbearance. Seward rose

from his seat and said: '

I wish I could do it. See Mont-

gomery Blair, see Mr. Bates, see Mr. Lincoln himself; I

wish you would: they are all Southern men. Convince

them! No; there is not a member of the cabinet who
would consent to it. If Jefferson Davis had known the state

of things here he would not have sent those commissioners;
the evacuation of Sumter is as much as the administration

can bear."' Campbell had been unaware that the with-

drawal of Anderson was under consideration, and lie quite

agreed with Seward as to its effect: rejoicing that so im-

1 Crawford, pp. -}'2ti. -U5. Campbell "lias been as anxiously and pa-

triotically earnest to preserve the irnvermnont as ;my man in the United

States, and he has sacrificed mure than any Southern man rather than yield

to the srof'ssinmsts." Stanton to Buchanan. .May HI. 1S(51. \i/r/t< Ameri-

i-iin /,'.</>./-. November. 1*7!!. p. -l?s ; Curt is. vol. ii. p. r>4'.t: see. also. Thur-

low Wt ed's article in Alhanv /'<< iiin'j J<>nrntil, cited by New York Trib-

une. May -21: also '/>///<//,,, May :',.

'-'

Campbi-li to Southern Historical Society. Dec. 20. ls'?3. Crawford,

P. :v2f>.

3
Campbell's MS. Facts of History. Crawford, p. o^S.
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portant a move towards adjustment would be taken, he

proposed to see the commissioners and to write to Jefferson

Davis at Montgomery. "And what shall I say to him

upon the subject of Fort Sumter ?" he asked. " You may
say to him," replied the secretary,

" that before that letter

reaches him how far is it to Montgomery?" "Three

days," answered Campbell.
" You may say to him that

before that letter reaches him the telegraph will have in-

formed him that Sumter will have been evacuated." " And
what shall I say as to the forts on the Gulf of Mexico?"

Seward replied,
" We contemplate no action as to them

;

we are satisfied as to the position of things there."
'

On the same day, March 15, Campbell had his first in-

terview with Commissioner Crawford. He told Crawford

that the opinion prevailed at Washington that " the secession

movements were short-lived, and would wither under sun-

shine." The commissioner replied that he " was willing to

take all the risks of sunshine . . . but that the evacuation of

Sumter was imperative, and the military status must re-

main unchanged."
2

Campbell left with Crawford a memo-
randum stating that he felt perfect confidence that Fort

Sumter would be evacuated in the next five days ;
that the

existing military status would not be altered
;
that an im-

mediate demand for an answer to the communication of

the commissioners would be productive of evil; and he

earnestly asked that they would delay ten days before

pressing for a reply.
3

Campbell declined to say on whose

authority he was giving these assurances, but Crawford cor-

rectly guessed it was on Seward's.
4 That evening Camp-

1 Crawford, p. 328, note ; Campbell to Davis, April 3, Nicolay and Hay,
vol. iii. p. 407 ; Crawford, Roman, and Forsyth to Toombs, March 22,

MS. Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence, Treasury Department.
2 Campbell MS., Crawford, p. 329

; the commissioners to Toombs,
March 22.

3 MSS. United States Treasury Department, Crawford, p. 330
; Camp-,

bell to Seward, April 13, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 427 ;

the commissioners to Toombs, Marc-li 22.

4
Campbell's MS., Crawford, p. 329.
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bell communicated to the secretary, by letter, the substance

of the memorandum he had loft with Crawford.' The five

<luvs went bv without the evacuation of Sinnter. lender

pressure from the commissioners, Campbell and Xelson saw

the Secretary of State, and as a result of the interview

Campbell gave them, March 21, a memorandum saying,
"
My confidence in the two facts stated in my note of the

Iftth is unabated."' On the next day Campbell had another

conversation with Seward, the gist of wliich he made a

memorandum of and submitted it to the Secretary of State,

afterwards leaving it with the commissioners. This paper
ran thus :

" As a result of my interviewing of to-day, 1 have

to say that I have still unabated confidence that Fort Sum-

ter will be evacuated, and that no delay that has occurred

excites in me any apprehension or distrust : and that the

state of things existing at Fort Pickens will not be altered

prejudicially to the Confederate States.
"' Accounts of the

several interviews with Campbell and his memoranda were

transmitted by the commissioners to the authorities at Mont-

gomery.
4

After March "22 Justice Xelson retired from the

negotiations and left Washington.
1 '

Meanwhile the country and senators in session at Wash-

ington were anxious and eager to know what would be

done in regard to Sumter. The +\afi<>nI !?< publican,
which Stanton called the ' Lincoln organ," announced that

at the cabinet meeting of March '. it was determined that

both Sumter and Pickens should be surrendered. That at

least Anderson would be withdrawn was the universal im-

pression in Washington.''' The news spread quickly through

1

Campbell to Seward, April 1!}, Moon. 1

, vol. i.. Docs., p. 426.
'-' J. A. ('., .MS. Confederate Archives. Treasury Department.
J. A. ('., March 21 ; ibid., letter of Campbell to Seward, April 13.

4 March i^, MS. Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence.
''

( 'raw ford. pp. ',M'2, ',}','>''>.

"As one of the editors of the Xdiinnul In1tUi>/< itct-r in isrtl. I was

authentically informed of this purpose [the evacuation of Sumter] by Sec-

retary Seward, not only for my guidance as a public journalist, but with
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the country. Outside of New York city the Kepublicans
and many ofher Union men heard it with dismay. Douglas,

however, argued in the Senate that South Carolina was en-

titled to Sumter and Florida to Pickens, and that " Ander-

son and his gallant band should be instantly withdrawn."

The report caused an excited and buoyant stock-market in

"Wall Street.
1 The Charleston Mercury and the Charleston

Courier stated, March 12, that Sumter would be obtained

by South Carolina without a fight." Lamon, who was re-

garded at Charleston as a " confidential agent of the Presi-

dent," told Governor Pickens that he had come to make

arrangements for the withdrawal of the garrison.
3 He gave

Anderson to understand that the order would soon be sent

the request that I should communicate the fact to George W. Summers,
the recognized leader of the Union majority in the Virginia convention."

James C. Welling, in the Nation, Dec. 4, 1879 ; Stanton to Buchanan,
March 12, 14, Holt to Buchanan, March 14, Curtis, vol. ii. pp. 531-33 ;

National Republican, March 11
;
Pike and other Washington correspond-

ents to New York Tribune, March 10 and 11.

1 " The people are now agitated by the intelligence .that Fort Sumter is to

be abandoned. Here I think there will be no decided demonstration of dis-

approval. But in the country it will be different. The disappointment
will be very great, and it will go far to turn the current against the new
administration." Dix, from New York, to Buchanan, March 14, Curtis,

vol. ii. p. 533 ; Weed to Seward, Crawford, p. 328
;
editorials in New York

Tribune, March 11 and 12 ; Pike to New York Tribune, March 11
; Doug-

las's speech, March 15, Congressional Globe, p. 1461
; money article, New

York Tribune, March 12. The report March 11 was that it would require

10,000 men and a strong naval force to reinforce Sumter ; by March 19 An-

derson's despatch, received by Holt March 4, was substantially known to

the public, see New York Tribune.

Cited by New York Tribune, March 15.
3 "

I know the fact from Mr. Lincoln's most intimate friend and accred-

ited agent, Mr. Lamon, that the President of the United States professed a

desire to evacuate Fort Sumter, and he (Mr. Lamon) actually wrote me,
after his return to Washington, that he would be back in a few days to aid

in that purpose." Letter of Governor Pickens, Aug. 3, Charleston Courier,

Aug. 6
; also Pickens's Message, Nov., 1861, Crawford, p. 373; Davis's

Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 272 ; Beauregard
to Anderson, March 26, Official Records, vol. i. p. 222; Beauregard to Walk-

er, ibid., p. 282.
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for the evacuation of the fort,
1 and on his return to Wash-

ington he said to Stanton that he was satisfied Sumter could

not l>e successfully reinforced.
3 The Russian minister as-

sured ( 'oinmissioner Roman that Seward was averse to

war. and tried to bring about a meeting between the two

over a cii]>
of tea, at the Russian legation, but the secretary

did not deem it wise to accept the informal invitation.
3

I.oth the Hritish and Russian ministers manifested their

svmpathv with the aim of the Confederate commissioners.
4

J!v March l?S the perplexities which environed Lincoln

had thickened. That day (ieneral Scott advised the aban-

donment of Pickens as well as of Sumter. The President

that evening gave his lirst state dinner,' and just before

1 Anderson to Thomas, Adjutant General, April 1, 4. Ollicial Records,

vol. i. pp. '^>0, '.2:5? ; Crawford, p. 1574. Lamon's visit to Sumter was made
March 0.-).

5 Stanton to Buchanan, April 3, North American Ririnr, Nov., 1879,

p. 47."). Anderson had no confidence in Fox's plan, see Crawford, p. 1371.

3 Crawford and Roman to Tooinhs, .March 20, MS. Confederate Archives,

Treasury Department. April 4, Secretaries Chase and Smith met Forsyth
at dinner at the house of Senator Douglas, Russell's Diary, p. G'2.

4 Crawford and Roman toToomhs. March ^G.

5 "W. II. Russell, correspondent of the London Times, was present at

this dinner, and has given an interest ing account of it, Diary, p. 41. Gen-

eral Scott, had been invited, and had conic to the White House, but on ac-

count of an indisposition was unable to remain. Russell relates :

"
In the

conversation which occurred before dinner, I was amused to observe the

manner in which Mr. Lincoln used the anecdotes for which he is famous.

Where men bred in courts, accustomed to the world or verged in diploma-

cy, would use some subterfuge or make? a polite speech or give a shrug
of the shoulders as the means of getting out of an embarrassing position,

Mr. Lincoln raises a laugh bv some bold west -country anecdote, and moves
oil in the cloud of merriment produced by his joke. Tims, when Mr.

Bates was remonstrating apparently against the appointment of some in-

different lawyer to a place of judicial importance, the President interposed
with.

' Come now, Bates, he's not half as bad as you think. Besides that,

I must tell you lie did me a good turn long ago. "\Vuen I took to the law,

I was goiiiLi' to court one morning, with some ten or i \vdvc miles of bad
road before me, uml I had no horse. The judge overtook me in his wairon.

"Hallo. Lincoln ! Are you not going to the court-house ? Come in. and
I'll give you a seat." Well. I got in. and the judge went on reading his

papers. Presently the wagon si ruck a stum]) on one side of the road
;
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the members of the cabinet left for their homes, he im-

parted to them privately the general's last recommendation.

All, with the possible exception of Seward, were amazed.

Blair expressed in hot words his indignation at Scott's

course, and aimed his shafts indirectly at the Secretary of

State.
1 The next day a formal cabinet council took place.

Lincoln again asked his advisers their opinion about Sum-
ter. Only Seward and Smith were now in favor of aban-

doning the fort. Chase, Welles, and Blair decidedly main-

tained that it should be relieved. Bates was non-committal."

The manifestations of public sentiment and the protests of

the radical Republican senators, joined perhaps to a clearer

comprehension of the public duty, had had their eifect.
3

At the close of the cabinet meeting, the President directed

that the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy
prepare an expedition which should be ready to move by
sea as early as the 6th of April.

4
Still he had not positive-

ly decided that he would send supplies to Sumter. This

expedition was to be " used or not according to circum-

stances."
6

then it hopped off to the other. I looked out and I saw the driver was

jerking from side to side in his seat, so says I, "Judge, I think your
coachman has been taking a little drop too much this morning," "Well, I

declare, Lincoln," said he, "I should not wonder if you are right, for he has

nearly upset me half a dozen times since starting." So putting his head

out of the window, he shouted,
"
Why, you infernal scoundrel, you are

drunk'!" Upon which, pulling up his horses and turniug round with great

gravity, the coachman said,
"
By gorra! that's the first rightful decision you

have given for the last twelvemonth." ' While the company were laugh-

ing, the President beat a quiet retreat from the neighborhood of the attor-

ney-general."
1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 394 ; Official Records, vol. i. p. 200
;
Lin-

coln and Seward, Welles, pp. 57, 65.

2
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 429 et neq.

3 The opinion of the radical Republicans was expressed in Trumbull's

resolution of March 28, although they did not deem it prudent to take a

vote on it, which the Democrats were anxious to do, Congressional Globe,

p. 1519.
4 Official Records, vol. i. p. 226; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 433.
6 Lincoln's message to Congress, July 4, 1861.
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When Lamon \vas at Charleston he told Governor Pick-

ens that he hoped to return in a fe\v days for the purpose
of arranging the removal of Anderson and his garrison.

1

South Carolina had long been impatient at the occupation
of a fort commanding the harbor of her chief city by the

force of what she regarded a foreign nation; her governor
shared this impatience, and March ;>U, unquiet at hearing

nothing from Lamon and seeing no move towards the evac-

uation of Sumter, he communicated by telegraph to the

Confederate commissioners Lamon's statements and his

own disappointed hopes. This despatch, through Justice

Campbell, went to the Secretary of State, who in turn

showed it to the President. April 1 Seward informed

Campbell that u the President was concerned about the

contents of the telegram there was a point of honor in-

volved; that Lamon had no agency from him, nor title to

speak, nor any power to pledge him by any promise or

assurance"; and so anxious was he that Governor Pickens

should know this that he preferred a request to Campbell
to question Lamon in a private interview, which the justice

declined to do. On this same day Seward and Campbell had

two conferences, and after the iirst one. on the main point
involved, the secretary went to consult the President. On
his return lie wrote on a piece of paper, which he handed

to Campbell, "I am satisfied the government will not un-

dertake to supply Fort Sumter without giving notice to

Governor Pickens.'' ' What does this mean '." asked Camp-
bell ; "does the President design to attempt to supply
Sumter '."

" No, I think not," answered Seward. " Jt is a

very irksome thing to him to surrender it. His ears are

open to every one. and they iill his head with schemes for

its supply. I do not think that he will adopt any of them.

There is no design to reinforce it.'"' Campbell thought the

1 Pickcns's message, Nov., isfjl. Rise and Fa
eminent, vol. i. p. ','7'J ; mile. p. IJJJo, note 3.

Campbell's IMS.. Crawford, p. I'.oS
; see also Davii's Rise and Fall of

the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. '2~'3.
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writing
" was a departure from the pledges of the previous

month," but, as interpreted by the verbal explanation, he
" did not consider it a matter then to complain of." Still

feeling that his mediation had not been fruitless, he wrote

Jefferson Davis, April 3 :
" I do not doubt that Sumter will

be evacuated shortly, without any effort to supply it
;
but

in respect to Pickens I do not think there is any settled

plan. . . . All that I have is a promise that the status will

not be attempted to be changed prejudicially to the Con-

federate States without notice to me. It is known that I

make these assurances on my own responsibility. I have

no right to mention any name or to pledge any person."
'

As early as April 4 the President decided to send to the

succor of Fort Sumter the expedition which, March 29, he

had ordered to be got ready.
2 For several days there had

been unusual stir in the War and Navy departments. It

was known that they were preparing an expedition at the

Brooklyn Ivavy-yard. It took air that the government had

decided not to withdraw Anderson, that Sumter would be

provisioned and Pickens reinforced.
3 These reports coming

to the ears of Campbell, he asked Seward by letter, April 7,

whether they
" were well or ill founded." The secretary

replied, "Faith as to Sumter fully kept wait and see,"

meaning that the government would not make an attempt
to supply the fort without giving notice to Governor Pick-

ens.
4

April 6, Kobert S. Chew, a clerk in the State De-

1 Cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 411.
2 Cameron to Anderson, April 4, Cameron to Fox, April 4, Official Rec-

ords, vol. i. p. 235; ante.
s See New York Tribune and its Washington despatches, April 1 to 6 ;

Russell's Diary, entry April 3, p. 59; Stanton to Buchanan, April 3, Curtis,

vol. ii. p. 538; various despatches of the commissioners to Toombs, cited

by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 2 et seg.
4 MSS. cited by Crawford, p. 340, and Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 36 ;

Campbell to Crawford, April 7, MS. Confederale Diplomatic Correspond-

ence; see, also, Campbell's letter to Seward, April 13. Seward's answer to

Campbell was made April 8. That day the commissioners called for and

received a copy of the memorandum on the files of the State Department,

III. 22
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partment, was sent to Charleston with instructions draft-

ed l>v Lincoln's o\vn hand to give the proper notification.'

Arriving there the evening of April >>. and beino- at once

accorded an interview, he read to dovernoi 1 Picki-ns what

the President had written: "I am directed by the Presi-

dent of the I'nited States to notify you to expect an at-

tempt will be made to supply Fort Sumter with provisions
onlv ; and that if such attempt be not resisted, no effort to

throw in men. arms, or ammunition will be made without

further notice, or in case of an attack upon the fort."''

I have related with considerable detail the story of the

Seward-Campbell negotiations, for the reason that Jefferson

Davis and Alexander II. Stephens in their books have urged
the duplicity of the Washington authorities in this affair

as a contributing justification to the Confederate attack

on Fort Sumter,
3 and for the further reason that Justice

Campbell, whose sincerity and straightforwardness cannot

be questioned, averred that "the equivocating conduct of

the administration" was the "proximate cause" of the com-

mencement of the war in Charleston harbor.
4

If. as these

gentlemen more or less distinctly assume, the President

consented to this negotiation, and knew of the assurances

which Reward gave, his course cannot successfully be de-

fended. Xicolay and Hay do not tell us in set terms how
far he was privy to the quasi-promises of his secretarv. but

from their narrative it is a reasonable inference that he

knew little or nothing about them. Secretary AVelles,

writing in 1*73, says emphatically that the 'President did

not know of Seward's assurance that Fort Sumter would

be evacuated, and never gave it his sanction." Considering:

which Seward had caused to be placed there March I."), iintc. p. :5'29; to it

they made a reply. For the correspondence, see Moore's Rebellion Rec-

ords, vol. i.. Docs., p. 4'2
;
Rise and Fall of the Confederate ( Government,

vol. i. p. (>?.").
;

Nicolay and Hay. vol. iv. p. 4o.
''

Official Records, vol. i. p. '291 ; Nicolay and Hay. vol. iv. p. 35.

s Davis, vol. i. p. i(iS < ( wr/.y Stephens, vol. ii. p. 351.

4 Lt'iter to Reward. April 13. 5 Lincoln and Sew anl, p. 50.
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Lincoln's character and manner of action, nothing but the

most positive evidence should convince us that he was in

any way a party to this negotiation, and of this there is

none. His disturbance at the effusive and unauthorized

representations of Lamon '

goes to show that if he had

become aware of the lengths to which his secretary was

going, he would have called a halt and insisted that those

who had been misled should be undeceived. The truth is

that the assurances to Campbell were simply those of an

officious Secretary of State whose vanity had grown by
what it fed on, until now he deluded himself with the idea

that he and not another was the executive of the nation.

He had strenuously objected to the part of Lincoln's inau-

gural which asserted,
" The power confided to me will be

used to hold, occupy, and possess the property and places

belonging to the government ;"
3 he seemed to see so clearly

the political wisdom of giving up Sumter that, when he

came to have on his side General Scott and the majority of

the cabinet, he did not for a moment suppose that the Pres-

ident would act contrary to counsel of such preponderating

weight, and in his expressions to Campbell he was abso-

lutely sincere.
3 But Jefferson Davis was not deceived. He

knew Seward through and through, for when in the Senate

the two had been intimate;
4 and although at this time he

fell into the mistake of regarding the secretary as the

power behind the throne, he was not misled in the affair of

Sumter. At this time Davis worked in his office from nine

to six,' and having been used to executive business, we may
be sure that no important despatch went out from Mont-

1 Ante. 2
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 319.

3 See article of Tburlow Weed in the Albany Evening Journal, copied by
New York Tribune of May 24, and cited by McPherson, p. Ill ; see, also,

New York Tribune, May 18.

4 See Mrs. Davis, vol. i. pp. 571, 579
;
conversation of Thomas Starr King

and Davis, 1859, article of J. M. Gitchell, San Francisco Call, Feb. 26,

1893. For Seward's opinion of Davis at this time, see Russell's Diary,

entry March 27, p. 40. 5 Mrs. Davis, vol. ii. p. 40.
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gomerv the substance of which lie did not kno\v. "The

government." wrote Walker, Secretary of AVai 1

, to P>eaure-

gard, April i\ "has at no time placed any reliance on assur-

ances hv the government at Washington in respect to the

evacuation of Fort Sumter. or entertained any confidence in

the disposition of the latter to make anv concession or

yield any point to which it is not driven by absolute neces-

sity." The secret instructions from Montgomery to the

commissioners were "to play with Seward, to delay and

gain time until the South was ready."" The commission-

ers were little if at all deceived. They, like everv one who
had facilities for getting correct information, were aware

that there was a decided difference of opinion in the cabi-

net, and that if the peace party prevailed, the Confederacy
would obtain Fort Sumter without tiring a shot:' they

thought, as did Stanton and many others, that the Sew-

ard faction would carry the day.
4

but regarding the Sec-

retary of State as unscrupulous," they did not place abso-

lute reliance on his assurances. Justice Campbell, believing

that Seward was the President in fact, and trusting him

implicitly, was the only sufferer on the part of the South.''

Whether in private conversation with Lincoln Seward

received any intimation which with rash assumption he

construed into an adoption of his own views, neither the

biographies of Lincoln nor of Seward disclose. Douglas
said that the President had assured him that Sumter would

be evacuated as soon as possible; but as lie was eager for

1 Ollii hi HI -cords, vol. i. p. Oxj ; see nlsoTooiubs to commissioners, March
2 s1

. citi-ti liy Crawford, p. 333.
- Stall-incut of Forsyth to Crawford, 1S?0, p. 333.
-
Forsyih to Walker, March 14. Xicolay and Hay. vol. iii. p. 404.

4 Stanloii to Buchanan, March Hi. Curtis, vol. ii. p. .")34.

' "
"\Vr rely for his Scward's sincerity upon his wisdom, and not upon

his integrity."- Forsytli and Crawford to Toombs, March 00. March 00

the commissioners had referred to the possible
"
treachery of Secretary

s \ ,: ';." MSS. Tiv;i-ury Department: set' their conversation Aviih I{u>sell,

c-ntrii - April 3. ">. Diary, pp. .7,1. fi3.
6 Crawford, pp. 333. 34o.

Di-irv of a Public Man. en'rv Mur-h 11. iKinirlas at this time >tood on
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such action,
1

\ve may readily believe that he gave to some

indirect or qualified statement of Lincoln a positive inter-

pretation. I feel quite sure that the President gave to no

one a more certain expression of his thoughts than he did

to Francis P. Blair, to whom, after the cabinet meeting of

March 15, he said that it had not been fully determined

to withdraw Anderson, but he thought such would be the

result." Between March 5 and March 29 the President

hesitated; he looked on both sides of the question, heard

all arguments, and weighed every consideration. The diffi-

culties of the situation were great, and they were made

greater because the three men, General Scott, Seward, and

Chase, in whose experience or ability he had great confi-

dence, and on whom he was disposed to lean, proved, so

far as concerned the important question in March, broken

reeds. General Scott again tried his hand at state-craft,

and proposed to Seward four alternative policies. The two
which he thought the most desirable were to offer the

Crittenden compromise to the South, or to say, "Wayward
sisters, depart in peace."

*

Of the impracticable and optimistic notions of the Secre-

tary of State we have seen much. " Seward is infatuated,"

wrote Sumner
;

" he says in sixty days all will be well."
*

But all that I have related is as nothing in folly compared
to the "

Thoughts for the President's consideration," sub-

mitted April 1.
" We are at the end of a month's admin-

istration," Seward wrote,
" and yet without a policy, either

domestic or foreign." For the home policy he proposed :

"Change the question before the public from one upon
slavery or about slavery for a question upon union or dis-

a friendly footing \vith the President.
" Lincoln and the family at the

White House are represented to be greatly elated at Douglas joining in

defence of the new administration." Stanton to Buchanan, March 12, Cur-

tis, vol. ii. p. 581. J See his Senate 'speech of March 15.
2 Statement of Blair to Crawford, p. 364.

3 Letter to Seward, March 3, 1861, National, Intelligencer, Oct. 21, 1862.
4 To John Jay, March 27, Memoir of Sumner, Pierce, vol. iv. p. 17.
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union ;" evacuate Fort Sumter : "defend and reinforce all

the forts in the Gulf."

For the foreign policy: '-I would demand explanations
from Spain and France categorically at once. I would seek

explanations from Great Britain and Uussia. . . . And if

satisfactory explanations are not received from Spain and

France, would convene Congress and declare war against
them. But whatever policy we adopt, there must be an en-

ergetic prosecution of it. ... Either the President must do

it himself . . . or devolve it on some member of his cabinet.

... It is not in my especial province. But I neither seek

to evade nor assume responsibility."
'

Egregious follv this

seems to us to-day. AVild. erratic, and indefensible would

such a policy have been in 1 S U. Yet it is true that a popular
notion then prevailed to some extent though it was not, so

far as I know, held by any able public man except Seward
that if a foreign war were brought about, the alienated sec-

tions would unite in amity, and like brothers light the com-

mon foe under the old flag." The President's reply showed
Seward that Lincoln was determined to be the master; yet
he argued kindly the question of domestic affairs, ignored
with rare consideration the wild foreign policy suggested,
and with magnanimity kept secret this correspondence.

3

1

Xicolay and liny. vol. iii. p. 44o.

- llussell trot some conception of this feeling. After a long interview

with Si-ward at the State Department, April 4, he wrote :

"
It was matter

for wonderment that the foreign minister of a nation which was in such

imminent danger in its very capital, and which, with its chief and his cab-

inet, was almost at the mercy of the enemy, should hold the language I

was aware he had transmitted to the most powerful nations of Europe.
Was it consciousness of the strength of a great people, who would lie

united liy the lirst apprehension of foreign interference, or was it the pe-

culiar emptiness of a bombast which is called buncombe ? In all sincerity

I think Mr. Seward meant it as it was written." Diary, p. 61. In Eng-
land tli'-re existed "an apprehension that the reunion may be cemented

upon t he basis of hostile measures against Great Brit;'. in." Charles Francis

Adams to Seward. June "21 . Message and Docs., p. 109.

{

Xie,,lay and Hay. vol. iii. p. 44s : on this subject sec remarks of Morse,

Life of Line-In, vol. i. p. '^To it yfq.
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Chase clearly comprehended the situation. He saw there

were but two alternatives, war or peaceable separation. But
while he estimated aright the horrors of civil war, he did

not perceive that it was practically impossible for the two

governments to remain long at peace even if disunion were

now agreed to. When, therefore, of the two evils he pre-
ferred to recognize

" the organization of actual government

by the seven seceded States as an accomplished revolution" 1

he put himself out of sympathy with the policy the Presi-

dent had set forth in the inaugural address. It is not prob-
able that Lincoln thought out the only two alternatives as

logically as did Chase.
2 With true greatness he did not

shake his own judgment by peering into a future full of

trouble.
3 As a result of mature reflection he had declared,

"
Physically speaking wre cannot separate." To this truth

1 Letter of Chase to Taft, April 28, Life of Chase, Warden ; see, also,

McClure's Lincoln, p. 52
;
Russell's Diary, p. 55 ; Cox's Three Decades,

p. 63 ; Diary of a Public Man, entry March 3. It is worthy of note that

one of England's leading statesmen, and a friend of the North, thought the

problem could be best solved by peaceful separation. Cobden wrote Sum-

ner, Feb. 23 :

"
I am watching with intense interest the conflict which is

raging on your continent. Were I a citizen of a free State in your Union,
I should hold up both hands for peaceful and prompt separation. My
earnest prayer is that you may avoid civil war, from which no advantage
to any party can accrue. Let your voice be raised for peaceful separa-

tion." Pierce-Sumner papers, MS.
- " The writer revisited Washington for a day or two, some two weeks

or more after Mr. Lincoln's inauguration, and was surprised to hear and

see on every hand what were to him convincing proofs that an early col-

lision with the Confederates was not seriously apprehended in the highest

quarters." Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 429, note.
3 " Men of genius who accomplish great things in this world do not

trouble themselves with remote and visionary aims. They encounter

emergencies as they rise, and leave the future to shape itself as it may."
Froude's Caesar, chap. xiii.

"
It was not in Cromwell's nature to look fur

into the future. . . .

' No one rises so high as he who knows not whither he

is going.' In these words Cromwell revealed the secret of his life the

refusal to adopt any definitely premeditated plan of action, and the reso-

lution to treat each occurrence as it arose in the light vouchsafed to him
when the need of action was felt." Gardiner's History of the Great Civil

War, vol. iii. pp. 290, 316.
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he was determined to hold, and in conformity with it he

proposed to conduct the affairs of the nation. Yet. for the

very reason that in his dealings with the seceded States he

was inllexible in his purpose to preserve the Union, so. with

the aim of retaining Virginia, he was willing to o;o to the

utmost verge of conciliation, lie fully appreciated that to

save her from secession would insure Maryland and Ken-

tucky, and bring a leyer to bear upon North Carolina and

Tennessee. Virginia's convention had met February I.').
1

It was plainly apparent that while a majority of the dele-

gates were opposed to the secession of their State, they
were equally strong in their resistance to a policy of coer-

cion on the part of the federal government towards the

Confederate States. After the declaration of policy in the

President's inaugural address, the sentiment favorable to

secession increased in Virginia.
2

\Vhat Lincoln called the

execution of the laws, the Virginians denominated coercion.

Seward. however, thought much good could be accomplished
bv working on the Union men of the convention. Jn this

he had the approval of the President, who, knowing that

the Unionists were anxious for the withdrawal of Anderson,

probably intended to use the evacuation of Sumter. if he

should be forced to it by military necessity, as an induce-

ment for them to adjourn the convention sine '<>< which

would retard for a while the secession movement/ The re-

port that the troops were to be withdrawn from Charleston

harbor was good news to the Union men of Virginia, though
unwelcome to the precipitators, and caused a reaction of

1

.\itf,, pp. 301. :!d'.).

< >!i tin- reception of the inaugural, <int< . p. 318; see proceedings of the

convention. Appleton, p. ?;51 : ''All accounts here represent the Accession

reeling i:i Virginia to lie rapidly siri-nirthenimr and extending. It would
no! surprise me to see Virgin',:: out in less than ninety days, and Maryland
\viil lie close at her heels.'' Stallion to Huchanan from "U ashinuion, March

l-,\ Curtis, vol. ii. p. 5:;i : see. also, Richmond Win;;. March Ot>.

See t he testimony of J. H. Ixilihvin, ,T. M. J Jolts, and ,1. F. Lewis, before

the J'lint ('oiiitnittce on Meconstruction, 1st Sess. 3Uih C'onii'. ; The (Ircnt

]{<-b< -r.ii. n. .1. M. I'.otts. ]). 1'J-t itu'/.; Dahney's Narrative, S>uihein Hist.

S .ic. papi.TS. vol. i. p. -ii~) tt siq.; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. chap. xxv.
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sentiment friendly to the North. 1 But when it became ap-

parent that Sumter would not be evacuated the secession

wave rose again.
2

Nevertheless, as late as April 4 the con-

vention voted down by 89 to 45 a resolution to submit an

ordinance of secession to the popular vote.
3

March 31 the President determined to send an expedition
from New York to reinforce Fort Pickens, in conformity
with a plan submitted to him by Captain Meigs.

4

Captain
Fox was busy preparing the Sumter expedition, and while

Lincoln had virtually decided, April 4, to send it, yet, as the

earliest moment that it could be ready was the 6th, he re-

served in his mind the privilege of countermanding it or

changing its destination, should he hear that his former or-

der touching Fort Pickens had been executed.
5 For what

was needed for the effect it would have on the North and on

Europe was a vigorous assertion at some point of the national

authority. The question naturally arose, Could not this be

done at Pickens, and the tender susceptibilities of the Vir-

ginia Unionists nursed by the withdrawal of the troops

1 "The removal from Sumter {i.e., the intention to evacuate it stated

in a letter from Welling, on the authority of Seward, ante, p. 332] acted

like a charm it gave us [i.e., the Union men] great strength. A reaction

is now going on in the State. The outside pressure here has greatly sub-

sided. "We are masters of our position here, and can maintain it if left

alone." Geo. W. Summers to J. C. Welling, Richmond, March 19, 1861,

the Nation, Dec. 4, 1879 ; Richmond Whig, March 14, 26
; Holt to Bu-

chanan, March 14, Curtis, vol. ii. p. 532.
2 P. S. to letter cited in preceding note: "What delays the removal of Major

Anderson ? Is there any truth in the suggestion that the thing is not to be

done after all ? This would ruin us." See, also, Richmond WJiig, April 8

and 9. April 3 Russell wrote in his Diary :

"
It is stated, nevertheless, that

Virginia is on the eve of secession, and will certainly go if the President

attempts to use force in relieving and strengthening the federal forts."

p. 60. "The rumors from Richmond are very threatening ; secession is

rapidly gaining strength there." Stauton to Buchanan, April 3, Curtis,

vol. ii. p. 538 ;
also Baldwin's account of his interview with the President,

April 4, in his testimony.
3
Appleton, p. 733 ;

New York Tribune, April 5.

4
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 436.

8
Ante, p. 328; Lincoln's message of July 4.
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from Slimier ( April the President heard that the order of

.March 1 1 fur the reinforcement of Fort Pickens had not been

carried out.' lie no longer hesitated. As he said later, when
he took the people of the North into his confidence,

%> The

strongest anticipated case for using it (the expedition to sup-

ply Fort Sumter) was now presented, and it was resolved to

send it forward.''
: The President's decision was right. It

would have been also right had Vogdes landed his com pan v

at Pickens: and while, all the circumstances considered, no

blame can attach to him for being tardy, it would have been

better if he had come sooner to this determination. It was

apparent that public opinion at the Xorth would sustain the

administration in any measure for the relief of Major Ander-

son." Since the night when he transferred his force from

Moultrie to Sumter lie had been her hero. That movement

represented the time when the government had ceased to be

swaved bv Southern ideas and influences, and had come un-

der the direction of men of national opinions. Moreover,

South Carolina had begun the revolution; Charleston was

its centre. For its influence on the Xorth and on Europe
one expedition to Sumter were worth a dozen to Pickens.

Lincoln had to contend with a united people in dealing with

the Southern Confederacy; but he had not a united Xorth

at his back. Clearly the best chance of uniting the Xorth

lay in some just assertion of national authority in the harbor

of Charleston, lie had been elected President of the United

States, and with his view of the indissolubility of the Union,

he owed it to his country to make the attempt to keep its Hag
waving where the revolution had commenced, lie owed it to

himself as well, for the world docs not forgive the man who,
when the extremity comes, will not light for the throne or

the chief power of the State to which his title is clear.

1 The reason of this is clearly related by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 7.

'-' Lincoln's message of July 4.

;: The President's interview with Governors ('urlin of Pennsylvania,
Morton of Indiana, and YVashburnc of Maine, must have continued him iu

his ck'ciMnii. New York Hcnihl. New York Wi.n-lil, April 3.
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To a hard-headed thinker like Lincoln it must have been

patent that the surrender of Sumter would only adjourn
the difficulty. Sumter obtained, the Confederate States

would demand Pickens
;
Pickens in their possession, they

would ask for the recognition of their government. The

Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee Unionists would

urge the giving up of Pickens, and in case the North did

not make concessions which she had already repeatedly

refused, they would press the policy of peaceful separa-

tion, and thus shaking a rod over Lincoln's head,
1 make his

position intolerable, and lose him the respect of the North
and of Europe.

2

April 6, Judge Magrath, of Charleston, was advised by a

friend in Washington that an attempt would be made to

supply Fort Sumter. On the next day Anderson's pur-
chases of fresh provisions were stopped by General Beaure-

gard, who at the same time called out the rest of the

contingent troops. April 9 the Sumter mails were taken

possession of, and the official letters sent to Montgomery.
3

The President's formal notification of his design to send

provisions to Anderson was immediately telegraphed by
Beauregard to the Confederate Secretary of War. Jefferson

Davis and his cabinet now had a momentous question to

decide, and they gave it a long and profound consideration.

Toombs at first said,
" The firing upon that fort will inaugu-

rate a civil war greater than any the world has yet seen
;

and I do not feel competent to advise you."
4 Later during

the council he opposed the attack. " Mr. President," he

declared,
" at this time it is suicide, murder, and will lose

us every friend at the North. You will wantonly strike a

hornet's nest which extends from mountain to ocean, and

legions now quiet will swarm out and sting us to death.

1 Lincoln's own expression according to the testimony of Botts.
2 How it appeared to the average Englishman is well illustrated by

Russell's notes of April 8, Diary, p. 69.

z Official Records, vol. i. pp. 287, 289, 292.
4 Walker's statement to Crawford, p. 421.
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It is unnecessary; it puts us in the wrong : it is fatal.
"'

Yet the ( 'on federate States, as they had assumed the po-

sition of an independent nation, could not brook it that a

foreign power should retain a strong fortress commanding
one of their important harbors. To South Carolina this oc-

cupation of territory over which she held sovereignty was

intolerable, and to the people of Charleston the Haunting of

the Stars and Stripes before their eyes was a daily insult.

The pressure of the State and the city on the Confederate

government for the possession of Fort Suniter had already

been importunate, and now that the hope of obtaining it by

negotiation was gone, Davis could no longer resist the cur-

rent : but in allowing himself to be carried along with it,

he committed a stupendous blunder.

Two days after Governor 1'ickens had received notice of

the intention to send supplies to Anderson. Davis ordered

Beanregard to demand the evacuation of Fort Sumter. and,
if it was refused, to proceed

" to reduce it."
'

In accordance

with this order Beauregard sent, on the afternoon of April
11. three aides to make the demand of Anderson, who. after

consultation with his officers, refused compliance: hut when
he handed the aides his written reply he said.

" (ientlemen.

if you do not batter the fort to pieces about us. we shall be

starved out in a, few days."
1

This remark was deemed by

Beanregard so important that he telegraphed it to Mont-

gomery in connection with Anderson's formal refusal to

evacuate Sumter. Walker, the Secretary of War. by di-

rection of Davis, immediately replied :

" Do not desire need-

lessly to bombard Fort Sumter. If ]\Iajor Anderson will

state the time at which, as indicated bv him. lie will evacu-

ate 1
, and agree that in the meantime he will not use his

guns against us unless ours should be employed against
Snmler, you are authorized thus to avoid the effusion of

d. If this or its equivalent bo refused, reduce the fort

1 Life of Toonihs. Stnvall, p. 2 00.
- Ollirial Krcords. vol. i. p. i;)?.

3
li.itl., pp. lo. 09.
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as your judgment decides to be most practicable."
' Four

aides at once took this proposition to Anderson, handing
it to him three-quarters of an hour after midnight of April
11. He had a long conference with his officers, and gave
his answer at 3.15 on the morning of the 12th. "I will,"

he wrote, . . . "evacuate Fort Sumter by noon on the

15th instant, and I will not in the meantime open my fires

upon your forces unless compelled to do so by some hostile

act against this fort or the flag of my government, . . .

should I not receive prior to that time controlling instruc-

tions from my government or additional supplies."
a The

aides, in accordance with their instructions from Beaure-

gard, read the letter, promptly refused Anderson's terms,

and notified him that in an hour their batteries would open
fire on the fort. The four men who in the last resort made
the decision that began the war were ex-Senator Chestnut,
Lieutenant-Colonel Chisolm, Captain Lee, all three South

Carolinians, and Eoger A. Pryor, a Virginia secessionist,

who two days before in a speech at the Charleston Hotel

had said,
" I will tell your governor what will put Virginia

in the Southern Confederacy in less than an hour by
Shrewsbury clock. Strike a blow !"

3 The aides went im-

mediately to Fort Johnson and gave the order to fire. At
4.30 A.M. a shell fired from a mortar of that battery

" rose

high in air," writes Crawford, who was standing on the

parapet of Sumter, "and, curving in its course, burst almost

directly over the fort."
4 This was the signal for the bom-

bardment to begin.
With Anderson's last response before them, would Gen-

eral Beauregard or Jefferson Davis have given the word to

1 Official Records, vol. i. p. 301 ;
Davis's message to the Confederate

Congress, April 29, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.,Docs., p. 171.

*
Ibid., pp. 14, 60.

'Foster's Diary, Official Records, vol. i. p. 18, also ibid., pp. 31, 60;

Crawford, p. 424 ; Doubleday's Sumter and Moultrie, p. 141
; Charleston

Mercury, cited by McPherson, p. 112 : Pollard's Davis, p. 309.

4 Crawford, p. 427; see Official Records, vol. i. p. 60.
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attack '. As affairs turned out it was an

>avis's conditions. As things were, it \vas

an endeavor of Anderson to meet Beauregard half wav. for

ho disapproved of the Fox expedition, and on both iniiitarv

and political grounds believed thai his government oii^hl to

give him the order to evacuate the fort.
1

It was impetu-
ositv, not sound judgment, which ini])elled Chestnut and

liis companions to make a peremptory decision instead of

consulting their chief, which would have involved only an

hour's delay.

Heauregard. his officers, and Governor Pickens were

needlessly alarmed about the relief expedition.
1

It was
three days late in getting off from ?sew York. Fox had

arranged that it should consist of the war-ships Powhatan,
J^itn't/cc, PocaJiontas, and Hurr'at L<inc; the steam -tugs
r/t<']<-' l>< n, Yunl'ci'. and Frc^born ; and the merchant steam-

er Jj<rlt!<\ with two hundred men and the necessary sup-

plies on board. The Pon'huiiin carried the ai'ined launches

and the sailors to man them : the tugs were intended to

oonvev the provisions to the fort and tow the launches.

The Jjiil1/e. on board of which was Fox. arrived off Charles-

ton at three o'clock on the morning of April 12. and found

there only the Harriet Lane. The t\vo stood in towards

the bar to make, under a flag of truce, an offer of pro-
visions to the fort, but as they drew near they observed

that the bombardment of Sumter had commenced. Though
the Pair/ire arrived at seven, war having actually be^un,

nothing could be accomplished without the tugs and the

PoirJni1n.il. One tug had been detained in New York bv
her owner. ]>y a heavv northeast gale the I '//</> I>cn had

been driven into Wilmington, and the Yd/il'^c as far south

as the entrance to Savannah. ( )\vinir to a confused and un-

1 See his letter to Thomas, April S, Ollicial Records, vol. i. p. 094.
'- I>raure;r:ml to Cooper. Adjutant -General C. S. A.. April 07. Ollicial

Puronls. vol. i. p. :!0 : Pickeiis to Walker. April 9. ibid., p. 292 ; Reports to

and Orders of Beaureirard, ibid., p. 299 it *iq.
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systematic administration of affairs at "Washington and to

the meddling of Seward the Powhatan had been detached

from the Sumter expedition and had joined that destined

for the reinforcement of Pickens. It was impossible even

to attempt the execution of Fox's plan. The expedition

was a failure. Fox and his companions watched the bom-

bardment, chafing at their powerlessness to render their

brothers-in-arms any assistance.
1

Had Chestnut brought Anderson's last communication

to Beauregard, he, being a careful man, might have sub-

mitted it to Davis, and it is more than probable that

the Confederate President would have said, Wait. That

the Montgomery government was solicitous to avoid the

attack is evident from the anxious inquiry of Walker the

morning of April 12,
" What was Major Anderson's re-

ply to the proposition contained in my despatch of last

night ?"
a For it must not be forgotten that the primary

object of the Sumter expedition was not to bring troops
and munitions of war, but merely to furnish the garrison
with a necessary supply of food. By this time both Lin-

coln and Davis undoubtedly felt that war Avas inevitable,

and on account of the influence on public sentiment at the

North both were anxious to avoid striking the first blow,
and disposed to proceed with the utmost caution. Davis

had good reason to regret that matters so fell out that the

South became the aggressor; while Lincoln might well

thank his stars for that blunder, since it gave him in his

time of trouble a united North. 3

1 Fox to Cameron, April 19, Official Records, vol. i. p. 11
; Crawford, p.

416 et seq.; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iii. p. 383, vol. iv. chaps, ii. and iii.

2 Official Records, vol. i. p. 305.
8
Beauregard, of course, in his report assumes the action of his aides as

his own, Official Records, vol. i. p. 31, and Davis defends the attack on

Sumter, message of April 29. In his book he argues that the South was

not the aggressor, vol. i. p. 292. Stephens maintains that the attack

on Sumter was rendered necessary in self-defence, vol. ii. p. 39.
"
I

heard many discussions during the war between parties of Northern and

Southern soldiers, when opportunities offered, such as at truce meetings
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Half all hour after Fort Johnson gave the signal the lire

from the Confederate Batteries became general. Sumter re-

mained silent for two hours. The garrison \vero on half-ra-

tions: their bread exhausted, they breakfasted on pork and

damaged rice. At seven o'clock they began returning the

lire of tin 1 Confederates. An artillery duel followed. There

being no great disparity in the armament of the two forces,

the contest would not have been unequal had Anderson

possessed a full garrison. His force of officers, privates,

musicians, and non-combatant laborers was a total of 128.

Opposed to him was the South Carolina army of from
5000 to liooo men. It was made up largely of the best

blood of the State. Planters and their sons, men of wealth

and family of Charleston, did not scruple to serve in the

ranks.
1

In the gray of the morning, when the roar of the

cannon was heard, the city poured out its people. They
thronged to the wharves and the IJattery. On no gala oc-

casion had the reporter seen so many ladies on this favorite

promenade as now turned out to witness the opening scene

of the great tragedy of the Civil War.' As they gazed upon
their beautiful bay what a spectacle they beheld! Fort

Johnson, Fort Moultrie, the Oumming's Point, and the

other batteries were firing continuouslv at Sumter. AVhen

or with prisoners of war. When the Southerners asserted that all tlicv

wanted was t<> be let alone, the invariable reply was. Who beiran the war?
AVho struck the lirst blow? Who battered the walls of Fort Sumter ?"

Life in the Confederate Army, Watson, p. 98: see, also, conversation re-

ported by W. IT. Russell, Diary, p. '-204,

'Roman's IScuureirard, vol. i. p. '.21); Charleston correspondence Xew
York Tribune, Jan. 11, 10,1(5; Charleston Under Amis, by J. W. Do
Forest, At'n /-//> J/<//,/A///. April, 18(31

;
Russell's Diary, pp. K)(i, KI.-,. "Many

of those who serve in the ranks are worth from .">000 to i' Id. 000 a year
at least, so I was told; and men were pointed out to me who were

said to be worth far more. One private feeds his company en French

pates and Madeira, another provides \\\^ comrades with unlimited cham-

j>:iLrne . . . : a third . . . purchases for the men of his i^nanl 'a com-

plete equipment of Entield rilles." Russell to the London T<un*. from

Charleston, April 01.

- Charleston Cuurhr, April lo; Roman's Beanreu'ard, vol. i. p. 4i>.
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Anderson began, he replied first to Cumming's Point, then

to the enfilade battery on Sullivan's Island, and " next

opened on Fort Moultrie, between which and Fort Sumter

a steady and almost constant fire was kept up throughout
the day."

' "What war ever had a more dramatic beginning !

Charleston, reflecting on the history of South Carolina in

union with the other states since 1T76, and on the crowded
hours of stirring events from the November election of 1860

to this 12th day of April, now saw the " circumstance of

glorious war," and heard in hostile array

" the mortal engines whose rude throats

The immortal Jove's dread clamors counterfeit."

The duel continued all day. In the afternoon, owing to

an insufficient supply of cartridges, the fire of Sumter

slackened
;

after dark it entirely ceased. The Confederate

mortars threw shells at intervals of a quarter of an hour

during the whole of the night. The night was dark and

rainy, the wind and tide were high. Beauregard, afraid

that troops and supplies might be thrown into Sumter from,

the fleet, commanded the utmost vigilance at the channel

batteries and on Morris and Sullivan's islands. Early on the

morning of the 1 3th the bombardment was renewed. " Fort

Sumter," wrote Moultrie's commandant,
"
opened early and

spitefully, and paid especial attention to Fort Moultrie."
a

At about nine o'clock the officers' quarters in Sumter took

fire from the shells or hot shot of the Confederates, who

thereupon redoubled the rapidity of their fire. The flames

spread to the barracks; by noon they had enveloped all

of the wood-work, and made it evident that the powder-

magazine would have to be closed. Anderson gave the

order to remove as much powder as possible, and by great
exertion fifty barrels were taken out and distributed around

in the casemates. The doors of the magazine were shut

1 Beauregard's report, Official Records, vol. i. p. 81.
2 Official Records, vol. i. p. 41.

III. 23
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and earth was packed against them. But now the fire

spread with such swiftness that the powder in the case-

mates was in danger, and all but five barrels were thrown
into the sea. The cloud of smoke and cinders almost suffo-

cated the men
; they threw themselves upon the ground

and covered their faces with wet cloths, or crept to the

embrasures for a breath of fresh air. The flames reached

the magazine of grenades, and explosion after explosion
followed. The fire of Sumter ceased

;
that of the Confed-

erates came thick and fast. To show that the Union sol-

diers were undaunted, Captain Doubleday ordered that a

few rounds be fired. At each discharge the Confederates

"cheered the garrison for its pluck and gallantry, and
hooted the fleet lying inactive just outside the bar."

1 At
1.30 in the afternoon the flag-staff was shot away and fell

to the ground ;
with all possible promptness the flag was

raised again. In the interval the fire of the Confederates

slackened. The disappearance of the flag prompted ex-Sen-

ator Wigfall to go from Cumming's Point to Sumter in a

small boat, under a flag of truce, with a request for the sus-

pension of hostilities, and, leading Beauregard to think that

Anderson was in distress, caused him to send three other

aides with an offer of assistance. These visits resulted in

terms of evacuation being offered by Beauregard and ac-

cepted by Anderson. The story is told in the report of

Anderson, written on board the steamship Baltic, off Sandy
Hook: "Having defended Fort Sumter for thirty -four

hours, until the quarters were entirely burned, the main

gates destroyed by fire, the gorge walls seriously injured,

the magazine surrounded by flames, and its door closed

from the effects of heat, four barrels and three cartridges
of powder only being available, and no provisions remain-

ing but pork, I accepted terms of evacuation offered by
General Beauregard, being the same offered by him . . .

prior to the commencement of hostilities, and marched out

Beauregard's report, Official Records, vol. i. p. 82.
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of the fort Sunday afternoon, the 14th instant, with colors

flying and drums beating, bringing away company and pri-

vate property, and saluting my flag with fifty guns."
'

Judged by loss of life, no battle could be more insignifi-

cant
;
not a man on either side was killed. Judged by the

train of events which ensued, few contests in our history
have been more momentous.

Charleston gave itself up to joy. The Confederate flag

waving over Sumter seemed to its people a glorious sight.

The churches were crowded. At the Catholic cathedral a

Te Deum was celebrated with great pomp. The venerable

Episcopal bishop at St. Philip's and the rector at St. Michael's

attributed "this signal and bloodless victory to the infinite

mercy of God, who specially interposed his hand in behalf

of their righteous cause."
'

During the week rejoicing of a

more profane character was prolonged.
3

Montgomery cele-

1 Anderson to Cameron, April 18, Official Records, vol. i. p. 12. For ac-

counts of the bombardment of Sumter see especially Foster's Journal and

Beauregard's reports. Official Records, vol. i. pp. 16, 28 et seq. ; Crawford,

chap, xxxii. The reports of the subordinate Confederate officers are of

interest, Official Records, vol. i. p. 35 et seq. Also see Nicolay and Hay,
vol. iv. chap. iii. ; Doubleday's Sumter and Moultrie, chaps, x. and xi. On
the number of South Carolina troops see Pickens's despatches, Official Rec-

ords, vol. i. p. 292. ''We had 7000 men along the shores of our two sea

islands. Of these 6000 men never lifted weapon at Fort Sumter." Charles-

ton Mercvry, May 14. The official return furnished Russell, April 21, was
as follows:

Morris Island 2625

Sullivan's Island 1750

Stone and other points 750

Charleston.. . 1900

7025
Letter to London Times.

2 Roman's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 49
;
Charleston despatches to New York

Tribune, April 15
;
letter of April 14 ; Charleston Mercury, April 15.

3 Russell writes under date of April 18 : "The streets of Charleston pre-

sent some such aspect as those of Paris in the last revolution. Crowds of

armed men singing and promenading the streets, the battle -blood run-

ning through their veins that hot oxygen which is called 'the flush of

victory
' on the cheek ; restaurants full, revelling in bar-rooms, club-rooms

crowded, orgies and carousinga in tavern or private house, in tap-room,
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brated with, enthusiasm the first triumph of the Confeder-

ate arms.
1

The expedition to Fort Pickens was successful. After

the reinforcement it had a garrison of eleven hundred sol-

diers and laborers and six months' supplies, and it remained

in the possession of the Union forces during the entire Civil

War.2

from cabaret down narrow alleys, in the broad highway. Sumter has set

them distraught ;
never was such a victory ; never such brave lads

; never

such a fight. ... It is a bloodless Waterloo or Solferino." Diary, p. 98.
1 Montgomery despatch to Richmond Examiner, April 13

; New York

Tribune, April 15
;
Pollard's Davis, p. 112.

3 For an account of this expedition see Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. chap. i.



CHAPTER XV

THE people of the North, to the last praying and hoping
that actual hostilities might be averted, were profoundly
moved by the news that civil war had begun. The shot

at Sumter convinced nearly every one that the time of argu-
ment and compromise, of speech and entreaty, had given

way to rude action
;
that the difficulty could not be com-

posed by Congress, by conventions, or solved at the ballot-

box, and that this peace-loving people must interrupt their

industrial civilization and gird on the activity of Avar.
1

With excitement and with sorrow they followed the course

of the bombardment
;
with stern determination their minds

accepted the policy which this grave event portended ;
and

when on Monday, April 15, they read of the President's

call for 75,000 militia to suppress combinations obstructing
the execution of the laws in seven of the Southern States,

they gave with one voice their approval of the policy fore-

shadowed, and rose almost as one man to the support of

their chief magistrate.
2 The blood of this people was stirred

1 The most interesting and instructive parallel to this period of our his-

tory is the great Civil War in England. The history of this, by Gardiner,
furnishes many suggestions of value to the student in the way of illustra-

tion and guidance. Of the opening he -writes : "The Civil War, the out-

break of which was announced by the floating of Charles's standard on the

hill at Nottingham, was rendered inevitable by the inadequacy of the in-

tellectual methods of the day to effect a reconciliation between opposing
moral and social forces which derived their strength from the past devel-

opment of the nation." Vol. i. p. 1.

2 "That first gun at Port Sumter which brought all the free States to

their feet as one man. That shot is destined to be the most memorable
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as it had not been stirred since the days of the Eevolution. 1

The sentiment of patriotism rose supreme in all hearts.

The service of the country superseded bread-winning labor

and business, and called for the sacrifice on its altar of pa-

rental feeling and wifely tenderness. It was the uprising
of a great people. Militia regiments and military compa-
nies, formed merely for the exercise of the drill, for social

intercourse, and for Fourth-of-July parades, made haste to

get ready for the conflict. Men who had never dreamed

of a soldier's life hurried to enlist. Laborers, mechanics,

clerks, students and professors of the colleges, many sons

of wealthy and influential families, enrolled themselves for

the common cause. Men of position in civil life went out

as officers of companies and regiments, but when such places
were lacking, they shouldered muskets and served in the

ranks. Individuals, towns, cities, and States offered money
freely. Patriotism spake from the pulpit, the platform,
the stump, and with the mighty voice of the press, urging
able-bodied men to devote their lives, and wealthy citizens

to give of their abundance to their country in its time of

need. The passions then kindled at the North inspired
with a magnificent energy a people who, it was thought,
were given over to money-getting and sordid calculation.
" At the darkest moment in the history of the republic,"
Emerson wrote,

" when it looked as if the nation would

be dismembered, pulverized into its original elements, the

attack on Fort Sumter crystallized the North into a unit,

and the hope of mankind was saved."
3 The feeling that

one ever fired on this continent, since the Concord fowling-pieces said,
' That bridge is ours, and we mean to go across it.'

"
J. R. Lowell, article

The Pickens-and-Stealin's Rebellion, Atlantic Monthly, June, 1861, p, 762.
1 " The heather is on fire. I never before knew what a popular excite-

ment can be. . . . Indeed, here at the North there never was anything
like it

;
for if the feeling were as deep and as stern in 1775, it was by no

means so intelligent or unanimous
;
and then the masses to be moved were

as a handful compared to our dense population now." George Ticknor

to Sir Edmund Head, April 21, Life of George Ticknor, vol. ii. p. 433.
1
Cabot, p. 605.
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the South had been precipitate and unreasonable, and that

she was clearly in the wrong, was almost universal. That

she had wickedly rebelled, and without just and sufficient

cause had begun a civil war, well expressed the sentiment

of those who, stirred by passionate speech at the public

meetings, went thence and enrolled themselves as volunteers.

The speakers asserted that the people must preserve the

Union and maintain the government ;
and this was clearly

the purpose in the minds of the men who enlisted during
the first months of the war. With all this enthusiasm and

excitement in unison with a plain perception of duty, grave
care sat on the brows of serious men, and their days of con-

cern were followed by nights of unrest,
1

for they saw that

American nationality was at stake, and that the struggle
for the right might be severe and prolonged.
The President in his proclamation called for 75,000 State

militia. The War Department, in communicating the partic-

ulars to the governors, requested that they detail from their

militia their respective quotas to serve as infantry or rifle-

men for three months, and stated that as soon as practica-
ble after assembling at each appointed rendezvous they
would be mustered into the service of the United States.

The designation of this short period was not in any way
an expression of a belief by the President or his cabinet

that the war would last only ninety days ;
the authority

1 General J. D. Cox writes : "The situation hung upon us like a night-
mare. Garfleld and I were lodging together at the time (in Columhus) . . .

and when we reached our sitting-room after an evening session of the Sen-

ate [of the Ohio legislature], we often found ourselves involuntarily groan-

ing, 'Civil war in our land!' The shame, the folly, the outrage seemed
too great to believe, and we half hoped to wake fr.om it as from a dream.

Among the painful remembrances of those days is the ever-present weight
at the heart, which never left me till I found relief in the active duties of

camp-life at the close of the month. I went about my duties (and I am
sure most of those with whom I associated did the same) with the half-

choking sense of a grief I dared not think of
; like one who is dragging

himself to the ordinary labors of life from some terrible and recent be-

reavement." Century War Book, vol. i. p. 87.
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for the call was the Act of IT'.C), Avhich permitted "the

use of the militia so to be called forth" only for " thirtv

davs after the commencement of the then next session of

Congress."
' '

Deeming
1 that the present condition of pub-

lic a Hairs presents an extraordinary occasion," the Presi-

dent had summoned Congress to meet on the 4th of

July, and, in accordance with the act, he commanded the

combinations opposing
1 the execution of the laws "to dis-

perse and retire peaceably to their respective abodes within

twenty days." The governors of the free states and the

legislatures which were in session went to work with energy
and xeal. "The response of the country." said the Presi-

dent in his Pourth-of-July message, "was most gratifying,

surpassing in unanimity and spirit the most sanguine expec-
tation." In answer to the call of April 15. and a subse-

quent one for three-years troops, there were in the field on

the 1st of July, at the command of the government. olO,000
men."

The response of the Republicans was most natural. Sew-

ard and Chase, conservatives and radicals, were at one.

Party fealty combined with love of country to influence

their action. The organization and the drill of the AVi de-

awakes in the presidential campaign may have contributed

to the result. Vet in fact party lines seemed to be obliter-

ated. Xo party cry was heard. Men apparently forgot
that they had been Republicans or Democrats. The parti-

san was lost in the patriot. On the evening of the Sunday
on which Port Sumter was evacuated, Douglas, at his own

request, had a long confidential interview with Lincoln.
3

1 For tin.' ]e<;al question involved in this call see JV<'f/<//<c' TntiUif/encer,

April 1'). One section of the Act of 17'J.j expressly provided that the

militia should not he compelled to serve more than three months in any
one year.

'-'

Keport of Secretary of War. July 1. I>ut according to the report of

the Provost -Marshal- General there -were in the service. July 1. 1*61, of

both r^nilars and volunteers, but 1^0. 701 men, I'histerer's Statistical Hec-

crd, p. fl-2.

^Nicolay and Hay. vol. iv. p. SO.
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The journals of the next morning, which published the call

for troops, informed the country that the great leader of

the Democrats had spontaneously pledged himself ." to sus-

tain the President in the exercise of all his constitutional

functions to preserve the Union, maintain the government,
and defend the federal capital."

' He represented and led

more than a million Northern voters. It was known the

next day that Buchanan sympathized heartily with the

North. 2

Everett, who had been a friend of the South and

held by her in high esteem, charged her with " acts of trea-

son and rebellion," described the firing on Fort Sumter as

an " unutterable outrage upon the flag of the Union," and

declared that she had inaugurated "the unprovoked and un-

righteous war." 3

Walker, the Confederate Secretary of "War, in a public

speech at Montgomery the evening after the bombardment
of Sumter had commenced, said,

" The flag which now
flaunts the breeze here will float over the dome of the old

Capitol at "Washington before the 1st of May."
4

North-

ern people read this threat in the same issue of the journal
that printed the President's call for troops, and their fears

for the safety of Washington, which were already great on

account of the probable secession of Virginia and the doubt

as to the position of Maryland, were thereby intensified.

1 Associated Press despatch, April 14.

2 New York Tribune, April 16. Buchanan was positive in his letter to

Dix, April 19: "The present administration had no alternative but to ac-

cept the war initiated by South Carolina or the Southern Confederacy.
The North will sustain the administration almost to a man

; and it ought
to be sustained at all hazards." Life of Curtis, vol. ii. p. 543 ; see, also,

p. 541.
3 Boston Evening Transcript, cited in Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.,

Docs., p. 206; see, also, p. 161.

* New York Tribune, April 15; National Intelligencer, May 9. Stephens
throws some doubt as to the correctness of this report, and further argues
that if these words were really used they are susceptible of a different

construction from that commonly given, War between the States, vol. ii.

p. 421.
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" The immediate apprehensions of the government are for

this city," wrote Lord Lyons, the British minister.
1 The

first efforts of the administration were directed towards

making safe the capital,
" the heart," as Everett termed it,

"of the body -politic."
2 The national and State authori-

ties combined with the people to hurry forward soldiers for

the defence of "Washington. But one Northern State was

fully ready for the emergency, and that was Massachusetts.

Her governor, John A. Andrew, immediately after his in-

auguration in January, had caused the militia of the State

to begin drilling actively and regularly in their armories.

Five thousand men, of whom three thousand were armed
with Springfield rifles, were in some measure prepared for

war. On Tuesday, April 16, they commenced to muster in

Boston. On Wednesday the Sixth Massachusetts Regiment
armed with rifles started for "Washington.

3 On the 19th,

in passing through Baltimore from the Philadelphia to the

"Washington railroad depot, they were violently attacked

by a mob. The soldiers fired upon their assailants. Several

companies had to fight their way through the city. Four

soldiers, a number of the mob, and a prominent citizen of

Baltimore, a mere looker-on, were killed, but the regiment
succeeded in getting to their train on the Baltimore and

"Washington Railroad, and soon afterwards were in the capi-

tal city. On the same train with the Massachusetts Sixth

had come one thousand Pennsylvania volunteers who had

neither arms nor uniforms, but expected to get-<them at

"Washington ;
as it would have been madness for them to

make the attempt to pass through the city, they were, by
advice of the governor and the mayor and by direction of

the railroad authorities, sent back as far north as the Sus-

1

Despatch to London, cited in Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 545. Russell

wrote to the London Times from Montgomery, May 8,
"
I have.no doubt in

my mind that the government here intended to attack and occupy Wash-

ington."
* Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 206.

1 Schouler's Massachusetts in the Civil War, pp. 33, 51, 72 ; Appleton.
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quehanna River. Baltimore was in a frenzy.
1 The seces-

sionists and Southern sympathizers were rampant ; stifling

the Union sentiment of the city, they carried everything
before them with a high hand and dictated the action of

the constituted authorities. " The excitement is fearful.

Send no more troops here," telegraphed Governor Hicks

and Mayor Brown to the President. So great was the

commotion that the State and city military were called out

to assist the police in preserving the peace. In Monument

Square a mass -meeting assembled whose sentiment was

decidedly opposed to any attempt at coercion of the Con-

federate States. More troops were on the way, and the

order from the War Department was,
" Send them on pre-

pared to fight their way through if necessary."
!

Appre-

hending "a terrible collision and bloodshed" and fearful

consequences to Baltimore if the troops were not stopped,

Mayor Brown and Marshal Kane consulted together and

came to the decision that it would be wise to burn some of

the bridges on the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Balti-

more Railroad, and on the Northern Central Railroad,
which went to Harrisburg. Receiving a very reluctant as-

sent from Governor Hicks, the order was given at midnight
of the 19th and carried out.

3 At the same time a com-

mittee of citizens was sent by special train to Washington

1 The Baltimore Daily Exchange, in speaking of "the affair which has

plunged our city in gloom and rousei our people almost to madness,"
said: "The conduct of the troops who are guilty of this massacre will be

regarded by impartial men everywhere with disgust and reprobation ;
for

whatever differences of opinion there may be in regard to the extent and
character of the provocations offered to the soldiers, it is an indisputable
fact that they bore themselves like cowards in wantonly firing upon citi-

zens who were congregated at places far away from the points at which

any collision occurred."
2 This order was telegraphed in cipher to Felton, president of the Phil-

adelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad, and was not known to the

Baltimore authorities. It was nevertheless patent to them that no troops
would be able to get through the city without a fight.

3 Governor Hicks denied that he gave his consent. See his letter to the

people of Maryland, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. ii., Docs., p. 181.
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with a letter from the mayor, approved by the governor,

begging that the President should send no more troops

through Baltimore. Early on Saturday morning, April 20,

the committee had an interview with Lincoln, who, after

consultation with General Scott, wrote a letter to Hicks

and Brown saying that troops must be brought to Wash-

ington, but that if it were practicable and proper in the judg-
ment of the general, they would be taken around Baltimore,

and not through it. Such an arrangement was substantially

agreed to the next day between Mayor Brown who had

been summoned to Washington by Lincoln the President,

the Secretary of War, and General Scott. To this Governor

Hicks had given his assent.
1

The seven days since the evacuation of Sumter had been

crowded with events which gave rise to deep anxiety.

April 17 the Virginia convention, in secret sitting, passed
an ordinance of secession, and this was known the next day
to the President.

2 As an answer to Lincoln's call for 75,000

troops, Jefferson Davis by proclamation invited applications
for letters of marque and reprisal against the merchant ma-
rine of the United States.

3 As a rejoinder, the President on

the 19th proclaimed a blockade of Southern ports from

South Carolina to Texas inclusive, and declared that priva-

teers acting
" under the pretended authority

" of the Con-

federate States would be treated as pirates.
4 On the 18th

the commander at Harper's Ferry, deeming his position un-

tenable, abandoned it, demolished the arsenal, and burned

the armory building.
5 On the 20th the Gosport navy -yard

was partially destroyed by the Union forces and left to the

1 My authorities for this account are official despatches, letters, state-

ments, and reports in Official Records, vol. ii. p. 7 et seq., p. 578 et seq.;

Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 123; Congressional Globe, 1st

Sess. 37th Cong., p. 201; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. chap. vi.

2 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 70; Nicolay and Hay, vol.

iv. p. 104 ; Washington despatches to New York Tribune, April 17 and 18
;

Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p. 641.
3 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 71.

4
Ibid., p. 78.

* Official Records, vol. ii. p. 3 et seq.
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possession of the Virginians.
1

It seemed to Chase, as he

querulously stated it to the President, "that the disunionists

have anticipated us in everything, and that as yet we have

accomplished nothing but the destruction of our own prop-

erty."
"

April 20 Robert E. Lee, who was esteemed by
Scott the ablest officer next to himself in the service, and
who had been unofficially offered the active command of the

Union army,
3

resigned his commission. The situation de-

1 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 21.

9 Letter of April 25, Life of Chase, Schuckers, p. '424.

3 Francis P. Blair stated on the 14th day of April, 1871 :

" In the begin-

ning of the war Secretary Cameron asked me to sound General Robert E.

Lee, to know whether his feelings would justify him in taking command of

our army. His cousin, John Lee, sent him a note at my suggestion. Lee

came. I told him what President Lincoln wanted him to do. He wanted

him to take command of the army. Lee said that he was devoted to the

Union. He said, among other things, that he would do everything in his

power to save it, and that if he owned all the negroes in the South, he

would be willing to give them up and make the sacrifice of the value of

every one of them to save the Union. We talked several hours on the polit-

ical question in that vein. Lee said he did not know how he could draw
his sword upon his native State. We discussed that matter at some length,
and had some hours of conversation. He said he could not decide without

seeing his friend General Scott. He said he could not, under any circum-

stances, consent to supersede his old commander. He asked me if I sup-

posed the President would consider that proper. I said yes. Then had

a long conversation on that subject. He left the house and was soon after

met by a committee from Richmond. He went with them, as I understood

from some friends afterwards, to consult the Virginia convention as to

some mode of settling the difficulty. I never saw him afterwards.

"The matter was talked over by President Lincoln and myself for some
hours on two or three different occasions. Secretary Cameron and myself
talked some hours on the same subject. The President and Secretary
Cameron expressed themselves as anxious to give the command of our

army to Robert E. Lee. I considered myself as authorized to inform Gen-

eral Lee of that fact. I do not believe that Secretary Chase was consulted

on the subject or that there was any regular cabinet consultation, for the

reason that Lee did not agree to take command of the army."
Statement made by Captain James May, of Rock Island, 111., to Chief-

Justice Chase, April 28, 1871, in Washington. Chase Papers, MS. In

this manner I shall refer to the private papers of Salmon P. Chase which
have been kindly placed at my disposal by his daughters, Mrs. Chase and
Mrs. Hoyt, through the instrumentality of Professor Albert Bushnell Hart.
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manded correct apprehension and prompt decision. The

gravity of it was heightened by the severance of communi-
cations between the national capital and the North as a

result of the trouble in Baltimore. The burning of the

bridges had cut off all railroad communication. Sunday
night (April 21) the telegraph ceased to work.

1 The only
connection the government now had with its loyal territory
and people was by means of private couriers

;
these made

their way with difficulty through Maryland, where for the

moment an unfriendly element reigned. Correct information

was hard to get and rumors of all sorts filled the air. The

government and the citizens were apprehensive of an attack

on the city. They feared that Beauregard's South Carolina

See, also, Montgomery Blair to Bryant, National Intelligencer, Aug. 9, 1866,

cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 98. Lee himself wrote to Reverdy
Johnson, Feb. 25, 1868, as follows : "I never intimated to any one that I

desired the command of the United States army, nor did I ever have a

conversation but with one gentleman, Mr. Francis Preston Blair, on the

subject, which was at his invitation, and, as I understood, at the instance

of President Lincoln.

"After listening to his remarks I declined the offer he made me to take

command of the army that was to be brought into the field, stating, as

candidly and courteously as I could, that, though opposed to secession and

deprecating war, I could take no part in an invasion of the Southern States.
"
I went directly from the interview with Mr. Blair to the office of Gen-

eral Scott told him of the proposition that had been made to me and my
decision. Upon reflection, after returning home, I concluded that I ought
no longer to retain any commission I held in the United Slates army, and
on the second morning thereafter I forwarded my resignation to General

Scott.

"At the time I hoped that peace would have been preserved that some

way would be found to save the country from the calamities of war ; and I

then had no other intention than to pass the remainder of my life as a

private citizen.

"Two days afterwards, on the invitation of the governor of Virginia,

I repaired to Richmond, found that the convention then in session

had passed the ordinance withdrawing the State from the Union, and

accepted the commission of commander of its forces which was tendered

me. These are the simple facts of the case." Life of Lee, Long,
p. 93.

1 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 586; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 138; Life

of Seward, vol. ii. p. 550; New York Tribune.
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army, flushed with victory, would be transported north as

fast as the railroads could carry it, and that it would be

joined by a large enough force of Virginia troops to make
the capture of Washington an easy matter. Preparations
were made to stand a siege. Panic seized the crowds of

office-seekers, and they fled to the North. Many of the

secessionists, afraid that the whole male population of the

city would be impressed for its defence, departed for the

South. This place, Wrote General Scott, April 22, is
" now

partially besieged, threatened, and in danger of being at-

tacked on all sides in a day or two or three."
! On the

same day, Northern soldiers having arrived at Annapolis,
Governor Hicks advised the President " that no more troops
be ordered or allowed to pass through Maryland

"
;
he sug-

gested, moreover,
u that Lord Lyons be requested to act as

mediator between the contending parties of our country."
"

Another project was to have the five ex-Presidents beseech

the federal government to grant an armistice.
3

Lincoln

clearly stated his position on this Monday (April 22), in his

reply to a delegation from the Young Men's Christian As-

sociation of Baltimore, who prayed that no more troops be

sent through Maryland :
" You express great horror of

bloodshed, and yet would not lay a straw in the way of

those who are organizing in Virginia and elsewhere to capt-
ure this city. ... I have no desire to invade the South

;

but I must have troops to defend this capital. Geographi-

cally it lies surrounded by the soil of Maryland, and mathe-

matically the necessity exists that they should come over

1 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 587.
* Hicks to the President. Official Records, vol. ii. p. 588. For Sew-

ard's reply of April 22 see Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 133.

It was printed in the New York Tribune, April 24.

' "
I know the fact that the administration would have been requested

by the five ex-Presidents to grant an armistice but for the hesitancy of

Mr. Van Buren, who declined to unite until he should be assured that the

administration desired to be approached in that way." William D. Kelley
to Chase, Philadelphia, April 29, Chase Papers, MS. ; see, also, editorial in

New York Tribune, April 29.
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her territory." I hiving a keen appreciation of how much

depended on liis holding the capital, the President was

alarmed for its safety and nervously apprehensive at the

outlonk. As Tuesday the L'-'M passed by and no soldiers

came, lie paced the lloor of the executive otiice in restless

auxin v and thinking himself entirely alone, he exclaimed in

tones of anguish.
" Why don't they come! "Why don't thev

come!" That same day had brought a mail from New
York three days old, containing newspapers which told that

the uprising of the .North continued with waxing strength
and unbounded enthusiasm, giving the news of the depart-
ure of the Seventh Xew York Regiment and the sailing of

Governor Sprague's Rhode-Islanders. It was the bitterness

of hope deferred that led Lincoln, in his speech on "Wednes-

day to the wounded soldiers of the Sixth Massachusetts, to

burst out ironically: "I begin to believe that there is no

North. The Seventh Regiment is a myth. Rhode Island

is another. You are the only real thing."
:

Xowhere may the uprising of the Northern people be

better studied than in New York city, where on a grand
scale might be witnessed the manifestations of that spirit

which animated every city, town, and village from Maine
to Kansas. The people and the press, with insignificant

exceptions, showed a hearty loyalty to the Union. From
the day that the news of the bombardment of Snmter

1

Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. Io9. P. Fuller, a prominent Baptist

minister of Baltimore, who was the spokesman of the Young Clirisi ians,

thus -wrote Chase from Baltimore, April 23: "From Mr. Lincoln nothing is

to be hoped, except as you can influence him. Five associations, repre-

senting thousands of our best young men, sent a delegation of thirty to

"Washington yesterday . . . and asked me to go with them as the chair-

man. We were at once cordially received. I marked the Proident

closely. Constitutionally genial and jovial, he is wholly inaccessible to

Christian appeals, and his egotism will forever prevent his comprehending
what patriotism means." Chase Papers, 3IS.

Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. I.V.2.

3
.I. II., Diary. Xicolay and Hay. vol. iv. p. 1.->3. L. K. Chittenden, in

chap, xviii. of his Recollections of President Lincoln, gives an animated

account of
" The Isolation of the Capital."
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came, when the Stock Exchange resounded with enthusi-

astic cheers for Major Anderson, every indication showed

that the weight of the financial and trade centre of the

country would be on the side of the national government.

Party ties here as elsewhere were sunk in the common de-

votion to the flag. This was especially disappointing to the

South since, owing to her business connection and social

intercourse with New York city, and to the large Demo-
cratic majority which it always gave, she had reckoned

upon the friendship of the metropolis,
1 and regarded it as

an important factor in dividing the North, a result which

she had confidently expected. The mayor, Fernando Wood,
had proposed that, in the event of disunion, New York
should constitute itself a free city, retaining its commerce

with both sections," and, unless John Forsyth was wofully

deceived, a conspiracy had gathered head to carry out that

purpose.
3 William H. Russell, the correspondent of the

1 " Will the city of New York '

kiss the rod that smites her' and at the

bidding of her Black Republican tyrants war upon her Southern friends

and best customers ? Will she sacrifice her commerce, her wealth, her pop-

ulation, her character, in order to strengthen the arm of her oppressors ?"

Richmond Examiner, April 15.

-
Mayor's message, New York Herald, Jan. 8.

3
Forsyth, one of the Confederate commissioners to the United States,

wrote Jefferson Davis from Washington, April 4:
" While in New York

last week, I learned some particulars of a contemplated revolutionary

movement in that city. ... I was called upon by a gentleman by the name
of ,

who asked to speak confidentially to me. Leave granted, he pro-

ceeded to inform me that a movement was on foot to relieve New York city

and '

its surroundings
'

of the ruin with which that city was threatened. The

people of New York, he said, were living under a double tyranny the one

located at Albany and reaching their domestic affairs, and the other at

Washington, breaking up their foreign trade. The evil was so great as to

justify a revolution for relief. To this end 200 of the most influential and

wealthy citizens of New York had been approached, and were then arrang-

ing the details of a plan to throw off the authority of the federal and State

governments, to seize the navy-yard at Brooklyn, the vessels of war and

the forts in the harbor, and to declare New York a free city. The military

of the city had been felt and found responsive; the mayor of the city,while

not taking a leading part from considerations of policy, will at the proper

III. 24
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London 7V////.v, was, in March, struck by the indifference

with which prominent, men of the metropolis regarded the

impending trouble.
1

JUit now the voice of its people gave

time :i ri'W hi- whole power into the movement. Several army otliccrs are

i:: it .
: \\ n of tlir principal ship- builders and the leading merchants and cap-

it-dist- of the city. '1'he movement is to Lie divested of everything like

partv aspects, and among the conspirators are several who. although never

Ki-puhlicaiis, voted for Lincoln under the tlien Northern delusive idea that

;: sectional President might be elected with safety to the Union. The night
of the day I left the city a private meeting wa- to be held, and a circular

which was road to me in manuscript and which has since been forwarded

t'j me in print. . . . was to be distributed for signatures. There was no

d<uibt that 80, OU<> or 40,000 signatures would be obtained to it in a week.

The plan is to procure a powerful demonstration of public feeling, and to

follow up the demonstration by ac<tp d'i.ti't to be arranged beforehand. The
fi its are to lie possessed by furnishing the recruits from the ranks of the

conspirators who are dailv being collected and sent to those forts by the

government. , the ship-builder, and his associates sa\T that they can

convert cnouii'h of the merchant marine iu the port of New York into a

naval force to drive the United States ships out of the harbor at verv short

notice. Being on an island they can resist attack, and in a few hours con-

centrate 50. 000 men at any point, of assault.

The object of the interview with me was to learn Avhat would be the dis-

T'.sition of the Confederate States government towards such a movement.

. . . The circular enclosed was read to me by Dr.
,
a distinguished prac-

titioner and a gentleman of high position and large fortune in that city 1\

man heretofore devoted to science, and one of the men least likely to take

p:;rf in a revolution. Such, I am assured, is the class of men who have,

t'lkeii hold of it.

The tone of the gentleman who conversed with me was one of deep ear-

ne-tne-- and tirm resolve. They say that New York is being punished for

i;- lame Democratic vote, that they have no confidence in the ability of the

Illack Republican administration to govern them wisely or justly, ;\nd that

the great masses only need to he shown the way to rush into the revolu-

tion. They speak with confidence of succe-- at an early day. . . . 3Ir. Kus-

sell, the Crimean correspondent of the London Ti/nix. is here. He goes
.-oiuh to study this revolution. \Ve are cultivating him, and give him ;i

dinner to-morrow." MSS. Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence, Treas-

ury Department. I have suppressed the names in this despatch, as they do
I'.- t add materially to its force.

1 Dining with a New York banker, Russell
" was astonished to perceive

how calmly he .-poke of the impending troubles. His friends, all men of

position in New York society, had the same <lilrtt<tn1t tone, and were as

little anxious for the future, or excited by the present, us a party of y<n'i\ts
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no uncertain sound. The tone was the same as that heard

in New England and the West. The flag waved every-
where. The resoluteness with which those suspected of

Southern sympathies were warned to raise the sign of loy-

alty, and their speedy compliance, were a certain indication

of the prevailing sentiment.. In twenty -four hours the

New York Herald, a journal of wide influence with a South-

ern leaning, though apt to go with the popular current,

changed its tune, clearly demonstrating the opinion of the

Democratic majority.
1 The New York Seventh Regiment,

chronicling the movements of a '

magnetic storm.
' "

Entry March 17, Diary,

p. 14. Later Russell dined with Horatio Seymour, Samuel J. Tilden, and

George Bancroft, and wrote, "The result left on my mind by their con-

versation and arguments was that, according to the Constitution, the

government could not employ force to prevent secession, or to compel
States which had seceded by the will of the people to acknowledge the

federal power." Ibid., p. 20. July 2, when, after a trip through the South,

lie returned to New York, he was amazed at the change. "As long as

there was a chance that the struggle might not take place, the merchants

of New York were silent, fearful of offending their Southern friends and

connections, but inflicting infinite damage on their own government and

misleading both sides. Their sentiments, sympathies, and business bound
them with the South; and, indeed, till 'the glorious uprising' the South

believed New York was with them, as might be credited from the tone of

some organs in the press, and I remember hearing it said by Southerners in

Washington that it was very likely New York would go out of the Union!

When the merchants, however, saw the Souih was determined to quit the

Union . . . they rushed to the platform the battle-cry was sounded from
almost every pulpit flag-raisings took place in every square, like the plant-

ing of the tree of liberty in France in 1848, and- the oath wns taken to trample
secession under foot and to quench I he fire of the Southern heart forever.

" The change in manner, in tone, in argument, is most remarkable. I met
men to-day who last March argued coolly and philosophically about the

right of secession. They are now furious at the idea of such wickedness."

Ibid., p. 370.
1 "The people of this metropolis owe it to themselves, to their material

and political interests, to their social security, and to the country at large
to make a solemn and imposing effort in behalf of peace." New York

Herald, April 15. "The time has passed for such public peace meetings
in the North as were advocated, and might have effected some beneficial

result, a few weeks since. War will make the Northern people a unit.

Republicans look upon it as inevitable, and Democrats have been becom-
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the corps of the elite, offered its services to the govern-

ment, and when it left for Washington, Friday the 19th, the

heart of the metropolis went with it. As those fine fellows

marched down Broadway, an enormous crowd with true

sympathy and hearty accent bade them godspeed.
" It

was worth a life, that march," wrote Theodore "Winthrop,
who fifty days later laid down his own life on Virginia soil

for the cause of the Union. "
Only one who passed, as we

did, through that tempest of cheers two miles long, can

know the terrible enthusiasm of the occasion." ' Patriot-

ism fitly ended the week by a grand demonstration. With
the city a mass of the national colors, a quarter of a mill-

ion people
" met in and about Union Square to hear Union

speeches, to do homage to Major Anderson, and to pledge
themselves to the maintenance of the Union and the de-

fence of the Constitution. Distinguished men of all the

political parties spoke in the same strain
; clergymen of

various denominations offered up prayers of like tenor.

The Catholic archbishop, Hughes, kept at home by illness,

wrote a letter expressing his full sympathy with the object
of the meeting. Mayor Fernando Wood declared :

"
I am

with you in this contest. We know no party now." *

The New York Seventh Regiment left for Washington the

day that the Massachusetts Sixth was attacked in Balti-

more. It was learned on their arrival at Philadelphia early
on the morning of Saturday the 20th that it would be im-

possible to reach the capital city by the usual route. Colonel

Lefferts of the Seventh telegraphed the Secretary of War
for orders.

4 There was considerable delay in the trans-

ing gradually disgusted at the neglect and ingratitude with which they
have been treated by a section for which they have faithfully borne the

heat and the burthen of conflict for so many years." Ibid., April 16.

1

Winthrop in Atlantic Monthly, June, 1861, p. 745. See, also, Fitz-James

O'Brien in New York Times, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 148.

4 A newspaper estimate.
3 New York Times, New York Herald, April 21 ; New York Tribune,

April 22; Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 82.
4 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 582.
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mission of messages, and before he received a reply he char-

tered a steamer to take his regiment direct to Washington,
lie embarked his troops Saturday afternoon, but deciding
that it was not prudent to attempt the passage of the lower

Potomac, he directed the course of the transport up Chesa-

peake Bay to Annapolis, arriving there Monday morning
the 22d. There he found, under the command of General

Butler, the Massachusetts Eighth, which had gone from

Philadelphia to Perryville by rail and thence by boat, but

had not yet disembarked. Governor Hicks was at his capi-
tal earnestly advising Butler not to land the troops, and

counselling the President to send them elsewhere. 1 Both
of the regiments landed Monday afternoon under the gov-
ernor's protest. Every one was eager to get to Washington.
But much of the railroad track from Annapolis to the junc-
tion with the main line from Baltimore to Washington had
been torn up. Experienced track-layers were called for,

and these stepped forth from the ranks of the Massachusetts

Eighth, and began to relay and spike the rails. Massa-

chusetts machinists repaired a disabled locomotive which

they had built in the days of peace. Wednesday morning
the march to Annapolis Junction began. Some rickety cars

attached to the locomotive carried the brass howitzers of

the Seventh, and served as a baggage, supply, ambulance,
and construction train. All sorts of rumors in regard to an
attack from secessionists in force along the route were

afloat, and it was deemed necessary to proceed with cau-

tion. The march was along the railroad. " The kid-gloved
New York dandies," the "

military Brummels," fraternized

with the Massachusetts mechanics
;
the gourmets who had

partaken of many a dinner at Delmonico's ate their scanty

campaign fare with good-humor and relish. They shared

their rations with their Massachusetts compatriots, and

gave them assistance in laying track. " Our march," wrote

O'Brien, "lay through an arid, sandy, tobacco -growing

1 Official Records, vol. ii. pp. 586, 588.
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count rv. The- sun poured on our heads like hot lava.'' A
furious wind-storm and a heavy shower which wet them

through were among the trials they had to endure. Eight
miles I'Vom Annapolis they came to a broken bridge. A
working party was called for. At twilight the bridge
could be crossed. Night fell, but the capital was thought
to be in danger and the troops must press on. Although

moonlight, the march was monotonous and fatiguing. The
little army struggled manfully against their difficulties, and

by the early morning of Thursday, April if-"), had reached

Annapolis ,Junction, completing their march of twenty
miles.' There they found a train which took them quickly
to Washington. The Seventh Regiment arrived first. Form-

ing as soon as they left the cars, they marched up Pennsyl-
vania Avenue to the White House. To the people who
noted their military bearing, and to the President who re-

viewed them, they were a goodly sight. Their actual pres-

ence, and the fact denoted by their arrival that a route

from the loyal North to its capital was open, and that other

regiments were on the way soon to arrive insured the

safety of Washington. "Ten thousand of our troops are

arrived here," wrote Seward, April "2~, "and the city is con-

sidered safe."
2

The alarm in regard to Washington was natural, but not

Avell-founded. During these eventful eleven days (from the

evacuation of Sumter to the arrival of the ]S'ew York
Seventh) the capital had been in no danger of capture. The
Northern authorities and people looked at the situation

wholly from a military point of view, and from that view

an attempt to take it was feasible, and would probably have

met with success. Heauregard could have transported by
railroad his armv of "XMIO totfono

3 from Charleston to Alex-

1 For lively descriptions of this inarch see Theodore AVimlirop in At-

liiiit(<- Mmillilij. June, 1SH1 ; letter of Fit /.-.Tamos O'Brien. April 27, in the

New York TiiiKi,. May 0.
- Life of Seward. vol. ii. p. 560.

:'

I think this :i low es'iina'e of his effective force. The otlicial return

of the South Carolina anuy >how!i to Kussell, April 21, was; in Charles-
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andria in three or four days.
1 Six to fifteen thousand Yir-

ginia militia,
2

though all had not the best of equipment, were

available to join him. The number of troops in Washing-
ton is variously given.

3 The only assurance that General

Scott could give the President, Monday, April 22, was that

he could defend " the Capitol, the arsenal, and all the execu-

tive buildings against 10,000 troops not better than our dis-

trict volunteers."
4 The military conditions of capture were

fulfilled. Beauregard's army had something like three

months of discipline, and, supported by the Virginia militia,

ton. harbor and Charleston, 7025 men ; in Columbia, 1950; in the field, 3027;

total, 12,002. Letter to London Times.
1 The time of express trains from Charleston to Washington was about

forty-one hours. On the facilities for the transportation of troops see

Bird, railroad superintendent, to Walker, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 771.

Leaving Charleston April 23, a detachment of 450 South Carolina troops
was transported from Charleston to Richmond in about thirty-six hours,

Richmond Examiner, April 25. A. K. McClure writes that General Scott

said to him, April 15,
" General Beauregard commands more men at

Charleston than I command on the continent east of the frontier," and that

Beauregard could transport his army to Washington in three or four days.

Lincoln said to Scott, "It does seem to me, General, that if I were

Beauregard I would take Washington." McClure's Lincoln and Men of

War Times, p. 60.

2 Various statements are made about this number. Virginia's "armed

soldiery numbers now some 10,000 men, of which not more than 6000 are

completely equipped." Scott, a delegate in the Virginia convention,

April 13, Richmond Examiner, April 15. "It will be seen by the procla-

mation of the governor . . . that the entire military force of the State has

been ordered to hold itself in readiness to march at a moment's warning.
The equipped force of volunteers in this State by which we mean armed
and equipped is now between 6000 and 7000 men." Ibid., April 18.

April 25 Stephens, then in Richmond, reported 15,000 troops there, John-

ston and Browne, p. 399. All but 450 of these were Virginians. April 21

there were 2000 at Harper's Ferry, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 772.

3 "We have some four to five thousand men under arms in the city."

Personal Memorandum, April 19, J. G. N., Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p.

125. "Until the day before yesterday we had not 2500 men here under

arms." Cameron to Thomson, April 27, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 604;

see General Scott's reports, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 66 et seg.

*
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 144, As to the District of Columbia

militia, ibid., pp.66, 106.
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could. li;ul la- made a dash upon AVashington. liavc probably
taken it. The moral effect of the seizure of the nation's

capital l>v the revolutionists would have been so momentous,

in all likelihood insuring the immediate recognition of the

Southern Confederacy by the European powers, that it is no

wonder the President and his cabinet were preyed upon by

deep anxietv. Stanton, in his emphatic way. expressed the

general feeling.
" The state of affairs here," he wrote Dix,

April -J3. is
"
desperate beyond any conception. If there be

any remedy any shadow of hope to preserve this govern-
ment from utter and absolute extinction it must come
from New York without delay."

' As a matter of fact,

however, with the exception of the reckless and unmeaning
boast of the Confederate Secretary of AVaiv nothing lias

been disclosed showing that any design existed, or that any
movement had been set on foot during these eleven days by
the Confederate States or by Virginia towards the capt-

ure of Washington.
t- There is no truth whatever," wrote

Stephens, confidentially, from Montgomery, April 17. "in

the telegraphic despatches that the President intends to

head an expedition to AVashington."
; The newspapers,

indeed. Hashed out threats, and in their sanctums the tak-

ing of the federal capital was seriously considered and

planned ;' there was a popular feeling that it might be and

; Life of Dix. vol. ii. p. 13.
-
Atifc.

Johnston ami I>n>\\ nc, p. :jOG.
" AVhcther Mr. Walker did make such a

speech as reported by that telegram, or not, I do not know. . . . I do know
il.at Mieh were not the views of the cabinet or of the people generally of

tin- Confederate States." Stephens'* War Between the States, vol. ii. p.

4-21.

"
Attention, volunteers! Nothing is more probable than that President

Davis will soon march an army through North Carolina and Virginia to

Washington. Those of our volunteers who desire to join the Southern

army, a- it shall puss through our borders, had better organize ut once for

tin- puip'isr. and keep their arms, accoutrements, uniforms, ammunition,
and knapsacks in constant readiness." Richmond E/if/'/iru'. April 13.

W a-hin^ton is to be the seat of war. Washington is the great pri/.e in

dispute, and if Southerners will rush instantly upon it the war will soon
be ended." Uiehmond /:,>/,'/./, April 20.

" The capture of Washington
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ought to be done.
1

Stephens, on his arrival at Eichmond,

April 22, found "a strong inclination on the part of some

here to make an attack upon Washington ;" he added,
" What course and policy will be adopted is not yet de-

termined upon."
2 A movement on the capital must have de-

pended on Beauregard's army as the nucleus of the attack-

ing force. No part of it reached Kichmond until the evening
of the 24th;' and at mid-day of the 25th the New York
Seventh was in Washington. While Lincoln feared the

Charleston army, Beauregard was "apprehensive of an at-

tack by the Northern ' fanatics
'

before the South is pre-

pared."
4 The panic in Washington was matched by the

panic in Kichmond. On Sunday, April 21, about noon, the

report spread that the United States steamer Pawnee, hav-

ing a large force of troops on board, was steaming up
James River with the intention of attacking Eichmond.

The bell on the Capitol rang out the alarm. Men rushed

from the churches and, seizing their weapons, hastened to

the wharf to oppose the landing of the federal soldiers.

Not until evening were the unfounded fears entirely dissi-

pated.
5

, .

City is perfectly within the power of Virginia and Maryland, if Virginia
will only make the proper effort by her constituted authorities. . . . The
entire population pant for the onset; there never was half the unanimity

amongst the people before, nor a tithe of the zeal upon any subject that

is now manifested to take Washington, and drive from it every Black

Republican who is a dweller there. . . . Our people can take it they
will take it and Scott the arch-traitor and Lincoln the beast, combined,
cannot prevent it." Ibid., April 23; see citations from Southern news-

papers in National Intelligencer, May 9; Richmond Whig, cited by Moore,
vol. i., Diary, p. 74. * Richmond Examiner, April 24.

* Johnston and Browne, p. 399.

3 Richmond Examiner, April 25; letter from "Stonewall" Jackson,

Biography, by his wife, p. 149.

4
Entry, April 25, Russell's Diary, p. 136.

5 Richmond Enquirer, April 22; Richmond Examiner, April 22; Life in

the South, by a Blockaded British Subject (Catherine C. Hopley), vol. i.

p. 278; Richmond During the War, Sarah A. Putnam (1867), p. 24. Down
South, by Samuel Phillips Day, vol. i. p. 100. Stephens wrote, April 22:

"The people are in apprehension this city will be attacked by the forces
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Although tlie capture of Washington was from a military

point of view feasible, the political obstacles to a dash upon
it were insurmountable. The doctrine of state -

rights,

which was sincerely held in the Southern States, not only

furnished the theory of secession, but it was maintained in

a certain degree as against each other.
1 Xorth Carolina

not vet having seceded, the Confederate troops could not

have been transported over her territory without her con-

sent ; that, indeed, was easily obtained, but consumed some-

what of time. The great difficulty lay with Virginia. The

government of the State was now in the hands of the con-

vention, which in the early part of April had voted against

secession." and of the governor. Letcher. who had not sym-

pathized with the secessionists of his State.
3

"NVIien the con-

vention passed the ordinance resuming the ' ;

rights of sov-

ereignty" of Virginia. Avhich they did April IT. the vote of

>S in its favor to ,">5 against it. and the submission of it to

the popular vote at an election to be held on the fourth

Thursday of May, did not indicate that those in authority
had any notion of proceeding with rashness or without some

no\v in the Chesapeake and Potomac below. There are no forts on the

James River to prevent armed ships from coming up. The' Pitifiiee,

C't/iil. r/tnt'l. and others, with a large force of soldiers at Old Point, are

below." Sec, also, A Rebel's Recollections. Eggleston, p. 22.

1 " We sincerely hope that no effort will be made by citizens of ilie

South to take possession of the city of Washington and to expel the oili-

cials .if the government of the United States from their abodes or oilices.

If ;.ny Mich effort be made before Virginia and Maryland shall have seced-

ed fr.'iu the Union i the United Slates it will be very disastrous to the

caiiM' of secession. It will raise the State pride of the citi/.ens of these

proud commonwealths, who will not be able to see with indifference their

territories lawlessly invaded and used for an unlawful purpose. And when
these S;ate> have seceded ir will be for them to settle their relations tow-

ards Washington." Charleston Jftratri/. April 19; see, also, A Rebel War
Clerk's Diarv, .h>ncs, p. 27.

A,,/,-, p. :u.-,.

3 X ite his action tin.- day the news of the taking of Sumter was re-

ceived at Richmond, Richmond Eiiffuinr, April 10; Richmond Examiner,

April iy.
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respect for the forms of law.
1 No great significance, how-

ever, need be laid upon the proviso that the ordinance re-

quired ratification by the people before taking effect, since

matters proceeded on the assumption that they would make
it valid

;

*

yet the course of the Virginia authorities precluded
the prompt military action which was indispensable for the

capture of Washington ;
and it is clearly evident that with-

out her spontaneous consent and active co-operation no move-
ment could have been made. April 19, Governor Letcher

telegraphed to Montgomery, asking that a commission

from the Confederate States be sent at once to Richmond,
in order that the two governments might act conjointly.

Stephens, the Vice-President of the Confederacy, was select-

ed for this duty.
3 Three days after his arrival he com-

plained of the tardy disposition of Virginia.
" The Vir-

ginians will debate and speak," he wrote,
"
though war be

at the gates of their city. . . . The convention acts slowly

they are greatly behind the times."
4

Nevertheless on

that day, the 25th, the convention ratified the offensive and
defensive alliance between Virginia and the Confederacy,
which its committee and Stephens had agreed to, and it

also adopted the constitution of the provisional government
of the Confederate States, though declaring that this act

should have no effect if the people at the appointed time

rejected the ordinance of secession.
5

It was not until this

1

Jones, in A Rebel War Clerk's Diary, makes the following entry, April
19: "From the ardor of the volunteers already beginning to pour into

the city, I believe 25.000 men could be collected and armed in a week, and
in another they might sweep the whole abolition concern beyond the Sus-

quehanna. . . . But this will not be attempted, nor permitted, by the

convention, so recently composed mostly of Union men."
2 " The ordinance of secession will be submitted as a matter of course to

a vote of the people. But it will be a mere formality. The ratification

will be carried by one almost unanimous shout." Richmond Whig, April
23. Likewise the Richmond Enquirer, April 19, and Richmond Examiner,

April 26.
3 Johnston and Browne, p. 397.

4 Letter of April 25, ibid., p. 399.
s
Stephens's War between the States, vol. ii. pp. 378, 387; Johnston and

Browne, p. 399.
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agreement had been concluded that the Virginian and Con-

federate forces could legally unite in a military movement,
and by that time the alarm about Washington had come to

an end. On the 24th there were but three hundred Virgin-
ians at Alexandria fit for duty, while the force in Washing-
ton was greatly overrated by their general.

1 Robert E. Lee,

who had been appointed commander-in-chief of the Virginia

forces, instructed him that he should "let it be known that

you intend no attack, but invasion of our soil will be con-

sidered an act of war."
s

The only indication I have found which, before April 25,

looked towards co-operation between the Confederate gov-
ernment and Virginia, and which might have eventuated in

an attack on Washington, is a despatch from Davis to Letch-

er of the 22d, saying,
" Sustain Baltimore if practicable. We

reinforce you."
s On the same day the Advisory Council of

Virginia recommended the governor to deliver 1000 of the

arms taken at Harper's Ferry to General Stewart at Balti-

more, and to loan from the arsenal at Lexington 5000 mus-

kets to the Maryland troops, to enable them to resist the

passage of Northern troops to Washington." Two thou-

sand of these arms were actually delivered.
5

The doctrine of state -
rights, rigidly adhered to as it

was by many Southerners, required the consent of Mary-
land for an attack on the national capital, for the District

of Columbia was considered her soil.
8

Hoping that she

1 Cocke to Lee, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 776. He estimated the army
in Washington as numbering 10,000 to 12,000. The Richmond Examiner
was nearer right. "Exclusive of the District militia," it said, April 26,

"Lincoln's whole force now at his immediate command does not probably
exceed 500 regulars and 4000 raw militia."

2 Lee to Cocke, April 24, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 777. Lee accepted
the command of the Virginia forces April 23, Life of Lee, Long, p. 98.

3 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 773.
* Ibid. ; see, also, Richmond Enquirer, April 25.
* McPherson's History of the Rebellion, p. 394.
6
Speaking of Walker's speech, the Baltimore American said : "This is a

threat, not to the Republican party, but to the nation to Virginia and
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would cast in her lot with the South, the Virginians proceed-

ed towards her with delicacy, and, even had they been ready,
would not have made an attack on Washington, except at

her request, comprehending that in such an event the fury
of violated sovereignty and soil, now directed at the North-

ern troops, might be turned against the Southern invader.

When they threatened Harper's Ferry and the Gosport

navy-yard, they simply made an effort, according to their

theory, to recover what was their own. But to cross the

Potomac was an entirely different affair.
" Your intention

to fortify the heights of Maryland," wrote General Lee,

May 10, to Thomas J. Jackson, then in command of the

Virginia volunteers at Harper's Ferry,
"
may interrupt our

friendly arrangements with that State, and we have no right
to intrude on her soil unless, under pressing necessity, for

defence." ' Nor was this right assumed until the Virgini-
ans had come to regard Maryland as remaining one of the

United States, and being therefore in "
open and avowed

hostility
" to them."

The Confederate States were full of joy at the bombard-

ment and evacuation. of Sumter. When Lincoln took up
the gage of war by his call for troops, or, as the secession-

ists said, threw it down, the martial ardor which lay con-

stantly in the Southern breast, and the belief that they must
arm for the defence of their property and their liberties,

prompted these people to rise as one man. The uprising
of men and the proffers of money matched that which was

North Carolina, si ill in the Union, through whose territory the Southern

invading army must pass, and to Maryland, upon whose soil the Capitol
stands." Cited by National 'Intelligencer, April 18. "No troops of the

Confederate States, or of any other State, can with propriety assail Wash-

ington before Maryland has seceded from the Union and shall request their

aid and intervention." Charleston Mercury, April 23.
1 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 825.
2 See letter of J. M. Mason to General Lee, May 15, and his reply, May

21, ibid., pp. 849, 860.
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going on at the North. All hearts were in the cause.

Stephens, who had travelled from Montgomery to Kich-

niond. said on his way back, at Atlanta : I lind our peo-

ple everywhere are alive to their interests and their dntv

in this crisis. Such a degree of popular enthusiasm was

never before seen in this country."
1 "The anxietv among

our citi/.ens." declared Ilowell Cobb. "
is not as to who shall

f/'i to the wars, but ii'Jio alt all *t<-i>/ at /////<'.'"' As at the

North, so in the Confederate States, the best blood was

otl'ering itself to fight for country and rights which were

prized." Xor was the feeling less hearty in eastern North

Carolina and eastern "Virginia. "North Carolina," wrote

Stephens.
"

is in a blaze from one extremity to the other.

Yesterday, Sunday as it was, large crowds were assembled

at all the stations along the railroad at Wilmington live

thousand at least, the Confederate ilair rlvinir all over the

1 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.
,
Docs., p. 176.

-
Ibid., p. 2i>s.

3
See. for example. Charleston M<'r<-n/'i/. April IS, 19. 20. 02. May 4;

private letter from Montgomery, printed in Baltimore D.iffy K.i'i-Jtanr/e,

April 1G ; private letter from a prominent merchant of Xe\v Orleans, ibid.,

April 2."> : X<iti"/nd f/<ft!!tf/i~t~''->; April 25 : opinions of the New Orleans

pros, cited by Moore, vol. i.. Docs., p. loS
;
also ibid., pp. Hi 4. IT!)

; vol.

i.. Diary, pp. 41. i;s ; At!nnt<i C<nuin'>)tiriUli, April 2."), May 2. "Our

troops are composed of rich and poor, learned and unlearned. Our best

and most respected citi/.ens iill the ranks as common soldiers." Richmond
K.i'iiintiti i'. April 2l.i. "The flower of the Southern youth, the prime of

Southern manhood, are collected in the camps of Virginia. Some of the

most n-markalile of these are here in the close neighborhood of Richmond.

(ienius, learning, and wealth, enouu'h to furnish the aristocracy of an em-

pire, wear the coarse uTay of the common soldier and learn the use of the

soldier's common weapon." Ibid.. April ''>(). "In the South, the volun-

teers who spring to arms with so much alacrity are men of substance and

position, wealthy tanner- and planters with their sons, professional men.

niiTehai.ts and their clerks, intelligent and industrious mechanics, and

indeed from every art, trade, profession, and occupation: the wealth, in-

telligence, indu-trv. and backbone of society have rallied for the defence

of their homes, and t\.r the assertion of constitutional liberty." Richmond

Kii'/'i i r< i'. April 2"). F >r the constitution uf the Stonewall brigade, see

Life of "
Stonewall

"
Jackson, by his wife, p. 160. I may add as authori-

ties nearlvall Southern writers since the w,-n.
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city."
1 "All Yirginia is in arms," he wrote from Rich-

mond. 2

Requisitions were made on Yirginia and North

Carolina for their quota of militia under the President's

call of April 15, as they were still in the Union. Governor
Letcher and Governor Ellis each sent a defiant refusal.

3

Ellis at once called a special session of the North Carolina

legislature. It met May 1, and one hour after assembling

unanimously passed an act providing for a convention which

should have unrestricted powers, and the action of which

should be final. It also voted men and money for the war.

May 13 the people elected delegates, who one week later

came together in convention. On the first day of the meet-

ing, having voted down a motion that they should sit with

closed doors, they passed unanimously an ordinance of se-

cession, and after deciding in the negative a proposition to

submit the constitution of the provisional government of

the Confederate States to a popular vote, they ratified it

without one voice of dissent.
4

In answer to the President's call for State militia, Ten-

nessee's governor peremptorily refused to " furnish a man for

purposes of coercion."
5

April 18 a number of her prominent

citizens, one of whom was John Bell, united in an address to

the people, in which they averred that " the present duty of

Tennessee " was to preserve her independence both of the

North and the South to take sides with neither. " Her

position should be to maintain the sanctity of her soil from the

1 Letter from Richmond, April 22, Johnston and Browne, p. 398.
2 Letter of April 25, Johnston and Browne, p. 399 ;

for enthusiasm over

taking of Sumter see Richmond Examiner, April 15
;
Richmond Dispatch,

April 15
;
Richmond Enquirer, April 16, also April 23, 26

; Richmond

Whig, April 16
;
see also editorials in Richmond Examiner, April 25 and

26, and proclamation of Governor Letcher, same date ; letter of Mrs. John

Tyler to her mother, April 18, Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii.

p. 646 ;
A Rebel's Recollections, Eggleston, p. 19.

3 Official Records, Series Hi., cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. pp. 90, 91.

4 Journal of North Carolina Convention, 1861, pp. 15, 17. The vote

against a secret session was 59-54
; against submission of the constitu-

tion to the people, 72-34 ; see, also, Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861,

p. 539. 'Ibid., p. 678.
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hostile tread of any party." Less than a week later, Hell, in

a public speech. declared that he was " for standing bv the

South." and that his "voice was clear and loud to every
Tennesseean to arms ! to arms !"' "May 8 the legislature in

secret session made an offensive and defensive military league
with the Southern Confederacy. It also adopted a declara-

tion of independence, and passed an ordinance ratifying the

constitution of the provisional government of the Confeder-

ate States, subject to the result of their submission to a pop-
ular vote. June S the people at the ballot-box approved the

action of their representatives, giving a majority of nearly
for separation from the Union."

1 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., pp. 72, 137. T. D. Winter, who
had spent several months in the South, made. June 10. a report to Secretary
Chase, which is a substantially correct description of Tennessee sentiment.

But as he wrote before the result of the election was known, he overrated

the Union strength and the salutary effect of a federal invading army.
"Winter wrote :

" After the presidential election . . . the Union men and the

Union press . . . strongly opposed the feeling of secession that seemed to be

gaining ground, and though they felt no sympathy with the administration,

yet they strongly recommended that the administration have a fair com-

mencement. and that if the just rights of the South were conceded, they
could live as well under a Republican administration as an}' other. This po-

sition was maintained until even after all the other States had gone out with

the exception of Virginia, and when she seceded and the evacuation of Fort

Sumter took place, and still later, until Mr. Bell made his wonderful leap

into the secession ranks, when the Union press placed the secession ilag at the

head of their column, with all the array of the press of Tennessee against

the Union. I do not think it has changed the sentiment of a large number
of its patrons. . . . My linn belief is, that should an army formidable enough
io control as they went march into the South, and show to the masses that

they came only to execute the laws and protect their slave property, the cur-

rent of [secession] feeling would change materially." Chase Papers, MS.
2 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 202; Appletons' Annual Cy-

clopedia. 18<>1. p. (17*. The vote was as follows:

For separation. No se]):ir;itioii.

Kast Tennessee ............. 14.7*0 82.!2;5

Middle Tennosce ........... 58.2U5 8,198

Wot Tennessee ............. 21U27 0.117

Military camps.............. 2.741

104.U13 47.2H8

Majority for separation ......................... 57.075
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May 6 the convention of Arkansas reassembled and, with

but one dissenting vote, immediately passed an ordinance

of secession.
1

Fifty-five out of one hundred and forty-three delegates of

the Virginia convention had voted against the ordinance of

secession,
3

and, indeed, the day before its adoption John

Tyler, one of the influential members, who believed that

Virginia had no alternative but war, and that it was' a choice

between " submission or resistance," doubted whether the

ordinance would be passed.
3 The ardent secessionists com-

plained that the convention by no means represented the

people. The politicians may be divided, but " the people of

Virginia are henceforth united," declared the Kichmond
Examiner on the day that the President's call for troops
reached Richmond. 4

Immediately after the vote on the

Proclamation of Governor Harris, June 24, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol.

ii., Docs., p. 169 ; see, also, Tribune Almanac, 1862, p. 59. The total vote

was 6818 more than at the presidential election of 1860. For the charge of

intimidation at this election, see Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 483.
1

Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861, p. 23.

2 The vote was kept secret, but was published in detail in Richmond Ex-

aminer, June 17. It is also printed by McPherson, p. 7, note.

'Letter to his wife, April 16, Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p.

640
; see, also, the debate in the convention, April 13, Richmond Exam-

iner, April 15.
*
April 15. See, also, the Examiner of April 17, 25. "In the latter days

the convention had secret meetings. The women and children are not ad-

mitted, and it is from them and the press that the little practical sense

hitherto exhibited by its members has been derived. No one who has not

witnessed it can conceive the amount of outside pressure to which, from

the first day of its session, the convention has been subjected. But for

this it would hardly have taken ground against coercion." Ibid., May 2.

Likewise the Richmond Enquirer, April 13, and the Richmond Dispatch,

April 15. But the Richmond Whig, May 3, said the convention "was

fully abreast, if not ahead, of public sentiment. . . . An ordinance of seces-

sion in the month of February would have met a prompt rejection at the

polls."
" The masses of the people were really ahead of their leaders

"
in

Virginia as well as in Georgia. Stephens's War between the States, vol. ii.

p. 389. "In Virginia the
'

leaders' of the people had been opposed to the

secession of the State." General D. H. Maury, Southern Historical Soci-

ety Papers, vol. i. p. 426.

III. 25
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ordinance had been taken nine delegates changed their

votes from the negative to the affirmative, and six who had

not answered to their names obtained leave to record their

voices for secession. The final vote then stood 103 to 46.
1

The proceedings were not unattended with emotion. One

delegate when speaking against the ordinance broke down
in impassioned and incoherent sobs. Another, who voted

for it, at the thought of rending the ancient ties wept like

a child.
2

Many delegates who had strenuously opposed se-

cession now bowed to the will of the majority, and were

ready to devote their lives and their fortunes to their State.

Such an one was Stuart, who in a public letter urged all

good citizens
" to stand together as one man." 3 Another

was Baldwin, who, when asked by a Northern politician,
" What will the Union men of Virginia do now ?" replied :

" There are no Union men left in Virginia. We stand this

day a united people, ready ... to make good the eternal

separation which we have declared. . . . We will give you a

fight which will stand out upon the
t page of history."

* For
the eastern part of the State Baldwin spoke truly.

5 The
mountains were the dividing line between union and seces-

sion. Many of the delegates from west of the Alleghanies
remained loyal to the national government and began or-

ganizing a movement to hold their section with the North.

East of the mountains sympathy Avith the States farther

1 For the names in detail see Richmond Examiner, June 17 ; see, also, Let-

ters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p. 641 ; Richmond Whig, June 14, which
states that one half of the 46 signed the original parchment copy of the

ordinance. * Richmond Examiner, April 17.

3 Cited in Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 478.
4 John B. Baldwin to G. B. Mauley, May 10, Richmond Dispatch, May

16 ; see, also, article of R. L. Dabney, Southern Historical Society Papers,
vol. i. p. 443.

5 " Eastern Virginia is a unit for instant and eternal resistance." Rich-

mond Whig, April 18, also April 19.
" The expression of sentiment is well-

nigh unanimous in favor of the maintenance of Southern rights." Rich-

mond Enquirer, April 17, also April 19; likewise Richmond Examiner,

April 17, 18.
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south determined the action of a majority, while the senti-

ment that patriotism meant devotion to one's State carried

along the rest.
1 In Virginia the opinion that the States

were sovereign was strongly held
;
but man}r

, denying that

she had the constitutional right to secede, placed her action

on the ground of justifiable revolution.
2 The popular vote

on the ordinance of secession of May 23 resulted as might
have been expected, a majority of 96,750 being given for its

ratification; the 32,134 votes cast against it came mostly
from the western counties.

3

1 "The unanimity of the people was simply marvellous. So long as the

question of secession was under discussion, opinions were both various

and violent. The moment secession was finally determined upon, a revo-

lution was wrought. There was no longer anything to discuss, and so

discussion ceased. Men got ready for war, and delicate women with equal

spirit sent them off with smiling faces." Eggleston's A Rebel's Recollec-

tions, p. 47.

2 See Baldwin's letter of May 10
;
also his testimony before a congres-

sional committee in 1866, Reports of committees, 1st Sess. 39th Cong., vol.

ii. p. 107.
3 Governor Letcher's proclamation of June 14, with returns of the coun-

ties appended thereto, Richmond Enquirer, June 18; Richmond Whig,
June 17. This was a total Vote of 161,018 against 167,223 at the presiden-

tial election of 1860. The Richmond Whig said:
" This is the largest pop-

ular vote ever cast in the State for any proposition." For the charge of

intimidation in this election see New York Tribune, May 24, and Greeley's
American Conflict, vol. i. p. 479, which compare with the following from

the Richmond Examiner of May 24 and 25: "The latest accounts from

northwestern Virginia lead us to apprehend that a very heavy vote was

yesterday cast in that country against the ordinance of secession. It was
intimated that the feeling was so strong in particular portions of that dis-

trict that the secession vote would not be allowed to be cast at all. . . .

When the judges of election are all on one side, when the popular feeling

is so excited as to stifle the freedom of suffrage, when the moral sense is

likely to be corrupted by the contaminating contact of Pennsylvania and

Ohio, we may very reasonably expect that great frauds may have been prac-

tised upon the ballot-box. Abolitionism knows no law in its war upon the

South. Its 'higher law' authorizes all the maxims of morality, religion,

honesty, justice, and honor to be set aside. If, therefore, any point of ad-

vantage can be gained by ballot-box stuffing and kindred election frauds,

we are apprehensive that these pernicious arts of Northern chicanery and

malice had their advent in Virginia in yesterday's election."
" Had a few
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111 Baltimore and in Maryland the frenzy of opposition to

the efforts of the national government to insure the safety

of its eapital did not last for a week after the attack on the

Massachusetts Sixth: from the date of the arrival of the

Ne\v York Seventh at Washington it began rapidly to sub-

side.
1 The railroad from Annapolis to the Junction was put.

in good repair, and the line through to Washington guarded;
lv this route troops \vere daily transported. Soon the cap-
ital was secure against any possible attack, but the increase

of its army went on.'
J with the design in view of making, at

the proper time, the forward movement demanded by the

President's proclamation. Thoroughly loyal to the Union

and distrusting his legislature. Governor llicks was loath to

convene it; but during the excitement, either because he

could not resist the pressure or because he was forced to a

choice 1 of evils, he summoned it to meet April 20 ; afterwards,

for the reason that Annapolis, the eapital. was occupied by
federal troops, he changed the place of meeting to Freder-

ick City, discreetly selecting a town where Union sentiment

dominated, instead of Baltimore, the more natural meeting-

point.
3 "

I honestly and most earnestly entertain the con-

ts of Southern troops been sent to the Northwest, the result there

would have been very different. The majority of the citizens, even iu

that section, are certainly true to Virginia. But they were frightened.

They believed that Lincoln and his myrmidons would instantly seize them

if they appeared at the polls. It was a sense of insecurity, not abolition-

ism. that carried the Noithwest against the ordinance."
'

Baltimore >'<//<. cited by New York Tiittr*. April '21: New York '.' >-ur

'ml HiKfiin r. April ^ : Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Diary, pp. 46, 47;

Appletons' Annual Cyclopedia. ISUl, p. 446.
- The city

"
begins to be a camp." Seward to his wife, April 27, Life of

Seward, vol. ii. p. ."Kin.

3 See Appletons' Annual Cyclopedia, 1S(>1, p. 44."> : Moore's Rebellion

Record, vol. i.. Does., p. 17."). Keverdv Johnson, in writing from Frederick

City, May S, to Secretary Chase ^Chase Papers, MS.), says, "The envelope
i 'he only one 1 can obtain i will show the Union feeling." Reference is made
to one of the envelopes, very common at the beginning of the war, which
had doigns and mottoes printed upon them exhibiting strong Union seiiti-

nit-nts. An interesting and instructive collection of these, containing also

envelopes testifying to the Southern cause, the gift of Miss Wing, is in the
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viction," he said in his message, "that the only safety of

Maryland lies in preserving a neutral position between our

brethren of the North and of the South."
' The legislat-

ure adopted a policy of neutrality ;
it decided that it had

no constitutional power to pass an ordinance of secession ;

nevertheless, it called no convention
;
at the same time the

House protested against the war, implored the President

to make peace, and declared that Maryland desired the
" immediate recognition of the independence of the Con-

federate States."
2 The legislature adjourning without hav-

ing made one step towards secession, Maryland remained

officially attached to the federal government, with the re-

sult that here the doctrine of state-rights operated on the

side of the Union, by influencing its adherents to abide by
the action of their State. But the governor and the people
more than the legislature sympathized with the North.
" The Union sentiment gets stronger and stronger," wrote

Reverdy Johnson.
3

May 9 federal troops on their way to

Washington passed unmolested through Baltimore
; these,

the first to make the attempt since the trouble of April 19,

were brought by transports from Perry ville. Four days
later the first train from Philadelphia arrived at the capital,

and shortly afterwards regular railroad communication with

the Northern cities, for passengers as well as for the military,

was re-established.
4

Whittingham, the Episcopal bishop of

Maryland, rebuked clergymen who had omitted the prayer
for the President of the United States, and admonished

them that the offence must not continue.
5

It became evi-

dent that the secessionists, although an influential minority,
were losing their hold on the waverers, who waited before

Boston Athenaeum. I desire here to acknowledge my indebtedness to Miss

Wyman, of that library, for her intelligent aid.

1

Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861, p. 446.

4 Ibid. ; McPherson, p. 9.
* To Chase, May 8, Chase Papers, MS.

*
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 172 ; National Intelligencer, May 16.

* Circular of May 15, NCAV York Times, cited by Moore, Rebellion Record,

vol. i., Docs., p. 252.
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declarino- themselves, to see on which side were the strongest
battalions/ By the middle of May Maryland was actively on

the side of the "North. Pursuant to the President's procla-

mation of April !">. and by a subsequent arrangement with

llic Smvtarv of War. Governor Hicks called for four regi-

ments to serve within the limits of Maryland or for the de-

fence of the capital, under the orders of the commander-in-

chief of the Tiiited States army; the response to this call

was prompt.' The election for members of Congress in

,lune. when I'liion men were chosen in all of the six dis-

tricts, put to rest any doubts regarding the position of

Mat-viand." This happy issue out of the trouble and gloom
which proceeded from the collision of the .Baltimore popu-
lace with the Massachusetts troops was in a large degree
due to the wisdom with which the President, pursuing a

coneiliatorv but lirm policy, had handled affairs; it was his

generals who. when left to a certain discretion, overstepped
the limits he had marked out for himself, as did Butler in

occupying Baltimore by the military, a course inexpedient
in the opinion of Reverdy Johnson, a true 17 n ion man.

4 and

one which brought forth a rebuke from General Scott ; and

as did Cadwallader in suspending the privilege of the writ

1 The C"lumns of tin; Baltimore I),//!*/ E.rcli<in<j< , which argued that both

sympathy ami commercial interest should impel Maryland to join the

South, rellert in a striking manner the fading of the hopes of those who

ardently sympathized with (lie Southern Confederacy.
Tiie (late of the irovernnr's call was May 14. Xe\v York '/'///*. cited

by Mi. ure, Rebellion Record, vol. i.. Docs., p. 045
; see, also. Nicolay and

1 I iv. vol. iv. p. 174.
;i

'/', /'./;,, Almanac. IMS'', p. 50 : Baltimore 7W/// K.vchfin;/!-, June 17.

4 J"lm>">i said, in a private i el tor to Chase of May S. irivine: him permis-
.-ioii to >ho\v i; to the ['resident : "In the present condition of Haltiinore

a:.d tin- State, the L'overnor i liinks (and I concur with him) that even one

companv of United States .-"Idieis in the citv \vould be more mischievous

than otherwise. Indeed, he dues not believe, nor do I. that it is r.eeessarv

to the protection of the government property, or the assertion of any of

i:- ii_r ht>. to have anv such force there, and I should advise against it. If

the troop-; pass thrjiiiirh the city without re.-istanee, as it is thought they

will, i' will be evident that no such force, would be required." Chase

Paper,. MS.
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of habeas corpus at Baltimore, and in causing a conflict be-

tween the President and Chief Justice Taney.
1

In answer to the President's call for State militia, Gov-

ernor Magoffin telegraphed,
"
Kentucky will furnish no

troops for the wicked purpose of subduing her sister South-

ern States," and at once summoned his legislature to meet
in special session on the 6th of May. So far Magoffin rep-
resented the sentiment of his State, but in his desire of hav-

ing her secede and join the Southern Confederacy, he was
no true exponent of that sentiment. Like her mother Yir-

ginia, Kentucky was drawn in two ways. Sympathy, blood,

and the community of social feeling growing out of slavery,

inclined her to the South
;
her political faith, which Clay more

than any other man had inspired her with, and which Crit-

tenden now loyally represented, held her fast to the Union.

While there were unconditional secessionists and uncondi-

tional Union men, a majority of the people, though believ-

ing in state-rights, thought that the grievances of the South-

ern States were not grave enough to justify secession; at

the same time they opposed coercion, and since a re-cement-

ed Union by^ compromise was plainly impossible, they would

have solved the difficulty by peaceable separation. The
course of public sentiment was very like that of Virginia up
to the parting of the ways; and as most of the political

leaders of ability were with the South, it is easy to see that

a little change in circumstances, a little alteration of the

direction of feeling, might in the end have impelled Ken-

tucky to take up arms for the Confederacy instead of for

the Union. By the 6th of May, when the legislature met,
there had been evolved out of conflicting opinions and pur-

poses the idea that the proper course for the commonwealth
was neutrality. This imported that her soil should be held

sacred against invasion by either of the contending parties,

and the House, by resolution, gave an official stamp to the

sentiment. Impracticable as this course turned out to be, it

Tyler's Taney, p. 420.
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deserves respect as an attempt to adhere to principle with-

out breaking the heartstrings. In the succession of events

neutrality was found to be impossible, and Kentucky chose

the Union side; yet we may honor her the more that she re-

tained a tenderness for the mother and sister States, and felt

the bitterness of regret that events had so fallen out that

she must make so hard a choice. President Lincoln knew
his native State well. Selecting several of her well-known

and honest citizens to co-operate with him, and holding him-

self amenable to counsel, he guided the Union movement,
now openly, now with an unseen hand

;
at other times wait-

ing with patience and refraining from direction, he had

in the end the gratification of seeing, as a result of his

policy, Kentucky actively on the Northern side. In June
nine out of ten anti-secession congressmen were elected, the

Union majority in the State being 54,700 ;
in August a

strong Union legislature was chosen, which, in response to

the invasion of the State by the Confederate forces in Sep-

tember, ordered the United States flag raised over the Cap-
itol at Frankfort, and, by resolutions that affirmed distinctly,

though indirectly, the doctrine of state-rights, placed Ken-

tucky in political and military association with the North. 1

.' For the account of public sentiment in Kentucky I have relied mainly
on Shaler's Kentucky, and have also drawn several of the facts stated

from that work, of which, in this connection, the whole of chap. xv.

should be read. On Lincoln's action see Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. chap,

xii. The speeches of Guthrie and Dixon, and the resolutions adopted
at the public meeting in Louisville, April 18, may be read with profit,

Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.
( Docs., p. 72 ; Magoffin's proclamation of

May 20, ibid., p. 264 ; see, also, Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861. Gar-

rett Davis, afterwards senator from Kentucky, wrote General McClellan,

June 8, twelve days before the congressional election: "The sympathy
for the South and the inclination to secession among our people is much

stronger in the southwestern corner of the State than it is in any other

part, and as you proceed towards the upper section of the Ohio River and
our Virginia line it gradually becomes weaker, until it is almost -wholly

lost. ... I doubt not that two-thirds of our people are unconditionally
for the Union. The timid and quiet are for it, and they shrink from con-

vulsion and civil war, whilst all the bold, the reckless, and the bankrupt
are for secession." Official Records, vol. it. p. 678.
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The Missouri convention had in March declared against
secession by a vote of 89 to 1

;
this was then a fair index of

public sentiment, but after Sumter and the President's call

for troops, when war became inevitable, there were many
of her citizens who thought that Missouri should espouse
the cause of the Confederacy. This was not from any

special devotion to slavery, for in Missouri the institution

had not the political and social power that it had in nearly
all the other slave States, the ratio of her slave population
to the whole being less than in any of them except Dela-

ware
;
it was rather from the friendly, family, and political

ties binding her to the South. Southern sympathy more-

over exhibited strength, for the reason that it found a head

in Governor Jackson, who gave it expression in speech and

action. To the President's call for State militia he an-

swered,
" Your requisition, in my judgment, is illegal, uncon-

stitutional, and revolutionary in its object, inhuman and

diabolical, and cannot be complied with."
' The leader of

the Union men was Francis P. Blair, Jr., a man of extraor-

dinary physical and moral courage, of high social position

in St. Louis, and possessing great personal popularity. In

conjunction with Captain Lyon he had already organized
four regiments as a home guard ;

these were largely consti-

tuted from the companies of Wide-awakes of the previous

political campaign, and were mainly composed of Germans

a large element in the population of St. Louis who in their

opposition to slavery and devotion to the Union were not,

like many Missourians, troubled as to whether their para-

mount allegiance was due to their State or to the national

government. Blair now offered these four regiments to

the Secretary of War as Missouri's quota; five regiments
were sworn in and the command of them given to Lyon.
The story of Missouri for the next four months is of a

contest between Blair and Jackson a contest of political

1

April 17, Official Records, Series Hi., cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv.

p. 90.
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management, of martial proceeding, and of battle, lilair

showed great political ability, and assisted by Lvon. who
had military talent and whose forces constantly increased,

made steady progress. St. Louis was soon gained and the

("nion sentiment in the State grew rapidly. ,Julv .">o tlie

Convention, sitting at J elPerson City, the ca])ital, deposed
(Governor Jackson. appointed Gamble, a Union man, in his

stead, and in other ways brought the machinery of the

State government to the support of the Union cause.

Though this did not end the light for Missouri, yet she was
henceforward oilicially as well as in dominant sentiment on

the side of the North.'

There was at no time any fear of the secession of Dela-

ware. Her interest in slavery was small. Slaves formed

but an insignificant fraction of her population, and since

1^>0 had steadily declined in number and in ratio to the

whites. Her governor, not deeming that he had legal

authority to oiler her militia to the President, recom-

mended the formation of volunteer companies to comply
with his requisition. Accordingly one regiment, her quota,

was promptly formed and mustered into the service of the

United States.

The days in which the President was shut up in Washing-
ton, cut oif from communication with the States which were

his support, were days when the task that had been forced

upon him seemed heavy indeed. ]!ut he was fast learning
the lessons of war. He began making preparations for a

long c-onHict. More volunteers offering than were necessary
to iill the call for 75. ooo. and more than were desired for

only three months' service, he determined to utilixe this out-

burst of patriotism by enlisting men for three years, and

sent advices to that ell'ect to the governors of the dili'erent

States." May :> he issued a proclamation calling for -ii'.Oyi

I:i this account I have mainly followed CHIT'S Missouri, of \vhich, in

this connection, chaps. \i\\. and xiv. should be read. Sec, also. The Flight

fur Mi-si, uii. Snead : Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. chap. xi.

- Ollicial liecords, Series iii.. cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 255;
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volunteers, to serve for three years unless sooner discharged ;

he directed an increase of the regular army of 22,714 men
and the enlistment of 18,000 seamen for the naval service.

1

Such action, though clearly beyond the President's constitu-

tional authority, received the approval of the North. Pre-

viously to this he had extended the blockade to Virginia
and North Carolina.

2

" The declaration of war against this Confederacy," issued

by the President of the United States, said Jefferson Davis,
in his message to his congress, referring to the call for

75,000 troops,
"
prompted me to convoke you

"
in special

session.
3

Accordingly, the delegates met April 29 at Mont-

gomery. Their legislation was bellicose. They passed an

act recognizing the existence of war between the United

States and the Confederate States, and authorizing their

president to issue letters of marque and reprisal.
4 Davis

see correspondence between Chandler and Cameron, Life of Chandler, De-

troit Post and Tribune, p. 205.
1 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 185. Filling these calls

made the army establishment as follows :

Regular army (Report, April 5) . . 17,113

Call of May 3 . . . . . . 22,714 39,827

Volunteers Call of April 15 ... 75,000

Call of May 3 ... 42,034 117,034

Regular navy (March 4) . . 7,600

Call of May 3 .... 18.000 156,861

25,600

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 255, note.

2 Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 161.
*
Ibid., p. 171.

4 Statutes at Large, Provisional Government C. S. A., p. 100, passed May
6. W. H. Russell wrote the London Times from Montgomery, May 7 :

"Already numerous applications have been received from the ship-owners
of New England, from the whalers of New Bedford, and from others in

the Northern States for these very letters of marque, accompanied by the

highest securities and guarantees! This statement I make on the very

highest authority." I question the truth of this statement. A search in

the Confederate Archives in the Treasury Department, Washington, dis-

closes sixty-seven applications for letters of marque and reprisal. The

owners, captains, and bondsmen of the vessels asking these letters are

from Texas, North and South Carolina, Virginia, Louisiana, Tennessee,
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informed them that lie had in. the field in various localities

lit.ooo men. that Ifi.OoO more were on the way to Virginia,

and that it was proposed to organize an army of loo. ooo.'

for which volunteers were offering in excess of his wants.

Five days after Lincoln by proclamation had decreed an in-

crease of the Union force, the Confederate congress author-

ized Davis to accept without limit volunteers "to serve for

and during the existing war." It also authorized a loan

of lifty million dollars, which might be raised by the sale

of eight per cent, bonds, or twenty millions of it might be

obtained by the issue of treasury notes without interest ;

the notes should be receivable for all debts and taxes due

the Confederate States except the export duty on cotton;

the bonds were " to be sold for specie, military stores, or for

the proceeds of sales of raw produce or manufactured ar-

ticles." It prohibited, pending the war, all persons from

paying their debts to individuals or corporations in the

United States, except in Delaware. Maryland. Kentucky,
Missouri, and the District of Columbia, and it authorized

them to pay the amount of their indebtedness into the treas-

ury of the Confederate States, receiving therefor a treasur-

er's certificate, redeemable on the restoration of peace.
4

It

prohibited the export of cotton except through the seaports.
5

It admitted Virginia. Xorth Carolina. Tennessee, and Arkan-

ansas into the Confederacy, and, accepting an invitation

from the Virginia convention, made llichmond the capital
of the new government, adjourning to meet there July 20."

Florida. Georgia. Alabama, and three from Baltimore, and one from Wil-

mington. Delaware, but none from farther north. The New York Tribune

(if June 1? denied the story.
1 This wa> under the authority of an act passed at the first session of the

provisional congress, and, p. 294.

Statutes at Large, Provisional Government ('. S. A., p. lol. passed

May s.
=>

I1)icj _ p 117 1)ass ,.,i }i. iv 1(i

4
Ibid., p. 1.->1. passed May 21. *

Ibid., p. 1H2. passed May 21.
*
Ibid., pp. 1H4, US, 119, 12(1, 10."). As to the aetion of the Virginia con-

vention see Kiehmond /,>/,'///// /, April 30. This congress enacted a

strictly revenue tariff which possesses little interest, as the federal block-
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The Union of twenty-three States and the Confederacy of

eleven
' were now arrayed against each other. Twenty-two

million people confronted nine million, and of the nine mill-

ion three and a half million were slaves." The proportion
was nearly that of five to two. The Union had much greater

wealth, was a country of a complex civilization, and boasted

of its varied industries
;

it combined the farm, the shop, and

the factory. The Confederacy was but a farm, dependent
on Europe and on the North for everything but bread and

meat, and before the war for much of those. The North
had the money market, and could borrow with greater ease

than the South. It was the iron age. The North had
done much to develop its wealth of iron, that potent aid of

civilization, that necessity of war; the South had scarcely
touched its own mineral resources. In nearly every North-

ern regiment were mechanics of all kinds and men of busi-

ness training accustomed to system, while the Southern

army was made up of gentlemen and poor whites, splendid

fighters, of rare courage and striking devotion, but as a

whole inferior in education and in a knowledge of the arts

and appliances of modern life to the men of the North.
3

ade was so effective that it brought little revenue. The duties on all

articles but two were ad valorem, ranging from 5 to 25 per cent. The free

list was largely made up of articles of food, war materials, and other

things of nece.sity for the prosecution of the war. For the tariff, see

Statutes, p. 127.

1 South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,

Texas, Arkansas, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee.
'* These are the totals of population of the seceding and non-seceding

States by the census of 1860; but the computation is not absolutely exact,

for western Virginia remained with the Union. But western Virginia,

Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri furnished more soldiers for the Con-

federates than western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee gave to the

Union. The subject of relative population and wealth is clearly discussed

by Professor A. B. Hart in the New England Magazine for November, 1891,

reprinted in Practical Essays on American Government.
3 What Everett said of the volunteers of Massachusetts may be applied

to the whole Northern army. "They have hurried from the lawyer's

office, from the counting-roorn, from the artist's studio, in instances not a
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The Union had the advantage of the regular armv and

navy, of the Hag. and of the prestige and machinery of

the national government:' the ministers from foreign coun-

tries were accredited to the United States: the archives

of what had been the common government were also in

the possession of the Union.' The aim of the Confederacv

was to gain its independence. Davis, in the message of

April i^' to his congress, expressed the sincere purpose of

the Southern people. "We feel that our cause is just and

holv," he declared. " AVe protest solemnly in the face of

mankind that we desire peace at any sacrifice save that

of honor. In independence we seek no conquest, no ag-

grandizement, no cession of any kind from the States with

which we have lately confederated. All we ask is to be

let alone that those who never held power over us shall

not now attempt our subjugation by arms. This we will,

we must resist, to the direst extremity."" The aim of the

Xorth was to save the Union, to maintain the integrity of

the nation. The Confederates, the President said in his

Fourth-of-.Iuly message, "forced upon the country the dis-

tinct issue immediate-dissolution or blood '. . . It was with

the deepest regret." he further declared, "that the execu-

tive found the duty of employing the war power in defence

few from the pulpit : they have left the fisher's line upon the reel, the plough
in the furrow, the plane upon the work-bench, the hammer on the anvil.

the form upon the printing-press there is not a mechanical art ii'>r a use-

ful hamlierat't that has not its experts in these patriotic; ranks." Moore's

Rebellion Record, vol. i., Does., p. 20(5.

1 "
It is worthy of note, that while in this the government's hour of trial

largo number- ot those in the army and navy who have i.eeii favored with

the otliccs have' re-i^ned and proved false to the hand which had pam-

pered them, not one common soldier or common sailor is known to have

deserted hi> flag." Lincoln's Fourth -of.July message.
' '

( >f -I4?o oillcers

in the public service, civil and military. '.21.>| were representatives of States

where the revolutionary movement was openly advocated and urged, even

if not actually organi/ed." Si-ward to Adams, April 10.

That tln-se advantages were appreciated by some in England is seen

by an article in the London Ti/m~x of April 27, Moore's Rebellion Rec-

ord, vol. i.. Docs., p. '^S.
3
Ibid.. p. 174.
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of the government forced upon him. He could but per-

form this duty or surrender the existence of the govern-
ment." From Davis's message we may clearly see that

the doctrine of state -rights would not have been carried

in 1861 to the point of secession, had it not been for the

purpose of repelling what was considered an aggression on

slavery. No one knew this better than Lincoln,
1 but in

his message there is not a word concerning the subject, and

the reason is apparent. Kestricting the object of the war
to the restoration of the Union, he had with him Demo-
crats and Bell and Everett men, as well as Republicans ;

a mention of slavery would at once have aroused the con-

tentions of party.

Many at the South thought that when it came to the

supreme test the North would not fight. Assuming even

that the Republicans might be ready to take up arms, they
believed that the Democrats and conservatives would ear-

nestly oppose an attempt to conquer the seceding States,

and so hamper the dominant party that it would be un-

able to carry out its designs.
2 These became disenchanted

as they witnessed the uprising of the North, and bewildered

as they saw man after man of distinction on whom they
had counted giving in his adherence to the Lincoln gov-
ernment because of the attack on the flag:.

3 Had the Con-

1 See Lincoln's pregnant statement to John Hay, May 7, Nicolay and

Hay. vol. iv. p. 258.
2
Many Democratic newspapers and the speeches and resolutions of sev-

eral Democratic meetings had given a certain support to this notion.
3 " The North seems to be thoroughly united against us. The Herald and

the Express both give- way and- rally the hosts against us. Things have

gone to that point in Philadelphia that no one is safe in the expression of a

Southern sentiment." Ex-President Tyler to his wife, April 18, Letters

and Times of the Tylers, vol. ji. p. 641. "Where are Messrs. Fillmore,

Everett, Winthrop, Cushing, Butler, and' Hallet, of Boston
; Van Buren,

Cochran, McKeon, Weed, Dix, and Barnard, of New York
; Ingersoll, Wil-

kins, Binney, Black, Bigler, and ex-President Buchanan, of Pennsylvania;

Douglas et id omne genus Democrats and Whigs of all stripes, hues, and
conditions where are they in the bloody crusade proposed by President

Lincoln against the South? Unheard of in their dignified retirement! or
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federates foreseen that they would at the very lirst confront

a practically united Xorth, they would have hesitated more

than they did to strike the irrevocable blow. Neverthe-

less, as a large majority believed in the constitutional right

of secession, the war on the part of the national govern-
ment seemed to them a war of subjugation. The North

had fastened a stigma on their property, and when they
availed themselves of that safeguard of the minority which,

hounding on the fanatic warfare, or themselves joining 'the noble army
of martyrs for liberty' marching on the South. The New York Herald,

but yesterday denouncing the- 'bloody disunionism of President Lincoln's

administration,' now declares triumphantly that 'the whole North is of

one parly, and that party is to conquer and subdue the South.'"' Charles-

ton M< I-I-HI'!/, April '2\">. "The North is a unit for the Union." Kichmond

correspondence, ibid., May 7.
" We are told the whole North is rallying

a> one man; Douglas, veering as ever with the popular breeze, conferring
cheek by jowl with Lincoln; Buchanan lifting a treacherous and time-

serving voice of encouragement from the icy atmosphere of "Wheatland;

well-fed and well-paid Filimore, eating up all his past words of indignation

for Southern injuries, and joining in the popular hue-and-ciy against his

special benefactors; and even poor old Cass, with better heart than them

ail, but with mind spent with age, doting over recollections of Jackson

and the Force bill, mistaking the Baboon of '01 for the Lion of '3'2. and

shouting the hurrahs of thirty years ago.'' Kichmond K.ntiniiur. April
L

22.
"

It can no longer be denied that the North is a unit against the South.

They are not only as one man for upholding Lincoln, but as one man
for invasion and conquest. The proposition to >il>juyutc comes from the

metropolis of her boasted conservatism, even from the largest beneficiary

f Southern wealth. New York City." Ibid.. April '24. "The sentiment

which pervades the Northern Republican press is most ferocious towards

the South. . . . The tone of the conservative press, too, has undergone
:i very marked change. Most of them have caved in not exactly to ap-

probation of the war policy of the Republicans, but to an admission,

which amounts to the same thing, of the necessity of sustaining the

government." Richmond W/iiy, April 17
" The statesmen of the North,

heretofore most honored and contided in by the South, have come out

unequivocally in favor of the Lincoln policy of coercing and subjugating
the South." Richmond En

<y <///</, April 26. Mention is made of Filimore,

Cass, Buchanan, Douglas, B. F. Butler. See. also, ibid., April 150, article

entitled "Our Northern Allies," where Everett, dishing, and D. S. Dickin-

son an- spoken of. It ends with: "The Northern politicians have all left

us.
'

Let them llv all, false thanes !'

''
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according to their view, was intended by the fathers, it

tried to compel them by force to remain in the Union.

The Southern literature of this period is pervaded with two
notions which were fused into the public sentiment: that

their fight was for their property and their liberties, and
that it wa* against spoliation and conquest. This sen-

timent, sincerely held by the statesmen, politicians, and

journalists, was translated into vituperative language to

excite the populace.
1 All held the opinion that the North

1 "The soldiery of New England, carrying out the decrees of that miser-

able despot who, without the character of George the Third, would doom
the people from the Capitol at Washington, . . . fire upon the popu-
lace at Baltimore, having penetrated in armed bands to the heart of a

Southern city for the purpose of subjugating the South." Charleston

Mercury, April 23; Pickens in a proclamation speaks of "Northern
Goths and Vandals." Ibid., April 27; "The Northern people were
mere plunderers in peace; and now become murderers in war. From

persecutors they have become bloody tyrants, ready to destroy us to sub-

serve the foul purposes of their sectional domination. . . Their arms
must be weakened by a consciousness of injustice and criminality. Let

yours be strengthened by the holy conviction that you strike for your
homes, your institutions, your all." Ibid., May 7; "Let the fathers,

mothers, sons, and brothers of Richmond and Charleston, Raleigh and

Savannah, Mobile and New Orleans, look to the treatment of the women
and the people of Washington and Baltimore, at the mercy of the gross-
est ruffians from the stews of New York, Philadelphia, and Boston.

Hearken to their cri de guerre, 'Beauty and Boot}'.' Hear them declare

that the war is one of conquest, spoil, and extermination." Ibid., May
16; "The Northern troops, like Falstaff's ragged regiment, are made up
of ' the canker of a bad world and a long peace ;' of ignorant unem-

ployed foreigners, loafers, criminals, and desperadoes. . . . But if con-

quered and subjugated, we should soon be massacred, and another St.

Domingo tragedy would darken the pages of history. . . . The troops of

our enemies are composed of men without honor, honesty, or morality,
and are impelled to fight by not a single worthy or respectable motive.

They possess no other courage except that desperation which crime,

poverty, and misfortune sometimes endow bad men with, and who, like the

murderer in Macbeth, become willing for the moment to ' set their life on

any chance to mend it or get rid on it.'" Richmond Examiner, April 26
;

"The war which the Lincoln administration has begun upon the Southern
States is the most unnecessary and wicked war which ambition or lust

has ever inaugurated." Richmond Whig, April 15 ; the Richmond En-

IIL 26
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was unconstitutionally and unjustly attempting to make

sovereign States do that which they had deliberately re-

solved not to do. With such an idea thoroughly diffused

among an Anglo-Saxon people, one might have known that

resistance would be long and stubborn. The Confederates

were by no means dismayed at the realization o^the united

JSTorth and the appreciation of the odds of number and
wealth against them. "The numbers opposed to us are

immense," wrote ex-President Tyler ;

" but twelve thousand

Grecians conquered the whole power of Xerxes [sic] at

Marathon, and our fathers, a mere handful, overcame the

enormous power of Great Britain."
l " Has the strongest

nation in capital and population always prevailed in the

contest between nations?" asked the Charleston Mercury.
"Did Philip of Spain or Louis XIY. of France subdue

Holland? Did Great Britain subdue our ancestors in

1776 ?"
*

Nevertheless, in making the effort to gain their

independence the Confederates had undertaken a stupen-
dous task; they had started out on a road the end of which

quirer, April 25, thus describes the Northern army: "Discharged opera-

tives, street loafers, penniless adventurers, and vagrants fill up the ranks

of the Yankee regiments. The '

solid men '

of the North, their sons and

relations, prudently keep out of the reach of danger, while they send the

floating scum of free society to do the work of vandals and marauders."

"War . . . has been forced upon us by the folly and fanaticism of the

Northern abolitionists, whose sole end and aim it is to aggress upon the

rights and property of the people of the South. . . . We fight for our

liberties, our independence, our altars, our firesides, our wives, and our

children." Atlanta Weekly Intelligencer, May 11. These are fair ex-

amples of journalistic utterances. Stephens said at Atlanta, May 23

(Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 271): "The acts of Lincoln

exhibit the spirit of anarchy which is abroad in the North, and total

disregard of all constitutional obligations and limits by the abolition

despot now in power. The Nortli is fast drifting to anarchy and an

established despotism." Davis said, June 1, at Richmond: "To the

enemy we leave the base acts of the assassin and incendiary, to them we
leave it to insult helpless women; to us belongs vengeance upon man."

Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 323.
1 Letter of April 18, Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol ii. p. 641.
3 May 10.
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was at best doubtful
; they had gone to an extreme, before

proceeding to which it had been better to endure some-

what of grievance. Their fight, they averred, was made
for liberty, and yet they were weighted by the denial of

liberty to three and one half million human beings. They
had the distinction of being the only community of the

Teutonic race which did not deem negro slavery wrong ;
in

their social theory they had parted company with England,

France, Germany, and Italy, and were at one with Spain
and Brazil.

On the other hand, what a great work had the Northern

men set out to do !

'

They had undertaken to conquer the

wills of five and one half million people a community

equal to themselves except, owing to their peculiar institu-

tion, in the arts and manufactures, in business training, and

in scientific thought. There was undoubtedlv a basis for theO v

Southern opinion that in certain qualities which go to make

up the soldier the men of the South were superior to those

of the North. An intelligent observer who left Mississippi

early in June, and travelled through Tennessee, expressed
the belief to Garrett Davis " that the Southern men had

much greater skill in the use of small-arms, superiority in

horsemanship, and were more alert and spirited than North-

ern men, and that when they were anything like equal in

numbers they would be victorious, especially in the early

'Russell wrote the London Times from Montgomery, May 16: "I ex-

pressed a belief in my first letter, written a few days after my arrival, March

27, that the South would never go back into the Union. The North thinks

that it can coerce the South, and I am not prepared to say they are right

or wrong ;
but I am convinced that the South can only be forced back by

such a conquest as that which laid Poland prostrate at the feet of Russia;"

and from New Orleans, May 24: "
It is impossible to resist the conviction

that the Southern Confederacy can only be conquered by means as irre-

sistible as those by which Poland was subjugated. The South will fall,

if at all, as a nation prostrate at the feet of a victorious enemy. There is

no doubt of the unanimity of the people. If words mean anything, they
are animated by only one sentiment, and they will resist the North as long
as they can command a man or a dollar."
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battles." Tlif nature of the case made it an offensive war-

fare on the ]>art
of the North. " The first service assigned

to the forces hereby called forth." declared the President in

his proclamation of April !,">.
" will probably be to repossess

the forts, places, and property which have been sei/.ed from

the I'nion." To perform this service the national troops
must march into the States of the Confederacy ;

the light-

ing must be on Southern soil. Not the defence of Washing-
ton, but the taking of Richmond, was their task. For such

warfare the proportion of live to two in population was
none too great, the odds of wealth and industrial activities

were none too large. Had they been less the North might
have failed. In truth, the expectation of the South that

by an exchange of its cotton with Europe it would be able

to supply itself with the implements and munitions of war

and the necessaries of life, was not extravagant." Had the

North thoroughly understood the problem ;
had it known

that the people in the cotton States were practically unani-

mous; that the action of Virginia. North Carolina, and Ten-

nessee was backed by a large and genuine majority, it

might have refused to undertake the seemingly unachiev-

able task. For while hardly a man at the North assented

to the constitutional right of secession, all acknowledged the

right of revolution :

3 and had they been convinced that the

action of the Southern States represented the free and un-

trammelled will of the Southern people, many would have

objected to combating that right ; arguing that even if the

action of the men of the South was unjust and founded upon
a wrong, it was not incumbent on the North to war upon

;

<i;irn.-tt Davis to General MoClellan. June 8. Official lu-cords. vol. ii.

]!. ti??. This was also KnsM-ll's opinion. Diary, p. 340.
- The efficiency of the blockade in making this hope vain was a niiuhty

in-trument on tin- Northern side. This is well stated by Professor A. B.

Hart in a thoughtful article on the subject in the ^\/r Enf/lnrnl .V<t;/'/:!/,c

for \ovemlier. 1*111. p. Hiilt.

3

.Many in Virginia ju>ti:ied her action on the riirht of revolution, ante.

Tie- Declaration ( .f Independence of Tennessee was based on the right of
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them because they would not see the light and walk in it.
*/ CJ

In such a case the national idea, the feeling that the coun-

try must not physically be dismembered, would have lost

much of its force.

It is impossible to escape the conviction that the action

of the North was largely based on a misconception of the

strength of the disunion sentiment in the Confederate

States. The Northern people accepted the gage of war
and came to the support of the President on the theory that

a majority in all of the Southern States except South Caro-

lina were at heart for the Union, and that if these loyal men
were encouraged and protected they would make them-

selves felt in a movement looking towards allegiance to the

national government.
1

By the 4th of July Lincoln knew the

1 A similar view began to be advocated with great earnestness by Gree-

ley in the New York Tribune as early as Jan. 14, and Avas urged with fre-

quency. He held that notion during the war. In the first volume of the

American Conflict, written between July, 1863, and April, 1864, he said :

" No rational doubt can exist that, had time been afforded for considera-

tion and botli sides been generally heard, a free and fair vote would have

shown an immense majority, even in the slave [cotton ?] States, against se-

cession." p. 515, but compare p. 510. I have already discussed this ques-
tion at length, and do not consider it necessary to offer evidence in rebut-

tal; but, as showing that the sentiment of the South at this time was

brought to the notice of one of the most distinguished men of the admin-

istration in a forcible and sincere manner, I will quote extensively from a

letter of May 30 from Mrs. R. L. Hunt, of New Orleans, to Secretary
Chase : "Do not delude yourself of others with the notion that war can

maintain the Union. Alas, I say it with a heavy heart, the Union is de-

stroyed ; it can never be restored. If, indeed, the federal government
had frowned upon the first dawning of disunion, things might have been

different. But the United States suffered South Carolina to secede with-

out opposition, and with scarcely a murmur of disapprobation. . . . All

the Southern States, with the exception of Kentucky, Missouri, and Mary-
land, have joined in the secession, and have formed themselves into a

powerful confederacy of States, with a government possessing all the usual

powers of sovereignties, exercising entire and exclusive sway, legisla-

tive, executive, and judicial, within the limits of those States, and dis-

solving all connection with the United States. Having thus by a rev-

olution hitherto almost bloodless assumed and exercised the right of

self-government, the Confederate States are now threatened with war and
desolation if they do not abjure the government they have formed, and
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sentiment of the Northern people as well as any ruler has

ever known a nation's feeling, and he spoke with sincerity

when he addressed the public. In his message to Congress

renounce forever the right of altering or abolishing that government no

matter how oppressive or despotic it may become.

"The time has passed for a discussion about the territories and fugitive

slaves and the constitutional right of a State to secede. Secession has

proved to be a revolution, the overthrow of the Constitution, the dissolu-

tion of the Union. Still secession is unfait accompli. Disunion is a fixed

fact. It is worse than useless to deny or attempt to evade this truth.

"The question, then, to be determined is not, Shall the Union be main-

tained ? but, Shall the Confederate States be allowed to govern them-

selves ? And this is a question of liberty and free government.
"And how do the statesmen of the North, how do you, my dear brother,

who should recognize facts as they are, propose to deal with this question?
With sword and buckler, the rifle, the bayonet, and the musket, the can-

non, and all the dread instruments of war, with infantry and cavalry and

ships and navies and armies !

" With these you propose to subjugate the entire free people of the South,
while you mock them with the declaration that your object is to maintain

a Union which no longer exists. Is this wise, just, quite in keeping with

the spirit of Christianity and of liberty, and with the lofiy character of

the United States? Would you desire a union of compulsion, a union to

be maintained by the bayonet, a union with hatred and revenge filling the

hearts of the North and of the South ? I hope you would not. But if

you would, the tiling is impossible. You can never subjugate the South

never. Her people are high-spirited, martial, and intelligent. Educated
in the school of American liberty, they value the right of self-government
above all price. . . . They view the attempt to conquer them and to com-

pel them to submit to the government of their victors as an effort of

high-handed tyranny and oppression. You may for the moment have an

advantage in wealth and numbers. But . . . the North is fighting for sub-

jugation and domination, the South for liberty and independence. It is

precisely like the great revolutionary struggle of '76 against the tyranny of

Great Britain a struggle for liberty on one side and for despotism on the

other. How can you expect victory in such a cause? . . . Surely eight
millions of people, armed in the holy cause of liberty in such a country as

they possess are invincible by any force the North can send against them.

. . . The South is now united to a man. There is no division among
the people here. There is but one mind, one heart, one action. Do not

suffer yourself to be misled with the idea that there are Union men in

the South. There is not a man here who will not resist the arms of the

North. The action of Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet has made them all of

one mind.
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at the beginning of the* special session, he expressed his

own opinion and that of the mass of men whose unreserved

support he had. "It may well be questioned," he said,

"I will tell you what I see here in the city. Every night the men are

drilling. Young and old, professional men and laborers, lawyers, doctors,

and even the ministers are all drilling. The shops are closed at six that

the clerks may go to their drilling. The ladies hold fairs, make clothes,

lint, etc., for the army, and animate the men by appeals to their chivalry
and their patriotism to resist the enemy to the death. What is seen in New
Orleans pervades the whole South. Never were a people more united

and more determined." Chase Papers, MS.
Other testimony relating to this time corroborates that of Mrs. Hunt.

Garrett Davis wrote General McClellan, June 8, that an intelligent friend

just from the South had told him that "the whole Southern people were

animated by the most intense hatred against the Northern States and Lin-

coln's administration." Official Records, vol. ii. p. 677. William H. Rus-

sell, an impartial observer, travelled from April 14 to June 18 through the

South. May 11 he wrote the London Times from Mobile :

' ' Let there be no

mistake whatever as to the unanimity which exists at present in the South to

fight for what it calls its independence, and to carry on a war to the knife

with the government of the United States." May 12 he set down in his

diary: "I have now been in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Ala-

bama, and in none of these great States have I found the least indication

of the Union sentiment or of the attachment for the Union which Mr.

Sevvard alsvays assumes to exist in the- South. If there were any consider-

able amount of it, I was in a position as a neutral to have been aware
of its existence." Diary, p. 192. June 18, having in addition travelled

through Mississippi, Louisiana, and Tennessee, he summed up his impres-
sions thus:

" So far I had certainly no reason to agree with Mr. Seward in

thinking this rebellion was the result of a localized energetic action on the

part of a fierce minority in the seceding States, and that there was in each

a large, if inert, mass opposed to secession, which would rally round the

Stars and Stripes the instant they were displayed in their sight. On the

contrary, I met everywhere with but one feeling, with exceptions which

proved its unanimity and its force. To a man the people went with their

States and had but one battle -
cry,

'

state -
rights, and death to those who

make war against them!'
"
Day after day I had seen this feeling intensified by the accounts which

came from the North of a fixed determination to maintain the war." Diary,

p. 315.

Schleiden,
" minister from the Hanseatic towns, well versed in European

affairs and a shrewd observer of public men and passing events
"
(Pierce,

vol. iii. p. 601), wrote Sumner May 11:
" You foretell in your kind note of

the 5th inst. the subjugation of the rebels, and the exile of Jefferson Davis,
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" whether there is to-day a majority of the legally qualified

voters of any State, except, perhaps, South Carolina, in favor

of disunion. There is much reason to believe that the

Union men are the majority in many, if not in every other

one, of the so-called seceded States." He- repelled the no-

tion that had taken hold of the Southern mind. The aim

of the government, he declared, was its preservation, and

not coercion, conquest, or subjugation.
1

Much stress was laid by Lincoln and other exponents and

leaders of Northern public opinion upon the assertion that

the Southern movement was rebellion and the acts of the

leaders treason
; this, indee'd, seems a natural corollary from

the hypothesis that the work of secession had been that of

a minority. The difference of meaning now attached to the

same words in each section
a
is an illustration of the intensi-

ty of feeling that existed.
3 General Scott was by Yirgin-

Toombs, and hoc genus omne. I have my doubts whether your predictions

will be speedily fulfilled, and whether the final settlement of the present

differences will be materially changed by the war now about to begin. All

news I have received from the South go to prove that the South is nearly,

if not quite, as unanimous, enthusiastic, and confident of the result as the

North is. That the power and most of the other advantages are on the

side of the North is undeniable. But the South has two great allies, its

climate and sickliness, and the prospect of fighting on its own soil for its

independence. One State a month seems to be Mr. Seward's programme.

Maryland is to be pacified in May,Virginia in June, Tennessee or Arkansas

in July, and so forth. The task will not be an easy one. . . . The North

will, no doubt, gain the respect of the South, so long denied, and satisfy

its thirst of revenge. As to the principal object of the war, the recon-

struction of the Union, 1 am, I am sorry to say, not quite as confident as

you seem to be." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
' Sumner, who may be looked upon as the exponent of the radical Re-

publicans, spoke of the contest differently. He wrote. May 5 :

" This gen-
erous uprising of the North is a new element of force, which foretells the

subjugation of the rebels." To Schleiden, Pierce 's Memoir, vol. iv. p. 37.

Lieber had noted this in 1860, see vol. ii. p. 489.
3 June 20, when Russell had arrived at Cairo, 111., he wrote: " The space

of a very few miles has completely altered the phases of thought and the

forms of language.
"I am living among 'abolitionists, cutthroats, Lincolnite mercenaries,
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ians called " the archtraitor," because lie had not followed

the fortunes of his State
;

' Governor Hicks was termed a

traitor, for the reason that he would not co-operate with

the secessionists of Maryland.
2 General Lee, who was mod-

erate and accurate in the use of language, referred to the

Union men of western Virginia as traitors.
3

Since the fir-

ing on Su inter and the President's call for troops tne quali-

ty of vindictiveness had increased strikingly.
4 The religious

press on both sides of the line was not behind the secular in

urging on the war.
5

Of arms belonging to the national government the Con-

federate States possessed, from the seizure of the different

arsenals within their borders, substantially what would have
been their due had a distribution been made pro rata to

the population.
8

Touching government armories there was

foreign invaders, assassins, and plundering Dutchmen.' Such, at least,

the men of Columbus tell me the garrison at Cairo consists of. Down be-

low me are
'

rebels, conspirators, robbers, slave -
breeders, wretches bent

upon destroying the most perfect government on the face of the earth in

order to perpetuate an accursed system, by which, however, beings are

held in bondage and immortal souls consigned to perdition.'" Diary, p.

332.
1 Richmond Examiner, April 23. A report that General Scott had re-

signed and would offer his sword to Virginia, had previously gained wide

currency, see letter of ex-President Tyler to his wife, April 16, Letters and

Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p. 640; letter of Stephens, Johnston and

Browne, p. 397; New York Tribune, April 24; Russell's Diary, pp. 163,

193; Russell to the London Times, Mobile, May 11.

2 Richmond Examiner, April 20; Richmond Enquirer, May 18.

3
Official Records, vol. ii. p. 874.

4 On vindictiveness at the South, see Russell's letters to the London Times

from South Carolina, April 30, Montgomery, May 8 ; Russell's Diary, pp.

154,225,236,315. "There is certainly less vehemence and bitterness

among the Northerners; but it might be erroneous to suppose there was

less determination." Entry of July 3, ibid., p. 375. On vindictiveness at

both the North and the South, see letter of George Ticknor, Life and Let-

ters, vol. ii. p. 442.
5 Sec citations from a large number of religious journals in the Baltimore

True Union, cited by Moore, Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 181.
6 The Confederate States had 145,154 muskets, 18,652 rifles. The Union
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no signal inequality. The Virginians saved the machinery
at Harper's Ferry, which was erected at ^Richmond and

Fayetteville, and may be said to have offset the Springfield

armory. Hut in workmen the North had the superiority.
Numerous private establishments for the manufacture

of warlike implements, open communication with Europe,

money and credit for the purchase of arms all these in-

creased its advantage; although late in the year the Con-

federates received Enfield rifles from England. The appeals
of the governors of Georgia and Mississippi to the people for

the loan of country rifles and double-barrelled shot-guns
show to what straits they were reduced.

1

In powder and

facilities for making it the South was ill off as compared
with the Xorth

;
while in the discipline obtained by life in

camp and daily drill the Confederacy was, with a goodly

portion of its force, at least three months in advance of the

Union.

During these first months of preparation, while the best

blood of the North and of the South were making ready
to slay one another, the remark of Captain Granger, of the

had 410.246 muskets, 30,210 rifles. Computed from the statement from

the ordnance olh'ee by General Kiplcy to the President. July 4. War De-

partment Archive?, MS. Jefferson Davis gives substantially the same

number of arms in the Confederacy, Rise and Fall of the Confederate Gov-

ernment, vol. i. p. 471. The arms in the Confederacy stated by the Cn-

lum'biii Democrat and Planter were: Arms seized, 243,000; purchased by the

States. 417.000; cannon, 8000, cited by Atlanta tinithern L'onfahnn-i/, May
y. This is an exaggeration, as was also the estimate of the Memphis Ap-
pi'ul. cited by Richmond Dixi/afrlt, June 17, and the statement of the Mem-
phis Acoln iu'lii ,

"
In arms, large or small, the South at this moment is bet-

ter off than the Xorth." cited by the Atlanta Ciiiiin>incc(ilth, May 21. "The
haul of heavy cannon that was made at the Norfolk navy-yard was one

of the most valuable acquisitions ever made by a people. . . . A Norfolk cor-

respondent of the Columbia Timix remarks,
' For six weeks every train

that leaves has been loaded with guns.'
"

Richmond Dittpntcli, June 17.
'

Proclamation of Governor IJroun. of Georgia, July 26. lie estimated

tin; people had 40.000 good country rifles and 25,000 good double-barrelled

shot-guns, Atlanta H"//y/ J/ittllif/cncci; July 31; proclamation of Governor

Pettus, of Mississippi. He estimated there we're in private hands arms suffi-

cient for 25,000 men, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. ii., Docs., p. 195.
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regular army, when mustering the Fourth Ohio into ser-

vice, must have expressed the feeling of many souls in

both sections, when contemplating for what purpose were

these arrays of men. "
Looldng down the line of a thou-

sand stalwart men, all in their Garibaldi shirts" (not yet

having received their uniforms), he turned to General Cox
and exclaimed,

" My God ! that such men should be food

for powder !"
'

The Confederates had an advantage in that Robert E.

Lee espoused their cause
;
to some extent appreciated at the

time, this in reality was an advantage beyond computation.
Had he followed the example of Scott and Thomas, and re-

mained in service under the old flag, in active command of

the army of the Potomac, how differently might events have

turned out !

Lee, now fifty -four years old, his face exhibiting the

ruddy glow of health and his head without a gray hair, was

physically and morally a splendid example of manhood.

Able to trace his lineage far back in the mother- country,
he had the best blood of Virginia in his veins. The founder

of the Virginia family, who emigrated in the time of

Charles L, was a cavalier in sentiment; "Light -horse

Harry
" of the Revolution was the father of Robert E. Lee.

Drawing from a knightly race all their virtues, he had in-

herited none of their vices. Honest, sincere, simple, mag-
nanimous, forbearing, refined, courteous, yet dignified and

proud, never lacking self-command, he was in all respects a

true man. Graduating from West Point, his life had been

exclusively that of a soldier, yet he had none of the sol-

dier's bad habits. He used neither liquor nor tobacco, in-

dulged rarely in a social glass of wine, and cared nothing
for the pleasures of the table. He was a good engineer, and

under General Scott had won distinction in Mexico. The

work that had fallen to his lot he had performed in a sys-

tematic manner and with conscientious care. "
Duty is the

Century War Book, vol. i. p. 97.
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sublimest word in our language," he wrote to his son. Sin-

cerelv religious. Providence to him was a verity, and it may
be trul v said he walked with God.

A serious man, he anxiously watched from his station

in Texas the progress of events since Lincoln's election.

Thinking "slavery as an institution a moral and political

evil,"
'

having a soldier's devotion to his flag and a warm
attachment to General Scott, he loved the Union, and it was

especially dear to him as the fruit of the mighty labors of

Washington. Although believing that the South had just

grievances due to the aggression of the ]\orth. he did not

think these evils great enough to resort to the remedy of

revolution, and to him secession was nothing less. "Still,"'

he wrote, in January, 1S01, "a Union that can only be

maintained by swords and bayonets, and in which strife

and civil war are to take the place of brotherly love and

kindness, has no charm for me. ... If the Union is dis-

solved and the government is disrupted. I shall return to

my native State and share the miseries of my people, and,

save in defence, willjiraw my sword on none."' Summoned
to "Washington by his chief> Lee had arrived there a few

days be f<.) re the inauguration of Lincoln, and he had to

make the decision, after the bombardment of Sumter and

the President's call for troops, whether he should serve the

national government or Virginia. The active command of

the federal army with the succession to the chief place was

virtually offered to him,
3

but, with his notion of state-

rights and his allegiance to Virginia, his decision, though
it cost him pain to make it, could have been no other than

it was. He could not lead an army of invasion into his

native State, and after the ordinance of secession had been

passed by the A'irginia convention he resigned his position
and accepted the command of the Virginia forces.

4

1 Letter ,.f Deo. '27. IS-W. Life of Lee. Long, p. 83.
'-' Life of Lee. L<>n<r. p. SS. 3

Ante.
4 bee letter to Gem-nil Seott. April 20; also to his sister, same date, Life
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Northern men may regret that Lee did not see his duty
in the same light as did two other Virginians, Scott and

Thomas, but censure's voice upon the action of such a

noble soul is hushed. A careful survey of his character

and life must lead the student of men and affairs to see

that the course he took was, from his point of view and

judged by his inexorable and pure conscience, the path of

duty to which a high sense of honor called him. Could we
share the thoughts of that high-minded man as he paced
the broad pillared veranda of his noble Arlington house, his

eyes glancing across the river at the flag of his country

waving above the dome of the Capitol, and then resting on
the soil of his native Virginia, we should be willing now to

recognize in him one of the finest products of American
life. For surely, as the years go on, we shall see that such

a life can be judged by no partisan measure, and we shall

come to look upon him as the English of our day regard

Washington, whom little more than a century ago they de-

lighted to call a rebel. Indeed, in all essential character-

istics Lee resembled Washington, and had the great work
of his life been crowned with success or had he chosen the

winning side, the world would have acknowledged that

Virginia could in a century produce two men who were the

embodiment of public and private virtue.

The contemplation of Lee's course at the parting of the

ways has another lesson for us of the North : it should teach

us to regard with the utmost charity other officers in the

army and men in civil life who either did not believe in the

constitutional right of secession or in the expediency of ex-

ercising it, yet who deemed it the path of duty to follow

the fortunes of their States when they, in the parlance of

the day, resumed their full sovereign powers.
1

of Lee, Cooke, p. 29. Most of this characterization of Lee and many of

the facts I have drawn from the biographies of Lee by Long and Cooke;

see, also, Recollections of a Rebel, by George Gary Egglesion.
1 In a thoughtful article in the Atlantic Monthly for Jan., 1892, Pro-

fessor Basil L. Gildersleeve refers to an expression in private conversation
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"The loss of Stephen A. Douglas at this crisis must be

regarded as a national calamity,'' wrote Greelev, while
*' ' *

Douglas was lying on his death-bed in Chicago.' Leaving

Washington soon after pledging
1 his support to the Presi-

dent, he had on his way home spoken words of wise and

pure patriotism to the citi/ens of AVheeling, to the people of

Columbus, and to the legislature of his own State. The last

time that lie addressed his countrymen from the platform,

always a labor of love, was on his arrival, the 1st day of

May. at Chicago, when a concourse of all parties met him

at the depot and escorted him to the wigwam in which Lin-

coln had been nominated, now. as then, crowded with ten

thousand people. In his emphatic way Douglas declared:
k> There are only two sides to the question. Every man must

be for the United States or against it. There can be no

neutrals in this war ; only patriots or traitors, . . . It is a

sad task to discuss questions so fearful as civil war, but sad

as it is, bloody and disastrous as I expect it will be, I ex-

press it as my conviction before God that it is the duty of

every American citizen to rally round the flag of his coun-

try."
'

His work, however, was done. "Worn out and sick,

he took to his bed to die. His last thoughts were of his

country ; his dying message to his sons came with a full

voice. ' Tell them." he said,
" to obey the laws and support

the Constitution of the United States."
3

AVith all his fail-

of Lowell's "
touching Lee's course in turning against the government to

which he had sworn allegiance," and lie shows that he himself, who served

in the Confederate army, regards Thomas much in the same light as Lowell

did Lee. We must not, however, ignore that many Southerners have paid

feeling tributes to Lincoln. A noteworthy one was the Phi Beta Kappa
poem of .Maurice Thompson, read at Cambridge, June 29, 189;i

1 New York Trihnni', June 1.

'-'

Ibid., .lune 1:5 ; for an abstract of his speech at Columbus, ibid., April
'2(> : his speech at Springfield, ibid., ^May 1; Chicago Ti'ihuiie, June G; his

remarks at !rllaire, Ohio. Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.. Humors and.

Incidents, p. 41 : his last public letter. May 10. Ibid., vol. ii.. Docs., p. 120.

Fur a graphic account of his impromptu speech at Columbus, article of

J. D. Cox, Century War Hook, vol. i. p. 80.
3 Chica^n J'luritnl, cited bv .Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i.

,
Rumors
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ings his was a noble soul. His ambition had wrecked him-

self and his party ;
but he had done much to retrieve his

great error, and the nation, in sorrowing at his loss, forgot
the Kansas-Xebraska bill or forgave its author.

1

The solidarity of Christendom is such that the nations

across the water could not look on the struggle in America

unmoved. The North and the South appealed to Europe,
the one for sympathy, the other for material aid

;
and such

was the connection between the English speaking peoples,
2

that to each the attitude of all the rest of Europe together
was unimportant compared with what the}

7

expected from

England. The people of the Confederacy not only asked

her assistance, but confidently believed that the want of

cotton would compel her recognition of their independence
and the eventual breaking of the federal blockade

;

3

that

and Incidents, p. 110. My father, who was with Douglas during his last

days, has often told me that this was the word he sent to his two boys,
then at Georgetown college. Douglas died June 3

;
his age was 48.

1 Two tributes given Douglas, one from each side of Masou and Dixon's

line, are worthy of recall. Greeley wrote, in Recollections of a Busy Life,

p. 359, published in 1868: "Our country has often been called to mourn

severe, untimely losses; yet I deem the death of Stephen A. Douglas, just
at the outbreak of our great Civil War and when he had thrown his whole

soul into the cause of the country, one of the most grievous and irrepara-

ble." Alexander H. Stephens wrote, in The War between the States, vol.

ii. p. 421, published in 1870: "His [Douglas's] death, at the time, I re-

garded as one of the greatest calamities, under the dispensations of Prov-

idence, which befell this country in the beginning of these troubles."
2 " Of the whole foreign trade of the United States more than three fifths,

of the foreign tonnage entering American ports more than four fifths, were
contributed by this kingdom [Great Britain] and its colonies. From tlie

Western States of the Union we drw every year large supplies of food,

and from the Southern the raw material for our most important manufact-

ure." The Neutrality of Great Britain during the American Civil War,
Bernard, p. 122.

3 "By the end of this summer the stock of cotton and tobacco in Eu-

rope will be exhausted. Europe must have more, or witness the com-
mencement of the most terrible of revolutions at home a revolution aris-

ing from starvation. It is therefore a matter of compulsion that they
should break through the blockade and obtain our crop under the right of

their neutral flag." Richmond Examiner, July 2. Aug. 9 the same jour-
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slit 1 would not hesitate to adopt that policy when she com-

prehended the situation, and knew that the ISouth oll'cred

her cotton in exchange for her manufactured goods, which

would he subject only to a simple revenue tarill'. Xor. in-

deed, in their opinion, had she a choice in the matter: for

so many of her operatives were dependent for bread on a

constant supply of the Southern staple that if it were not

to he had a revolution, would break out in Great Britain.'

Look out there,' a Charleston merchant said to AVilliam

II. Russell, pointing to the wharf on which were piled some

cotton bales; 'there's the key will open all our ports, and

put us into John Hull's strong-box as well."'
2 '"

Khett.''

Kussell wrote. "
is also persuaded that the Lord Chancellor

sits on a cotton bale. ' You must recognize us, sir. before

nal commended united voluntary withholding of cotton from the market.

Action by the Confederate government would be ill advised from a dip-

lomatic standpoint; comp. Charleston Cm/rid- of July 80. The Charles-

ton Conner deeiaved. Sept. 21. "that honor and duty and policy and

patriotism require that not a bale of cotton should leave a Southern

port . . until it can be exported legally and regularly after a recog-

nition of the Confederacy." "The American crop is grown and gath-

ered, but its proprietors threaten to withhold it from our markets."

London 7Y//*. Sept. 19.
" The Confederate. States have presumed upon

their monopoly so far as to make it an engine of coercion. They
have declared, though perhaps without mu"h sincerity, that they will

Imld back their crops and leave Europe to see what can be done without

them." Ibid., Sept. 21. The Richmond Di^mti-l. Oct. 1. isiil. expressed

>urpri>e iliat a single man in the South could entertain the notion "
that it

would be good policy to permit England to purchase the enlirc cotton

crop." Professor Snmner says in regard to this view, which seems to have

had more currency at this time in private; circles than among the Confed-

<-rue statesmen: "
Perhaps the grandest case of delusion from the fallacy

i !' commercial war which can be mentioned is the South in ]sf>u. Thev
il n . rtook <eecssion in the faith that cotton is king.' and they had come
to believe that they had a means to coerce the rest of the world by refusing
to se'l cotton. As soon as they undertook secession their direst necessity

was to ><!! cotton. Their error came down to them in direct descent from
1771 and Jefferson's embargo." Alexander Hamilton, p. f>5.

1 W. H. Russell's Diary, entries of April IS and 19, pp. IIS. 12:S: Rus-
-<':'- letters to the London 7Y,/< ( .\ from [Montgomery. May s. Cairo,
June -JO. -Diary, p. 123.
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the end of October.' " ' Jefferson Davis did not share the

overweening confidence of his people. The Times corre-

spondent, arriving at Montgomery early in May, noted his

anxious expression, his "
haggard, care - worn, and pain-

drawn look," and set down in the diary that the Confeder-

ate President " was quite aware of the difficulty of conquer-

ing the repugnance which exists (in Europe) to slavery."
a

Benjamin, the attorney
-
general of the Confederacy, felt

sure, however, that cotton would prove to be the king over

Great Britain. "All this coyness about acknowledging a

slave power will come right at last," he declared with a

jaunty air.
3

Both the North and the South were disappointed at the

action of England. Lord John Russell, the foreign minis-

ter, received unofficially the Confederate commissioners,
but gave them no encouragement.

4 In May the British

government decided that a due regard to the commercial

interests of its subjects required that it should take notice

of affairs in America,
5 and accordingly it issued, May 13,

"The Queen's Proclamation of Neutrality." "Whereas,"
it said,

" hostilities have unhappily commenced between the

government of the United States of America and certain

States styling themselves the Confederate States of Ameri-

ca.," it declared the "royal determination to maintain a

strict and impartial neutrality in the contest between said

contending parties."
9 The proclamation, modelled after

that issued in 1859 on the commencement of the war be-

tween Austria and France and Sardinia, with the usual

1 Russell's Diary, p. 148.

2
Ibid., pp. 173, 174; see, also, letter to the London Times, May 7.

3
Ibid., p. 176.

4 Lord Russell to Lord Lyons, May 11, British and Foreign State Papers,

1860-61, p. 186 ; Adams to Seward, June 14, Message and Documents,
1861, p. 104. Yancey and Mann gave Toombs, May 21, a full account of

this interview, Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence, MSS. Treasury

Department.
5
Bernard, p. 129 et seq.

6 The proclamation is printed by Bernard, p. 135, and from the Gazette,

in Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p. 245.

III. 27
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^vhereusi-s. recitals of statutes, warnings, anil commands --an

ofHria! matter-of-course on the occasion of a war between

t\vo frit-mil v nations -derived MOW great importance for the

reason that its issuance and the nature of its terms were

the recognition of the Confederacy as a belligerent power.
To regard the Confederate States as a belligerent conflicted

with the theory of the Lincoln administration that the

Southerners were insurgents, and with the largely prevail-

ing notion at the North that they should l>e treated as

rebels and traitors: and it placed in the eyes of nations

for all the important powers of Kurope substantially fol-

iowed the example of Great Britain the vessels that

should accept letters of marque from the Confederate gov-
ernment on the level of privateers, instead of considering
them pirates and the men on board amenable to punish-
ment for piracy, as the President's proclamation of April
T. had declared them to be. J>y Davis's inviting applica-
tions for letters of marque, and by Lincoln's proclamation
of blockade, it seemed probable to the English govern-
ment that a maritime war would result:

1 and the declara-

tion of neutrality appeared necessary for the protection
of llritish interests on the high seas as well as "an en-

deavor, so far as possible, to brine; the management of it

i A-..
- a war of two sides 'i within the rules of modern civil-

ized warfare."
:

It was a decided disadvantage to the I'nion

that the probable Confederate cruisers were at once ^iven
the qiialitv of privateers instead of having the hand of

every maritime power raised against them as pirates : but

- Lnnl Jnim lluss.-H's stjiteiii

ay '21. Ku.-M'll ;dso slated: "The i'acl \v.
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the English then, and have since, made out a good case.
1

It was a stubborn fact that the United States had, in 1856,

refused its unconditional assent to a proposition, agreed to

by the larger number of civilized nations, that "
privateer-

ing is and remains abolished."
2

Nevertheless, the Ameri-

can government and people felt honestly aggrieved at this

action of Great Britain. Seward wrote that the queen's

proclamation was "
exceptionable," on account of its being

issued on the very day of the arrival in England of Charles

Francis Adams, the minister to the Court of St. James ap-

pointed by President Lincoln, and also for the matter of

it
;

3 and Adams, in a conversation with Lord John Russell,
" conducted in the most friendly spirit," after hearing his

assignment of the reasons for the government's course, re-

1 Lord Russell, in conversation already cited and in that reported by
Adams to Seward, June 14

;
Lord Russell to Lord Lyons, May 21, June 21,

British and Foreign State Papers, 1860-61, pp. 192, 198 ; debate in the

House of Lords, May 16. The London Times of May 15 said :

"
Being no

longer able to deny the existence of a dreadful civil war, we are compelled
to take official notice of it. ... Our foreign relations are too extensive, the

stake we hold in the commerce of the world is too vast, and, we may add,
our attitude is a matter of too much importance for us to allow ourselves

the gratification of saying 'Peace, when there is no peace,' so largely in-

dulged in up to the very latest moment by the statesmen of America her-

self. Yes, there is war. . . . Eteocles and Polynices are confronting each

other with hostile weapons, and England, like the venerable queen of

Thebes, stands by to behold the unnatural combat of her children. From

acknowledging the state of war the next step is to acknowledging the bel-

ligerent rights of the contending parties. . . . As belligerents they are as

equal in our eyes as Trojan or Tyriun was in the eyes of Queen Dido. We
are bound equally to respect their blockades and equally to abstain from

any act which may violate the conditions of the most impartial and undis-

criminating neutrality ;" see, also, Earl Russell to Adams, Aug. 30, 1865 ;

Bernard, p. 162 et seq.; Goldwin Smith's article, "The Case of the Ala-

bama," Macmillaris Magazine, Dec., 1865 ; McCarthy's History of Our Own
Times, vol. ii. p. 193.

2
Bernard, chap, viii.; Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 277 et seq. On the

negotiations in 1861 respecting this subject see the same and the diplo-

matic correspondence, printed in Message and Documents, 1861-62 ; also*

Henry Adams's article, "The Declaration of Paris, 1861," printed in his

Historical Essays.
3 Seward to Adams, June 3, 8.
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marked "that the action taken seemed ... a little more

rapid than was absolutely called for by the occasion."
'

Northern men, feeling in every nerve that slavery was

1 Adams to Seward, May 21 ; see, also, his despatch of June 14. Motley,
who was well known in English society and loved it, came to America in

June after an absence abroad of ten years, and wrote his wife from Wash-

ington, June 18, "Had the English declaration been delayed a few weeks

or even days, I do not think it would ever have been made, and I cannot

help thinking that it was a most unfortunate mistake." Correspondence,
vol. i. p. 380.

The charge that the English government was precipitate merits some

attention.
"
It

"
(recognizing the Confederates as belligerents), said John

Bright in the House of Commons, March 13, 1865, "was done with un-

friendly haste and had this effect : that it gave comfort and courage to the

conspiracy at Montgomery and Richmond, and caused great grief and irri-

tation among that portion of the people in America most strongly desirous

of maintaining amicable and friendly relations between their country and

England.'' Cited on p. 63 of The Case of the United States, to be laid be-

fore the Tribunal of Arbitration at Geneva
; Rogers's edition of John

Bright's Speeches, vol. i. p. 132. Woolsey, who in the main is favorable to

the English side of the dispute, writes that the advisers of the queen's

proclamation
' '

are chargeable with haste, bad judgment, and a certain un-

statesmanlike indifference to results." New Englander, Juty, 1869, p. 579.

After a careful consideration of much of the evidence and many of the

arguments, I have arrived at the conclusion that the English government
was not in May actuated by any particular unfriendliness to the North.

The sentiment of England and the disposition of the government at that

time must not be confounded with what they were later. If we may
judge by the proceedings in the House of Commons, American affairs oc-

cupied only a very small share of the attention of the ministry, and it is

possible that, if the political as well as the legal points had been carefully

considered, the proclamation might have been delayed, which it obviously
could have been without harm to British interests. Yet those who con-

tend earnestly for the American position will, it seems to me, find it diffi-

cult to answer two questions in a way to support their reasoning :

1. Could the Proclamation of Neutrality have been by any possibility

delayed after the battle of Bull Run ?

2. What greater damage resulted to the United States from having the

proclamation issued May 13 instead of the 1st of August ?

The American argument is strongly put by Adams in his letters to Earl

Russell of April 7, May 20, and Sept. 18, 1865; and the English position is

equally well maintained by Earl Russell in his replies of May 4 and Aug.
30, 1865, though not, I think, with equal consistency.
The United States "regard the concession of belligerency by Great
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the single cause of the trouble, and deeming it impossible
that England could shut her eyes to the patent fact that

the peculiar institution was the corner-stone of the Con-

federacy, looked to her, on account of her honorable and

praiseworthy position towards negro slavery since 1833, for

generous sympathy. The apparently undue haste, there-

fore, with which her government placed the Confederate

States on an equality with the Union as to belligerent

rights was galling; and it seemed to presage the recogni-
tion of their independence at the earliest opportune mo-

ment. There is, wrote Motley from his home, June 14,
" a

deep and intense feeling of bitterness and resentment tow-

ards England just now in Boston. . . . The most warm-

hearted, England-loving men in this England-loving part of

the country are full of sorrow at the attitude taken up by

England. It would be difficult to exaggerate the poisonous
effects produced by the long-continued, stinging, hostile arti-

cles in the Times. The declaration of Lord John Kussell

that the Southern privateers were to be considered belliger-

ents, was received, as I knew and said it would be, with

great indignation. . . . This, then, is the value, men say to

Britain as a part of this case [the case before the Tribunal of Arbitration

at Geneva] only so far as it shows the beginning and animus of that course

of conduct which resulted so disastrously to the United States." I have

not been able to find anything in the opinions of the three unbiassed arbi-

trators which indicates that this assertion, or the argument on which it

was based, added aught of strength to our case. On the contrary Count

Sclopis distinctly declared, "I am far from thinking that the animus of

the English government was hostile to the federal government during

the war."

It is a plain inference from the arguments of two of our best authorities

on international law that England's acknowledgment of the belligerent

rights of the Confederacy was justifiable, R. H. Dana's note to Dana's

Wheaton, 23 ; Woolsey's International Law, 180, also his article in

New Englander, July, 1869. The United States Supreme Court, at its

December term of 1862, decided that the President's proclamation of block-

ade of April 19, 1861, was "
itself official and conclusive evidence to the

Court that a state of war existed ;" see, also, Snow's Cases of International

Law, pp. xvi. 254.
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me every moment, of the anti -
slavery sentiment of Eng-

land, of which she has boasted so much to mankind. This

is the end of all the taunts and reproaches which she has

flung at the United States government for being perpetu-

ally controlled by the slavery power, and for allowing its

policy to be constantly directed towards extending that in-

stitution."
' The irritation at the jSTorth came largely from

the belief that the Queen's Proclamation represented an

evident desire on the part of the ruling classes of Great

Britain to aid the South. The sending of the Great East-

ern with troops to Canada fostered this impression.
11 The

concession of belligerent rights to the Confederates raised

their hopes, and seemed to them to imply that they had

not reckoned in vain on the support of England.
3

1
Correspondence, vol. i. p. 372. August Belmont, a Democrat,' wrote

from New York, May 28, in a similar strain, to Baron Rothschild, a mem-
ber of Parliament representing the city of London, and " a very intimate

friend of Lord John Russell, and on equally friendly relations with Lord

Palmerston," the prime-minister. He said : "It would be difficult for me
to convey to you an idea of the general feeling of disappointment and irri-

tation produced in this country by this manifesto of the British govern-

ment, by which a few revolted States are placed, in their relations with

Great Britain, upon the same footing as the government of the United

States. . . . England's position threatens to prolong the war by giving

hope and comfort to the rebels." Belmont also speaks of "the short-

sighted policy of the gentlemen of Manchester, who now allow cotton to

outweigh their anti-slavery professions." Belmont's Letters and Speeches,

privately printed, pp. 36, 38. Belmont wrote, June 8, to Lord Dunferm-

line, of the House of Lords, who had intimate relations with Lord John
Russell :

" The people of the North see now revealed to them, in all their

horrid nakedness, the treasonable schemes of the slavery oligarch}', who,
while pretending to battle for their threatened constitutional rights," really

purpose
"

to fasten slavery as a political element upon this country." Ibid.,

p. 42. Belmont wrote, June 7, to N. M. Rothschild & Sons, London :

" Lord

Palmerston's organ, the Morning Post, hints at a recognition of the South-

ern Confederacy as a de facto government. ... It seems almost incredi-

ble to see England, the great advocate and leader of negro emancipation,

give now her aid and influence to a most criminal rebellion, got up for no

other purpose than that of fastening slavery not only upon our country,
but also upon Mexico and Central America." See, also, his letter to Seward,

June 6, ibid., p. 45. 2 Adams to Seward, June 14, 28.
3
Ibid., June 14; Russell's Diary, entry June 18, p. 319. But Russell
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It cannot be averred that at this time our Secretary of

State conducted foreign affairs with tact and wisdom. His

despatch of May 21, even in the shape that it reached

Adams, might, in the hands of a less competent and pru-
dent minister, have led to serious difficulty ;

but had it been

sent as Seward first wrote it without the modifications

and suggestions of the President, with the instruction to

deliver to the British foreign minister a copy of it if he

continued even unofficial intercourse with the Confederate

commissioners;
1

menacing, as it did, Great Britain for this

and her presaged acknowledgment of the Southern priva-
teers as lawr

ful belligerents ;

2

threatening her categorically
with war if she should recognize the Confederacy, and in-

timating that "the result of the debate in which we are

engaged
"
may be war " between the United States and

one, two, or even more European nations," in which the

United States will come out of it very much better than

Europe the game would then have been in England's
hands.

3 To repel Seward's reckless language would be

easy ;
to carry out the policy of acknowledging the inde-

pendence of the Confederate States or of breaking the

blockade, demanded by what then would have grown to

be an irresistible sentiment, would have been grateful work

writes that the Southerners overestimated the value to them of the declara-

tion.

1 At this time Seward did not know that Lord John Russell had seen the

Confederate commissioners ; he had told Dallas, the retiring minister, that

he was not unwilling to see them unofficially. Adams wrote, June 14, that

Russell said that "he had seen the gentlemen once some time ago, and
once more some time since ;

he had no expectation of seeing them any
more."

2 The Queen's Proclamation was May 13, and, of course, Seward did not

know of it when this despatch was sent. The news was published in the

New York Tribune of May 25, having been received by telegram from Cape
Race, from a steamship leaving Queenstown the 16th. Between the date

of despatches at "Washington or London and their reception a fortnight
seems to have elapsed.

3 Compare the despatch as sent, Message and Documents, p. 87, and as

first submitted to the President, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 270.
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for the English government. In turn. Northern ]mblic

opinion might li;ive exacted a declaration of war against

Great P.ritain. which would also mean war with France,

as the two European nations were then on a friendly loot-

ing and were acting together in American affairs.
1 The

infatuation of Seward is hard to understand: it shows that

the notion which had prompted the "
Thoughts for the Presi-

dent's consideration"' still lodged in his brain, and that

lie dreamed that if the United States made war on England
because she helped the Confederacy, the Southerners, bv

some occult emotional change, would sink their animosity
to the '.North, and join with it for the sake of overcoming
the traditional enemy.

3 His unconcern at the prospect of

serious trouble with England was not courage, but a reck-

lessness which made him oblivious of what all discerning
Northern statesmen knew that the people devoted to the

Union had undertaken quite enough, in their endeavor to

preserve the nation from destruction by its internal foes.

" Great Britain," Seward wrote to his wife,
"

is in great

danger of sympathizing so much with the South, for the

sake of peace and cotton, as to drive us to make war against
her as the ally of the traitors. If that comes, it will be

the strife of the younger branch of the British stock for

freedom against the older for slavery. It will be dreadful,

but the end will be sure and swift."
1

It is no wonder that

Thurlow Weed, his friend and mentor, apprehended that

' Yancey and Host to Toomlis. Paris. May 1": Yancey and Maim to

Tcoinks. London, May 01 : Yancey. Host, and Mann to Toomb:?, London.
June 1; Yaneey and .Minn to Toombs. London. July !."> ; Yancev lo

Hunter, Paris, Ort.
v

.2s, Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence, MSS.

Treasury Department. -

Atth, p. ;j41.

This inference iniirht be drawn from tbe ei>nc'. tiding portion of bis

de.-putrh to Adam.- of May '21. and from his private letters to Weed of May
*2'.\ and to his wife of June ."">. Life of Seward. vol. ii. pp. ,17t>, ~>iX) : see p.

:M'2. note '2. The New Y<>rk 11> r.ilit of July 4 proposed that the North
and South unite to wap 1 war on Knirland and France. The Kicluuond

DtHj'Kfi'/i of July l.~) called ii a
"
preposterous lunatic

"
suggestion,

; Letter of May IT, Life uf Seward, vi.il. ii. p. .">?").
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he was " too decisive" with the European powers.
1 The

course of Seward was all the more dangerous in that it rep-
resented the defiant sentiment of many Northern people,
and one can hardly exaggerate the evil it might have brought

upon us had he not been restrained by the President, whose
native good sense was instructed by the intelligence and
discretion of Sumner. 2

It produced mischief in England,

where, sympathy being divided between the North and the

South, it tended to make the position of the friends of the

Union more difficult to maintain. " I earnestly entreat,"

wrote to Sumner the Duke of Argyll, a member of the

British cabinet, and thoroughly friendly to the North,
" that

you will use your influence and official authority to induce

your government, and especially Mr. Seward, to act in a

more liberal and a less reckless spirit than he is supposed
here to indicate towards foreign governments, and espe-

cially towards ourselves. I find much uneasiness prevail-

ing here lest things should be done which would arouse a

hostile spirit in this country. . .. . I believe there is no desire

stronger here than that of maintaining friendly relations

with America. But there are points on which our people
are very sensitive

;
and if they saw themselves touched on

these points in honor or interest, the irritation would be

extreme and could not be controlled."
:

Fortunately, the

position of minister to England was filled by a man who
had extraordinar}r qualifications for the place. Charles

1 See letter to Weed, May 23, Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 576. While glad
Count Gurowski had been appointed private secretary to Secretary Seward,
Schleiden wrote Sumner, June 5:

"
I feel rather uneasy in regard to the in-

fluence he will try to exercise and, perhaps, really exercise upon your re-

lations witli Great Britain. I think the fire already burns briskly enough
in the State Department and requires no stirring." Pierce- Sumner Pa-

pers, MS.
2 See Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. pp. 31, 117 (Sumner was chairman of the

Committee on For, ign Relations of the Senate) ;
also Russell's Diary, entry

of July 3, p. 377. 'Russell apparently had intimate relations with Lord

Lyons, the British minister at Washington.
3 Letter of June 4

4
Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 31.
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Francis Adams the selection of Seward,
1 and thoroughly

loval t<> his chief whose distinguished ancestry gave him

especial welcome in a country where birth is highly es-

teemed, translated the harsh language of the Secretary of

State iiuo courteous hut forcible reasoning: menace be-

came remonstrance, and without taking a radical, or what

illicit have proved an untenable, position, he persistently

urged the claims of his government. If it be good diplo-

macy to see your own side of the question intensely, and

your opponent's side with sufficient distinctness to repel
his arguments, but not clearly enough to sympathize in the

least with his standpoint, and. moreover, to present your
case with candor and firmness, then Adams, in these first

negotiations with Lord John Russell, showed himself a

good diplomat, winning admiration from his own country-
men and respect from England.

AVhile Adams was exhibiting our position in the most

favorable light to the government and to ''persons of

weight in Great Britain."' sober second thought had come
to the administration and people in America. "There lias

nothing occurred here,'' wrote Schleiden from Washington,
June 5, to Simmer, 1 ' in regard to Great Britain: and the

President, who last night entertained the whole diplomatic

body at dinner, told me. when I alluded to these relations,

in a very sensible manner, that it appeared to him as if

this government had no reason to complain of any Euro-

pean power in this contest, all of them having, by the long-

continuing want of any distinct policy on the part of the

I nited States, been induced more or less to believe the

1'n ion weaker, and the seceded States stronger, than was

really the fact. He seemed not. at least, to be apprehen-

sive, neither was Lord Lyons."
: A leading article in the

Xew York Ti'if>uiu- of June 4
?>. when compared with pre-

ceding expressions of opinion, showed either that it was

Life of Sewunl. vol. ii. p. 5^5. 2 Adams, June 14.

Pierre-Sunnier Papers, MS.
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inspired in high official quarters and was an effort to lead

opinion, or else that it represented a changing public senti-

ment. This journal argued that the "evident desire" of

the western European powers to maintain amicable rela-

tions with us had not been fairly met on this side of the

water;
1

defending England in some measure for her recog-
nition of the belligerent rights of the Confederate States,

it excused the unofficial reception of their commissioners

by Lord John Eussell. Returning to the subject the fol-

lowing day, it said that even if Great Britain or France

should open one of the blockaded ports and load a mer-

chant fleet with cotton, we had better pocket the insult

for the supreme reason of necessity, for our war with the

South was a " life-and-death struggle." As the scope of

the Queen's Proclamation of Neutrality came to be more

clearly understood, sentiment in the Union certainly grew
more favorable towards Great Britain. The letters of

Belmont and of Motley, representing as they did a wide

range of opinion, reflect this improved feeling.
1

Motley,
while in Washington, had an hour's talk with Lincoln, and
he spoke out of his large knowledge of the subject with

friendliness and warm sympathy of the English govern-
ment and people to good purpose, he thought.

2 The
President's remark in his Fourth-of-July message was a

sincere expression, and stated with reasonable exactness

the sentiment of the public.
" The sovereignty and rights

of the United States," he declared,
" are now everywhere

practically respected by foreign powers, and a general

sympathy with the country is manifested throughout the

world."

With the change of feeling towards England', opinions
altered touching the treatment of the Confederates. That

severe punishment should be visited upon them had been

the common desire. "I have seen it placarded in the

1 See Belmont's letter to Baron Rothschild of June 18 ; Motley's of

June 23.
3 See letter of June 23.
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streets of Boston," wrote George Ticknor,
" that we should

hang the secession leaders as fast as we can get them into

our power. I have found this course openly urged in lead-

ing papers of New York and Boston. It is even said that

the government at "Washington is now considering the ex-

pediency of adopting it."
' No one, indeed, had seriously

proposed that a traitor's doom should be meted out to the

rank and file; and by the 4th of July it became apparent
that prisoners taken in battle must be exchanged, and the

war in other respects conducted on the same principles as

war with a foreign nation. It was then seen that execu-

tions of the leaders would be revolting to humanity, and,

moreover, that the Confederate States were strong enough
to make reprisals. While I have not been able to trace

the matter, it seems reasonable to believe that the declara-

tions of the European powers had an influence in modify-

ing public sentiment in this regard. Not that these dec-

larations affected the law in the case, for legally as well as

according to the popular notion the Confederates were

rebels and traitors,
2 but the nations of Europe expressed

the opinion that they had shown sufficient strength to have

conceded to them the rights of belligerents. Chase accu-

rately described the course of the administration when, as

chief-justice, he afterwards said, in a judgment delivered

from the bench, "The rights and obligations of a bellig-

erent were conceded to it [the Confederacy] in its military
character very soon after the war began, from motives of

1 He added, "I have, indeed, little fear that my government, or its mil-

itary chief, will seriously consider such a suggestion none that they will

adopt it." Life of George Ticknor, vol. ii. p. 442. The New York Tribune

of May 27 was specific:
"
Davis, Toombs, Rhett, Yancey, Mason, Stephens,

Cobb, Letcher, Hunter, Benjamin, Pickens, and civilians of that class, and

Twiggs, Bragg, Beauregard, Lee, Johnston, Magruder, Pillow, and soldiers

like them, with thousands of other men of high repute and great influence,

must succeed in this rebellion, or either sue for pardon or be put to death
as traitors or flee from their native land forever."

2
According to a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States at

the December term of 1862, Miller's Decisions, vol. iv. p. 876.
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humanity and expediency, by the United States." ' A fair

statement of Northern sentiment by the 4th of July is

that, although most of the rebels would be pardoned by
a gracious government, Jefferson Davis and the men capt-
ured on board of vessels bearing his letters of marque
should be hanged.

2

Adams wrote from London, May 31 :
" The feeling tow-

ards the United States is improving in the higher circles

here. It was never otherwise than favorable among the

people at large."
3 Of the same tenor were his despatches

of a week and a fortnight later. June 1 the English gov-
ernment interdicted the armed ships and privateers of both

parties from carrying the prizes made by them into any Brit-

ish ports." This order in its operation would hurt the

Confederacy, but not the Union, which had commissioned no

privateers; it caused expostulations from the Confederate

agents in London, and drew from Seward the remark that
"

it would probably prove a death-blow to Southern priva-

teering."
' So much pressure was brought to bear upon

Gregory, a member of the House of Commons, that he

withdrew, June 7, his motion " to call the attention of the

1 Wallace's Reports, Supreme Court, Dec., 1868, p. 10.

2 It was impossible to put this sentiment in force regarding so-called

pirates. The crew of the Savannah, a Southern privateer captured June 3,

were tried, but the jury was unable to agree upon a verdict. William

Smith, one of the crew of the Jeff Dans, was convicted, but never exe-

cuted. Retaliation was threatened by the Confederate government. The
crew of the Savannah were at first put in irons, but afterwards were

treated as prisoners of war, Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. p. 10 ; Bernard, p. 99 ;

Stephens's War between the States, vol. ii. p. 430 ; Belmont to Baron

James de Rothschild, June 18 ; New York Tribune, June 18, 19 ; New
York Times, June 16, cited in Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. i., Docs., p.

375; Wharton's International Law Digest, 381.
3 Adams had heard with pleasure Lord John Russell's and Gladstone's

friendly references to the United States in the House of Commons, May 30,

for which see Hansard, vol. clxiii. pp. 278, 331.
4 Statement of Lord John Russell in the House of Commons, June 3,

Bernard, p. 136.
* Cited by Bernard, p. 133, and in Woolsey's International Law, 180.
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House to the expediency of the prompt recognition of the

Southern Confederacy/' The true nature of the conflict

and the embarrassment to British interests from it were at

this time clearly understood by the English government.
" The taint of slavery," \vrote Lord Lyons from Washington.
" will render the cause of _the South repugnant to the feel-

ings of the civilized world. On the other hand, commercial

intercourse with the cotton States is of vital importance to

manufacturing nations." Lord John Russell declared in

the House of Commons that the trouble had "arisen from

that accursed institution of slavery."
: " The commercial

protectionism of the Xorth,'' wrote the .Duke of Argvll to

Simmer, "is doing you infinite mischief here; but still I

think it is seen by the press generally and by the public
that other and deeper issues are at stake in y<>ur domestic

quarrel."
" The intelligence received from the United

States." wrote Adams. June 21. "of the effect produced by
the reception of the Queen's Proclamation has not been

without its influence upon opinion here. AVhilst people of

all classes unite in declaring that such a measure was un-

avoidable, they are equally earnest in disavowing any infer-

ences of want of good - will which may have been drawn
from it. They affect to consider our complaints as very un-

reasonable, and are profuse in their professions of sympathy
with the government in its present struggle. This is cer-

tainly a very great change from the tone prevailing when I

1 Hansard: Adams's despatch (if June 14.

'-' Cited in Life1 of So ward, vol. ii. p. 546.
3 May :i'i. llansird. The London Tune* of May 2 3 said: "A .-lave-hold-

ing community under an almost tropical sun lias separated itself perhaps

unjuMitiaMy. hut still quite naturally from the traders and shippers and

mechanicians and farmers of a nor; hern land." The London D'tilii JV< </-,s-

of May O'J --aid: "The only object the South have in .-eparating is that

slavery, hitherto limited hy counteracting principles, may henceforth be-

conu- sovereign, expanding itself, and pervading and moulding every insti-

tution of government." "The insolence of the .slave-owners has at last

produced its natural effect." The ^<iturdttij lit vie >r, cited by .New York
Tril'iiin . June ''>.

" Letter of June 4. Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
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first arrived. It is partly to be ascribed to the accounts of

the progress of the war, but still more to the publications in

the London Times of the letters of its special correspond-
ent." This is a reference to William H. Kussell's graphic
and impartial letters describing his journey through the

Southern States, in which he told the English public in un-

mistakable terms that the cause of the South was the cause

of the slave power.
2

Nevertheless there was a divided sen-

1

Message and Documents, 1861-62, p. 109.
" Russell wrote from Charleston, April 21 :" The State [South Carolina]

is but a gigantic Sparta, in which the helotry are marked by an indelible

difference of color and race from the masters." From Montgomery, May 6,

he states the position of South Carolina, "which has been thefons et origo
of the secession doctrines, and their development into the full life of the

Confederate States, thus :

' We hold that slavery is essential to our exist-

ence as producers of what Europe requires ; nay, more, we maintain it is

in the abstract right in principle ;
and some, of us go so far as to maintain

that the only proper form of society, according to the law of God and the

exigencies of man, is that which has slavery as its basis.'
" Under the

shadow of the Capitol in which the Confederate Congress was sitting

Russell had an object-lesson, which he presented to his readers in a graphic
and sympathetic manner. He wrote from Montgomery, May 8 :

" My at-

tention was attracted to a group of people to whom a man was holding
forth in energetic sentences. . . .

' Nine h'un'nerd and fifty dollars !

Only nine h-hun'nerd and fifty dollars offered for him!' exclaimed the man.

. . . .

' Will no one make any advance on nine hundred and fifty dollars ?'

A man near me opened his mouth, spat, and said,
'

Twenty-five.'
'

Only
nine hundred and seventy-five dollars offered for him ! Why, 'at's radak-

lous only nine hundred and seventy-five dollars! Will no one,' etc. Be-

side the orator auctioneer stood a stout young man of five-and-twenty

years of age, with a bundle in his hand. He was a muscular fellow, broad-

shouldered, narrow-flanked, but rather small in stature ; he had on a broad,

greasy old wide-awake, a blue jacket, a coarse cotton shirt, loose and
rather ragged trousers, and broken shoes. The expression of his face was

heavy and sad, but it was by. no means disagreeable, in spite of his thick

lips, broad nostrils, and high cheek-bones. On his head was wool instead

of hair. I am neither sentimentalist nor Black Republican nor negro-

worshipper, but I confess the sight caused a strange thrill through my
heart. I tried in Tain to make myself familiar with the fact that I could,

for the sum of nine hundred and seventy-five dollars, become as absolutely
the owner of that mass of blood, bones, sinew, flesh, and brains as of the

horse which stood by my side. There was no sophistry which could per-

suade me the man was not a man
;
he .was, indeed, by no means my
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timent, and Belmont, who went to England in July, and saw,

perhaps, more of commercial and financial people than did

Adams, was struck at the lack of any real sympathy for

brother, but assuredly he was a fdlqw-creature. I have seen slave-mar-

kets in the East, but somehow or other the Orientalism of the scene cast a

coloring over the nature of the sales there which deprived them of the dis-

agreeable harshness and matter-of-fact character of the transaction before

me. For Turk or Smyrniote or Egyptian to buy and sell slaves seemed
rather suited to the eternal fitness of things than otherwise. The turbaned,

shawled, loose-trousered, pipe-smoking merchants, speaking an unknown

tongue, looked as if they were engaged in a legitimate business. One
knew that their slaves would not be condemned to any very hard labor,

and that they would be in some sort the inmates of the family and members
of it. Here it grated on my ear to listen to the familiar tones of the

English tongue as the medium by which the transfer was effected, and it

was painful to see decent-looking men in European garb engaged in the

work before me. Perchance these impressions may wear off, for I meet

many English people who are the most strenuous advocates of the slave

system, although it is true that their perceptions may be quickened to

recognize its beauties by their participation in the profits. The negro was
sold to one of the bystanders, and walked off with his bundle, God knows
where.

'

Niggers is cheap,' was the only remark of the bystanders." See,

also, his letters of April 30 and May 22, the latter from New Orleans. A
later letter, from Natchez, June 14, gives his further unfavorable impres-
sions concerning slavery, and concludes by averring that if the South is

successful the African slave-trade will be reopened. See article in New
York World, July 30, testifying Russell's impartiality, and article of Rich-

mond Examiner, of Aug. 7, and of Memphis Appeal, cited by Tribune,

Aug. 13, condemning Russell.

Punch understood the meaning of the contest, and composed
' ' The

National Hymn of the Confederate States."

"When first the South, to fury fanned,

Arose and broke the Union's chain,

This was the charter, the charter of the land,

And Mr. Davis sang the strain:

Rule Slaveownia, Slaveownia rules, and raves,

Christians ever, ever, ever have had slaves.

"And trade, that knows no god but gold,

Shall to thy pirate ports repair;

Blest land, where flesh where human flesh is sold,

And manly arms may flog that air. ..."
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the North. After an hour's interview with Lord Palmer-

ston, he thought that the prime-minister summed up in one

pithy remark the reason of the government's action and the

sentiment of the public.
" We do not like slavery," Palmer-

ston said,
" but we want cotton, and we dislike very much

your Morrill tariff."
' Adams was convinced that the de-

Of state-rights Russell said, in his letter from Savannah, May 1 : "To
us the question is simply inexplicable or absurd." See, also, letter from

Montgomery, May 7. Russell set down in his Diary. June 18 (p. 315):
"
Day after day . . . the impression on my mind was strengthened that

'state-rights' meant protection to slavery, extension of slave territory,

and free trade in slave produce with the outer world." The London
Times in a leader of May 22 said: "There can be no doubt that seces-

sion was never contemplated by the parties to the Union of 1787." And,
"
If the North prevails, it will prove that the Union was a nationality; if

the South makes good its independence, it will prove that the Union was
a partnership during pleasure ;" see a mournful article in the Richmond
Examiner of July 13, to the effect that foreigners do not fully comprehend
the character of the war.

1 Letter of Belmont to Seward, July 30. It must be remembered that the

English had not yet the news of the battle of Bull Run. Belmont added:

"I am more than ever convinced that we have nothing to hope from

the sympathy of the English government and people in our struggle.

Because this war is not carried on for the abolition of slavery in the

Southern States, they try to maintain that the war has nothing to do with

slavery; wilfully shutting their eyes to the fact that tiie attitude of the

North with regard to introducing slavery into the territories is the main

ground upon which the secessionists justify their action. As a distin-

guished lady, wife of a prominent liberal in Parliament, told me last

evening,
'

I am sorry to say we have been found wanting in the present

emergency, and principles have to yield to interest.' ... I hope that by
the time this reaches you our troops have been victorious in Virginia ; one

or two battles now will very soon change the tone and feeling of our Eng-
lish cousins."

Punch gave expression to the same idea:

"
Though with the North we sympathize,

It must not be forgotten

That with the South we've stronger ties,

Which are composed of cotton.

Whereof our imports mount unto

A sum of many figures;

And where would be our calico

Without the toil of niggers?

III. 28
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velopment of an active sympathy and the gaining over of

the waverers depended on military successes and an exhi-

bition of federal strength that would seem to promise a

speedy termination of the war.
1

Such, then, was the senti-

ment of the English people when they heard the news of

the battle of Bull Kun.

The President, when possible, adhered literally to the pro-
visions of the law ; therefore, in his proclamation of April

15, he commanded the insurgents
" to disperse and retire

peaceably to their respective abodes in twenty days."

^Naturally no forward movement would take place until the

expiration of that time. Then the question of marching
United States troops with hostile intentions into a State

had to be considered. The necessities of geographical posi-

tion required the advance to be made into Virginia, but

she did not consummate the act of secession until May 23,

the day of the popular vote on the ordinance. After that

election she constituted in a complete manner one of the

Confederate States, and the repossession of the Richmond
custom-house came within the purview of the President's

"The South enslaves those fellow-men,

Whom we love all so dearly;
The North keeps Commerce bound again,

Which touches us more nearly.

Thus a divided duty we
Perceive in this hard matter:

Free-trade, or sable brothers free ?

Oh, won't we choose the latter!"

1 Adams said, in his despatch to Seward of June 21: "Neither party
would be so bold as to declare its sympathy with a cause based upon the

extension of slavery, for that would at once draw upon itself the indig-

nation of the great body of the people. But the development of a pos-

itive spirit in the opposite direction will depend far more upon the de-

gree in which the arm of the government enforces obedience than upon

any absolute affinity in sentiments. Our brethren in this country, after

all, are much disposed to fall in with the opinion of Voltaire, that
' Dieu

est toujours sur le c6te des gros canons.' General Scott and an effective

blockading squadron will be the true agents to keep the peace abroad, as

well as to conquer one at home." Message and Documents, p. 110.
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proclamation as much as the retaking of the forts in

Charleston harbor. On the administration theory of the

war, an advance into Virginia was entirely proper; so, in

the early morning of the 24th, the federal soldiers crossed

the Potomac River, and occupied Arlington Heights and
the city of Alexandria. Even this was primarily a move
for the protection of the capital; while a sentiment of

nationality prompted the eager desire to take possession
of Alexandria, for from the windows of the Executive

Mansion could be plainly seen a Confederate flag flying
over its principal hotel.

1 The invasion of Virginia, the

pollution of her sacred soil as it was termed, called forth a

vigorous proclamation from her governor and a cry of

rage from her press.
1 General Beauregard, then in com-

mand " of the troops in the Alexandria line," issued a proc-
lamation which showed a strange misapprehension of the

character of the Northern soldiers, unless it was conceived

with the dexterous purpose of firing the Virginian heart

with anger.
" A reckless and unprincipled tyrant has in-

vaded your soil," he declared. " Abraham Lincoln, regard-
less of all moral, legal, and constitutional restraints, has

thrown his abolition hosts among you, who are murdering
and imprisoning your citizens, confiscating and destroying

your property. . . . All rules of civilized warfare are aban-

doned, and they proclaim by their acts, if not on their ban-

ners, that their war-cry is
'

Beauty and booty.'
"

The people of western Virginia, by reason of their char-

acter, occupations, and small ownership of slaves, were
more closely connected with Pennsylvania and Ohio than

1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 311.
4 Richmond Examiner, May 25, June 5; Richmond Enquirer and Rich-

mond Whig, May 25; Russell's Diary, entry of May 25, p. 235.
3 Date of proclamation, June 5. Official Records, vol. ii. p. 905. For

a defence of this proclamation, see Roman's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 73. On
a current notion at the South that "beauty and booty" were the aim of

the Northern troops, see Richmond Enquirer, June 13; New York Tribune,

July 20
; Greeley's American Conflict, vol. i. p. 508, note.
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with the eastern part of their State, and their vote on the

ordinance of secession made evident their wish to adhere

to tin- I'nion.' Before the election a movement began
which had for its object the erection of an independent
commonwealth west of the Alleghanies. Hoping to check

this movement, (Governor Letcher sent troops from the

eastern part of the State beyond the mountains. General

MeClellan. commanding the Department of the Ohio, hav-

ing already organized a considerable force, had been in-

vited bv I'nion men to march into western Virginia, but

this he would not do until he had heard the result of the

popular vote. May 2<i he ordered a detachment to cross

the Ohio Kiver, and co-operate with the loyal volunteers in

driving the Confederates from their territory. Under this

protection and encouragement the Union men proceeded

rapidly in constituting themselves a State; they assembled

in convention at \Vheeling, adopted a declaration of inde-

pendence, passed ordinances requisite to the occasion, and

elected a governor. Shortly after the convention adjourned
a legislature, composed of members from the western coun-

ties, met, enacted necessary legislation, and chose United

States senators, who were permitted to qualify and take

their seats in the Senate as senators from Virginia at the

special session. The reception which General McClellan's

troops met on their march through upper western/Virginia,
and that General Cox had in his progress through the vallev

of the Kanawha. showed that the election returns repre-
sented the true sentiment of that part of the State. The
Union forces met the Con federates at Philippi" and defeated

them. June ~2'2 McCiellan took command in person and

issued a bombastic proclamation to his army, in which he

rated the secessionists as wicked as I >eau regard had pro
nounced the Northern soldiers. "Your enemies have vio-

lated every moral law." he declared; "neither God nor

man can sustain them." The campaign continued to be an

3 A small town in western Virginia.
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advance on his part, and a retreat on the part of the Con-

federates.
1

In eastern Virginia there had been several skirmishes,

mainly to the disadvantage of the federal troops, but with

results of no importance. As the army in the neighbor-
hood of "Washington grew in numbers and discipline, a

fierce desire arose in the Northern people that it should ad-

vance, defeat the secessionists in one great battle, and make
an end of the war. Business was bad, financial distrust

prevailed, and, on account of the uncertain condition of the

country, better times could not be seen ahead. " The Na-

tion's War-cry
" of the New York Tribune gave utterance

to this sentiment, and at the same time fostered it. June 26

this journal declared, at the head of its editorial columns,
with all the emphasis that type could give :

" Forward to

Richmond! Forward to Richmond! The Rebel Congress
must not be allowed to meet there on the 20th of July ! BY
THAT DATE THE PLACE MUST BE HELD BY THE NATIONAL AKMY !"

"

Congress met in Washington July 4. On the next day
the President's message was read in the Senate and the

House, the representatives testifying their approval of

many parts of it by enthusiastic applause.
3 The President

asked Congress for at least 400,000 men and $400,000,000,
in order to make " this contest a short and decisive one."

Congress gave him authority to accept the services of 500,-

000 volunteers, and, carrying out substantially the more de-

tailed recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury,
authorized a loan of $250,000,000; it also increased the

tariff duties, provided for a direct tax of $20,000,000, appor-

1 See Appletons* Annual Cyclopaedia, 1861; Official Records, vol. ii.;

Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. ii.
; J. D. Cox's article, "McClellan in West

Virginia," Century War Book, vol. i. p. 126; McClellan's Own Story;
New York Tribune.

- This was printed in several succeeding issues. The war-cry, however,
was not Greeley's, see Tribune of July 25.

3 Portions of this important state-paper have already been referred to

when discussing matters of which it treated, see pp. 346, 398, 405-408, 427.
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tioned to all the States and territories, and imposed an in-

come-tax, hoping from this legislation to get a revenue of

about s7,">. i M in. (MM i for the fiscal year.
1

The President spoke in his message of his extraordinary
acts since Stimter fell. He believed that the call for 7.\ooo

militia and the proclamation of the blockade were strict Iv

h'o-ul. The call for three-years troops and the increase of

the regular army and navy were measures which, if not

strictly legal, he trusted then and now that Congress would

readily ratify. He had deemed it necessary to the public

safety to authorize the commanding general to suspend the

privilege of the writ of Ix/hcnx
<-<>/-J>HK,

in justification of

which he made the argument of necessity, but he also rea-

soned that it was no violation of the Constitution. This

subject from the first engaged the attention of Congress,
and a joint resolution was introduced to approve and con-

firm these several acts." The extreme Democrats opposed
this violently: but though their arguments were forcible,

they had the defect of applying to a state of war considera-

tions mainly applicable only to a condition of peace.
3

It

was more important, however, that He-publicans and the

Democrats who were disposed to co-operate with them in all

measures for the vigorous prosecution of the war to restore

the Union differed in regard to these points. There was a

concord of opinion that the call for 75.000 militia ami the

proclamation of blockade were strictly legal, but able ju-

rists out of Congress and lawyers and statesmen of the Sen-

ate did not agree about the suspension of the privilege of

Tin- in >tub!c increases of the tariff which gave a revenue were the duties

"I' four cents per pound on eoil'ee and fifteen cents per pound on tea both

of which, in the Morrill tariff, were on the free list and the considerable

.alimentation of the duty on sugars. The direct tax was allotted to the

disloyal as well as the loyal States, and would not yield over $15,000,000.
The income-tax was three per cent, on incomes over $800, and was to be

levied after Jan 1. lSfi'3. on incomes of the preceding year.
For this see (.''iiir/rctmiunul <;i!>t, p. 40.

See Vallandiirham. O^>.'/''< >x '"'"' / <lll>r, pp. 58, 130; Powell, of Kentucky,

p. W : DreekinridLre, p. loT : Pearce, of Maryland, p. 332; Bayard. Ulvbe

Appendix, p. 14.
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the writ of habeas corpus^ The notion prevailed that the

call for three-years volunteers and the increase of the army
and the navy by proclamation was an assumption of pow-
ers by the executive which the Constitution strictly and

unmistakably vested solely in Congress, and that the argu-
ment that they did not involve a violation of the organic
act was strained.

2 In the last days of the session there

was tacked to the bill for the increase of the pay of the

privates in the army a section ratifying the acts and proc-
lamations of the President respecting the regular army and

navy and the militia and volunteers from the States. This

passed the Senate with only five negative votes, all five

being from the border slave States. On. a test vote in the

House nineteen opposed it.
3

Lincoln, in his message, spoke not only to Congress, but

to the people the "
plain people," as he called them

;
and

no one understood them better than he. He told them
how he regretted the war, and made it clear that it had
been forced upon him. He related, by the aid of a famil-

iar illustration, the course of the secessionists, combated

their argument, and gave, in emphatic and easily under-

stood words, the theory on which the resistance of the gov-
ernment to the " rebellion

" was based. He told them the

1 Chief Justice Taney, in the Merryman case, declared that "the Presi-

dent, under the Constitution of the United States, cannot suspend the priv-

ilege of the writ of habeas corpus, nor authorize a military officer to do it."

Congress alone has that power, Tyler's Taney, p. 645 et seq. Reverdy
Johnson, between whom and Taney there had been thorough sympathy in

regard to the Dred Scott opinion (see vol. ii. p. 269), totally differed now
with the chief justice, and wrote an elaborate reply, declaring that "the
President's conduct was perfectly constitutional." See Moore's Rebellion

Record, vol. ii., Docs., p. 185. As to disagreement of Republicans in the

Senate, for Browning's opinion see Congressional Globe, p. 188; Trumbull's,

p. 387; Sherman's, p. 393; Howe's, p. 393; Fessenden's, p. 453.
'
l For the reasoning of Morrill, of Maine, see Congressional Globe, p. 392.
3 For the vote in the Senate see Congressional Globe, p. 442; in the House,

p. 449. The bill passed the Senate Aug. 5
;
the House, Aug. 6. For an ex-

planation why the Senate did not also ratify the suspension of the liabeas

corpus, see letter of Grimes, Sept. 16, Life of Grimes, p. 150.
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meaning and the purpose of the conflict ; he explained the

reason of the war. This is essentially a people's contest."

he declared. "The leading object of the government for

whose existence \ve contend
"

is "to afford all an unfettered

start and a fair chance in the. race of life." Such a govern-
ment the secessionists aim to overthrow, and "the plain

people understand and appreciate this." Many of the offi-

cers of the army and the navy in high station have "proved
false to the hand which had pampered them." but "not one

common soldier or common sailor is known to have desert-

ed his Hag. . . . This is the patriotic instinct of plain people.

They understand without an argument that the destroying
the government which was made by Washington means
no good to them." They have therefore rushed to its de-

fence.
" One of the greatest perplexities of the govern-

ment." he said, "is to avoid receiving troops faster than it

can provide for them. In a word, the people will save

their government, if the government itself will do its part

only indifferently well." " And having thus chosen our

course, without guile and with pure purpose." he concluded,
"
let tis renew our trust in God. and go forward without fear

and with manly hearts."

No demagogue ever made a more crafty appeal, and yet

nothing could be further from the appeal of a demagogue.
In manners, habits of life, to a large extent in tastes. Lin-

coln was himself one of the "plain people:" he was sepa-

rated from the mass only by his great intellectual ability.

The people of the North felt him to be one of them, and

since the 4th of March it had come to them, at first dimly,
but steadily, though by slow degrees, that their President

was a man of power, iitted to guide the nation in its crisis,

and they knew that when he proclaimed anything it was
the truth as he saw it. They felt that Lincoln Avas their

true representative: that when he acted, their will was ex-

pressed. Their hearts went out to him. The relation was
one of mutual confidence. lie felt he had their trust.

Tliev knew their trust lav in worthv hands.
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The cabinet were beginning to see that Lincoln would be

the master. " Executive skill and vigor are rare qualities,"

privately wrote Seward. "The President is the best of

us."
' The discussions in Congress and the action of that

body show what a change of opinion had been wrought
since the 4th of March concerning him in the minds of the

politicians and statesmen of the nation. No ruler could

hope to have his wishes more fully met by his legislature
than were Lincoln's by the Congress which deliberated

from July 4 to August 6. As one of its members after-

wards wrote, the "session wras but a giant committee of

ways and means." 2 In the Senate were 12 Democrats
and 4 Unionists

3 from the border slave States, and of

these one half co-operated faithfully with the Republicans
in the important measures for the vigorous prosecution of

the war.
4 The House was composed of 106 Eepublicans,

42 Democrats, and 28 Unionists;
6

but on the resolution

offered by McClernand, a Democrat, that the House pledge
itself

" to vote for any amount of money and any number
of men which may be necessary to insure a speedy and
effectual suppression of the rebellion," there .were only 5

nays.
6

This substantial unanimity of Congress, its members
bred in an atmosphere of liberty and having a profound

respect for the law, was the more remarkable inasmuch as

the acts of the President since April 15 had been thje acts of

a Tudor rather than those of a constitutional ruler. He had
encroached on the legislature, a department of our govern-

1 June 5, Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 590.

2
Riddle, Life of Wade, p. 291. Riddle was a representative from Ohio.

3 There" were 32 Republicans.
4 Two of the opposition, Breckinridge, of Kentucky, and Polk, of Mis-

souri, joined the Confederacy before the next session.
5 This is the classification of the Tribune Almanac of the House which

met Dec., 1861, but it is substantially correct for the special session.

.* Congressional Globe, p. 131. The yeas were 121. On the National Loan
bill the vote was larger, there being 150 yeas, but only 5 nays, ibid., p. 61.

Burnett, of Kentucky ( who afterwards joined the Confederacy ), Vallaii-

digham, of Ohio, Benjamin Wood, of New York, were among the nays.
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ment always jealous for the limits of its authority. "One
of the most interesting features of the present state of

things." wrote Schleiden to Simmer, ''is the illimited pow-
er exercised by the government. Mr. Lincoln is, in that

respect, the equal, if not the superior, of Louis Napoleon.
The difference consists only in the fact that the President

rests his authority on the unanimous consent of the people
of the loyal States, the emperor his on the army."

'

Lincoln

was strong with Congress; he was stronger still with the

people. The country attorney of Illinois had assumed the

power of a dictator. Congress agreed that the times need-

ed one, and the people backed their President. Yet there

was method in this trust, for never had the power of dic-

tator fallen into safer and nobler hands.

July 1<> the House voted General McClellan thanks for

"the series of brilliant and decisive victories" which he

had achieved in western Virginia. Since taking command
in person he had defeated the Confederates in the affairs

of Rich Mountain and .Beverly. General Scott telegraphed
him, '"The general -in -chief, and what is more the cab-

inet, including the President, are charmed with your activ-

ity, valor, and consequent successes.''
" On the same day

that he received this despatch McClellan gained the com-

bat of Carrick's Ford, and sent word to Washington. "Our
success is complete, and secession is killed in this country."

:

Although these engagements were small affairs, they se-

cured the important result of freeing upper western Vir-

ginia from organized bands of Confederates, and they made
McClellan the military hero of the North. lie displaced in

the popular favor Major Anderson and General Scott.

Northern public opinion demanded that the Union soldiers

force a battle in eastern Virginia. It was an intelligent

sentiment, and the administration was right in yielding to

it. For a battle gained now would be of immense value.

1 Letter of May 11, Piercc-Sumner Papers. MS.
''

Despatch of July Ki. Ollicial Records, vol. ii. p. 204.

3
Despatch of July 14, ibid.
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To maintain that unanimity of feeling at the North which had

prevailed since the firing on Sumter success was needed. A
short war would keep patriotism at the high-water mark

;
a

long one would breed differences of opinion and foster an

opposition party. Europe, now beginning to regard with

good-will the efforts of the national government to preserve
its authority, would feel sympathy with the North, could it

show that it had the stronger battalions. Moreover, the

time of the three -months men was fast expiring, and as

they were eager to fight, it seemed injudicious to disband an

army which represented the best blood and noblest purpose
of the North without giving it a chance to feel the enemy.
The President was wise, therefore, in calling a council of

war of his cabinet and of the prominent military men, in

order that the political aim might be considered in the light of

technical skill. June 29 this council met at the White House.

By request, General McDowell, a graduate of West Point,

who had served with credit in the Mexican War, submitted

a plan of attack on Beauregard, who had at Manassas Junc-

tion and within easy distance an effective force of 21,900.'

McDowell said he would make the movement, provided

Joseph E. Johnston, who was in the Shenandoah valley
with nearly 9000 available men,

2
could be prevented from

joining Beauregard. General Scott, who did not approve of

the plan of fighting a battle in Virginia, but who set him-

self loyally at work to carry out the wish of the President,
3

said,
" If Johnston joins Beauregard, he shall have Patter-

1 To avoid considerable detail in this account I give this army as it was
the day of the battle of Bull Run. This is a statement in 1884 of Beaure-

gard's adjutant-general (Century War Book, vol. i. p. 195), and almost ex-

actly agrees with Beauregard's official report of Oct. 14, 1861, Official

Records, vol. ii. p. 487. Manassas was the junction of the railroad from Al-

exandria to Richmond with that which went to the Shenandoah valley.
2 Johnston's Narrative, p. 31.

'McDowell's Testimony, Report on the Conduct of the War, part ii. p.

37; Richardson's statement in the House, July 24, of a declaration of Scott

to the President, McClernand, Logan, Washburne, and himself, Congres-

sional Globe, p. 246.
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son on his heels." ' General Patterson, a veteran of the War
of ls.l:4 and of the .Mexican War, held command of ls,(ino

to -JL'.OIHI troops" at Martinsburg, and had been instructed

to beat .Johnston, or, if not strong enough, to detain him in

the Shenandoah valley.
3

AVar on a large scale was a new business for Americans;
to liandle and move troops expeditiously was an art to be

learned. The advance was not made as soon as intend-

ed, but on the afternoon of July 1(1 McDowell's "(irand

Army," about :'>o,<>00 strong, composed ol' nearly 16<>(.) regu-

lars,' and the rest for the most part three-months volun-

teers, marched to the front. The Confederates retired be-

fore him. and by the 18th he had occupied Centreville.

'The march." writes William T. Sherman, who commanded
a brigade,

ik demonstrated little save the general laxitv of

discipline." On the ISth a reconnoissance was made bv
one of the brigades of Tyler's division at P>Lackburn's Ford
of JJull Run ; a skirmish ensued, in which the Union troops

got the worse of it. and although the material damage was
not great, the effect on the morale of the army was consid-

erable.

Informed of the movement of the federal army, P>eaure-

gard ordered his advanced brigades to withdraw within the

lines of Bull Him. This was accomplished without interrup-
tion. At the same time he begged Davis for reinforce-

1 McDowell's Testimony.
- His army, after being- reinforced by General Sand ford July S. Sandford

says it was i'J.OOO, Testimony, p. 5(5. Patterson admits 18.',
)-
35, ibid., p. 99.

Scott to Patterson, July 13, Oflicial Records, vol. ii. p. 166.

4
I am under obligations to Joseph W. Kirkley. member of War Rec-

ords Publication Board. War Department. Washington, for having calcu-

lated for me from the ollicial returns the number of men in five companies
of artillery and in the battalions of infantry and marines. For four com-

panies of artillery there is no return, and at the suggestion of General J.

1). Cox I have estimated their number at the average of the live companies,
and the battalion of cavalry at 200. This makes a total of 1561 regulars.

For the number of guns in McDowell's army and the number that went
into action, see James Ji. Fry's statement. Century War Book, vol. i. p. 195.

'"

.Memoirs, vol. i. p. lyl.
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raents.
1 The Richmond government telegraphed Johnston

to join Beauregard if practicable.
2 Johnston received the

despatch at one o'clock on the morning of July 18, and he

at once determined to make the movement. To do this it

seemed necessary to defeat Patterson or elude him. Elu-

sion was thought the more speedy and certain, but Johnston

could not know that his artifice would be as successful as if

the Union army were fifty miles away. Patterson's mind
had fed upon rumors and false reports until he had magni-
fied Johnston's 9000 into a force of 35,000.

3

Nevertheless,

July 15, he advanced to Bunker Hill, being then within nine

miles of Johnston's camp at Winchester
;
but instead of re-

maining where he was, approaching nearer, or, as one of his

generals proposed, throwing his large force between the

Confederates and the Shenandoah Eiver, he marched direct-

ly away from them, moving on the 17th to Charlestown,

twenty-two miles from Winchester, thus giving Johnston as

good an opportunity for escape as if he had actually planned
to do it.

4 While the time of many of the three-months men
had nearly expired and they were anxious to return home,

yet the army was a fine bod 3^ of men, largely made up of

New York and Pennsylvania militia, who were willing to

stay over time for a fight, but, when ordered to march

away from the enemy, clamored for discharge to the mo-

ment.
5

General Scott's anxiety lest Patterson should not

perform his part became alarm on July 18, when he tele-

graphed :

" I have certainly been expecting you to beat the

enemy. If not, to hear that you had felt him strongly, or at

least had occupied him by threats and demonstrations. You

1

Beauregard to Davis, July 17, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 439.
2
Ibid., p. 478.

3 Patterson to Townsend, July 20, Official Records, vol. ii. p. 172.
* Official Records, vol. M. p. 166; Sandford's, Stone's, and Cadwalader's

testimony before the Committee on the Conduct of the War. These were
officers under Patterson.

6
Sandford's, Doubleday's, aud Patterson's testimony before the Commit-

tee on the Conduct of the War.
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have boon at least his equal, and I-supposo superior, in num-
bers, lias he not stolon a march and sent reinforcements

towards Manassas .Junction '."
" The enemy has stolen no

march upon me," promptly replied Patterson. I have kept
him actively employed, and by threats and roconnoissances

in force caused him to be reinforced."
1 While Patterson

was sending this and another complacent report. -Johnston

was leaving Winchester on his way to Manassas. The dis-

couragements of that day's march," he writes, "are inde-

scribable." The delays, the lack of discipline, made him

despair of reaching Beauregard in time. At Piedmont,
therefore, he took the railroad, and by noon of Saturday,

July 2<
i,
arrived with GI.HJO troops at Manassas Junction. On

that day Patterson lirst learned that Johnston had left Win-

chester with his whole force, and so telegraphed to Wash-

ington.
3

McDowell's subsistence train having arrived, he deemed

his information of the country and of the enemy sufficiently

exact, and determined to make the attack on Sunday. July 21.

his intention being to turn the Confederate left. At half-

past two in the morning the troops were in motion. The

officers were inexperienced and the men green, so that de-

lays in inarching and manoeuvring were inevitable. Tyler's

division was slow in getting out on the road, and hindered

the divisions which were to make a long detour by the right

Hank. It marched on the Warrenton turnpike to the stone

bridge over Pull Hun, and at (!.30 fired a signal gun to show

that it was in position. Hunter's division turned off from

the turnpike to the right, marched through the woods to the

ford at Sudley Springs, crossed Bull Him, and met the Con-

federates at ten o'clock, three hours later than had been

planned, on a hill north of Young's Branch. The Union

troops engaged outnumbered the enemv. and drove them

back across the AVarrenton turnpike and Young's Branch,

)1. ii. p. 10S. - Narrative, p. 36.

.1. ii. p. 11-2.
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a distance of one and a half miles, gaining possession of the

road and uncovering the stone bridge. The Confederates

were in full retreat, but as they ran up the slope of the

plateau, about the Henry House, Thomas J. Jackson's bri-

gade stood there in line calmly awaiting the onset. Gen-

eral Bee, who commanded a Confederate brigade, cried out

in encouragement to his retreating troops,
" Look at Jack-

son ! There he stands like a stone wall," an exclamation that

gave him the name by which he has since been known. 1

McDowell had with promptness pushed across Bull Run
two other divisions, and soon had 18,500 men with twenty-
four pieces of artillery

"

advancing on the Confederates, and
the day seemed gained.

Beauregard, thinking it advisable to assume the offensive

before Patterson could effect a junction with McDowell,
had formed the plan of crossing Bull Run by his right,

and attacking the Union troops ;
for both he and Johnston

supposed that the Union general, who had actually retired

to Harper's Ferry in fear of an attack, was now making
all haste to meet McDowell. Johnston, the ranking officer,

approved the plan, but the orders miscarried, and before this

could be remedied he and Beauregard, though four miles

away, divined, from the sound of cannon in the direction of

Sudley Springs, that McDowell Avas trying to turn their

left. They rode furiously to the scene of action. " We came
not a moment too soon," writes Johnston.

3 The Confeder-

ates were demoralized. A disorderly retreat had begun.
It needed all the influence and force of will of the com-

manding generals to rally them. " General Johnston im-

pressively and gallantly charged to the front with the

colors of the Fourth Alabama Regiment by his side,"
" and

1 Daniels (1863), Dabney (1866), Cooke (1866), Mrs. Jackson (1891) relate

this circumstance. General D. H. Hill, in the Century Magazine for Feb.,

1894, says the tale was "
a sheer fabrication."

2 James B. Fry's statement, Century War Book, vol. i. p. 195.
3
Official report, Oct. 14.

4
Beauregard's official report of Oct. 14.
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then all the men obeyed the order to form on the line of

their colors. lieauregard remained, in the thick of the light,

in command of the troops there engaged, while Johnston

ref'Tett'ullv rode to the rear to hurrv forward reinforce-
*-

incuts.

It was high noon when the two Confederate generals

appeared on the field. From this hour until three the bat-

tle surged. The hottest part of the contest was for the

possession of the Henry plateau. The Union troops had

seized it, brought forward Ricketts' and Griffin's batteries

of regulars, and placed them in effective position. Twice

the Confederates tried to take these batteries, twice were

they repulsed. At two o'clock Beauregard gave the order

to advance to recover the plateau. The charge was made
with spirit. Jackson's brigade pierced at the bayonet's

point the Union centre. The other parts of the line mov-

ing forward with equal vigor, the federal lines were broken

and swept back from the open ground of the plateau. The
Union troops rallied, recovered their ground, and drove the

Confederates entirely from the plateau and beyond it out

of sight. McDowell, who had this part of the field imme-

diately under his own eye, thought this hist repulse final,

and that the day was his. Although the numbers of avail-

able troops were substantially equal,
1 McDowell seems to

have disposed his men better than did Johnston, for up to

three o'clock he had a superior force engaged. Johnston

with remarkable candor admits it was "a great fault
"

on

his part that he did not order two brigades into action ear-

lier, and that he failed to bring the largest part of three

other brigades on to the field of battle at all."

'McDowell's M.OOO had been reduced to less than 20.000 by the. with-

drawal of the Fourth Pennsylvania and the battery of volunteer artillery

of the Eighth New York. Their time had expired, they had insisted on

their discharge, and they "moved to the rear to the sound of the enemy's
numon." McDowell's report. Beaureaard's army of 21.1)00. and Johns-

ton's reinforcement of July 20. of 0000, brought the Confederate force

marly to 2*.<><H. -Johnston's Narrative, p. 57-
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Thus stood affairs at three o'clock. McDowell had pos-
session of the plateau, hoping the fight was over. His men
had been up since two in the morning, one division having
had a long, fatiguing march. The day was intensely hot.

They had been fighting five hours. Many of the men had

thrown away their haversacks and canteens. They were

choked with dust, thirsty, hungry, and tired. Beauregard
ordered forward all of his force within reach, including his

reserve, with the purpose of making a last supreme effort

to regain the plateau, and he intended to lead the charge
in person. Then cheers of fresh troops were heard. It

was the remainder of the army of the Shenandoah, which

had followed Johnston as expeditiously as the railroad could

bring them. Twenty-three hundred soldiers led by Kirby
Smith, directed by Johnston, threw themselves upon Mc-

Dowell's right. From mouth to mouth of the Union men
went the word,

" Johnston's army has come." At the

same time Beauregard moved forward his whole line. The
federal troops broke and retired down the hill-side. All

order was soon lost. In vain did McDowell and his offi-

cers attempt to rally them. The battalion of regular in-

fantry alone obeyed commands. It covered the volunteers'

retreat, which became a rout and then a panic. The troops
crossed the fords of Bull Run and crowded the "Warrenton

turnpike, a confused mass of disorganized, frightened men.

The Confederates pursued as far as Cub Eun
;
the road

there becoming blocked with artillery and wagons, the

panic increased. McDowell intended to make a stand at

Centreville.
1 There and somewhat nearer the scene of ac-

tion were a crowd of congressmen and civilianswho had come
out to witness the expected victory of " the grand army."
The panic in an aggravated form was communicated to

them, and also to the drivers of the ambulances and of the

1 The stone bridge at Bull Run was one half mile from Cub Run,
and four miles from Centreville. Manassas Junction is seven miles south-

west of Centreville. Centreville is twenty-seven miles from Washington.

III. 29
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commissariat and ammunition wagons. It was a save-him-

srlf-who-can, a disorderly Ilight towards "Washington, an

im|i('tuous rush i'or the shelter of the federal capital. It

\vas found impossible to make a stand, either at CentreviUe

or Fairfax ( Ymrt-Ilouse. "The larger part of the men,"

telegraphed -McDowell from Fairfax Court -House, "are a

confused mob, entirely demoralized.*' "They are pouring
through this place in a state of utter disorganization."

1

The ilight of the troops was not stopped until they reached

the fortifications south of the Potomac, and many of the

soldiers crossed the Long bridge into Washington. The
alarm had been utterly baseless. The men were frightened

by a shadow. The Confederates made no effective pursuit.
2

1 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 316.

-The loss of the Union army was : 16 officers and -144 men killed, 78

cilicers and 1046 men wounded, 50 officers and 1'2G'2 men missing. J. I). Fry,
assistant adjutant-general to .McDowell. Century War Book, vol. i. p. 1 (J3.

Compare Official Records, vol. ii. p. 3-7. The Confederate loss was 378

killed. 14*1) wuumled, and 30 missing.
"
Twenty-eight pieces of artillery,

jiliout 0000 muskets, and nearly 500.000 cartridges, a garrison Hag, and 10

Colors were captured on the lield or in the pursuit. Besides these we

captured (U artillery horses with their harness. '2G wagons, and much camp
equipage, clothing, and other property abandoned in their ilight." Johns-

ton's official report. The literature of the Bull Hun battle is volumi-

nous. The best authorities are, of course, the official reports of both sides,

published in vol. ii. of Official Records. 1 have made up my account almost

wholly from the reports of McDowell. Johnston, Beauregard, Jackson, "W.

T. Sherman, and Tyler, and from McDowell's and Patterson's testimony,
and that of several of their officers before the congressional Committee on

the Conduct of the "War. It is worthy of note that McDowell's report was
made Aug. 4. while Johnston's and Beauregard's were not fully prepared
until Oct. 14. I feel quite sure General Sherman is right when he says,
" The reports of the opposing commanders, McDowell and Johnston, are

fair and correct." Memoirs, p. 1*1. General Johnston and General Slier-

man's accounts in their books are very interesting. Johnston's, Beaure-

gard's. and James B. Frv's articles in vol. i. Cciit'.irv War Book aid one

to underhand the battle if carefully compared witii the official reports.

Swinton's account is picturesque, and I should have been glad to incorpo-

rate in my narrative some incidents lie mention?., for I presume they art-

true, but I could not lind warrant for them in the ifficiai Records. His book

was published in 1867, before the government began to print the Official
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" It is now generally admitted," writes William T. Sher-

man,
" that Bull Run was one of the best-planned battles of

the war, but one of the worst fought."
l

Detracting as this

fact must from its value as a lesson to the military man, it is

to the student of men one of the most interesting of battles.

In the one view it was an encounter between two fighting
mobs

;
in the other, as the result of the uprising at the

North and the South, it was the meeting on a bloody field

of their best. Without discipline and experience, without

knowledge of the art of war, those men fought bravely and

died heroically, both armies feeling that they were contend-

ing for a sacred principle. The available forces were sub-

stantially equal in number. The arms of the Northern in-

fantry were little if any superior. The Southerners were
more expert in the use

"

of the rifle. Beauregard had in

his army five South Carolina regiments, and the Hampton
Legion, which had been under discipline more than six

months
;
but as an offset to them must be reckoned the reg-

Records. Roman's Beauregard, the biographies of ' '

Stonewall
"
Jackson by

his wife and by Cooke, Dabney's Life and Campaigns of Jackson, and Gen-

eral J. A. Early's account (Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol.

i. p. 392) add something of interest to the story. William H. Russell, in

his Diary, gives an interesting and accurate account of the panic on the

road. General Patterson made an elaborate defence before the Committee

on the Conduct of the War, and James B. Fry makes a generous defence

of him in Century War Book, vol. i. p. 182, note, neither of which has

modified the judgment I expressed in the text. I do not know that civil-

ian criticism of military matters is of much value, but it seems to me that

the Committee on the Conduct of the War told the true story in their re-

port
"
the movement was made too late rather than too soon. . . . The

principal cause of the defeat . . . was the failure of General Patterson to

bold the forces of Johnston in the valley of the Shenandoah." General

McDowell hoped to make the attack Saturday, but he was prevented by
delays for which he was not responsible. He had heard rumors that

Johnston's army had joined Beauregard's, but did not fully credit them
;

see Official Records, vol. ii. p. 308, his testimony before the Committee on

the Conduct of the War, and Century War Book, vol. i. p. 183. Scott

telegraphed McDowell the day of the battle that Johnston had strongly
reinforced Beauregard, but then the fight was on. Official Records, vol.

ii. p. 746 ; Century War Book, vol. i. p. 182. l Memoirs, p. 181.
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ulars in the Union army and, in a degree, three Massachu-

setts regiments which since January had had somewhat of

drill. The federal artillery was superior. There were nine

companies of regulars, and they had better guns than the

enemy. But on the whole the two armies were evenly
matched in this first contest. At the council of war called

by the President, McDowell had asked for longer time to

discipline his men. The reply was made,
" You are green,

it is true
;
but they are green also."

'

This was correct. If

McDowell had had only Beauregard's army to meet, he
wrould undoubtedly have gained a signal victory. If the

2300 fresh troops that came into battle at three o'clock had
been from Patterson's instead of from Johnston's army,
there would still have been a retreat, a rout, and a panic,
but the flight would have been towards Kichmond instead

of Washington. When Jefferson Davis arrived at Manassas

Junction the afternoon of the battle, he found man}
T

strag-

glers who had left the field in a panic and who told "fear-

ful stories
" of the defeat of the Confederate army. A gray-

bearded man calmly said, "Our line was broken, all was

confusion, the army routed, and the battle lost."
4

A curious game is war. In his official report General

Beauregard exults over the supposed enormous loss in killed

and wounded of his adversaries, and yet, when he made his

final charge, not yet absolutely sure that victory was his,

seeing Captain Ricketts, whom he had known in the old

army, lying on the ground badly wounded, he paused in his
" anxious duties to ask him whether he could do anything
for him;" and he sent his own surgeons to care for the

Union soldier.
3

Into the controversy between Johnston and Beauregard,
and between those generals and Jefferson Davis, we need

not go. Johnston and Beauregard, who worked harmoni-

1 McDowell's Testimony.
2 Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 349.
3
Beauregard's article, Century "War Book, vol. i. p. 213.
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ously together the day of battle, who showed courage and

fertility of resource in the hour of danger, and who deserved

well of the South for their action, have since fought over in

print the question as to who was actually in command of

the Confederate army.
1

Jefferson Davis, whose conduct

was such as a civil ruler's in consultation with his victorious

generals should have been, felt so keenly the later strictures

that to him must be imputed the failure to follow up the

victory by the capture of Washington, that he, too, entered

into an undignified controversy. The Southern memories

of the battle of Bull Run would have been more grateful if

the final word concerning it had been the judgments at the

time of Johnston and Davis. " Our victory was as com-

plete as one gained by infantry and artillery can be," wrote

Johnston.
2

"Enough was done for glory, and the measure

of dutv was full," said Davis in a letter of August 4 to

Beauregard.
3

Touching the pursuit of the federals, and the

notion that McDowell's army and Washington might have

been taken, all three are agreed that it was impossible.
4

" The Confederate army was more disorganized by victon^

than that of the United States by defeat," writes Johnston.
5

The Confederate generals were unquestionably right in at-

tempting no pursuit. While to Edwin M. Stanton and Will-

iam II. Russell it seemed clear that the capital might be

easily taken,
6 McDowell and his generals in the fortifica-

tions on the south bank of the Potomac knew that they
could make a stubborn resistance to any attack.

7
It was

not a deceitful reassurance, but a well-sustained confidence,

1 An excellent statement of this controversy and a decision of it by a

military critic is given in General J. D. Cox's review of Beauregard's

"Battle of Manassas" in the Nation of June 11, 1891.

2 Official report.
3 Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 365.

4 See Johnston's and Beauregard's reports; Johnston's Narrative, p. 61
;

Davis, vol. i. p. 352. 5
Narrative, p. 60.

* Stanton to Buchanan, July 26, North American Review, Nov., 1879;

Russell to the London Times, July 29
; Diary, p. 170.

7 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 755 ; Sherman's Memoirs, p. 188.
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that led Cameron to telegraph to Kew York, Monday, July

"2-2 : Our works on the south bank of Potomac are impreg-
nable, bring well manned with reinforcements. The capital
is safe."

'

On the night of.Inly 21 no man in America had greater
need of pity than the commander of the defeated army
which was ileeing from the enemy; but as the mists clear

away he seems, in the historical view, to have come out of

the events of that terrible day the best of all. lie did

bravely and well. McDowell was a victim to the misman-

agement of others, but few now will question the general
verdict that he was a true soldier and a magnanimous man.

The defeat was a dreadful blow to Lincoln, the more so

that the first news had been favorable. Having reason toO
believe from the despatches that the Union troops had

gained a victory, he went out for his afternoon drive, dur-

ing which he undoubtedly ruminated on the course he

should adopt as a Jitting sequel to his success. On his re-

turn to the White House he was told the last word which

had come: "General .McDowell's army in full retreat

through Centreville. The day is lost. Save Washington
and the remnants of this army."

:

lie heard the crushing
news with fortitude and without moving a muscle, lie met
this adversity with dauntless spirit, and in the sleepless

night that followed he busied his mind with plans to re-

trieve the disaster.
3

Tuesday, July 2.', he visited the camps
on the south side of the Potomac, and made a speech full of

feeling to the soldiers, many of whom had been panic-strick-

en the Sunday previous.
1

The Northern people read in their journals of Monday
morning that their army had gained a signal victory; but

as the dav wore on, and the truth came with overwhelming

1 (Mliciiil Kcrnnls. vol. ii. p. 756.

Ibiil., p. 747.
3 Nic ''lay and Hay. vol. iv. pp. ;i5:i, !!.">, ;07.

4 Sh< nnan'rf Memoirs, vol, i, p, lS,y
; Otlidal Hoconls

; Xicolny and Hay.
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force, dismay was in every heart, proceeding not from the

loss of the battle nor from the retreat, but from the rout

and the senseless panic that made all hang their heads for

very shame. The result seemed to imply that Northerners

were cowards, and that, as the South had boastingly assert-

ed, they would not fight. The hope that the army would

be on its triumphant way to Richmond gave place to fears

for their own capital. Various reasons and explanations of

the disaster were popularly current. It is worth while to

refer to one of them as showing the literal hold the Jewish

Scriptures had upon the Northern people. It was asserted

that since the attack on the Confederates had been made
on the Sabbath, God, on account of the desecration of his

holy day, had given the victory to the enemy.
The bitter discouragement was of short duration. Only

a few proposed to give up the contest, but it was perceived
that instead of one short campaign the war would be long
and severe, and that training as well as enthusiasm was
needed to win. A second uprising of the North took place.

Recruiting went on with vigor, and the time for which men

engaged themselves was three years or during the war. In

a week the North had recovered from its dejection, and

girded itself anew for the conflict.
1

The South received her great victory with a quiet sense

of triumph and with expressions of profound gratitude to

Jehovah, the God of battles, who had wrought so power-
fully in her behalf. The manifestation of sentiment was

1 New York Times, July 22, 23; Evening Post, July 22, 23, 25; Tribune,

July 22, 23, 24, 25, 27; Herald, July 22, 23, 24 ; World, July 22, 23, 24, 29.

Letter of Greeley to Lincoln, July 29, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 365
;

Stanton to Buchanan, July 26, North American Remeio, Nov., 1879; Sew-
ard to Judd, July 26; Motley to bis wife, July 23, 28. Touching the alle-

gation that the defeat resulted from fighting on the Sabbath, see New
York Herald, July 24, 30. I remember well hearing a sermon at Racine,

Wis., the Sunday after the battle, in which this reason for the Confeder-

ate victory was emphatically maintained. Richmond thanked "the mer-

ciful God, who, on the precious and solemn day of his service, had been

pleased to bless our arras with victory." Examiner, July 22.
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that of a deeply religious people who felt that they had a

cause hallowed by duty and honor. The Confederate con-

gress bv resolution recognized
u the hand of the King of

kinns and Lord of lords" in the ''mighty deliverance" of

their people. 1 have not been able to iind evidence of loud

exultation and boisterous rejoicing such as took place after

the taking of Sumter. liichmond had many of her sons in

battle, and the loss in killed and wounded tempered the gen-
eral joy. As full tidings of the rout and panic became known.
there were keen regrets that the Confederate army had

not pushed on to Washington. The Southern newspapers
began to boast. The battle had been between the cavaliers

and "the roundhead bullies;'" it was a light between the

game-cock and the dunghill: it demonstrated that the South-

ern soldiers could beat the Yankees two to one. "With ar-

rogance it was asserted,
" Our social institutions are right,''

and we must show the rest of the enlightened world that

theirs are wrong. The Confederates fully expected recog-
nition from the European governments and the breaking of

the blockade, but they did not think that the Avar was over.

They had no idea that the ^Sorth would give up the con-

test, and felt that their own exertions must be unremitting
and energetic, although they hoped to carry the war into

Maryland, and threaten, and perhaps take, AVashington. I

have no idea that the Xorth will give it up," wrote Ste-

phens in a private letter. "Their defeat will increase their

energy." This was unquestionably the view of the Confed-

erate government.
1

Johnston and Browne, p. 407; for Davis's opinion see Richmond Uis-

'jxiti-Ii, .Iu!y 04, Mrs. Davis's book, vol. ii. p. Hi."). On Southern sentiment

L-vnerally see Richmond Efitminer, July 20, 21. 04. O.K 00, 09; Richmond

\YI'i'f/, July 04, 20: Richmond J)t'x/ H it<>/,. July 00. 04. 05 ; Charleston Cviin'-

> '. July :5D; Atlanta UVr/.V// Iiit<Ui?/<ncn\ July 31 ; Pollard's First Year of

the NVur, ]). 110. Johnston, however, writes in his Narrative, p. 00: "The
S .uthern volunteers believed that the objects of the war had been accom-

I'/.-iu'd by their victory, and thut they had achieved all that their country

rmjuired of them. .Many, therefore, in ignorance of their military obligu-

tj'iis, left the armv not to return."
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The result of Bull Run was a heavy blow to the Union
cause in so far as the North longed for the sympathy of

England in its hour of trial.
" The ill news of last week,"

wrote Adams to Seward, August 8,
" has had the effect of

bringing to light the prevailing feeling in Great Britain. . . .

The division of the Union is no\v regarded as a fait accom-

pli"
' The government, however, maintained strict neutral-

ity. August 14 the Confederate commissioners addressed

a long letter to Earl Russell praying for recognition, and

using Bull Run as one of the strongest arguments. Ten

days later Russell replied, and said positively that her maj-

esty declined to acknowledge the independence of the Con-

federate States.
2 "The relations with England," wrote

Schleiden from "Washington, August 24, to Sumner,
"
appear

to be for the moment more friendly than they have been

for a long while."
3

1 MSS. State Department Archives.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, 1860-61, pp. 219, 231 ; see, also, letter

from the Duke of Argyll to Mrs. Motley, Aug. 20, Motley's Correspondence,

vol. ii. p. 81. 3 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.



CHAPTER XVI

THE battle of Bull Eun demonstrated that in the Con-

federate army were two generals, Joseph E. Johnston and
Thomas J. Jackson, who had military talents of a high
order. Johnston was fifty-four years old

;
of the same age

as Lee, he was graduated from "West Point in the same
class.

1 The two ablest commanders of the South, of the

first families of Virginia, formed while at the Military

Academy a fast friendship which was never impaired.
Thev served under General Scott in the Mexican War, when
the youthful intimacy had ripened into the mellow attach-

ment of manhood, the sympathy between them remain-

ing complete. At Contreras Johnston's nephew whom,
having no children of his own, he regarded as a son was

killed, and it fell to Lee to break the news. Finding his

friend standing on captured intrenchments, flushed with

victory at the success of a seemingly desperate assault, Lee,

with the tenderness of a woman, told him of the sad fate of

his nephew, and their tears, mingling together, cemented a

friendship that helps to light up the dark story of the car-

nage and the waste of energy of our Civil War.
.With the exception of one year, Johnston, since his gradu-

ation from West Point, had served constantly in the army,

being quartermaster-general at the time Sumter was taken.

Like Lee he was opposed to secession, but he made no ques-
tion of his duty. Five days after the secession of Virginia
he resigned his commission in the federal army and offered

1 Lee stood second, Johnston thirteenth, in a class of forty-six.
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his services to his native State; he was the officer highest
in rank who espoused the Southern side.

While in the Shenandoah valley, he and Jefferson Davis

were on the best of terms, and their correspondence was of

the most friendly nature. Davis addresses him,
" My dear

General,"
"
may God bless and direct you," and assures

him,
"My confidence and interest in you, both as an officer

and as a friend, cause me to turn constantly to your position
with deepest solicitude."

' On the battle-field of Bull Run
their relations seem to have been cordial. But immediate-

ly after a quarrel arose between them, which boded no

good to the Southern cause. A conflict of authority be-

tween the Richmond War Office and Johnston occurred,

and he wrote Adjutant
- General Cooper two letters, dis-

playing acerbity and combativeness
;
these Davis endorsed

as " insubordinate.''
2 For this or for some other personal

reasons the Confederate President, in sending the nomina-

tions of five generals to Congress, determined Johnston's

rank as fourth. This drew from him an emphatic letter, in

which he maintained that by his previous rank in the

United States army and by the acts of the Confederate

Congress he still rightfully held the rank of first general in

the armies of the Southern Confederacy. Davis replied :

The language of your letter "is, as you say, unusual; its

arguments and statements utterly one-sided, and its insin-

uations as unfounded as they are unbecoming."
3 The

breach was never healed. Had Johnston been less sen-

sitive to an affront to his personal dignity, had he been in

temper like Lee, and had Davis shown such abnegation of

1 June 22, July 10, 13, Official Records, vol. ii. pp. 945, 974, 977.

2 Johnston's letters are July 24, 29, and are printed in Mrs. Davis's

Memoir, vol. ii. p. 139.

3 The Confederate Congress confirmed, Aug. 81, the nominations of

Cooper, A. S. Johnston, Lee, J. E. Johnston, Beauregard. J. E. Johnston

dated the letter referred to Sept. 12, but had thought it over two days be-

fore sending it. Davis's reply is of Sept. 14, see Mrs. Davis's Memoir, vol.

ii. p. 144 et seq. ; Johnston's Narrative, p. 70 et aeq.



self as did Lincoln in his dealings with his generals, blame

and recriminat ion would not be written on every page of

Southern historv in the endeavor to explain whv the South-

ern cause was lost.
1 \Ve now beo'in to discern the inferiori-

tv of Ifavis to Lincoln in the conduct of the laruv atl'airs of

men and of state.

The most striking figure of the war on the Southern

side. "Stonewall" .Jackson, has the fascination of a charac-

ter of romance. Xo characterization of him has fully satis-

lied his admirers. To some he seems made up of contra-

dictions: to others a rare consistency appears to run

through his mature life. Growing up in a community of

western Virginia where morals were loose and where tin 1

sentiment was irreligious, he developed in manhood a pietv
which, had it not been so manly and consistent, would seem
extreme and fanatical. As a youth, racing horses with a

jockey's skill, and an eager frequenter of merry-makings, a

gay younir otlicer in the City of .Mexico after its capture,
eating dinners prepared by Parisian art. and participating
with the dark -eyed senoritas in the wild delights of tin.'

dance, he took, after making a public profession of his

faith, the attitude towards worldly amusements of a New
Kngland Puritan. Xo man was more devout. AVith an

unquestioning faith in a (iod who directed by continual in-

terposition human all'airs, his religion became a part of his

being, influencing everv act. AVhen misfortune and sorrow

came, his comfort lay in the reflection.
" We know that all

things work together for good to them that love (rod."

His communion with his .Maker seemed complete. lie

prayed without ceasing, supplicating the throne of grace for

the most common things and asking divine guidance in the

1

I have draw:; ihis olianuii-'ri/utioii of JohnMon from his "Narrative
;

General .1. 1>. Cox's review of same in the \<itinit, May 01. 1*M ; Cox's

Obituary of Johnston, the Xntimi, March Oli. isiil
;
Sketch of Johnston,

t'V J ml ire RU';MT; \V. lluuiies, in Lc<' anil His Companions in Anns; Life

"f Johnston, (ircat Coiinnaiuler Series. H. M Huuhcs; letter of John-

Mon's. priniril in l.uim'V I.cc, ]>. 71 .
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most trivial affairs of life. He said that the habit of prayer
had become with him almost as fixed as the habit of

breathing. His reverence for ministers of the gospel, his

thoughtful analysis of their sermons, his profound respect
for their exposition of Bible texts, call to mind the regard

paid the preacher in the colonial days of Massachusetts,
when he was, indeed, the wisest man in the community.
These traits were a rightful inheritance from Jackson's

Scotch-Irish ancestry. His observance of the Sabbath was

extremely ri'gorous, yet he was no Pharisee, for it was in

full keeping with the rest of his life.

He imposed upon himself the severest bodily discipline,

having always the same care of his physique as an athlete

in training. He loved liquor, but would not drink it.
" I

am more afraid of it," he said, during the war,
" than of

federal bullets." In his mental operations he wras rigidly

methodical. Not well prepared at the time of his entrance

to West Point, he made up in industry what, owing to his

poverty and the necessity that compelled him to work on

an uncle's farm, he had lacked in opportunity. Inexperi-

enced for his professional duties at the Virginia Military

Institute, he fitted himself for his daily tasks by diligent

study, and acquired by his habit of reflection a remarkable

concentration of mind. Morally he was conscientious to a

nicety that appears extreme, but his exact truthfulness and

ready self-denial were traits of a noble soul. Had the war

not occurred, had his own prayer and the prayers of right-

eous men averted, as he at one time hoped they would,

the conflict between Christian peoples, Jackson would have

been remembered in a small circle of Virginia as an eccen-

tric professor, unpopular with his students and respected

by serious men. But he was a born fighter, and the war

breaking out when he was only thirty-seven, gave him his

opportunity. One great principle of his life had been to

obey orders, and such discipline he imposed on his men.

Yet he won from them a love and devotion such as no other

Southern general except Lee obtained.
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Jackson hud no love for slavery, but, believing that the

Bible taught that it was ordained of God. he had no ques-

tion that it was the best actual relation for the two races.

A strict but kind master to his own slaves, he requested his

wife to teach two of their negro boys to read, and he him-

self organized a Sabbath - school for the instruction of the

colored people of Lexington, in which, until the war broke

out, he labored with interest and zeal, lie was present in

command of his cadets at the execution of John Brown.
" Awful was the thought." he wrote to his wife. " that John
Brown might, in a few minutes, receive the sentence,

k De-

part, ye wicked, into everlasting lire.' I sent up a petition
that he might be saved." Jackson was opposed to seces-

sion, but. being a thorough state -rights man. he had no

difficulty about his duty after the decision of Virginia, and,

firmly believing in the justice of the Southern cause, he

threw himself into it with the ardor of a crusader.
1

It is easy to understand why both Davis and Lincoln

were so anxious for the adhesion of Virginia. Her Avorth

was measured by the quality as well as the number of her

men. lietlect- that her secession gave to the Confederate

army the three generals. Lee, Johnston, and Jackson ! Had

Virginia remained with the Union, it is unlikely that any
of them would have commanded a Confederate army; it is

possible that Lee and Johnston might have served under

the old flag.

While Lincoln had not lost confidence in McDowell 2

and, as affairs turned out. it would have been better had he

remained at the head of his army yet. after the battle of

Bull Run. military judgment, political opinion, and public
sentiment, dominated by the successes in western Virginia,
combined to mark McClellan as a great soldier. To place
him in command of the army at Washington was the un-

1

I have drawn this characterization of Jackson from his Life by R. L.

Dabncy, ]).!). : his biography by his wife: Life, by John Esten Cooke
;

Eirirlc.-JonV Reflections of a Rebel.
- Lincoln to H'.iell. Jan. 13, 1*62, Ollieial Records, vol. vii. p. 928.
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questioned course to pursue. He was immediately sum-

moned to the capital, and, July 27, he assumed command
of the troops in and about the city,

1

going diligently to

work to reorganize the armies of McDowell and Mansfield,

and to drill systematically in camps of instruction these

soldiers, as well as the fresh recruits constantly arriving.

By his untiring exertions and power of organizing he soon

had them under some degree of discipline.

McClellan, now thirty-four years old, had graduated from

West Point in the same class as " Stonewall "
Jackson, and

immediately afterwards had seen active service in Mexico.

In 1855, being one of a commission sent by the government
to Europe to report on the art of war, he saw something of

the operations in the Crimea. Two years later he resigned
from the army to take the position of chief engineer of the

Illinois Central Railroad, of which he became the vice-

president. When the war broke out, he was president of

the eastern division of the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad,

living in Cincinnati, and in receipt of an annual salary of

ten thousand dollars. Made in May a major-general in the

United States army, and placed in command of the Depart-
ment of the Ohio, he displayed from the start the personal

qualities that gave him such a hold on the men with whom
he came in contact. His " intercourse with those about

him was kindly, and his bearing modest," writes General

Cox, who had much to do with McClellan in the early days
of the war. In daily life and conversation he was a " sen-

sible and genial man." " " His unusually winning personal

characteristics," write the private secretaries of Lincoln,
contributed in a large degree to inspire

" a remarkable af-

fection and regard in every one, from the President to the

humblest orderly who waited at his door."
3

1 Official Records, vol. ii. p. 753 ; vol. v. p. 11.

2
Century War Book, vol. i. p. 135.

*
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 444. The other authority I have drawn

from in this characterization is McClellan's Own Story.
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In no apparent trepidation. Congress met at the usual

lioiir the ilay after the battle of Bull Run. It transacted

the ordinary amount of business, and the House adopted a

resolution of Crittenden's. introduced two days previously.
which gave expression to the common sentiment of the

coiuitrv touching the object of the war. This resolution de-

clared that the war was not waged for conquest or subjuga-
tion, or to overthrow or interfere with the rights or estab-

lished institutions of the Southern States, but to maintain

the supremacy of the Constitution and to preserve the

I'nion.' It passed the House with only four dissenting

voices, and the Senate three days later, the vote standing :)<>

to .">. Congress also passed an act confiscating all propertv
used in aid of the "insurrection." One section of it caused

considerable opposition in the House, since it was the begin-

ning of legislation concerning slavery.
2 This provided that

the claims of owners should be forfeited to those slaves

whom they should require to take up arms against the

I'nited States, or to labor in forts or intrenchments. or

whom they should employ in any military or naval service

whatsoever against the national government.
The Confederate provisional Congress, in session at Rich-

mond from July i_
; n to August 31, sitting most of the time

with closed doors, passed, in retaliation for the Confiscation

act. a law providing for the sequestration of the estates and

property of alien enemies; it brought within its operation
dents due Northern merchants by the Southern people.

4

The Congress by statute had previously defined as alien

enemies all citi/.ens of the United States, except those resid-

ing in the Confederacy, who should declare their intention

to become citi/.ens of it and who should acknowledge the

<'<,iirirtxxi>>niil (ihbt\ p. '.2 2 '2. Ibid., p. 26").

: The Confiscation bill passed the House Auir. 3 by <>o it. 48, ibid.,

p. 4:51.

'

Approved AiiLr
. -5 11

. Statutes at Large of the Provisional Government.

t>. '2"1 . -ee article of Kichmoud Kmmiiur, ^ept. 3.
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authority of its government.
1 The Confederate district

courts of Kichmond, Charleston, Savannah, and "New Or-

leans were largely occupied during the fall of 1861 with

proceedings under the Sequestration act, which appear to

have been conducted in as orderly a manner and with as

great safeguards for the privilege of the defendant as would
have obtained in similar cases at the North.'

2

1 Approved Aug. 8, Statutes at Large of the Provisional Government,

p. 175. Citizens of Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, Missouri, and of the

District of Columbia were put on a somewhat different footing from the

citizens of the free States.
2 See Richmond Examiner, Oct. 9, 11, 16, 18, 31 ; Richmond Whig, Oct.

8, 29 ; Richmond Enquirer, Oct. 31 ; Savannah Republican, Oct. 8, 16,

Nov. 27, Dec. 9, 21
; Charleston Courier, Sept. 10, Oct. 8, 10, 21

; New
Orleans True Delta, Oct. 6, 8, 9, 12, 25, Dec. 5. The question of the con-

stitutionality of the Sequestration act was submitted to the Confederate

district courts, see Richmond Examiner, Oct. 19, Nov. 7
; Richmond

Whig, Nov. 8; Savannah Republican, Dec. 21. Judge Magrath, of Charles-

ton, decided that the act was constitutional, Charleston Courier, Oct. 25.

"We have seen it estimated that under the operation of the Sequestra-
tion act of the Confederate Congress, from fifteen to thirty millions of

dollars will pass into the custody of the Confederate receivers in Virginia.

The estimate strikes us as moderate. It is well known that nearly all the

merchants of our cities, towns, and villages were in the habit of purchas-

ing their stock at the North. Even though a small portion of the mer-

chants of the interior laid in their goods in Richmond, still, inasmuch as

the Richmond merchants bought the largest portion of their goods from
New York, the result was the same as if the country merchants had all

gone directly to the city. The war came on in April, just after the season

when the merchants had laid in their spring supplies of goods from the

North. Very few of these goods were purchased for cash. The custom
of trade was to buy on credit, and nearly all these goods were bought on

the usual terms of six months' time. Thus the war opened on an in-

debtedness from Virginia (and doubtless the case was the same with all

the Southern States) to the North, equal to the total of the spring pur-
chases of her merchants. This indebtedness was augmented by the whole

amount of old debts of prior standing, which had resulted from a course

of business that had existed for a long train of years. From these con-

siderations we are inclined to put the indebtedness from Virginia to the

North on mercantile account at a very high figure. We do not think it

can be less than twenty millions. For that portion of the State not over-

run by the enemy we suppose it to be at least fifteen millions." Rich-

mond Dispatch, Sept. 24. The New Orleans Delta "estimated the amount
of property which will be liable to sequestration at twelve millions of dol-

III. 30
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Despite the efforts of the "Lincoln administration and the

majoritv of the Northern people to keep the slavery ques-
tion in abeyance; despite the wish of Jefferson Davis that it

might not obtrude, and the emphatic assurances of the Con-

t't-derate commissioners to Lord John Russell that slaverv

was not the cause of the war,
1

the negro in bondage was a

stubborn fact, and as the federal armies advanced into slave

territory, his condition and his status had to be dealt with.

Three 1

negroes who had come to Fortress Monroe \vere, on May
'2-t. the day after Virginia had ratified by popular vote the

ordinance of secession, claimed by an agent of their owner.

General .Butler, who was in command, refused to deliver

them up, on the ground that, as* they belonged to a citizen of

a State offering resistance to the federal government and

had been employed in the construction of a battery, they were

"contraband of war.'"" Although the application of this

phrase had not, as Imtler himself admits, high legal sane-
1 O O

tion, it was at once taken up by the popular mind as an ad-

mirable and effective solution of a vexing question, and the

policy of the government towards the "contrabands" who
Hocked into Fortress Monroe became a subject of great inter-

est. May -7 General Butler reported to the War Department
that he had within his lines negro men, women, and children

to the value of sOO,000. as they were rated in good times,

lie had determined to feed them, to put the able-bodied

at work, keeping an account of the value of their services

and the cost of maintenance of the whole number. 3 The

Richmond h',,rjnf r<-i\ Oct. 15. These extravagant estimates were

nci! justified. I find no mention of receipt- from sequestration until Sec-

retary Memminu'er's report of Deo. 7. lS(}:i. where the amount is set down

as si .srr_>..V,o.-Jl : May 0. l^lil. he notes the receipts under this head as

,s:-;.uoo, ?sr.:;r. Capers's Life of Memmiiurer. pp. 4-">7, 477: see, also. Pol-

l-mi's Davis, ]).
is:{ ; .1. C. Schwab. The Finances of the Confederacy, 1\>-

Ut;,*,il Srimr Q'uirterly, March. ls<(-.>.

'- British and Foreign State Papers. 1860-0.1, pp. 186, ,"3(>.

- Butler's Hook. p. >.)(') ,/
nt-rj.; coi-respondence of Xe\v York Tribune,

M;;v 55, rclitoriiil. May Os.

"'

i'.ut'.er to Scutt, OHieial Keeords, vol ii. p. .To.
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government formally approved this course.
1 At first, some

of the fugitive slaves became the servants of officers, while

others were employed in storing provisions landed from ves-

sels
; but, as they continued to increase in number, many

were set to work on the intrenchments, under the superin-

tendence of Edward L. Pierce, an attorney of Boston, who
had written a law book of authority, who was a strong

anti-slavery Republican, active in politics, and who, prompt-
ed by patriotism, had come to Fortress Monroe as a private
in the Massachusetts Third.

2

July 30 General Butler re-

ported that he had under his control 900 negroes, and asked

further instructions.
3

August 8 Cameron replied in a letter

which indicated the carefully-thought-out policy of the ad-

ministration :

" It is the desire of the President that all ex-

isting rights in all the States be fully respected and main-

tained; in cases of fugitives from the loyal slave States,

the enforcement of the Fugitive Slave law by the ordinary
forms of judicial proceedings must be respected by the mili-

tary authorities
;
in the disloyal States the Confiscation act

of Congress mus,t be your guide."
*

This act, Avhich the

President had signed with reluctance,
5

did not, however,
make provision for fugitives escaping from loyal masters in

disloyal States. Cameron instructed that care should be

taken to protect the interests of such owners. As affairs

turned out, this was of little practical moment to them or

to their slaves, but it is important as showing Lincoln's

carefulness and regard for vested rights when the question
was thrust upon him. Practice differed in the military de-

partments, depending largely upon the respective opinions
of the commanding generals ;

but in the main the Confisca-

1 Cameron to Butler, May 30, cited by Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 389.
2 See Pierce's article, "The Contrabands at Fortress Monroe,"' Atlantic

Monthly, Nov., 1861.
3 Moore's Rebellion Record, Docs., vol. ii. p. 437.
4
Ibid., p. 493.

6 Chase to Green Adams, of Kentucky, Sept. 5, Schuckers, p. 428; New
York Ecening Post, Sept. 16.
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tion act of Congress and the instructions of Cameron to

Butler determined the course towards fugitive slaves who
came within the lines of the Union armies.

1 Public opin-

ion at the North was gradually developing to the point at

which it would support the President in striking at the root

of the trouble should the war be prolonged;
5

but, in spite

of the murmurs of the abolitionists and some radical Re-

publicans, a large majority of the Northern people had ac-

quiesced in his policy as a wise temporary expedient, when
General Fremont opened the question afresh by his proc-
lamation in Missouri.

Fremont,
" the pet and protege of the Blairs,"

8

at their

earnest solicitation had been made a major-general and

placed in command of the Western Department, which in-

cluded Missouri. The appointment was immensely popu-
lar in the country ;

it seemed fitting that the first presiden-
tial candidate of the Republican party, who was supposed
to possess military talent, should have a prominent place in

the armies of the North. Fremont arrived from Europe
about the 1st of July, but remained in New York three

weeks, though he was sorely needed in St. Louis. Arriving
there July 25, he found the confusion incident to the or-

ganization and supply of an army before a proper adminis-

trative system has been established. He had neither busi-

ness training nor military ability, and affairs went from
bad to worse. Lyon was in the field, begging for reinforce-

ments, his entreaties fortified by the urging of well-in-

1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 395.
2 "

Slavery is a doomed institution." New York Times, July 29; see

New York World, July 30.
"
If it shall appear that either slavery or this

government must perish, then the voice of a united people will declare, let

slavery perish." Dixon, of Connecticut, in Senate, July 15, Congressional

Globe, p. 119; see, also, remarks of Browning, of Illinois, and Sherman, July
18, ibid.,pp, 187, 190. These are utterances of conservative newspapers
and conservative senators. The New York Tribune and Sumner, repre-

senting a reasonable radical sentiment, were eager to strike at slavery, see

Tribune, passim ; Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 41.
5 Lincoln's statement, 1863, Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 415.
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formed Union citizens. Troops were in reach, that could

have been sent to him in time, but Fremont refused to give

the order. At the battle of Wilson's Creek, August 10,

Lyon was outnumbered by the Confederates, his army
defeated, and he himself killed.

1

This disaster turned the attention of those who were in

a position to get at the truth to the Western Department.
Less than one month had sufficed to demonstrate that Fre-

mont was intellectually a weak man, utterly unfit for a

responsible command ;
before the 1st of September serious

charges were made against him. It was averred that he

was over-fond of display ;
that he had surrounded himself

with dishonest and bad men, some of whom were on his

staff; that, although he maintained the state of a European

monarch, and allowed high military and civil officers and

honest Union citizens to wait days in his ante-room for an

interview, in many cases making himself inaccessible, his

door was always open to his intimates, most of whom had

neither character nor standing. It was also charged that

his time, instead of being occupied with the proper duties

of a commanding general, was taken up in giving out con-

tracts
;
that he was recklessly extravagant ;

that some of

his officers were interested in the fat contracts, and that

the Department of Missouri seemed to be managed rather

for the purpose of making private fortunes than for the

country's weal.
2 Surrounded though he was by speculat-

1

Adjutant General Thomas's report. Official Records, vol. iii. p. 545.
s See the report of the House Committee on Government Contracts, and

the testimony taken by them, Reports of Committees, 2d Sess. 37th

Cong., vols. i. and ii. The members of this committee who went to St.

Louis and took the testimony implicating Fremont and his friends in cor-

rupt transactions were Elihu B. Washburne, of Illinois, the friend of Lin-

coln and of Grant, a gentleman of strict integrity, who later acquired the

name of the "Watch-dog of the Treasury"; William S. Holman, winning
afterwards the title of the "Great Objector"; Henry L. Dawes, of Massa-

chusetts, and W. G. Steele, of New Jersey. The report said: "In fur-

nishing supplies in the Western Department the commanding general was

peculiarly unfortunate in the character of the men by whom he was sur-
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in<'
%

flatterers. Fremont must have got an inkling of the
r~5 o o

opinion in which he was held by many people of worth and

influence; he could hardly have been persuaded by his

svcophants that his administration of military affairs was
so far successful. lie undoubtedly had some conception of

the smouldering anti-slavery sentiment at the ^Xorth. anil it

mav have occurred to him that a way was open by which

he might commend himself to the radical Republicans, and

detract attention from the gross mismanagement of his de-

partment. At all events, his action is susceptible of such an

explanation. August o<> Fivmont issued from his headquar-
ters at St. Louis a proclamation confiscating the property
of all persons in the State of Missouri who shall take up

arms against the United States, or who shall be directly

proven to have taken an active part with their enemies in

the Held," and declaring their slaves freemen.
1

lie then

set up a bureau of abolition,"' and issued deeds of manu-

mission to slaves.' The first knowledge Avhich Lincoln had

of the proclamation was gained from the newspapers. Al-

though the act was one of insubordination, and a major-

general of t\vo months' standing, with no careful survey of

the whole field, with no appreciation of the important and

various interests involved, had. on a sudden impulse
4

as-

sumed to solve a question which the President, his cabi-

net, and Congress were only approaching in a careful and

rounded. The system of public plunder which pervaded that department
was inaugurated at the very beginning and followed up with untiring

y.cal; the public welfare as entirely overlooked and as effectually ignored
as if the war was gotten up to enable: a mammoth scheme of peculation at

the expense of the people to be carried out." p. 55. Sec also testimony of

Francis P. Blair, Jr., before the Committee on the Conduct of the War.

part iii. of report; editorial in Xew York Time*, Sept. 20.

1 Official Records, vol. iii. p. 4<>7.

Lincoln's remark. ISlio. Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 415.
: Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. iii. p. 129.

4 "
In the night I decided upon the proclamation. . . . I wrote it the next

morning and printed it the same day. I did it without consultation or ad-

vice with anv one." Fremont to Lincoln. Sept. 8, Official Records, vol. iii.

].. 477.
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tentative manner, Lincoln's letter to Fremont of September
2 was as full of kindness as of wisdom. " I think there is

great danger," he wrote, "that the closing paragraph, in

relation to the confiscation of property and the liberating
slaves of traitorous owners, will alarm our Southern Union
friends and turn them against us

; perhaps ruin our rather

fair prospect for Kentucky. Allow me, therefore, to ask

that you will, as of your own motion, modify that para-

graph so as to conform to the" Confiscation act of Con-

gress, approved August 6.
" This letter is written in a

spirit of caution and not of censure."
'

The President had his finger on the pulse of Kentucky ;

he felt that after much trembling her sentiment was now

distinctly favorable to the Union,* and he was loath to see it

in any way disturbed. " The proclamation of General Fre-

mont reached here yesterday," wrote Garrett Davis, Septem-
ber 3, from Frankfort, where he was in attendance on the ses-

sion of the legislature, "and is most inopportune for the Union

party. It fell amongst us with pretty much the effect of a

bombshell. The slavery feature is greatly objected to by
our friends, and has greatly disconcerted, and, I fear, has

scattered us. We should have passed all our measures but

for it. ... There is a very general, almost a universal, feel-

ing in this State against this war being or becoming a war

against slavery. The position of the secessionists here has

been all the time that it is, and this proclamation gives
them the means of further and greatly pushing that decep-
tion. ... I wish it had not been made until this legislat-

ure had done its business and adjourned."
3

Joseph Holt

wrote Lincoln that the Union-loving citizens of Kentucky
had read the proclamation with "alarm and consterna-

tion," and that the approval of it by the administration

1 Official Records, vol. iii. p. 469. Lincoln requested the modification of

another point, which is now relatively unimportant, but it shows his ex-

treme caution in dealing with weighty matters.
2 Ante. 3 To Chase, Chase Papers, MS.
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would chill ''the power and fervor of the loyalty of Ken-

tucky."
'

Fivmont was unwilling to retract the objectionable part

of his proclamation, and suggested that the President

should openly direct him to make the correct ion." Lincoln,

therefore, by letter of September 11, ordered him to modify
tiie clause "in relation to the confiscation of property and

the liberation of slaves" so as to conform to the Coniisca-

tion act of Congress.
3

The lirst impression of a majority of the Northern peo-

ple, on the publication of Fremont's proclamation, was de-

cidedly favorable to it ; generally regarded as a wise and

effective move, it aroused enthusiasm on the part of many.
4

When the President modified it. so sound were his reasons,

so strong a hold had he himself on the people, so deter-

mined were the mass of 'Republicans and war Democrats
to support the administration in the prosecution of the

war, that Lincoln carried with him an efficient public opin-
ion." The mischief of Fremont's action was that it brought
out a factional difference in the Republican party, which,

since the firing on Sumter. had had but little to excite it.

Sumner grieved at this manifestation of Lincoln's policy.

Sept. 12. Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. iii. p. 1-7.

- Fremont to the President, Sept. 8, Official Record*, vol. iii. p. 477.

Tin- President to Fremont, ibid., p. 4s.j.

" See New York Times, Sept. 2
; New York Eanin'j 7W. Sept. 2; New

Y< rk \\'"i-l'l, Sept. 4: New York Tribune . Sept. 1. 2. ''< : Boston Ermine/

Tninxcrijit, Sept. 2; Boston Aih-crtixer. Sept. 7; New York lhml'1. Sept. 1:

Life of Brvant. Godwin, vol. ii. p. 101.
" Even such Democratic papers as

the Bo-ton 7W. Detroit Vrcc 7 J
/rxv. Chicago Tina*, and New York Herald

approved of it. while it stirred and united the people of the loyal States

d;;rmg the ten days of life allotted it by the government far more than any
< ther event of this war." George W. Julian in the II<>n>.e of Representa-
tive. Pdi. is. lsi>:;

;
sec also his Political Recollections, p. It)',).

:

See, f<>r example. New York W<>rl<], Sept. 19: New York Timf*. Oct. 9.

P .stou ///-//-/. Boston A(hertier, Sept. 17. The result of the fall elections,

and the canvass precedinsr tbem. and the trend of thought from Sept. lo,

th" day the President's letter of modification was published, to Dec. 31,

van-ail! the statement in the text.
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" Our President," he wrote,
"

is now dictator, imperator
which you will

;
but how vain to have the power of a god

and not to use it godlike !"
l October 1 he delivered a care-

fully prepared speech before the Massachusetts Republican
Convention at Worcester, maintaining that emancipation
was our best weapon, and, while he did not in direct words

applaud Fremont or condemn Lincoln, that was the tenor

of his discourse.
2 Sumner in Congress and Chase in the

cabinet stood for the radical anti-slavery sentiment of the

country; they gave a sympathetic ear to the earnest and
unreserved expression of that opinion, and their private

correspondence shows how strong the tendency was with

many good people to abase Lincoln and exalt Fremont. 3

1 To Dr. Lieber, Sept. 17, Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 42.

2 See his Works, vol. vi.
;
Pierce's Sumner.

3 Since his acceptance of the Treasury Department Chase had won golden

opinions. "You have taught Massachusetts men to rely upon you for

counsel and aid," wrote to him Dr. Samuel G. Howe, May 14. "You
were never so highly appreciated in Ohio as at this moment," wrote Ruther-

ford B. Hayes, from Camp Chase, in Ohio, June 29. "The good things
done at Washington people are disposed to place to your credit. The er-

rors are charged to others." Chase Papers, MS. At this time Chase's Ohio

friends tried to impress upon him that the administration had made a mis-

take in regard to Fremont. George Hoadly, an eminent lawyer of Cin-

cinnati and judge of the Superior Court, afterwards governor, wrote,

Sept. 18: "Our people are in a state of great consternation and wrath on

account of the quarrel between Fremont and the administration, public

opinion being entirely with General Fremont
; ... no word describes

popular sentiment but 'fury.' I have heard men of sense, such as are

called conservative, advocate the wildest steps, such as the impeach-
ment of Mr. Lincoln, the formation of a party to carry on the war irre-

spective of the President and under Fremont, etc., etc. For myself,
I must say that if the letters of Mr. Lincoln to Magoffln and Fremont
are any fair indication of his character and policy, I pray God to for-

give my vote for him. Loyal men are giving their lives and means like

water to no end. if the imbecility of Buchanan's administration is to be

surpassed thus. I cannot, cannot think that your wise head and true

anti-slavery heart have consented to this abasement of the manhood and
honor of our nation. Let Mr. Lincoln, while he is conciliating the con-

temptible State of Kentucky, a State which ought to have been coerced

long ago, bear in mind that the free States may want a little conciliation,
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Chase himself, however, agreed with the President, and in

u private communication stated with force the legal posi-

that they are not wasting their substance to secure the niggers of traitors."

Homily was so full of the subject that he wrote the following (lav: "I
have never heard wilder or more furious denunciation than yesterday and

day before found expression from the lips of cool men. Three times I

was applied to to join in getting up a public meeting to denounce the ad-

ministration and support Fremont; and while no such disturbance will be

permitted, I am nevertheless certain that there is here a perfect and, I am
sorry to say, very angry unanimity in support both of Fremont's proclama-
tion and of his action at St. Louis in other respects, expensive though it

may have been. . . . General Fremont is thus far the favorite of the

Northwest, because he has come up to the standard. And if the election

were next fall, to displace him would be to make him President. . . .

The bitterest attacks 1 have heard upon the cabinet in this matter have

been based upon the theory that a jealousy of Fremont as a presidential

candidate is the root of all the trouble. My wife expresses the common

feeling about Lincoln's letter to Fremont, by saying it seems to her to be

the old conflict of Mr. Feeble-Mind and Mr. Ready-to-IIalt with Mr. Great-

heart."' James Monroe, a member of the Ohio legislature from 1853

to 1862, afterwards consul to Rio de Janeiro for eight years and mem-
ber of Congress for ten years, wrote Chase, Sept. 17, from Obcrlin: "After

having attended our State convention, and after having enjoyed many
opportunities there and elsewhere for an interchange of sentiment with

men of all parties, and from all parts of the State, I am fully convinced

that Fremont's proclamation, without 'modification,' is universally en-

dorsed by all Union-loving men in this State. It is evident, to me and to

all men here that the great free North is fully prepared for the course

which General Fremont proposes in regard to the emancipation of the

slaves of rebels." C. N. Olds, a leading lawyer of central Ohio, wrote from

Columbus, Sept. 17: "I was deeply impressed by the effect on the public

mind of Fremont's late proclamation. ... I saw men, who were never

suspected of any anti-slavery tendencies, meet on the street to shake

hands over it, in mutual congratulations 'Now the administration is in

earnest,' 'That, looks like work,' 'Now our army will have some heart

for the tight.' 'Now the war means something.' The modification of this

proclamation by Mr. Lincoln produces great disappointment. The moral

{ffert is worse than that of the battle of Bull Run. I suppose it was
modified in deference to the delicate position of Kentucky, but that has al-

ways been a false position, that lias greatly protracted and complicated our

struggle. Kentucky has no right to be coaxed into a slow and reluctant

loyalty, at the risk of crippling the hearty and spontaneous loyalty of the

entire North." Chase Papers. MS.
James Chestney, in writing to Sumuer from Washington, Oct. 1, men-
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tion, and indignantly disclaimed that "
aspirations for the

presidency
" had in this affair any influence on Lincoln or

tioned the President's "disposition to listen to the demands of slavery. . . .

The New York Herald is the organ and oracle now." Frank W. Ballard,

a member of the executive committee of the Young Men's Republican
Union of New York city, spoke in ;i letter of Oct. 1 of the "

infernal idea

of carrying on a war for the Union upon border-State specifications and dic-

tation." Moncure D. Conway wrote from Cincinnati, Oct. 7: "Mulligan
surrendered to Price only because the President surrendered to the slave-

holders of Kentucky." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. Ballard, who was
active in arranging for a speech from Surnner at Cooper Institute, New
York, Nov, 27, wrote him Oct. 26:

"
I think we can make the meeting en-

dorse the principles of the Fremont proclamation as a gentle hint to Mr.

Lincoln that the '

modification
' was a mistake. Let me add that strong

meat will be quite acceptable to all who hear you this time." Ibid. The

meeting did adopt such a resolution, which is printed in Stunner's Works,
vol. vi. p. 114; but the New York Tribune, which published the speech
Nov. 28, neither printed nor mentioned the resolution.

Sumner's speech at Worcester, Oct. 1, had a large circulation, being printed

in full by the New York Tribune and the New York Independent, and brought
forth a large expression of public opinion touching slavery in press com-

ments and in private letters. Many of these are printed in Sumner's

Works, vol. vi. pp. 33-64. I will cite extracts from several letters. Carl

Schurz, though at Madrid as our Minister to Spain, understood well the

feeling of his countrymen who had become American citizens, and wrote:
" Let me thank you for the glorious speech you have delivered before the

Massachusetts Convention. I agree with you on every point, and expect

shortly to fight by your side." Montgomery Blair, Postmaster-General,
wrote from Washington:

" Your speech is noble, beautiful, classical, sensi-

ble. I would have timed it differently; but I will take it now rather than

lose it." p. 56. George H. Monroe, editor Norfolk County Journal, wrote

Sumner, Oct. 26. '' Events every day are tending to induce the conviction

in my mind that your position is the right one, and I scarcely doubt that

it will be generally acknowledged such in the future." Pierce-Sumner

Papers, MS. Schleiden wrote from New York, Oct. 28: "Apart from the

Evening Post and the Tribune, I have not yet discovered an echo of your
views in the press. It is true all seem to agree that if slavery or the Union
must fall, then let slavery perish and not the Union; but I cannot help

thinking that the great majority of the people do not believe that the

time for a change of the programme of the war has already arrived."

Ibid.; see, also, Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 45. "Does the war go on to

suit you?" asked William H. Herndon, Nov. 20, from Springfield, 111.

"It does not suit me. Fremont's proclamation was right. Lincoln's

mo'litication of it was wrong." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
, see, also,
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liis cabinet.
1

Lincoln, in a confidential letter to his friend

Hi-owning, senator from Illinois, \vlio was a conservative,

and, to his astonishment, approved Fremont's proclamation,
1'ullv justiiied his o\vn course from policy as well as on prin-

ciple. "The Kentucky legislature,'" he wrote, "would not

budge till that proclamation was modified. . . . I think to

lose Kentucky is nearly the same as to lose the whole

game. Kentucky gone, we cannot hold Missouri, nor. as I

think. Maryland. These all against us, and the job on our

hands is too large for us. AVe would as well consent to

separation at once, including the surrender of this capital.'""

II' Fremont had been able, honest, and patriotic, the an-

nulment of his decree touching the emancipation of slaves

and the confiscation of property would have ended the

matter, and he would have remained in command of the

Xew York Ei-t/tinfi Poxt, Sept. 16; Life of Bryant, Godwin, vol. ii. p. 161;

Boston En niitij Tmxxcrijit, Sept. 17; Grimes to Fessenden. Sept. 11), Life

of Grimes, Suiter, p. 15;}.

1 Letter to Simeon Xash, Sept. 20 ; see, also, letter to Green Adams, Sept.

5. Selmckers, pp. 277, 428. In an article in Nutiondl Intelligencer, of Oct.

S, the authority of which is disclosed by a private letter of James ('. Well-

in.ir. its editor, to Chase, Chase Papers. MS., Chase made a clear expo-
sition of the administration policy, with which, it is obvious, he sympa-
thized fully, lie wrote: "We have already taken occasion to express our

general approval of the policy adopted by the administration, and set forth

in the letter of Secretary Cameron to Major-General Butler, in respect to

slaves employed or involved in the existing insurrection. It is a policy in

full harmony with the act of Congress on the subject, and equally remote

from that of emancipation by proclamation, and that of heedless inaction

in regard to a matter of great consequence. The leading principle of Mr.

Cameron's letter is that the existing war lias no direct relation to slavery.
It is a war for the restoration of the Union under the existing Constitution.

. . . The whole subject of slavery in loyal States [is left] to the civil au-

thorities ... in insurrectionary States the military authorities are di-

rected to refrain from all interference \vilh servants lawfully employed in

peaceful pursuits. . . . Mr. Cameron's instructions . . . simply direct that

tho-e who come within the lines and offer their services to the government
be received and employed. ... In using these services the national gov-
ernment will only follow the example of the Confederate rebels. Slaves

and free negroes have been pressed into the service of the insurrection."
-

Sept. 22, Niculay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 422.
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"Western Department. There was neither the slightest dis-

position nor the most remote design on the part of the ad-

ministration to shear his lawful powers or to remove him
because in this affair he had transcended his authority.

1 But
the mismanagement and corruption at St. Louis imperatively
demanded correction. Francis P. Blair the younger, though
he was loath to lose faith in the man whose appointment
had given him exceeding gratification, could not fail, on his

return home from the special session of Congress, to appre-
ciate the alarming condition of affairs and the loss which
the Union cause had suffered,

3

though he found no fault with

the proclamation freeing the slaves, except that it should

have been sooner issued. September 1 he wrote his brother,
the Postmaster-General, that it was his decided opinion
that Fremont " should be relieved of his command, and a

man of ability put in his place."
: On seeing this letter,

the President directed that Montgomery Blair, and Meigs,
the Quartermaster-General of the army, should go to Mis-

souri for the purpose of making a thorough inquiry. They
arrived at St. Louis September 12, and remained there long

enough for the Postmaster-General to make up his mind
that the good of the country required the removal of Fre-

mont
;

this he recommended. 4 In a confidential letter to

Sumner, with whom he was on the best of terms, he gave
his own and his brother's opinion of affairs in the Western

Department.
" Frank 6

is a fearfully earnest man," he wrote.
" The blood of the old ship-building Covenanters who fought
James at Londonderry, which flows in his veins, speaks in

all his acts. He cannot tolerate trifling in a great cause,

1 Letter of Lincoln to Browning, before cited ; Chase to Cable, Oct. 23,

Schuckers, p. 432.
2
Testimony before Committee on the Conduct of the War, part ili. p. 170-

8 Cincinnati Enquirer, copied in New York Tribune, Oct. 7.

4
Testimony before Committee on the Conduct of the War, part iii. p.

154.
6 Francis P., familiarly called Frank. He frequently signed his name

Frank P.
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ami when lit
1 discovered that Fremont \vas a men 1

tritler. he

\vas imt 1" lif reconciled to seeing the State overrun bv

pro-slaverv mvrmidons, 1)\* an emptv proclamation threaten-

in^- to deprive them of their negroes. It was a bitter sar-

casm on the eaiise of emancipation at the time it was is-

sued. The truth is. with Fremont's surroundings, the set

of scoundrels who alone have control of him. this proclama-
tion setting up the higher law was like a painted woman

quoting Seripture."
:

\Yhile Montgomery ISlair and Mei<:'s were in St. Louis,

Jessie 1 lent on Fremont, the devoted wife of the general,

was at Washington pressing his cause with xeal.
" She

sought an audience with me at midnight." Lincoln after-

wards related, "and taxed mt.' so violently with many
things that I had to exercise all tin 1 awkward tact [ have

to avoid quarrelling with her. She surprised me l>y asking
whv their enemy. Montgomery PJaiiv had been sent to Mis-

souri. She more than once intimated that if General Fre-

mont should decide to try conclusions with me. he could set

up for himself.
"

:

She sent the President a written demand
for a copv of Francis P. Blair's letter of September 1. This

he respectfully declined to furnish, and at the end of his

note he said. No impression has been made on my
mind against the honor or integrity of General Fremont,

and I now enter my protest against being understood as

acting in any hostility towards him."

Meanwhile the contest at St. Louis increased in heat. Fre-

mont placed under arrest Francis P. I'-lair. who was colonel

of the First Missouri Regiment of light artillery : he in turn

made formal charges against his commanding uvneral.
5

1

I..-Her (if t ict. Hi, Pierce-Sunmer Papers, MS.
-

I.iin-o'in sent him because he had been the >lanch friend of Fremont,

Nieo'av and Hay, vol. iv. ]i. 41.").

This and Mr-. Fivmoi it's letter wcrt' printed by the C'inciniuU-i h',t</n<rt /;

;.:. ;
-

;iii
. in the New York TrUnuu of Oct. 7.

I51air was lirsl arrotetl Sept. l."i. He was relea-ei| Sept. -."i. ami the

next tlay wrutc Adjuiant-CJeiieral Tlionuis that he should make formal
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The rumor gained ground that Fremont would be removed.

Besides his hold on the officers to whom he had given com-

missions, many of which were irregular, and on his satel-

lites who were making money out of the government, he

was genuinely popular with the Germans, of whom there

were a large number in St. Louis and other parts of Mis-

souri. B. Kush Plumly, general appraiser in the Phila-

delphia Custom-house, an appointment due to Chase's influ-

ence, had, with his knowledge, and perhaps with his commis-

sion as a secret agent of the Treasury Department, gone
to St. Louis.

1

Plumly was a friend of Fremont, and, arriv-

ing there, heartily espoused his cause. Indignant at the

President for the modification of the proclamation free-

ing the slaves, Plumly reported to Chase the dire results

which would ensue should the general be removed. " I

despatched to you the day of Fremont's rumored removal,"
he wrote, "for in thirty years of participation in popular

commotions, I have never seen such desperate and deadly

feeling as then existed. The '

Headquarters
' were thronged

with committees of inquiry and opposition to his removal
;

great numbers of officers were preparing to resign ;
com-

panies threw down their arms or dashed them to pieces.

Mass-meetings were extemporized, and a general revolt

seemed inevitable. Had the report been true, the army
would have been virtually disbanded. I am sure that

Colonel Blair would have been killed in the street. 1 think

that will be the end of him, sooner or later, so fearful is

charges against Fremont, New York Tribune, Oct. 8. He was then rear-

rested, when he prepared his charges and specifications, Cincinnati Enquirer,

copied in Tribune, Oct. 9.

1 In requesting leave of absence and designation as a secret agent of the

Treasury Department, Plumly wrote Chase, Aug. 29 :

"
If I could tell you

what I know, not what I imagine, about this contract-and-supply practice,

you would do as I do, despair, not only of the government, but of human
nature. I cannot turn '

informer,' but I could be a sentinel." Chase,

Aug. 4, had warned Fremont against extravagance, and from a letter to a

friend, Oct. 23, it is evident he had feared financial mismanagement on the

part of the general, Schuckers, pp. 275, 432.
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the hostility to him. . . . Since the publication of his charges

against Fremont the sentiment has strengthened against

I'J'air. I ("cause some of the charges are the eating his o\vn

words,' and othei's are flatly false."
'

Lincoln had thought well of Fremont," and obviously

hoped to continue him in command, for it was worth much
to conciliate the sentiment in his favor in St. Louis and in

the rest of the country, where he had become the idol of

the radical Republicans. The President sought fuller

knowledge, and sent Secretary Cameron and Lorenzo Thom-
as, the Adjutant-General of the army, to investigate affairs

in Missouri.
3 General David Hunter and General Samuel

R. Curtis, who were serving under Fremont, told Cameron
that he was not fit for the command, and the letters of

General Pope to Hunter were of the same purport.
4

Be-

fore Cameron returned to Washington, Plumly was there.

He went to see the President, and thus relates his interview :

"1 said to him at once that I had called out of respect to

him, having never seen him; that I should say very little of

the AVest, as I would not forestall General Cameron's re-

port, whom I expected to lind here. He asked me some

questions and . . . then spoke of the AVest, and especially
of the threatened tumult there in the event of Fremont's

removal, and added,
' Yon yourself have written and tele-

graphed this, Mr. Plumly.' 'Certainly, sir,' said I, "I did, at

the request of Colonel Scott, write and despatch a state of

facts, and the inference, made by the very friends of the ad-

ministration on the spot.'
'

I did not,' said he, 'attribute these

despatches and letters to General Fremont in any way, but

to a set of speculators who would be disturbed if General

Letter of Oct. !) from St. Louis, Chase Papers, MS.; see. also, de-

spatches of riuinly to T. A. Scott from St. Louis, Oct. l>, 16, Official Rec-

'irds. vol. iii. pp. r>li;. 5:5.").

Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. -115.

They arrived there Oct. 11.

:

Xicolay and Hay, vol. iv. pp. 430, 4:'.2 ; Report of the Committee on the

Conduct of the War. part iii. p. '-Mt.i.
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Fremont was removed.' ' I hope, sir, you do not include me
in that category.'

' I do, sir,' said he.
' Mr. President, I

am not of them
;
I have no interest, remote or immediate,

in contracts, and no other interest but to serve the govern-
ment by sending the exact state of things ;

do you accept

my statement, Mr. President ?'
' I think I cannot

; nobody
has said anything to me against you, but my opinion was

formed from your letters and despatches.' 'Power needs

the truth,' said I,
' and I sent the truth to the power, at its

own request ;
if it was disagreeable, it was no fault of

mine.' i

Why, sir,' said he,
' as soon as I saw your card, the

thought arose that you had come here post
-
haste, to be

ahead of General Cameron.' " '

October 21 Cameron and Adjutant-General Thomas ar-

rived at Washington. The result of their investigations

was embodied in Thomas's report ;
this contained three

statements, which afforded sufficient ground for the remov-

al of Fremont : General Curtis " deemed General Fremont

unequal to the command of an army, and said that he was
no more bound by law than by the winds;" "General

Hunter expressed to the Secretary of War his decided opin-

ion that General Fremont was incompetent and unfit for

his extensive and important command
;

" " It is the ex-

pressed belief of many persons that General Fremont has

around him on his staff persons directly and indirectly con-

cerned in furnishing supplies."
2 The President could no

1 Letter to Chase from Washington, Oct. 19, Chase Papers, MS. Plum-

ly assured the President, "General Cameron knew of my coming; he in-

vited me to accompany him," and he explained to Chase,
"

I am out of

pocket by going west. I have refused what seemed to be proper modes of

profit, because I could not participate in them, much as I need a few thou-

sand dollars to release my property from the grip of judgments." He also

wrote, "The removal of Fremont will justify the statements I made,
either by elevating Fremont into a political martyr, or by dividing the

nation, disaffecting the West to the administration, and dissipating that

grand enthusiasm which has poured into Missouri an army of 50,000 men
in sixty days."

'2 Official Records, vol. iii. pp. 541, 542, 547. Thomas's report is also

III 31
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longer hesitate, and. October 24-. made an order for Fre-

mont's removal, to be delivered to him with all reasonable

di'spau-h unless, when reached by the messenger, he shotdd

Lave "fought and won a battle,*' or should "then be act-

uallv in a battle," or should be "in tin? immediate presence
of the enemy in expectation of a battle." None of these

conditions obtaining, the order was given to General Fre-

mont, and, November 2, he turned over his command to

Hunter. 1 The change occasioned neither trouble in the

army nor an outbreak at St. Louis.

It was indeed time that Fremont should be removed.

Eliliu r>. "Washburne, who was at the head of the sub-com-

mittee on government contracts that spent two weeks in

St. Louis taking a large amount of testimony relating to

the procedure of Fremont and his friends.'" wrote Secretary

("iutse from Cairo. October :>1 :

'

I was on the point of writ-

ing you from St. Louis several times, but the situation of

things there was so terrible and the frauds so shocking, I

did not know where to begin or where to end : and then

again it appeared that everything communicated bv our

best men there in regard to Fremont and the condition of

matters in the city and State was utterly disregarded. Our
committee labored for two weeks, and our disclosures will

astound the Avorld and disgrace us as a nation. Such rob-

bery, fraud, extravagance, peculation as have been devel-

oped in Fremont's department can hardly be conceived of.

There has been an organized system of pillage, right under

printed in the Import of the Committee on the Conduct of the ~\V:ir. The

newspapers published it Oct. !M. Fremont made an elaborate defence in

his t' stimony. Jan., 1862. before the Committee on the Conduct of the

War. The majority of the committee, "who were it- leading men, were

friendly t.> him. and their report, made in April. ISOo. was distinctly favor-

able. ' Official Hecnrds. vol. iii. pp. ."^-."JoG.

For the members of this sub- committee riil< antf, p. 409. Their first

report was ma.de Dec. 17. when they had examined ilio witnesses, and

tl,e t"s;
:

.im>ny covered 1109 panes; a subsequent report was based on IfinO

printed paur es of testimony of :?.~>0 witnesses. A large part of this had ref-

erence to Fremont's department.
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the eye of Fremont. Governor Chase, what does the ad-

ministration mean by permitting this state of things to

exist in the Western Department ? It cannot be ignorant of

what the situation of matters is. I fear things have run on

so far there is no remedy, and that all has gone. Fremont
has really set up an authority over the government, and bids

defiance to its commands. The government, in failing to

strike at Fremont and his horde of pirates, acknowledges
itself a failure. The credit of the government is ruined.

Everybody knows there has been such an extent of swin-

dling that payment ought not to be made, and people are

now afraid to trust anybody who acts for the government.
I am utterly discouraged and disheartened. A people so

blind, so corrupt, and so dishonest and unpatriotic are not

deserving a free government."
'

The evidence I have presented and indicated justify-

ing the removal of Fremont is more than the men of the

North had when the news came, November 6, that the re-

moval had finally been made. Yet they were in posses-
sion of facts enough to be aware that the President had
acted wisely, and it is probable that a majority of them
so believed. It is, however, one of the melancholy reflec-

tions of history that many worthy people have been led

by a charlatan for the sole reason that he knew how to

play upon the one idea dearest to their hearts. We have

an example of this in the case of Fremont, whose removal

was regarded by a goodly number as martyrdom in the

anti -
slavery cause. " Is it known to the administration

that the West is threatened with a revolution?" asked

Richard Smith, the editor of the Cincinnati Gazette, in

a letter to Chase of November 7. "Could you have

been among the people yesterday and witnessed the ex-

citement, could you have seen sober citizens pulling from
their walls and trampling under foot the portrait of the

1 Chase Papers, MS. Washburne did not then know that the order had
been sent for the removal of Fremont.
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President, and could you hear to -day the' expressions of

all classes of men. of all political parties, you would, I

think, feel as I feel, and as every sincere friend of the

government must feel, alarmed. AY hat meaneth this burn-

in.
* of the President in effigy, by citizens vrho have hith-

erto sincerely and enthusiastically supported the war '.

AY hat mean these boisterous outbursts of indignation, and

these lo\v mutterings favorable to a AYestern confederacy
that we hear ? AYhy this sudden check to enlistments ?

AYhy this rejection of Treasury notes by German citi-

zens!
1

AYhy is it that on the flth of November, 1801. not

one dollar was subscribed here to the national loan { AYhy
is it that it would not be safe to go into places where

the Germans resort, and publicly express an opinion fa-

vorable to the President ( AYhy this sudden, this extraordi-

nary, this startling change in public sentiment, on 'change,
in the street, in the banking-house, in the palace and the

cottage, in country and city ? Is it not time for the

President to stop and consider whether, as this is a gov-
ernment of the people, it is not unsafe to disregard and

overrule public sentiment, as has been done in the case of

General Fremont \ The public consider that Fremont has

been made a martyr of. ... Consequently he is now, so

far as the AYest is concerned, the most popular man in

the country. He is to the AYest what Napoleon was to

France ; while the President has lost the confidence of

the people.''
'

1 Chase Papers, MS. O. Follet, president of the Sundusky, Dayton, and

Cincinnati Railway, wrote Chase, Xov. (> :

" You have no idea of the deep
and ail-pervading excitement that pervades all elasses of people men,
women, and children. It is not loud, but deep and threatening. You know

my means of information, and I can say I do not know half a dozen men.
not in otlkv, that justify the course of the administration ; most of them

loudly condemn. Now that the removal has been made, I fear a sad reac-

ti'.n at the AYest, on the war question. God grant that patriotism may
k' ep the bad spirits in subjection." Ex-mayor Senter, of Cleveland, who

supported the President, told Chase. Xov. 17, of a war meeting in Cleveland,
at which "members of Congress sought to prejudice the people against
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Lincoln's policy in dealing with the question of freeing
the slaves, raised by Fremont, made the Democratic opposi-
tion to him less active than it otherwise would have been,

and it bound to the Republican Union party those waver-

ers, composed of conservative Republicans and of Demo-

crats, who, in the emergency, had been willing to give up
their party allegiance. But Democrats who revered their

name, who looked upon the yearly conflict with the Repub-
licans as an integral part of their life, and who were deter-

mined to maintain their organization, were sure to create

some issue before election day came. " Do not, my friend,"

wrote Washington McLean, editor of the Cincinnati En-

quirer, to Chase,
" mistake the clamor of the mob for the

real sentiment of the people, who would hail the return of

peace with rapturous joy. In the strictest confidence I as-

sure you that nine tenths of the Democrats are at heart bit-

terly opposed to the war." '

Immediately after the firing

the administration for displacing Fremont, backed up by editors, office-

holders, etc." Professor C. E. Stowe wrote from Andover, Mass., Nov. 6:
"

I do not know that you have either time or inclination to listen to a word
from the common people ; but I wish you could hear the voice of surprise,

indignation, disgust, and contempt which now everywhere finds utterance

at the removal of Fremont. The feeling is frightfully earnest." Chase

Papers, MS. Henry Ward Beecher said in his church, Oct. 20 : "I cannot

but express my solemn conviction that both our government, and in a

greater degree the community, have done great injustice to the cause in

Missouri, in the treatment which has been bestowed upon that noble man,
General Fremont. I have narrowly watched the course of things, not un-

acquainted with the reality of facts in the case
;
and it is my settled judg-

ment that, partly from private ambition, partly from political reasons, and

partly from calculating aspirations of rivals, the most unjust influences

have been permitted to issue against this heroic man." New York Tribune,
Oct. 22. See also editorial in New York Evening Post, Nov. 5 ; letters of

Grimes to his wife and to Fessenden, Nov. 13, Life, p. 154. For comment
on the abolition opposition to the administration, see New York Herald,

Nov. 9.

1 Letter of June 30, Chase Papers, MS. In this letter McLean also said :

"Be assured, my friend, that the country looks to you as the responsible
head of this administration, and all calamities growing out of the same
will be charged (justly or not) against you, while any glory that may be
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. Democrats and Kepublieans, as we have seen,

acted toovther without distinction of party, and nearly all

the Democrats, at the special session of Congress, were will-

ing to vote men and money freely for the prosecution
of the war; although, at the same time, most of them

thought that it should be waged with the sword in one

hand and the olive-branch in the other. Samuel S. Cox,

a representative from Ohio, was able to get in the House
fortv-one votes for his motion to suspend the rules in order

that his peace propositions might be considered,
1

As the time for holding party conventions approached,
the Republicans, in most of the important States where fall

elections were to take place, asked the Democrats to co-

operate with them in naming a ticket on which both parties
should be fairly represented; the platform of the coalition

was simply to be the vigorous prosecution of the war for

the restoration of the Union. Those who had authority to

speak for the Democratic organization declined the invita-

tion, but many individuals shook off their party trammels

and entered heartily into the plan proposed. Daniel S.

Dickinson, a Breckinridge Democrat, and David Tod, a

Douglas Democrat, headed respectively the Union tickets

of New York and Ohio. The Democrats who adhered to

the regular organization held conventions, formulated dec-

larations of principles, and placed candidates in nomination.

They generally approved of prosecuting the war with vigor,
but criticised the President for the suspension of the writ of

/!<!>:. <IN cnins ; the Democrats of Xew York ami Ohio fa-

veapi'd from it "will inure to the military political leaders who are so clam-

oroii- for the prosecution of the war." William Gray, a Boston merchant
of hiu'h ^tanding and a irood representative of business men, wrote Chase,

Sept. 4: "I have had a conversation, this moniinir, with a prominent Dem-
ocrat, who is entirely devoted to sustaining the government in the present

simple. lie informs me thai the leaders and committee men generally
of tiiai party are opposed to the war and sympathi/e with the South, that

t hex keep quiet bera use it will not advance t heir vie ws to move just now.
7

'

Chase Papers. MS. '

July *$, (.',. /,yi-( xsiviuil Globe, p. 331.
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vored a national convention, in the view that it might lead

to a settlement of the difficulties. The action of the North-

ern Democrats gave a certain degree of comfort to the Con-

federates, and it led to a revival of the hope with which the

South had entered on the path of revolution that she would

have a divided North to contend against. But the result

of the elections gave her little encouragement. Although
the vote was everywhere small, Governor Andrew in Mas-

sachusetts overtopped his competitor by 34,000 ;
Dickinson

carried New York city by over 17,000 majority and the

State by 107,000 ;
and Tod, in Ohio, had 206,000 votes for

governor to his competitor's 151,000.'

In the Confederacy the people were, for the first time, to

choose a President and Vice-President in accordance with

their permanent Constitution. The mode of election was
the same as that in force in the United States. But there

was no contest. The symptoms of opposition to the admin-

istration shown in the Richmond Congress at its July ses-

sion were, after its adjournment, no longer seen. One voice

went up from all the States that Davis should be chosen.

The Confederates " believe in no other man," wrote William

H. Russell to Sumner," and the tone of the Southern press
at this time confirms this opinion. Some muttering there

had been against Stephens, but this was quickly overborne.

Conventions were not generally held for the purpose of

nominating electors
;
the electoral tickets were in most

cases the suggestion of self-constituted committees of promi-
nent and trusted men through the medium of the press.

Although the President and Vice-President were to be

1 See New York Tribune, Aug. 9, 31, Sept. 6 ; National Intelligencer, Aug.
10 ; Columbus correspondence Cincinnati Commercial, Aug. 7, Sept. 5

;

Boston Advertiser, Sept. 19; New York World, Nov. 5, 7; New York Times,

Nov. 5 ; New York Evening Post, Nov. 6 ; New York Herald, Sept. 1, 8,

Nov. 20
;
Richmond Examiner, Aug. 13, Sept. 7, Oct. 15

; Richmond En-

quirer, Aug. 2, 30, Oct. -22 ; Richmond Whig, Aug. 2, Sept. 7 ; Tribune Al-

manac. The vote in New York city was remarkable, as it had gone against
Lincoln in 1860 by 29,000.

2 Letter of Sept. 5, Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
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chosen i"<>r a term of six years from February 22. lsf>2, one

journal complained that the coming election hardly drew as

much notice as an ordinary contest for members of the State

legislature or for county officers.
1 For mauv of the other

positions there was some strife, yet it turned on no differ-

ence of principle or of policy, but merely on a preference as

to men. The place of representative was competed for in all

of the congressional districts of Virginia, and in the Rich-

mond district an animated contest took place, in which ex-

I 'resilient Tyler polled more votes than both of his oppo-
nents. In Arkansas and Mississippi ballots were necessary
for the choice of Confederate senators, and the struggles forOO

thesenatorshipin the North Carolina. Georgia, and Louisiana

legislatures called to mind the contests of the days of peace.
The people of Alabama divided in an election for governor.
( Mily after a hard struggle in Georgia did Brown defeat his

opponent, the difference being personal, heightened by the

point made against him that it was unprecedented to choose

a man governor for a third term. In none of these elections

were voters marshalled under political banners that had been

raised when these States were in the Union ; men were no

longer Democrats, AVhigs, or Americans. The grounds of

controversy of the preceding year, which had found expres-
sion in the support of Breckinridge. Bell, or Douglas, had

been entirely lost sight of. In Virginia it was at one time

said that the submissionist. or, as the Xorth called it. the

Union, party still lived; yet its influence was not felt in

the elections. On the first "Wednesday of November, elec-

tors in the several States were chosen; and at the proper
time, and in accordance with the statute, they cast a unani-

mous vote for Davis and Stephens as President and Vice-

President of the Confederacv."

:

Richmond I-'i-iiinitn r. Sept. 1(5.

-

Ihi.l., Au.u-. (5. 10. 09. Sept. .*). 10, Oct. 2, S. 17. Nov. 4, 5, 7. 11. 30,

!>'<. ID; Hirhm.iii'l \\'
/>,';/. Sept. 10. Oct. 1. 1\ Nov. 8. 19; Richmond

Enqninr. An-. V.\. Sept. 1:5. 14. 10, or>. Oct. S. 09. Nov. 6. 10. 0(5;

A'iantii .^"Ut/ar/t <
//<//( /-<<,v/, Sept. lo, 01, 00, 04, 0(5. 09, Oct. 1, 4, 10,
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The war of bullets went on but slowly. General Cox
drove Wise out of the Kanawha valley. Rosecrans as rank-

ing officer succeeded McClellan in western Yirginia. Owing
to a lack of harmony between Wise and Floyd the latter

at the head of a brigade he had raised in his own section of

his State Robert E. Lee was sent to take command of the

Confederate forces, but he was not able to wrest from Rose-

crans and Cox the ground which the Union forces had gained.
Their operations, following McClellan's earlier successes, se-

cured western Virginia for the Union, and made the Alle-

ghanies the line between the Confederacy and the United

States.
1

The navy at the outbreak of the war was small. Many
of the ships were on distant cruises, and their orders to re-

turn were long in reaching them. Through the indefatiga-
ble exertions of Secretary Welles and his assistant Gustavus

Y. Fox, and by the purchase and charter of merchant steam-

ers, a navy was improvised which was powerful enough to

maintain a reasonably effective blockade.
2

By the end of

the summer this department could assist in offensive move-

ments. August 26 a joint army and naval expedition, under

the command of General Butler and Flag-officer Stringham,

Nov. 7 ;
Atlanta Intelligencer, Sept. 3, 12, 14. 20, 26, Oct. 3

; Atlanta Com-

monwealth, Oct. 22
;
Letters and Times of the Tylers, vol. ii. p. 662. Many

expressions of praise of Davis from the press might be given. 1 will cite

the strongest I have found :

" The President has never yet committed a

blunder or neglected to achieve a practicable advantage for the South."

Richmond Whig, Aug. 13.
" The South Carolina legislature has passed

resolutions, with only one dissenting voice, expressive of confidence in the

patriotism and ability of President Davis and the administration." Rich-

mond Enquirer, Dec. 2. The Richmond Examiner of Sept. 16 made a

severe attack on Stephens. He was defended in the Richmond Enquirer
of Sept. 16, the Richmond Whig of Sept. 20, the Atlanta Soutlwrn Con-

federacy of Sept. 24, the Charleston Courier of Sept. 25.

1 These operations continued from July to October inclusive ; see

Cox's article, Century War Book, vol. i. p. 137 ; Davis's Rise and Fall of the

Confederate Government, vol. i. chap. x.
'2 See Yancey, Rost and Mann to Earl Russell, Nov. 30, 1861, British

and Foreign State Papers, 1860-61.
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sailed from Fortress Monroe and took Forts Ilatteras and

Clark, which commanded I Eatteras Inlet, on the coast of North

Carolina, a point of importance for the blockading fleet.

Its capture caused considerable joy to the people of the

North, who were in a condition to be cheered by the slight-

est successes, and it occasioned some dismay at the South.
1

November 7 another expedition, under General Thomas W.
Sherman and Captain I)u Font, took Fort Koyal. South

Carolina, the finest harbor on the Southern coast, thirty
miles from Savannah and fifty miles from Charleston.

This created alarm in South Carolina, and tended to hold

back troops for home defence which otherwise would have

been sent to Virginia.
2

Meanwhile McClellan was at work with energy and tal-

ent, erecting fortilications around Washington and organ-

i/.ing the Army of the Potomac," as he christened it soon

after assuming command, lie had good executive abilitv,

an aptitude for system, and, being in robust health, an im-

mense capacity for labor. All these qualities were devoted

without stint to the service. In the saddle a large part of

the day. lie visited the several camps, mixed with the differ-

ent brigades and regiments, and came to know thoroughly
his officers and his men. Himself a gentleman of sterlingO o
moral character, having come to Washington Avith the re-

spect and admiration of these soldiers, he soon gained their

love by his winning personality, and inspired an attachment

such as no other Northern general of a large army, with

one exception, was ever able to obtain, lie was called V1 the

young Napoleon." being believed by the army, the admin-

istration, and the country to have military genius such as

entitled him to the name. In these first days he was on

excellent terms with every one save the veteran of the army.
General Scott, whom he beiran to ignore soon after his ar-

1

Xicolay and liny. vi>l. v. chap i. ; Butler's report. Oilieiul Record*, vol.

iv. p. >! ;
Xr\v York '/'/'/'/"/-, Sept. i; Richmond fcjin/titi> r. Sept. -1.

-

Njcnlay and Hay. vol. v. chap. i.
;
Charleston Courier, Nov. 9, i:j, 2'J.
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rival at Washington. Scott had a full sense of his own im-

portance, and with age had grown irascible, but he deserved

better treatment from the young officer whose star was ris-

ing. We may imagine with what respect and tenderness

Robert E. Lee, under similar circumstances, would have treat-

ed the older man, and we may recognize thus early a defect

in McClellan's character. In the first open difference with

Scott, he exhibited the failing which made his splendid op-

portunities go for naught. Personally courageous himself,

he had great fear for his army, and was full of apprehension
that his movements would not be attended with success.

Joined to this, his intelligence of the enemy was either de-

fective or his judgment on the facts he possessed radically
unsound. In August he was pursued by the phantom that

the Confederates largely outnumbered him, and that they
would attack his position on the Virginia side of the Poto-

mac and also cross the river north of Washington.
1 At this

time, however, Johnston did not purpose either movement,
and was chafing at the smallness of his force, the large
amount of sickness and the lack of discipline in his army,
and the defects of the commissariat.

2
Scott divined that he

would not attack, and wrote the Secretary of War, August
9 :

"
Major-General McClellan has propagated in high quar-

ters the idea . . . that Washington was not only
'

insecure,'

but in 'imminent danger.' . I have not the slightest ap-

prehension for the safety of the government here."
s

Since

the beginning of the war the old general's despatches and

letters had, on the whole, shown good business and military

1 Letter of Aug. 8 to Scott, Official Kecords, vol. xi. part iii. p. 3. "I have

scarcely slept one moment for the last three nights, knowing well that the

enemy intend some movement, and fully recognizing our own weakness.

If Beauregard does not attack to-night I shall look upon it as a dispensa-

tion of Providence. He ought to do it." Letter of McClellan to his wife,

Aug. 8, McClellan's Own Story, p. 84.

2 Roman writes that Beauregard wished to make an offensive movement
the first part of August, but Johnston did not approve of the plan, Bo-

man's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 131.

3 Official Records, vol. xi. part iii. p. 4.
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abilitv and judgment, and his opinion at this time, as the

sequel lias shown, was entitled to more weight than McClel-

lan's;
' but the younger general had cast a glamour over ev-

en- one and gained a reputation J'or infallibility. Although
Scott Celt hurt at his treatment, and showed it in a letter of

sensitive dignity which he wrote Cameron, he acknowledged
that his t% ambitious junior" had "unquestionably very high

qualifications for military command.'"

While McClellan was working- with diligence, every one was

co-operating with him in a way to give his talent for organi-
zation the widest scope. The President, the Treasury and the

\Vai- departments, the Secretary of State, the governors of

the Northern States assisted him faithfully with their full

powers. The officers under him displayed zeal and devo-

tion, lie had the sway of a monarch. Such complete har-

mony produced fertile results. Troops poured in from the

enthusiastic North, swelling the army of 52,000 men of July
27 to one of 168,318 three months later."

There was no time at which the Confederate army was

as large as the Union force, but McClellan's fears prevented
him from correctly envisaging the situation. August 1(5 he

wrote his wife :

" The enemy have from three to four times

my force."
' As time wore on and he was not disturbed he

gained confidence and wrote, August 25: "Friend Beaure-

gard has allowed the chance to escape him. I have now
some (55,0(1(1 effective men

;
will have 75,000 by the end of

week. Last week he certainly had double our force. 1 feel

sure that the dangerous moment has passed.''
5 At this

time the effective total of the Confederate armv was less

1
"

I am leaving nothing undone to increase our force, but the old gen-
eral always comes in the way. lie understands nothing, appreciates noth-

ing." Letter of McClellan to his wife, Aug. 8, ^IcClcllan's Own Story,

p. 84.
''

Official Records, vol. xi. part iii. p. 0.

3 Present for duty, 147,095. These are McClellan's figures from his re-

port to the Secretary of War, Oct., 1801, and from his general report of

Aug. -I, ISO;]. Ollicial Records, vol. v. p. 10.
4 MrClrllan's Own Story, p. 87. 5

Ibid., p. 89.
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than 41,000. September 6 he wrote :

" I feel now per-

fectly secure against an attack
;
the next thing will be to

attack him." ' William H. Kussell wrote Sumner, Septem-
ber 5 :

"
Washington is, I feel, quite safe from a direct at-

tack, and a turning movement into Maryland the only thing
to be feared. Such an operation would be attended with

extreme hazard, but the Confederates must do something.
I think if they do attack they will be beaten."

*

McClellan himself, and experienced observers, began to

believe that he was creating an efficient army. William H.

Russell wrote the London Times, September 2 :

" Never

perhaps has a finer body of men in all respects of physique
been assembled by any power in the world, and there is no

reason why their morale should not be improved so as to

equal that of the best troops in Europe."
3 Three days later

he wrote Sumner :
" McClellan is working hard and is do-

ing much good. The enemy must be greatly embarrassed

by his inaction, which is really hard work, drilling and the

like ;"
* and September 10 he said :

" McClellan is doing his

best to get his troops into order. Hard work."
5 The out-

posts of the Confederate army were at Munson's Hill, six

and a half miles from Washington ;
their flag could be seen

from the federal capital. The lower Potomac was block-

aded, and McClellan would not furnish troops to co-operate
with the navy in silencing the Confederate batteries and

taking possession of points that would secure an uninter-

rupted communication by water between the North and

Washington. Having a vivid remembrance of Bull Run,

1 McClellan 's Own Story, p. 90.
2 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
3 In a letter to the London Times of Nov. 10 this enthusiastic opinion is

modified, perhaps owing to the fact that, as events progressed, the tone of

Russell's letters became less favorable to the North But it must be remem-
bered his judgment is always based on a comparison with well-disciplined

European armies. See on this point The Civil War in America, Comte de

Paris, vol. i. p. 407
; same author in Century War Book, vol. ii. p. 113

;

Webb's Peninsula, p. 169.
4 Pierce Sumner Papers, MS. & Ibid.
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the country looked on patiently, and did not complain at

the dailv news,
u All quiet on the Potomac,"' deeming- the

period of inaction a necessary incident of the work of disci-

plining an army, which would, when ready, bring the civil

war to an end.

The last of September, Johnston, considering his advanced

position hazardous, withdrew his outposts from Munson's

Hill.
1 At his request Jefferson Davis came to the army

headquarters at Fairfax Court -house the 1st of October,

and had, with Beauregard, General Gustavus AV. Smith,
and himself, a council of war in reference to taking the

offensive. All agreed that the Confederate army was in

better shape to light now than, unless arms could be ob-

tained from abroad, it would be in the spring, and that if

inactive it would retrograde in discipline during the win-

ter ; it was also clearly understood that the federal army
was constantly augmenting in number and efficiency.

/ O
Smith then asked: "Mr. President, is it not possible to

increase the effective strength of this army, and put us in

condition to cross the Potomac and carry the war into the

enemy's country \ Can you not, by stripping other points
to the last they will bear, and even risking defeat at all

other places, put us in condition to move forward? Success

here at this time saves everything; defeat here loses all."

" The President asked me," wrote Smith, who related the

story of the council,
*'* what number of men were necessary,

in my opinion, to warrant an offensive campaign, to cross

the Potomac, cut off the communications of the enemy with

their fortified capital, and carry the war into their country.
I answered. Fifty thousand effective, seasoned soldiers? ex-

plaining that by waxoiK'd soldiers I meant such men as we
had here present for duty. . . . General Johnston and Gen-

eral P>eau regard both said that a force of s!,iiy thousand

such men would be necessary, and that this force would

' McC'lclliui was jubilant at obtaining posses-ion of Munsou's and Upton's

hills, Irtu-r to his wife, McC'lellau's Own Story, p. 92.
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require large additional transportation and munitions of

war, the supplies here being entirely inadequate for an ac-

tive campaign in the enemy's country even with our present
force."

"With regret Davis declared that " want of arms was the

great difficulty/' and that it would be impossible to furnish

the army with the reinforcements and supplies asked for.
1

The alternative, therefore, was that the Confederates must
remain on the defensive, awaiting the action of McClellan.

October 19 Johnston drew his army back from Fairfax

Court-house to Centreville and Manassas Junction a much

stronger position.
11

Meanwhile McClellan was perfecting his organization. Nei-

ther he nor any one else apparently had any other idea than

that at some time during the fall he would attack Johnston's

army. When he and McDowell were riding together from

camp to camp on the south side of the Potomac, he used to

point towards Manassas and say: "We shall strike them
there."

3 In October he declared to the Secretary of War
that the object of the government should be to "crush the-

army under Johnston at Manassas." 4 "With the great
increase in numbers of men," wrote William H. Eussell to

Sumner, October 14,
" and above all with his preponder-

ance in artillery, McClellan ought to be able to overcome all

the obstacles of the enemy, and to overlap and beat them, in

spite of their advantages in position, for I believe they are

inferior in number and in guns and in all but perhaps the

craft of their leaders and the animosity of their men. There

is still to a European a woful lack of real discipline in this

1 G. W. Smith's account, probable date Oct. 1, 1861. Beauregard and

Johnston wrote, Jan. 31, 1862, that their recollections agreed fully with his

statement, Official Records, vol. v. p. 884. See also Johnston's Narrative,

p. 75 ; Hughes's Johnston, p. 92
;
criticism of Smith's account, Davis's Rise

and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 450, and the examination

of this criticism, Roman's Beauregard, vol. i. p. 139
; Confederate "War

Papers, G. W. Smith. s Johnston's Narrative.
3 Swinton's Army of the Potomac, a book friendly to McClellan, p. 69.

4 Webb's Peninsula, also favorable to McClellan, p. 168.
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army. ;uul the country is so difficult that no general can

control or oversee the movements of the enormous mass

once it is set in motion. ... I am not sure of the result if

the Confederate States army be nearly equal."
'

Three months had passed by with McClellan in com-

mand. Although the country was becoming impatient
that there were no signs of a forward movement, it did not

for a moment lose faith in its general. Could the North-

ern people, however, have known him as well as we now do

through the publication of his private correspondence, they
would have been amazed and their confidence shaken, Ilapid
advancement and hero-worship had swollen him up with con-

ceit. As early as October he had arrived at the conviction

that all the ability needed for the conduct of the war cen-

tred in himself and in a few of his favorite generals, and

that no one else in responsible position had any wisdom
whatever." October 21 occurred on the Potomac, above

AVashington, the affair of Ball's Bluff, in which, owing to

mismanagement, the Union forces were defeated. Measured

by subsequent battles, the casualties were not large: but

the death of Colonel Baker, a dear friend of Lincoln and a

popular senator and officer, and the loss to Xew York. Mas-

sachusetts, and Pennsylvania of some of " the very pride
and flower of their young men,"

3

caused a profound feeling
of discouragement all over the Xorth ; still, there was little

; Pierce- Surancr Papers. MS.
; see, also. The Civil War in America,

Comic dc Paris, vol. i. p. 407.

Oct. : "I can't tell you how disgusted I am becoming with these

wivtched politicians." Oct. : "I presume I shall have to go after them
when I get ready : but this getting read}' is slow work with such an admin-

i>trati<>n. I wish I were well out of it." Oct. 2 : "I am becoming daily more
<li>_rusted witli this administration perfectly sick of it. If I could with

honor resign, I would quit the wliole concern to-morrow." Oct. 10: "There
are some of the greatest geese in the cabinet I have ever seen enough to

tax :hi' patience of Job." Letters of McClellan to his wife, McClellan's

Own Story, pp. 167, 1GS. 1G9.
'

Koscoe Coukling's speech in the House of Representatives, Jan. 0. 1862.
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tendency to impute this disaster to McClellan, although it

occurred in his department.
The friction between Scott and McClellan increased, result-

ing in the voluntary retirement with due honors of the elder

soldier. This took place October 31, and McClellan suc-

ceeded him in the command of all the armies of the United

States. A few days earlier Senators Trumbull, Chandler,
and Wade had urged upon the President the importance of

immediate action, but Lincoln and Seward maintained that

McClellan was right not to move until he was ready.
1 Yet

for financial as well as for political reasons it was eminently
desirable that some progress should be made in the work
which the North had set out to perform. The expenses of

the government were now $1,750,000 a day.
8 From a mil-

itary point of view it would seem as if the conditions were

favorable for an advance. October 27, according to Mc-
Clellan's own figures, the aggregate strength of the Army
of the Potomac was 168,318, and the force present for duty
147,695 ;

of these 13,410, from various causes, were unfit for

the field, reducing his effective force to 134,285.
3 At the

same time Johnston's "effective total" soldiers "capable
of going into battle

" was 41,000.
4

McClellan had substan-

tially three to one, and his force was constantly increasing.
December 1 he had 198,000 men, of whom 169,000 were

present for duty.
5

During the same period Johnston had

gained 6200.
8 The discipline, experience, and fighting qual-

ities of the two armies were equal. The federal artillery

1

Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 467.
2 Letter of Chase to Larz Andersou, Oct. 2, Schuckers, p. 430.
3
Official Records, vol. v. p. 10.

4 Johnston's Narrative, p. 81. Northern writers have generally accepted
the statements of Johnston as correct, but on his method of computation
see J. D. Cox in the Nation, May 21, 1874, p. 334. Nevertheless, after all

allowances, the statement frequently made that McClellan had three men
to Johnston's one Is true. See Webb's Peninsula, p. 169 ; The Civil War
in America, Comte de Paris, vol. i. p. 407

; Swinton's Army of the Poto-

mac, p. 72. * Official Records, vol. v. p. 12.
6 Johnston's Narrative, p. 83.

III. 32
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was superior ; the infantry had bettor arms. The workshops
of the North and of Europe were busy in supplying the

Union army, and money, or the credit of the government,
was used lavishly for this purpose. The manufacture of

arms and ordnance in the public armories and private estab-

li>hments of the Confederacy was attended with difficulty

and discouragement, largely owing to the lack of skilled

workmen. 1 Munitions of war from Europe could be brought
onlv in vessels which were able to run the blockade, and so

rarelv did such a cargo arrive at a Southern port that it

alforded a day of rejoicing." The health of the Union armv
was good, that of the Confederate bad." The weather was

line and dry ; up to Christmas the roads were in condition

for military operations. The officers and men of the Army
of the Potomac were devoted to McClellan. were eager to

tight, and would have been glad to follow where he led.

1; only remained for the commanding general to give the

word.

McClellan, however, could neither make up his mind to

advance nor to abandon all idea of offensive operations
until spring. On account of the affair of Ball's Bluff,

writes the Comte do Paris,
' a fatal hesitation took posses-

sion of McClellan.''
'

But in truth he was by nature irres-

olute, and he did not study his enemy with good results.

lie deluded himself: as to the size and efficiency of the Con-

federate army, magnifying Johnston's force of 41,00o into

one of 150,000,
a and such was the weight attached to his

Davis's Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 473 ;

Lifu of Albert Sidney Johnston, W. P. Johnston, p. 417.
- Richmond I^.i'<nni/n r, Aug. >(>, Nov. 15

;
Richmond Kur^i'ircr, Nov. 14.

2 .McClellan's Own Story, p. 12G
; Johnston's Narrative, p. (55

;
The Civil

War in America, (,'omtc de Paris, vol. i. p. 407 ; Richmond Dixpatch, Aug.
2". : Pollard's First Year of the War, p. -,'tS ; A Rebel War Clerk's Diary.

Jones, vol. i.
]>.

SI ; Down South, Samuel Phillips Day, vol. ii. p. 109.
1

Century War Hook, vol. ii. p. 114.

"All the information we have from spies, prisoners, etc., ji skives in

sli >wing that the enemy have a force on the Potomac not less titan 150,-

000 strong, well drilled and equipped, ably commanded, ami strongly in-
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opinion that he impressed upon nearly every one the cor-

rectness of his judgment. In a speech to a delegation of

Philadelphians, he said :

" The war cannot last long. It

may be desperate. I ask in the future forbearance, pa-

tience, and confidence. "With these we can accomplish
all."

' 'The country gave him what he asked,
2 but the

sequel will show that he was not worthy of the uncondi-

tional trust reposed in him. Although McClellan was a

good organizer and had a high degree of patriotism, he

lacked the brains to command a large army in the field.

As Lowell expressed it,
" Our chicken was no eagle, after

all."
3 Yet he himself had no conception of his own limita-

tions. To save the country he was willing to accept the

dictatorship.
4

Recognizing
" the weakness and unfitness of

the poor beings who control the destinies of this great

country," the impulse came to him that he must give Lin-

coln and Seward counsel respecting a grave diplomatic

question.
6

Johnston, by means of spies, knew almost accurately
the size of the federal army.

6
McClellan likewise should

have known that he only had 40,000 or 50,000 troops to

contend against, instead of three times that number as he

persisted in believing. Had Johnston' been in McClellan's

place, we may be reasonably certain that a battle in Vir-

trenched." McClellan to Secretary of War, latter part of Oct., Official

Records, vol. v. p. 9. Seward and Meigs estimated the enemy at 100,000,

Life of Seward, vol. ii. p. 621
; testimony of Meigs before the Committee

on the Conduct of the War. l New York Tribune, Nov. 4.

'"General McClellan asked . . . 'forbearance, patience, and confi-

dence.' He has a right to them all, and he enjoys them all at the hands

of those to whom the appeal is made. . . . The people have all the con-

fidence in General McClellan which it would be safe for any man in his

position to enjoy." New York Times, Nov. 6; see, also, New York Herald,

Nov. 9.

3 Political Essays, p. 94 : North American Review, April, 1864.
4 Letter to his wife, Aug. 9, McClellan's Own Story, p. 85.

i

s Letter to his wife, Nov. 17, ibid.
, p. 175; but see Lothrop's Seward, p. 327.

6 Johnston's Narrative, p. 81.
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trinia. perhap> as momentous in its results us (iettvsburg.
would have been 1'ou^ht before ('hristmus day of IM'.I;

\vitii a <rre;it commander, "that rare sou of the tempest,"'
tin- capture of the Confederate army or of Itichmond \vas

in tin 1 mime of possibilities. l!ut Mc( 'lellan dallied with

opportunity, seeing phantoms in tin- shape of an immense
armv before him and powerful ennnics behind him." Had
h" decided, as did Johnston, in spite of clamors of the press.'

n<>l to take the offensive that autumn. hut to wait until lie

had his army under better discipline, military authorities

mio'ht justify him; hut on such a policy lie could not re-

solve. Some time in November he wrote his wife. "I am
doinu1

all I can to nvt ready to move before winter sets in.

but it now begins to look as if we were condemned to a

winter of inactivity :" and November -2~> he shows a mani-

fest joy at a "driving snow-storm." and a hope that the

roads will be bad enough to render a decision against a

forward movement unmistakably clear. 1 Let us not. how-

ever, overlook one line trait in McOlellan, which, united to

a greater ability, would have been of significant service to

himself and his countrv. ( )ur George," lie wrote, the

1 Parknnn. Mi.ntcalm and Wolfe, vol. i. p. 1M.
"

I am concealed :;' Slant nil's in dod^c ail enemies in >li;i]H- nf
'

linnvs-

iiiir' I'rc.-ideiit^, etc. ... I have a ><-t of nu-ii in deal with u;iM-Mip;ilous

a:id !al-f. . . . Tin.' people lliink nic all-pi i\\cri'ul. Xi'Vcr was tlu-rc a

'.:'.'> / r mi-take. I am llnvai'tud and deceived \>\' ilioe incapaliie.-, at every
turn." Lett'-r of Mc( 'leilan in his \vife. Xnv. . McClcllan's Own Story.

PP. IT'".. 177.
"

A.I nvcr tiie Sniilh. in every Stale from the Uin (Jra: de 10 tlie Pnto-

niac. the desire is universal that our brave army -lia!! ^o I'nrward. . . .

W>- b lievu lhal .McCle'dan's army could oi\ a fair field be defeated by

''.'.;. live llmiisainl Sniniim snliiiers. . . . Our army mire aens [the

l't m :fj. we dn ni't fear the I'e-uit. . . . Thecm-my wniild have to quit
ie- intrenchments and iLht at a di-advantai;e \vi:Ii an aiiny paraly/ed
wi:li appr'-hen-io!!. and exeeedin u'lv anxious in uvt back to tiie land of

pumpkin-pics and >nraLr i:y- faced females." Richmond ><///'///', Sept.
X'o. M-C .]-> Sep

1

.
>:, ; aiso Richmond I)i*ji>i'i-Ii. Sept. ^':!.

4
^1 -i leil-in's <)". n Stnry. p. 177. ;d>o p. I'.t'.i, and testimony before the

t'un :,,'.<-. i

'

:, iiic' i.f :he War.
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soldiers " have taken it into their heads to call me. I

ought to take good care of these men, for I believe they
love me from the bottom of their hearts

;
I can see it in

their faces when I pass among them." 1

It is impossible to contemplate McClellan's treatment of

the President with patience. Misled, as many indeed were,

by Lincoln's lack of society manners, by his want of sys-

tematic attention to the details of administration, by his

neglect to exact punctiliousness in official intercourse, the

young general of thirty-five failed to see beyond these

things his capacity for dealing with men and large affairs,

and summed up his character with,
" the President is honest

and means well."
* So anxious was Lincoln about the prog-

ress of military operations that it was his custom to call

often at the house of the general, sometimes coming before

breakfast, but more frequently in the evening. On the

evening of November 13 he came with Seward, and was
told that McClellan had gone to an officer's wedding, but

would soon return. They waited. The general entered,

and, though informed by the orderly of his visitors, went

directly up-stairs. The President, thinking there must be

some misunderstanding, sent a servant to announce him.

again ;
this brought the information that the general had

gone to bed. Lincoln probably asked no explanation of

this incident, for personal slights, in view of the magnitude
of the cause which engaged him, were of no moment. On
another occasion, when the general failed to meet an ap-

pointment with him, he said,
" Never mind

;
I will hold

McClellan's horse if he will only bring us success." 3 Such
occurrences cannot fail to suggest a comparison with

1 McClellan's Own Story, p. 172.
2 Letter to his wife, Nov. 17, McClellan's Own Story, p. 176.
3
Nicolay and Hay, vol. iv. p. 468. "Officers of McClellan's staff tell

that Mr. Lincoln almost daily comes into McClellan's library and sits

there rather unnoticed. On several occasions McClellan let the Presi-

dent wait in the room, together with other common mortals." Count
Gurowski's Diary, Nov., 1861, p. 128.
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Davis' s treatment of Joseph E. Johnston ;

'

they make man-

ifest to us that Lincoln had the magnanimity of a great
mind.

In December McClellun fell ill with typhoid-fever. The
Armv of the .Potomac, the administration, the country wait-

ed on his recovery."

As has been shown, English sentiment up to late in the

summer was favorable to the federal government.
"

I

have not seen or heard of a soul," wrote Darwin. . I une 5. to

Asa Gray, "who is not with the North.
"

:

IJut when the

detailed news of the battle of P>ull Pain became fully un-

derstood, when the lull effect of it was comprehended, a

marked revulsion of feeling took place. It is easy to clas-

sifv the many manifestations of opinion, from the day that

the tale of I>ull Kim was told in England to that on which

London heard of the capture of Mason and ISlidell/ There

were, outspoken friends of the North, and men distinctly

favorable to the South; but the dominant sentiment was

that of the main body of the aristocracy and middle class,

who. seeing clearly, as they thought, that the Union coukl

not conquer the Confederacy, earnestly longed for the war

to cease. The aristocracy had no tears to shed that the

irreat and powerful democracy, rent by internal feud, was

going the way of all democracies; they felt that a divided

I'nion would be less of a moral menace than a compact
democratic federal government to the intrenched rights on

which most European governments, and particularly that

of Great P>ritain. were based. The middle class, devoted

! Anl>:

Besides authorities specifically quoted, I have used the report of the

Committee on the Conduct of the War. and the testimony before it of

MeClellan. Franklin. McCall, Fit/.-.Tohn Porter, lleint/.elmaii, McDowell.
YVadsworth. and Meijrs ;

also McClellan's Military Career Reviewed and

Exposed, Swinton. pamphlet, 1864; General ,T. D. Cox's review of Mc-

rleilan's Own Story, the ^\<itin. Jan. 00 and 27, 1887
;
John C. Ropes's

review of the same. Atttintic Ifi/iit/tli/, April, 1887.
; Life and Letters. vol. ii. p. I(j6.

4 Auir. o to Nov. 08.
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to commerce and manufactures, were disturbed that the

supply of cotton was cut off. Business became deranged.

Hunger stared thousands of laborers in the face. Higher
in the social scale, the fear of curtailed incomes and of the

sacrifice of luxuries and necessaries may be plainly seen.

Goldwin Smith, a friend to the North, described the situa-

tion in terms none too strong :

" The awful peril, not only
commercial but social, with which the cotton famine threat-

ened us, and the thrill of alarm and horror which upon
the dawning of that peril ran through the whole land."

l

Peace would open the Southern ports, would restore com-

fort to the British householder ;
and as it seemed to him

that the South was in the end certain to gain her inde-

pendence, the sooner the fact was acknowledged by the

North, the sooner would the disturbed equilibrium be re-

stored. This was the opinion of the great body of voting

AVhigs and of such Conservatives as did not distinctly sym-

pathize with the South,
2 and it found fitting representation

1 Macmillaris Magazine, Dec., 1865, p. 167. See detailed figures iu Lon-

don Times of Sept. 7.
" The reports from Lancashire apprise us that the

first mutterings of the long-expected storm are already heard. Mills are

working short time, manufacturers are reducing wages, and operatives

assembling in trouble and alarm to discuss the prospects before them.

. . . The fact is that our stocks of cotton are rapidly sinking, while the

supplies on the road to us are of uncertain quality and insufficient

amount. ... So a manufacture which pays upward of 11,000,000 in

wages, and supports a fifth part of our whole population, is coming gradu-

ally to a stand." London Times, Sept. 19.
" Lancashire calls for so many

million bales of cotton, but these bales are paid for with so many millions

of pounds. In fact, it is a trade of some 40,000,000 a year." Ibid., Sept.

21.
" To a man whom books or travel have made familiar with the great

features of nature throughout the earth, it must seem strange that Man-

chester should be shaking in her shoes, and that Liverpool should be in a

fever of speculative excitement, on account of the non-arrival of a few

ship-loads of cotton." Ibid., Nov. 2.

John Stuart Mill speaks of
"
the rush of nearly the whole upper and

middle classes of my own country, even those who passed for Liberals,

into a furious pro-Southern partisanship : the working classes and some of

the literary and scientific men being almost the sole exceptions to the

general frenzy." Autobiography, p. 268.
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in Palmerston and Russell, the two leading men of the cab-

inet. Earl Russell, in a speech at Newcastle in October,

told the British public that the American civil war did not

turn on the question of slavery,
"
though that, I believe,"

he added,
" was the original cause of the quarrel ;" neither

was the strife about free trade or protection ;
but the two

parties were "
contending, as so many States in the old .

world have contended, the one for empire and the other for

independence." To what good result, he asked, can the

contest lead ? He answered his own question, to the effect

that a separation of the two sections was the only logical

and permanent settlement of the controversy.
1 The notion

that the Union could never be restored found expression in

the Times and the Saturday Review, which, gravitating

naturally to the representation of the opinion of the ma-

jority of the English public, made, by reason of the ability

with which they hammered away, many converts from

among the waverers.
2 The laboring class, so far as they

1 London Times, Oct. 16 ; on this speech see the Spectator of Oct. 19.

Many speeches in the same tone as Russell's were made. Bright said

publicly, Dec. 4: " Of all the speeches made since the end of the last ses-

sion of Parliament by public men, by politicians, the majority of them

have either displayed a strange ignorance of American affairs, or a

stranger absence of that cordiality and friendship which, I maintain, our

American kinsmen have a right to look for at our hands." Speeches,
vol. i. p. 180.

" The South is not absolutely so strong as the North, but it has hither-

to been stronger in the field, and it will always be strong enough, in all

human probability, to resist subjection, if not to enforce its will." Lon-
don Times, Sept. 17.

"
Slavery counts for little in the quarrel, commer-

cial antagonism for much. . . . The watchword of the South is
'

Indepen-
dence,' of the North '

Union,' and in those two war-cries the real issue

is contained." Ibid., Sept. 19.
" The contest is really for empire on the

side of the North, and for independence on that of the South, and in this

respect we recognize an exact analogy between the North and the govern-
ment of George III., and the South and the thirteen revolted provinces.
These opinions may be wrong, but they are the general opinions of the

English nation." Ibid., Nov. 7. See W. H. Russell's letter from Wash-

ington, Oct. 17. "It continues to be improbable that the South should

be conquered, and impossible that it should be held in subjection." Sat-
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thought at all, sympathized with the United States. They
saw clearly, as did the aristocracy, that the cause of the

North was the cause of democracy in England ;
but they

counted little in making up the sum of public sentiment,
for parliamentary representation was based upon the re-

form bill of 1832, which gave them no share in the suffrage.
It is not the least of the glories of England that when

public opinion veers strongly in one direction, she has men
who see clearer than the mass, and set themselves at work
to stem, the current

;
who speak boldly and with no uncer-

tain sound
;
Avhose boldness, whose resistance to the tyr-

anny of the majority, if joined to ability and honesty,

rarely if ever such is the wholesomeness of English politi-

cal life compel them to retirement. Most conspicuous of

these men, who at this time were unreservedly on the side

of the North, was John Bright. September 6 he wrote

Sumner from Eochdale, giving his own opinion and an ex-

position of the sentiment of the country.
" The Times

newspaper, as you know," he said,
" will willingly make

mischief if its patrons want mischief, and on your sifle you
have the New York Herald doing Southern work when it

dares to do it, and stirring up ill-blood with England as the

best mode of helping its Southern friends. Public opinion
here is in a languid and confused state. The upper and

ruling class have some satisfaction, I suspect, in your
troubles they think two nations on your northern conti-

nent more easy to deal with than one, and they see, without

grief, that democracy may get into trouble and war and

urday Renew, Sept. 28. "The belief of foreigners that the Union can

never be restored by force contradicts the language rather than the con-

victions of American speakers and writers." Ibid., Oct. 12, see, also,

Nov. 23. I have seen many extracts from the London Morning Post,

which was the accredited organ of Lord Palmerston ;
this was more

friendly to the South than the Times and Saturday Review. I have not

consulted the flies of the London Standard and Herald, conservative

journals, but from frequent references to them I observe that their sym-

pathy with the Confederacy was warm.
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debt and taxes, as aristocracy has done for this country.
The middle class wish abolition to come out of your con-

tentions, but they are irritated by your foolish tariff,

and having so lately become free-traders themselves, of

course they are great purists now, and severely condemn

you. In this district we have a good many friends of the

South the men who go South every year to buy cotton

for our spinners, and those among our spinners and mer-

chants who care little for facts and right, and go just

where their interest seems to point. I have not, so far,

seen any considerable manifestation of a disposition to urge
our government to interfere in your affairs; and yet with

some, doubtless, there is a hope that France and England
will not permit their cotton manufacture to be starved out

by your contest. There is a great anxiety as to what is

coming. Our mills are just now reducing their working
time to four days and some of them to three days in the

week; this is not universal or general, but it is spreading,
and will soon become general, I cannot doubt. Working
half-time we can go on till April or May perhaps, but this

will cause suffering and discontent, and it is possible press-

ure may be put upon the government to take some step

supposed likely to bring about a change. I preach the

doctrine that the success of the North is our nearest way
to a remedy, but there are those who hold a contrary

opinion. . . . With our upper-class hostility to your country
and government, with the wonderful folly of your tariff

telling against you here, and with the damage arising from

the blockade of the Southern ports, you will easily under-

stand that the feeling here is not so thorough and cordial

with you as I could wish it to be."
'

Bright was the ablest and best -known exponent of

the friendly feeling towards the North, but he had

many sympathizing friends. Cobden,* William E. Fors-

1 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
2 Cobden wrote Sunnier, Nov. 27 : "My respect and admiration for your
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ter,
1

the Duke of Argyll, and Thomas Hughes are not only
men of grateful memory to the North, but they reflect

honor on their own land. The Daily News and the Specta-

tor urged the cause of the North without ceasing, with sig-

nal ability uniting large information to correct judgment.''
1

The sentiment towards America in England depended to

some extent on differences of political opinion. The war
and the Northern conduct of it were used with effect

by the Times and the Saturday Review to point the mor-

al of the failure of the great democracy to realize the

hopes of its English advocates. "
Help us to a breath of

generous strengthening sympathy from Old England,"
wrote Sumner to William H. Russell,

" which will cheer

the good cause, and teach everybody that there can be no

terms of any kind with a swarm of traitors trying to build

free States is so great that I have regretted you did not let the vile in-

cubus of slavery slip off your back. And yet I confess the almost insu-

perable difficulty of making two nations of the United States. The geo-

graphical obstacles alone seem insurmountable. ... Be assured that we
are deeply sympathetic with you and all earnest friends of peace and free-

dom." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
1 Forster made a warm speech for the North in Oct., see Life, by Keid,

p. 337. See comment on same by London Daily News, Oct. 4.
"
I wish

success to the North," he said, "because I love freedom and hate sla-

very."
"We believe, as we always did, that the South cannot hold out."

Daily News, Sept. 17.
" The Southern States are, according to their

own formal declaration, fighting not only to perpetuate, but to extend

the institution of slavery." Ibid., Oct. 10 ; see, also, Sept. 18, Oct. 2, 3, 4.

" The news of every succeeding mail from America makes it more and

more evident that the slavery issue is the practical hinge of the civil

war. . . . The view taken by the conservatives, whether avowed or con-

cealed under the cloak of moderate liberalism, is ... that the North are

fighting for an impossibility. . . . This impossibility is rather a new in-

vention ;
it dates from the battle of Bull Run. ... To talk of the en-

deavor [of the North] as an impossibility is an abuse of human language."
London Spectator, Sept. 14; see, also, Sept. 28, Nov. 16. The London Star

was also strong in its sympathy with the North. I have read many extracts

from it, but have not consulted its files, for the reason that, as it was the

reputed organ of Cobden and Bright, I have preferred to show this phase
of sentiment by their private letters.
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a State on human slavery."
'

" I do not approve," wrote

Kussell in reply,
" of the tone of many papers in Great

Britain in reference to American matters ; but do not forget,' O
I pray you, that in reality it is Brightism and republicanism
at home which most of those remarks are meant to smite.

America is the shield under which the blow is dealt."
"

In

the light of succeeding events and the well-rounded career

of John Bright, we may venture to assert that he had high
moral and political wisdom and chose the right side, and
that the dominant English opinion was wrong and did

harm to Great Britain, to America, and to civilization.
" Some friends of mine in this town," he wrote Sumner
from Rochdale, November 20,

" have invited me to a pub-
lic dinner on the 4th of December. I intend to take that

opportunity for saying something on your great political

earthquake, and I need not tell you that I shall not aban-

don the faith I have in the greatness of the free North. It

has been a misfortune here that so little has been said to

instruct the public on the true bearings of your question, for

it is incredible almost how densely ignorant even our mid-

dle and upper class is with regard to your position. The

sympathies of the great body of the people here are, I

think, quite right, although some papers supposed to be

read by them are wrong. I suspect there has been some

tampering with a certain accessible portion of the press.

I am very anxious that your affairs should take some more
decided turn before our Parliament meets about the 1st

of February. When a mob of 650 men get together with

party objects and little sympathy for you or for the right

anywhere, there is no knowing what mischief may come
out of foolish and wicked speeches, with a ministry led by

1

Sept. 16, Pierce's Sumner. vol. iv. p. 42.

Letter of Oct. 2, Pierce - Sumner Papers, MS. ; see the London Time*
of Aug. 19.

" The real secret of the exultation which manifests itself in

the Times and other organs over our troubles and disasters, is their hatred,
not to America so much as to democracy in England." Motley to his

mother from England, Sept. 22, Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 35.
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such a man as the present Prime Minister of England.

However, I will hope for the best."
'

If, with the results before us, we extol the political per-

ceptions of the few, fairness demands that we examine the

contemporary evidence to ascertain what may excuse the

mistake of the majority. That Earl Russell, the Times, and

the Saturday Review made out an apparently good case,

hardly needs stating. The iterated and reiterated argument
ran that, as the Confederacy was certain to gain its inde-

pendence, the sooner the disturbance was put an end to the

better. " The people of the Southern States," declared the

Times,
"
may be wrong, but they are ten millions."

2 This

summed up the political philosophy of the British public ;

yet the notion that the North could not conquer the South

was shared by many of our friends. "
Judging from this

distance," wrote Bright to Sumner, September 6,
" I con-

fess I am unable to see any prospect of reunion through a

conquest of the South, and I should grieve to see it through

any degrading concessions on the part of the North. I con-

fess I am surprised at the difficulties you meet with even in

the border States. It would seem that the separation in re-

gard to feeling and interests had made a fatal progress
before secession was openly proclaimed ;

for surely, if there

was a large and preponderating sympathy for the Union

1 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
2 Oct. 9, in the same article, it was said :

" The one great fact which

swayed English opinion was the decided and multiform antagonism be-

tween North and South, which time and events combined to disclose. . . .

We think the policy of the federal government wrong. If the whole case

of the. war is to be analyzed, we must needs say the Northerners have the

right on their side, for the Southerners have destroyed without provoca-
tion a mighty political fabric, and have impaired the glory and strength of

the great American Republic." The London Daily News of Oct. 10 said, in

reply: "The Confederate States may Ifc ten millions, but they are wrong
notoriously, flagrantly wrong." William H. Russell wrote the London

Times from Washington, Oct. 17:
" The history of the world cannot point

out two countries now more divided than North and South two govern-

ments, two nations, two policies. Is it possible that the broken vase can

ever be restored? Thousands of able men think it can."
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in those States, the Northern forces would have great ad-

vantages over the South in the conduct of their operations
which they do not now appear to have. ... I cannot see

how the South, with its vast territory, is to be subdued, if

there be any of that unanimity among its population which

is said to exist, and of which there are some proofs. If it

be subdued, I cannot see in the future a contented section of

your great country made up of States now passing through
the crisis of a civil war, with every ferocious passion excited

against the North
;
and the prospect being so dark, looking

through the storm of war, I am hoping for something that

will enable you to negotiate."
' " The belief is largely held,"

he wrote, November 20, that the subjugation of the South
"

is barely, if at all, possible, and that a restoration of the

Union is not to be looked for."
* Cobden did not believe

that the North and the South could " ever lie in the same
bed again."

3 " I hope to God," wrote Darwin,
" we Eng-

lish are utterly wrong in doubting whether the North can

conquer the South."
* On our side of the water the letter

of William M. Evarts to Thurlow Weed, purporting to give
" about the staple of opinion and conversation when men
talked freely," breathed out despair of the Union being able

to conquer the Confederacy.
5

It was frequently asserted that if the North, in 1861, had

avowed the war to be against slavery, we should have had the

warm sympathy of the British public.
6 The proclamation

1 Pierce-Su inner Papers, MS. 3 Ibid.
3
Morley's Cobden, American edition, p. 572.

4 To Asa Gray, Sept. 17, Life and Letters, vol. ii. p. 169. Dec. 11 he

wrote, "How curious it is that you seem to think that you can conquer
the South ;

and I never meet a soul, even those who would most wish it,

who think it possible that is, to conquer and retain it." Ibid., p. 174.
s Letter of Feb. 2, 1862. Weed was in London. Life of Weed, vol. ii.

p. 410.
6 "If the issue of forcible and total emancipation is raised, the United

States will have no reason hereafter to complain of a want of popular sym-

pathy in England." London Saturday Review, Sept. 28
; see, also, Oct. 5,

Nov. 9. "That the doctrine of emancipation, if always and sincerely
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of emancipation, if issued a year earlier, would undoubtedly
have increased the enthusiasm of our English friends,

1 and

professed by the Northern States, would have strongly commended their

cause to the sympathies of this country, is not for a moment to be doubted.

. . . The public in this country would rejoice to see an end made of

slave-holding, and so far the North might gain." London Times, Sept. 30.
" There would perhaps be an overwhelming sentiment of popular sym-

pathy with the North in this conflict if they were fighting for freedom
;
but

the pretence that this is an anti-slavery war cannot be sustained for a mo-

ment, and is sedulously disavowed by the government itself." W. H.

Russell to Sumner, Oct. 14, Pierce-Sumnev Papers, MS.; see also New
York Tribune, Aug. 11.

1

Bright wrote Sumner, Sept. 6: "Many console themselves with the

hope that the great question of the future condition of your four million

negroes is about to be solved. I do not see how you can move for eman-

cipation within your Constitution, or without giving to the South a com-

plete case in favor of their insurrection ;
but if necessity or the popular

feeling should drive you to it, then there will, I think, be no power in this

country able to give any support to the South. Many who cavil at you
now say,

'

If the war was for liberating the slave, then we could see some-

thing worth fighting for, and we could sympathize with the North.' I

cannot urge you to this course. The remedy for slavery would be almost

worse than the disease, and yet how can such a disease be got rid of with-

out some desperate remedy ?" Harriet Martineau wrote Sumner, Nov.

14 :" Whenever the anti-slavery view is adopted and acted upon at Wash-

ington in any preponderant way, you will have no reason to complain of

coldness on this side of the water. ... I need not explain that I, with my
American friendships and sympathies, am eager and constant in speaking

up for what you and I consider the right, and in hoping for the best
; but

the pottering at Washington is infinitely damaging here to your cause:"

Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. Darwin wrote Asa Gray, June 5: "Some

few, and I am one of them, even wish to God, though at the loss of millions

of lives, that the North would proclaim a crusade against slavery. In the

long-run, a million horrid deaths would be amply repaid in the cause of

humanity." Life and Letters, vol. ii. p. 166. "We can wait till the

occasion arises for showing how England can sympathize with a people

who have a purpose to abolish slavery." London Daily News, Sept. 17..

" We have no hesitation in saying that we believe the boldest course would

be the wisest. The Union can never be restored again wilh the old canker

at the roots." 'London Spectator, Oct. 5.

Carl Schurz, our minister to Spain, wrote Seward from San Ildefonso,

Sept. 14, a careful exposition of the sentiment of Europe generally. As

it was not printed, I insert the greater part of it: "It is my conviction,

and I consider it a duty to communicate it to you, that the sympathies of
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lent augmented potency to their arguments; but the course

of English opinion after September, iMli', may well raise

the liberal masses in Europe are not us unconditional!}' in our favor us

iniir'lit !K- d''>iivd. und tliu! unless the war end soon or something be done

; i inve our cuust- a stronger foothold in the popular heart, they will, in the

i-nd, not be decided and powerful enough to control the uetions of those

irovernments whose good-will or neutrality is to us of the greatest impor-

tance. When the >truggle about the slavery question in the United States

assumed the form of an armed conflict, it was generally supposed in

Europe that the destruction of slavery was to be the avowed object of the

policy of the irovernment, and that the war would, in fact, be nothing less

than a grand uprising of the popular conscience in favor of a great human-
itarian principle. If this opinion had been confirmed by the evidence of

facts, the attitude of Europe, as determined by popular sentiment, could

not have been doubtful a single moment. But it was remarked, not with-

out a feeling of surprise and disappointment, that the federal government,
in its public declarations, cautiously avoided the mentioning of the slavery

question as the cause and origin of the conflict; that its acts, at the begin-

ning of the war a: least, were marked by a strikingly scrupulous respect

for the sanctity of slave property, und that the ultimate extinction of un

institution so hateful to European minds was most emphatically denied to

be one of the objects of the war. I do not mean M question the wisdom
of the government under circumstances so difficult and perplexing, but I

a:n bearing witness to the effect its attitude produced upon public opinion in

Europe. ... It is exceedingly difficult to make Europeans understand,

nut only why the free and prosperous Xorth should fight morally for the

privilege of being reassociateil with the imperious and troublesome slave

States, but, also, why the principle, by virtue of which a population. >uf-

rieiently .-trong for establishing and maintaining an independent national

existence, possesses the right to have a government und institutions, of its

own choice, should be repudiated in America, while it is almost universadv

recognized in monarchical Europe. I have had to discuss this point with

men whose sympathies were most sincerely on our side, and all my consti-

tutional arguments failed to convince them that such a right can lie con-

sistently denied, unless our cause was based upon principles of a higher
nature. I know that journalists, who in their papers work for us to the

b'-t of their ability, are secretly troubled with serious scruples on that

pint. The agents of the South, whose footprints are frequently visible

:n the public press, are availing themselves of this state of things with

_r re:it adroitness. While they carefully abstain from alluding to the rights

of slavery, they speak of free trade and cotton to the merchant and the

manufacturer, and of the right of self-government to the liberal. They
keep it well before the people that the same means of repression which are

uf so beneficial a memory to mo<t European nations the suspension of the
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the doubt whether it would have helped us with the aristoc-

racy and the bulk of the middle class.
1

writ of 7iabeas corpus, arbitrary imprisonments, the confiscation of news-

papers, the use of armed force are now found necessary to prop the fed-

eral government; and that the latter, in its effort to crusli the independent

spirit of eight millions of people, is with rapid strides approaching the line

which separates democratic government from the attributes of an arbitrary

despotism. The incidents of the war, so unfavorable to our arms, could not

fail to give weight and color to these representations. . . . And if opinions
like these could gain ground among our natural friends, what have we to

expect of those who secretly desire a permanent disruption of the Union ?

. . . And what will the federal government have to oppose to this plau-
sible reasoning ? A rupture of relations, which would undoubtedly be more

disagreeable to us than to them ? Fleets and armies, which so far have

been hardly able to close some Southern ports and to protect the President

from capture in his capital ? The resentment of the American people,
which has ceased to be formidable ? There are, in my opinion, but two

ways in which the overwhelming perplexities can be averted which a rupt-
ure with foreign powers, added to our troubles at home, would inevitably

bring upon us. The one consists in great and decisive military success

speedily accomplished, and the other in such measures and manifestations

on the part of the government as will place the war against the rebellious

slave States upon a higher moral basis, and thereby give us the control of

public opinion in Europe. ... It is my profound conviction that as soon

as the war becomes distinctly one for and against slavery, public opinion
will be so strongly, so overwhelmingly in our favor that, in spite of com-

mercial interests or secret spites, no European government will dare to

place itself, by declaration or act, upon the side of a universally condemned

institution. Our enemies know that well, and we may learn from them.

While their agents carefully conceal from the eyes of Europeans their only
weak point, their attachment to slavery, ought we to aid them in hiding with

equal care our only strong point, our opposition to slavery ? While they,

well knowing how repugnant slavery is to the European way of feeling,

do all to make Europeans forget that they fight for it, ought we, who are

equally well acquainted with European sentiment, to abstain from making
Europeans remember that, we fight against it ? In not availing ourselves

of our advantages, we relieve the enemy of the odium attached to his cause.

It is, therefore, my opinion that every step done by the government tow-

ards the abolition of slavery is, as to our standing in Europe, equal to a

victory in the field." MSS. State Department archives.
1 This is foreshadowed by the Spectator of Oct. 5, in an acute analysis of

the indifferent and unfriendly sentiment of the London press to the North.

The article is entitled "Ambiguous Counsels to the Northern States."

See, also, Saturday Review of Nov. 30, 1861, Jan. 4, 1862.

III. 33
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The articles in the 7Y//^< * and the S<_ii>r,><lai/ /t\ r,', // were

eaovrlv read on oui' side of the water, and they caused

much irritation. The sneers at the panic and cowardice of

the Northern troops at Hull I fun were hard to hear. The
criticism of the arbitrary measures of our government, the

assertion that we had cut loose from the moorings of the

( 'oust itut ion. the comparison continually drawn between

the despotism in France and the despotism in America, be-

tween the rt>i/j>-t/'''fnf
of Louis Napoleon and the

<-itj>-</'<
:
f<ff

of Abraham Lincoln, were galling.
1 Few of the Fnglish

1
" The ui rest of the newly fleeted members of the legislative assembly

jut' Maryland] before they had had any time to meet, without any form of

law or prospect of trial, merely because President Lincoln conceived that

they might in their legislative capacity do acts at variance with his inter-

pretation of the American Constitution, was as perfect an act of despotism
as can be conceived. ... it was a t'niip-il't-tiit in every essential feature.

Kvcrv argument by which if can he justified will justify the Second of De-

cember." ^,itni',!ii/i Ii, i-iiir. Oct. 111. Northern orators and such North-

ern journalists as are allowed to write still love to celebrate their countrv

a.-
'

ihe land of the five and the home of the brave.' Its title to the latter

designation has been conclusively established at Leesburg [Hall's Hluff]
i::d Hull Hun. . . . 'The land of the free' is a land in which electors may
nol vote for fear of arrest, and judges ni:iy not execute the law for fear of

dismissal in which unsubmissive advocates are threatened with imprison-
ment and hostile newspapers are suppressed." Ibid.. Nov. *'.}. The
.^:,f'irf>ir of Oct. 12 also criticised the arbitrary measures of the adminN-
t ration.

"1 recollect arguing <>nee with a Northern gentleman, whose name as

an author i- known an.-! honored in this country, about what seemed to me
L\< unreasonable animosity towards England. After a collection on his

;
art that pos>ibly his feelings were morbidly exatrgt-nileil, he turned round

mil pointed to the portrait "f a very near and dear relative of his a brave.

1, iiid-Mine lad, who had been killed a few months before when leading
'

is men into action at the fatal defeat of Hall's HluiT.
'

II<>w,' he said to

sue, would you like vourself to read constantly that that lad died in a

i :-erable cause, and. as an American oflicer, should be called a coward?'

And I own to that argument I could make no adequate reply. Let me
. ite, too, a paragraph from a letter I received the other day from another

f
- :

'-nd nf miii". wiio-r works have been read eagerly wherever the Kn^lish

:irw i- <poken [ probably ( ). \V. Holmes). I have.' he wrote. .' a stake

'his contest, wh:< h i.. ke- me nervous and tremulous, and imp-itient of

co'.iradiction. I liavi a noble boy, a captain in one of our regiments,
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understood how earnestly we craved their sympathy. Dar-

win, who saw both sides of any question as well if not bet-

ter than any man living, and whose lightest word deserves

respect,
1 wrote Asa Gray :

" I heartily wish I could sym-

pathize more fully with you, instead of merely hating the

South. We cannot enter into your feelings ;
if Scotland

were to rebel, I presume we should be very wrath; but I do

not think we should care a penny what other nations

thought."
2 True enough is it that if the United States

had had behind them England's splendid history, and had

given birth to her splendid literature, the Northern people

might have pursued their course, caring little what other

nations thought, so long as they kept within the strict let-

ter of international law.
3

which has been fearfully decimated by battle and disease, and himself

twice wounded within a hair's-breadth of his life.' If you consider that in

almost every Northern family there is thus some personal interest at stake

in the war, it is not to be wondered at if the nation itself is also unduly
impatient of contradiction." Dicey's Federal States, vol. ii., pp. 12, 13

;

see, also, vol. i. p. 170.

1 "
I have a great respect for Mr. Darwin, as almost the only perfectly

disinterested lover of truth I ever encountered." J. R. Lowell, Sept. 1, 1878,

Letters, vol. ii. p. 230.
* March 15, 1862, Life and Letters, vol. ii. p. 178 ; see, also, the London

Daily Neics of Sept. 17.

3 Thomas Hughes looked at the matter differently from Darwin, and in

a strong letter to the Spectator, published Sept. 21, said : "Let any Eng-
lishman try to put himself honestly in the place of an American, and then

read such articles as the one to which I have alluded ["Mrs. Beecher

Stowe's Wounded Feelings," in the Saturday Review], and which is by no

means an unfavorable specimen of the class, and I venture to say he will

no longer wonder at the effect they have had in the United States. They
are remarkable for two 'characteristics : first, for the deliberate imputation
of mean motives, and, secondly, for the cruel spirit in which they are

written. It may have been right to say unpleasant things, but it cannot

be right to sny them in the way, of all others, which will give most pain.

To a nation or a man engaged in a struggle for life or death, the tone of

flippant and contemptuous serenity is the worst we can adopt, if we must

speak. ... As to the imputation of the worst motives to the Northerners

by the Times and the Saturday Review, from the first outbreak of hostilities

till now, could anything have been more unfair or more needless ? . . . We
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The irritation caused by the ungenerous criticism of the

London journals was cast back by the recrimination of our

o\vn press. Chief in truculencc was the New York //<-/-

,i/d.
' We lirst unmasked." it said, "and then spiked the

batterv which English aristocrats were preparing against
this country and its liberties. . . . AVe notiiied the English
o-(>vernment and aristocracy that we were prepared to re-

sent the insults they seemed disposed to oil'er us, and have

thus far kept England in abeyance;" and seven weeks later

it declared, "Let England and Spain look well to their con-

duct, or we may bring them to a reckoning."
' Such writ-

ing diil harm to our cause. "
It is unfortunate," said John

Bright, in a letter to Sumner of November *2o. "that noth-

ing is done to change the reckless tone of your New York
ll< raid ; between it and the T'unrsoi London there is great

mischief done in both countries." As friends of the North

all know that the North lias not put the slavery question forward officially.

All of us who care to study the .subject know why ihis has no! been done.

Many of us think the policy unwise, and the reasons wholly insufficient.

We may think and say that, if persisted in. it will ruin the cause of the

North : that it has already given an enormous advantage to the secession-

ists. But this is quite another thing from crying out, over and over again,
'

II is naught, it is naught. The Yankees are. after all, only tighting lor

'aril! and hurt vanity.' It was our duly, as the nation which has taken

'he lead in the abolition of slavery, to have borne- all things from, and

hoped all things for. those who had gone down into the lists with the great

~-lave power; to have given them credit for what they could not. or dared

not. yet avow ; to have encouraged them to go bravely on in the palh they
had taken, let it lead them where i! might. \\ e have not done this. Our

press has chosen to take the other course : to impute the lowest motives, trt

till out and exult over all the meanness and 1 (ragging and disorder which

he contest has brought out, a:;d. while we sit on the bank, to make no al-

"\vanees for those who are struggling in the waves. The consequence is

:hc slate of feeling we see now in all loyal Americans towards England."
!>r. <;. E. Ellis, in an article entitled "Why Has the North Felt Ag-
grieved with England'.'" in the .{'liinttf .I/"///

1

///// for Nov.. 1S<>1, gave an ex

eilen' description of the feeling in America excited bv the criticism of the

English press.
1

Sept. IS and Nov. U. See the New York lln-iilil ;></W/>/ between these

(lutes.
- 1'ieree Siimner Papers, MS.
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in England endeavored to depreciate the influence of the

London Times} so did friends of England in America un-

derrate the power of the New York Herald? But, in truth,

this journal spoke for a potent public sentiment outside of

New England. By its large news-gathering agencies, and

by its unvarying support of the administration, it had a

large and increasing circulation. Men who were eager for

the latest and fullest news from the field, and who wished

to stand loyally by Lincoln against the fault-finding of

peace Democrats on one side and of Fremont radicals on

the other, read it gladly.
3

It had a body of devoted read-

ers whom it could influence, and in working up animosity
towards England it played upon an oft-used string. The
American voter of 1861 had learned at school, from his

crude historical study of the Revolution and the War of

1812, that England was a natural enemy; and failing now,
in his own country's tfeath-grapple, to make proper allow-

ance for the difficulties of her situation, he was ready and

apt to misjudge her. Thus censure and recrimination went

on between the two countries.
4

1 " After I have read something very ugly in the Times I have a sort of

longing to tell you how full one feels of sympathy for all you are going

through." Duchess of Argyll to Sumner, Oct. 22. "I most certainly

agree with you as to the odious spirit of some of the newspaper articles.

... I think you rate the importance of the Times very high." Ibid., Dec. 1.

Pierce Sumner Papers, MS. See letter of Motley of Jan. 13, 1862, and letter

of Lord Wensleydale to Motley, Feb. 7, Correspondence, vol. ii. pp. 52, 59.

" For a just appreciation of what the London Times and New York
Herald represented, see Edward Dicey's Federal States, vol. i. pp. 27, 278.

Dicey was in the United States a large part of 1862 as correspondent of tho

Spectator and Macmillan's Magazine.
3 " Mr. Lincoln . . . reads no paper . . . the New York Herald exceptcd.

So at least it is generally stated." Count Gurowski's Diary, Aug., 1861,

p. 81. John Hay wrote Herndon from Paris, in 1866, Lincoln "scarcely
ever looked into a newspaper unless I called his attention to an article on

some special subject." Herndon's Lincoln, p. 516.

4 "The Nortli was learning to hate England, and day by day the feeling

grew upon me that, much as I wished to espouse the cause of the Nortli,

I should have to espouse the cause of my own country." Anthony Trol-

lope, speaking of Nov. and Dec., 1861, in North America (1862), vol. i. p. 317.
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The English public had facts enough for a correct judg-
ment. The TIUKX and /A///y AV//-.S- were full of trust wor-

\\\\ information,
' and a careful reading of them, with a

fairlv enlightened judgment, ought to have led to the con-

viction that, although the success of the North would not

necessarilv bring about the abolition of slaverv. it \\'as cer-

tain to deprive that institution of its political and social

power, and eventually destroy it, while the success of the

South was sure to extend negro slavery and reopen the

African slave-trade. To deny this was to shut the eyes to

patent facts. Vet the English would not believe there was

a moral question involved in the contest.' l>ecause, under

the influence of their hatred of democracy and their desire

for good trade and prosperous manufactures, they did not

wish to believe it; and the thought that the South would

probably succeed developed into a wish for its success. Nev-

ertheless, it may not be becoming for an American to pass
condemnation, for, being true children of the mother-coun-

try/ it may be suspected that, in similar circumstances, we
>hould have likewise erred; that, had England been en-

gaged in a war in which justice, supported by the monarchy
and the aristocracy, was on one side, and American dollars

and a plausible case on the other, the dominant sympathy

" As to interest in the war," the Americans "
may assure themselves it

Is the (UK.1 aiisorbina' topic. It tills the Tiim*. as they may see. It is the

j;aiiil th'-me of conversation, us they may bu easily assured." London

S'/'/M/I/// lit I-;, ir, ( )ct. 5.

- Kdward Dicey wrote: "
I have often heard it asserted, and I have seen

lie Matement constantly repeated in the Kntrlisli press, that slaverv had

:,o',hinii' to do witli the questions at issue between the North and the South.

I can on'.y say that during my residence in Washington (the early part of

!Niv?| I heard little talked about except the question of slavery." Federal

Spates, vol. i. p. 1!)0. Anthony Trollopc wrote-: "It is vain to say that

!avery has not caused secession, and that >lav<-rv has not caused the war.

I'hat, and that only, has been the real cause of this conflict, thonirli other

^aiall collateral issues may now he put forward to bear the blame." North
America (1 s(>',} i. vol. ii. p. 01.

See Dicev's Federal Slates, vol. i. pp. SO, '2r4.
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in our country would have been with the cause which

seemed linked with our commercial prosperity.

Great Britain preserved a strict neutrality. What Mot-

ley wrote from Paris may, in the light of the later evi-

dence, be affirmed as true up to the last of November.
" The present English government," he said,

" has thus far

given us no just cause of offence."
' Louis Napoleon, the

emperor of the French, though in his American policy he

did not represent the intelligent and liberal sentiment of

his country, had officially asked England to co-operate with

him in recognizing the Confederacy and breaking the block-

ade, but this she had refused to do.
2

Motley saw the English

Foreign Secretary in September, and gave to Holmes an

account of his visit.
" I think I made some impression on

Lord John Russell," he wrote,
" with whom I spent. t\vo

days soon after my arrival in England ;
and I talked very

frankly and as strongly as I could to Lord Palmerston. . . .

For this year there will be no foreign interference with us,

and I do not anticipate it at any time, unless we bring it on

ourselves by bad management. . . . Our fate is in our own

hands, and Europe is looking on to see which side is the

strongest. When it has made the discovery, it will back it

as also the best and the most moral." ! The impression
which Motley made was not lasting. In October Earl

Russell proposed to Palmerston that England unite with

France in an offer of mediation between the North and the

South, with the implied understanding that a refusal of it

by the United States would make these two European
countries her enemies. Palmerston did not agree with

1 Letter of Oct. 18. He added :

"
Moreover, although we have many

bitter haters in England, we have many warm friends. . . . No man in Eng-
land more thoroughly understands American politics than Mr. Forsterdoes.

There are few like him." Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 37.

2
Yancey and Host to Hunter, Paris, Oct. 5 ; Yancey to Hunter, Paris, Oct.

29 ; Rost to Davis, Paris, Dec. 24, 26
;
Slidell to Benjamin, Paris, April 14,

1862, Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence, MSS. Treasury Depart-
ment.

s

Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 43.
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liussell, but thought their true policy was to keep clear of

the conflict :

'

his opinion determined the course of the gov-
ernment, which was in harmony with the prevailing senti-

ment of the country, although the disposition of the Em-

peror Napoleon was a matter of public knowledge.
5

Such was the state of public sentiment in England, and of

feeling in the United States in regard to it. when an over-

zealous American naval commander brought the two coun-

tries to the brink of war. James M. Mason and John Sli-

dell. who had been appointed commissioners from the

Southern Confederacy to (Ireat Britain and France, reached

Havana on a little steamer which had successfully run the

blockade, and there they took passage for Southampton in

the British mail steamship T/\-n1. November 8. the next

day after she left Havana, she was overhauled in the Baha-

ma Channel by the American man-of-war Sun Jadnto,
under the command of Captain AVilkes. He h'red a shot

across her bow without result, and then a shell
;

this

hrought her to. The lieutenant of the San Jadnto with a

number of sailors; and marines boarded the Trent, and took

from her by force Mason, Slidell, and their secretaries, in

spite of their appeal to the British Hag for protection, and

in spite of the protest of Captain AYilliams, of the royal

navy, in charge of the mails.
3 The prisoners were taken to

Fort AVarren in Boston harbor.

The news of this transaction was received in New York
November 10. The country went as wild with jubilant de-

light as if it had gained a signal victory in the field. The
Northern people had waited and watched so long for some
rsult from the immense levies of men and of money that

The letter of Larl Hussdl \vus -written Oct. 17 ; PalilKTston replied the

next .lay, Walp. .le's Life of Russell, vol. ii. p. =!44 ; Ashley's Life of Pnlni-

erstmi, vol. ii. p. 21lj.

Sec London 7'i'i/ttx. Nov. .->; London S-t(>tn/,(i/ n<r!< /r, Oct. 26, Nov. 'I. !

:

Reports of Captain Wilkcs and Lieutenant Fairfax ; protests of Mason
and Siideli and Captain Williams; statement of the purser of the Tr,nt.

Moore's Rebellion Kecord. vol. iii.. Docs., p. 301 <t *<
q.
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it is no wonder they gave way to extravagant joy when
the two men, who of all the Confederates except Davis and

Floyd were hated the worst, were delivered into their

hands. Blended with the feeling that Mason and Slidell

would now be prevented from doing us mischief abroad 1

was the thought that they would serve as important host-

ages. Fourteen federal officers, prisoners of war at Rich-

mond and Charleston, had been selected by lot to be

hanged in case the pirate's doom should be meted out to

the same number of privateersmen confined at the North,
and carrying out the plan of treating them as common
felons, they had been incarcerated in the county jail." It

was now proposed that, in retaliation, Mason and Slidell be

sent to the Tombs, and that if the hanging began, it should

not end until these men of distinction had died on the scaf-

fold. It was understood that Great Britain had to be reck-

oned with, but in the flush of excitement war with her was
looked at without trepidation ;

for the belief existed that if

half a million men could be raised to battle for the Union,
double that number would enlist to fight the traditional

enemy. As representing the prevalent sentiment, Secretary
Welles sent a congratulatory letter to Captain Wilkes

;

Boston gave him a banquet at which Governor Andrew
and the Chief Justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Court

spoke with enthusiasm
;
the Boston Saturday Club invited

him to their dinner
;
and the national House of Representa-

tives on the first day of its session thanked him. It also

requested the President to confine Mason as a convicted

felon. Edward Everett, Caleb Gushing, and Richard H.

Dana, Jr., justified the act of Wilkes. The press teemed
with discussions of the legal points involved, and with cita-

tions from the authorities on international law tending to

1 "The government would give a good deal to seize upon sucli an
able and dangerous man as Slidell." W. H. Russell to London Times,

Sept. 2.

-

Ely's Journal in Richmond, p. 211 ft seq.
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show that the American captain had acted within proper
limits.

1

Secretary Welles is authority for the statement that all

the members of the cabinet, except Blair, shared his own

jubilation and that of the House and the country at the

arrest of Mason and Slidel!.' Lincoln was not carried

away by the general joy. He knew that the act of Wilkes

was not in line with principles for which we had contended,
and for this reason, and for the further one that it might
be hard to resist the popular clamor for their summary
punishment, he feared that they would "

prove to be white

elephants."
3 Of all the men in responsible positions Sum-

1 New York Tribune, Nov. 18, 19
;
New York Herald, Nov. 17, 19, 22 ;

New York Times, Nov. 18
;
New York Evening Post, Nov. 16

;
Boston

Evening Transcript, Nov. 18 ; Boston Advertiser, Nov. 18
;
Boston Herald,

Nov. 18, 27 ;
Edward Everett, in New York Ledger, cited in New York

Tribune, Dec. 24 ; W. II. Russell's letters to London Times, Nov. 19, Dec.

27 ;
Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. iii., Docs., p. 330 ; Pierce's Sumuer,

vol. iv. p. 51
;
Adams's Dana, vol. ii. pp. 167, 259 ; Life of Bowles, vol. i.

p. 332.
" What you complain of in the Boston dinner was indeed lamen-

table
;
such men should not have talked bosh, even at a little private ova-

tion, and we have reason to know some of them were heartily ashamed of

it as soon as they saw it in print." Asa Gray to Darwin, Feb. 18, 1862,

Gray's Letters, p. 476. For action of the House, see Congressional Globe, p.

5. The proposed treatment of Mason was in retaliation for that to which

Colonel Corcoran had been subjected.

Anthony Trollope wrote in his North America, vol. i. pp. 264, 317 : "It

was pretty to hear the charming women of Boston, as they became learned

in the law of nations.
' Wheaton is quite clear about it,' one young girl

said to me. It was the first I had ever heard of Wheaton, and so far was

obliged to knock under." " ' We are quite right,' the lawyers said.
' There

are Vattel and Puffendorf and Stowell and Philliraore and Wheaton, 'said
the ladies."

After Mason and Slidell had been surrendered, General George W. Mor-

gan, of Ohio, still regarding war with Great Britain inevitable, wrote Chase:
" A war with England would inspire our people with the fierce passion

necessary to successful war. It is what our army and people now stand

in need of." Letter of Jan. 6, 1862, Chase Papers, MS.
'
2 Lincoln and Seward, Welles, p. 184. Nicolay and Hay partly substan-

tiate this, vol. v. p. 26.
3
Lossing's Civil War, vol. ii. p. 156 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. p. 26 ;

Welles, in the Galaxy, May, 1873.
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ner and Blair saw the clearest
; they were in favor of at

once surrendering to England the Confederate commission-

ers.
1 Had Lincoln understood international law as well as

Sumner, and had he felt that confidence of public support
which he did later, he might have directed this, for in doing
a rightful act he was capable of breasting popular senti-

ment. His sense of the feeling of the people was keener

than his knowledge of international law, and knowing he

had alienated the radicals by his treatment of Fremont, he

held back with his habitual caution from a peremptory
move which might also lose him the support of that body
of conservative Republicans and war Democrats whose

ideas were fairly espoused by the New York Herald. Yet

at this time four men could have led public opinion. If

Lincoln, Seward, Chase, and Suraner had declared that the

act of Wilkes was contrary to the law of nations and our

own precedents, that Great Britain had been wronged, and

that the injury could be atoned only by the surrender of

Mason and Slidell, the country would have acquiesced in it.

Policy as well as justice dictated such a course. It was

true, as the London Times affirmed, that "the voices of

these Southern commissioners, sounding from their captivi-

ty, are a thousand times more eloquent in London and in

Paris than they would have been if heard at St. James's

and the Tuileries."
2 The American government, not being

able to rise to the height of giving up these captives before

they were demanded, did the next best thing. If, as

"Welles asserts, Seward was at first as elated as any one,
3

reflection changed his mind, for his despatch to Adams of

November 30 was prudent, and seems to indicate that he

1 Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. pp. 52, 61
;
Lincoln and Seward, Welles, p.

186. This opinion was shared by others of prominence and authority,

W. II. Russell to the London Times, Dec. 10, 27. It was clear from the

first to Charles Francis Adams that the act was not justifiable, see his Ad-

dress on Seward, April, 1873.
2 Nov. 28 ; likewise the London Saturday Review, Nov. 30.

3 Chittenden denies this, Recollections of President Lincoln, p. 148.
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believed the surrender of Mason and Slidell to be the prob-
able solution of the difficulty.

1 The secretary informed

Adams that Captain "Wilkes had acted " without any in-

structions from the government," and gave him permission
to impart this fact, and to read the whole of his friendly,

1 It seems to me clear from Seward's letters to Weed (Dec. 27, 1861, and

Jan. 22, 1862, Life of Seward, vol. iii. pp. 34, 43) that he was determined,

after he had carefully considered the matter, to urge the surrender of the

commissioners, if Great Britain demanded them
;
and although his letter to

Weed of March 7. 1862 (Galaxy, March, 1870), is somewhat inconsistent

with this view, it does not necessarily contravene it. This is all the more

creditable to Seward on account of the Jingo policy he had pursued, and

on account of his bitterness towards England. His confidential letter

to Sumner of Oct. 11. which he wished to be shown to Bright, exhibits his

personal feeling. "Many thanks, my dear Sumner," he wrote, "for the

perusal of this noble letter from John Bright [that of Sept. 6j. How sad

for the cause of humanity, yet how honorable to John Bright, that he is the

only Englishman having public position or character who has written one

word of favor to or desire for the preservation of the American Union !

Tell him that I appreciate his honesty, his manliness, his virtue. Tell him
the American question is not half so difficult of solution as he thinks. The
rebellion is already arrested. Henceforward it will drag, languish, perish ;

that it owes all the success it attained to the timidity, hesitation, and in-

direct favor of British statesmen and the British press ;
that our interest

in regard to it is Great Britain's interest nothing different. Both coun-

tries were wrong. Both feared it too much and thereby made it formida-

ble. Both have been impatient of the continuance of civil war, and sought
to extinguish it by convulsive demonstration against it, when it was only
to be accepted as inevitable and treated as such. But we have passed that

stage and we shall soon see the war successful. Great Britain has reached

a period when she can reflect, and reflecting she cannot fail to see that if

she wishes, and will only declare the sentiment, that the government may
triumph, the emissaries of faction will retire from her shores, and its au-

thorities here, no longer sustained by false hopes from abroad, will flee

before the returning allegiance of the misguided people." Pierce-Sumner

Papers, MS. R. H. Dana, Jr., to whom this letter was shown, wrote : "Mr.
Seward's was for British consumption evidently, and well adapted to the

needs there." Ibid. The Secretary of State appears to advantage in a

controversy had with Lord Lyons in October. It drew from the Spectator

the remark : "Mr. Seward has for once made a hit. In his recent corre-

spondence with Lord Lyons he has developed, possibly from a novel con-

sciousness of being in the right, an unexpected self-restraint, and writing
like a gentleman, is victorious as a diplomatist." Nov. 9.
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confidential note to Earl Russell and Lord Palraerston. In

his annual message the President made no allusion to the

affair. November 27 England received the news of the

arrest of Mason and Slidell. The opinion was general that

it was an outrage to her flag. Liverpool, strong in sympa-

thy with the South, held a crowded and influential indig-

nation meeting. It " has made a great sensation here,''

wrote John Bright to Sumner from London, "and the

ignorant and passionate and 'Rule Britannia' class are

angry and insolent as usual. The ministers meet at this

moment on the case."
' The next day Bright wrote from

Manchester :

" A cabinet council was held yesterday. The

chancellor, attorney, and solicitor-general were agreed, and

decided that you have done an illegal act in seizing the

commissioners. ... I have urged that . . nothing should be

asked from your government that you could not easily

comply with. The tone of the ministers is not violent, and

I hope they will be moderate." 2 At that meeting the

cabinet decided that the act of Captain Wilkes was " a clear

violation of the law of nations, and one for which repara-
tion must be at once demanded." 3

Earl Russell prepared a

despatch to Lord Lyons, the language of which was soft-

ened and made more friendly on the suggestion of the

Queen and the prince consort
;
but as modified, the British

government demanded the liberation of Mason, Slidell, and

their secretaries, and " a suitable apology for the aggres-
sion." Seward was to have seven days, if necessary, to

make a reply ;
but if at the end of that time no answer or

an unfavorable one should be received, Lord Lyons was in-

structed to leave Washington and "to repair immediately
to London." 4 On Sunday, December 1, a Queen's messenger

bearing this despatch was on his way to Washington.
5 The

1 Nov. 29, Pierce-Sumuer Papers, MS.
2 Nov. 30, Ibid. ; see, also, London Times, Nov. 29.
3
Ibid., Nov. 30.

* British Blue-Book ; Walpole's Russell, vol. ii. p. 346
;
Martin's Life of

the Prince Consort, vol. v. p. 422. s London Times, Dec. 2.
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admiralty began making extensive naval preparations ; eight
thousand troops were sent to Canada

;
the Queen by proc-

lamation prohibited the export of arms and ammunition. 1

"
England's attitude," wrote Martin Farquhar Tupper, a

friend of the North, "is that of calm, sorrowful, astonished

determination."
5

This well expresses the sentiment of the

majority of Englishmen who had property and intelligence.
3

They felt that the United States " had invaded the sanct-

uary which England extends to all political exiles who seek

her protection,"
4 and that it had, moreover, insulted her

flag. Though averse to war, they agreed that if adequate

reparation were not made they must resort to the ultimate

argument of nations. War meant the decimation of fam-

ilies and increased taxation, yet while Great Britain could

inflict injury on the United States, such a war could bring
no glory. Neither could it be ignored that she would be

the ally of a slave power, nor that her merchant marine

could be harmed beyond measure by American privateers.

The longing that the "Washington government would so act

that this public woe might be averted was earnest and sin-

cere. That such a war would open the Southern ports and

give them the much-needed supply of cotton,
5 was far from

being deemed a sufficient compensation for the damage to

1 Annual British Register, cited in Life of Tliurlow Weed, vol. ii. p. 368 ;

Martin's Life of the Prince Consort, vol. v. p. 419
;
London Gazette Extraor-

dinary, Dec. 4, cited in New York Tribune.
- To Sumner, Dec. 3, Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
3 This opinion was represented by the London Times, Da ily News, Satur-

day Revieic, and Spectator. With one or two exceptions, this was the sen-

timent of the press of the provinces, see Daily Neics, Nov. 30. It also ap-

pears in much of the private correspondence of the time.
4
Expression of London Times, Jan. 9, 1862.

* "There should have arrived by this time at the Southern ports of

America, for shipment to England, from 500,000 to 1,000,000 bales of last

year's cotton crop. By the latest estimate it was calculated that not 1000

bales had been sent down, and il was known indeed that small stocks of

cotton remaining over from the preceding year's crop had been removed
from the ports to the interior of the country.

1 '

London Times, Jan. 9, 1862.
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England which would ensue. The question still pending
made the usual merry Christmas a gloomy festival.

1

A certain set in England, however, strong in social influ-

ence and position, had so ardent and active a sympathy
with the South that they were for war at any price, and

thev did their best to embroil the two countries. " The
i

excitement here has been and is great," wrote John Bright
to Sumner, December 5,

" and it is fed, as usual, by news-

papers, who seem to imagine a cause of war discovered to

be something like
' treasure-trove.'

" 2 Two days later he

said :

" There is more calmness here in the public mind
which is natural after last week's explosion but I fear the

military and naval demonstrations of our government point
to trouble, and I am not sure that it would grieve certain

parties here if any decent excuse could be found for a quarrel
with you. You know the instinct of aristocracy and of

powerful military services, and an ignorant people is easily
led astray on questions foreign to their usual modes of

thought."
3 In his letter of December 5 he described the

sentiment of a majority of his countrymen much as it

seems to me to have been from a study of the London press
and the other evidence. " Our law officers," he wrote from

Rochdale,
" are agreed and strong in their opinion of the

illegality of the seizure of the commissioners. . . . All the

people here, of course, accept their opinion as conclusive as

to the law of the case. , Now, notwithstanding the7
. cT5

war spirit here, I am sure, even in this district where your
civil strife is most injuriously felt, that all thoughtful and

1 "Christmas comes this year on a country bright with sun and frost,

but on a people oppressed with a national loss and threatened with a

formidable war. Already closed mills and short time have given some part
of our population an earnest of what they may hereafter expect ; already

speculation is more careful than it has been for many years, and the sombre

appearance of our churches and chapels last Sunday portends a bad season

next spring for the many trades concerned in female attire. The prospect
of an aggravated income-tax sits like a nightmare on many households."

London Times, Dec. 27. 2 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
3 Dec. 7, ibid.
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serious men, and indeed the great majority of the people,
will be delighted if some way can be found out of the

present difficulty. . . . Nations drift into wars as we
drifted into the late war with Russia often through the

want of a resolute hand at some moment early in the

quarrel. So, now, a courageous stroke, not of arms, but of

moral action, may save you and us. ... It is common
here to say that your government cannot resist the mob
violence by which it is surrounded. I do not believe this,

and I know that our government is often driven along by
the force of the genteel and aristocratic mob which it

mainly represents. But now in this crisis I fervently

hope that you may act firmly and courteously ; any moder-

ate course you may take will meet with great support here,

and in the English cabinet there are, as I certainly know,
some who will gladly accept any fair proposition for

friendly arrangement from your side."
'

An offset to the war-at-any-price faction was the group

represented by Bright, Cobden, and Forster. They urged
the treatment of the matter in an amicable way ;

should

the federal government maintain that its act was legal and

right, they were ready to accept arbitration, or even pro-

pose it, rather than go to war.
3 At Rochdale, December 4,

Bright made a noble, sympathetic, and convincing speech,

reaching a moral height which few public men ever attain.
3

" This steamer will take out a report of Bright's speech,"
wrote Cobden to Sumner, December 5,

" and my letter of

excuse for not being able to attend. You will see that we
stand in the breach, as usual, to stem the tide of passion.

1 Pierce Sumner Papers, MS.
2
Bright's letters to Sumner show this

;
Cobden to Sumner, Dec. 12, 19,

Morley's Cobden, p. 574 ; Forster's speech at Bradford, London Times,

Jan. 3, 1862.
3 The whole speech should be read. It is printed in vol. i. of Rogers's

edition of Bright's speeches. The comments of the London Times of Dec.

6, of the Saturday Review and the Spectator- of Dec. 7, are interesting ; see

Motley's reference to it in his letter of Dec. 10, Correspondence, vol. ii.

p. 48.
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But you know that we don't represent all England at such

a moment. . . . You will see a new feature in this disagreea-
ble matter in the ardor with which the French press takes

up the cry against you. Some of the papers most eager tc

push us to extremities are those which are conducted by

parties who are supposed to be in the confidence of the em-

peror."
'

1 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. As neither this letter nor any part of it

was printed by Morley, I will add liberal extracts from it: "Spending as I

did eighteen months in France, and always in close communication with

the emperor's ablest advisers, and frequently having very free audiences

with himself, I came to the conclusion that the corner-stone of his policy was

friendship with England. ... It was because I knew the inner policy of

the French government that I could not see without mortification and dis-

gust the shallow antics of some of your official representatives in Paris,

at that most lamentable public meeting where individuals, accredited

by your government, invited the emperor to join you against England
to avenge Waterloo and St.*Helena ! These proceedings not having led

to the recall or official rebuke of the parties, have done more harm in this

country than all the ravings of. your Herald. . . . From all that I hear

from France the trade of that country is dreadfully damaged, and /

feel convinced the emperor would be supported by Ms people if lie were to

enter into alliance with England to abolish the blockade and recognize the

Soutli. The French are inconvenienced in many ways by your blockade,

and especially in their relations with New Orleans, which are more

important to them in exports than to us. For ourselves in Eng-
land, in spite of the bluster of the Timss, the majority are anxious for

peace. Do not overrate the powers of the Times. Seven years ago it had

a monopoly of publicity. Now its circulation is not perhaps one-tenth of

the daily press. The Star and Manchester Examiner, two admirable

papers, circulate far more than the Times. But it cannot be denied that

the great motives of hope and fear which kept us at peace, and inclined

the English government always to recede in pinching controversies with

you are gone. The English people have no sympathy with you on either

side. You know how ignorant we are on the details of your history,

geography, constitution, etc. There are two subjects on which we are

unanimous and fanatical personalfreedom and free trade. These convic-

tions are the result of fifty years of agitation and discussion. In your
case we observe a mighty quarrel : on one side protectionists, on the other

slave-owners. The protectionists say they do not seek to put down slavery.
The slave-owners say they want free trade. Need you wonder at the con-

fusion in John Bull's poor head ? He gives it up ! leaves it to the govern-
ment. Which government, by the way, are the most friendly to your gov-

III. 34
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On the whole, the attitude of the majority of the English

pending the ditliculty was dignified,
1

although they showed

>oine acerbitv upon hearing the news of the way in which

Wilkes's action had been received in the United States

tin 1 outburst of hilarity." as the Tlnx-* described it.' The
Southern sympathizers, however, were active and aggres-
sive, using arguments which had considerable power over

the Knglish mind. The pressure of the blockade,
3

the pre-

eminent which c<>uM be found in England, fur although P;dnicrston is

fond of hot water, lie blasts that lie never got us into a serious war. As
for his colleagues, they are all sedate, peaceable men. God bless us! 'A
mad world, my masters !'

"

Perhaps it is unneees>arv for me to add

that 1 do not agree with Cobden's depreciation of the influence of the

T'lintx. and that I feel sure of the correctness of my statements in the text.

Hi.- remarks about the English government seem to me strict Iv accurate,

and -hould be constantly borne in mind as the story of our relations with

(Jreat Britain goes on. Charles Francis Adams wrote from London, Julv

\'.\. !*(>"> :

" At the time when I first reached this country, in 1801. the char-

acter of the elections then taking place, to till casual vacancies, was such,

in consequence of the general impression that the
' bubble of democracy

had burst in America, 'as to rill the conservatives with hopes of what they
denominated a strong reaction. It was this feeling which really lay at ihe

no; of all their views of our struggle. Had the Parliament been dissolved

at MIV time prior to July. 1SU3. there can be little doubt that it would have

had a considerable effect on the issue." The conservative leaders, Disraeli

and Sir Stafford Xorthcotc, were 1

, however, opposed to any interference in

the American war. sec article of Lord Coleridge in M<t<'inUlitn'x M</'j</ziin,

Jan., ISSN, p. n;.-) ; Fronde's Disraeli, p. 159. Lord Stanley had also spoken
a friendly word for the North, see Bright's speech of Dec. 4. 1S61.

1
"

I don't think the nation here behaved badly under the terrible evil of

loss of trade and danger of starving under your blockade. Of course all

privileged classes and aristocracies hate your institutions that is natural

enough." ('oblen to Sunnier. Dee. 19. Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. ; Mor-

'.;,
- ( '( ibden, p. 574.

- Dec. 4 ; see, also, Cobden's letter of Dec. 19. ibid.

Cobdeii wrote Sunnier. Dec. T2:
"

I am afraid that we in England who are

well-wishers to the North take a more accurate measure of the difficulties

! \ our
j

10- it ion t ban vou \\ ho are in the heat of the turmoil can do : just as

you took a more correct view of the Crimean war and its utter uselessness.

Man the bulk of Engii-hmen did. We do not believe that the subjugation
of the South can be a *///// achievement. Nobodv doubts the power of

the N<>rth ultimately, it' it choose- to make the sacrifice, to ruin the South,

and 'yen to occupy its chief places. But this will take a very long time,
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posal of the federal government to sink in the channels

leading to the Southern ports vessels laden with stone,
1

the

animosity of Seward to Great Britain, were urged as forti-

fying reasons to the outrage committed on board the steam-

er Trent, all of which together would justify a declaration

of war. Seward's course had irritated English opinion, and

made the position of our friends and that of the larger num-

ber of Englishmen who desired to preserve a strict neutral-

ity harder to maintain. " There is a feeling among our

ministers," wrote Bright to Sumner, November 29, "that

Mr. Seward is not so friendly in his transactions with them
as they could wish." ? This feeling was shared by the pub-
lic. A remark he was said to have made to the Duke of

Newcastle, who accompanied the Prince of Wales to Amer-

ica in 1860, went the rounds. Seward told the duke, at a

dinner given by Governor Morgan to the prince, that in the

and the world will not look on, I believe, patient sufferers during tlie

process. I am not justifying any interference on the part of Europe ; but

it is a fearful thing to have the whole civilized world undergoing privations

and sufferings which they lay at the door of the North, thus making it the

interest of their governments to interfere with you. Recollect that your
own government h;is condemned blockades of purely commercial ports ;

the world has in truth outgrown them. . . . The state of modern society,

where you have millions of laborers in Europe depending for the means of

employment on a regular supply of raw materials brought from another

continent, to say nothing of hundreds of millions of capital invested on the

same dependence, will necessitate a change in the law of blockade and
other belligerent rules. ... I do not, I repeat, say that the rest of the world

has the right to force you to raise your blockade. But I do think you
ought to consider these tendencies of the world's opinion, and how mucli

YOU are acting in opposition to the spirit of the age ; and above all, in your

present state, weigh well the danger of putting yourself in the dilemma of

making all the world your enemies. The recognition of the independence
of the South, and the forcing of the blockade, will come to be viewed,

about next March, as a matter of life and death by many millions of

people in Europe, and as a question of high political urgency by the most

powerful governments of the world." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
1

Report of Welles, Dec. 2
;
Cobden's letter of Dec. 19, Morley's Cobden,

p. 574 ; Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 392.

2 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
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next administration ho should probably occupy high office;

that "it would become his duty to insult Hug-land, and tlult

he should insult her accordingly.
"

The remark suppos-
ing that the duke understood it correctly was probably an

attempt at i'acetiousness. but he took the very poor joke in

sober earnest, and gave the story to the ministry : after-

wards it trot into the newspapers, and at this time had con-

siderable influence on public opinion.' The subsequent acts

of Seward seemed to confirm the accuracy of the report. It

was also belioyed that, soon after his accession to ollice. he

had proposed to the "North and the South that they sink

their ditl'erences and unite in an attack on Canada. His

public circular of October 14 to the governors of all the

States on the seaboard and lakes, urging them to put their

ports and harbors in a condition of complete defence in

order to guard against attack from foreign nations." when

joined to all the other circumstances, seemed to show that,

for his own behoof, he was determined to provoke a war
with Great Britain.'

1 "There is general distrust and hostil-

ity to yourself." said Thurlow AYeed. in a letter from Lon-

don of December i to Seward. "There is an impression,
I know, in high quarters here." wrote Cobden to Sumner,

November 21. "that Mr. Seward wishes to quarrel with

this country. This seems absurd enough. 1 confess I

; London Tinn-9, Dec 14, 1S6t.
- S ( Thurlow Weed's letters from London r<> Sr\v;ml. Dec. (5. 10; see

S< -ward's reference to it. let ters of Dec. ^T. IHil. .Ian.
%

2. isti'2. Life of Si' ward,

vol. iii. pp. -.. ;{:). :-U. :>7. George Pea body to Weed, .)an. 17. 18(52, Life

nf Weed. vol. ii. p. :

)
,fi.'> ; also >ee p. 3">. ami Tliurlmv Weed's letter in tlic

London Tune* of Dec. 14.

;; Xcw York Tribitnr, Oct. 17. Cha^c wrote Jay C'ooke. Oct. tv), that

IIP re was no necessiiy for Seward's circular. Sclmekers, p. 4:!'-2. Tlie

President, hou'ever, in Ills message of Dec. >. and the Secretary of War in

\\\< report of Dec. 1, advocated such a measure.
; London Tinnx. Xov. 7. Dec. 14. :>>>; London Sfttttrtlity It, cicir. Dec. 14.

'"

Lil'e of Si-ward, vol. iii. p. -J'.t. Weed. Arcii!>i>hop Ilimhes. and Bishop
Mellvaine had Li'one to Lnrope. at the I'equesi of the administration, in the

liope of iniliiencinir sentiment in Kimland and Fiance favorably to the

North. Life of Weed. vol. i. p. i>:!4.
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have as little confidence in him as I have in Lord Palmer-

ston. Both will consult bunkum for the moment, without

much regard, I fear, for the future." l We may, I think,

accept as faithful this characterization.

Yet in the Mason and Slidell affair Seward behaved bet-

ter than Palmerston. We have seen that the secretary
wrote Adams, November 30, that he might assure Lord

Palmerston and Earl Russell that Captain Wilkes had
acted without any authority whatever from the govern-
ment." December 19 Adams imparted this to Russell, and

although the American minister took great care that the

despatch and his conference with the British foreign secre-

tary should be kept strictly private, an inkling of them im

some manner leaked out, and the funds rose one per cent.,

on the next day. In the meantime popular opinion took:

an admirable turn. The Bright and Cobden party had!

gained on the British public at the expense of the sympa-
thizers with the Southern Confederacy. The feeling be-

came strong that if agreement could not be reached by
negotiation, arbitration were preferable to war. 3 The giv-

1 Pierce-Siimner Papers, MS. ; Morlcy's Cobden, p. 573; see Sumner's reply,
Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 60.

" The Times and other journals, but the

Times chiefly, have sought to create the opinion that your government, and
Mr. Seward principally, seeks war with England. . . . Unfortunately, while

heretofore cotton has been the great bond of pence between the United States

and England, now it is acting in a contrary direction." Bright to Sumner,
Dec. 21. Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. Gray said to Darwin, in a letter written

late in 1861 or early in 1862:
" Seeman wrote me that the general belief at

the clubs and in the City was that our government wanted to get into war
with England for an excuse to give up the South." Gray's Letters, p. 473.

- Ante.
3

Bright wrote Stimner, Dec. 14, "There is less passion shown here

than there was a week ago, and there has been a considerable expression
of opinion in favor of moderate counsels and urging arbitration rather

than war." Dec. 21 he wrote, "There has been more manifestation of

opinion in favor of peace and of moderate counsels, and of arbitration in

case your government cannot accept the opinion of our law officers on
the unhappy Trent affair." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. The Daily News
of Dec. 27 said, "The principle of arbitration has excited during the last

ten days an amount of public interest and received an amount of public
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:no- out of tlic virtual contents of Reward's despatch bv

1'almerston would have been proper, and would have caused

jov in the tinancial and commercial circles of London. But

nut onlv did he fail to confirm the pleasant rumor which

had obtained currency, but he suffered his accredited organ.
the Mnt'n[i /W, to assert more than once, without cor-

rection, that while Adams had indeed communicated a de-

spatch to the British government, it "in no way related to

the difficulty about the 7/v-/,/."
;

It is possible that Palmer-

ston. with an eye to his majority in the House of Commons.
soon to assemble, saw fit to cajole the war party, in which

were many members of Parliament, while other members
of the cabinet sympathized with the dominant opinion for

peace." "I
x>/xj->,->,-f,"

wrote Uright to Sumner, December
21, "there is a section of our government disposed for war,

but I I'unir there is another section disposed for peace."

<upport that could hardly have been anticipated at such a moment."
Adams wrote Seward, Dec. 0?- "Although many of the leading presses

x.ealouslv continue their efforts to keep up the \v;ir feeling here against

lie Fnited States. I think the signs are clear of a considerable degree of

reaction, and a erowinir hope that the friendly relations between the two

countries may be preserved." Diplomatic Correspondence, 1SG'3. p. l'-2 ;

see Cobden's letter of Jan. Oo. 1S02. Mor'ey's Cobden, p. 075.

1 Adams to Seward. Jan. IT. 1SO'2. Diplomatic Correspondence. 1862, p.

14. Goldwin Smith, in Mm-iniH.ii n'* M<ii/ii-.ii" for Dee.. ISO"), speaks of

"the suppression <>f Mr. Se ward's pacific note, and the positive denial of

the fact that such a communication had been received published in the

prime-minister's personal organ."
- Adams to Seward, Dec. '27. 1^61, Jan. 17. bv 6'2. Diplomatic Corre-

spondence, 1^'VJ. pp. lo, 10. The < >'ixi /'</. a w(-('lilv jiajier, supposed to

rc]iresent Earl Rus-ell. gave afrer the lirst denial of the Pnxt the substance

"f Sc^ard's ]>aci!ic despatch, sec Diplomatic Correspondence, 1^02, p. 15

Russeli had acted with dignity. The Confederate commis>ioner.s had

pressed fur an interview which he declined. British and Foreign State

Papcr>. lsijO-61. p. 'J01. Sec also Adams to Seward, Dec. '27. Diplomatic

Correspondence, lMi'2. p. 1-!; I>i'i<rht's criticism of Palmcr.-ton in House
1' Cf>mmon>. Feb. 17. isfii. and Palmorston's reply. Hansard. ])p. 379, 3tK.

: Pierce Sumner Papers. MS. P>right had written. Dec. 14: "The un

".uvorabk- symptom i> the war preparations of the government and the

S'-nding of troops to Canada and the favor shown to the excitement

which ^o generally precedes war, This cuininc'.s us either that '.his guv-
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" We in England," said Cobden in a letter to Sumner,
" have

ready a fleet surpassing in destructive force any naval

armament the world ever saw, exceeding greatly the Brit-

ish navy in the great French war in 1810. This force has

been got up underfalse pretences. There is always a desire

on the part of governments to use such armaments, by way
of proving that they were necessary. France was the pre-

tence, and now we have plenty of people who would be

content to see this fleet turned against you."
1

The Queen's messenger delivered Earl Russell's despatch
of November 30 to the British minister at Washington at

eminent believes that you intend war with England, or that itself intends

war witli you. The first supposition is scarce^ credible unless the New
York Herald be accepted as the confidential organ of your government (!),

or that Lord Lyons has misrepresented the feeling of the Washington
cabinet. The second supposition inay be true for it may be imagined
that by a war got up on some recent pretence, such as your steamer San
Jacinto is supposed to have given, we may have cotton sooner than by
waiting for your success against the South. I know nothing but what is

in the papers, but I conclude that this government is ready for war if an

excuse can be found for it. I need not tell you that at a certain point the

moderate opinion of a country is borne down by the 'passion which arises

and which takes the name of patriotism, and that the good men here who
abhor war may have no influence if a blow is once struck." Ibid.

1 Letter of Dec. 12, Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. Cobden wrote, Jan.,

1862: " Palmerston ought to be turned out for the reckless expense to

which he has put us. ... Then came Seward's despatch to Adams on the

19th December, which virtually settled the matter. To keep alive the

wicked passions in this country as Palmerston and his Post did was like

the man, and that is the worst that can be said of it." Morley's Cobden, p.

572 ; see, also, Goldwin Smith's article, Macmillaris Magazine, Dec. , 1865.

Besides authorities which have been mentioned from time to time, I

have read all the leaders on American affairs pending the Trent difficulty

in the London Times, Daily News, Saturday Review, and the Spectator, and
several articles in the London Morning Post and Morning Star, printed in

the New York Tribune. I desire to refer especially to the Times of Nov.

28, 29, 30, Dec. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13. 14, 16, 21, 24, 25, 30, 1861, Jan. 2, 1862
;
the

Daily News, Nov. 28, 30, Dec. 4, 5, 11. 27 ; Saturday Review , Nov. 30, Dec. 7,

14, 28; the Spectator, Nov. 30, Dec. 7, 21, 28, 1861, Jan. 4, 1862. See the cor-

respondence between Weed and Seward, Life of Seward, vol. iii. chaps, iii.,

iv. ; also Life of Weed, vol. i. p. 634 et seq., vol. ii. p. 348 et seq.; Motley's

Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 45.
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h;ilt'-]);ist
eleven 0:1 the night of December IS. Lord Lyons

saw Seward the next day. and. in accordance with private
instruct ions, did not read Russell's despatch, but acquainted
him with the tenor of it. saying that her majesty's govern-
nient would he satisfied witli nothing less than the libera-

tion of the captive commissioners. The Secretary of State

asked for a little delay. December ~2-} Lyons rend to

Sewnrd England's formal demand, and left him a copy of

it. It does not appear that the P>ritish minister stated that

unless he received a satisfactory answer in seven davs he

should close his legation and leave Washington, nor that

Seward asked what would he the consequence should the

I'nited States refuse compliance. In a private note from

Russell to Lyons the desire of the English government "to

abstain from anything like menace" was expressed. Cour-

tesy and a conciliatory manner marked the conduct of the

Knglishman. dignity and gravity that of the American dur-

ing these negotiations. On Christmas morning the Presi-

dent assembled his cabinet. Earl Russell's despatch was

read. The Secretary of State submitted the draft of his

answer proposing to surrender Mason and Slidell to the

IJritish authorities. Simmer came by invitation to the

cabinet meeting, and read to the gentlemen assembled the

letters of ,Iohn Hright. and the most important of those

from Cobden. 1 While the discussion to which these papers

1 Uriuht's up to :un! including; Dec. 14, Cobden's up t<> and including

Dec. 1:2. I have already quoted freely from these leMcrs. hut I will add

l \vii more citations from Hriu'lit which bore directly on the point discussed,

lie wrote. Dec. 7 :

" At all ha/.ard< you must not let this matter <;TOW to a

v.ar with Knuland : even if you arc riirlit and we are wronir. war will be

fatal to your idea of rotorinir the Union, and we know not what may sur-

vive its evil inlliienees. I am not now considering its effects here they

may he >erii>u> enough but I am looking alone to your reat country.
the hope of freedom and humanitv. and I implore you not. on any fcelinsr

that imiliiiiLT can tie coneeded. and that Kna'land is arrogant and seeking a

quarrel, to play the inline of everv enemy of your country. Xatioiis in

urea! crises and dillieuliies have often done that which in their prosperous
and powerful hour thev would not have done, and they have done it with-

i>u; humiliation or disgrace. You may disappoint your enemies by the
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gave rise was going on, a despatch from the Minister of

Foreign Affairs of France to Mercier, her representative at

Washington, was sent into the council-room. This asserted

that England had made a just demand, and urged that the

federal government comply with it. The despatch had

been received only that morning by Mercier. Impressed

by its importance he had hurried to the White House, and

begged that it be submitted at once to Seward. 1 The dis-

cussion went on until two o'clock, and was continued the

next daj
7

. Seward maintained that, Wilkes having clearly

violated the law of nations, England had a right to ask for

the restoration of the Confederate commissioners. Sumner,
either in the cabinet meeting or out of it, strongly sup-

ported this view of the Secretary of State. The President

and some members of the cabinet hesitated. Lincoln had
entertained the notion of proposing arbitration

; perhaps it

had been suggested to him by one of Bright's letters.
2

moderation and reasonableness of your conduct, and every honest and

good man in England will applaud your wisdom. Put all the fire eaters

in the wrong, and Europe will admire the sagacity of your government."
Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. Dec. 14 he said: "If you are resolved to

succeed against the South have no war with England; make every con-

cession that can be made ; don't even hesitate to tell the world that you
will even concede what two years ago no yxwer would have asked of you,
rather than give another nation a pretence for assisting in the breaking up
of your country. The time will probably come when you can safely dis-

regard the menaces of the English oligarchy ;
now it is your interest to

baffle it, even by any concession which is not disgraceful." Ibid.
1 The despatch was dated Dec. 3. The Austrian and Prussian govern-

ments were both friendly to the North. Their despatches did not reach

Washington until after the affair was settled. Count Rechberg wrote

from Vienna, Dec. 8, to Hiilsemann that, he thought England was in the

right. Count Bernstorff wrote from Berlin, Dec. 25, to Baron Gerolt in a

similar strain and said,
" Public opinion in Europe has with singular

unanimity pronounced in the most positive manner for the injured party."
British Blue-Book.
-

Bright wrote, Dec. 5 : "If opinions on your side and ours vary and

are not to be reconciled I mean legal opinions then I think your gov-
ernment may fairly say it is a question for impartial arbitration, to which

they are willing to submit the case ; and, further, that, in accordance with
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While ho cared litllo about keeping Mason and Slidell. and

was oarnostly anxious to avoid \var with (ireat Britain, he

t'oarod tho sontiinont of tho people. In the end. however,
from the considerations that the United States did not have

a o-ood case and that it could not afford a war with Oireat

Britain, all came to Seward's position and approved his

answer. His letter, dated December 2>. was a length v dis-

cussion of the law, obviously written for its effect at home.

The best and perhaps the only necessary parts were: This

govern moi it cannot deny the justice of the claim presented

by the JJritish government, which "
is not made in a dis-

courteous manner," and the four persons in question . . .

will be cheerfully liberated." ' Mason. ISlidell. and their sec-

retaries were delivered to an English steamer at Province-

town. The disavowal of the act was accepted as a sufficient

a
}
)ology .

"

all their past course, they are willing to agree to such amendments of

maritime or international law as England, France, and Russia may con-

sent, to. If I were minister or President in your country, I would write

the most complete answer the case is capable of, and, in a friendly and

courteous tone, semi it to this country. I would say that if, after this,

your view of the case is not accepted, you are ready to refer the matter to

any sovereign or two sovereigns, or governments of Europe, or to any
other eligible tribunal, and to abide; by the decision, and you will rejoice

to join with the leading European governments in amendments and modi-

Meat ions of international law in respect to the powers of belligerents and

the rights of neutrals. I think you may do this with perfect honor, and

you would make it impossible for the people of England to support our

a'overnment in anv hostile steps against you ; in fact, I think a course so

moderate and just would bring over to your side a large amount of opin-
ion here that has been poisoned and misled by the Tlim* and other jour-

nals since your troubles began." Pierce-Sumner Papers. MS. Compare
Lincoln's MS. draft of a reply, Nicolay and Hay. vol. v. p. :?'2.

1 C'obden wrote. Jan. -

-2:i, ISIivJ :

"
I regret that your foreign secretary did

not give a word of sympathy ill this direction in>tead of threats. However,
he had his hands full at home, and I am bound to say there is much in his

correspondence to inspire both admiration and respect." Pierce-Sumner

Papers, MS.

My authorities for this account are three despatches of Russell to

Lyons of Nov. ;}() ; ibid.. Dec. 19 ; Lyons to Russell, Dec. 19. 23. and two

despatches <;f Dec.
-

J7, British Blue -Book; Walpole's Russell, vol. ii. p. 346;
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The President had misread public sentiment. The out-

burst of exultation when the news of Wilkes's exploit was

first received had given way to sober reflection on the right
and policy of our act.

" The decision of our government,"
wrote Asa Gray to Darwin,

" will be as unitedly and thor-

oughly sustained by the whole people as if it had been the

other way." This is an accurate statement of popular

opinion.
1

Although the people of the North were impulsive,

they were generous and desired to be just ; they certainly
did not at this time wish a war with England, but they be-

lieved that she desired an excuse to interfere in their trouble

and help the South. If the Trent had been a Russian ship,

the people with one accord would have demanded that the

offer be immediately made for the surrender of the prison-

ers
;
and had English opinion justified Earl Russell in send-

ing words as kind and sympathetic as those which Russia

had sent in July, the same feeling would have existed tow-

ards Great Britain. That the hearts of Americans, in

spite of their griefs, beat warmly for those of their stock

across the sea was manifested when the intelligence of

Bates's MS. Diary, Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. p. 35 et seq.; Chase's Diary,

Warden, p. 393 ; Sumner's letters to Bright and Cobden, Pierce, vol. iv.

p. 57 et seq.; Seward to Weed, Jan. 22, 1862, Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 409,

and other private letters of Seward printed in the biographies of Seward
and Weed ;

Charles Francis Adams's address on Seward, April, 1873
;
for

an abstract of the legal points involved, see Snow's Cases of International

Law, p. 486.

1

Gray's Letters, p. 473 ; New York Herald, Dec. 21, 29 ; New York

World, Times, Dec. 16, 30 ; New York Tribune, Evening Post, Boston

Evening Transcript, Daily Advertiser, Dec. 30 ; Boston Herald, Dec. 29
;

private correspondence of Sumner for Dec., Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
Edward L. Pierce wrote Sumner, Jan. 12, 1862: "When youasked me
how the surrender of Mason and Slidell would be received if determined

upon, I said it might meet with indignation in the morning, but would be

acquiesced in in the evening ;
but it was acquiesced in universally in the

morning. All thought it wise." Ibid
; Anthony Trollope's North America,

vol. ii. p. 35; Motley's Correspondence, vol. ii. pp. 45, 49, 53. Seward's de-

spatch of Nov. 30 to Adams, Earl Russell's demand, Seward's reply, the

advice of the French minister of foreign affairs, were printed in the New
York Tribune of Dec. 30.
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Prince Albert's death came. The decision in the Mason and

Slidell case had not been reached, and it was not known
whether it wotdd be for peace or for war. but New York

showed its respect for the good and capable man by lower-

ing to half-mast the flags of the ships in the harbor and

those on the buildings in the city.'

All Kngland, with the exception of that party which svm-

pathixed so strongly with the South that they were read v to

go to war to aid her. received the news of the surrender of

Mason and Slide)! with great thankfulness.
2

(Gladstone had

' New York Ereniiif) />.'-< Dec. 2S.

-
I, (union Tint;*, Jan. '.

; London Dtiihj 3'f/rx, Jan. 10; London Stlurday
Hi ririr and */,< rfitfn/', Jan. 11. 1S6'2. Lord Lyons wrote Sunnier, Fell. 1.

]S()-2 :

" You will. I tun sure, hear with pleasure that the quern has created

me a Knight Grand Cross of the Bath. This is a great mark of the satis-

faction with which 111'
1 termination of the dangerous question is regarded

hv her majesty and :h" government." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS. The
leader in the Tiim-* of Jan. 11 is ;i striking illustration of English senti-

ment, and goes to prove that if our government had at once liberated

Mason and Slidell. and had taken pains to recall to the British public that

Mason was the author of the Fugitive Slave law. and that Slidell had been

the champion of filibustering, it would have been a master-stroke of policy.

I therefore quote largely from it : "The four American gentlemen who
have irot us into our late trouble and cost, us probably a million apiece,

will soon be in one of our ports. . . . How. then, are we to receive these

illustrious visitors '.'... \Ve may as well observe that Messrs. Mason and

Siidell are about the most worthless booty it would be possible to extract

from the jaws of the American lion. They have long been known as the

blind and habitual haters and revilers of this country. They have done

more than any other men to get up the insane prejudice against Kngland
which disgraces the morality and disorders the policy of the Union. The

'lutred of this country has been their stock in trade. On this they have

earned their political livelihood and won their position, just as there are

others wtio pander to the lower passions of humanity. A diligent use of

tliis bad capital has nnde them what they are and raised them to the rank

of commi.-iioners. It is through their lifelong hatred and abuse of Eng-
land that tiny conn- here in their present conspicuous capacity. The na-

tion under whose tla^ they sought a safe passage across the Atlantic, the

nation that has now rescued them with all her might from the certainty

of a dur.i:eor, and the chances of retaliatory murder, is that against which

they have always done their best to exasperate their countrymen. Had

they pe:Mie<l in the or" or on the scaffold, amid the triumphant yells of
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written Sumner, January 3: " I write in the interval, not, let

us hope, a trough between the waves, when your answer to

our demand in 'the case of Mason and Slidell is on the way.
... I must not enter into the gigantic question of the con-

vulsion now agitating the North American continent. For

British interests, I could heartily wish the old Union had con-

tinued. I will only further say that I am sure you have en-

tered on this terrific struggle in good faith and good con-

science, and that I do not believe even it can destroy your

greatness."
' After the action of the American government

was known, Gladstone spoke in public with generous and

friendly sympathy for the Union.
2 In a letter to Sumner of

January 10 the Duke of Argyll said :

" The news which came
to us two days ago has been indeed a relief. I am sure I

need not tell you how I hated what appeared the prospect
before us. There were just two things which appeared to

me certain : one was that if the act of the San Jacinto were

defended, war was absolutely forced upon us
;
the other was

that such a war, odious at all times, was doubly odious

now." !

Bright rejoiced and wrote,
" The war - mongers

here are baffled for the time, and I cannot but believe that

a more healthy opinion is gradually extending itself on all

matters connected with your great struggle."
4 Yet he was

the multitude, memory would have suggested that their own bitter tirades

had raised the storm, and that their death was ouly the natural and logical

conclusion of their own calumnies and sophistries. So we do sincerely

hope that our countrymen will not give these fellows anything in the

shape of an ovation. . . . Impartial as the British public is in the matter,

it certainly has no prejudice in favor of slavery, which, if anything, these

gentlemen represent. . . . They must not suppose, because we have gone
to the very verge of a great war to rescue them, that therefore they arc

precious in our eyes. We should have done just as much to rescue two
of their own negroes, and, had that been the object of the rescue, the

swarthy Pompey and Caesar would have had just the same right to tri-

umphal arches and municipal addresses as Messrs. Mason and Slidell. So

please, British public, let's have none of these tilings."
1 Pierce-Suinner Papers, MS. 2 London Daily News, Jan. 14, 1862.
3 Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
4 To Sumner, Jan. 11, ibid.; also his speech in the House of Commons,

Feb. 17, Hansard, p. 386.
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afraid of Palmerston. "I have a letter from a friend of

mine in a government olh'ce." he added, '' in which lie ex-

presses his confident belief that Palmerston and Louis

Napoleon do intend at an early period to recognize the inde-

pendence of the South and to repudiate or break the block-

ade."

It is a pity that this honorable settlement of the difficulty

does not end the chapter of misunderstanding, of lack of

sympathy, of irritation between England and the United

States. The affair left a rankling wound. " You have

made us sore." wrote Asa Gray to Darwin.' Lowell said,

in 1SOO: "It is the 2"r<-nt that we quarrel about, like

Percy and Glendower. That was like an east wind to our

old wound and set it a-twinge once more. . . . That imperi-
ous despatch of Lord John's made all those inherited drops
of ill-blood as hot as present wrongs."

" "
I agree with you,"

; Feb. 1*. Letters, p. 477 : see, also, letter of W. C. Bryant to a friend in

England. Life of Bryant. Godwin, vol. ii. p. 139.
'

Letter to E. L. Godkin, May '2. ISM. Lowell's Letters, vol. ii. p. 29.

This is a curious instance of the survival in a broad-minded man of a

fnnncr intensity of feeling. Earl Russell's despatch and instructions wen-.

as long as a peremptory demand had to be made, courteous and even con-

siderate, and were so regarded at the time, see Seward's letter of Dec. 20;

New York \\~nrbl. Dec. '.'>(). Lowell's remark was possibly on the suppo-
sition that the demand for the surrender of Mason and Slidell was accom-

panied with the threat that, if they were not u'iven up in seven davs. Lord

Lyons should close his legation and leave Washington. Although it is

frequently stated that such a threat was made by Lyons to Seward. I have

not been able to tind any evidence of it. William Gray, writing Chase

from Boston. Dec. 24. that the jreneral opinion of the Law Club was that

war with Great Britain must be avoided, added. ''The conduct of Enir-

i-md during the whole year lias caused an estrangement in our people, the

.fl'ect of which will outlive the present generation.
"

Chase Papers. MS.
Richard II Dana wi<>te Simmer. Feb. 12 : "I am triad to see the London
Tiitux attack on you and your speech. [Simmer's speech on the Tnnt

case, Senate. Jan. 9. 1*1)2. see Pierce's Sunnier, vol. iv. p. 55 ; Adams's

D:u:a. vol. ii. p. 2(il.
)

It will make you feel to the quick what you did

not seem to feel, or refused to admit the intolerable insolence of England
towards us, and the false and fraudulent manner in which they have treated

ihis case. Those few semi republican, semi- abolition, liberally inclined

men in England whom few respect, and who command, perhaps, one
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wrote Darwin to Sir Joseph Hooker, January 25, 1862;
" the present American row has a very Torifying influence

on us all."
'

With military operations at a stand-still, the Southern

people looked on the progress of the difficulty about the

Trent with painful suspense, and they grieved at its settle-

ment, for they felt that a war between Great Britain and

the United States would be an absolute warrant of their in-

dependence. Nevertheless, at the close of 1*861 it would

have been difficult to find many Southerners who doubted,
whether or not there was foreign interference in the strug-

gle, eventual success. The battles of Bull Run and of Ball's

Bluff seemed to show that they were more than a match in

prowess for their assailants. In eight months the North had

made no progress towards a restoration of the Union, or as

the Southerners expressed it, towards the subjugation of the

South. There was a triumphant note in Jefferson Davis's

message to his congress, which met at Richmond November

18, as he spoke of their victories, the waxing strength of the

Confederacy, and its well-regulated financial system.
2 The

financiering extolled by Davis consisted in meeting the ex-

penses of the war by loans and the issue of treasury notes.

From July 1 to November 16 less than one per cent, of

the receipts had come from customs and " miscellaneous

paper and one monthly, are a drop in the bucket. The mass of the Eng-
lish are determined to sever this republic, and all their pent-up jealousy,

contempt, arrogance, revenges, and superciliousness are breaking out

stronger and stronger. There is not one English paper that has not either

suppressed or falsified the material facts of this case, because they foresee

they could not bear the light. I am rejoiced that you are made to feel

this ! Talk not of the
'

press
' and of private letters ! You might as well

set up the Isle of Skye against London, as all that agsiinst the avalanche

of the Times, Herald, Post, Westminster, "Blackwood. Quarterly. Edinboro,

Punch, Saturday, etc. If I were Secretary of State I would keep my tem-

per as Seward does, I hope and keep peace. But if this style of treat-

ing us goes on much longer there must be war. Human nature cannot

endure it." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
1 Life and Letters, vol. ii. p. 177.

Davis's message, Moore's Rebellion Record, vol. iii. p. 404.
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sources
;

"
$20,400,000 had been raised by loans. $31,000,000

in treasury notes had been paid out.
1 A direct war tax had

indeed been imposed by the Confederate congress in August,
but it had not yet yielded anything. Such was the aversion

of the people to taxation that most of the States assumed

this tax, as they were allowed to do by the statute, and paid
it to the Confederate government, raising the means by

issuing State bonds and State treasury notes.
2 The expendi-

tures for the two months previous to November 20, when
the Secretary of the Treasury made his report, had averaged
about twenty millions per month. 3 The banks in the Con-

federacy had suspended specie payments. Before the 1st

of May gold was four per cent, premium in Atlanta
; quoted

in Richmond at 110 August 1, it sold at 120 by the end of

the year.
4

While there is not a glimmering of discouragement iu

Davis's message, in Memminger's report, or in the legislation

of the Confederate congress,
6
the pressure of the blockade

had begun to be felt severely. Salt, bacon, butter, coffee,

tea, soap, candles, matches, starch, and glue had advanced

enormously in price, and these articles were extremely
scarce. The same may be said of dry goods. Highly bred

young women of Charleston dressed in homespun, and the

gentlemen of Richmond made a virtue of wearing last year's

clothes. The blockade wras teaching lessons of economy

1 Memminger's report.
a
J. C. Schwab, "Finances of the Confederacy," Political -Science Quar-

terly, March, 1892, and "The Financier of the Confederate States," Yale

Review, Nov., 1893; Davis's Confederate Government, vol. i. p. 495. For

the tax law see Statutes at Large, Provisional Government C. S. A., p. 177.

3
Memminger's report, which also gives total receipts and expenses from

the organization of the government to Nov. 16, Life of Memmiuger, Capers,

pp. 422-28.
4 Atlanta Commonwealth, April 33; Uichmond Examiner, Aug. 1; Schwab.

Political Science Quarterly, p. 44; also Stephens's War between the States,

vol. ii. p. 509.
s The last session of the provisional congress of the Confederacy lasted

from Nov. 18, 1861, to Feb. 17, 1862, but its proceedings do not call for

special notice.
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to an extravagant people. The first cold weather of the

autumn made evident that coal was scarce and wood in

short supply ;
both had become luxuries for the well-to-do.

The supply of medicines was becoming low. The scarcity

of lint and surgical plaster was felt seriously by the sur-

geons in the hospitals, and the wounds of federal pris-

oners taken at Bull Run were for a time left undressed.
" Tell your master Lincoln to raise the blockade, and then

we will tend to you," the doctors frequently said. " We
have not lint enough for our own wounded, and they must

be served first/'
'

Shifts were made to get along without the comforts and

necessaries of life. To eke out their store of coffee people
mixed rye with it, and when the supply of rye ran short,

they found that wheat would answer as well. Drawing a

lesson from European experience, the use of chicdory, which

grew in profusion in Virginia, was recommended
;
the root,

it was said, when dried, roasted, and ground, would make
an excellent substitute for coffee, or a mixture with it, while,

being less irritating to the nerves than the pure coffee, it

would prove a wholesome as well as an economical bever-

age. The bark of the dogwood-tree in some measure sup-

plied the want of quinine. The Confederacy affords an

example of the discomforts and inconveniences to which
a wholly agricultural people are subject when shut off from

intercourse with the inventive and manufacturing world.

Though it had been apparently more profitable to devote

particular attention to the cultivation of the peculiar South-

ern staples cotton, tobacco, rice, and sugar and to buy
food from the North, it was now perceived that the South-

ern States could raise bread and meat enough for their popu-
lation. It happened fortunately for them that in the year
1861, before their system of planting had become adjusted
to the conditions of war, their crops of wheat and corn were

large. Distribution, however, is almost as important as

1

Ely's Journal in Richmond, p. 101.

III. 35
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production. Excluded from commerce with the North and

England, the railroads of the Confederacy ran do\vn, and

as their track and their rolling-stock could be neither re-

newed nor repaired, they were unable at times to do more
than the government work and keep the armies supplied.

Hence, we may note a great discrepancy in prices, remark-

able in railroad days, in different parts of the Confederacy.
Whatever industrial capacity the South possessed was set

to work to manufacture implements of war, and in this

field accomplished important results, yet there was no over-

plus to devote to the arts of peace. For example, a street

railroad had been constructed in Richmond, but the cars

ordered from the North could not be procured. It was

humiliating, the Richmond Whig declared, to see the track

in Main Street unused because no one in the Confederacy
could make a car.' When at last one car was obtained, it

was a gratifying, almost a gala sight to the citizens of

Richmond to see it running from Ninth Street to Rocketts."

The cutting off of the supply of paper was grievously
felt. The tightening of the pressure of the blockade may be

studied in the deterioration in the appearance of the daily

newspapers. The Richmond Examiner at the beginning of

the war was an admirably printed sheet, but as the days
wore on its paper became poorer and its print less legible.

The Richmond Whig and the Charleston Courier decreased

in size. The Atlanta Southern Confederacy and the Atlanta

Commonwealth appeared occasionally as half -sheets only,
since they could not procure sufficient paper for the whole

of their matter, and for several days they were obliged to

print their meagre issues on brown wrapping-paper.
3 When

Alfred Ely, a New York congressman captured at Bull Run
and held a prisoner for several months in Richmond, was

released, his passport was written on brown paper
4
of South-

1

Aug. 9.
2 Richmond Enquirer, Sept. 3.

3 See the Southern Confederacy for Sept. 25, 28, Oct. 1, 2; the Common-
wealth for Oct. 1, 2.

* A Rebel War Clerk's.Diary, vol. i. p. 102.
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ern manufacture. Unable to get the notes ordered from

the American Bank Note Company, New York, the treas-

ury operations of the new government were attended with

inconvenience. It is sometimes said that the financiering
of the Confederacy required only paper and a printing-

press, but such a remark ignores that the manufacture even

of its bonds and its notes was conjoined with difficulty..

The first bank-note paper was brought from Baltimore, its;

special agents eluding the watch of the federal pickets. But
no skilled engravers could be found. At last, by diligent

search, Capers, Memminger's chief clerk, found in Eich-

mond a clever German who was doing lithographing in a

small way, and engaged him to prepare the treasury notes

by his own process. Memminger called them "uncanny
bills," but he recognized the exigency and that the people
could not wait for artistic work. In truth, the first demand
for the promises to pay of the Confederacy was so urgent
that to provide for his daily wants he was forced to have

recourse to the banks for a loan of their own notes.
1 Not

until October did the Confederate government have its post-

age-stamps ready for distribution. Complaints of the ad-

ministration of the Post-office department were frequent.
In fact, after making allowance for all the difficulties that

beset the new government, it cannot be denied that the

management of affairs was defective. The reason of this

lias been explained in a word by a brilliant Southern writer.
" The Southern mind," he said,

" lacked the faculty of busi-

ness"
*

The cotton and tobacco crops of the year were ready for

market. England and France wanted the cotton and France

wanted the tobacco, and both stood ready to pay a high price
for these staples, while they had the implements of war and

1 Life of Memminger, Capers, pp. 317, 335, 430.

2 Pollard's Davis, p. 166. It is perhaps unnecessary to say that, owing
to Pollard's animosity to Davis and his inaccuracy as to details, his works
must be used with caution, but if employed with proper care they are

valuable. Pollard was editor of the Richmond Examiner during the war.
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the comforts, conveniences, and luxuries of life which the

South so earnestly longed for. The only barrier between
such a wished-for traffic was the federal blockade, which the

powerful navies of England and France could have broken

in a day. Let Lincoln, Seward, and Adams have all the

credit which is their due that their management of affairs

did much to prevent self-interest and the might that makes

right from forcing the exchange of these desirable commod-
ities

;

l but underneath it all, disguised and misrepresented
as the contest was in England, the overpowering considera-

tion that stayed the hand of the European powers was that

the South was fighting for slavery and the North contend-

ing against its extension.
2

The whole story of the people of the Confederacy during
the war is one of such discomfort and privation that the de-

moralization prevalent, which seems to be an incident of all

war and of large expenditure of public money, is sometimes

lost sight of. This decay became apparent in Richmond in

the year 1861. Vice had increased. Drunkenness and gam-

1 In connection with this brief exhibit of the sufferings of the South

from the blockade I will quote from a letter to Sumner from Paris of John

Bigelow, our consul, to show the injury done Europe by it. "So long as

the blockade lasts it will be impossible to make the European States look

with an impartial eye upon our situation or withhold a certain amount of

moral support from the South. I fear you do not realize the force of the

political necessity which is operating here. Our war has deranged the

financial calculations of the government and bankers of Europe to a great-

er degree than any of the wars or revolutions that have preceded it in Eu-

rope. The statesmen are at their wits' end to know what to do. Sources

of revenue are dried up upon which all their calculations have been hereto-

fore based with the greatest confidence. The capital of many States is in-

sufficiently employed; hundreds of thousands of people are becoming a

charge upon the governments for their daily bread, and the heavens seem

charged with some terrible convulsion from which they think nothing can

save them but raising our blockade." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
2 "It was the fashion among English critics at the time I left England

to stale that the whole secession question had no direct bearing on, no im-

mediate connection with, the issue of slavery. As to the letter, there was

some small truth in this assertion; as to the spirit, there was none."

Dicey's Federal States, vol. i. p. 65.
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bling were rampant. The simple and refined Virginia city

had become an overgrown capital to which votaries of all

sorts of wickedness flocked. The Examiner of October 22

spoke of " the rapid development of vice and vulgarity in

Richmond," and asked, sarcastically,
" Are not these the

happy times of saturnalia ?"
' With the wide-spread gam-

bling went extravagance, and, if Pollard may be credited,

many defalcations of public money.
1 The best women of

Richmond undoubtedly exhibited in the first year of the war
devotion to the Confederate soldiers and self-sacrifice

; yet the

evidence appears to show that there was some love of display,
some extravagance, and some eagerness for gay excitement

among people of quality after the battle of Bull Run which

seemed to demonstrate that the Southerners would win their

independence. Although commercial intercourse between

the Union and the Confederacy had been declared unlawful

by President Lincoln, under authority of an act of Congress,
and the merchandise subject to confiscation,

3 and although
the bringing in of such goods was denounced in the South

as a fraud on the Confederacy and as taking the gold out of

the country, yet there was considerable smuggling. There

is much complaint of speculators and extortioners who ob-

tained goods from the North and sold them at extravagant

profits. Jewish merchants were said to travel at pleasure
between the Confederacy and the Union, wholly engaged in

this illicit trade. The Richmond Examiner spoke of " the

extensive system of smuggling which the dishonored and

1 Oct. 9 this journal had declared:
" The city of Richmond is full of the

vilest licentiousness. Among all the loathsome vices imported into it by
the harpies who prey upon the army, that of gambling has become so

prominent and brazen as to defy public decency as well as law, intruding
its allurements on the most frequented parts of onr most public streets.

. . . The painted dens of San Francisco and 'hells' of the old federal city

were not a whit more diabolical than the 'saloons' on Main Street, Rich-

mond. . . . There is said to be now in this city a sufficient number of

gamblers to form a regiment."
2 Life of Davis, p. 153.
3 New York Tribune, Aug. 17; see, also, Schuckers's Chase, p. 318.
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disreputable merchants of the South are carrying on across

the northern border," and declared that " the smuggler is a

worse enemy of the South than the infamous Dutchman
who engages to shoot our people for thirteen dollars a

month." ' There was considerable intercourse between the

North and the South, much of which the commanding gen-
erals on each side probably winked at. Northern newspa-

pers were freely received at the South, and Southern jour-

nals found their way North. Exchange on New York was
for a long time quoted regularly in the financial columns of

the Richmond journals. As late as October 19 the Adams

Express Company advertised in the Richmond newspapers
that it would collect "notes, drafts, and bills, with or with-

out goods, at all accessible points throughout the United

States," and guarantee
kk

prompt returns ;" it also carried

letters under certain conditions. Later still there were

private letter-carriers goijig between Richmond and Wash-

ington and Maryland, who gained a good livelihood by
charging $1.50 postage and bringing from the North divers

articles which were desired in the Confederacy. In spite of

the many discomforts and inconveniences, life in Richmond,
as pictured in the newspapers and other contemporary ac-

counts, does not seem to have been especially severe in the

last half of 1861. The banks and railroad companies con-

tinued to pay dividends; Virginia State stock and Richmond

city bonds appeared to have a ready sale. Business activity
characterized the early days of the capital of the Confed-

eracy. The factitious prosperity produced by the issue of

paper money by the government was further stimulated by
a Hood of "

shinplasters" which, to supply the place of silver

small change that had disappeared, had been let loose by the

corporation of Richmond, by the regular banks, and by spu-
rious banking associations. The civil and criminal courts

held their appointed terms. The advertisements in the jour-
nals are substantially such as appear in the time of peace,

1 Dec. 31.
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and one notes with interest the usual announcements of run-

away negroes. Most of the Southern cities celebrated the

Fourth of July in the usual manner. Richmond had a merry
Christmas. Its theatre was open and generally crowded

;

there were also concerts and balls. Its annual fair and cat-

tle show, however, did not take place, for the Hermitage
fair grounds had been converted into a vast camp.

" Ceres

has been dislodged by Mars," the chronicler said.
1

Charleston did not share the prosperity of the Confeder-

ate capital.
2

Its theatre was not open, and public amuse-

ments were almost entirely given up. Grinding necessity
was the lot of that portion of the South the welfare of

which depended on the marketing of the cotton crop. Cot-

ton was kept in the interior and not sent forward to the

shipping ports, for fear that by their capture it might fall

into the hands of the enemy. When the federal forces took

Port Royal and commanded the adjacent islands, on which
was grown the sea-island cotton, the finest in the world, the

planters without hesitation applied the torch to the year's

product.
3 December 11 Charleston suffered from a large

1 Richmond WJiig, Oct. 1.

2 "We have suffered severely, we are suffering now. Property repre-
sents painfully uncertain sums. Business of all kinds is prostrated, fort-

unes have been swept away, and we have been forced to restrict our wants
within the limits of mere comforts." Charleston Courier, Nov. 23.

3 " The Fires of Patriotism! At eleven o'clock last night the heavens

towards the southwest were brilliantly illuminated with the patriotic flames

ascending from burning cotton. As the spectators witnessed it I hey in-

voluntarily burst forth with cheer after cheer, and each heart was warmed
as with a new pulse." "Burning the Crops. We learn with gratification

that the patriotic planters on the seaboard are hourly applying the torch to

their cotton and other produce and effects. Those who have not had the

heart to enter upon this work of praiseworthy patriotism and destruction

themselves, have authorized the military authorities, before yielding any-

thing that can in the least minister to Yankee lust and greed, to make the

destruction complete before them. Parties from North Edisto and the

neighborhood unite in asserting that cotton and valuables on the planta-

tions, which could not be readily removed, were involved in one common
flame and ruin." Ibid., Nov. 30. "The 'fires of patriotism' continue;
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lire. Five churches, the theatre, and several public buildings
\vere burned, the loss being estimated at from five to seven

millions. At any time this \vould have been a severe in-

tliction upon a city of 4-S.oijo people,
1

but. following other

o-nVvoiis misfortunes, it was a hard blow to stand up under.

I Jut it did not daunt the spirit of the people. December i>o

was the anniversary of the secession of South Carolina, and

although St. Andrew's Hall, in which the ordinance had been

passed, and Institute Hall, in which it had been ratified, were

destroyed in the conflagration, the citi/ens of Charleston

celebrated the return of the day, and gave mutual pledges
that, in spite of their misfortunes, they had not a jot or tit-

tle of regret for their action."

Congress met December iJ. and the next dav heard the

thirteen cotton houses have been burnt on Port Royal Island, one on Paris,

and one on St. Helena, since the Yankee occupation." Charleston Courier,

Dec. 9; see. also, letter from Charleston of Nov. '-20 to the Manchester

liiinriUiiii. cited in Life of Weed, vol. ii. p. 404.

1 Census of IMil. Charleston Courier, Nov. 4.

'-' In addition to authorities specifically cited, I may say that in this ac-

count of life in the Confederacy I have studied the files of the Richmond

lenmiiier,Whig, Enquirer, i\w\ Dixpatclt; the Charleston Courier; the At-

lanta S>iutlnrn t'onfuh-riK-it, fiitrlli'/t nfer, anil Commonwealth. I refer par-

ticularly to the Richmond K,i-<i.niiin r of June 5. C. '.20. 24. July 12, 2:>. 23,

Aug. 1, it. Sept. <>. !, 20, 2:5, 27, Oct. 2, 8. !. 10. 11. 12. 13. 21. 30. Nov. ti. 9, 11,

r>. 22, Dec. 2.4, (5. !), 11, 1<5. 17; Richmond En
</ >/ir,r. May 10, 13, 20-23.

June 1. 3. 2ii. July 2. 4. 11, 23, 29, Auc. 1, :5. (>. Sept. 24. Oct. 19. :51. Nov. 1,

2: Richmond H '///;/. An--. 9. 1:5. Sept. :}. 10. 20, 27, Oct. 4. 3. is, 29, Nov. 1,

Dec. 20. 21. 27. :>1: Richmond JUx^itrh, July 3, 23. Au^. ti. 9. 10. 18. IS, 20.

Oct. 1,2. '.}. 3.s, Nov. 12. 1:5; Charleston Courit r, July 29. :50. Auir. l.Sept.

2. 4. 3. 7. 11.21. 24. 2s. Oct . 2. 3. s. 9, IS, 21, 22. 24. Nov. 11.12. 1:5, 23. 2(5. 29.

Dec. 12. i:!.19, 20,21 ;
Atlanta CumminreaMi, April 2:5. Oct. 2 ; Atlanta

Smitficrit Cunfttlii-iiff/, Auir. 1. Oct. S, 12; Atlanta U,t<!>/ InttUi;/, n<; r. May
1 1

, Si-pt. lu ; Nc\v ( )i'lcans I'ici/i/i/iit . July 4, eked in Moore's Rebellion Rec-

ord, vol. ii. p. 9S
; I'.illard's First Year of the War (.Richmond, 18(52); Pol-

lard'> Life of Da \' is ; David's Confederate (Jovernment ; A Rebel \\'ar C'lerk's

Diary, Jones, vol. i. : Samuel Phillips Day's Down South ; Mrs. David's Me-

moir of J. Davis, vol. ii. . FJy's Journal in Kichinond ; Richmond During the

\\':\\~. Sarah A. Putnam; Four Years in Rebel Capitals, T. C. De Leon; Life

in the South, by a Blockaded British Subject (.Catherine C. Hopley), vol. ii.
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President's message. The reference in it to foreign affairs

differed much from that of the previous 4th of July ;
the

complacent tone had given way to one of sorrow and anxi-

ety. Although Lincoln put the best face possible on the

situation in general, we may gather from his omissions, as

well as from his statements, that seven and one-half months
of war had accomplished nothing towards bringing back

into the Union a single one of the eleven Confederate States.

In fact, the shedding of blood had made the chasm wider.

The mention of that noble majority of Northern men on

whom he relied for support and of whom he was fitly the

representative served as a consolation. "
It is gratifying to

know," he said,
" that the expenditures made necessary by

the rebellion are not beyond the resources of the loyal peo-

ple . . . that the patriotism of the people has proved equal
to the occasion, and that the number of the troops tendered

greatly exceeds the force which Congress authorized me to

call into the field." He made no allusion to the exercise of

extraordinary powers by the administration in which the

warrant of the law had been exceeded
; perhaps because he

himself had misgivings about the necessity of many things
that had been done by his agents. But the charge that the

freedom of the press was materially abridged
1

is without

full justification. Some restrictions were placed upon news-

papers in Maryland and the other border States; editors

were arrested in these States and also at the North
; yet

the impression one gets from perusing the Northern news-

papers is that the public prints were substantially untram-

melled.
2 The subject of arbitrary arrests may not, however,

be dismissed in a sentence. Fearing that the legislature of

Maryland, which was to convene in September, would pass
an ordinance of secession, the Secretary of War ordered the

arrest of all or any part of its members and several citizens

of Baltimore, if necessary, to prevent such action. Under

1 See Russell's letter to the London Times, Sept. 10.
2 This was also Dicey's opinion, Federal States, vol. i. p. 248.
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this order General Dix apprehended ten members-elect of

the legislature, the mayor of Baltimore, a congressman, and

two editors
;
and at Frederick City, the meeting-place of

the legislature, General Banks laid hold of " nine secession

members." These men were subsequently confined in Fort

Lafayette, New York, and in Fort Warren, Boston, where

other state -
prisoners arrested in Kentucky and Missouri

were also incarcerated.
1 That these arrests were infractions

of the Constitution need not for a moment be questioned.

They were made on simple orders from the executive de-

partments instead of on the proper warrants required by
law. The prisoners were charged with no offence, were

brought before no magistrate for examination, and the com-

mandants of the military prisons were instructed to dis-

regard any writ of habeas corpus issued in their behalf.

Nevertheless, it would, it seems to me, be historical hyper-
criticism to find fault with the federal government for its

exercise of these extraordinary powers in the border States.

Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri were high stakes which

Lincoln and Davis were playing for, and that Lincoln won
without lasting harm to the great rights of personal liberty

must, in spite of some cases of injustice and many of hard-

ship for opinion's sake, be a sufficient historical justification

for his policy of precaution.
2

In truth, that Maryland, Ken-

tucky, and Missouri were for the Union, having furnished

40,000 soldiers for its army, and that western Virginia had

been reclaimed, were almost the sole justification for the

1 Official Records, vol. v. p. 193 et seq.; Marshall's American Bastile;

Frank Key Howard's Fourteen Months in American Bastiles; letters of C.

S. Morehead lo J. J. Crittenden, Coleman's Critlenden, vol. ii. p. 333 et seq.;

Debate in the Senate, Dec. 16. 1861, and April 29, 1862; My Imprisonment,
Rose O'N. Greenhow, London (1863).

'

2 See authorities cited in previous note ; also Dicey's Federal States,

vol. ii. p. 59. For Lincoln's statement regarding the Maryland arrests see

Raymond's Lincoln, p. 378. Governor Hicks wrote General Banks, Sept.
20: " We see the good fruit already produced by ihese arrests. We can no

longer mince matters with these desperate people. I concur in all you
have done." Official Records, vol. v. p. 197.
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President's statement in his message :

" The cause of the

Union is advancing steadily and certainly southward."

But this is not the whole story. Arbitrary arrests were

made in the Northern States where the courts were open
and where the regular administration of justice had not

been interrupted by any overt acts of rebellion. Among
the arrests were those of two men at Malone, a village in

the extreme northern part of New York
;
an editor of the

New York Daily News, at Burlington, N. J.; two citizens of

Maine
;
a Vermont farmer, being enticed from his farm to

Bennington, two miles away; a crippled newsboy for sell-

ing the New York Daily News on the Naugatuck Railroad,

Connecticut
;
several citizens of Connecticut for getting up

"peace meetings." There were many other similar cases.

Most of these were apprehended by order of the Secretary
of State, the others by that of the Secretary of War. Some-

times the authority of the officer was a simple telegram ;
in

no case was the warrant such as the Constitution required.
Little wonder was it that the critics of the administration

asseverated that these arrests were made on lettres-de-cachet.

These men, like those arrested from the border States, were

charged with no offence, they were examined by no mag-
istrate, and they were confined in Fort Lafayette or Fort

Warren as prisoners of state.
1 The justification made in

'Marshall's American Bastile ; Debate in the Senate, Dec. 16. "The
United States government assumes the right to arrest persons in any part

of the country, and to keep them during its pleasure in confinement in

charge of military officers. The courts of law are unable to give any re-

dress, as the officers of the army decline to make any return to writs of

habeas corpus." Lord Lyons to Earl Russell, Sept. 6, British Blue -Book.

In a lecture delivered in New York and Boston, Dec., 1861, Wendell Phil-

lips said:
" Lieber says that habeas corpus, free meetings like this, and a

free press are the three elements which distinguish liberty from despotism.
All that Saxon blood has gained in the battles and toils of two hundred

years are these three things. But to-day, Mr. Chairman, every one of them

habeas corpus, the right of free meeting, and a free press is annihilated

in every square mile of the republic. We live to-day, every one of us, under

martial law. The Secretary of State puts into his bastile, with a warrant

as irresponsible as that of Louis, any man whom he pleases. And you know
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the Senate of these stretches of authority was that the per-

sons apprehended were, by treasonable speaking and writ-

ing, giving aid and comfort to the enemy, and that their

imprisonment was necessary for the safety of the republic.
Yet the matter did not go unquestioned. Senator Trumbull

introduced a resolution asking information from the Secre-

tary of State in regard to these arrests, and in his remarks

supporting it pointed out the injustice and needlessness of

such procedure.
" What are we coming to," he asked,

"
if

arrests may be made at the whim or the caprice of a cabinet

minister?" and when Senator Hale asked, "Have not arrests

been made in violation of the great principles of our Consti-

tution ?" no one could gainsay it.

Public sentiment, however, sustained the administration

in this action, and it was only from a minority in the Senate

and in the country that the murmurs came. 1

Nevertheless,

tiiat neither press nor lips may venture to arraign the government without

being silenced. At this moment one thousand men at least are 'bastiled
'

by an authority as despotic as that of Louis, three times as many as Eldon

and George III. seized when they trembled for his throne. . . . For the first

time on this continent we have passports, which even Louis Napoleon pro-

nounces useless and odious. For the first time in our history government
spies frequent our great cities."

1 "The applause with which each successive stretch of power is re-

ceived by the people is a very alarming symptom to the friends of liberty

and law." Lord Lyons to Earl Russell, Sept. 16, British Blue - Book.

Count Gurowski wrote in his Diary, Jan., 1862:
" The thus called arbitrary

acts of the government prove how easily, on the plea of patriotic neces-

sity, a people, nay, the public opinion, submits to arbitrary rule. All this,

servility included, explains the facility witli which, in former times, con-

centrated and concrete despotisms have been established. Here every such

arbitrary action is submitted to because it is so new, and because the peo-

ple has the childish nai've, but to it honorable, confidence that the power
intrusted by the people is used in the interest and for the welfare of

the people. But all the despots of all times and of all nations said the

same. However, in justice to Mr. Lincoln, he is pure and has no despot-
ical longings, but he has around him some atomistic Torquemadas."
This is also evident from the debate and action of the Senate. TrumbulPs

resolution was referred to the judiciary committee, of which he was chair-

man, but there it slept. Late in the session a bill relating to state prison-

ers passed the House (Congressional Globe, pp. 3106, 3184). Trumbull
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the protests were emphatic and couched in irrefutable logic.
1

The criticisms were directed against Seward, who was
deemed responsible for this policy. The Secretary of State,

so Senator Pearce, of Maryland, asserted by implication, sits

in his office, and by
" a dash of his pen

"
sets " the electric

tire in motion to order arrests at Cincinnati, at Chicago, at

Baltimore, or even in Connecticut."* In truth, the appre-
hension of men in Maine, Vermont, Connecticut, and north-

ern New York on suspicion that they were traitors, instead

of leaving them to be dealt with by the public sentiment

of their thoroughly loyal communities, savored rather of

the capriciousness of an absolute monarch than of a desire

to govern in a constitutional manner. A clever journalist,

who had good opportunities for observation during the war,
maintains that Seward was intoxicated with power, loving
to exercise it with mere wantonness

;

3 and such a concep-
tion of his character serves well to explain many of his

acts. The mischief of this policy was immediate, in that

it gave a handle to the Democratic opposition, probably

increasing its strength, and in that it furnished our critics

over the sea an additional opportunity for detraction. The
remote consequences which were feared that our people
would lose some of their liberties, that we had begun to

tread the well-worn path from democracy to despotism
have not been realized.

It is true that acts of a cabinet minister, unless disavowed

by the President, become his own acts, and in so far he

must be held responsible for these arbitrary arrests. Never-

theless, it is not probable that Lincoln of his own motion

would have ordered them, for although at times he acted

without warrant of the Constitution, he had a profound

pressed this in the Senate, but was unable to get it considered. See, also,

Raymond's Lincoln, p. 378: Trollope's North America, vol. ii. p. 205.
1 See editorials in New York Tribune, Sept. 19, Oct. 21; Trumbtill and

Hale's remarks in the Senate, Dec. 16.
3 Dec. 16, Congressional Globe, p. 94.

8 Donn Piatt's Memories of Men who Saved the Union, p. 79.
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reverence for it, showing in all bis proceedings that he

much preferred to keep within the strict limits of the letter

and spirit of the organic law of the land, and that he exer-

cised or permitted others to exercise arbitrary power with

keen regret. It was undoubtedly disagreeable to him to

be called by Vallandigham the Caesar of the American

Republic,' and by Wendell Phillips "a more unlimited

despot than the world knows this side of China,"
a and

to be aware that Senator Grimes described a call at the

"White House for the purpose of seeing the President, as

an attempt
" to approach the footstool of the power en-

throned at the other end of the avenue."
3 The executive

order issued February 14, 1862, in the name of the Secretary
of War, is evidence that Lincoln had no love for arbitrary
arrests and cruel punishments and was willing to set limits

to his own power. He directed "that all political pris-

oners or state prisoners now held in military custody be

released on their subscribing to a parole engaging them to

render no aid or comfort to the enemies in hostility to

the United States ;" to such as should keep their parole
he granted

" an amnesty for any past offences of treason

or disloyalty which they may have committed ;" the con-

clusion of the order was :

"
Extraordinary arrests will here-

after be made under the direction of the military authori-

ties alone."
4 A commission which was at once appointed

to carry this order into effect released many prisoners from

custody.
The remark which Thucydides puts into the mouth of one

of his characters, "War is not an affair of arms, but of

money which gives to arms their use," fitly introduces a

record of our financial operations. The Secretary of the

Treasury reported that from July 1 to September 30, the

first quarter of the fiscal year, the actual expenses of the

1

Congressional Globe Appendix, p. 46.
2
Dicey's report of a speech he heard at Washington, Federal States,

vol. i. p. 180.

3
Congressional Glooe, p. 311. *

Raymond's Lincoln, p. 380.
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government had been $98,000,000, of which $7,500,000,' or

less than 8 per cent., had been derived from customs and mis-

cellaneous sources, the receipts of revenue from duties not

having come up to his expectations, and the taxation im-

posed at the special session of Congress yielding as yet no
returns. Up to December 1 he had realized from loans

$197,000,000. Of this amount there had been obtained

$100,000,000 from the sale of three-years' bonds bearing
7.30 per cent, interest, and nearly $46,000,000 from the ne-

gotiation of $50,000,000 twenty-year 6 per cent, bonds on a

7 per cent, basis. The balance had come from the issue of

United States notes payable on demand without interest,
2

and by the sale or by the payment to creditors of 6 per
cent, notes, part of them running sixty days and part of them
two years. The secretary estimated the expenses for the

whole of the fiscal year at $543,000,000. He hoped the ordi-

nary revenues would reaA $40,000,000, and he recommended
additional taxation to that provided by the act of August
5, so that an aggregate amount of $50,000,000 might be ob-

tained. The balance must come from loans, some of which
had been negotiated, but about $250,000,000 remained to be

provided for by loans between December 9, 1861, the date

of the secretary's report, and June 30, 1862, the close of

the fiscal year. Chase would not recommend the further

issue of United States notes, but advocated a national

banking system, similar in its salient features to that of the

present, which should work the gradual retirement of the

notes of the State banks. The balance-sheet was not a

cheerful one for a finance minister to present to the House
of Representatives; there went with it an urging of re-

trenchment and reform in the public expenditures.

The only comfort which the secretary could find in the

situation was that there had been " a considerable improve-
ment in the condition of trade and industry." During the

1 In treating of the financial operations round numbers are used.
2
$24,550,325 of these had been issued.
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first months of 1861, on account of the political troubles,

business men had gasped for breath. The outbreak of the

war paralyzed trade. The loss of Southern custom was

grievously felt by Eastern merchants and manufacturers,
and the prospect of it had much to do with the eagerness
of New York city for compromise while the question of

compromise was mooted. The practical repudiation of com-

mercial debts due the North by the South, the amount

being estimated as high as $200,000,000,' brought disaster

and downfall. " The fabric of New York's mercantile pros-

perity," declared the New York Tribune of May 27, "lies

in ruins, beneath which ten thousand fortunes are buried.

. . . Last fall the merchant was a capitalist; to-day he

is a bankrupt."
2

Many men of wealth, apprehensive for

the stability of the government, transferred their property
to Europe,

3

but how the country's cause lay at the heart of

the people is exemplified by Asa (ft-ay.
" My wife and I,"

he wrote, October 4,
" have scraped up $550, all we can

scrape, and lent it to the United States."
4 The financial

pressure was severe.
" I had a little Italian bluster of

brushwood fire yesterday morning," said Lowell, in a private

letter,
" but the times are too hard with me to allow of such

an extravagance except on the brink of gelation. The hor-

ror of my tax-bill has so infected my imagination that I

see myself and all my friends begging entrance to the P.

H. (From delicacy I use initials.)
" 5 " The 1st of Janu-

1 New York Tribune, Sept. 18
;
President's message of Dec. 3.

'

2 The Tribune of Sept. 18 said: "New York was largely a creditor of

the South, and rebellion was held by her debtors throughout the seceded

States as a receipt in full for the amount of their obligations. Not that a

part of them have not professed and perhaps cherished a vague intent to pay
some time or other, but there was no solace in this for the present sufferings
of our prostrated merchants. Not less than 200,000,000 of Southern in-

debtedness to our city was blotted out as in a night. . . . Trade, of course,

for a season sank to zero." See, also, Trollope's North America, vol. ii. p. 76.
3 Schuckers's Chase, p. 330 ; Hooper in House of Representatives, Feb. 3,

1862. 4
Letters, p. 470.

5 To Miss Norton, Sept. 28, Letters, vol. i. p. 315.
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ary," wrote Emerson in 1862,
" has found me in quite as

poor a plight as the rest of the Americans. Not a penny
from my books since last June, which usually yield five or

six hundred a year; no dividends from the banks or from
Lidian's Plymouth property. Then almost all income from
lectures has quite ceased, so that your letter found me in

a study how to pay three or four hundred dollars with

fifty. ... I have been trying to sell a wood lot at or near

its appraisal, which would give me something more than

three hundred, but the purchaser does not appear. Mean-
time we are trying to be as unconsuming as candles under
an extinguisher, and'tis frightful to think how many rivals

we have in distress and in economy. But far better that

this grinding should go on bad and worse than we be driven

by any impatience into a hasty peace or any peace restoring
the old rottenness."

'

The loans, amounting to $146,000,000, which Chase had

negotiated, had been taken by the banks of New York,

Philadelphia, and Boston. To assist them in bearing the

burden, he had " caused books of subscription to be opened

throughout the country, and the people subscribed freely

to the loan." These transactions had been made on a specie

basis, involving the actual disbursement by the banks of a

large amount of coin. The secretary and the banks worked

together harmoniously, the banks appreciating that they
and the government must stand or fall together.

2 But these

loans exhausted their resources. Saturday night, Decem-
ber 28, 1861, the managers of the New York banks, after

a meeting of six hours, decided that they must suspend

specie payments. Gold soon brought a slight premium.
This condition had to be considered by the House committee

of ways and means, as, in conjunction with Chase, it ma-

tured its financial measure. The senators and representa-

1 J. E. Cabot's Emerson, vol. ii. p. 612.
'
2 An interesting account of some of these negotiations is given by Maun-

sell B. Field in chap. viii. of his Memories of Many Men and Some
Women.

III. 36
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tives, being in closer contact with the people than the Secre-

tary of the Treasury, were aware of their willingness and

even eagerness to be taxed, notwithstanding that this gen-
eration had not known the imposition of a direct tax,

an excise, or internal duties by the federal government.
In January, 1862, Congress passed a joint resolution de-

claring their purpose of raising from taxation and from

the tariff on imports at least $150,000,000.' Thus there

was a substantial agreement that any financial plan adopt-
ed must involve a material increase of taxation; ac-

cordingly a sub-committee of the ways and means went to

work on a bill which should carry out the sentiment of

Congress. To frame a tax-bill and get it through the House
and the Senate would, however, require considerable time

;

when enacted, its operation would bring money into the

Treasury but slowly. To devise immediate means to carry
on the war was the province of another sub-committee of

three, of which Spaulding, a bank president of Buffalo,

was chairman. He went diligently to work as soon as

the secretary's report was made. In a private letter of

January 8, 1862, he stated the problem :

" "We must have

at least $100,000,000 during the next three months, or the

government must stop payment."
3 The question was,

How should that sum be raised ? Moreover, as Thaddeus

Stevens, the chairman of the ways and means committee,

said,* the expenses of the government were $2,000,000 a

day; the banks had broken down under the last loan to

the Treasury and suspended specie payments, and they
would not receive the Treasury demand notes

;
the secre-

tary had attempted to pay creditors in the T.30 bonds, but

1 On public sentiment, favorable to large taxation see New York World

and New York Times, Dec. 30, 1861
;
article of Bryant in New York Even-

ing Post of Feb. 1, Godwin, vol. ii. p. 164; Hooper, Feb. 3, and Roscoe

Conkling, Feb. 4, 1862, in the House of Representatives ;
letter of Asa

Gray, Feb. 20, 1862, Letters, p. 471.
2
History of the Legal-Tender Paper Money Issued during the Great Re-

bellion, E. G. Spaulding, p. 18. s Feb. 6.
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they at once declined 4 per cent. Spaulding's plan was
to issue $100,000,000 of non- interest -bearing Treasury

notes, making them receivable for all debts and demands
due the United States, and a legal tender in payment
of all debts public and private ;

it also made a legal tender

the $50,000,000 of Treasury notes authorized by the act of

the previous July. The legal-tender notes were to be ex-

changeable at par for 6 per cent, twenty- year bonds, the

issue of $500,000,000 of which should be authorized. This,
in the form of a bill, the ways and means committee by a

majority of one adopted, and Spaulding reported it to the

House. Although in favor of the national banking scheme,
he argued that it could not be adopted soon enough for im-

mediate relief. Samuel Hooper, of Boston, a gentleman of

large business experience, who had served on the sub-com-

mittee with Spaulding, and earnestly supported his plan,
maintained that it was necessary to make the Treasury notes

legal tender to render the government financially indepen-
dent

;

' and Stevens asserted that without this quality the

notes would not be taken by the banks or the people, and

if forced upon the contractors and soldiers, they must " sub-

mit to a heavy shave before they could use them." 8

Spaul-

ding, Hooper, and Stevens agreed that the only other way of

providing the immediate means was to sell the bonds of the

government on the market for what they would fetch, as

had been done in the War of 1812. While money for com-

mercial purposes could be had at 5 per cent., the govern-
ment could not borrow at 7.30, and large quantities of bonds

forced on the market would cause a ruinous discount.

Spaulding and Stevens thought that the 6 per cent, bonds

would not bring more than sixty cents on the dollar
;
and

" even then," Stevens declared,
"

it would be found impos-
sible to find payment in coin." Their argument was summed

up in the few words in which they both stated it :
" This

bill is a measure of necessity, not of choice."

1 House, Feb. 3.
2
Ibid., Feb. 6.
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The opponents of the section making the treasury de-

mand notes legal tender had the best of the argument. It

is, declared Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont, "a measure not-

blessed by one sound precedent, and damned by all ;" you
will "vastly increase the cost of carrying on the war" by
the inflation of the currency; and you are exercising "an
inferential or doubtful power" of the Constitution. Roscoe

Conkling said that on the plea of necessity we were "in-

vited to leave the trodden paths of safety, and seek new
methods of 'coining false moneys from that crucible called

debt';" he refuted the argument of necessity; he argued
that the bill was "of very doubtful constitutionality," and

that its moral imperfections were equally serious; "it will,"

he averred,
"
proclaim throughout the county a saturnalia

of fraud, a carnival for rogues."
*

After the Legal-tender bill had been reported, delegates
from the banks of New York, Philadelphia, and Boston

went to Washington to oppose its passage. They, with

members of the boards of trade of several cities, met, Janu-

ary 11, the Secretary of the Treasury and several members
of the ways and means committee of the House and of the

committee of finance of the Senate. James Gallatin, a son

of the great minister of finance, submitted a plan on the

part of the banks, which was not satisfactory to the con-

gressmen and senators present.
2 Four days later, however,

Chase and the bank delegates agreed upon a scheme 3 which

avoided making the Treasury notes a legal tender, and which

comprised the passage by Congress, as soon as possible, of a

National Banking act. The delegates then went home to

urge the plan upon the bankers of their cities. January 20

the Boston delegate telegraphed that the Boston banks would

not assent to the proposed arrangement ;
after which the Sec-

retary of the Treasury no longer objected to the legal-tender

1

House, Feb. 4.

2 For the plan and objections see Spaulding, pp. 20, 21
;
also Gallatin's

letter lo Fessenden, printed in New York Tribune, Dec. 31, 1861.

'See Spaulding, p. 21 ; Warden, p. 406.
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clause. January 22 he wrote a letter to Spaulding, expressing
his regret that the course proposed should be deemed neces-

sary.
1 This being regarded as non-committal, the ways and

means committee formally asked his opinion as to the pro-

priety and necessity of the immediate passage of the bill by
Congress. To this he replied January 29 :

" It is not un-

known to the committee that I have felt, nor do I wish to

conceal that I now feel, a great aversion to making anything
but coin a legal tender in payment of debts. It has been my
anxious wish to avoid the necessity of such legislation. It is,

however, at present impossible, in consequence of the large

expenditures entailed by the war and the suspension of the

banks, to procure sufficient coin for disbursements
;
and it has,,

therefore, become indispensably necessary that we should re-

sort to the issue of United States notes. The making them a

legal tender might, however, still be avoided if the willingness;
manifested by the people generally, by railroad companies,,
and by many of the banking institutions to receive them and

pay them as money in all transactions were absolutely or prac-

tically universal
; but, unfortunately, there are some persons

and some institutions which refuse to receive and pay them,
and whose action tends not merely to the unnecessary depre-
ciation of the notes, but to establish discriminations in busi-

ness against those who, in this matter, give a cordial support
to the government, and in favor of those who do not. Such

discriminations should, if possible, be prevented ;
and the pro-

vision making the notes a legal tender, in a great measure at

least, prevents it, by putting all citizens, in this respect, on the

same level, both of rights and duties."
*

This letter was read

in the House by Spaulding, and, the secretary's authority

being great, contributed much to the passage of the bill.

The Legal-tender act was passed by Congress for the rea-

son that its supporters honestly believed the alternative to

be a wasteful and even ruinous method of conducting the

war. But they were mistaken. From the recommenda-

Spauldiug, p. 27. Congressional Globe, p. 618.
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tions of the bankers and business men, and from their con-

ferences with the Secretary of the Treasury and the sena-

tors and representatives, there Avas evolved a plan which

was introduced into the House by Morrill, as the report of

the minority of the ways and means committee, and which

would apparently have provided for the pressing exigency.

Recognizing that the government could not borrow for less

than 7.30 per cent., Morrill proposed to have $200,000,000 of

the $500,000,000 bonds issued at that rate, and, in addition,

$100,000,000 of Treasury notes bearing interest at 3.65 per

cent., payable in two years ;
these notes should be receiva-

ble for all debts and demands due the United States except
duties on imports, should be paid out for the government
salaries and supplies, and should be exchangeable at par for

the 7.30 bonds
; they were not to be made a legal tender.

1

This plan, if adopted, would probably have been followed

by the passage of a national banking act, instead of defer-

ring it, as was actually the case, to the next session of this

Congress. In the light of the plain principles of finance,

and the results which followed our financial legislation, it

seems clear that making the Treasury notes a legal tender

was not a measure of economy, as it is conceded that our

war was one of the most expensive ever waged. Spaulding
and Stevens were perturbed at the possibility of the govern-
ment stock selling at sixty cents on the dollar, but in a

little more than two years they saw Europe buy our 6 per
cent, bonds at about thirty-five cents." Whether Merrill's

plan would have been less extravagant than Spaulding's

depended on the avoidance of continued issues of Treasury

notes, which was the result of the actual legislation, and on

the conduct of the war according to business principles, by

1 For full text of this substitute see Congressional Globe, p. 693. When
voted on, Feb. 6, it was slightly different from Merrill's statement of it,

Feb. 4, ibid., p. 632.
2 Francis A. Walker and Henry Adams, Adams's Historical Essays, p.

301
;
see the discussion of the financial management of the war in Henry

C. Adams's Public Debts, p. 127 et seq.
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selling the bonds on the market for what they would fetch.o *

The choice lay between a forced loan without interest, as

was the Legal-tender act,
1 or a voluntary loan from bonds

and from interest-bearing Treasury notes not made a legal

tender. It is an illusion to suppose that a government can

in the long-run borrow on better terms by a forced than by
a voluntary loan. There can be no doubt that if the com-

mittee of ways and means and Chase had set themselves

resolutely to work to carry on the war on a policy of ade-

quate taxation and voluntary loans, they would have suc-

ceeded as well as they did, and at a smaller cost than on the

plan actually put in force. When the main factors of finan-

cial success were the resources and good-will of an energetic
and fairly wealthy people, in conjunction with military

achievements, it is ridiculous to maintain that the only feas-

ible financial scheme was one at war with plain economic

truths. If we arrive, then, at the conclusion which it seems

to me a careful consideration of all the facts must bring us

to that the Legal-tender act was neither necessary nor eco-

nomical, what a pernicious piece of legislation it turned out

to be !

"
It was grossly unjust, in that it made pre-existing

1 On legal-tender notes being a forced loan, see Henry C. Adams's Public

Debts, pp. 144-46. He says:
" When a government decides in favor of

forced circulation, it takes a step leading inevitably to the inflation of

general prices, and to the depreciation of its own obligations of every
sort. . . . Voluntary loans must be accepted as the only permanent and

satisfactory foundation of credit transactions."

Baron von Hock, the Austrian financier, in his valuable Die Finanzen

und die Finanzgeschichte der Vereinigten Staaten (Stuttgart, 1867), re-

gards the issue of paper money during the war as unavoidable (pp. 471-72).

The issue of paper money, he says, is conceded to be justifiable when a

State is involved in a struggle for its own existence after all resources ns

those of taxation and credit are exhausted ; but it is, he declares, the most

expensive and detrimental of all means of raising revenue (pp. 455-56).

His work gives a detailed account of the actual processes of the financial

administration of the war. See, also, London Economist, Jan. 18, May 17,

June 28, 1862 ; Professor F. W. Taussig, ch. xii. vol. ii., of The United

States of America, edited by N. S. Shaler (Appleton, 1894) ; Hugh McCul-

locli, Men and Measures of Half a Century, p. 175.
*
Bryant, in an article in the Evening Post of Feb. 14, entitled

" A Deluge
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debts payable in a currency of less value than that in which

they had been contracted, and it debauched the public mind

by inculcating, on high authority, the notion that all requi-

site value could be given to money by decree. Eight years

later, Chief Justice Chase said from his high seat that the

Legal -tender act violated justice, that it was inconsistent

with the spirit of the Constitution, and that it was pro-
hibited by the Constitution. 1 Francis A. Walker and Henry
Adams wrote shortly afterwards :

" The law of legal tender

was an attempt by artificial legislation to make something
true which was false."

*

We may regret that the good law, the good business

sense, and the correct economic principles which Chief Jus-

tice Chase enounced in his two opinions on the Legal-tender
act did not prevail with him in January and February,
1862. Had Secretary Chase followed out his first impres-

at Hand," wrote,
" The dikes of Holland were once pierced by a water-rat,

and, the opening made by the animal rapidly enlarging, the ocean rushed

in, sweeping away its barriers, and the land was laid under water," and he

suggested that the following lines be prefixed to the bill:

"I hear a lion in the lobby roar;

Say, Mr. Speaker, shall we shut the door ?

Or shall we rather let the lion in,

And try if we can turn him out again ?"

1 8 Wallace, pp. 624, 625.
- North American Review, April, 1870; Henry Adams's Historical Essays,

p. 307. This essay, entitled "The Legal Tender Act," is an interesting and
valuable historical review of this legislation, considered in the light of

economic truths. In connection with it the article "The Bank of Eng-
land Restriction," by Adams, in the same volume, is worthy of attention.

The experience of England in the long French wars from 1793 to 1815 was

appealed to by both sides in the debates in Congress. Reasoning from

English experience, as shown in Adams's thorough and fair historical study,
it seems to me clear that the Morrill plan, with the necessary consequences,
would have proved more economical than the Spaulding scheme, for it is

probable it would have kept our paper money nearer to a specie basis, and
had it done so, it is obvious, the expense of the war would not have been

so great. See a table calculated by Henry C. Adams, showing the gold
value of Treasury receipts from public obligations of all sorts during the

war, Public Debts, p. 131.
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sion and vigorously opposed it, thus making himself a ral-

lying-point for the Republican opponents, he could undoubt-

edly have defeated it, for he had much influence and a large

following. When George Bancroft wrote him,
"
I am one

of those who repose confidence in your superior ability and

inflexible integrity,"
' the historian spoke for thousands of

intelligent men, some of whom grieved sorely at Chase's

action. " Let me say plainly/' wrote William Cullen Bry-
ant to Sumner, "Mr. Chase is wrecking himself in the course

he is steering, and I feel some solicitude that you should

not drive upon the same rock."
" While it is proper that

the economist should condemn the Secretary of the Treas-

ury for his departure from the sound principles which he

understood, it is right that the historian should remember

that it is not so easy to arrive at a correct judgment in the

harassing office of a finance minister who has a bankrupt

treasury and large pressing obligations, as it is in the cool

seclusion of the study. Nor must it be forgotten that the

business men and bankers of the country differed from one

another, and that their individual opinions fluctuated from

day to day.
3

1 Letter of Dec. 24, 1861, Chase Papers, MS.
'
2 Letter of Feb. 13, Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
3 Fessenden said in the Senate, Feb. 12 : "I declare here to-day that in

the whole number of learned financial men that I have consulted, I never

'have found any two of them Avho agree ; and, therefore, it is hardly worth

while for us to plead any very remarkable degree of ignorance when no-

body is competent to instruct us ; and yet such is the fact. I can state to

you, Mr. President, that on one day I was advised very strongly by a lead-

ing financial man at all events to oppose this legal-tender clause ; he ex-

claimed against it with all the bitterness in the world. On the very same

day I received a note from a friend of his, telling me that we could not get

along without it. I showed it to him, and he expressed his utter surprise.

He went home, and next day telegraphed to me that he had changed his

mind, and now thought it was absolutely necessary; and his friend who

wrote to me wrote again that he had changed his [laughter], and they

were two of the most eminent financial men in the country." Congression-

al Globe, p. 766. Elaine (Twenty Years of Congress, vol. i. p. 423) states

that these gentlemen were Jurat's Gullutin and Morris Ketchum of New
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Chase explains his inconsistency in a frank manner,
1

which excuses, but does not fully justify, his action as Secre-

York city. Ketchum had taken great interest in the subject, and, as a

letter of James C. Welling to Chase of Dec. 25, 1861, in the Chase Papers

discloses, had written two communications to the National Intelligencer,

discussing the new paper currency proposed by the secretary in his report.

William Gray, a representative of Boston manufacturers, business men,
and society, wrote Sumner, Jan. 20 : "The truth is, quackery is the order

of the day ;
self-interest is working with immense power at Washington.

Unpaid creditors of government, speculators, debtors, and many creditors

who believe their debtors will be more able to pay in paper depreciated

than in coin or specie equivalent, all urge disastrous measures. . . . There

is no safety but in sound principles ; events are too momentous for novel

experiments ;
stand on the old landmarks of finance and we shall be safe."

Amos A. Lawrence wrote Sumner, Feb. 6 :

" There is great anxiety and

considerable distress here among those who have had contracts with govern-

ment, owing to the large amount long since due and unpaid. On this ac-

count it would be impossible for government at this time to purchase in

this vicinity at a fair rate. When payment shall be made in the new issue

of Treasury notes, it is absolutely necessary that these notes shall be a

legal tender, however objectionable it may be in principle." C. H. Daltou,
a representative business man, wrote, Feb. 6, that half a dozen of the

leading houses of Boston engaged in domestic manufactures and represent-

ing transactions amounting to thirty-five to forty millions annually, had

united, in a letter to Representative Thomas, who opposed Spaulding's

bill, affirming that "the legal-tender clause is a sad but necessary expedi-

ent." Edward Atkinson wrote, Feb. 7: "In the accompanying letter I

state my belief in the legal
- tender clause as a sad necessity. By this I

mean that I fear it must pass. I do not believe in the real necessity. You
cannot thus force a loan upon the people without depreciation. Nothing
but confidence will give the government its money, and taxes, direct, im-

mediate, and large, will thus give confidence; then small and large notes

will pass freely, without the legal-tender clause." George Morey, a repre-

sentative politician, wrote, Feb. 8 : "It is considered essential to our salva-

tion that this bill should go promptly through the Senate. I have taken

pains to converse with our most sagacious capitalists, bank men, and mer-

chants, and they say that if this bill lags, and is not put through straight, we
are doomed." These letters are from Boston, Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
William M. Evarts wrote Weed, Feb. 2:

" Our finances are in disorder and the

administration in disgrace." A. T. Stewart wrote Weed, Feb. 4, that "the

finances of the government [are] now wretchedly managed.
"

Life of Weed,
vol. ii. pp. 411, 412. Spaulding, in his book, prints many private letters to

him, largely from bankers, favoring the legal-tender provision, and (p. 18)

gives the opinion of the New York city pres*.
1 8 Wallace, 625; 12 Wallace, 575.
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tary of the Treasury. He was not a trained financier, but

he had a large, assimilating mind, and was able to learn

the lessons of his new business fast.
1

Having arrived at the

conviction that prompt and decided action was imperatively

necessary, and that the only measure which could speedily

get through Congress was the bill of the ways and means

committee, he gave it an earnest support. "Mr. Seward
said to me on yesterday," he wrote Spaulding, February 3,
" that you observed to him that my hesitation in coming
up to the legal -tender proposition embarrassed you, and I

am very sorry to observe it, for my anxious wish is to sup-

port you in all respects. It is true that I came with reluc-

tance to the conclusion that the legal-tender clause is a neces-

sity, but I came to it decidedly and I support it earnestly.
I do not hesitate when I have made up my mind, however
much regret I may feel over the necessity of the conclusion

to which I have come. . . . Immediate action is of great

importance. The Treasury is nearly empty. I have been

obliged to draw for the last instalment of the November
loan

;
so soon as it is paid I fear the banks generally will

refuse to receive the United States notes. You will see the

necessity of urging the bill through without more delay."
2

February 6 the Legal-tender act passed the House by a

vote of 93 to 59. Most of the Democrats voted nay, but

the Republicans who divided from the majority of their

party were of the best and ablest members of the body.
3

The bill went to the Senate. Fessenden and Collamer op-

posed the legal -tender clause. Sumner 4 and Sherman ad-

1 See Hugh McCulloch, Men and Measures of Half a Century, p. 185.

2
Spaulding, p. 59 ; part of $his letter was read in the House by Spaul-

ding, Feb. 3; see, also, Chase's letter of Feb. 5, ibid., p. 71; also his letter

to Bryant of Feb. 4, Godwin, vol. ii. p. 165.
3 The nays were 29 Democrats, 13 Unionists, and 17 Republicans; 5

Democrats voted yea.
* W. C. Bryant wrote Sumner confidentially, Feb. 13: "I hope you do

not mean to vote for the legal-tender clause in the Treasury-note bill,

nor for the bill with that clause in it. It is clear to me that the framers
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vocated it on the ground of necessity, and they both laid

great stress on the point that it had the support of the Sec-

retary of the Treasury. Without that, indeed, it would not

have received the assent of the Senate. The crucial vote

was on the motion to strike out the legal
- tender clause,

which was lost by 22 nays to IT yeas.
1 The bill, with sev-

eral amendments, then easily passed the Senate, but before

it; became a law it had to go to a committee of conference.

The important amendment to the House bill there agreed
to was that the sf>oo,0()0,000 of bonds were made 5-20's,

and the interest on them was required to be paid in coin.

This was to be procured by exacting the payment of the

duties on imports in the same currency.
President Lincoln approved the bill February 25, but be-

fore this time his hand does not appear in this legislation.

His private secretaries write that the affairs of the Treasury

engaged his attention less than those of some other depart-
ments.'

The Confederate States never made their treasury notes

a legal tender. The policy began to be advocated in April,

1862, the argument of necessity being brought into service ;

it came up for consideration by the Confederate congress
from time to time during two years, but the belief that such

an act would be unconstitutional the provisions of the

Federal and Confederate constitutions relating to the ques-

of the Constitution never meant to confer upon the federal government
tlu; right of issuing Treasury notes at all, and the reason was that they
meant to tie its hands from making them a legal tender. . . . The idea

of a necessity for the measure is the shallowest of delusions. My friend

.Mr. John I). Van Huren, now at Washington in consultation with the

ways and means committee on the taxation question -:i better theoretical

and practical political economist than any bank cashier or president in

the country can give you in ten minutes a scheme which will be sure

to revive the credit of the country, and furnish the means of carrying
on the war." Pierce Simmer Papers, MS.

1

Eight Republicans, 7 Democrats, '3 Unionist* made up the affirmative

vote; '3 Democrats voted in the negative.

JS'ioohiy and I lay, vol. vi. p. v!47.
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tion were substantially the same stood mainly in the way
of its adoption.

1

The Secretary of War, in his report to the President of

December 1, estimated^the strength of the army at 660,971
men

;
he had no doutit that a million troops might have

been raised had not the number been restricted by Con-

gress. Under instructions from the executive he had sent

a special agent to Europe to purchase- $2,000,000 worth of

arms. He spoke highly of McClellan, who by energy and

ability in the organization of the army had justly won "the

confidence and applause of the troops and of the nation."

The most important part of this report as originally written

was omitted in the final revision. The secretary made the

suggestion, in terms which could be construed to recommend
it strongly, that the slaves should be armed, and when em-

ployed as soldiers should be freed. Without submission to

Lincoln, the report as thus drawn had been mailed to the

postmasters of the chief cities, with instructions to hand it to

the press as soon as the President's message was read in Con-

gress. When Lincoln ascertained this, he insisted that the

copies which had been sent out should be recalled by tele-

graph, and that the report should be modified to accord with

his own policy in regard to slavery."

The astounding portion of Cameron's report was his ref-

erence " with great gratification ... to the economical ad-

ministration of affairs displayed in the various branches of the

service." In many ways, owing to the executive ability of

Thomas A. Scott, assistant secretary, and to the capacity and

honesty of Montgomery Meigs, Quartermaster-General, the

management of the War Department had been efficient and
honest

;
but where the hand of its chief could be traced, a

line of peculation followed. Instead of contracts, which

mounted up to enormous sums, being awarded with an eye

1 See J. C. Schwab, Political Science Quarterly, March, 1892; Richmond

Dispatch, April 11
; Charleston Mercury, April 10.

2
Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. p. 125; Congressional Globe, 2d Sess. 37th

Cong.
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single to the advantage of the government, they were, in

many cases, given out to Cameron's political followers and

henchmen as a reward for past services or in anticipation of

future work. To cite the report of the committee on gov-

ernment contracts would profit us little, for it does not in

set terms express the logical deductions which may be drawn
from it

;
to analyze its testimony and point out special in-

stances of apparent fraud would be tedious and might be

inconclusive; but I venture the statement that no man of

judgment can go over that report and that testimony, and

check them by the opinions of honest and well-informed

men of the day, without arriving at the conviction that the

conduct of the Secretary of "War was not that of a correct

business man. There is no evidence of which I am aware

that any of the money which was made out of the govern-
ment by exorbitant prices, commissions, and the delivery of

inferior goods found its way into Cameron's pocket. He
had an ample fortune when he received the portfolio of the

War Department,
1 and that he was rich when he gave it up

cannot be urged against him, but the suspicion existed at

the time that he had not been clear in his great office.

From the nature of the case it is impossible for me to men-

tion all the evidence that has led me to these conclusions
;

but it is such that I could have no hesitation, although I

have had regret, in expressing them. Some of the evidence

to the extravagance and the worse than extravagance in

the War Department I shall, however, adduce. " The truth

is," said Senator Grimes to Fessenden, in a letter from

Washington, November 13, 1861,
" we are going to destruc-

tion as fast as imbecility, corruption, and the wheels of time

can carry us ;" further on he referred to " the flood of cor-

ruption that is sweeping over the land and perverting the

moral sense of the people. The army is in most inextrica-

ble confusion, and is every day becoming worse and worse."
2

1 New York Tribune, Nov. 5, 1861.
2 Life of Grimes, Sailer, p. 156.
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" The want of success of our armies," Chase wrote Cameron,
November 27, 1861, "and the difficulties of our financial op-

erations, have not been in consequence of a want or excess

of men, but for want of systematic administration. If the

lack of economy and the absence of accountability are al-

lowed to prevail in the future as in the past, bankruptcy
and the success of the rebellion will be necessary conse-

quences."
' " "We are thinking of a public meeting in favor

of rigid economy in the public expenditures," wrote George
Bancroft to Chase, from New York, December 24, 1861

;

" there is no use in disguising the consequences of our pres-

ent extravagance."
2

Nesmith, a Democrat from Oregon,
and Hale declared in the open Senate that men high in of-

fice had been guilty of corruption ;

3 and Powell, a Democrat
of Kentucky, put the charge more precisely.

" If the state-

ments contained in the report of the committee of investiga-
tion of the other House on government contracts are true,"

he said,
" the head of the War Department and the head of

the Navy Department must be written down in public opin-

ion as possessed of a very great degree of stupidity or knav-

ery. From one or the other they cannot escape."
4 While

it is true that one instance unearthed by the House commit-

tee reflected as severely on the Secretary of the Navy
5
as

anything it brought to light against the Secretary of War,
several senators were at once ready to declare their un-

bounded confidence in the honesty of Welles, but none of

them during this debate spoke for Cameron. 6 The House

1

Schuckers, p. 280. 2 Chase Papers, MS.
3 Jan. 7, 1862, Congressional Globe, p. 203.
4
Ibid., p. 207. For other references to corruption in high places, see

Conkling, pp. 35. 633, Dawes, pp. 298, 1382, 1840, Morrill, p. 632, Van

Wyck, p. 711.
5 See Report of Committee, pp. 21, 24, 31, 34; Trollope's North America,

vol. ii. p. 148.
6
Wilson, p. 205, Hale and Dixon, p. 246, Congressional Globe. In Sum-

ner's private correspondence I find a letter from Montgomery Blair of Jan.

14, 1862, testifying to Welles's invariable honesty. A good many people
were thinking as A. B. Ely expressed it in a private letter to Sumner of
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of Representatives censured Cameron by a vote of 79 to 45,

and refused to censure Welles by 72 nays to 45 yeas.
1

January 11 the President sent Cameron a curt dismissal

from the position of Secretary of War, and nominated him

as Minister to Russia.
4

It was given out at the time, and

has since been asserted on authority, that Lincoln removed

him from office for the reason that the position he had

taken in his report respecting the arming of the slaves and

the manner of his taking it had destroyed their harmonious

relations.
3 This seems to me, however, an inadequate expla-

nation. Cameron's offence in this matter had not been as

grave as that of Fremont, yet the President did not remove

Fremont on account of his proclamation. The suppressed

part of Cameron's report had been published in the news-

papers and referred to in the House of Representatives,
4

and the policy therein advocated met with favor from the

radical anti-slavery people, who were now disposed to sym-

Jan. 14:
" Cameron's report which contained the suppressed part about

contrabands was got up by him and put out by Mm not because he cared

anything about the slaves, but merely as a tub to the popular whale, so

as to turn away inquiry from the corruptions of his department." Ely
added,

" Thad Stevens said Cameron would add a million to his fortune.

I guess he has done it." Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
1

April 30, Congressional Globe, p. 1888.
2
Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. p. 128 ; Chase's Diary, entry of Jan. 12,

Field's Memories, p. 268
;
McClure's Lincoln, p. 150.

3 This was the explanation given by the New York Times, World of

Jan. 14, and Herald of Jan. 15; Trollope's North America, vol. ii. p. 152.

The New York Tribune of Jan. 14, however, said: "The retirement of

General Cameron will be attributed by some to his frankly expressed
views on the contraband question, but (we are confident) incorrect \\. . . .

The truth is that General Cameron has had very unprofitable friends.

Himself patriotic and devoted to the heart's core, he has been surrounded
and pressed upon by troops of noisy well-wishers who would have scorned
the idea of selling their God for thirty pieces of silver so long as there was
the faintest hope of making it forty. These have bored him into sign-

ing contracts by which they have made enormous profits at his expense
as well as the country's." The Evening Post of Jan. 14 took a similar

view, and acquitted "Cameron of any participation in these robberies."
4
Congressional Globe, p. 79.
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pathize with him, as they had previously done with Fre-

mont, John Bigelow across the sea detected this and asked

Sumner, "Are Cameron and Fremont to be canonized as

martyrs 2"
' Such a temper aided to cloud the real truth in

regard to this change in the cabinet. But all the circum-

stances seem to point to the conclusion that popular senti-

ment in Congress and in the country demanded the removal

of Cameron on account of a distrust of his efficiency and
his honesty, and that the President recognized it as an

opinion to which he must yield, enforced as it probably
was by his own conviction that the War Department had
been badly administered."

Justice to Cameron demands mention of the special mes-

sage of the President to Congress, in which he exculpated
Cameron from one count in the resolution of censure by
the House.

3 Chase also defended him. December 25, 1861,

he wrote to Halstead: "You are unjust to Cameron, and I

am bound as a man of honor to say so. I have seen him

closely as most men here, and I am sure he has acted hon-

orably and faithfully and patriotically. . . . He challenges

investigation of all his transactions on the score of corrup-

tion, and may do so, I believe, with entire safety."
4 Sum-

ner moved the confirmation of Cameron as Minister to Rus-

sia without the customary reference, and obviously did not

believe the charges affecting his official integrity.*

1 Jan. 30, Pierce-Sumner Papers, M8.
2 Field in his Memories, p. 266, relates a conversation between Lincoln

and Seward which, if we could always rely on recollections, would di*

rectly substantiate this. I prefer, however, to rest iny case on the natural

inference from all the contemporaneous evidence concerning the matter.
3 May 26, Congressional Globe, p. 2383. The conventional correspon-

dence between Lincoln and Cameron was not published until Feb. 10. It

was then dated back to Jan. 11. Read in connection with the real facts in

the case it would sustain the view I have taken in the text had not Lincoln

in his letter expressed his confidence in Cameron's "ability, patriotism,

and fidelity to public trust." New York Evening Post, Feb. 10.

4
Schuckers, p. 281.

*
Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 68. Several members of the House of

Representatives also spoke in his favor.

III. 37
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The President appointed Edwin M. Stanton Secretary of

War. Stanton, in his private correspondence of the sum-

mer of 1861, had expressed himself freely touching "the

painful imbecility of Lincoln" and the impotence of his

administration,
1 and as he was neither politic nor reserved,

he had undoubtedly been equally free with his comments
in conversation with his friends and acquaintances in Wash-

ington, where he was then living. If Lincoln cared to lis-

ten to Washington gossip he might have heard enough of

this sort, but if any of these stories came to him when he

began to consider the appointment of Stanton, they did not

weigh with him a feather in making up his mind that from

location, previous party association, and fitness this Demo-
cratic lawyer from Pennsylvania was the man for the place.

The appointment was acceptable to Seward and Chase,
8
to

Congress and to the country, for Stanton had gained the

confidence of all by his sturdy patriotism when a member
of Buchanan's cabinet.

The inaction of the Army of the Potomac, due at first to

McClellan's incompetence, and afterwards to his illness dur-

ing the fine weather and smooth roads of December and

the first half of January,
3 was a deep disappointment to

the people. The senators and representatives were full of

it.
" We are in a condition now where we must stir our-

selves on account of the expense," said Senator Wade to

General McDowell, December 26, 1861. "It is awful; and

Ave are endeavoring to see if there is any way in God's

world to get rid of the capital besieged, while Europe is

looking down upon us as almost a conquered people."
4 "

It

is no wonder," declared Lovejoy in the House, January 6,

1 Life of Dix, vol. ii. p. 19; North American Renew, Nov., 1879, p. 482;

also McClure's Lincoln.

Chase's Diary, entry Jan. 12, 1862; letter to Ziun, Jan. 16, Schuckers,

p. 363.
3
Conkling in the House, Feb. 4, Congressional Globe, p. 634.

4
Report of the Committee on the Conduct of the War, part i. p. 140.
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1862, '"'that the people are growing impatient; it is no
wonder that that impatience is becoming earnest in many
portions of the country, and is almost reaching a point be-

yond that of passive emotion. The whole nation is waiting
for the army to move forward. They have furnished the

men and the money, and why does not the army move?" '

Writing from the office of the Evening Post, New York,
Parke Godwin asked Sumner,

" what the awful and disas-

trous inaction of our military men means? People here are

rapidly becoming disgusted," he added, "even the most pa-
tient are losing heart

;
and all see that unless some grand

blows are struck the war is gone."
2 "

When," asked John

Bigelow, despairingly, from over the sea,
" are we to stop

hearing of the great things _pur army and our navy and our

young Napoleon are going to do, and to begin to .hear of

what they have donef 3

Anthony Trollope read public'

opinion correctly when he concluded that "belief in Me-
Clellan seemed to be slipping away."

4 Chase had lost con-

fidence in the general of the army.
5

Lincoln stood by Mc-

Clellan, but he was convinced that Seward's diplomacy,.
Chase's finance, and his own hold on the people could be'

sustained only by military victories, or at all events by an.

1

Congressional Globe, p. 194.
2 Letter of Jan. 10, Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
3 To Sumner from Paris, Jan. 30, ibid. Governor Morgan wrote Weed,

Jan. 11:
" There is a very slrong disposition to complain of the inactivity

of our generals, as well as the enormous expense of the army." Life of

Weed, vol. ii. p. 413 ; see remarks of Hale in the Senate, Dec. 16, 1861,

Congressional Globe, p. 93; Wilson, Jan. 7, ibid., p. 205; Morrill and Conk-

ing in the House, Feb. 4, ibid., pp. 632, 634.
4 North America, vol. ii. p. 27. Gurowski's Diary represents the de-

velopment of a certain phase of sentiment. In Sept. he wrote: "The

country is to use an Americanism in a pretty fix, if this Model Ian

turns out to be a mistake." In Dec. he set down: "The Congress ap-

pointed a war-investigating committee, Senator Wade at the head. There

is hope that the committee will quickly find out what a terrible mistake

this McClellan is. and warn the nation of him. But Lincoln, Seward,
and the Blairs will not give up their idol."

5 Letter of Jan. 5, Warden, p. 397.
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earnest effort to win them. January 10 he called a coun-

cil at the White House of Generals McDowell and Frank-

lin, Seward, Chase, and the assistant Secretary of War;
McClellan, not having yet recovered fully from his illness,

was not present. The President said :

" I am in great dis-

tress. If something is not done soon, the bottom will be

out of the whole affair
;
and if General McClellan does not

want to use the army I would like to borrow it, provided I

could see how it could be made to do something. What
can be done with the army soon?" he asked McDowell.

The general replied that it was feasible to attack the

enemy at' Centreville and Manassas, and he verbally out-

lined a plan of operation ; this, further developed in writ-

ing, he read the next evening to the council. His conclu-

sion as then stated was :

"
It seems to me the army should

be ready to move in all of next week." Monday, January

13, McClellan met at the White House these gentlemen and

also Montgomery Blair and General Meigs. The President

explained how and why the advice of the two generals had

been demanded, and requested McDowell again to expose
his plan. This he did, ending with a natural apology to

his superior officer for his action, which McClellan received

coldly. The President then asked what and when any-

thing could be done? McClellan replied that "the case

was so clear a blind man could see it," and then, discussing
matters of detail, made difficulties and befogged the issue.

Chase, undoubtedly with impatience, put the direct question
to the general what he intended doing with his army, and

when he intended doing it ? A long silence ensued. Mc-

Clellan broke it at last, saying that it was his intention to

have the general operations of the armies begin by a move-

ment of Buell in Kentucky. He paused ;
then resuming

speech said :
" I am very unwilling to develop my plans, for

I believe that in military matters the fewer persons to

whom they are known the better. I will tell them if or-

dered to do so." The President asked :
" Do you count upon

any particular time ? I do not ask what that time is, but
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have you in your own mind any particular time fixed when
a movement can be commenced?" McClellan replied, "I

have." "
Then," rejoined the President,

" I will adjourn
this meeting."

l

A fortnight passed away, and still the story ran,
" All quiet

on the Potomac." January 27 the President issued his
" General War Order Number 1 ;" this " ordered that the

22d of February, 1862, be the day for a general movement
of the land and naval forces of the United States against
the insurgent forces." He followed this up with his "

Spe-
cial War Order Number 1 ;" this directed " that all the

disposable force of the Army of the Potomac ... be formed

into an expedition for the immediate object of seizing . . .

Manassas Junction."*

Meanwhile General George H. Thomas defeated a supe-
rior force of Confederates at Mill Spring, Kentucky.

3 A
little later General Burnside, in co-operation with Commo-
dore Goldsborough, took Roanoke Island, North Carolina.

4

Eclipsing far, however, every success on the federal side,

and in its importance and influence matching the Confed-

erate victory of Bull Run, was an achievement of General

Grant in Tennessee.

In the West the Confederate line of defence was from

Columbus, on the Mississippi River, to Bowling Green. Both
of these places were in Kentucky : the first was called a " Gib-

raltar," the second the " Manassas of the West." Two other

important points on this line in the State of Tennessee were

Fort Henry, which defended the Tennessee River, and Fort

Donelson, which commanded the Cumberland, the two rivers

here being but eleven miles apart. If these forts were capt-

1 la this narrative I have faithfully followed McDowell's memorandum,
which he gave to Raymond in the spring of 1864. Raymond submitted

it to Lincoln, who substantially confirmed the account except in one

unimportant particular, Raymond's Lincoln, p. 772. McClellan gives an

account of the conversation of Jan. 13, Own Story, p. 156; see also

Swinton's Army of the Potomac, p. 79.

8 Official Records, vol. v. p. 41. 3 Jan. 19. 4 Feb. 7.
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ured, two important gateways would be open to the heart

of the Confederacy. The troops in this field of operation
were under the command of Albert Sidney Johnston, then

esteemed the ablest general of the South. Halleck, with

headquarters at St. Louis, had control of the Union forces in

this department ; Grant, under him, was at Cairo. The no-

tion that this line ought to be broken occurred to several

federal generals ;
that it entered into the minds of Grant

and Flag-officer Foote is of the highest moment, for by their

position and character they were fit men to head an expe-
dition to break it. Acting upon reconnoissances made by
General C. F. Smith and Foote, Grant urged Halleck that

he be permitted to capture Fort Henry, and in this request
for authority he was joined by Foote January 28. January
30 Halleck telegraphed the desired permission. February 1

Grant received by mail the detailed instructions; on the

2d the expedition of iron -clad and wooden gun-boats, and

transports carrying the troops, started from Cairo under

his and Foote's command. On the 6th he telegraphed Hal-

leck :

" Fort Henry is ours. ... I shall take and destroy
Fort Donelson on the 8th." The business had been done

by Foote and his iron-clads. Owing to the badness of the

roads, the troops were unable to make in time the march
which was necessary for co-operation, and most of the Con-

federate garrison escaped to Donelson.

Albert Sidney Johnston heard with dismay of the fall of

Fort Henry.
u I determined," he afterwards wrote Davis,

"to fight for Nashville at Donelson, and gave the best part
of my army to do it, retaining only 14,000 men to cover my
front, and giving 16,000 to defend Donelson." * On account

of the heavy rains, which made the roads impassable for ar-

tillery and wagons, Grant was unable to carry out his proph-

ecy to the letter
;
but having sent the gun-boats and some of

the troops around by water, he left Fort Henry on the morn-

1
Official Records, vol. vii. p. 124.

2 Ibid. p. 259.
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ing of February 12 with about 15,000 men, including eight
batteries and part of a regiment of cavalry, and marched
across the country towards Donelson, arriving in front of

the enemy about noon. " That afternoon and the next day,"
writes Grant,

" were spent in taking up ground to make the

investment as complete as possible."
' On the 13th there

was some fighting, in which the Union troops got the worse

of it. That night Foote with his gun-boats and reinforce-

ments arrived. " On the 14th," wrote Grant,
" a gallant

attack was made by Flag-officer Foote upon the enemy's
works with the fleet. The engagement lasted probably an
hour and a half, and bid fair to result favorably to the cause

of the Union, when two unlucky shots disabled two of the

armored boats, so that they were carried back by the cur-

rent. The remaining two were very much disabled also,

having received a number of heavy shots about the pilot-

houses and other parts of the vessels. After these mishaps
I concluded to make the investment of Fort Donelson as

perfect as possible, and partially fortify and await repairs to

the gun-boats."
" Foote had been wounded. Discourage-

ment and discomfort were supreme in the Union ranks that

night. When the soldiers quitted Fort Henry the weather

was springlike and warm
; many of them had left behind

their blankets and overcoats. Now a storm of sleet and

snow prevailed. They had no tents, they were so near the

enemy that they dared not light their fires, and their suf-

ferings during that cold and pitiless night were intense.

The Confederate generals were Floyd Buchanan's Sec-

retary of War Pillow, and Buckner. They and their men
had been cast down by the fall of Fort Henry, but their

spirits had risen with the repulse of the gun-boats, which had

not cost them the injury of a battery or the death of a man.

They saw, however, -the arrival of the federal reinforcements

with concern. That evening they held a council of war,

1 Personal Memoirs, p. 298.
2 Official report, Feb. 16, Official Records, vol. vii. p. 159.
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and they were of one mind that Grant, with a constantly

increasing force, would soon be able completely to beleaguer
the fort, and that nothing remained for them but to make
an attempt to cut their way through the besiegers and re-

cover the road to Nashville. They determined to attack

early the next morning.
Reinforcements had increased Grant's army to 27,000.

McClernand's division was on the right, holding the Nash-

ville road
;
Lew. "Wallace's was in the centre, and C. F.

Smith's on the left.

Extending beyond the earthwork of Fort Donelson was
a winding line of intrenchments nearly two miles in length,
defended on the outside at some points with abatis. These

intrenchments were fully occupied by the Confederates.

At five o'clock on the morning of February 15 Pillow's

division sallied out and fell upon McClernand. The Union

troops were not surprised, and made a stubborn resistance.

The fight was hot, the snow was red with blood. McCler-

nand sent to Grant's headquarters and then to Lew. Wallace

for assistance, but Wallace decided that his instructions re-

quired him to maintain his actual position. Meanwhile

Buckner, who commanded the Confederate right wing, had

sent troops to Pillow. A second message reached Lew. Wal-

lace, saying that McClernand's command wras endangered.
So Wallace, having learned that Grant was on a gun-boat
more than five miles away, sent forward his first brigade,

which, however, being imperfectly directed by a guide, did

not reach a position to render effective help. McClernand,

bearing the brunt of the battle, was outnumbered, his am-

munition failed, and he was obliged to fall back. The fugi-

tives who crowded up the hill in the rear of Lew. Wallace's

line brought
" unmistakable signs of disaster. ... A mount-

ed officer galloped down the road shouting
' We are cut to

pieces.'" The Confederates, having possession of the Nash-

ville road, had a chance of escape, but they made no attempt

Wallace's official report.
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to avail themselves of it. They continued to advance on

their retreating foes, when Lew. Wallace ordered his third

brigade to check their onset
;
this was done with vigor ;

the

charge of the enemy was repelled.

Early that morning Foote had requested Grant to come
to his flag-ship for consultation, he himself being too badly

injured to leave the boat. Complying with this request,
the commanding general of the Union army was not, there-

fore, during this attack, on the field where he could direct

operations. His conference with Foote terminated, he met,
on going ashore, Captain Hillyer, of his staff,

" white with

fear . . . for the safety of the national troops."
1 The roads,

which had been deep with mud, were now frozen hard.

Travel on horseback was slow. The fight had been on the

Union right of a line three miles long. Grant " was some
four or five miles north of our left."

8 He made his way
back with the utmost possible speed.

" I saw everything
favorable for us along the line of our left and centre," he

says.
3 On the right, however, there was confusion. The

fighting had ceased.

It was the intensest moment in Grant's life. The war
had given him an opportunity to amend a broken career;
should he fail in this supreme hour, another chance might
never come to him. His unfortunate absence during the

morning's battle would certainly be misconstrued. Yet he

was equal to the emergency. He showed himself a true

soldier and a compeller of men. "
Wholly unexcited, he

saluted and received the salutations of his subordinates,"
writes Lew. Wallace, who was in conversation with McCler-

nand when Grant rode up.
" It cannot be doubted that he

saw with painful distinctness the effect of the disaster to

his right wing. His face flushed slightly. With a sudden

grip he crushed the papers (which looked like telegrams) in

his hand. But in an instant these signs of disappointment

1 Grant's Personal Memoirs, p. 305.
9
Ibid., p. 306. 'Ibid.
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or hesitation cleared away. In his ordinary quiet voice he

said, addressing himself to both officers,
'

Gentlemen, the

position on the right must be retaken.'
" '

Grant tells in an unaffected manner the story of his

action.
" I heard some of the men say," he writes,

" that

the enemy had come out with knapsacks and haversacks

tilled with rations. ... I turned to Colonel Webster, of my
staff, and said :

' Some of our men are pretty badly demor-

alized, but the enemy must be more so, for he has at-

tempted to force his way out, but has fallen back
;
the one

who attacks first now will be victorious, and the enemy
will have to be in a hurry if he gets ahead of me.' I de-

termined to make the assault at once on our left. /. . I di-

rected Colonel Webster to ride with me and call out to the

men as we passed :

' Fill your cartridge
- boxes quick and

get into line
;
the enemy is trying to escape, and he must

not be permitted to do so.' This acted like a charm. The
men only wanted some one to give them a command. We
rode rapidly to Smith's quarters, when I explained the situ-

ation to him, and directed him to charge the enemy's works

in his front with his whole division, saying at the same

time that he Avould find nothing but a very thin line to

contend with. The general was off in an incredibly short

time."
3

It is seldom that a writer of the remarkable powers of

description which Lew. Wallace possesses sees a decisive

battle from the stand-point of a general ;
it is, therefore, fit-

ting that he should tell the story of this glorious charge.
"
Taking Lauman's brigade," he writes,

" General Smith

began the advance. They were under fire instantly. The

guns in the fort joined in with the infantry, who were at

the time in the rifle pits, the great body of the Confederate

right wing being with General Buckner. The defence was

greatly favored by the ground, which subjected the assail-

1

Century War Book, vol. i. p. 422.
'

Grant's Personal Memoirs, vol. i. pp. 307, 308.
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ants to a double fire from the beginning of the abatis.

The men have said that '
it looked too thick for a rabbit to

get through.' General Smith, on his horse, took position in

the front and centre of the line. Occasionally he turned in

the saddle to see how the alignment was kept. For the

most part, however, he held his face steadily towards the

enemy. He was, of course, a conspicuous object for the

sharp-shooters in the rifle-pits. The air around him twit-

tered with minie-bullets. Erect as if on review he rode on,

timing the gait of his horse with the movement of his

colors. A soldier said,
' I was nearly scared to death, but I

saw the old man's white mustache over his shoulder, and

went on.'

" On to the abatis the regiments moved without hesita-

tion, leaving a trail of dead and wounded behind. There

the fire seemed to get trebly hot, and there some of the men

halted, whereupon, seeing the hesitation, General Smith put
his cap on the point of his sword, held it aloft, and called

out, 'No flinching now, my lads! Here this is the way !

Come on !' He picked a path through the jagged limbs of

the trees, holding his cap all the time in sight ;
and the

eft'ect was magical. The men swarmed in after him, and

got through in the best order they could not all of them,
alas ! On the other side of the obstruction they took the

semblance of re-formation and charged in after their chief,

who found himself then between the two fires. Up the

ascent he rode
; up they followed. At the last moment the

keepers of the rifle-pits clambered out and fled. The four

regiments engaged in the feat planted their colors on the

breastwork. Later in the day Buckner came back with

his division, but all his efforts to dislodge Smith were

in vain."
' That night a large part of Smith's division

bivouacked within the Confederate lines.

After he had commenced his advance Grant ordered a

charge on the enemy's left, which Avas undertaken by Lew.

1

Century War Book, vol. i. p. 423.
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Wallace. A hill had to be won. When he made known the

desperate character of the enterprise to his regiments, the

men " answered with cheers and cries of '

Forward, for-

ward !' and I gave the word." ' The charge was successful,

the hill was gained. The sortie had cost the Confederates

about 2000 killed and wounded; the loss of the Federals

was somewhat greater. The night closed with the Union

troops in possession of the Nashville road. There was no

way of escape from Fort Donelson except by the river and

by a road submerged from the river's overflow. Grant made

arrangements for an assault at daylight the next morning.

Hardly a doubt of its success could exist.

Inside the fort there was dismay. An hour after mid-

night the three generals took counsel together.
" I am con-

fident," said Buckner,
" that the enemy will attack my line

by light, and I cannot hold them for half an hour." " Why
so; why so, general?" Pillow demanded. "Because I can

bring into action not over 4000 men, and they demoralized

by long and uninterrupted exposure and fighting, while they
can bring any number of fresh troops to the attack." Pil-

low rejoined :

" I differ with you. I think you can hold your
lines

;
I think you can, sir."

" I know my position," ex-

claimed Buckner,
" and I know that the lines cannot be held

with my troops in their present condition." Floyd, who out-

ranked the others, broke in: "Then, gentlemen, a capitula-
tion is all that is left us." This Pillow denied. "I do not

think so," he said
;

" at any rate, we can cut our way out."

Buckner replied :
" To cut our way out would cost three-

fourths of our men, and I do not think any commander has

a right to sacrifice three fourths of his men to save one
fourth." To which Floyd replied :

"
Certainly not. We will

have to capitulate; but, gentlemen, I cannot surrender; you
know my position with the Federals;

2
it wouldn't do; it

1 Lew. Wallace's official report.
2 On account of Floyd's operations in Buchanan's cabinet he was regarded

generally at the North as a thief and an aggravated traitor. Threats were
common tliat he should hang did he fall into the hands of the Union
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wouldn't do." " I will not surrender myself nor the com-

mand," declared Pillow,
" will die first."

" Then I suppose,

gentlemen," said Buckner,
" the surrender will devolve upon

me." Floyd asked Buckner,
"
General, if you are put in

command, will you allow me to take out by the river my
brigade ?"

"
Yes, sir," was the reply ;

"
if you move your

command before the enemy act upon my communication

offering to capitulate." Then Floyd turned to Pillow and

said,
" I turn the command over, sir." Pillow replied,

promptly,
" I pass it." This drew from Buckner the re-

mark : "I assume it. Give me pen, ink, and paper, and

send for a bugler."
'

Two small steamers, which arrived at the fort about day-

break, furnished Floyd and about 1500 of his Virginia troops
a means of escape. Pillow crossed the river in a skiff. Colo-

nel Forrest took out 500 of his cavalry and a number of

men from the infantry and artillery regiments, mounted on

the artillery horses, over the road which was submerged by
the overflow of the Cumberland.

Early Sunday morning, February 16, Buckner sent the

Union general a letter, which brought forth the famous re-

ply that gave him, by a play upon his initials, the name of

Unconditional Surrender Grant. " Yours of this date," he

wrote Buckner,
"
proposing armistice and appointment of

commissioners to settle terms of capitulation, is just received.

No terms except unconditional and immediate surrender can

be accepted. I propose to move immediately upon your
works." The Confederate general was compelled to accept
what he called "the ungenerous and unchivalrous terms."

The surrender of Fort Donelson included 12,000 to 15,000

men,
" at least forty pieces of artillery, and a large amount

of stores, horses, mules, and other public property."
3

army. From the extensive circulation of Northern newspapers South,

Floyd must have been aware of these menaces.
1 Sworn statements of Nicholson, Henry, and Hayues, March, 1862, Of-

ficial Records, vol. vii. p. 296.

2 Grant's official report of Feb. 16. My authorities for this account,,

III. 38
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Men of the Northwest and men of the Southwest met

here for the first time in battle on a large scale. Both

armies were made up of raw troops ;
both fought well. The

generalship on the Union side was distinctly superior. On
account of their environment Western men were at the start

better fitted to endure the hardships and adapt themselves

to the conditions of soldiering in a rough country, than were

men from the cities, the trim villages, and the rural districts,

fairly provided with good roads, of New England and New
York, and of such the Army of the Potomac was largely

composed. But the main reason for the greater success of

the Western armies cannot be found in any such slight dif-

ferences in surroundings between peoples so homogeneous ;

and, making further allowance for the relief of the West-

ern troops from the ever-present responsibility of defend-

ing the capital, we are forced to the conviction that in the

chance of becoming skilled and self-reliant soldiers, the tre-

mendous odds in favor of the three-years' men of the West
over those of the East lay in their being led by Grant in-

stead of by McClellan. Striking and refreshing to the stu-

dent is it to turn from the excuses and subterfuges of

McClellan's reports and letters to the direct and prompt
manner in writing and action of Grant.

Ulysses S. Grant is one of the most interesting men
whom the war brought out of obscurity. In his " Personal

Memoirs " he has told with fascinating simplicity the story
of his education and training in boyhood and youth. There

was manual labor on the farm as well as attendance at the

school; he broke horses and took care of them, he studied

under the ordinary teachers, and in the crude text-books of
tt

besides those specifically stated, are: official reports of Lieutenant-Colonel

Jas. B. McPherson, A. H. Foote, General McClernand ; reports of Gilmer,

Floyd, Pillow, Buckner, and Forrest, of the Confederate army, Official Rec-

ords, vol. vii. p. 161 et seq.; Swinton's Decisive Battles of the War ; Life of

Albert Sidney Johnston, by W. P. Johnston; J. D. Cox, in the Nation, July

30, 1885, Feb. 25, 1886; From Fort Henry to Corinth, Force: Hoppin's Life

of Foote; Badeau's Military History of General Grant.
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the day. Matthew Arnold, attracted by his early history,

makes the comment,
" What a wholesome bringing up it

was !" He had no desire to go to West Point, but went

there because his father insisted on it. He took little

interest in the studies or the life of the Military Academy,
and showed aptitude for nothing but mathematics. Never-

theless he was graduated twenty-first in a class of thirty-

nine, and went into the army. He was twenty-four years
old when the Mexican War began, and served with credit

through the whole of it under Taylor and Scott. Here we

get glimpses of his self-education induced by contact with

men and affairs. He was not a man who assimilated a

variety of knowledge ;
he had, in fact, a mind the reverse

of encyclopaedic, but by careful observation and systematic

thinking he made certain truths his own
;
these became in-

grained in the fibre of his brain, guiding his action in the

supreme moment of opportunity.

Returning from the Mexican campaign he married a

woman whom he had long loved. Remaining in the army,
he passed nearly four years at Detroit and Sackett's Harbor,
when his regiment was ordered to the Pacific coast;. This

occasioned a separation from his family, and a cloud came
over his life. He fell into habits of intemperance. In 1854

he resigned from the army and rejoined his family.
" I

was now to commence," he writes, "at the age of thirty-

two, a new struggle for our support." On his wife's farm,
near St. Louis, he endeavored to gain their livelihood. He
lacked capital, but struggled on with indifferent success.

One of the pictures of this time of his life is his loading
of a cord of wood on a wagon, and taking it to the citv

for sale. At last he had a tedious attack of ague, which

partially incapacitated him for work, and he gave up farm-

ing. He became a real-estate agent in St. Louis, but in

this venture he did not prosper. When thirty-eight years
old he came for advice and assistance to his father, who
was in comfortable circumstances, and had a hardware
and leather store in Galena, Illinois.

" I referred him to
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Simpson," the father writes,
" my next oldest son, who had

charge of my Galena business. . . . Simpson sent him to

the Galena store to stay until something else might turn

up in his favor, and told him he must confine his wants

within $800 a year; that if that would not support him,
he must draw what it lacked from the rent of his house

and the hire of his negroes in St. Louis. . . . That amount
would have supported his family then, but he owed debts

at St. Louis, and did draw $1500 in the year, but he paid
back the balance after he went into the army." Did it not

throw light on his later career, it would be unnecessary to

refer to a phase of his life in Missouri and in Galena. He
had not thrown off the bad habits he had acquired in the

army, and with them went impecuniosity and shiftlessness.

Acquaintances in St. Louis and in Galena used to cross the

street to avoid meeting Grant, and being solicited for the

loan of small sums of money.
"
Among his old army ac-

quaintances," says a well-informed writer in the Nation
"and particularly in the staff corps, the impression was

prevalent that his life was hopelessly wrecked." Breaking

through this wretchedness, however, there were gleams of

true manhood. He was honest and truthful, and he had
the instincts of a gentleman, which prevented him from

becoming a loafer. He never used profane language ;

he did not tell obscene stories
;
and this was not from

refinement of taste, for that he lacked, but from his purity
of soul.

Such was Ulysses S. Grant when he had reached the age
of thirty-nine, and when, in April, 1861, after the firing on

Sumter, he was called upon to preside over a war meeting
in Galena. He declined to be a candidate for the captaincy
of the company enlisted in his town, but he never went
back to the leather store. He drilled these men and ac-

companied them to Springfield, remaining with them
until they were mustered into the United States service.

Governor Yates, of Illinois, then employed him in the

adjutant-general's office of the State. In May he wrote
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the adjutant-general of the army, offering his services to

his country, saying that he thought himself "
competent to

command a regiment."
" I felt some hesitation," he writes

in his book,
" in suggesting rank as high as the colonelcy of

a regiment, feeling somewhat doubtful whether I would be

equal to the position." But no notice whatever was taken

of his letter. He then went to Cincinnati and called at

the headquarters of the Department of Ohio, on McClellan,
whom he had known slightly at West Point and in Mexico,

hoping he would be offered a position on the general's staff.

" I called on two successive days at his office, but failed to

see him on either occasion," is his record. In June he was ap-

pointed colonel of an Illinois regiment of three-years' men,
and in August a brigadier-general of volunteers. From a

military experience in Missouri he had learned a lesson

which always seemed beyond McClellan. Advancing on a

Confederate force, he was feeling much afraid of the enemy,
but kept on, and when he reached the camp found that. they
had fled, showing that they had been equally afraid of him.
" From that event to the close of the war," he says,

"
I

never experienced trepidation upon confronting an enemy,,

though I always felt more or less anxiety. I never forgot
that he had as much reason to fear my forces as I had his."

In November, 1861, he attacked a Confederate camp at

Belmont
;
a battle ensued which was without result, but it

served as an education for Grant and his soldiers, and

demonstrated his coolness in the time of danger. At
Donelson he showed intellectual qualities of a high order.

He knew Floyd was no soldier, he had a poor opinion of

Pillow's military ability, and made the disposition of his

forces accordingly. Had Buckner been in command. Grant's

plan of investment would have been different. His physical

courage was rare even among soldiers, Avho regard the virtue

as nothing extraordinary.
" I can recall only two persons,"

writes Horace Porter,
" who throughout a rattling musketry

fire always sat in their saddles without moving a muscle or

winking an eye; one was a bugler and the other was
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General Grant." But the sight of a bull-fight in Mexico
was sickening to him. 1

The capture of Fort Donelson was indeed a great victory ;

it caused the Confederates to abandon Bowling Green 5 and

Columbus., and to evacuate Nashville
;

it resulted in a Union
advance of over two hundred miles of territory before the

enemy could ralty or reorganize. It set at rest all doubts,
if any still existed, as to the permanent position of Ken-

tucky in the civil conflict, and it was a step towards the re-

covery of Tennessee, in the eastern part of which a formi-

.dable Union sentiment existed. The North rejoiced with

exceeding great joy.
3 " The underpinning of the rebellion

seems to be knocked out from under it," wrote Chase. 4
In

an article in the Evening Post, Bryant maintained that " the

victories we have gained are equal at least to five hundred

million dollars poured at once into the public exchequer ;"

and he therefore urged the President to veto the Legal-
tender bill.

8 Holmes wrote Motley :
" Never was such ec-

stasy, such delirium of excitement, as last Monday, when we

got the news from Fort Donelson. Why, to give you an in-

stance from my own experience, when I, a grave college pro-

fessor, Avent into my lecture-room, the class, which had first

got the news a little before, began clapping and clapping
louder and louder, then cheering, until I had to give in my-
self, and flourishing my wand in the air, joined with the

1 la this estimate of Grant I have been helped by his Personal Memoirs;

by the articles of J. D. Cox in the Nation, July 30, 1885, Feb. 25, 1886; Life

of Grant, by Dana and Wilson; Badeau's article, Century Magazine, May,
1885; James H. Wilson's article, ibid., Oct., 1885; General W. T. Sher-

man's article, ibid., Feb., 1888; Horace Porter's on the "Philosophy of

Courage," ibid., June, 1888, and his articles on Grant in Apple-tons' Cyclo-

pedia of Biography, and in McC lure's Magazine, May, 1894.
2 The evacuation of Bowling Green was ordered before Ihe capture of

Donelson, and was executed while the battle was being fought, Official

Records, vol. vii. p. 259.
3 See New York Tribune, Times, Herald, World, Feb. 18

; Congressional

Globe, pp. 846, 850.
4 Warden, p. 416. 6 Life of Bryant, Godwin, p. 169.
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boys in their rousing hurrahs, after which I went on with

my lecture as usual. The almost universal feeling is that

the rebellion is knocked on the head ; that it may kick hard,

even rise and stagger a few paces, but that its os frontis is

beaten in."
'

The capture of Fort Donelson was in England regarded
as a victory of high importance, and helped much the cause

of the North. Even before the news of it was received sen-

timent favorable to the Union had been growling.
" Before

our Parliament met," wrote John Bright to Sumner, Febru-

ary 27, "there was much talk of interference with the block-

ade, and much was still said in favor of the South. All that

has passed away. In London all has changed, and it is diffi-

cult to find a noisy advocate of the secession theory. The

press has become much more moderate, and the great party
that was to have driven the government into hostilities

with you is nowhere to be found. Even the hot Mr. Greg-

ory, the Southern advocate in the House of Commons, is

very slow at taking any step in the direction of his known

sympathies, and has contented himself with a notice that, at

some time not yet fixed, he will call the attention of the

House to the state of the blockade."
2 When the particulars

of Grant's victory became known, it could no longer be as-

serted that the South had a monopoly of competent officers

and of good and brave soldiers. Confidence in the ability

of the Confederates was shaken. The friends of the North

felt that at last the United States had demonstrated that it

had the stronger battalions.
3

The fall of Donelson gave the South the bitterness of de-

feat which the North had felt after Bull Kun, and it was

doubly bitter, as the Confederates had begun to think that

in the field they were invincible. No one appreciated the

1

Motley's Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 68.

* Pierce-Sumner Papers, MS.
3 See London Times, March 6; London Daily News, Marcli 7; London

Spectator, March 8; Debate in House of Commons, March 7, Hansard, p.

1158.
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magnitude of the disaster better than the commanding gen-
eral in the "West. " The blow was most disastrous/' wrote

Albert Sidney Johnston to Davis,
" and almost without rem-

edy."
' When the governor of Tennessee proclaimed that

the troops must evacuate Nashville, and adjourned the leg-

islature to Memphis, panic seized upon the people, and disor-

der, turbulence, and rapine ensued. At Eichmond conster-

nation reigned. The management of the campaign was on
all sides found fault with, and Davis at once ordered that

Floyd and Pillow be relieved from command. The pressure
from the people and the Confederate congress upon Davis

for the removal of Johnston was strong, but he resisted it

and stood by his favorite general.
8

Shortly after the fall of

Donelson came the day appointed for the provisional gov-
ernment to give place to the permanent government of the

Confederacy, and for the inauguration of its president and

vice-president for the term of six years. This was February
22, and one is struck with the emphasis that all the contem-

porary and subsequent accounts give to the dismalness of

the day. The heavens were black and the rain poured down.

Davis, pale and emaciated, delivered his inaugural address,

at the foot of the Washington monument in Capitol Square,
to a crowd of people, the gloom in whose hearts was fitly

reflected by nature's sombre hue. All minds were full of

the defeats suffered by the Confederate arms. " At the

darkest hour of our struggle," their president declared, "the

provisional gives place to the permanent government. After

a series of successes and victories which covered our arms
with glory, we have recently met with serious disasters.

But in the heart of a people resolved to be free, these disas-

ters tend but to stimulate to increased resistance. . . . With
humble gratitude and adoration," he concluded,

" acknowl-

edging the Providence which has so visibly protected the

1 March 18, Official Records, vol. vii p. 260.

2 Davis to Johnston, March 12, Official Records, vol. vii. p. 257; A. S.

Johnston at Shiloh, Century War Book, vol. i. p. 550.
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Confederacy during its brief but eventful career, to thee, O
God ! I trustingly commit myself, and prayerfully invoke

Thy blessing on my country and its cause."

Reflecting in scathing terms on the arbitrary acts and vio-

lations of the Constitution and the law by the Lincoln gov-

ernment, Davis boasted "
that, through all the necessities of

an unequal struggle, there has been no act on our part to im-

pair personal liberty or the freedom of speech, of thought, or of

the press. The courts have been open, the judicial functions

fully executed, and every right of the peaceful citizen main-

tained as securely as if a war of invasion had not disturbed

the land."
'

This might Davis truthfully say on the 22d of

February, but not for many days longer. The Confederates

stood adversity no better than had the Federals. By author-

ity of an act of Congress, passed in secret session,
2

the Con-

federate president, March 1, proclaimed martial law in the

city of Richmond and the adjoining country to the distance

of ten miles, and declared the suspension of the privilege of

the writ of habeas corpus.
3 At first the law-abiding citizens

were well pleased with this action. One morning, shortly
after the inauguration, the walls in different parts of the

city were " scrawled over with inflammatory and treason-

able mottoes ;" these were interpreted to mean a call upon
the Unionists to co-operate in resistance to the Confederate

government, and caused alarm.
4

When, therefore, under the

operation of martial law, several notorious Unionists, who
were regarded in this time of distress as traitors, were ar-

rested, the people applauded the vigor of their government.

Moreover, the municipal administration and police system,
which had served well the quiet and refined Virginia capi-

tal, had broken down under the growth of the city and the

influx of soldiers, gamblers, and adventurers. General Win-

1 Davis's inaugur.il is printed by Alfriend, p. 348.
- Passed Feb. 27, Acts of the First Congress, C. 8. A., p. 1.

3
Life of Davis, Mrs. Davis, vol. ii. p. 185.

4 Richmond Examiner, Feb. 28; Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia, 1862, p.

239.
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der, to whom was delegated practically unlimited power,

positively prohibited the distillation of spirituous liquors,

and ordered all the dram-shops closed.
1 He established a

military police, and strictly enforced this and other orders,

restoring peace to the city where had been confusion and

turbulence. Rowdies, drunkards, and idle soldiers disap-

peared from the streets. Ladies could now walk out with-

out fear of insult, and gentlemen could go out at night with-

out danger of being robbed.

But the delight of the people was short-lived. General

Winder did not use his arbitrary power with mildness and

discretion. The well-grounded belief obtained that he em-

ployed it for private oppression and the gratification of

personal malice. Extraordinary arrests of respectable citi-

zens were made, capricious acts of tyranny were done, and

it was impossible for the sufferers to get redress. A vexa-

tious passport system was established. The Richmond Whig,
on account of its criticisms of the administration, was ob-

noxious to Winder, and one day when an article appeared
which he supposed to be a violation of one of his orders, he

gave the command to arrest the editor and close the office.

This order was not carried out, however, owing to the dissua-

sion of Jones, a clerk in the Confederate war-office, who main-

tained that no offence had been committed. Jones's entry
of April 17 in his diary is :

" The press has taken the alarm,
and several of the publishers have confessed a fear of hav-

ing their offices closed if they dare to speak the sentiments

struggling for utterance. It is indeed a reign of terror !

Every Virginian and other loyal citizens of the South

members of Congress and all must now, before obtaining
General Winder's permission to leave the city for their

homes, bow down before the aliens in the provost-marshal's
office and subscribe to an oath of allegiance, while a file of

bayonets are pointed at their backs."
2 This much one may

General Order No. 8, March 1, Richmond Examine)'.

A Rebel War Clerk's Diary, vol. i. p. 120, see, also, p. 115; Richmond
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gather from the contemporary evidence, but Pollard asserts

that the half was not told in the newspapers of the day,
that Winder exercised the powers of a viceroy in a terrible

manner. His police was largely composed of disreputable
men

;
he gave employment to two hundred spies, on whose

reports of private conversations good citizens were impris-

oned, and then had to depend for their release on the whim
of the tyrant. Not only men but women suffered indigni-
ties at his hands.

1 His rule was indeed a despotism of the

worst kind. He was responsible to no one but Davis, who
sustained him, or at all events kept him in his place. Pub-

lic opinion, however, asserted itself so strongly that Con-

gress modified the law under which the President had ex-

ercised these extraordinary powers.
2

It was now that a party in opposition to Davis, with pow-
erful exponents in Congress and in the press, was formed.

Owing to changes in the cabinet, Benjamin now held both

the state and war portfolios ;

3 he was the chief adviser of

the Confederate president and his confidential friend. The
blame for the disasters of the early part of 1862 was largely

imputed to Benjamin, and at the same time much criticism

intended for Davis was showered upon the secretary's head.

The permanent congress was composed of a Senate and

House of Representatives, but, since the army attracted

the best talent of the Confederacy, it was in ability not up
to the level of the provisional congress, nor to the repre-
sentation which the South used to send to the national leg-

islature.
" This is a very poor congress," Stephens said,

confidentially.
'* There are few men of ability in the House.

In the Senate not more than two or three."
4

Examiner, March 3, 4, 7, 8 ; Richmond Whig, March 4, 25, 27, April 1 ;

Richmond Dispatch, March 1, 8, 12, 17; Pollard's History of the First Year
of the War. ' Pollard's Davis, p. 215.

2 Passed April 19, Acts of the First Congress, C. S. A., p. 40. Not as

much as it should have done according to Jones, Diary, vol. i. p. 120.
3
Randolph, of Virginia, was afterwards appointed Secretary of War.

4 Johnston and Browne, p. 414.
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Lincoln's war orders were probably designed as much for

assuring the people that something would be done as for

commands to his generals. But as affairs turned out, his
"
Special War Order Number 1," issued January 31, which

directed McOlellan to begin a forward movement February
22, whose object should be the seizure of Manassas Junc-

tion, was the highest strategy. McClellan had an army
three times as large as Johnston's, better equipped, better

fed, in better health, and full of confidence on account of

the victories which had been gained for the Union
;
while

Johnston's army was almost as much demoralized as wrere

the Richmond government and people, and the time of en-

listment of a large number of his men had nearly expired.
Had McClellan advanced February 22 a cheap victory
awaited him. An intelligent study of the internal affairs

of the Confederacy, a reasonable knowledge of the force of

the enemy which might have been easily gained could

not fail to convince a man who was fit to command an

army that now was the supreme moment to strike a series

of blows, that it was the time when the tide of affairs should

be taken at its flood. Only one obstacle existed. The
roads were bad, but not impassable. Edward Dicey saw
them when they were at the worst, and his testimony is

that "
they were not worse than many of the roads in the

south of Italy, over which the Sardinian army marched in

1860."
'

Moreover, McClellan would have had a railroad

behind him to transport his supplies. Of the army of the

Potomac, Dicey wrote: "I have seen
the^

armies of most

European countries, and I have no hesitation in saying that,

as far as the average raw material of the rank and file is

concerned, the American army is the finest."
" These mag-

nificent men, full of courage and desire to end the war speed-

ily, panted to be led against the enemy ;
but their general,

instead of giving the word, haggled with the President over

a plan of campaign. It is certain that if the Grant of Don-

Federal States, vol. ii. p. 19. 2
Ibid., p. 7.
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elson had been in command, he would have fought John-

ston's army and beaten it, and it is possible he might have

captured it, or Richmond, or both, thus shortening the war
at least a year, and putting an end to the probability of

foreign interference.

Meanwhile the astute Confederate general, finding it im-

possible to conjecture that McClellan would not take ad-

vantage of the peculiarly favorable conditions, and aware
that in that event he stood in jeopardy, was making prepa-
rations to withdraw his army to a more secure position.

Beginning his preparations February 22, he commenced the

retreat March 7, and four days later had his army safely on

the south bank of the Rappahannock River. Constantly

expecting an attack, he had deemed it impossible to remove
all the property accumulated at Manassas Junction, and
therefore a large amount of stores^ provisions, clothing,

blankets, and baggage was burned.
1 March 9 McClellan

heard of Johnston's movement, and immediately gave the

order for the occupation of Centreville and Manassas. The
Union army found that they had been fronting phantom
ordnance as well as phantom soldiers. Being deficient in

artillery, Johnston had made "
rough wooden imitations of

guns," which were "
kept near the embrasures in readiness

for exhibition"
8 "

Quaker guns," our newspapers called

them. Hawthorne was in Washington at this time, and
has with exquisite skill described this advance. "On the

very day of our arrival," he wrote,
"
sixty thousand men had

crossed the Potomac on their march towards Manassas, and

almost with their first step into Virginia mud the phantas-

magoria of a countless host and impregnable ramparts, be-

fore which they had so long remained quiescent, dissolved

quite away. It was as if General McClellan had thrust his

sword into a gigantic enemy, and, beholding him suddenly

collapse, had discovered to himself and the world that he

1 Johnston's Narrative; Mrs. Davis's Memoir, vol. ii.

2 Johnston's Narrative, p. 78.
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had merely punctured an enormously swollen bladder. . . .

The whole business, though connected with the destinies of

a nation, takes inevitably a tinge of the ludicrous. The
vast preparation of men and warlike material the majestic

patience and docility with which the people waited through
those weary and dreary months the martial skill, courage,
and caution with which our movement was ultimately made

and, at last, the tremendous shock with which we were

brought up suddenly against nothing at all! The South-

erners show little sense of humor nowadays, but I think

they must have meant to provoke a laugh at our expense
when they planted those Quaker guns. At all events, no

other rebel artillery has played upon us with such over-

whelming effect." Hawthorne accurately describes a phase
.of public opinion touching McClellan, upon which he com-

ments in words of incisive criticism of the "
young Napo-

leon." " There was and is a most fierce and bitter outcry,
and detraction loud and low, against General McClellan, ac-

cusing him of sloth, imbecility, cowardice, treasonable pur-

poses, and, in short, utterty denying his ability as a soldier

and questioning his integrity as a man. Nor was this to be

wondered at, for when before, in all history, do we find a

general in command of half a million of men, and in pres-

ence of an enemy inferior in numbers and no better disci-

plined than his own troops, leaving it still debatable, after

the better part of a year, whether he is a soldier or no ?'"

While McClellan dallied, the Confederates recovered from

their reverses. Of the same blood, they went through the

same stages of feeling as did the Northern people after

Bull Run. After the first discouragement they resolved to

fight to the bitter end, and their congress expressed in de-

fiant resolutions their stern determination.
3 From words

they proceeded to action. On the recommendation of Davis,
the Confederate congress passed a conscription act. This

1 "
Chiefly About! War Matters," Atlantic Monthly, 'July, 1862.

2 March 11, Acts of the First Congress, C. S. A., p. 53.
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provided that all the white men of the Confederacy be-

tween the ages of eighteen and thirty -five, except those

legally exempted, should be called into the military service

for three years, and that those who had already enlisted for

twelve months should be continued in the service for the

date of three years from the term of their original enlist-

ment.
1 The Governor of Virginia called out the whole

militia of his State, which was estimated to amount to

100,000 men.2 The government had previously taken steps
to push the enlistment of troops,

3 and under the influence

of all of this action, the reorganization of the army went
on with vigor and a heartiness of spirit that resulted in an
earnest and efficient body. When McClellan at last allowed

his men to fight, instead of meeting an apathetic army
weakened by disease and diminished by a liberal system of

furloughs, which he would have encountered in February,
4

he had to contend with a larger army, under Johnston and

Lee, increased by resolute, fresh recruits, yet with enough
of the leaven of disciplined soldiers to manoeuvre and fight
like veterans.

The President and McClellan differed as to a plan of

campaign, and had much discussion concerning it. Lincoln

desired the Army of the Potomac to advance on Richmond

directly by the way of Manassas Junction, while McClellan

wished to transport his army by water to some point on

the lower Chesapeake, making that his base, and advancing
thence on the capital of the Confederacy. The advantage of

Lincoln's plan was, as we have seen, that it would have en-

abled the Union troops to strike a blow when Johnston was
ill prepared to resist it. Nevertheless Lincoln, although with

1 Passed April 16, Acts of First Congress, C. S. A., p. 29; Alfriend's

Ditvis, p. 367.
* Richmond Examiner, March 12.

3 See Davis's message to his Congress, Alfriend, p. 355.

4 Chase appreciated this. He wrote, Feb. 17, "The time has now come
for dealing decisively with the army in front of us, weakened by sickness,

desertions, and withdrawals of troops, until a victory over it is deprived of

more than half its honor." Warden, p. 416.
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keen regret, yielded his preference and gave his consent to

McClellan's plan. The retirement of Johnston to the south

bank of the Kappahannock determined Fort Monroe as the

point on the lower Chesapeake which should be made the

base, and the advance upon Richmond would be up the Pe-

ninsula, between the York and James rivers.
1 With the

evidences of the incompetence of McClellan which have

been adduced, and the difference of opinion between him
and the President, it might seem as if the public service

would have been subserved by his removal. But the case

then was not so plain as it -is now. McClellan had the love

and confidence of his soldiers, and a strong support in the

country from the conservative Republicans and Democrats.

While he had never taken much interest in politics, and had
never voted but once and then for Douglas, he had mani-

fested unmistakably his conservatism on the slavery ques-
tion, so much so that the distrust of him by the radical

Republicans, who mainly were his critics, was increased.

Lincoln himself, although his confidence was shaken, could

not but believe that McClellan would accomplish important
results when once in the field. At that time no eminently
fit successor to him was at hand. Had Chase been supreme
in authority, he might have placed McDowell in command

;

but McDowell was not popular with the soldiers, and the

unfortunate battle of Bull Run hung like a millstone around

his neck
; moreover, subsequent experience with command-

ers of the Army of the Potomac, when McClellan was finalty

displaced, demonstrated that there were greater evils than

having him at its head.

On Sunday, the 9th of March, the day that the news of the

evacuation of Manassas came, the President received the

startling intelligence of the havoc done the day previous in

Hampton Roads by the Confederate iron -clad Merrimac.
On this Saturday began a new chapter in naval warfare, the

introduction to which had come from the hands of two

See Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. ; McClellan's Own Story.
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friendly but rival powers of Europe. In 1858 France built

an armor-plated steam frigate, and speedily thereafter Eng-
land had constructed another. Their success was sufficient

to render "armor-plating an essential feature in the con-

struction of vessels of war." ' In the dissolution of the

Union the Confeder-

acy got its share of

competent naval offi-

cers, and they at once

turned their attention

to this new invention.

In July, 1861, the Con-

federate Secretary of

the Navy gave the or-

der to raise the Unit-

ed States steam frig-

ateMerrimac which

was one of the ships
burned and sunk at

the time of the de-

struction of the Gos-

port navy-yard and

convert her into an

iron - clad
;
this work

proceeded as rapidly
as could be expected under the imperfect manufacturing
and mechanical conditions which prevailed in the South.

Not until October did the Navy Department at Wash-

ington let the contract for the building of an iron-clad

on a plan submitted by John Ericsson. The necessity
for rapid construction, that she might be ready as soon as

the Merrimac, on which he knew work was progressing,
the desire to have a vessel of light draught, together with

some other reasons, had induced Ericsson to design the pe-
culiar type of the Monitor, instead of following the French

MAP OP HAMPTON ROADS

1 Article of John Ericsson, Century War Book, vol. i. p. 730.

III. 39
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and English models. Work on the Merrimac at Gosport
and work on the Monitor at Brooklyn went on

;
it was a

race to get ready first, and each side had an inkling of what
the other was doing. The Merrimac appeared upon the

scene of action a few hours before the Monitor.

About noon on Saturday March 8, the Merrimac with

several tenders steamed into Hampton Roads. The officers

of the blockading squadron knew her at once and prepared
for action. The frigates Minnesota, St. Lawrence, and Ro-

anoke, anchored at Fortress Monroe, headed for the enemy,
which to them looked "like a huge half-submerged croco-

dile," but the water being low, they grounded. The sail-

ing frigate Congress of fifty guns, and the Cumberland, a

sloop-of-war of twenty-four guns, at Newport News made

ready for the Merrimac, and as she approached discharged
their broadsides, the shore batteries opening fire immedi-

ately after. The balls rebounded from her iron sides as if

they had been of india-rubber. She reserved her fire until

within easy range, gave the Congress a broadside as she

passed, then, steering directly for the Cumberland, brought
her guns to bear upon the Union sloop-of-war killing and

wounding men at every shot, and proceeding on under full

headway, rammed the Cumberland, "knocking a hole in the

side near the water line as large as the head of a hogshead.*'

Backing clear she" continued her fire. The water rushed

into the hole in the Cumberland, but she kept up the fight,

discharging her cannon until they reached the water's edge,
and going down with colors flying. The commander of

the Congress, seeing the fate of her sister ship, ran her

aground to escape destruction, but she was attacked vigor-

ously by the Merrimac and the Confederate gun-boats. The

fight was unequal, she being able to make little resistance
;

at last hot shot from the Merrimac set her on fire and

completed her destruction. The Minnesota was aground
and at the mercy of the iron-clad, but although there re-

mained nearly two hours of daylight, the pilots were afraid

to attempt the channel at ebb tide, the Merrimac drawing
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twenty-two feet
;
she therefore returned to Sewell's Point

and anchored, to wait the light of the next day, when her

officers expected to return and destroy the Minnesota.

That night the consternation in the Union fleet and

among the Union troops was profound. The stately wood-
en frigates, deemed in the morning powerful men-of-war,
had been shown to be absolutely useless to cope with this

new engine of destruction. The next morning, in Wash-

ington, Seward, Chase, Stanton, and Welles hastened to the

White House to confer with the President. Alarm per-
vaded their discussion

;
their prognostications were gloomy.

Stanton was especially excited and declared :

" The Herri-

mac will change the whole character of the war
;
she will

destroy seriatim every naval vessel
;

she will lay all the

cities on the seaboard under contribution. ... I will notify
the governors and municipal authorities in the North to

take instant measures to protect their harbors." I have no

doubt, he said, that the monster is at this moment on her

way to Washington. Looking out of the window, w4iich

commanded a view of the Potomac for many miles, he con-

tinued,
" not unlikely we shall have from one of her guns a

shell or cannon-ball in the White House before we leave

this room."
' The despatches from the War Department re-

flect the same anxiet}
7

. Besides other measures of precau-

tion, a fleet of canal-boats loaded with stone were sent down
the Potomac to be sunk, if it was found necessary to ob-

struct the channel.
2 The terror, though natural, was ex-

treme. The Merrimac had, however, broken the blockade

at Norfolk, and she could do likewise at other ports a con-

sideration of the utmost importance.

While, on this Sunday morning, March 9, the President

and the other authorities were a prey to keen anxiety,
bounds were set to the Merrimac's power for ruin by John
Ericsson's Monitor. Barely escaping shipwreck twice on her

1 Gideon Welles, in the Annals of the War, p. 24.
8 Official Records, vol. ix. p. 18 ct seq.
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voyage from New York, she arrived at Hampton Roads at ten

o'clock on the evening of the 8th, and took a position which

protected the Minnesota. Early on the morning of the 9th

the Merrimac stood for the Minnesota and opened fire on

her. The Monitor, which was commanded by Lieutenant

John L. Worden, steered directly for the Merrimctc and com-

menced firing. Then ensued, for four hours, a hand-to-hand

fight. The Monitor, appropriately described as a " cheese-

box on a raft," was of 900 tons, the Mewimac of 3500.

The Monitor had two 11-inch Dahlgren guns, fired from a

revolving turret
;
the other had six 9-inch Dahlgren guns

and two 32-pounder Brooke rifles in broadside, and 7-inch

Brooke rifles on pivots in the bow and stern. Men said at

the time a pygmy strove against a giant ;
David had come

out to encounter Goliath. Shot after shot struck the Mer-

rimac and the turret of the Monitor without injury; the

armor was superior to the projectiles. At one time Lieu-

tenant Jones, who was in command of the Merrimac, in-

quired,
" Why are you not firing, Mr. Eggleston ?" "

Why,
our powder is very precious,'' was the reply ;

" and after two
hours' incessant firing I find I can do her about as much

damage by snapping my thumb at her every two minutes

and a half."
' The Merrimac tried to ram her antagonist,

but she herself was unwieldy, and the Monitor, being easily

handled, got out of her way without difficulty, receiving

only a glancing blow which effected nothing. The Monitor

then "came up on our quarter," Wood relates, "her bow
against our side, and at this distance fired twice." The im-O '

pact of the shots " forced the side in bodity two or three

inches. All the crews of the after-guns were knocked over

by the concussion, and bled from the nose or ears. An-
other shot at the same place would have penetrated."

s At
another time, Greene, who was in the turret of the Monitor,

writes, the Monitor made a dash at the Merrimac 's stern,

hoping to disable her screw, which Worden thinks he missed

1 J. T. Wood, C. 8. A., Century War Book, vol. i. p. 702. - Ibid.
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by not more than two feet.
1 " Soon after noon," as Greene

relates the story,
" a shell from the enemy's gun, the muz-

zle not ten yards distant, struck the forward side of the pilot-

house 2

directly in the sight-hole or slit, and exploded, crack-

ing the second iron log and partly lifting the top, leaving an

opening. Worden was standing immediately behind this

spot, and received in his face the force of the blow, which

partly stunned him, and filling his eyes with powder, utterly

blinded him."
3

This caused the Monitor to withdraw tem-

porarily from the action. The commander of the Merrimac,

perhaps thinking that she had given up the contest, or be-

cause his own boat was leaking badly, steered towards Nor-

folk, and the struggle was over. Only a few had been

wounded on the Merrimac; with the exception of the in-

jury to Worden, there was no casualty of account on the

Monitor.*

It had been a wonderfully picturesque fight. Holmes, in

a letter to Motley, spoke of the Monitor's "
appearance in

front of the great megalosaurus or deinotherium, which

came out in its scaly armor that no one could pierce, breath-

ing fire and smoke from its nostrils
;

is it not the age of fa-

bles and of heroes and demigods over again ?"
5 The relief

of the Union government and people was great. The power
of the Merrimac was broken

;
she did no further mischief.

6

1

Century War Book, vol. i. p. 723.

4 The pilot-house was of iron logs, and constructed in the manner of a

log cabin. 3
Century War Book, vol. i. p. 726.

4 My authorities for this account besides those already named are several

articles in vol. i. Century War Book; reports of Flag-officer Marston, Cap-
tain Van Brunt, of the Minnesota, Lieutenant Morris, of the Cumberland,
Lieutenant Pendergast, of the Congress, Lieutenant Jones, of the Merri-

mac, statement of the pilot of the Cumberland, Moore's Rebellion Record,
vol. iv., Docs., p. 266 et seq. ; report of Flag-officer Buchanan, of C. S.

Navy, Official Records, vol. ix. p. 8 ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. ; The Block-

ade and the Cruisers, Soley ; Swinton's Decisive Battles of the War.
5
Motley's Correspondence, vol. ii. p. 73.

6 When Norfolk was evacuated in May by the Confederates, they de-

stroyed the Merrimac. In Dec. the Monitor foundered off Cape Hatteras.
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This first encounter between iron-clads determined that they
alone would be of avail in the naval warfare of the future.

The English government and people showed intense interest

in the accounts of the contest, and it was the subject of a

long debate in the House of Commons. The admirable per-
formance of the Monitor, and the intelligence that the

United States purposed building a fleet of such boats,
1

in-

creased their respect for its blockade of the Southern ports.
2

The President, having consented to McClellan's Peninsula

plan of campaign, issued an order March 8, dividing the

Army of the Potomac into four army corps, to be commanded,
respectively, by Generals McDowell, Sumner, Heintzelman,
and Keyes. General Wadsworth was to have command of

the forces in and about Washington. March 11 another

presidential order relieved McClellan of the command of

all military departments except that of the Potomac. The

1 Acts of Feb. 13 and April 17, Appendix Congressional Olobe, pp. 336,

348; Report of the Secretary of the Navy, Dee. 1.

2
Hansanl, March 31, 1862. The London Times of March 25 said: "Who

would have thought it possible that after England and France had theo-

rized so long on iron -plated and iron-provved vessels, the first real trial

should be made by the inhabitants of the peaceful New World met in un-

natural strife? . . . Nothing now remains for our Admiralty but to discon-

tinue the building of wooden vessels, and to convert all that will bear it

into machines of war resembling the Confederate frigate." See, also, the

London Daily News, March 29, the London Spectator of March 29, April 5.

The London Saturday Review of March 29 said : "Not more than a year

ago the Times dwelt with much emphasis on the fact that the Americans

had steadily refused to avail themselves of the new-fangled device of iron-

plated ships. That a people so adventurous and skilful in mechanical ap-

pliances should have pronounced the new invention a chimera, was sup-

posed to be a serious ground for doubting the wisdom of the course which

France had initiated and England sluggishly followed. No one could then

have imagined that the first real test of armor-plated ships in actual war-

fare would be furnished by America. It is only within a few weeks that

either of the belligerents has had a plated ship ready for sea ; and, as if to

supply ihe crucial experiment which was wanting to build up the confi-

dence of our naval architects, the Merrimac and the Monitor have exhibited

their powers of attack and defence, and proved that even imperfect speci-

mens (as they probably are) of their class are quite capable of sweeping
from the ocean whole fleets of the old wooden liners."
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ostensible reason for this was that the general would be

actively engaged in the field
;
at the bottom it represented

the waning confidence of Lincoln and Congress in him, for

their trust had received a shock from his being outgeneralled

by Johnston, when he allowed the Confederate commander
to steal away from Manassas unimpeded and without harm.

March 13 he and his corps commanders had a council at

Fairfax Court-house, where they decided in favor of the

Peninsula plan of campaign, provided besides other con-

ditions not necessary to be mentioned for our purpose
that the aid of the navy could be had in silencing the bat-

teries of the enemy on York River, and determined that

"the force to be left to cover Washington shall be such

as to give an entire feeling of security for its safety from

menace." When the plan was submitted to the President,

he, in a communication from the War Department, made no

objection to it, but stipulated again that Washington be left

entirely secure. The embarkation of the troops began.
McClellan himself reached Fortress Monroe on the afternoon

of April 2. Part of his army was there, and the rest of it

was on the way. Directly after his departure there cropped
out a serious misunderstanding between the President and

the War Department on one side, and McClellan on the

other, in reference to what they understood to be necessary
to make the capital entirely secure. It was not so much
a difference regarding the number of troops needed, but

McClellan counted Banks's army in the Shenandoah as

part of the covering force required. The President did not

so understand it, and, alarmed at the dispositions the general
had made, directed that McDowell's corps be detained at

Washington. This was an exceedingly unfortunate mis-

understanding. Too much depended on the federal posses-

sion of Washington for Lincoln to take the slightest chance

touching its safety, and yet the withdrawal of 35,000 men
was naturally a serious disappointment to the general. He
was more to blame, probably, than any one else for this

misapprehension. The idea one gets of McClellan from his
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book and reports is that of a man who does not think

straight and work out matters to a logical conclusion.

There is a lack of precision and an inconsistency in his

statements which indicate a want of clear and concen-

trated thinking. Such men go through life victims to fre-

quent and honest misunderstandings. Possibly Lincoln

may have been at fault in not fully entering into the de-

tails with his general, for relations between Stanton and
McClellan had already become so inharmonious that no

efficient and generous co-operation between them could be

expected.
McClellan's plan was a good one, but in the execution

of it he showed neither promptness nor ability. Magruder,
the Confederate general in command, held a fortified line of

thirteen miles from the York River to the James, to defend

wrhich he had 11,000 men; 6000 of these were at York-

town on the York River, and at Mulberry Island on the

James
;
5000 were posted at the assailable points along his

front. McClellan, with his overwhelming force, could easily

have broken the Confederate line within a week after the

arrival of his army on the Peninsula, and Yorktown would
have fallen into his hands. Lincoln's letter of April 9,

urging immediate action, is pathetic in its display of his

yearning for his general's success, and his desire to furnish

abundant means to secure it. "I suppose," he wrote, "the

whole force which has gone forward for you is with you by
this time, and if so, I think it is the precise time for you
to strike a blow. By delay the enemy will relatively gain

upon you ;
that is, he will gain faster by fortifications and

reinforcements than you can by reinforcements alone. And
once more let me tell you it is indispensable to you that

you strike a blow. I am powerless to help this. You will

do me the justice to remember I always insisted that going
down the bay in search of a field, instead of fighting at

or near Manassas, was only shifting, and not surmounting,
a difficulty ;

that we would find the same enemy and the

same or equal intrenchments at either place. The country
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will not fail to note, is now noting, that the present hesita-

tion to move upon an intrenched enemy is but the story
of Manassas repeated. I beg to assure you that I have
never written you or spoken to you in greater kindness of

feeling than now, nor with a fuller purpose to sustain you
so far as, in my most anxious judgment, I consistently can.

But you must act."
1

Instead, however, of piercing the Con-

federate line by assault, McClellan sat down before York-

town, and began the siege of it in a deliberate and scientific

manner, probably losing more men by disease in the swamps
of Virginia than an assault would have cost him

;
meanwhile

complaining of the lack of his expected co-operation of the

navy and of the withdrawal of McDowell's corps, begging
the President and the Secretary of War for more troops,
and hugging the delusion that Stanton and the radical Re-

publicans at heart desired the failure of his campaign. He
gave the Confederates what of all things they most desired

time to recover from their early discouragement, time to

bring about the recuperation which shattered the sanguine

hopes of the North. "While he was erecting most formi-

dable siege works before Yorktown, the Confederate con-

gress, perhaps influenced by fears for the safety of their

capital, passed the conscription act, giving an additional

impetus to the reorganization of their army.
2

Meanwhile at the West the cause of the Union was gain-

ing ground. General Curtis had driven the Confederates

out of Missouri into Arkansas. But the victory of Donel-

son had not been followed up to its full fruition. It was
Grant's opinion that "

if one general, who would have taken

the responsibility, had been in command of all the troops
west of the Alleghanies, he could have marched to Chatta-

nooga, Corinth, Memphis, and Vicksburg with the troops we
then had

;
and as volunteering was going on rapidly over

1 Official Records, vol. xi. part i. p. 15.

" My authorities for this account are Official Records, vols. v., x. part ii.,

xi. part i. ; Nicolay and Hay, vol. v.; Webb's Peninsula; McClellan's Own
Story; Swinton's Army of the Potomac.
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the North, there would soon have been force enough at all

these centres to operate offensively against any body of the

enemy that might be found near them."
' Such an occupa-

tion would have precluded the operation of the Confederate

conscription act in a large extent of territory, and prevent-
ed a considerable increase of the Southern army. His actual

success pointed out Grant for such a command, and, consid-

ering what a tremendous advance the insignificant victories

in western Virginia gained for McClellan, it might seem as-

tonishing that his ability as a soldier, testified to by the

capture of Donelson, was not sooner recognized. Such an

arrangement, however, would have supplanted Halleck,

which, as he shared with Grant and Foote the glory of

Forts Henry and Donelson, would have been unnatural, and

was probably not entertained by any one in authority at

Washington. There was, moreover, a general distrust of

Grant. Owing, probably, to defective means of communica-

tion, Halleck did not get as full and prompt reports from

Grant as he deemed necessary, and he complained of this to

McClellan, who still had command of all the Union armies.
" I have had no communication with General Grant for

more than a week," he telegraphed March 3.
" He left his

command without my authority and went to Nashville.

His army seems to be as much demoralized by the victory
of Fort Donelson as was that of the Potomac by the defeat

of Bull Run. ... I can get no returns, no reports, no infor-

mation of any kind from him. Satisfied with his victory,
he sits down and enjoys it without any regard to the fut-

ure." " Do not hesitate to awest him at once if the good of

the service requires it, and place C. F. Smith in command,"
promptly replied McClellan. Halleck the next day rejoined :

" A rumor has just reached me that since the taking of Fort

Donelson General Grant has resumed his former bad habits.

If so, it will account for his neglect of my often-repeated or-

ders. I do not deem it advisable to arrest him at present, but

1 Personal Memoirs, p. 317.
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have placed General Smith in command of the expedition

up the Tennessee."
' This was an injustice to Grant. Hal-

leek condemned the victor of Donelson without a hearing
and on insufficient and untrustworthy evidence, thus dis-

playing a disposition to supersede him on a mere pretext.
Grant was ordered to remain at Fort Henry. Hurt by the

reprimands he received from Halleck, and also at being su-

perseded, he asked, after explaining why his reports had

not been regularly received, to be relieved from further

duty in that department, a request which he twice repeated.
Halleck was satisfied with his explanations, so advised the

War Department, and sent Grant a despatch expressive of

trust. This was glad tidings to him, and he at once replied
that he would "give every effort to the success of our cause."

2

General Smith, on account of an injury received at Pitts-

burg Landing, was incapacitated for active exertion, and

this occurring at the time that Grant gained the favor of

Halleck, he was restored to the command of the Army of

the Tennessee. He arrived at Savannah, in western Tennes-

see, March 17, and soon had five divisions of his army in

camp at Pittsburg Landing, nine miles above Savannah, on

the Tennessee River and south of it
;
Lew. Wallace's division

was stationed at Crump's Landing, five miles below Pitts-

burg and on the same side of the river. The Army of the

Ohio, under General Buell, which occupied Nashville and

middle Tennessee, had been ordered to join the Army of the

Tennessee at Savannah. The plan of campaign was an

offensive movement against the Confederates, who were in

force at or near Corinth, Mississippi.

After the battle of Mill Spring, Beauregard had been

sent to the West to assist Albert Sidney Johnston in what

was recognized as a grave situation, and now he had fixed

upon Corinth as the base of operations. He used the utmost

exertion to collect an army, calling upon the governors of

1 Official Records, vol. vii. p. 679 et seq.
2
Ibid., p. 683; vol. x. part ii, p. 3 et seq.
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Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee, and the

generals of other departments, for help in the most ear-

nest manner
;
he even appealed to the people of the South-

west to send their church-bells to be manufactured into can-

non, an appeal which met with a prompt response. March
25 Johnston's army joined Beauregard's at Corinth, and the

Confederate generals determined to attack Grant before

Buell should join him, hoping by a quick movement to sur-

prise his forces at Pittsburg Landing. April 3 the Confed-

erate army left Corinth, but the weather was stormy and

the roads were bad, causing the usual delays in the move-

ment of troops, so that the attack planned for April 5 could

not be made until Sunday the 6th.

Grant was so bent on his projected oifensive movement,
and so confident that Johnston \vould not assume the ag-

gressive so soon after the long and apparently demoralized

retreat from Bowling Green and Columbus, that he had neg~
lected all defensive measures

;
he had, indeed, some appre-

hension of an attack on Crump's Landing, but none for one

on Pittsburg Landing. He was careless about the disposi-
tion of his forces; he threw up no intrenchments, although
he had been ordered by Halleck to fortify his position,

1 and

although he had a swollen river at his back which separated
him from his expected reinforcements, while he himself had

his headquarters at Savannah
;
but at this time he would

have moved them to Pittsburg Landing had he not expected
Buell at Savannah on the 6th.

The Confederates were now face to face with their foe.

Beauregard, disappointed at the delay, fearing that the

chance to surprise Grant had been lost and that Buell might

join him at any moment, favored giving up the attack and

retiring to Corinth. Johnston overruled his second in com-

mand, and said to Beauregard and his corps commanders,

"Gentlemen, we shall attack at daylight to-morro\v. I

would fight them if they were a million." In the early

Halleck to Grant, March 20, Official Records, vol. x. part ii. p. 51.
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morning of April 6 the Confederates made the onslaught
with vigor.

Few if any battles of our Civil "War have given rise to so

much controversy as this of Shiloh, for so the contest is

now generally known. One of the points of dispute is

whether the federal troops were surprised. That they were

surprised was the current opinion at the North, largely

based, it is true, on the accounts of newspaper correspond-
ents. Halleck, who went to Pittsburg Landing soon after

the battle, and had no desire to screen Grant, telegraphed
Stanton from there, May 2 :

" The newspaper accounts that

our divisions were surprised are utterly false. Every divis-

ion had notice of the enemy's approach hours before the

battle commenced ;" and after " a patient and careful in-

quiry and investigation" he reiterated this in a letter of

June 15 from Corinth.
1 Grant and Sherman have main-

tained the same.
2 The evidence is, indeed, conflicting, but

it is clear enough that at least a portion of the Union army
was on the alert, and that a reconnaissance had been made
to discover the force of the enemy ;

it seems equally clear

that few, if any, of the federal officers suspected that the

whole Confederate army of 40,000 men was before them.

That Johnston had not succeeded in effecting a complete

surprise was due to the vigilance of the division, brigade,
and regimental commanders, and not to the foresight of

the commanding general. April 5 Grant telegraphed Hal-

leck,
" The main force of the enemy is at Corinth ;" and

later on the same day he said,
" I have scarcely the faint-

est idea of an attack (general one) being made upon us, but

will be prepared should such a, thing take place."
3 Colonel

Amraen, who commanded a brigade of Nelson's division in

Buell's army, which division had arrived at Savannah at

1 Official Records, vol. x. part i., p. 99.

2 See Grant's Personal Memoirs. ' '

Correspondence between General Sher-

man and John Sherman," Century Magazine, Jan., 1893, p. 438.
3 Cited by Force, pp. 120, 121

; see, also, Grant to Buell, April 5, Offi-

cial Records, vol. x. part ii. p. 93.
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noon of the 5th. saw Grant, as he recorded in his diary, at

about three o'clock" in the afternoon of that day, and said

to the; general that his troops could inarch on to Pittsburg

Landing, if necessary. Grant replied: "You cannot march

through the swamps: make the troops comfortable; I will

send boats for you Monday or Tuesday, or some time early
in the week. There will be uo light at Pittsburg Landing;

we will have to go to Cor-

inth, where the rebels are

fortified. If they come to

attack us we can whip them,

as 1 have more than twice

us many troops as I had

at Fort Donelson."
1 Had

Grunt suspected that 40.0()0

Confederates confronted his

army of 33,000, he certainly
would have slept at Pitts-

burg Landing that night.
In an air line Savannah was

only six miles from Pitts-

l.nirg Lauding, and while eating his breakfast he heard the

iiriug. Sending an order to Nelson to march his division up
the river to a point opposite Pittsburg Lauding, the general
took bout for the scene of action, stopping on the way at

Crump's Landing, to tell Lew. Wallace to hold himself in

readiness for an order to come to the assistance of the

rest of the army. Arriving at Pittsburg Landing, and

iinding a tremendous battle in progress, he sent the an-

ticipated order to Wallace, and pressed ^Nelson to hasten.

Although he visited the several divisions, and made per-

haps the best disposition he could, it was a battle in

which the commanding general on the Union side count-

ed for little: the division, brigade, and regimental com-O O
mauders did the work. General William Tecumseli Slier-

MAP OF Sim.OH CAMPAK
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man was the hero of the day. He was wounded twice,

and had several horses shot under him. McClernand did

valiant service. Hurlburt, W. H. L. Wallace, and Prentiss

(these five led divisions) were equal to the demands upon
them. Wallace and Prentiss were surrounded. Wallace,
in attempting to cut his way out, fell mortally wounded.

Prentiss, to save a useless and complete sacrifice, surren-

dered with 2200 men.

The most pathetic incident on the Confederate side was
the death of Albert Sidney Johnston. He had felt keenly
the strictures on his generalship for the loss of Donelson,
and yet in a measure he admitted their justice.

" The test

of merit in my profession with the people is success," he

wrote Davis. " It is a hard rule, but I think it right."
' He

could not help seeing that Beauregard had accomplished
results in rallying the people of the Southwest which, with

his loss of prestige, he could not have attained. At Corinth

he proposed to turn over the command to Beauregard, con-

fining himself to the duties of a department commander, an.

unselfish offer which Beauregard at once refused. When
the battle began he left his second at the headquarters in

the field, while he himself rode forward to the front, and

cutting loose from communication with his corps command-

ers, fought as a volunteer of high rank in the line, without

attempting to keep his hand on the general control of the

army. His seeming disposition was to win a signal victory
or die in the attempt. At a critical moment in the after-

noon, while leading a charge of a Tennessee regiment, he

received a ball in his leg which cut an arterv : he soon bled
/ 7

to death. The wound was not necessarily fatal, and had
his surgeon, who had attended him most of the morning,
been with him he might have been saved

;
but seeing a

large number of wounded men, he had ordered the surgeon
to establish a hospital and care for them. His death was a

severe blow to the Confederate army.

1 March 18, Official Records, vol. vii. p. 261.
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The battle of Shiloh was a fierce fight. It is described

by Force as " a combat made up of numberless separate en-

counters of detached portions of broken lines, continually

shifting position and changing direction in the forest and
across ravines."

1 The contest of the first day lasted twelve

hours and was a Confederate victory, in that the Union

troops were driven back one mile and a half and lost Shiloh

church, the point which, Grant writes,
" was the key to our

position."
*

Beauregard's headquarters on the night of April
6 were where Sherman's had been the night before. Never-

theless the result utterly failed to meet the expectations of

Johnston and Beauregard ; they had hoped to capture the

Union army, or at any rate to drive it from the field in com-

plete rout. Lew. Wallace's division, through a misunderstand-

ing of orders, did not get to the field until Sunday's battle

was over. Colonel Ammen's brigade of Buell's army reached

the Landing in the afternoon and was ferried across the

river, arriving in time to take part in the last minutes of

the contest. Ten thousand stragglers from the Union army
cowered under the high bank of the river. Many of the

troops were raw and fled panic-stricken at the first charge ;

some of the officers showed cowardice as well as inefficiency.

Stragglers from the Confederate ranks were numerous.

Nearly ten thousand Union soldiers were killed, wounded,
or captured ;

the Confederate loss in killed and wounded
was as great as the Union, but the loss in prisoners was

small. Through it all Grant preserved his imperturbability.
" The tremendous roar to the left," writes Whitelaw Keid,

who, as a newspaper correspondent, saw the battle,
" mo-

mentarily nearer and nearer, told of an effort to cut him
off from the river and from retreat. Grant sat on his horse

quiet, thoughtful, almost stolid. Said one to him,
' Does

not the prospect begin to look gloomy ?'
' Not at all,' was

the quiet reply.
'

They can't force our lines around these

batteries to-night it is too late. Delay counts everything

p. 124. * Personal Memoirs, vol. i. p. 338.
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with us. To-morro\v we shall attack them with fresh troops,
and drive them, of course.'

" '

The night of the battle a heavy rain poured down on the

unsheltered soldiers of both armies as they slept on their

arms. The Union gun-boats fired at regular intervals heavy
shells over the woods towards the point where the Confed-

erates had bivouacked, for the purpose of disturbing their

rest. Beauregard's disorganized and shattered army, worn
out with the exertions of Sunday, was little fitted to cope
with the body of fresh troops that had joined Grant. Lew.

Wallace had arrived with 6500 men. The rest of Nelson's

division, Crittenden's, and part of McCook's division of

Buell's army, amounting in all to about 20,000, had reached

the scene of action. Buell himself had been on the field of

battle Sunday. He and Grant met that night, and deter-

mined to make a simultaneous attack on the Confederates

early Monday morning. The onslaught was made and re-

sulted in victory. At two o'clock, after eight hours of fight-

ing, Beauregard gave the order to retire
;
this was accom-

plished in good order. That night again it rained heavily,

making the bad roads worse. Owing to the fatigue of the

Army of the Tennessee Grant ordered no immediate pursuit ;

the later pursuit was not effective. The loss of Grant's army
was 1513 killed, 6601 wounded, 2830 captured or missing, a

total of 10,944; the casualties in Buell's army were 241

killed, 1807 wounded, and 55 captured or missing, a total

of 2103. The whole Union loss amounted to 13,047. In

the Confederate army, as officially reported, there were

1728 killed, 8012 wounded, and 959 missing. Never before

had a battle of such magnitude been fought in America. It

was a desperate effort of the Confederates to retrieve what

they had lost by the capture of Donelson, but their advance

northward was for the time effectually repelled.

General C. F. Smith, who had done such heroic service at

Donelson, did not share in the battle of Shiloh. He was in

1 Ohio in the War, vol. i. p. 375. Reid heard this conversation.

III. 40
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bed at Savannah, owing to an abrasion on the leg received

as he was getting into a small boat at Pittsburg Landing ;

the wound mortified, and he died April 25. In his death

the Union army suffered a great loss. Grant writes that, at

the time he was superseded by Smith, Halleck's opinion
and that of the generality undoubtedly was that Smith had

greater fitness for the command of the Army of the Ten-

nessee than he himself had, and in fact he rather inclined to

that opinion himself.'

The general notion at the North was that only the ar-

rival of Buell's army saved Grant from a second and more
disastrous defeat. Whether that judgment be correct has

since become a matter of controversy. Grant and Sherman
have affirmed that, with Lew. Wallace's division of fresh

troops, they would on Monda3r have driven the Confeder-

ates from the field. Bearing on this dispute, the remarks

of General Sherman, in his official report of April 10, 1862,

are significant. At about ten A.M. Monday, he wrote,
" I

saw for the first time the well-ordered and compact columns

of General Buell's Kentucky forces, whose soldierly move-

ments at once gave confidence to our newer and less-disci-

plined forces. ... I concede that General McCook's splen-
did division from Kentucky drove back the enemy along
the Corinth road, which w7as the great central line of this

battle."
3

It is safe, at all events, to say that the arrival of

Buell converted what would have been at best a doubtful

result into an almost absolute certainty. Considering the

bad roads, the obstacles encountered, the orders received

that haste was unnecessary, and that the soldiers were not

veterans, Buell and his officers showed energy and celerity

in their march from Nashville to Pittsburg Landing.
8

1 Personal Memoirs, vol. i. p. 328.
2 Official Records, vol. x. part i. p. 251.
3 My authorities for this account are, the reports of Grant, Buell, McCler-

nand, Sherman, Prentiss, Nelson, and Ammeu, of the Union army; of Beau-

regard, Polk, Bragg, and Hardee, of the Confederate army, Official Rec-

ords, vol. x. part i.
;
the correspondence, ibid., part ii.; articles of Grant,
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The laurels which Grant had won at Donelson were faded

by his carelessness at Shiloh. That the battle had beea a

useless slaughter was the opinion of many of his officers

and soldiers
;
and as the details of it became known, and as

private letters began to be received from the army, the

feeling towards him in the Western States, from which his

troops came, was full of bitterness. The press faithfully re-

flected this sentiment, and members of Congress shared it.

Elihu B. Washburne, in the House, and John Sherman, in

the Senate, alone defended him. " You will see, from Har-

lan's remarks," wrote Sherman to his brother, the general,
" there is much feeling against Grant, and I try to defend

him, but with little success."
' All sorts of charges against

him were made
;
that he had been reckless could not be

gainsaid with much show of reason. The pressure on the

President for his removal was great. A. K. McClure relates

that, carried along by the overwhelming
" tide of popular

sentiment," and backed by
u the almost universal conviction

of the President's friends," he urged this course upon Lin-

coln. Going to the White House at eleven o'clock one night,
in a private interview of two hours, in which he did most of

the talking, McClure advocated with earnestness the re-

moval of Grant as necessary for the President to retain the

confidence of the country.
" When I had said everything

that could be said from my standpoint," McClure proceeds
with his story,

" we lapsed into silence. Lincoln remained

silent for what seemed a very long time. He then gathered

Buell, William Preston Johnston, Beauregard, and Jordan, Century War
Book, vol. i. ; also the composition, strength, and losses of tlie opposing
forces at Shiloh, ihid.; J. D. Cox, in the Nation, July 30, 1885, Feb. 25,

1886; From. Fort Henry to Corinth, Force; Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. ;

Swinlon's Decisive Battles of the War. My thanks are especially due to

General J. D. Cox for reading in MS. my account of the battle of Shiloh,

and for making several critical suggestions, which, on revision, I incorpo-
rated in my narrative. I am also under obligation to him for a like atten-

tion to my descriptions of the battle of Bull Run and of the capture of

Fort Donelson.
1

Century Magazine, Jan., 1803, p. 429.
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himself up in his chair and said, in a tone of earnestness that

I shall never forget, '/ can't spare this man; hefights?"*
The result demonstrated what a clear perception of military

ability Lincoln had in this case, when he determined to save

Grant from removal and disgrace.

April 7, the second day of the battle of Shiloh, General

John Pope, in conjunction with two of Foote's gun-boats,

captured Island No. 10 with 6000 or 7000 prisoners ;
this

was a fortress commanding the Mississippi River, and the

next one below Columbus. Halleck went to Pittsburg Land-

ing, arriving there April 11, and ordered Pope and his army
to join him. Receiving also other reinforcements, he soon

had 100,000 effective troops. Appointing General Thomas
commander of the right wing, Buell of the centre, and Pope
of the left, he named Grant his second in command

;
but as

there went with it no precise duty, this assignment of posi-

tion was really a displacement. Grant chafed under this,

asked several times to be relieved from duty, and would

have left the army had he not been dissuaded by Sherman,
with whom he had already begun that fast friendship which

endured throughout his whole life. Beauregard had been

reinforced, and had an effective strength of 50,000. Towards
the close of April Halleck began his move on Corinth, march-

ing slowly and cautiously, and intrenching at every halt.

The enemy's outposts hovered near the advancing army, but

llalleck's orders to his subordinate commanders were to bring-

on no engagement. He was more than a month advancing the

twenty-three miles from Pittsburg Landing to Corinth, and

as soon as he arrived before the Confederate intrenchments

Beauregard evacuated the place, of which the Union army
then took peaceful possession. Grant, Sherman, and Pope
had been anxious to fight the enemy, but Halleck discour-

1 McClure's Lincoln and Men of War Times, p. 179. See Washburne's

speech of May 2 ; Sherman's speech in the Senate, Harlan's remarks, May
9; Cincinnati Commercial, April 15, 16, 18, 25, 28; New York World, April

10; Sherman's Memoirs, vol. i. p. 244.
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aged all such suggestions and efforts. Corinth being a stra-

tegic point, on account of the junction there of the Mobile

and Ohio Railroad running north and south, and the Mem-

phis and Charleston Railroad running east and west, was
worth having ;

but a victory over Beauregard's army would
have been worth vastly more. 1

In the last days of April New Orleans was surrendered

to Flag-officer Farragut, and the Union flag waved over the

city. This result had been attained by an expedition of

men-of-war under the command of Farragut, and a fleet of

mortar boats under David D. Porter, which had bombarded!

with effect Forts St. Philip and Jackson
;
these forts were-

depended on as the main defences of New Orleans, al-

though seventy-live miles below it. After five days of bom-
bardment without reducing the forts, Farragut decided to-

make an attempt to run by them, and at two o'clock, on the

morning of April 24:, he gave the signal to advance, Porter,
in the meanwhile, opening fire with fury from his mortar

boats. Farragut, returning vigorously the fire of the forts,

succeeded in getting past them with the largest portion of

his fleet
;
he then attacked the Confederate gun-boats, which

disputed the passage of the river above the forts, and, ow-

ing to the superiority of his vessels and the better discipline

of his men, he easily defeated them in the naval battle which

ensued, consigning most of them to destruction. He then

steamed up the river without further serious molestation.

When the news spread in New Orleans that the federal fleet

was coming, hundreds of drays were set to work to haul the

cotton in the presses and the yards to the levee
;
here pa-

triotism applied the torch to the staple so eagerly desired at

the North and in Europe. May I General Butler with 2500

troops occupied the city ;
Forts St. Philip and Jackson had

surrendered to Commander Porter three days previously.
2

1 See Force's From Fort Henry to Corinth; Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. ;

Grant's Personal Memoirs; Sherman's Memoirs.
2 See Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. ; D. D. Porter, G. W. Cable, W. T. Mer-

edith, in Century War Book, vol. ii.
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The taking of New Orleans, a city of 160,000 inhabitants,

the chief commercial port and the largest city of the South,
a place \vell known in Europe as an important trading point,

had a profound effect on opinion in England and France.

May 15 Slidell wrote Benjamin from Paris that a conversa-

tion with Thouvenel, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs,

led him "
fairly to infer that if New Orleans had not been

taken, and we suffered no very serious reverses in Virginia
and Tennessee, our recognition would verv soon have beeno **

declared." On the next day he had a conversation with

Billanet,
" minister sans portfolio, especially charged to rep-

resent the government in the Chambers on all subjects con-

nected with foreign affairs. ... In reply to my suggestions,"
Slidell wrote, "that the war could only be brought to a close

by the intervention of European powers, which should be

preceded by our recognition and a renewed proffer of medi-

ation, he said that France could not act without the co-oper-

ation of England, but that within the last few days there

seemed to be a change in the tone of the English cabinet
;

that if New Orleans had not fallen, our recognition could

not have been much longer delayed." Mason wrote Benja-
min from London,

" The occupation of the principal South-

ern ports by the enemy, and the increased rigor of the block-

ade of those remaining to us, resulting from it, give little

hope now of any interference in regard to the blockade, and

leave only the question of recognition."
'

While the army and navy were winning victories, the

President and Congress were grappling with the evil which

had caused the war. In March Arnold, of Illinois, intro-

duced a bill into the House, the purport of which was to

render slavery sectional and freedom national
;
this resulted

later in the passage of an act prohibiting slavery in all the

1 Slidell's second despatch is dated June 1, and Mason's is June 23.

These despatches are in the MS. Confederate Diplomatic Correspondence
in the Treasury Department, Washington; see, also, London Times, May 12;

Daily News, May 13; the Spectator, May 17; Saturday Reneic, May 17.
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present territories of the United States, and in any that

should hereafter be acquired,
1

thus crystallizing in a formal

statute the cardinal principle of the Republican party, which

had constituted the reason of its existence. April 16 the

President approved an act of Congress, which went further

than it had been deemed prudent to go in either of the

Republican national platforms ;
this abolished slavery in

the District of Columbia, provided for the compensation
of the owners of slaves, and appropriated a sum of money
for the voluntary colonization of the negroes in Hayti or

Liberia.
2 In March the President had taken a step far be-

yond either of these measures. On the 6th he sent a special

message to Congress, asking it to adopt a joint resolution
" which shall be substantially as follows : Resolved, That
the United States ought to co-operate with any State which

may adopt gradual abolishment of slavery, giving to each

State pecuniary aid, to be used by such State in its dis-

cretion, to compensate for the inconveniences, public and

private, produced by such change of system." He enforced

his recommendation by argument.
" The leaders of the ex-

isting insurrection," he said, "entertain the hope that this

government will ultimately be forced to acknowledge the

independence of some part of the disaffected region, and

that all the slave States north of such part will then say,
'the Union for which we have struggled being already gone,
we now choose to go with the Southern section.' To de-

prive them of this hope substantially ends the rebellion. . . .

The point is not that all the States tolerating slavery would

very soon, if at all, initiate emancipation, but that, while

the offer is equally made to all, the more northern shall, by
such initiation, make it certain to the more southern that

in no event will the former ever join the latter in their pro-

posed confederacy. I say
'
initiation

'

because, in my judg-

ment, gradual, and not sudden, emancipation is better for

all. . . . War has been made and continues to be an indis-

1

Congressional Globe, p. 1340, Appendix, p. 364. "
Ibid., Appendix, p. 347.
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pensable means" for the preservation of the Union. "A
practical reacknowledgment of the national authority would
render the war unnecessary, and it would at once cease. If,

however, resistance continues, the war must also continue
;

and it is impossible to foresee all the incidents which may
attend, and all the ruin which may follow it. Such as may
seem indispensable, or may obviously promise great effi-

ciency towards ending the struggle, must and will come.

The proposition now made, though an offer only, I hope it

may be esteemed no offence to ask whether the pecuniary
consideration tendered would not be of more value to the

States and private persons concerned than are the institu-

tion and property in it in the present aspect of affairs."
'

In private letters to Senator McDougall, who opposed the

plan, and to the editor of the New York Times, Lincoln

was earnest in urging this policy. To McDougall he wrote:
" As to the expensiveness of the plan of gradual emanci-

pation with compensation, proposed in the late message,

please allow me one or two brief suggestions. Less than

one-half day's cost of this war would pay for all the slaves

in Delaware, at $400 per head. Thus :

All the slaves in Delaware, by the census of 1860, are 1798

$400

Cost of slaves $719,200

One day's cost of the war 2,000,000

Again, less than eighty-seven days' cost of this war would,
at the same price, pay for all in Delaware, Maryland, Dis-

trict of Columbia, Kentucky, and Missouri. Thus :

Slaves in Delaware 1,798
" "

Maryland 87,188
" " District of Columbia 3,181
" "

Kentucky 225,490
" " Missouri 114,965 ,

432,622

$400

Cost of slaves $173,048,800

Eighty-seven days' cost of war 174,000,000

1

Congressional Globe, p. 1102.
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"Do you doubt that taking the initiatory steps on the

part of those States and this District would shorten the war
more than eighty-seven days, and thus be an actual saving
of expense ? A word as to the time and manner of incur-

ring the expense. Suppose, for instance, a State devises and

adopts a system by which the institution absolutely ceases

therein by a named day say January 1, 1882. Then let

the sum to be paid to such State by the United States be

ascertained, by taking from the census of 1860 the number
of slaves within the State, and multiplying that number by
400

;
the United States to pay such sum to the State in

twenty equal annual instalments, in six per cent, bonds of

the United States. The sum thus given, as to time and

manner, I think, would not be half as onerous as would an

equal sum raised now for the indefinite prosecution of the

war
;
but of this you can judge as well as I."

' The Presi-

dent pressed the acceptance of this offer upon the members
of Congress from the border slave States.

2

No one, I think, instructed by the succeeding events, can

rise from the reading of this message and this letter without

being impressed by the wisdom of Lincoln when he dealt

with a subject to which he had given much thought and

which he fully understood. No man in the country com-

prehended the slavery question in all its bearings better

than he. We have seen how, in the beginning of his ad-

ministration, he did not attempt to forecast the future, but

deemed it sufficient to meet each exigency as it arose
;
and

although the year of office had given him confidence in him-

self, and the knowledge that he had Avon the trust of the

people, he still proceeded with care, shaping his policy, in a

large degree, by circumstances as they arose, and heedful

not to lead faster than the North would follow. Yet he

could not fail to see, as did all reflecting persons, whither

events were tending. That if the North were successful in

1 Letter of March 14, Nicolay and Hay, vol. v. p. 210.

8 McPherson, History of the Rebellion, p. 210 et neq.
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the conflict slavery was eventually doomed seemed to him
certain

;
that it might be necessary to proclaim immediate

emancipation in the Confederate States as a means of mili-

tary success was equally clear. That such a policy, decided

upon opportunely, would have the support of the people was

beginning to be apparent. It is interesting to trace the

course of public sentiment, by observing who of the afore-

time statesmen of the republic were made the popular he-

roes. In November and December, 1860, the pusillanimous
course of President Buchanan caused the men of the North

to cry with one accord,
"
Oh, for an hour of Andrew' Jack-

son !" Later, when the Union sentiment crystallized around

the reconstructed cabinet of Buchanan, when the Confeder-

ate States fired upon Sumter, when everjnvhere the North

declared with one voice that the sole purpose of the war was
the restoration of the Union, the patriotic glow

r of Daniel

"Webster animated all hearts, his fervent words were in all

mouths
;
from nearly every platform and pulpit might be

heard,
"
Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and insep-

arable." As the war went on, and thinking men began to

see that the restoration of the Union was indissolubly con-

nected with the doom of slavery, they began to study the

speeches of John Quincy Adams in the House of Representa-

tives, in which he had laid down the principle that if the

slave States became the theatre of war, the President or

Congress might, under the Avar powers of the Constitution,

order the universal emancipation of the slaves.
1

With a true regard for vested rights, and the Anglo-Saxon
aversion to violent social and political changes, Lincoln antic-

ipated the future enough to devise a plan by which freedom

should come to the slaves gradually, and by which the own-

1 Morse's Life of John Quincy Adams, p. 262 ; New York Tribune, June

3, 22, Sept. 1, 1861 ; New York Evening Post, Sept. 2, 1861 ; Sumner's

speech at Worcester, Oct., 1861; Pierce's Sumner, vol. iv. p. 44; Edward
L. Pierce, in the Atlantic Monthly, Nov., 1861, p. 629; Lecture of Wendell

Phillips in New York and Boston, Dec., 1861, Speeches and Lectures, p.

435.
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ers should receive compensation for their loss. Although, as

a practical measure, it was not expected that any but the

border States would avail themselves of it, the offer for

the House, March 11, and the Senate, April 2, adopted the

joint resolution proposed by the President was open to all

of the slave States
;
and if the people of any and all of the

Confederate States had, in this hour of the military successes

of the North, agreed to lay down their arms and respect the

authority of the national government, not a reasonable doubt

can exist that they would have received, in a plan of gradu-
al emancipation, about four hundred dollars for each slave

set free. The record of Lincoln and the Republican party
on slavery is clear

;
their course was conservative and in

line with the best traditions of America and England. Be-

fore Sumter was fired upon they had agreed, practically, to

guarantee in perpetuity the possession of slaves to their

owners in all of the slave States
; now, after nearly a year

of war and in the hour of victory, when the logic of events

clearly showed that slavery must go, they were willing to

reimburse the slave-owners for the misfortune which they
had brought upon themselves. Lincoln, in this special mes-

sage, exhibited a magnanimous statesmanship which is admi-

rable, and the Republicans of Congress, in co-operating with

him so speedily, showed their confidence in his judgment
and their own desire to do justice.

1

All who have read my
description of sentiment at the South, and who comprehend
what was the meaning of the war to the Southern people,
will see at once that it would be impossible for the States

of the Confederacy to entertain this offer
;

in spite of all

the influence which Lincoln could bring to bear, it was,

unfortunately, not accepted by the border slave States which

remained in the Union. Bound up as was slavery with their

1 The vote on the resolution offering compensation for the slaves was:

Senate, yeas, 28 Republicans, 1 Democrat, 3 Unionists ; nays, 6 Demo-

crats, 3 Unionists
; total, 32 yeas, 9 nays. House, yeas, 83 Republicans,

1 Democrat, 5 Unionists
; nays, 2 Republicans, 20 Democrats, 9 Unionists ,

total, 89 yeas, 31 nays.



social and political life, they could not sec that its doom had

come. Nevertheless \ve may rejoice that the offer was in all

sincerity made, and that the worth and the meaning of it

were appreciated by the friends of the North in England.
1

This volume ends with the rejoicing of the North over its

militarv successes in the winter and spring of 1
S 02. The

President, bv proclamation, asked the people to show their

gratitude by giving, in their accustomed places of worship,
thanks for these victories to Almighty Cod." Roanoke

Island, Mill Spring, Forts Henry and Donelson. the occu-

pation of Nashville, the freeing Missouri of the Confederate

forces, Shiloh. Island ^o. 10. the taking of .New Orleans,

made up a roll of victory that seemed to presage the end

of the war. Instead of discouragement at the North, as

there had been after its defeats in 1801. depression and gloom
now prevailed at the South. McClellan. with over lon.ooo

men. was approaching Richmond, and great things were

expected of him. McDowell with another army covered

Washington. Fremont and Hanks were in the Shenandoah

valley. llalleck. with an army of loo.oon men. and with

subordinate commanders who had military talents of a

high order, was moving on Corinth. The general opinion
of those in authority, and of the people, was that the war
would be over by midsummer. The Secretary of War had

stopped recruiting.
3

AVhile the movement against slavery

1 "I have been watchini: with deep interest nil that lias served to indi-

eate the better tendencies and most hopeful results of your irreat contest.

. . . Your cause lias been steadily
'

inarchim:' on bv the inevitable force of

vents. I think that, whatever may be the fate of the Union, the fate of

^lavery is settled. Yet I see you dailv abused in the American correspond
dice for triviim

1

. consciously and intentionally, to the simple, thai one

ui'eal aim and object for which, more than for anv other, i: will be memo-
rable iu the liistnry of the world." Duke of Ariryll to Sunnier. June 1'2.

I'ierce-Sumner Papers, MS. See a sensible article in the London Sp-;,i ,'.//

of March ii. entitled "The Pei:inniiii:of the Kml ;" also the London /></////

.\eir of March 21. The London Time* oi March 21 had a leader very

unsympathetic in tone.
- Moore's Rebellion Record. Vol. iv.. Does'., p. 4<).~>.

General Order N >. :j:.:. \\";ir Department, Adjutant - General's office,
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had not been rapid enough for the radical Republicans, it

was reasonable to believe that the restoration of the Union,
should it come in the year 1862, would comprise some

scheme of gradual emancipation. In the little more than a

year of war, the progress towards liberty had been swift.

Slavery prohibited in the territories, abolished in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, the President and Congress making an

offer to the States to compensate them for giving freedom

to their slaves, when a resolution to that effect, introduced

into the House in February, 1861, hardly attracted notice

these demonstrated with what rapidity events had hurried

on in a time of revolution and war. We may well conceive

with what gratulation Lincoln and the Republicans regarded
these landmarks, in the establishment of which they had been

the instruments. They were convinced that the end of the

struggle was near, that their work was almost accomplished,
and that, if their sanguine hopes should prove true, they had,

in saving the Union and in giving deadly blows to slavery,

wrought out their country's salvation.
1

April 3, 1862; also cited in McClellan's Own Story, p. 258. General Sher-

man was one of the men who did not share the popular view. May 7 lie

wrote his brother, the senator:
" That the war is ended, or even fairly be-

gun, I do not believe ;" and May 12: "I think it is a great mistake to stop
enlistments. There may be enough soldiers on paper, but not enough in

fact." Century Magazine, Jan., 1893, p. 429.

1 My tlianks are due to Hon. Daniel S. Lamont, Secretary of War, for

access to the Confederate archives in the War Department.
I liave already acknowledged my indebtedness to Professor Edward- G.

Bourne for his assistance on Chapter XII. To this I must add that he read

carefully in manuscript the four succeeding chapters, and that he made
me many suggestions touching economic matters and literary expression.

I Jim indebted to Dr. Titus Munson Coan for a literary revision of this

volume, as well as of Volumes I. and II. I desire to recognize the intelli-

gent aid of Thomas.I. Kiernan, superintendent of circulation of the college

library of Harvard University, and to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mrs.

M. S. Beall for careful work done in the government archives at Washington.
The printer's preparation of this volume was so far along at the time of

the publication of Volume I. of John C. Ropes's "Story of the Civil War"
that I was unable to make any use of that work.
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ADAMS, C. F., minister to England,
426.

African slave-trade prohibited by
Confederacy, 322.

Albert, Prince, flags at half-mast in

New York on account of death of,
540.

Americans, character of, 108; serious

and sad, 108, 109; their love of hu-

mor, 109, 110; their pecuniary hon-

esty, 110-112; their honesty in po-
litical affairs, 112, 113.

Amusements, 84-91.

Anderson, Major Robert, in command
at Fort Moultrie, 131 ; advises that
the forts be fully garrisoned, 131,

132; implores a definite line of pol-

icy, 182; wife makes known to Bu-
chanan her alarm, 183 ; removes
his force to Fort Sumter, 216 ; Pick-
ens demands his return, 218; a hero
to the North, 235; declares firing
on Star of the West an act of war,

247; action then approved by the

President, 251
;
Pickens notified

from Washington that supplies will

be sent, 338; Beauregard instructed

to demand evacuation, 348 ; Ander-
son refuses compliance, 348 ; de-

clares he will soon be starved out,

348; meets Beauregard 's aides, 349;
names his terms of surrender, 349;
refused by aides, 349 ; terms not
seen by Beauregard or Davis, 351 ;

first firing on Sumter, 349; becomes

general. 352; Anderson's returning
fire, 353 ; ammunition exhausted,
354

; accepts Beauregard's terms,
354; evacuates Sumter, 354, 355;
his report to government, 354, 355.

Andrew, Governor John A., causes
Massachusetts militia to drill reg-

ularly, 362.

Arctic, wreck of, 11.

Argyll, Duke of, letter from, 425;
friendly feeling of, 507.

Arkansas passes an ordinance of se-

cession, 385.

Army of the Potomac created, 604;
fine raw material, 604; general hag-
gles with President over plan of

campaign, 604 ; crosses the Poto-

mac, 605; marches towards Manas-
sas, 605; Quaker guns discovered,
606 ; its future plans, 607 ; Fort
Monroe taken as new base, 608 ;

McClellan's strong support, 608.

Army, United States, successes of in

winter and spring of 1862, 636;

rejoicing over victories, 636; belief

that war would soon be over, 636.

Arnold introduces bill in House to

render slavery sectional, 630.

Arrests, arbitrary, 553-558; prisoners
examined by no magistrate, 555 ;

persons confined as prisoners of
state at Fort Lafayette, 555.

Athletic sports, 71, 72, 74.

Atkinson quoted, 6 n.

Atlantic cable, 12-14.

BAKER, Colonel E. D., death of, 496.

Balance of trade, 36, 51 n., 52 n., 53,

54 n.

Ballet, 87, 87 n.

Ball's Bluff, defeat of Union troops
at, 496-498; death of Colonel Ba-

ker, 496.

Baltimore, mob attacks Sixth Massa-

chusetts, 362; Pennsylvania troops
turned back, 362; in a frenzy, 363;

agreed that troops shall go around
it, 364 ; railroad communications

stopped, 366
; opposition short-

lived, 388.

Bank loans and circulation, 53.
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Barrancas, Fort, 280.

Bates, Edward, appointed Attorney-
General, 319.

Beauregard, General Pierre T., in

command at Charleston, 321; stops !

Anderson's fresh provisions, 347;
demands evacuation of Su inter,

348 ; telegraphs to Montgomery
that Anderson will soon be starved

out, 348; alarm about relief expe-
dition, 350; vigilance during bom-
bardment, 353 ;

terms offered to

Anderson, 354; accepted, 354; com-
mands more men at Charleston than
Scott elsewhere, 375 n. ;

fixes on
Corinth as an army base, 619; re-

tires from Shiloh, 625; evacuates

Corinth, 628.

Bell, John, declares it the duty of
Tennessee to remain independent,
383; later, her duty to sland by the

South, 384.

Belmont, August, Palmerston's ex-

pressions to, 433.

Belmont, battle of. 597.

Benjamin, Judah P., his views on
coercion, 241 n.; Confederate At-

torney-General, 295; confidential

friend of Davis, 603.

Beverly, West Virginia, defeat of
Confederates there, 442.

Black, Jeremiah, Attorney-General,
127, 128; favors putting a strong
force in Charleston, 127; consulta-

. tion with Buchanan, 128; Secretary
of State, 225; praises Anderson's
action, 225; gratitude of American
people due to, 236; character of,

242, 243.

Blair, F. P., Jr., Union leader in Mis-

souri, 393.

Blair, Montgomery, named for Post-

master-General, 319; objections to,

320; sent to Missouri, 477; recom-
mends removal of Fremont, 477;
does not approve capture of Mason
and Slidell. 522.

Blockade of Southern ports, 395, 546.

Bright, John, his views, 505, 506. 508-

510; letters of, 527. 528, 537 n.,
538 n. ; speech of. 528.

Brown, Governor, disunion leader in

Georgia, 211.

Bryce characterized, 59, 65.

Buchanan, James, President, 125 ;

receives a letter from General

Scott respectin g garrisoning United
States forts, 125; his course plain
before him, 127; example of Jack-

son, 127; seeks advice from the At-

torney-General, 128; does not fol-

low it, 128; criiicism upon him by
Black, 128, 129; controversy with
General Scott, 129

; undisguised
contempt of all parties for him, 130

;

not treacherous, 130; the most mis-
erable failure of all Presidents, 131

;

his message an essay on constitu-

tional law, 131
; takes counsel con-

cerning it with Jefferson Davis, 132;
views therein expressed, 132-134;
fears a conflict, 132; message fails

to satisfy, 132 ; popular in South in

November, 1860, 137; less popular
afterwards, 137 ; called upon by
Mrs. Anderson, 183

; approves An-
derson's action respecting Star of
the Went, 251; Republicans do not

agree to the Crittenden compro-
mise, 154 ; reasons why they do
not, 156; Seward's course, 156-159;
consultation through Weed with
the President-elect^ 158; Lincoln

opposes compromise, 159 - 162 ;

Seward's speech at the New Eng-
land dinner, 163; Lincoln's influ-

ence upon Seward, 164
; Greeley's

statement of Lincoln's position,
165; compromise defeated by Re-

publicans, 167 ; reasons for ob-

jections by them and the cotton

Stales, 167-169; the objections
good ones, 169, 170

;
indications

that Northern sentiment is ripe
for a compromise, 171; financial

troubles, 171, 172; anti - slavery
meetings checked, 172, 173; Sew-
ard fails to perceive the danger of
the country, 174 ; offers a compro-
mise, 175; a committee of thirty-
three appointed by the House,
177; correspondence between Lin-
coln and Stephens, 179; Major An-
derson asks for reinforcements,
182; General Wool's patriotic ar-

dor, 182; South Carolina delegates
call on the President, 182-185; as-

sure him that reinforcements would
endanger public peace, 184; Gen-
eral Buell visits Major Anderson
and gives him instructions. 185;

Secretary Cobb resigns, 186, 187;
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followed by General Cass, 187; ap-
peals of General Scott, 188; Gov-
ernor Pickens usks that he be per-
mitted to take possession of Fort

Sumter, 192
;

the request with-

drawn, 192; action in South Caro-

lina, 193-206; impression created
elsewhere by the ordinance of se-

cession, 206; action of the other
cotton States, 206; feeling there in

favor, 206; opposed by Houston,
207; opposed in Georgia, 207; atti-

tude of Stephens, 207-211; Toombs
and Brown leaders of disunion
sentiment. 211; course of Georgia,
207-214 ; policy in January, 1861,
249

; Southern senators not on

friendly terms at White House,
249; Scott a trusted adviser, 249;

resignation of Secretaries Thomp-
son and Thomas, 251; Dix Secre-

tary of Treasury, 251
; financial

weakness of the government, 251
;

changes his methods, 285; causes
for this, 285; influence of Black
and Dix, 286; Dix's despatch to

New Orleans, 287; administration

gains confidence of the country,
287; hopes of a compromise, 287;
Weed's position, 288; formation of

the Confederate States, 291-295;

patriotic position of Buchanan dur-

in<r Lincoln's first year, 361.

Buckner,General,in command at Fort

Donelson, 593; proposes armistice,

593; Grtant refuses, 593; surrenders,

593; Grant's opinion of, 597.

Buell, General, visits Major Ander-

son, 185; his reinforcement at Shi-

loh, 626.

Bull Run, campaign and battle of,

planned by General McDowell,
443; requires co-operation of Pat-

terson, 443, 444 ; army marches to

Centreville, 444; Beauregard with-

draws to Bull Run, 444; asks for

reinforcements, 444; Johnston out-

maiioeuvres Patterson and reaches

Bull Run, 445, 446; the battle, 446-

450; Jackson stands like a stone

wall, 447; Federal troops break and
retire, 449; retreat becomes a panic,

449; flight towards Washington,
450; Confederates make no effec-

tive pursuit, 450; contrast of the

two forces, 451, 452; impossible to

III 41

have taken Washington, 453
; Mc-

Dowell a victim, 454 ; dreadful
blow to Lincoln, 454 ; he visits

the camps, 454 ; fears of Washing-
ton, 455 ; Southern newspapers
boast, 456 ; the defeat a heavy
blow to Union cause in England,
457.

Burnside, General Ambrose E., with
Commodore Goldsborough, takes
Roanoke Island, North Carolina,
581.

Butler, General B. F., declares ne-

groes of hostile owners contraband
of war, 466 ; puts them at work,
466, 467; instructions of Cameron,
467; occupies New Orleans, 629.

CABINET of the Confederacy, choice

of, 295.

Cabinet, United States, selected. 319.

Cameron, Simon, Secretary of War,
319; opposition to his appoint-
ment, 319; instructions of, to But-

ler, 467; investigates Fremont, 480;
recommends his removal, 481; his

report as Secretary of War, 573;
refers to economical management
of the service, 573; judgment not
that of a business man, 574; no
evidence that government money
went into his pocket, 574; extrava-

gance in War Department, 574, 575 ;

censured, 576; removed as Secre-

tary of War, 576; appointed Min-
ister to Russia, 576 ; believed by
Chase to have acted honorably,
5nryit.

Campbell, Justice, sees Seward, 330;
has interview with Crawford, 331;
declares on Seward's authority
that Sumter will be evacuated in

five days, 331 ; has other conver-
sations with Seward, 332, 336 ;

Seward states faith will be fully

kept. 337 ; interview with Com-
missioner Crawford, 831, 333; his

criticism upon administration, 338.

Canada, English troops sent to, 422.

Carlyle quoted, 2.

Carrick's Ford, victory of McClellan
at, 442.

Cass, Secretary Lewis, endorses
Black's plan, 127; resigns, 187.

Charleston, forts of, 125, 126; Scott's

letter to Buchanan, 125; letter from.
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Colonel Gardner, 126
; Attorney-

General Black favors pulling in a

strong force, 127 ; his plan en-

dorsed by Cass, 127; non-action of

President Buchanan, 127, 128
;
con-

sults with Black, 128; advised to

act, 128; strength of the army, 129;

vacillating character of Buchanan,
130

;
incurs contempt of all par-

ties, 130; dispute in the Cabinet,
131 ;

Anderson in command at

Fort Moultrie, 131; suggests rein-

forcements, 131; Buchanan's mes-

sage to Congress, 131, 132 ; takes
counsel with Jefferson Davis con-

cerning it, 132
;
communicates it

to Congress, 132, 133 ;
mails sent

throughout South Carolina. 142
;

postmasters do not resign, 142 ; Ma-

jor Anderson abandons Fort Moul-

trie, 216; retreats to Fort Sumter,
216; indignation in the city, 217;
Governor Pickens demands that

he shall return, 218
;

Anderson
refuses, 218

;
United States flag

raised over Sumter, 221 ; South
Carolina troops take possession of

Moultrie and Pinckney, 221; cus-

tom-house officers enter service of

South Carolina, 222; Palmetto flag

raised, 222; Anderson called to ac-

count by Floyd, 224; his answer,
224; Peter Mclntire nominated for

Collector, 244; reinforcements for

Sumter, 245; sailing of the Star of
the West, 245 ; preparations for a
hostile reception, 245 ; ship fired

upon, 245 ; return, 246 ;
note to

Governor Pickens, 247; Anderson
asked to surrender Fort Sumter,
248 ; he sends an officer to Wash-
ington, 248; Star of the West expe-
dition of little military importance,
248; Haynes's mission at Washing-
ton, 281 ; Washington's birthday
celebrated, 297; Lamon and Hurl-
but visit Charleston for Lincoln,

328; Anderson told that Sumter
would soon be evacuated, 333 ; Scott
advises abandonment, 334; Presi-

dent orders naval expedition to be

prepared, 335; Governor of South
Carolina becomes impatient, 836 ;

President decides to send expedi-
tion, 337

; Chew sent to Charles-

ton with letter to Governor Pick-

ens, 338; Pickens notified Sumter
would be supplied with provisions,
338 ; surrender of Sumter demand-
ed, 348; bombardment begun, 349;
fire returned, 352 ; Sumter evacu-

ated, 354; town overcome with joy
at the capitulation of Sumter, 355;
churches crowded, 355 ; suffers

from the war, 551, 552.

Chase, S. P., against compromise,
290; named for Secretary of Treas-

ury, 319; objections to, 319, 320;
recommends a national banking
system, 559; his Treasury report,
559

; assents to Legal-tender bill,

565; bill declared by him, eight
years after, to be unconstitutional,
568 ; demands immediate action

upon bill, 571.

Chestnut, senator from South Caro-

lina, resigns, 118; impetuosity of,
350.

Chew, Eobert S., sent to Charleston
with letter to Governor Pickens,
337, 338.

Cities, growth of, 8.

Cobb, Howell, resigns ns Secretary,
132, 186; address of, 212.

Cobden, feeling of, 506, 507; letters,

528-531.
Collins steamships, 9-12

;
subsidies

to, 9-12 ; line ceases running, 12.

Colorado organized as a territory,
312.

Columbus, Ohio, 303.

Compromise measures, 253; Critten-

den suggests a popular vote, 254;
his proposition supported by
Douglas, 254 ; Davis expresses
Southern views, 255-257; Seward's

high opinion of himself, 258; his

speech, 259; the Crittenden propo-
sition, 260-267; Powell's amend-
ment adopted, 266 ; the Corwin
committee, 267, 268 ; Adams's
views in committee, 267 n., 268 n.

Lincoln's views, 269; gradual com-
pensation to slave owners, 270;
Davis and other senators with-

draw, 271, 272 ; Southern States

secede, 272; the alleged congres-
sional conspiring junto, 272, 273;
conventions called in Southern

Stales, 273; progress of secession

feeling, 273-278; motive for, 289;
border States proposition, 289,
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290; Sumner and Chase stand firm,

290; position of compromise after

convention elections, 310-312.

Confederacy, Southern : Delegates
from six cotton States assemble at

Montgomery, 291; meeting called

by South Carolina, 291 ; organizes,
292; provisional constiiution for

Confederate States adopted, 292;
Jefferson Davis elected President,
and A. H. Stephens Vice-President,
292,293; delegates act as a congress,
294; provide for a revenue, 294;
tariff act continued, 294; prohibit
African slave-trade,294; levy export
duty on cotton, 294; military ques-
tions, 295; commissioners appoint-
ed to treat with United States, 295;

government conducted in an or-

derly way, 296; ordinary business
still carried on in South, 296

;

Beauregard sent to Charleston,
321; Confederate flag raised at

Montgomery, 321; authorizes rais-

ing military force, 321; other acts,

321; commission sent to Europe,
321; Louisinna thanked for trans-

fer of coin, 322; permanent con-
stitution adopted, 322, 323

;
sla-

very recognized in it, 322; African

slave-trade, 322; orderly character
of the Southern people, 323; sla-

very the corner-stone, 322, 324; its

troops in the South, 374, 375; no
intention to attack Washington,
376 ; panic in Richmond, 377

;

stales- rig I its doctrine acts against
operations on Washington, 378,

381; Virginia votes to secede, 378;

question to be submitted to a pop-
ular vote, 378; Letcher asks for a

commission to be sent to Virginia,
879; Stephens appointed, 879; al-

liance between Virginia and Con-
federate States, 379; Lee appoint-
ed Virginia couimander-in-cliief,

380; muskets delivered to Mary-
land troops, 380; District of Co-
lumbia regarded by secessionists

as part of Maryland, 380; not right
for Virginia troops to intrude on

Maryland soil, 881 ; joy at evacua-
tion of Sumter, 381; popular en-

thusiasm, 382; Southern troops
flower of Confederacy, 382; Vir-

ginia and North Carolina refuse

to furnish quota of militia to

United States, 383; North Caro-
lina legislature convened, 383 ;

convention provided for, 388; con-

vention passes ordinance of seces-

sion, 383; Tennessee refuses to

furnish men for coercion, 383;
Bell declares it duty of Tennessee
to remain independent, 383; later

declares, it her duty to stand by
the South, 884; Tennessee makes
a league with Confederacy, 384:
resolution of independence, 384;

joins Confederacy, 384; Arkansas

passes ordinance of secession, 385;
difference of feeling in Virginia,
385, 386; mountains dividing line

between Unionists and Secession-

ists, 386; popular vote on seces-

sion. 387; Maryland's opposition
to United States transitory, 388;
Union sentiment becomes stronger,
389 ; trains run regularly, 389 ;

Governor Hicks calls for four rcsri-

ments, 390 ; obtains them, 390 ;

Kentucky refuses to furnish troops
for subjugation, 391 ; legislature

summoned, 391 ; neutrality re-

solved upon, 391 ; this course

impracticable, 391 ; Kentucky
finally chooses Union side, 392;
Union legislature chosen, 392 ;

Missouri declares against seces-

sion, 393; Governor declares Presi-

dent's call for troops diabolical,

893; Blair leads the Unionists
393; Federal troops from Missouri,
398; Union sentiment grows rap-

idly, 394; Governor deposed, 394;
volunteer companies formed in

Delaware, 394; more troops called

for l>y Lincoln, 394, 395; Southern

ports blockaded by him, 395; Con-
federate Congress convened April
29, 395; authorizes Davis to issue

letters of marque, 395; volunteers
asked for to serve during the war,
396; loan of $50,000,000 author-

ized, 396; Southerners prohibited
from paying debts in the United
States, except border States, 396;

Virginia, North Carolina, Tennes-

see, and Arkansas admitted into

the Confederacy, 396; Richmond
made capital, 396; Confederacy n,

farm, 397; its aim to gain iude-
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pendence, 398; Southern literature

of the period, 401, 401 n. ; Confed-
erates not dismayed by dispropor-
tion, 402; quality of the Southern

soldier, 403 ; great task of the North,
403; its misconception of strength
of disunion sentiment, 405-408;
different meanings of treason and
traitors. 408, 409; supply of arms,
409, 410; General Lee's character

and services, 411-413; Southern-
ers believe that want of cotton will

break blockade, 415-417; action of

England disappointing to Confed-

erates, 417; Queen's proclamation
of neutrality, 417; by it Confed-
erate States recognized as a bel-

ligerent, 418-422; this places its

navy as privateers, instead of pi-

rates, 418; Seward's misconception
of Southern feeling, 424

; change
in Northern sentiment concerning
punishment of Southerners, 428 ;

prisoners taken in battle must be

exchanged, 428; English govern-
ment prohibits armed vessels of

belligerents from carrying prizes
into British ports. 429; Russell's

letters, 431-433; "Southern cause
the cause of slavery," 431, 433;
Palmerston's attitude, 433; Fed-
eral soldiers cross the Potomac,
485

;
McClellan's proclamation,

436; he inarches into West Vir-

ginia, 436; Union men assembled
in convention, 436 ; constitute

themselves a State, 436; Confed-
erates defeated at Philippi, West
Virginia, 436; New York Tribune
declares Rebel Congress must not

meet at Richmond, 437; Confed-
erates defeated at Rich Mountain
and Beverly, 442; Bull Run cam-

paign, 443-446 ; battle of Bull Run,
446-457 ; Confederate army adds
Johnston and Jackson, 458; Con-
federate Congress sequestrates

property of alien enemies. 464 ;

amounts thus seized, 465 n., 466 n.
;

election for President and Vice-
President iu South, 487; no con-

test, 487 ; choice of Davis and
Stephens, 488; no progress made
in eight months towards restora-

tion of Union, 543; Confederate

Congress meets, 543 ; expenses

of government met by loans and
treasury notes, 543, 544; banks
suspend specie payment, 544; pre-
mium on gold, 544; pressure of
the blockade, 544; advance in price
of goods, 544 ; homespun worn,
544; lack of medicine and surgical
appliances, 545; Southern make-
shifts, 545; railroads run down,
546

; newspapers deteriorate in

appearance, 546 ; Treasury notes
made by lithographing, 547; diffi-

cult to make postage stamps, 547;

crops cannot be sent to market on
account of blockade, 547; demor-
alization in Richmond, 548; smug-
gling going on, 549 ; illicit inter-

course between North and South,
550 ; Richmond apparently pros-
perous, 550, 551 ; Charleston suf-

fering, 551, 552 ; burning the cot-

ton crop, 551, 552 n.; feels bitter-

ness of defeat at Donelson, 599;
blow almost without remedy, 600;

troops evacuate Nashville, 600
;

Tennessee Legislature adjourns to

Memphis, 600 ; consternation at

Richmond, 600; Floyd and Pillow
relieved from command, 600; pro-
visional government succeeded by
permanent one, 600; Davis's inau-

gural address, 600; Davis declares
martial law around Richmond,
601; Richmond police system had
broken down, 601; Winder closes

dram shops, 602
; city again safe,

602 ; arbitrary acts by Winder,
602; his powers, 603; employment
of spies, 603; opposition party to

Davis formed in Confederate Con-

gress, 603; lack of ability in that

congress, 603
; Virginian army

withdraws from Manassas Junc-

tion, 605 ; burns property there,
605 ; leaves Quaker guns, 605 ;

people recover from their re-

verses, 606; their Congress passes
conscription act, 606, 607; Govern-
or of Virginia calls out his whole
militia, 607; army reorganized and
recruited, 607 ; attack on Federal
vessels by iron-clad Merrimac,
608; fight between Merrimac and
Monitor, 611-614.

Congress assembles in December,
I860, 146 ; Southern grievances,
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147 ; House of Representatives
urines repeal of Personal Liberty
bills, 147; the Crittenden compro-
mise, 150; Powell's special com-
mittee, 151 ; progress ofcompromise
measures, 150-181; impossible to

come to an agreement, 181; Kan-
sas admitted, 312; Colorado, Da-
kota, and Nevada organized, 312;
slave code of New Mexico, 312,

313; force bills not passed, 313; rec-

ommends a constitutional amend-
ment respecting slavery, 313; Mor-
rill tariff bill, 315; declares war not

waged for overthrow of Southern

institutions, 464; provides that
claims of owners should be forfeit-

ed if slaves take up arms against
the United States, 464; assembling
of, in December, 1861, 552; Presi-

dent's message, 553; Trumbull asks
information about arbitrary arrests,

556 ; Treasury report, 558, 559
;

Chase recommends a national bank-

ing system, 559 ; determines to

raise $150,000,000 by taxation,

562; committee to frame a tax bill,

562; large sum required in three

months, 562; banks broken down,
562; legal tender notes suggested,
563; a measure of necessity, 563;
condemned by many, 564; com-
mittees meet Secretary of Treas-

ury, 564; new plan proposed, 564;
Boston banks do not assent, 564 ;

Chase's assent to Lesral-tender bill,

565; Merrill's plan, 566; Legal-ten-
der bill nciiher necessary nor eco-

nomical, 567; declared unconstitu-
tional by Cln'ef Justice Chase eight
years after, 568 ; judgment of
business men in 1862, 568-570;
immediate action demanded by
Chase, 571 ; act passes House, 571 ;

passes Senate, 572 ; bonds to be

5-20s, interest payable in coin, 572;
bill approved by President, 572;

Treasury notes never a legal tender
in Confederacy, 572. 573; Arnold
introduces bill to render slavery
sectional, 630; slavery prohibited
in all territories, 631; slavery abol-

ished in District of Columbia, 631;

message from President respecting
gradual abolition of slavery, 631;
his arguments, 631-633; reception

by the public and Congress, 633-

637; proposition hardly attracts

notice, 637.

Conscription act, Southern, 617.

Constitutional amendment concern-

ing slavery, 313; was not consid-
ered a sufficient concession by the

South, 314.

Cookery, 70, 71 n., 72. 73.

Corinth, base of Confederate opera-
tions, 619; Halleck moves against
it, 628; evacuated, 628.

Corruption in the government, 60,

61, 61 n., 62, 62 ., 63, 63 n., 64.

Cotton crop burned near Charleston,
551

;
near New Orleans, 629.

Crawford, his interview with Justice

Campbell, 331.

Crops injured, 56.

Cunard steamships, 9, 10.

DAKOTA organized as a territory, 312.

Darwin, 515.

Davis, Jefferson, counselled with by
Buchanan, 132

;
his Southern

views, 255-257; withdraws from
Senate. 271, 272; elected Presi-

dent of the Confederacy, 292; in-

augurated, 293; his address, 293,

294; no allusion to slavery, 294;
his l>elief that slave property
would be lost, 299; not deceived
as to the evacuation of Sumter,
339, 340; his attention to business,
339; Confederate Cabinet consult
about firing on Sumter, 347 ;

Toombs's opinion, 347; Beaure-

gard ordered to demand evacua-

tion, 348; Anderson's reply, 348;
direction of Confederate Secretary
of War, 348 ; attack on Sumter,
349; first shot, 349; who decided
the final step. 349; United States
relief expedition too late, 350 ;

election for President, 487; choice
of Davis, 488 ; his inaugural ad-

dress, 600; declares martial law
around Richmond, 601 ; opposi-
tion to him formed in Confederate

Congress. 603.

Delaware, Governor of, recommends
formation of volunteer companies,
394 ; organized and mustered in,
394.

Democratic opposition lessened by
Fremont's removal, 485.
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Democrats refuse to join with Re-

publicans in nominating tickets,

486; declared by McLean opposed
to war, 485, 486 n.

De Tocqueville characterized, 59, 65.

Dix, Jolm A., Secretary of Treasury,
251, 252; influence upon Buchan-
an, 286.

District of Columbia, regarded by
secessionists as part of Maryland,
380; slavery abolished in, 631.

Donelson, Fort, battle of, 585^593 ;

map of battle-ground and vicinity,

587; effects of battle, 594, 598-600.

Douglas, Stephen A., favors a popu-
lar vote, 254 ; supports President

Lincoln, 318; on platform at Lin-

coln's inauguration, 318; his posi-
tion, 360; his death a national ca-

lamity, 414; there can be no neu-

trals, 414; dying message to his

sons, 414.

Drinking, excessive, 96, 97.

ELLIS, Governor of North Carolina,
383.

Emerson, 90.

England, action of, a disappointment
to both sides, 417 ; issues procla-
mation of neutrality, 417

; by it

Confederates recognized as bellig-

erents, 418
;
Confederate cruisers

given the quality of privateers,
. 418 ; alleged precipitancy of min-

istry^ 420 n. ; resentment towards

England in Boston, 421
; English

troops sent to Canada, 422
;
un-

wisdom of Seward's course, 423 ;

his reckless language, 423, 424 ;

produces mischief in England, 425;
letter of the Duke of Argyll, 425;
our minister Charles Francis Ad-
ams, 426 ; shows himself a good
diplomat, 426; improved feeling in

United States towards England,
427; English government prohib-
its armed privateers carrying prizes
into any British port, 429

;
this

hurts the Confederates, 429; tone
of English sentiment,430 ; Russell's

letters in the Times, 431-433;
Punch's "Hymn of the Confeder-

ates," 432 n. ; Palmerston's expres-
sions to Belmont, 433 ; English
sentiment with the Federal govern-
ment, 502; favorable at the begin-

ning of the war, 502 ; revulsion
after Bull Run, 502 ; the cotton

famine, 503
; manufacturing un-

easiness, 503 n.
; speech of Earl

Russell, 504; saya war did not turn
on slavery, 504 ; belief that the
Union could not be restored, 504;
John Bright's views, 505, 506, 508,
510 ; friendly feeling of Cobden,
Hughes, and Duke of Argyll, 506,

507; English newspapers, 507; po-
sition of Englishmen, 510 ; the

sympathies of Europe as viewed
by Carl Schurz, 511-513 n. criti-

cism by English newspapers,514 n. ;

Darwin's views, 515; the New York
Herald, 516, 517 ; Great Britain

neutral, 519 ; Russell proposes to
Palmerston that England unite
with France in mediation, 519 ;

Palmerston does not agree with
Russell, 520; England's policy, 520;
the capture of Mason and Slidell,

520-542; effect of capture of Fort
Donelson in. 599; confidence in

ability of Confederates shaken,
599; intense interest in fight of
Merrimac and Monitor, 614.

Erie Railway war, 21-24.

Everett, Edward, declares the firing
on Sumter an unutterable outrage,
361.

FARRAGUT,Commodore,New Orleans
surrendered to, 629; defeats Con-
federate gunboats, 629 ; cotton
burned by Confederates, 629; Gen-
eral Butler occupies the city, 629.

Field, Cyrus W., 12-14.

Floyd, John B., calls Anderson to

account, 224; condemns his action,

225; resigns, 225; his financial ca-

reer examined, 236 W.-241 .; in-

dicted, 238 n. ; no evidence of gen-
uine fraud, 238 n.; his sending of
arms to the South, 238 n. ; an op-

ponent of secession, 241 n.
;
his in-

capacity for business, 241 n. ; turns
over his command at Donelson to

Pillow, 593; escapes, 593; Grant's

opinion of, 597 ; removal from
command, 600.

Foote, Commodore, captures Fort

Henry, 582; arrives with his gun-
boats at Fort Donelson, 585 ; too

badly injured to leave his boat,
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589
; Grant goes to consult with

him before battle of Fort Donelson,
589.

Ford, John, quoted, 85 n., 86 n.

Foreign travellers in America, 65, 66.

Forsyth's letter, 369 n., 370 n.

Fortunes, beginning of large, 64, 64

n., 65 n.

Fox, Captain G. V., sent to see An-
derson, 327, 328

;
his relief expe-

dition, 350; three days late in sail-

ing, 350 ; arrives when bombard-
ment is going on, 350; failure of

the plan, 351; fleet hooted by Con-

federates, 354.

France, government of, sends letter

to Washington urging giving up
Mason and Slidell, 537.

Frederick City, Maryland, legislature
convened tliere, 388.

Free trade, 40.

Fremont, John C., made a major-
general, 468 ; in command at St.

Louis, 468
; charges against him,

469; issues proclamation confiscat-

ing property of persons in arms

agiiinst the United States, 470 ;
letter

of Lincoln to him suggesting modi-

fication, 471 ; proclamation injuri-
ous to Kentucky Union feeling,
471 ; President directs Fremont to

modify his proclamation, 472 ; this

creates a factional difference in

Republican party, 472 ;
letter of

Hoadly, 473 n., 474 n. ; Sumner's

speech approving Fremont, 473,
475 n.; corruption at St. Louis,
477; opinion of F. P. Blair, 477;

Meigs recommends removal of Fre-

mont, 477; Mrs. Fremont goes to

Washington, 478 ;
Blair arrested,

478
; desperate feelings in St.

Louis, 479
;

officers preparing to

resign, 479; Cameron and Thomas
sent to investigate at St. Louis,
480; Plutnly's letter, 479; his in-

terview with Lincoln, 480, 481 ;

Cameron and Thomas return, 481;
Fremont removed, 482; command
turned over to Hunter, 482; situa-

tion at St. Louis shocking, 482;
statement of Washburne, 482, 483;
excitement of the people, 483

;

feeling against Lincoln, 483, 484,
485 n.

French Revolution, 2.

GAMBLE appointed Governor of Mis-

souri, 394.

Gardner, Colonel, letter from, 126.

Georgia, fight against secession, 207;
Alexander H. Stephens the leader,

207; sketch of Stephens, 207-209;
speech before the legislature, 210;
Toombs andGovernorBrown disun-
ion leaders, 211; convention called,

211; Stephens without hope of suc-

cess. 212; address of Howell Cobl>,

212; letter of Toombs, 213; John-
son's substitute for the ordinance
of secession, 275

; Stephens's re-

marks, 275; substitute voted down,
275.

Gist, Governor, of South Carolina,
114, 115.

Gladstone, W. E., his views on Mason
and Slidell matter, 540, 541.

Goldsborough,Commodore, with Gen-
eral Burnside, takes Roanoke Isl-

and, North Carolina, 581.

Gosport navy-yard abandoned, 364.

Grant, General Ulysses S., successful
in Tennessee, 581

;
Halleck gives

permission to take Fort Henry, 582;
fort captured by Foote and liis iron-

clads, 582
; most of Confederate

troops escape, 582; map of the cam
paign in Tennessee, 583; Fort Don-
elson invested, 585; Foote arrives
with his gunboats, 585; vessels soon
after disabled, 585; storm of sleet

and snow, 585 ; Confederates re-

solve to cut their way through,
586

;
their attack, February 15,

586; a stubborn fight, 586; McCler-
nand fails back, 586; map of Fort
Donelson, 587; Foote too badly in-

jured to leave his boat, 589; Grant

goes to consult with him before the

attack, 589; disaster to the Federals,
589, 590; the attack, 589; returns
at utmost speed, 589; meets his sub-

ordinates, 589; declares Federal po-
sition must be retaken, 590; gives
orders, 590; Smith takes the rifle-

pits, 591; Wallace charges the left

successfully, 592; dismay inside the

fort, 592 ; council of war, 592
;

Floyd and Pillow turn over their

command to Buckner, 593; Floyd
and Pillow escape, 593 ; Buckner
proposes armistice and commission-
ers upon terms of capitulation, 593;
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Grant refuses, 593; no terms except
unconditional and immediate sur-

render, 593; terms accepted, 593;

importance of surrender, 593 ;

causes for success, 594; difference

in leadership, 594; sketch of Grant's

early life, 594; goes to West Point,
595 ;

serves in the Mexican war,
595 ; resigns from the army, 595

;

endeavors to earn a livelihood upon
a farm, 595; joins his father at Ga-

lena, Illinois, 595; shiftlessness at

that time, 596; his character, 596;

presides at a war meeting in Galena,
596; drills troops, 596; enters adju-

tant-general's office, 596; in June
made colonel of an Illinois regi-

ment, 597 ;
in August brigadier-

general of volunteers, 597; Confed-
erate camp attacked at Belmont,
597; his opinion of Floyd, Pillow,
and Buckner, 597 ; his physical
courage, 597; effect of capture of

Fort Donelson, 598 ; results in a

Union advance of 200 miles, 598;

rejoicing in the North, 598, 599;
effects of victory in England, 599;
Tennessee legislature adjourns to

Memphis, 600 ; his opinion upon
methods of handling Western army,
617, 618; general distrust of him,
618

;
Halleck can get no reports,

618
;
McClellan orders him placed

.in arrest, if necessary, 618; reported
to have resumed his'bad habits, 618;
General Smith placed in command,
619; Halleck satisfied with Grant's

explanations, 619; Smith incapaci-
tated and Grant restored, 619; ar-

rives at Savannah, Tennessee, 619;

camps at Pittsburg Landing, 619;

Beauregard fixes on Corinth as a

base, 619; joined by Johnston, 620;
Confederate generals determine to

attack, 620 ; Grant believes they
will not, 620; his carelessness, 620;
Johnston gets ready to fight, 620;
the battle of Shiloh begins, 621;
declared by many to be a surprise,
621

; progress of the battle, 621-627;
Sherman the hero of the day, 623;
Wallace mortally wounded, 623 ;

death of Albert Sidney Johnston,
623; Johnston characterized, 623;
first day a Confederate victoiy, 624;
Grant's imperturbability, 624; sec-

ond day a Union victory, 625; Beau-

regard retires. 625 ; loss on each
side, 625; death of C.F. Smith, 626;
the value of Buell's reinforcement.
626; Grant's laurels faded by care-
lessness at Shiloh, 627; private let-

ters bitter against Grant, 627; press-
ure on President for his removal,
627; McCI ure's conversation with
Lincoln, 627, 628 ; President could
not spare him, he fights, 628.

Greeley, Horace, quoted, 22. 23; his

plan of non-coercion, 140. 142; his
statement of Lincoln's position, 165.

Guthrie, James, Secretary of the

Treasury, 38-43.

Habeas corpus suspended by United
States, 438, 439; Democrats criti-

cise President for this, 486; sus-

pended by Confederacy, 601.

Halleck, General, gives Grant permis-
sion to take Fort Henry, 582; can

get no reports from him, 618; sat-

isfied with explanations, 619 ; as-

sumes command of Western army,
628; Grant second in command,
628; Grant chafes at having no pre-
cise duty, 628; asks to be relieved,
628 ; dissuaded by Sherman, 628 ;

Halleck moves on Corinih, 628; in-

trenches every night, 628; Beaure-

gard evacuates Corinth, 628.

Hampton Roads, fight between Mer-
rimac and Monitor, 608-614.

Harper's Ferry abandoned. 364.

Hatteras, Fort, captured, 490.

Hawthorne's description of McClel-
lan's advance, 605, 606.

Havne, his mission to Washington,
281.

Health of Americans, 66, 67, 67 n.,

68, 68 ., 69, 70, 72-75.

Henry, Fort, Grant given permission
to take, 582

; captured by Foote
and his iron-clads, 582; most of the
Confederate troops escape, 582.

Herald, New York, 516, 517.

Hicks, Governor, of Maryland, de-

clines to convoke legislature, 301 ;

desires no more United States

troops, 363; advises Butler not to

land soldiers, 373.

Hoadly, George, letter of, 473 n.,
474 n.

Holmes, O. W., letter to Motley, 311.
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Holt, Postmaster-General, in charge
of War Department, 225.

Houston, Governor, of Texas, op-
poses secession, 207.

Hunter calis on President, 224.

Hurlbut visits Charleston, 328.

IMMIGRATION, progress of, 3.

Indianapolis, 303.

Inventions, 6, 7.

Iron industry, development of, 33, 34.

Island No. 10 captured, 628.

JACKSON, General Thomas J. , 458 ;

characterized, 460 ; his unaffected

piety, 460, 461 ; joins the Southern

cause, 462; stands like a stone wall,
447.

Jackson, Governor, of Missouri, de-

posed, 394.

Johnson, H. V-, his substitute for the

ordinance of secession, 275.

Johnston, Albert Sidney, joins Beau-

regard at Corinth, 620 : gets ready
to fight, 620

;
battle of Shiloh be-

gins, 621 ; his death, 623.

Johnston, General Joseph E., 445,

446; characterized, 458; his early

history, 458; resigns his commis-
sion in the United States service,

458; ranking officer among those

who joined Confederate cause, 459;

disagreement with Davis, 459.

KANSAS admitted as a state, 312.

Kentucky, Governor of, refuses to

furnish troops, 391 ; legislature

meets, 391
; neutrality resolved

upon, 391
; impracticable, 391

;

anti-secession congressmen chosen,

392; strong Union legislature elect-

ed, 392 ; effect of Fremont's procla-
mation there, 471, 472; map of, and
Tennessee, 583.

LABOR, habits of, among Americans,
99, 100.

Lafayette, Fort, 555.

Lamon, Ward H., his visit to Charles-

ton, 328; conversations with Gov-
ernor Pickens, 333, 336; had no

agency from Lincoln, 336.

Lecky quoted, 31 n.

Lecture system, 89-91.

Lee, Robert E., resigns his commis-

sion, 365; previously offered the

command of the Union armies,
365 n. ; commander-in-chief Vir-

ginia forces, 380 ; characterized,

411; lineage, 411; a true man, 411;
did not favor secession, 412; cast
in his lot with Virginia, 412; re-

semblance to Washington, 413 ;

ranking general of the Confeder-

acy, 459.

Legal-tender notes, 563-572.

Letcher, Governor, asks Confederacy
to send a commission to Virginia,
379.

Letters of marque, Davis invites ap-

plication for, 364.

Lincoln, Abraham, his love of Ar-
temus Ward and Nasby, 109 ; elec-

tion of, by the people, 114; fears of
a conspiracy, 300; electoral votes
counted in Washington, 300,302;
fears of a conspiracy to prevent
counting, 300; these fears ground-
less, 301 ; troops called to Washing-
ton, 302; journey from Springfield
to Washington, 302-305; makes
speeches on the way, 302; the ri-

diculous and the sublime, 302, 303;
kissed by a pretty girl, 303; re-

marks at Springfield, 302; at Phila-

delphia, 302-304; at Indianapolis,
303; at Columbus, 303; at Pitts-

burgh, 304; unfavorable remarks

concerning, 304, 305; proceeds se-

cretly to Washington from Phila-

delphia, 304; favorable opinion of
him by Weed, 305 ; inaugurated,
316; his address, 316-318; an immor-
tal state paper, 316; Douglas seat-

ed on the platform, 318; inaugural
satisfactory to the North, 318; con-
strued in the South to mean war,
318; names a cabinet, 319; objec-
tions to Chase, Seward, and Blair,

319, 320; Anderson's provisions not

holding out, 325; Scott's opinion
asked, 326; cabinet council con-

cerning Fort Sumter, 327; Seward
does not receive Southern Com-
missioners, 328, 329; negotiations

through Nelson and Campbell,
329-332; Seward's answers, 330-

332; Campbell's interview with

Crawford, 331, 332; speculations
about Sumter, 332-334; Scott ad-

vises abandonment of Pickens and
Sumter, 334; cabinet considers his
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opinion, 335 ; President orders
j

naval expedition prepared, 335 ;

his first state dinner, 334, 334
n. , 335 n. ; anecdote by, 334 n.,

335 n.
;

President's expressions
to Blair, 341 ; not determined to

withdraw Anderson. 341
;
Scott's

policies, 341; Sewurd's impractica-
ble views, 341; his suggested for-

eign policy, 342; reply by Lincoln,
342; Chase declares secession an

accomplished revolution, 343
;

position of Virginia, 344 ; rein-

forcement of Fort Pickens

planned, 345
;
the Sumter expedi-

tion to be sent out, 345; call for

75,000 militia, 357 ; enlistment of

soldiers, 358. 359
;
details of the

call, 359, 360; gratifying results,

360; party lines obliterated, 360;
attitude of Douglas, 360, 361;

position of Buchanan and Everett,
361 ; apprehensions for Washing-
ton, 361. 362; Sixth Massachusetts
starts thither, 362; attacked by a
mob in Baltimore, 362

; Pennsyl-
vania troops turned back, 362 ;

Baltimore in a frenzy, 363; agreed
that troops should go around it,

364; Virginia passes ordinance of

secession, 364 ;
Davis invites ap-

plications for letters of marque,
364 ; Southern ports proclaimed
blockaded, 364; Harper's Ferry
abandoned, 364; Gosport navy-
yard abandoned, 364 ; Robert E.
Lee resigns his commission, 365

;

previous offer to him of the Union

command, 365 n., 366 n.; railroad

communications stopped at Balti-

more, 366; panic in Washington,
367; Governor Hicks asks that no
more troops pass through Mary-
land, 367; Lincoln's position, 367;
his alarm for the capital, 368; loy-

alty of New York City, 368-372
;

alleged conspiracy there, 369; For-

syth's letter, 369 n., 370 n.;
Russell's letter, 370 n., 371 n.

Seventh Regiment leaves for

Washington. 872; difficulties in

the way, 373; arrival, 374; safety
of Washington, 374

; Lincoln in

deep anxiety, 376 ; North Carolina,

Virginia, and Tennessee refuse to

furnish troops, 383; Tennessee de-

clares itself independent, 384; Ar-
kansas secedes, 385 ; Virginia se-

cedes, subject to vote, 386 ; dele-

gates west of the Alleghanies loyal,

386; vote in Virginia, 387; opposi-
tion in Baltimore and Maryland
short-lived, 388; Maryland legis-
lature convened at Frederick City,
388; adopts a policy of neutrality,
389; Union sentiment stronger,
389; regular trains pass through
Maryland, 389 ; four regiments
enlist, 390; Kentucky will furnish
no troops, 391 ; desires to be neu-

tral, 391; Union legislature chos-

en, 392; Missouri against seces-

sion, 393; Governor refuses to call

for troops, 393; Blair, the Union
leader, 393; troops offered, 393;
Gamble, a Union man, made gov-
ernor, 394

;
Delaware furnishes

troops, 394
;
men enlisted for three

years, 394: additional men called

for, 394, 395
; Virginia and North

Carolina blockaded, 395; meeting
of the Confederate Congress, 395

;

its action, 395, 396; relative power
of Federals and Confederates,
397, 398

;
aim of the North to

save the Union, 398, 399; North
characterized by the Southerners,
401, 402; difficulty of the Northern
task, 403

; misconception of the

strength of the disunion sentiment
in the South, 405; Lincoln's message
to Congress, 406; vindictiveness of

expression increases, 409; death of

Douglas a national calamity, 414;

Queen's proclamation of neutral-

ity, 417; England thought to have
exhibited undue haste, 421; Sew-
ard's infatuation, 424, 425 ; Adams
at the Court of St. James, 426 :

desire for severe punishment of

Confederates, 427; prisoners must
be exchanged, 428; belligerency
conceded to Confederacy, 428 ;

feeling towards United States in

England more favorable. 429
;

Southern cause the cause of sla-

very, 431, 432 n. Punch's hymn,432
n. ; Virginia ratifies ordinance of

secession, 434; troops advance into

Virginia, 435; West Virginia more
closely connected with Pennsylva-
nia and Ohio than eastern Virginia,
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435, 436; McClellan marches into

West Virginia, 436; West Virginia
forms a new State. 436; Confeder-
ates beaten at Philippi, 436; Mc-
Clellan's bombastic proclamation,
436; desire among Northern people
for army to advance, 437; Confed-
erate Congress must not meet at

Richmond, 437; Congress meets,

437; President asks Congress for

men and supplies, 437; tariff in-

creased, 437 ; the htibeas corpus,
438; income tax, 438; Lincoln's

message, 439, 440; Lincoln the true

representative of the people, 440;
the master of the cabinet, 441

; his

power equal to that of Louis Na-

poleon, 442 ; resting upon unani-
mous consent, 442

; McClellan
thanked. 442; gains victories at

Rich Mountain, Beverly, and
Carrick's Ford. 442; Bull Run
campaign, 443-446

; battle of Bull

Run, 446-457; failure of the Con-
federates to follow up the victory,

453; defeat a blow to Lincoln, 454:
news received throughout the

North, 454, 455; recruiting soon

goes on with new vigor, 455; vic-

tory received with gratitude in

the South, 455 ; great injury to

Union cause, 457; feeling in Great

Britain, 457; England declines to

acknowledge independence of Con-

federacy , 457 ;
the negro question,

466; General Butler's decision re-

specting contrabands, 466; Lin-

coln's care for vested rights, 467
;

Fremont in command in Missouri,
468 ;

his extravagant character,

469; confiscates by proclamation
property of those in arms against
the United States, 470 ;

Lincoln
sends a letter asking correction,

471; Fremont refuses, 472; prob-
altle effect of proclamation on

Kentucky, 471,472; proclamation
corrected by order of Lincoln, 472;
Fremont's proclamation regarded
favorably in the North, 472; creates

factional difference among Repub-
licans, 472; sustained by Sumner,
472 ; his speech declaring eman-

cipation the best weapon, 473;

Republicans denounce Lincoln,
473 /*., 474 n., 475 n.; Chase sus-

tains President, 474, 476 n. ; such
action necessary to retain Ken-
tucky, 476; Blair and Meigs sent to

Missouri, 477 ; Blair recommends
removal of Fremont, 477; difficul-

ties in St. Louis, 478; feeling upon
rumor of removal of Fremont, 479;
Cameron and Thomas investigate,
480; recommend removal, 48i; re-

moval ordered, 482; extravagance
and peculation, 482; Washburne's
condemnation, 482, 483; Fremont's
removal regarded as martyrdom,
483, 484, 485 n.; lessens Demo-
cratic opposition, 485; McLean de-

clares nine -tenths of Democrats
opposed to the war, 485, 486 n.;

forty-one votes cast in the House
to consider peace, 486; Democratic

organizations refuse to co-operate
with Republicans in naming tick-

ets for election, 486; criticise Presi-
dent for suspending Jutheas corpus,
486; result of election Republican,
487; Confederate election, 487, 488;
battles in West Virginia. 489; or-

ganization of the navy, 489; Hat-
teras and Port Royal captured,
490; McClellan in command around

Washington, 490, 491; co-operation
of the authorities with him, 492;

performs much hard work, 493
;

does not attack, 495, 496; impa-
tience of the country, 496; Union
forces beaten at Bali's Bluff, 496;
retirement of General Scott, 497 ;

strength of the two armies near

Washington, 497; McClellan misin-

formed, 498, 499 ; his irresolution,

498; inactivity of McClellan, 500;
his treatment of the President, 501;
sentiment in England, 502-520 ;

Mason and Slidell captured, 520;
joy of the country, 520 ; act ap-
proved by many public men, 521;

cabinet, except Blair, joins in this

sentiment, 522; Lincoln not carried

away, 522; Sumner and Blair favor

surrendering commissioners to

England, 523 ; Seward sends a

prudent despatch, 523
;
disavows

Wilkes's act, 524; attitude of the

English ministry, 525 ; demands
surrender of commissioners, 525;

English speeches and letters, 525;
Seward believed in England to be
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unfriendly to her, 531; England's
demand read to Seward, 536; meet-

ing of the cabinet, 536 ; Seward

proposes to surrender commission-
ers to England, 536; concurred in,

538 ;
commissioners delivered to

an English steamer, 538; President

sustained by people, 539; views in

England, 540-543; condition of af-

fairs in the South, 543-552; meet-

ing of Congress, 552; message to

Congress, 553 ; no progress made
in bringing back insurgent States,

553; restrictions upon newspapers,
553; arrest of members of Mary-
land legislature authorized, 553,

554; such arrests infractions of the

Constitution, 554; Lincoln's justifi-

cation, 554; other arbitrary arrests

made, 555; compared with lettres-

de-cachet, 555; denounced by Wen-
dell Phillips, 555 ., 556 n.

; public
sentiment sustains arrests, 556; pro-
tests against them, 557; Seward's
intoxication with power, 557; polit-

ical prisoners released by Lincoln,

558; expenses of the government,
559, 560; receipts from customs and
loans, 559

; Chase recommends a
national banking system, 559; con-

dition of business. 560; repudiation
j

of debts by the South, 560; nation-

al credit and revenue, 558-575;
. loans necessary, 561; legal-tender
notes, 563-572; bill for issuing ap-

proved, 572; strength of the army,
573; McClellan praised by Came-
ron, 573; contracts given to politi-

cal followers, 574
;

the flood of

corruption, 574 ; rigid economy
necessary, 575 ; House of Repre-
sentatives censures Cameron, 576;
Cameron dismissed as Secretary of

War, 576; nominated as Minister to

Russia, 576; defense of Cameron,
577

;
Stanton made Secretary of

War, 578; letter of Lincoln to Mc-
Clellan, 616, 617; cause gaining in

the West, 617; battle of Shiloh,
621-626

;
New Orleans captured,

629; Lincoln sends message to Con-

gress favoring gradual emancipa-
tion, 631-633; Union successes, 636.

Lind, Jenny, 84-86.

Literature, golden ace of American,
91; Irving, 91; Prescott, 91; Bry-

ant, 92; Longfellow, 92; Whittier,
93; Bancroft, 93: Lowell, 93; Mot-

ley, 93; Holmes, 93; Hawthorne,
93; Emerson, 93, 94; Curtis, 94;
Harper's Magazine, 94; Putnam's
Magazine, 95 ; Atlantic Monthly,
96.

Loans, government, taken by banks
in New York, Philadelphia, and
Boston, 561 ; banks suspend specie
payment, 561.

Louisiana seizes United States coin
and transfers it to Confederacy
322; thanked, 322.

Lowell quoted, 5.

MCCLELLAN, General George B., in

command in Ohio, 436; orders de-
tachment to cross river to West
Virginia, 436; takes command in

person, 436 ; issues bombastic

proclamation, 436; defeats Con-
federates at Rich Mountain and

Beverly, 442 ; thanked by Con-

gress, 442; successful at Carrick's

Ford, 442; engagements make Mc-
Clellan military hero of the North,

442; assumes command around

Washington, 463
; characterized,

463; his previous history, 463;
made a major-general, 464

; sys-
tematic and laborious, 490 ; the
"
young Napoleon," 490; ignores

General Scott, 490; full of appre-
hensions of non-success, 491

;
be-

lieves that he will be attacked,

491; receives full co-operation of
all authorities, 492; believes that

the enemy outnumber him, 492;

creating an efficient army, 493;
Confederate council of war, 494;
McClellan perfecting his organiza-
tion, 495; country is impatient,
496; swollen with conceit, 496;
the defeat at Ball's Bluff, 496;
General Scott retires, 497; forces

on the two sides, 497; McClellan
does not advance, 498; overesti-

mates the enemy, 498, 499 ; no

conception of his own limitations,

499; loved by his soldiers, 501;
his treatment of Lincoln, 501; falls

ill with typhoid fever, 502; his

inaction, 578; disappointment and

impatience of the people, 578, 579;
Lincoln calls a council of generals,
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580; McDowell believes it feasible

to attack at Manassas, 580; at sec-

ond meeting Chase asks what will

be done, 580; McClellan unwilling
to state, 580; has a particular time
in his own mind for movement to

commence, 581; President issues

orders for advance on February
22, 581

;
Manassas Junction to be

seized, 581 ; Federal victories else-

where, 581; compared with Grant
as a leader, 594 ; still trifles, 604 ;

condition of his army, 604; Mc-
Clellan's inactivity compared with
Grant's activity, 604, 605 ; John-
ston retires from Manassas Junc-

tion, 605 ; leaves behind him

Quaker guns, 605; Hawthorne's

description of the advance, 605,

606; McClellan differs from Presi-

dent on plan of future campaign,
607 ;

Lincoln gives up his judg-
ment to his general, 607; Fort
Monroe as a new base, 608; no
successor to him ready, if change
was desired, 608 ;

McClellan re-

lieved of all commands except
Army of Potomac, 614; army di-

vided into four corps, 614; Wash-
ington must be left in security,
615 ; waning confidence in him,
615; McDowell's corps detained at

Washington, 615; McClellan's lack

of promptness, 616; Lincoln's let-

ter to him, 616; the hostile army,
616; begins the siege of Yorktown,
617; his complaints, 617 ; orders
arrest of Grant, 618.

McClernand, General, 586.

McDowell, General, a victim to

popular sentiment, 454; mentioned
580, 615.

Mclntire, Peter, nominated Collector

at Charleston, South Carolina, 244.

Magoftin, Governor of Kentucky, re-

fuses to furnish troops to Lincoln,
391.

Mallory, S. R., Confederate Secre-

tary of Navy. 295.

Manassas, battle of. See Bull Run,
battle of.

Manufactures, 58, 59.

Maryland, her position, 301; opposi-
tion to movements for safety of

capital did not last a week, 388;
railroad put in repair, 388; legis-

lature convened, 388; Hicks loath
to do this, 388; declares safety of

Maryland lies in a neutral posi-
tion, 389 ; legislature implores
President to make peace, 389

;

troops pass unmolested through
Baltimore, 389; Episcopal bishop
rebukes clergymen for omission of

pmyer for President, 389; four

regiments called out, 390; members
of legislature arrested, 553, 554.

Mason and Slidell, appointed com-
missioners from Confederacy to

England and France, 520 ; take

passage for Southampton on Brit-

ish steamer Trent, 520; overhauled

by American man-of-war San Ja-
cinto, 520 ; Captain Wilkes seizes
Mason and Slidell, 520; taken to
Fort Warren, 520; country goes
wild with delight, 521; Secretary
Welles congratulates Wilkes, 521 ;

Lincoln not carried away, 522;
Sumner favors surrendering com-
missioners to England, 523; S<MV-
ard's despatch to Adams, 523, 525;
declares Wilkes acted without in-

structions, 524; England deems
the arrest an outrage to her flag,
525; English cabinet declares it a
violation of the law of nations,
525 ; demands reparation, 525 ;

warlike preparations, 526 ; evil

effects of war, 526; effort to em-
broil the two countries, 527 ;

Bright's letter, 527,528; his speech,
528; Cobden's letters, 528, 529.
529 ?i., 530 71., 531 n.; Seward not

thought to be friendlv to England,
531, 532; attitude of Palmerston,
533, 534; Russell's despatch to

Lord Lyons, 535, 536; demands
liberation of the commissioners,
536; American cabinet assembled,
536; Seward reads draft of answer
proposing to surrender Mason and
Slidell, 536; despatch from French
Government shown, urging deliv-

ery, 537 ; Bright's letter, 537, 538 n.
;

demand acquiesced in, 538; Sew-
ard's formal letter, 538; Mason and
Slidell delivered to an English
steamer, 538 ; President's action

sustained, 539; New York puts
flags at half-mast on account of
death of Prince Albert, 540; Eug-
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laiul receives news of surrender
with great thankfulness, 540; the

TiiiHx'x opinion of Mason and Sli-

dell. 540 n,. 541 //.; Gladstone's
views. 540, .141; the affair leaves a

rankling wound, .141.

Mason, letter from. 630.

Meigs sent to Missouri, 477.

Memmiuger, C. G., Confederate Sec-

retary of Treasury, 29.1.

Memphis, Tennessee legislature ad-

journs thither, 600.

Merchant marine, progress of, 7, 8.

Merrimac, Confederate iron-clad, at-

tack of, upon United States fleet

in Hampton Roads, 608; construc-

tion of iron-dads abroad, 609; in

United States, 609; map of Hamp-
ton Roads, 609; Merrimac convert-
ed into an iron-clad, 609; Monitor
built by John Ericsson, 609; Merri-
m/tc steams into Hampton Roads,

610; United States vessels meet
her. 610; discharge their broadsides

ineffectually, 610
;

Confederate
iron-clad destroys Cumberland,
Cong res/*, and injures Minnesota,
611; consternation of the Union
fleet, 611; alarm in the Cabinet,
611; arrival of the Monitor at

Hampton Roads, 612; Merrimac
starts for the Minnesota, 612; Moni-
tor steers for the Merrimac, 612;

tight for four hours, 612; arma-
ment of the two vessels, 612; shot
from the Merrimac injures Lieu-

tenant U'orden, 613; Monitor tem-

porarily ceases tire, 618; Merritnac

withdraws, 613; casualties slight,

613; power of Merrimac broken,
613; no further mischief from her,

613; destroyed later, 613 n.; Moni-
tor founders in December. 613 n. :

intense interest felt in England,
614.

Mill Spring. Kentucky, battle of, .181.

Missouri pronounces against seces-

sion. 393; Governor declares Presi-

dent's call for troops diabolical,

393; leader of Union men Francis
P. Blair, Jr., 393; regiments sworn
in, 393 ; Governor Jackson de-

posed, 394: (iambic appointed as

Governor. 394.

Monitor, ti^'lit with Merrimac in

Hampton Roads, 611-614.

Montgomery convention, called bv
South Carolina, 291 ; delegates from
six cotton States present, 291; or-

ganizes, 292
; provisional consti-

tution for Confederate States

adopted, 292; elects Davis Presi-

dent, 292; and Stephens Vice-Pres-

ident, 293.

Merrill, his tariff bill, 31.1; his finan-

cial plan for carrying on the war.
556.

Moultrie, Fort, 131; abandoned, 216;
Confederate troops take posses-
sion of, 221.

NASHVILLE evacuated, 600.

Navy, vessels purchased, 489; block-
ade maintained, 489; Fort Hatteras

captured, 490
;

Port Royal capt-
ured, 490.

Negro question, 466; Butler's deci-

sion respecting contrabands, 466.

Nevada organized as a territory, 312.

New Mexico, its slave code. 312, 313.

New Orleans, attacked by Farrainit
and Porter, 629; surrenders, 629;

occupied by General Butler, 629;

importance of its capture, 630;
Slidell's conversations with Thou-
venel and Billanet, French minis-

ters, 630; recognition of Confed-

eracy bv France and England de-

layed, 630 ; Slidell's and Benja-
min's letters. 630.

Newspapers restricted, 553; editors

arrested, .1.14.

New York City, suspension of banks
in 1857. 46 : message of Mayor
Wood, 48; loyalty of, 368-372; al-

leged conspiracy there, 369.

North Carolina, Governor Ellis re-

fuses to comply with requisition
for troops. 383

; legislature con-

vened, 383; calls a convention. 383;
convention passes an ordinance of

secession, 383.

OFFICE seeking. 326, 327.

Ohio Trust Company, 45, 52.

Opera, Italian, S6, S7.

Opposition party to Davis in Con-

federacy, 603 ; Confederate Con-

gress not an able one, 603.

PAI.MKKSTOX, Lord, attitude of, 533,
534.
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Palmetto flag raised, 222.

Panic of 1857, 45-55; failure of Ohio
Trust Company, 45; suspension of
New York banks, 46; suspensions
elsewhere, 47; stoppage of manu-
factories, 48 ; message of Mayor
Wood, 48

;
labor demonstrations,

48-50 ; suspension of the Bank of

England, 50; causes of, 50-55; re-

sumption of specie payments, 54;
condition of affairs after resump-
tion, 55.

Panics and the tariff, 52.

Paper money in the South, 544, 547,
550.

Paris in 1792, 2.

Patterson, General, 443, 444.

Peace Convention called by Vir-

ginia, 290, 291; delegates appoint-
ed, 291; assembles, 291; delegates
from cotton States meet same day
at Montgomery to form Confed-

eracy, 291; ex-Presideut Tyler in

the chair, 305
;
character of dele-

gates, 305; re'commends an amend-
ment to Constitution, 306 ; unfa-
vorable opinion concerning it by
radical Republicans, 306; disagree-
ment of members, 307; evidence
of Union feeling iu border States,

307, 308.

Pensacola : Fort Barrancas occu-

pied by Lieutenant Slemmer, 280;

evacuated, and Fort Pickens occu-

pied, 281.

Personal Liberty acts, 252, 253.

Petigra, James Louis, his position in

regard to South Carolina's seces-

sion, 124; leaves church on account
of omission of prayer for President,
194.

Philadelphia, 302, 304.

Philippi, West Virginia, defeat of

Confederate troops there, 436.

Phillips, Wendell, denounces arbi-

trary arrests, 555 n., 556 n.

Pickens, F. W., elected Governor of

South Carolina, 194; character of,

194, 195; inaugurated, 195; his ad-

dress, 195, 196 ; demands Ander-
son's return, 218 ; notified from
Washington that relief would be

sent, 338
;
conversations with La-

mon, 333, 336.

Pickens, Fort, reinforcements sent,

284; not to disembark, 284; truce

agreed upon, 284
; President de-

termines to reinforce it, 345; expe-
dition successful, 356 ; remains
Union during the entire civil war,
356.

Pillow, General, turns over his com-
mand at Donelson to Buckner,
593; escapes, 593; Grant's opinion
of, 597; removed from command,
600.

Pinckney, Fort, confederate troops
take possession of it, 221.

Pittsburgh, 304.

Pittsburg Landing. See Shiloh.

Pope, General John, captures Island
No. 10, 628.

Port Royal captured, 490.

Porter, D. D., bombards defences of

New Orleans, 629.

Powell, his resolution for a special
committee of thirteen, 151.

Privations of the South, 544-552.

Punch, its hymn to the Confederate

States, 432 n.

QUAKER guns, 605, 606.

RACHEL, Mile., 87, 88.

Railroad accidents, 23, 24; legisla-
tive enactments concerning, 25.

Railroad extension, 18, 20, 52, 53.

Reagan, J. H., Confederate Post-

master-General, 295.

Reform conventions, 98.

Religion, 100; Sunday trains, 100,

101; revivals of, 101, 102; Fulton
street prayer-meeting, 103; prayer-
meeting in Burton's Theatre, 103-

105; Henry Ward Beecher there,

104, 105; revival in Boston, 105,

106; prayers for Theodore Parker,
106, 107 ; Puritanism hostile to

art, 107, 108.

Republican party in high glee at

their success in election, 138; suc-

cess of, declared by South owing
to misrule of administration,
139 n.; compromise defeated by,
167.

Rhett, R. B., signs South Carolina
secession ordinance, 201.

Rich Mountain, West Virginia, de-
feat of Confederate troops there,
442.

Richmond, Virginia, made capital of

the Confederacy, 396 ; apparent
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prosperity of, 550, 551; influx of
soldiers and gamblers. 601

; her

police system breaks down, 601
;

Winder obtains unlimited power,
602; closes dram shops. 602; the

city orderly at night, 602; his rule

arbitrary, 602 ; proposes to close

up a newspaper, 602; gives em-

ployment to two hundred spies,
603.

Russell, Earl, speech of, 504 ; his

despatch to Lord Lyons, 535, 536.

Russell, W. H., his "letters to the

Times, 369, 370 n., 371, 371 n.,

416, 431-433.

San Jacinto. 520.

Schurz, Carl, 511 n.-513 n.

Scott, General Winfield, his letter to

the President, 125, 126; advocates

garrisoning nine sea-coast forts,

125; retirement of, 497.

Secession, threatened, 114-138; how
to be prevented, 138, 139; disun-
ionists believed to be traitors, 140;

Greeley's policy of no coercion, !

140, 142; seen to be impossible,
142, 145; compromise favored by
some Republicans, 144; views of

Thurlow Weed, 144, 145; Stephen
A. Douglas against secession, 146;

meeting of Congress, 146; griev-
ances of the South, 146, 147; Per-
sonal Liberty bills repealed, 147,

148; refusal to allow slaves in the

territories, 148 ; feelings of the

North on slavery regarded as un-

friendly, 148; election of Lincoln
a declaration of hostility, 149; the
Crittenden compromise proposed,
150, 151; resolution of Powell of

Kentucky, 151 ; South Carolina

adopts an ordinance of secession,

152; compromise committee meets,
152; its debates, 153; no unanim-
ity reached, 154; details of voting,
154; Seward and the Crittenden

compromise, 156-158; Seward. ten-

dered position of Secretary of

State, 158; his speecli before the
New England Society, 162, 163;

unworthy of the man, 163; his

vote on the Crittciulen compro-
mise, 164; his probable position if

that had been favored by Lincoln,
164 ; independence declared by

South Carolina, 202; views of the
border States, 214

; nature of the
Union movement in the South,
278; slavery sole cause of the war,
280

;
formation of Confederate

States, 291-295; rashness of seces-
sion movement, 297; Adams's char-
acterization of, 297, 298; war be-
lieved to be certain, 299; views of

Cobden, 299 n. ; secession move-
ment in Maryland, 308

;
in Vir-

inia, 308, 309; in North Carolina,
)9; in Tennessee, 309: in Arkan-

sas, 310; in Missouri, 310; in Ken-
tucky, 310; dismemberment not fa-

vored by English government, 315;
opinion of Merrill bill in England,
315; national convention advocat-

ed, 316.

Secretary of Treasur}', report of, in

1861,558,559; revenue, 559; loans,
559

; annual expenses estimated,
559; advocates a national banking
system, 559; improvement in trade
and industry, 559; business para-

lyzed at the beginning of year, 560.

Seventh Regiment, New York, leaves
for Washington, 372; difficulties in

the way, 373; arrival, 374.

Seward, W. H., offers a compromise
in the Senate, 175; his attitude in

regard to compromise, 288, 289
;

named for Secretary of State, 319;

objections to, 319, 320; conversa-
tion with Nelson, 330; declared by
Campbell to have equivocated,
338; his assurances unauthorized,
338; his delusions as to his pow-
ers, 339 ;

his optimistic notions,

341; his private thoughts for the

President's consideration, 341, 342;
their wild character, 342; Lincoln's

reply, 342.

Sexual morality, 97-99.

Sherman, General W. T., hero of the

day at Shiloh, 623; dissuades Grant
from asking to be relieved from

duty, 628.

Shiloh, battle of, 621-627.
Sixth Massachusetts regiment at-

tacked by a mob in Baltimore, 362.

Slavery, resistance to the extension

of, 1 ; in the territories, 148 ;
senti-

ment against, in the North, 148, 149.

Slemmer, Lieutenant, 280.

Slidell, his letter from France, 630;
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his conversation with French min-

isters, 630.

Smith, Caleb B., Secretary of Inte-

rior, 819.

Smith, General C. F. . takes rifle-pits at

Donelson, 591
, placed in command

of Tennessee army, 619; becomes

incapacitated. 619; death of, 626.

Society, American, 75-84 ;
in New

York, 75, 76; in Saratoga, 76, 77;
in Newport, 78, 79; abroad, 79, 80;
liveries, 80, 81 ; dress of gentlemen,
81; married ladies, 81,82; the up-
per ten thousand, 82.

South, prosperity of, in 1859, 56.

South Carolina, action of, concerning
Lincoln's election, 114; Governor
Gist's letter to other cotton States,
114

; legislature called together,
114, 115

; assembles, 115 ; disun-
ion sentiments in Charleston, 115-

117; legislature chooses presiden-
tial electors, 117 ; provides for a

convention, 118 ; resignation of

Senator Chestnut, 118.; feeling at

fever heat, 119 ; cause of South
Carolina's attitude, 119, 120 ; lib-

erty pole raised, 120 ; November
21 a day for prayer, 121 ; secession

thought a necessity, 121
;
reasons

for this, 121
; slavery the real cause,

122; no Union party in Soutli Car-

olina, 123; election of delegates to

convention, 124
; interrogation of

candidates, 124
; delegates chosen

to convention, 193
;
soldiers drill,

193; business prostrated, 193, 194; I

economy the fashion. 194; Pickens '

elected governor, 194 ;
character-

!

ized, 194, 195 ; inaugurated, 195 ;

his address, 195, 196 ; convention
meets at Columbia, 196, 197

;
ad- !

journs to Charleston on account
j

of small-pox, 197
,
character and

attainments of the members, 197;
no difference of opinion among the

people, 197; Chancellor Inglis re-

ports ordinance of secession, 198;
ordinance passed, 198 ; received
with cheers by waiting crowd, 198;

joy was unconfined, 199 ; signing
of the ordinance by members, 199-
201 ; witnessed by governor and

legislature. 199-201; an impressive
public ceremony, 199-202 ;

South
Carolina proclaimed an iudepen- ,

dent commonwealth, 202; received I

III. 42

with gladness, 202 ; bonfires light-
ed, 202; heading of broadside an-

nouncing declaration of indepen-
dence, 202; unanimity of the peo-
ple, 203 ; declaration of the con-
vention four days after, 203; rea-
sons given for seceding, 203-205;
not worthy of the convention,
205, 206; representatives withdraw
from United States House, 215 ;

convention elects commissioners to
treat with United States, 215 ; se-

cession a winding up of partner-
ship, 215; commissioners arrive in

Washington, 216
; Pickens hears-

of Anderson's retreat to Fort Sum-
ter, 217 ; demands a return, 217 ;:

Anderson refuses, 217; South Car-
olina takes possession of Moullrie
and Pinckney, 221 ; transfer of
custom-house to South Carolina,
222; post -office continues with
United States, 222 ; character of

South Carolina commissioners, 222,

223; they receive news of Ander-
son's retreat, 223 ; disbelieved l>y

Secretary Floyd. 223
;
Davis and

Hunter call on President, 224 ;

urge him to send Anderson back,

224; cabinet meeting, 225; Ander-
son's action praised by Black, con-
demned by Floyd, 225

; Floyd
resigns, 225 ; President's second

meeting with South Carolina com-
missioners, 226 ; Scott begs that

Sumter be reinforced, 226 ;
com-

missioners suspend negotiations,
226 ; South Carolina no reason to

complain of Buchanan, 227 ; he
fails to grasp the situation, 228 ;

views of South Carolina on An-
derson's action, 228, 229 ; Presi-

dent's answer to commissioners

prepared, 230 ; not approved by
cabinet, 230 ; Black determines to

resign. 231 ; asked by Buchanan to

modify draft, 231 ; vindication of

national doctrine. 232; accepted by
Buchanan, 234; liis duty to defend
Fort Sumter, 234 ; commissioners'

answer, 235; regarded as insulting

by President, 235 ; reinforcements
to be sent to Anderson, 235 : An-
derson regarded as a hero, 235.

Springfield. Illinois, 302.

St. Louis, Fremont in command a't,

468; corruption at, 477; desperate
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feelings there. 479; situation shock-

ing, 482; excitement of the people,
483.

Stanton, Edwin M., Attorney-Gen-
eral, 243 ; appointed Secretary of

War, 578; disagreement with Mc-
Clellan, 615, 616.

Mar of the West, 245-249.
Steamboat accidents, 25-27.

Stephens, Alexander H.. correspond-
ence with Lincoln, 179 ; elected

Vice-President of the Confederacy,
293 ; commissioner to Virginia,
379; declares North Carolina in a

blaze, 382.

Sumner, Charles, declaration of,

against compromise, 290; makes a

speech approving Fremont. 473,
475 n. ; favors surrendering Mason
and Slidell, 523.

Slimier, Fort, Anderson's provisions
not holding out, 325; islands forti-

fied by South Carolina, 325; Scott
believes Sumter should be evacuat-

ed, 327 ; cabinet council thereon,
327 ; Fox sent to see Anderson.
327, 328

;
President Lincoln deter-

mines to reinforce it, 346; purchase
of fresh provisions stopped by Pick-

ens, 347; mails taken possession of.

347; President's notification that

provisions would be supplied, 347;

telegraphed to Davis, 347; Confed-
.erate cabinet meeting, 347, 348 ;

Davis yields to the current, 348 ;

Beauregard ordered to demand
evacuation, 348; Anderson's reply,

348; his remarks that Sumter would
be starved out, 348 ; remark tele-

graphed to Davis, 348; Confederate

proposition to Anderson, 348, 349;
his answer, 349; Anderson's terms
refused, 349; notified that batteries

would open fire, 349; who decided
the final step, 349; the first gun.
349 ; bombardment begins, 349 :

[

impetuosity of Chestnut, 350; re-

lief expedition from New York
three days late, 350; bombardment
begins before arrival of expedition
at the bar, 350; failure of the fleet

to afford relief, 351
; blunder of

Confederates in striking first blow.
351 ; bombardment becomes gen-
eral, 352; Sumter returns fire, 352;
'Anderson's forces. 352; his rations,

352; Confederate forces, 352; ladies

turn out to see the tragedy ; 352;
cannonading continues all day, 353;

Beauregard's watchfulness, 353 ;

bombarding next day, 353; officers'

quarters take fire, 353; powder
magazine in danger, 353; grenade
magazine on fire, 354; explosions,
354; Sumter's fire censed, 354; fleet

inactive outside the bar, 354; flng
shot away, 354

; Wigfall goes to

Sumter under a flag of truce. 354;
terms of evacuation offered by
Beauregard, 354; accepted by An-
derson, 354: condition of Sumter,
354; leaves Sumter with colors fly-

ing, 355; no loss of life, 355; mo-
mentous results of battle, 355; joy
in Charleston, 355, 856; Montgom-
ery celebrates, 355; effect of firing
upon in the North, 357-359; South
full of joy at evacuation, 381; all

hearts in the cause, 382
;
North

Carolina in a blaze, 382; Virginia
in arms, 383.

TAINE quoted, 2.

Tariff act of 1846, 28-30.
Tariff act of 1857, 43-45.
Tariff legislation, 30-45, 57-59.

Tennessee, governor refuses to fur-

nish a man for coercion, 383; citi-

zens unite in an address saying that

the duty of Tennessee was to pre-
serve her independence, 383; Bell

calls to arms, 384; she declares her

independence, 384; league with the

Confederacy, 384; capture of Fort

Henry, 582; Fort Donelson, 593;

map of Tennessee and Kentucky,
583; Nashville evacuated by Con-
federate troops, 598

; legislature

adjourns to Memphis, 600.

Thackeray, 90.

Theatre, American, 87, 89.

Thomas, Adjutant-General Lorenzo,

investigates Fremont. 480; recom-
mends his removal, 481.

Thomas, General George II., defeats

Confederates at Mill Spring, Ken-

tucky, 581.

Toombs, Robert, disunion leader in

Georgia, 211; letter of, 213; Con-
federate Secretary of State. 295.

Trade, depression of, in 1854, 39, 40.

Travelling, discomforts of, 19-21, 91,

91 n.

1'rent, British steamer, carries Confed-
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crate commissioners Mason and Sli-

dell,520; overhauled by SanJacinto,
520; Mason aud Slideil seized, 520.

Trumbull, Senator, his inquiry re-

specting arbitrary arrests. 556.

Twiggs, General, dismissed the ser-

vice dishonorably, 326 n.

Tyler, Ex-President" John, presides in

the Peace Convention, 805; believes

Virginia has no alternative but war,
385.

UNION army in the West, Confed-
erates driven from Missouri, 617;

victory at Donelson not followed

up, 617; Grant ordered arrested, if

necessary, by McClellan, 618 ; is

superseded in command bv C. F.

Smith, 618; restored, 618; attacked
at Pittsburgh Landing, 621 ; the
battle of Shiloh, 621-628.

United States, climate of, 16, 17; ma-
terial prosperity of, 3, 4, 6, 14-16.

VIRGINIA, special session of legislat-
ure, 301 ; elects delegates to peace
convention, 301

;
sentiment favor-

able to secession increases, 344, 345;

government in h.-mds of the con-

vention, 378; ratification to be voted
on in May, 378; Stephens sent by
Confederate States as commissioner
to Richmond, 379 ; complains of

tardy disposition of Virginia, 379;
alliance of Virginia and Confeder-

acy, 379; Lee commander of Vir-

ginia forces, 380; State rights as

between Virginia, Maryland, and
North Carolina and the Confeder-

acy. 378-381 ; Maryland finally re-

garded as part of the United States,

381; Virginia in arms, 383; Govern-
or Letcher refuses to comply with

requisitions for troops, 383; Tyler
believes Virginia has no alternative

but war, 385; ordinance of secession

passes, 386 ; mount tins dividing
line between union and secession.

386; secession ordinance approved
at the polls, 387 ;

Federal soldiers

cross the Potomac. 435; Beauregard
issues a proclamation, 435.

WALKER, L. P., Confederate Secre-

tary of War, 295.

Wallace, General Lew., 589-592.

Wallace, General W. H. L., mortally
wounded, 623.

War Department, in charge of Holt,
225.

Warren, Fort, 520.

Washburue condemns Fremont, 482,
483.

Washington, D. C., 300, 301, 304;

panic in, 367; safety of, 374; its

defensive force, 374-377 ; effect of

a seizure, 376.

Webster, Daniel, quoted, 35-38.

Weed, Thurlow, his plan for settle-

ment with the South, 144, 145; po-
sition of. 288; mentioned, 305.

Welles, Gideon, Secretary of Navy,
319; congratulates Captain Wilkes,
524.

West Virginia, people vote against
secession, 436 ; troops sent by
Letcher thither, 436; Federal forces

cross the Ohio, 436; Union men as-

semble at Wheeling, 436; adopt, a

declaration of independence, 436;

legislature chosen, 436; Confeder-
ates defeated at Philippi, 486; Mo-
Clellan takes command in person,
436; issues a proclamation, 436.

Wheeling, Virginia, 436.

Wigfall, 'Senator, 354.

Wilkes, Captain, seizes Mason and
Slideil, 520; congratulated by Sec-

retary Welles, 521 ; declared by
Seward to have acted without in-

structions, 524.

Winder, General, becomes provost-
marshal of Richmond, 602; pro-
hibits distillation of spirituous
liquors, 602; restores peace to the

city, 602; rowdies and drunkards

put down, 602; his enpricious acts

of tyranny, 602; threatens to close

up a newspaper, 602; exercises the

powers of a viceroy. 603; employs
two hundred spies, 603; responsible
to no one but Davis, 603.

Wood, Fernando, Mayor, proposes
that New York make itself a free

city, 369.

Wool, General, his patriotic ardor,
182.

YORKTOWN, siege of, begun, 617.

END OF VOL. Ill
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